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«M ý OWOW

PREFACE

THE explO * itS Of SIR -JOHN FkANKLIN are written so

large across ', the map of. the Àrctié Ocean and its

coasts; the circumstances of his tragic end have

rendered' his name and achievements familiar to so

many Englishmen not otherwise specially conversant

with the-subject of Polar exploration; thestory of his

voyages and discoveries has so often been related as

a part of, the general history oý English adventure,

thaï the app'earance of this biography, nearly half a

century after his 'death,, may seem to require a few

explanatory words.

It has been felt by his surviving' relatives, asý it

was felt by his devoted wife and widow, that to the

records, ample and appreciative as many of them, have

been, of the career of the explorer there needed the

addition of some personal memoir of the man. What

Franklin did may be sufficiently well known to his

countrymen already. What he was-how kindly and

affectionate, hc;w modest and magnanimous, how loyal

in his - friendships, how faithful in his allegiance to
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duty, how 'deeply and unaffectedly religious-has

ne-ýer been and never could be known to any but

his intimates. -But that knowledgé ought not to be-

confined to, them. The character of such men as

Franklin isý in truth, as much a national possession

as their fame and work. I ts influence may be as

potent and its éxample. as inspiring; and it has been

fert by those responsible for the production of this

volume that sonie attempt should at lasi be made to

present it to his fellow-countrymen.

It was the .long-cherished desire of Miss Sophia

Cracroft, niece of Sir John Franklin, and constant

and attached c*mpanion of Lady Franklin, to, perform

this labour of love herself, and it -supplied the animat-

ing motive of her unwearied industry in c'llecting

the mass of documents hitherto unpublished -hich

have been employed in the preparation of this work.

Failing health and almost total loss of sight, however,

prevented' the accomplishment of her purpose, and/--,

eventually her executors, Mr. and. Mrs. G. Bý-Austen_

Lefroy, have entrusted the work to the present writer.

Both to them, and'to ý him it' is a source of much

satisfaction - that this Biography should issue from the

house of Mr. John Murray, whose father was the

publisher of Franklin's two -Narratives of his Arctic

Explorations and the personal friend of their author
!Èe and Lady Franklin, *and who has himself taken a

warm. interest in the present*ndertakl*ng.

In dealing with Franklin's achievements as an
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explorer ample assistance was accessiMe to me in

already published works. The story of his-, first two

Arctic expeditions-ihe former a tàle of unexampled

toil and sufférings heroically endured-has been told

with admirable clearness, simplicity, and modesty by

Franklin himsel£ In i86o, after--the réturn of the

Fox from her fàmou-ý and successfül voyage, the

late Admiral Sherard Osborn, himself an active 'and

distinguished member- of one of thé earlier search

expeditions, published a little volume of a hundreà

pages, entitled 'The Career, Last Voyage, and Fate

of Franklin,' containing a condensed---hu-t masterly

sketch -of his hero's earlier discoveries and a most

graphic and moving description of his last ill-starred

adventure. , The particulars of Sir Leopold McClin-

tock's search for -and discovery of the sole extant

rec?ýrý-of the crews of the Frebus and Terror

ave been gathered frorn that gallant officers pain-

fully interesting narrative of his voyage. But still

more important and indeed invaluablc help has been

derived by me frorn the able -and exhaustiv* mono

graph on Franklin contributed to, the '.World's Great

Explorers' series by Admiral A. H. Markham,

himself an Arctic officer of distinction, whose ready

kindness, moreover, in advising me on an obscure

point in the history of'Frýîhk1in's closing hours and

in perusi.ng the proofs of the chapters dealing with

his last expedition I dgýire most gratefully to- acknow-

ledge,,-
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Nor, can L close this record of my obligations
with-out expressing my thanks to Miss jessie Lefroy

for such a lightening of - my labours by the methodical
arrangement of documents as only those who have

sufféred from the lack, of such assistance in examin-
ing and, digesting voluminous masses of manuscript
material can, fully appreciate.

H. D. T.
LONDONý r895.

'i -
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LIFE
OF

SIR -JOHN FRANKLIN

CHAPTER I

EARLY VEARS AFLOAT'

1786-iSO7

THE name of Franklin bas none -of that obscurity of origin
which somýtimes perplexes a biographer at the very threshold

of his work. Its blood and history unmistakably proclaim
themselves. The 'franklin' was the old English freeholder-
the man who held direct of the Crown, and was frank, or free
from any services to, a feudal-lo-rd;---He was, in fact, the original
type of the small 'ndependent country squire, and so con-
tinued to be until, at any ratei the time of Chaucer, whose
delightfül description of the 1 Frankeleyn ' pilgriffi. in the
Prologue to the7l Canterbury Tales 'distinctly stamps hirn as of
this rank. By Shakespeare's day, however, it is clear that his

status had somewhat declined. More than one refèrence to, a
franklin ', and a 1 franklin's wife' in the Shakespearian drama

shows clearly enough that the word no longer designated any
one of sufficient importance to have it written of him'-dÏat at
sessions ther was he lord and sire;' still less that 1 ful ofte

tyme he was knight of the schire.' We may take it as cer-
tain, in fact, that before the Elizabethan, period the title of

'franklin' had become identified with the order -of well-to-
do substantial yeomen; and though by that time of c'ourse
the process of converting- the descilption of men's rank or
calling into their surnames had long since completed itself,

Pl
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there were in continuing existence, no doubt, many English
families whose sùrname still represented their status. There
were still Franklins by n'ame who had originally been franklins

by position. The famous -American statesman and natural
philosopher claimed descent from ,a family which had been
settled for four centuries at Ecton, in Northamptonshire;'

and it was from thi.s same sfurdy order of Englishm en, for
many an age the pillar of the country's prosperity in peace

and its right arm in war, that John Franklin,'the famous
Arctic explorer, sprang.- 1

The fâmily hadý been Easf Anglian from as far back as it
was possible to trace it. A sister of John Franklin's, who had

been at pains to investigate its history, states that her forbears
came originally from the couhty of Norfolk. Her inquiries
were not successfül enough. to enable her to fix the period of
migration, but there is evidence dating from the early years
of the eighteenth century that the family was à that lime
s -1 

' a
ett 6d--ai--Sibsey, near Boston, in Lincolnshire, on an estate

which had even - then, been in their possession for several
generations. The wealthier yeomanry of those flourishing
times took rank almost as a small local'squirearchy, whose

members were not always among the most provident of men
and at least two generations of the Sibsey Franklins seem to,
have lived up to this position with an only too dramatic

success. Thé family tradition, at any rate, is, that John
Franklin, the gr a-ndfather of the explorer, following paternal

example, so greatly reduced the ancestral patrimony as
to, leave little more at his death than « a moderate sub-
sistence for his widow;' and, forced to rébuild their fortunes,
the Frànklins passed, as many a good. English ho ' u ' se has
done before and since, from the ranks of the country gentry

into those of trade. John Franklin's widow, 'a woman,'
writes one of her descendants, of masculine capacity and

great resolution of character,' rose to the occasion. She
apprenticed her eldest son Willingham to a grocer and
draper in Lincoln, and as soon as -he was out of his indén-
tures removed. with him to the-market.fown of Spilsby, where

she opened a little shop, and, " not content with acting as



housekeeper'for her son, superintended the business in every

departmen't which admitted of female s.upervision with the

utmost activity and success.' Thanks to her assistance and
to his own energy, Willingham prospered in his trade, added
to it in due time a banking business, married the daughter of

a substantial farmer in -ï773, and, six years later, had accu-
mulated sufficient capital to, acquire the freehold of his house

and shoýp in the town, and to, purchase a small property a few
miles off as a place of retreat for his old age. It was in the
house at Spilsby, on April 15, 1786, that John Franklin first

saw the light
He was the fifth and y'oungest son and the ninth, child of-

a patriarchal family of twelve. The second and third of his
four elder brothers (the fourth died in infancy) rose, like

himself, to distinction iný -the public service. Willingham"
Franklin, the second son, who was seven years John's senior,
was sent to Westminster and Oxford, becoming scholar of
Corpus, and afterwards Fellow of Oriel. He was called to the
Bar from the Inner Temple, and was in 1822 appointed
Puisne judge of the Supreme Court at Madras, where, two

yeàrs later, his career-was prematurely cut short by cholera.
James Franklin, the third son, enitered the East India

Company's service as a cadet in i8o5, served with credit in
the Pindari war, and singled himself out as an officer of
considerable scientific attainments. He was em loyed on
important Indian surveys, and after his retirement from, the
service was elected. a Fellow of the Royal Society. He died
in 1834 at the age of fifty-one.

Of Franklin's seven sisters, twodied unmarried: one of
them in comparatively early years, the other, Miss Elizabeth

Franklin at- advanced age. Of the five married sisters,
two also, died before attaining their thirtieth year. Sarah
Franklin, the - younger of them, had become the wifé of 4.

Mr. Selwood, and was the mother of the two ladies who
married two brothers of a name destined to, become illustrious
throughout the English-speaking world, and the vounger of,
whom still survives às the Dowager, Lady Tennyson, widow. of the late Poet Laurëaté.

B
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A third sister, Hannah, married Mr. John Booth, and
their daughter Mary became the wife of Franklin's staunch

comrade and friend, Sir John Richardson.

It was, perhaps, with. his sister Isabella the sixth

àaùghter pf the family, that John Franklin was the most

closely linked in after life. She married Mr. Thomas

Robert Cracroft, and it is to the pious labours of her daughter

Miss Sophia Cracroft, seconding and prolonging those of

Lady Franklin, whose devoted friend and lifélong com-

-panion she ivas that I am indebted for the copious materials
is memoi is based.

on which îhý ïr

Henrietta, the youngest daughte married the Rev.

Richard Wright, and died some ten years agg in extreme old

age, leaving a son, the present Canon Wright, Rector of

Coningsby, Lincolnshire.
The early liféýof a-boy with half a dozen elder brothêrs

and sisters is in most families much the same. He becomes

the fag of the one, the pet of the other, and by turns the pride

and,-thiýý,plagaeof theïr common parents. In John Franklin's

'case the fagging may have been remitted; but there is

diýýi.nct: evidence of the petting, which, moreover, was no

doùbt encouïraged and justified by the fact that, like many

children destined to a vigorous manhood, he-was a singularly

weak and ailing infant, whose -prospect of béing reared at all

was during the first two or three years of his life considered

extrernel doubtful. Though undoubtedly of an affectionate,

and generally docile disposition, John, his brother-in-law Mr.

Booth records, was not noted, like his brbthers and sisters,

for neatness and orderliness;' and the combination-,of this not

uncommon fail à dè-rta-iii-harmless propensit)ýý-which

indeed may,ýýven have been the germ of a virtue-led to

unpleasant consequenices. 'It- was in fact, the cause* of at
least one incident which was without preqedent in the family,

and which îs sp'okén of even in the records of a later genera-

tion almost with bated breath., - On the 1 'î ding of the
staircase in the house at Splsby.. as probably- in many a

similar spot in ffiany another Engýish hoîusehold of that
Spartan age, there hung a whip ; 'but such was the dutifut
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obedience at all times paid by the children to their parente

that from an' instrument of correction it -had declined into a

mere emblem of authority. It was reserved, however, for the

future explorer to show that, like the sword of the magistrate,

it was not borne in vain. Opposîte to the Franklin' house

stood that of the Rev. Mr. Walls, the owner of Boothby

Hall, a gentleman of 1 ample private fortune," at whosse door
the carriages of callers were constantly to be seen. Upon
the youngest son of the Franklin family the sight of, these
arriving and departing visitors exercised an irresistible
fascination. Naturally, however, his parents, having regard

to that unfortunate want of " neatness and orderliness ' above
mèntioned, were unwilling to exhibit John- as a -sample of the

Franklin- -household, and he was « strictly forbidden to go
over the way and stare at this daily spectacle.' But the
child 'seemed utterly incapable of putting a curb on his

curîosity.' The conclusion -of the painful story is almost
visible already. A boy of untidy appearance, intensely
interested in the fashionable arrivals at the house of a
neighbour, and, in defian ée of parental injunctions, determined

to assist at them : we have here the "lot of a domestic

tragédy ready made. After repeated commands, repeatedly
disobeyed, the' emblem of authority became once more an
instrument of correction ; the whip which hung' on the

landing'was taken down-and used. But, 1 though the boy
was in no way rebellious on any other point, neither entreaty

nor whipping could prevent, his pinctual attendance at the
opposite door whenever a carriage drew up.' It was not
exactly the explorers thirst for discovery, yet perhaps it may

have * had its latent affinities with that passion'. It was
certainly gratified with all an explorer% determination. With

his mind intently directed towards his childish object, and
his will resolutely bent. on attaining it, it seems clear- that

John Franklin accepted his punishment as a mere unplea-
sant incident of the enterpirise, an experience to be submitted
to and disregarded, like the Polar cold, or the winter darkness

of the Arctic Circle.

But, indeed, there is'evidence enough that he was a lad
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full of adventurous aspirafions. There was almost as much

of earnest as of jest in- the endeavour to outdo, the projects of

his playfellows, which an anecdote of his boyish years records.

The family story goés that, after each of them had specified

the particular feat of strength or heroism which he intended
-to'perform on attaining manhood, nothing -léss ambitious

would satisfy young Franklin tha'n the construction of a ladder
'imâ up to heaven.' Gravitation

whereby to 1 ci and statical

laws were possibly recognised even then as obstacles; but
4 obstacles-only existed to, be overcome.

To a iad possessed 4y s* o early and extravagant a longing
to do battle with the forces of Nature, it is a critical moment
when he is first confronted with that mighty adversary in
its most impressive and defiant form. The turning-point of
his career is usually reached on the day when he receives

his first challenge from the sea.

Tà Franklin it was not long in coming. At the age
of ten he was sent to school at St. Ives, whence he was

shortly afterwards transferred to that nursery of Lincoln-

shire worthies, at which Charles and Alfred Tennysbn were
many years after also educated, the Grammar School at

Louth; and one day, during his earlier time at this school,
he starteà off with a playmate to pay his first visit to,
the coast His native town of Spilsby, though but a few
miles inland, had no connections, by trade or otherwise,
with an' East An,-u,lian port, and there had been nothinaY--

therefore in his surroundings to inspire him with curiosity
as to maritime matters or with interest in a seafaring life.
But that drop of brine which is in the blood of every Eng-
lishman, and which has driven many a youth frorn the
very heart of the Midlands to make his lifélong home upon
the ocean, must- have stirred in young Franklin's veins.
Setting out from Louth one holiday with this young companion,
he made his way to Saltfleeta little watering-place some
ten miles off, and there looked for the first time on that world
of waters on which he wasto, play so memorable a part.

That one look was enough. The boy returned home
as irrevocably vowed' to,- a sailor's life as though he had

le -J
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been dedicated by some rite of antiquity to the god of the

Sea.. His father-like nine English fathers out of ten

objected. That curious spirit of parental resistance to what

ever has been, and, it is to be hopeà, ever will be, the

natural and irresistible vocation of so many thousands of

English -sons, was strong within him. John was his

youngest-how often it is the youngest!-the Benjamin of

the flock ; and it would be a hard matter « to part with him,
for all his 'want of neatness' and his undue curiosity

about the visitors over the way.
Mr. Franklin's attitude, in fact, towards his son's mari-

tirne aspirations was simply that adopted before and no doubt

since his time by innumerable British fàtherý similarly sîtu-

ated- It seems only to -have cl-fféred- from the traditional
paternal posture in that it was taken up with more intensity
of conviction and maintained with more persistency than in
the average case. Not many a father, that ý is to say, would
go so far perhaps as to declare, with the elder Franklin, thaît

he would rather follow his son tô the grave than to the
sea;' though many, no doubt, have resorted to the means

adopted by him for testing the reality and seriousness of
the boy's inclinations. John, after all, was but twelve years

old. How many lads of that age, especially during the

school term-a very important point-had been seized with

what they imagined to be a passion -for a seafaring lifé,

but what was in reality only a distaste for the restraints of
the class-room or a want of sympathy with the usher! Mr.

Franklin accordingly had recourse to a test which fathers in
like caselave not: -infrequèntly applied, with, from their own

point of view, complete success. After two years» resistance
to his son's importunities he sent him for a cruise on board a

merchantman trading between Hull and Lisbon, no doubt in
the expectation that from that most efficient of hospitals for

the treatment of the sea-féver from which John was supposed

to be sufféring, he would be able to report himself as 1 dis-
charged cured.' But, so -far from yielding to-this rough remedy

-even rougher in those days than in these-the malady
became more acute. The boy returneà from his voyage
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confirmed in his lonÉing fôr a sailos life à-néý,-this fact once
ascertained, Mr. Franklin, like a wise man, gave way. A

berth was soon obtained for him as a 1 first-class volunteer
on board the Pol3iphemus, Captain Lawford, and---in the
autumn of i8oo his eldest brother Thomas was sent up to

London with him to procure his outfit and see him off. Duties
of this kind are not alwa'ys dear to, the heart of an elder -bro-

ther, and when he is a young man-of twenty-seven, actively
enga - d-i-n-- business, and full, as was the case here, of grave

business anxieties,,,some little impatience with the delays -à f
his mission is perhaps excusable. This, at -any rate, -seems the

probable explanation of Thomass curious proposal, to'place--
John at school' while awaîting the return of the Polyphe-
mus, then engaged in demonstrating' off Elsinore, to, Yar-
mouth Roads. t w be

I fear,-' he writes to, his father, ', tha it ill
impossible for me to save Monday'-that is, to return. by

that day. 4 If it is possible I shall do it, for never was 1

Ïl so tired of doing nothing, yet continually running after
this nasty cloaths-buying business, which to-morrow I shall

compleat' _Sý1l, he speaks with a prop'er fraternal pride of
the result of his labours, and admits that ý1 the dirk and

cocked hat, which are certainly very formidable, are among
the most attractive parts of his dress.'

It was not till the end of October that the Polyphemus
arrived in port, and that Mr. Allenby, the friend with whom
John had been placed in London, Was able to, tell his father,

1 have just seen your delightful boy off in the Yarmouth
coach, inside; paid àll for him and gave him ten pounds in

e
his pocket. TËîs 1 thought necessary, as he has hi bedding,
&c., to buy at Yarmouth, and if he is admitted to a mess with
the officers he will have to subscribe toit! He addsp with

what reads like, a mild--sidelong rebuke of the impatient
Thomas: 1 1 hope that Mr. T. Franklin is gone to Yarmouth
to meet him. e

If not, I hope he will go, as he will not hav
to attend him again on the same business. In future I have.0
no doubt but he will fight his own way.' The first letter

.7A written by the lad as an offici in His Majestys service
gave every indication that he would. For this is the
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bright, boyish, spirited fàshion' in which the young middy
writes:-

I-I..Nl.S. Polyphemus, Yarmouth Roads: March ii, i8oi.

Dear Parents,-I take this opportunity to inform you that we
were yesterday put under sailing orders for-the ealtic, and it is ex-

pected that we shall certainly sail this--week. It is thought we are
going to Elsineur to attempt to take the castle, but some think we

cannot succeed, I think they will turn their tale when they
consider we have thirty-five sail of the line, exclusive Of bombs,

frigatés, and sloops, and on a moderate consideration- there will be
one thousand double-shotted guns to be fired as a salute to poor
Elsineur Castle at first sight.

Then follows a passage' which-is-,-Interesting as showing
that exploration was more in the boy-'s thoughts even then

than the excitement of-war: IV j

1 am afraid I shall not- have the félici y of going out with Captain
Flinders [who was preparing a vesse] foýý survey of the Australasian

coast], for which 1 am truly sorry, a,;-,we in all ;bbability will be o tU
above four nionths ; but-if wé do4eturn before Me In'vestigator-sails,
I will thank. ou to use you interest for me toi go. You cannoty 71 1ý

hesitate asking Captain La*ford to part with mé.when you con-
sider the advantages of,,, 4î. Look at Samuel Flin,ers, who has the
promise of ge commission to go out with his brother.
[whereas, in our resent service], if we take any ships or make any
prize money, il ill be two years before we receive it, and very little

will fall to !py share.
4I wilUhank you when you write to Anne and,-Willingham to tell

themofýîô-àr_ expedition, up the Baltic, by which Stme of us will 1 lose
a fin' or 'the number of our mess,' which are sailWs terms.

I will give you the names of the ships which are going with us,
and of- those which remain in Yarmouth under the commànd of

Admiral Dickson. [Here follows a list of Sir Hyde Parker's fleet']
I think *e shall play pretty well among the Russians and Danes
if they go to war with us.
Please to remember me to my brothers and sisters.

I remam* your affectionate son,
joiiN FRANKLIN.

Excuse my bad writing, as we expect it is the last bdat. The
ships that remain in Yarmouth are-the Princess of Orangeý the
Texül (54), the Leyden (681,-àiid--two or three others for a guard.

Remémber. me to dear Henrietta, -and tell her when 1 get a ship
she shall be my housekeeper. Also to, IsabeU

p
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The youthfül prophet was right. The «salute to' poor
Elsineûr Castle' sho ' ok Europe, and echoes throùgh our

histor'y- to the present hotir. - In less than three weeks after

these words were written young Franklin was bearing a part
in what the greatest of our naval herbes pronounced the

Most terrible' of the hundred battles he had fought.
The British fleet sailed fiomý_Yarmouth on March 12,

undeÉ Sir HydejParker, with Nelson as his second in com-

mand, and arrived off Zealand -on the-:ý7th. Entering the

Sound, in spite of the opposition of the Governor o'f
Cronenberg, who, after protesting against*-their entrance,

opened fire upon them from his batteries as they sailed
through the channél on Uàrch 30-with d froin the

N.W., our viessels bore up towards the harboùr of Copen--

hagen. Mtnacing ind-eed výas the armament upon which
the lacr« s - e ested when ) after a four hours' sail ùp the

iý->ound, th, 1 Polyphemus came'to anchor with the rest of the

squadroM opposite this famous and formidable port. Th-

.1garrison4of the city consisted of ten thousand men, with whom

was combined a still stronger* fbréýe of volunteers.-- A-11 that

was possible had been done to, -strengthen the sea-defences,
and the, array of forts, ramparts, ships of the line., fireships,
gunboats, and floating batteries, was such as migrht well hav.e

deterred any othér assailant but the hero of the Nile. Six

line-of-battle ships andeleven floating batteries, with a large
number of smaller vessels, were moored in an external line

to, protect the entrance to a harbour flanked on either side

by two islands, on the smaller of which fifty-six, and on the

larger sixty-eight heavy guns were mounted. Four other

sail of the line were. moored within, across the harbour mouth,

while a fort mounting thirty-six powerful pieces of ordnance

had been constructed on a shoal, supported by piles. These

were so, disposed that their fire . would cross that of the

batteries in the citadel of Copenhagen and on the island of

Amager. It ' seemed hardly possible that any ships- could

pass over the centre of thédeadly circle and live.

Nor were these armaments the only obstacles which con--

fronted the7 British fleet- The channel, by which alone the
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harbýô"uld be approached,, was little known and extremely

intricate:; all the buoys had been removed, and the sea on

either side abounded with shoals and sandbanks, on which if

any of -the vessels grounded they would instantly be torn to
. p es by the fire from the Danish batteries. The Danesiec

themselves considered this particular barrier insurmountable,

and Nelson himself was fully aware of thedifficulty of sur-
Inounting it; for a day and a night were incessantly occupied
by the boats of the fleet, undèr his orders, in making the
necessary soundings and replacing by n ew. -buoys those which

had been taken away. Despite these precautions, however,

and despite all that British seamanship could do in the way
of skilled navigation- the hàrbour shoals proved- formidable.

antagonists- when the actual attack was made on the morning
of April 2. Of the twelve line-of-battle ships which made.
féarlessly for the entrance, of'the harbout, amid the joyous
cheers of their crews, on that memorable day, no fewer than

tIfreeý--went aground and stuck immovable, exposed to the
withering fire of the Tre Kroner batteries and unable to render

any effective aid in the attack.

The Polyphemus was in Nelson's division, and was one of
t>oÉe which escaped this untoward mishap. The Edgar, under

Captain Murray, led the division, and it was the Agamemnon,

the ship immediately behind her, whi éh was the first to go

aground. The Pol phemus, which had been the last but three

of the line, was signalled to advance out of her turn. Then
followed the Monarch, the Ardent, and other vessels. The

two that shared the fate of the second vessel in the division
were the ships which had been in the immediate rear of

Franklin's, the Bellona and the Russell. Nelson followed in

the Elephant, and only saved hiý vessel and the remainder of

his division by a swiftly conceived and executed change of

course.

Pressing onward, however, with the rest of his force,, which

had been warned by the fâte of the Agamemnon to alter

their course, and' liass inside instead of, as had been in-
tended,»outside the line taken by their léading vessels, the

nine remaining vessels reached. their stations, and at forty-five
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minutes past ten the action commenced, becoming general by

half-past eleven.

The Pol hemus was soon at it hammer and tongs-; andyp
was atnong the vessels which, during those four furious hours,

had the hottest work. Here is an extract from her official

log-:-

At 10-45 the Danes opened fire upon 'our leading ships, which
was returned as they led in. We led in at 11.20. We anchored by

the stem abreast of two of the enemy's ships moored in the channel,
the Isis next ahead of us. The force that engaged us was two ships,
one Of 74, the other of 64 guns. At half-past eleven the action

became general, and a continual fire was kept up between us and
the enemy's ships and batteries. At noon a very heavy and constant

fire was kept up between us and theenemy, and this was continued
without intermission until forty-five minutes past two, when the 74

C abreast of us ceased firing ; but not being able to discem whether
she hud struck, our fire was kept up fifteen minutes longer, when we
could perceive their people makirig their escape to the shore in

gts.' Wp ceased firing and boarded both ships and took possessionbo;
OhÉem. Several others were also taken possession of by the rest

of ioUr ships ; one blown up in action, two sunk. Musteted ships
company and found we had six men killed and twenty-four wounded,

and two lower-deck guns disabled.

Such was the result of the triple duel between the
Polyphemus and the Danish block-ships ' Wagner and

Provestien, assisted by the Tre Kroner battery. The1 t

cannonade all round was tremend-ous,_nýearly two thousand
guns on both sides centrating their fire ilpon a sp'ace not

CIF
exceeding a mile and a half in breadth. For three hours had

the engagement continued without «showing any s-igns of

slackening in its firing; when Sir Hyde Parker signalled to

Nelson a permissive order to retire, and there occurred the

often related, but recently questioned,1 incident'of Nels'n's

putting his telescope to his blind eye. Sir Hyde's motive

was a generous one. He had seen with con*cern the grounding

of the three ships, and their almost helpless exposure to, the
P Danish cannonade. « The fire,' Southey reports him as sayingý

is too hot for Nelson; a retreat must be made. I am aware

See Professor J. K. Laýghton"s Nelson. Men of Action Serieý.' (Mac-
-zaillan.)

j1ý
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of the conséquences to my own personal réputation, but it
would be cowardly in me to, leave Nelson to, bear the whole

shame of the failure, if failure it should be deemed.' Doubtless,
too, he knew his man well enough to, feel confident that if,

Nelson saw the slightest chance of continuing the contest with
success-and-the chance must have been slight indeed which

did not satisfy Nelson-he would disobey the order. Figu-

ratively - in. fact, if not literally speaking, he foresaw the

legendary application of the télescope to, the blind eyq,.and

his foresight proved accurate. Nelson failed to, 'see' the
sieal, and, nailing his own colours to the mast, prolonged the.

desperate fight for another hour, until, the rapidity and pré-
cision of the British fire having -at last proved irrésistible,
the Danish replies began at- two o'clodk in the afternoon to,
abate' sensibly in vigour. Ship after ship struck amid the
cheers of our sailors, and before three the whole force of the
six line-of-battle ships and the eleven flc;ating batteries which

had formed the fron t line of defence were either taken, sunk,
burnt, or otherwise destroyed. Finally; the résistance of the

enemy haviner - now been completely broken down, Nelson
sent proposals for ân armistice, which, were accepted, and the
attacking squadron drew off to rejoin Sir Hyde Parker's ships
in the centre of the Straits. The loss on board the British

fleet was very severe. It was no less than I,2oo killeâ and
woûnded, a larger proportion to the number of seamen

engaged than in any other général action during the whole
war. On the side of thé Danes, however, it was much greater,
the total number of killed, wounded, and prisoners amounting

to 6,ow.
The conditioli indeed of the ènemy at the close of the

action presented a heart-rending spectacle. White flags

were flying -from every mast that was yet erect, and guns of
distress booming from every huIL that was still afloat. The

sea was thickly covered with the -- floating spars, and lurid
with the light of flaming. wrecks. English boats thronged

the waters endeavouring to render all the assistance in their

power to their wounded and drowning enemies, who as fast
as they could be rescued were sent ashore but great numbers

mvým
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perished. It was ne till daybreak on the following morning

tÉat Nelson's flag-ship, the Elephant, which had gone aground

in returning to Sir Hyde Parker's squadron, was got afloat

and the prizes carried off. 1
Thus ended this murderous battle, one of the most

obstinately contested in the annals of the British Navy. For

the boy Franklin it was a baptism of fire indeed ; and

even in those days of the Great War, when Englishmen

thought nothing of sending their children almost from the

nursery to the cockpit, the case of this lad of fifteen who

passed with such startling abruptness 'from the sleepy peace

of a Lin colnshire'countr3ý town to the thunder and slaughter

of- the dreadful day of Copenhagen can hardly have had many

parallels. There could, at any- rate, have been> no more

,dramatically a, ppropriate opening to a life of peril and adven-

ture destined io be crowned by a tragic death.

Thé horrors Of the scene produced, as well as they might,

a deep impression on youn'g Fra'nklins mind ; and a kinsman

records having been. told by him in later years that 1 he saw

a prodigious numbeý of the slain at the bottom, of the

remarkably cleaf water of that harbour, men who had

perished on both sides in that most sangùinary action! But

--exultation over the victory and pride at having borne a part

in it were, of course, more enduring sentiments in the young

midshipman's mind * . He was genuinely attached to his pro-

fession and happy in its pursuit; and even from the few

written records which have been preserved of this early period

of his career one can gather details which shape themselves

into an attractive, if imperfect, picture of the lad. The

weakliness, from. which, as already mentioned, he had suffèred

in his infancy had "long since disappeared. Even in his

school days he was remarkable, relates a reminiscent of that

time, Mr. Tennyson d'Eyncourt, Il for his manly figure and
bravery,' and his 1 flowing hair;' and both then and after'wards

he appears to, have struck observers by a peculiar eàrnestness

and animation of countenance. The characteristic which had

impressed Mr. Tennyson d'Eyncourt in the face of the school-

boy is noted, curiously enough, almost in the same wordsý by
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an officer who met him when on the verge of manhood, and
wh' subsequently testified to the accura'y Of the observation
by at once recognising, him again aftèr a lapse of forty years.

This witness also speaks of him as a youth 'l with a most

animated face! It was doubtless the immature and unde-
veloped form of that finè expression of energy and daring

which distinguishes his later portraits. In other physical
respects, too, the boy appears to ha,,;,e beerr 1 the father of the
man for the round-faced,_ round-headed ' lad with an

evident tendency -to « put on flesh ' who is described elsewhere
in the last-quoted of these accounts might very well ripen

into the portly and full-bodied Franklin of middle age.
H-is ways and disposition -we:re evidently -full of charm.

From many slight but sufficient indications, traceable even in
the scanty reminiscences of this far-off time, one can plainly
discern those winning qualities which afterwards endeared

him, beyond, all leaders that one has ever heard of, to his
companions'in adventure. There is the same frankness of

speech and bearing, the same open and affectionate disposi-
tion, and no d-oubt, too- the same hot but generous temper,

which'in after years made him at once so quick to resent a
slight and so'ready to forgive it.

His féar lest the despatch of the Polyphemus to the
Balt-ic should make him, lose the chance of joining the

exploring èxpedition to the South Seas proved fortunately
groundless. Had he been too late to join it, the whole course
of his career might have been altercd. He mightLquite
possibly have settled down into the life of the ordînary naval

officer and never have acquired that passion for geographical
discovery which afterwards bore such brilliant fruits. But

the hope expressed by him in the letter above quoted was
realised. The Polyphemus was ordered home with the rest
of the Baltic fleet in thesummer of i8oi ; and a berth was
obtalned for Franklin on board the Investigator, which started
for the Southern Hemisphere on JulY 7 Of that year. Her -
commander, Captain Matthew Flinders, who had married an
aunt of Franklin's, was a sailor of fiýe -,rate capacity, and had
already won Wgh distinction as. an -,explorer in the seas to,
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which he had now been despatched on no less ambitious an
enterprise than that of effecting a survey of the entire sea-
board of Australia. There could have been no better school
or schoolmaster for a youth of John Franklin's bent and
aspirations. He was proud of his commander's achievements
and attached to hirn both by relationship and regard. The
character of his duties was in many respects novel, -and his
voyage, he was aware, would procure him an amount of
training in navigation and practical seamanship which he
could not have acquired with anything like the same expedi-
tion in the regular service of the navy. Of the spirit in which
he entered on his duties we may judge by the following ex-
tract from a letter of Captain Flinders to the elder Franklin :

It is ývith great pleasure that I tell you -of the g- ood conduct of
John. He is a very fine youth, and there is every probability of his
doing credit to the Investigator and himseM Mr.,-Crossley -has

begun with him, and in a few months he will be sufficient of an
astronomer to be my righÎ-hand man in that way. His attention to
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natural feelings of resentfül relief that later on he chronicles
the fact of Sam's having exchanged his berth on the Investi-
gatof for a post which his brother hàd. succeeded in obtaining
for him on board another vessel.

The elder Flinders did much, however, to atone for the
unsatisfactory conduct of the younger. He instructecf,' his
nephew pretty steadily in navigation and relieved'him when

at sea of day waitches, Franklin reports, in order to en-
able him to attend his captain 1 in working his timepîece_%.ý

lunars, &c. so that, on the -Who-lé, -the éager, young sailor
had no reason to be dissati'fied with his opportunities of

self-improvement. The example of the fine seaman and
enthusiastic explorer under whom he served must indeed, for

L a lad of Franklin's ardent tempérament, have been an educa,
tion in itsel£ Throughout his whole life he cherished the
warmest admiration for the character of Matthew Flinders,

and in later years he gladly welcomed. the opportunity of
paying an enduring tribute to his old commander's mem*ry
in that very région of the worldwhich his discoverles had

done so much to conquer for civilisation.
In the summer of 1802, when, after having surveyed the

whole of the southern coast of the Australian continent from
King George's Sound in Western Australia to Port Jackson,
the Investigator was refitting in that harbour, franklin wrote
his mother a letter full of that dutiful simplicity of filial affec-
tion which was so marked a feature in his character. Il I take
this oppbrtunity,' he says, in the quaintly ceremonious manner
of the time,

of returning my most sincere thanks to my worthy parents for
their care of me in my younger days, for my education, and lastly for
the genteel and expensive outfit for thi * long voyage; and if a due
application to my duty and anxiety to push forward in my profession

will repay them, they may rely on it as far as Vm able. ...My
father, I trust and hope, is more easy about the situation in life I

have chosen. He sees it was not either the youthful whim, of the
moment, or the attractive uniform, or the hopes of gettingý'rid of

school that drew me to, think of it. No! I pictured tomyself both
the hardships and pleasures of a sailos life (even tb the éxtreme)
before ever it was told to me;. which I find in a great 'm"easure, to,

C
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agree. My mind was then so steadFastly bent on going to sea, tbat

to, seule to business would be merely, impossible. Probably my

father, like inany others who are unacquainted with the sea; thinks

that sailors are a careless, swearing,-reprobate, and good-for-n» othing

set of men. Do not let that ideï- possess you, or condemn all for
ors. It issome. Believe me, there are good and bad m 'Sailnatural for a person who has been living on saf junk for several

months when he gets on shore to swag about. Picture to yourself a

man debarred from all sorts of comfortables such as mutton, beef,
vegetables, wine, and beer. Would he not after that bar' was broke
begin with double vigour? But I have said enough on this subject.
A line in answer to this would satisfy me.

Later on in the letter he reverts to a matter which was

seldom absent from his mind-the necessity of steady endea-

vour to perfect himself in his proiession

Thank you for that good and genuine advice in our letter.
The first thing which demands immediate attention'is the learning
perfectly my duty as an officer- and seaman. - It would be an un-

pardonable shame if after serving two years I ý'was ignorant of it.
The next, the taking and working of astronomical obserýrationS

which (thank God 1) by the assistance of Captain Flinders I am
now nearly able to do. Then French : many is the time I have

envied the hours spent in play instead of learning. Now I feel the
want of a knowledge of French, for there are two ships of that nation

engaged in discovery here and I'm not able to converse with them
in French, but am obliged to refer to unfamiliar Latin.

Writing a few months later-toliiiis i IL U1 iza e e

gives a detailed account of his reading, interspersed with

criticisms)amusing in their youthfül air of profundity, on the

subjects of his study:-

The following are the -books which I read in my leisure hours
(inform, me, do you approve of them ?) :-'Juriius's Letters? What

astonishing criticisms'! What a knowledge of the State affairs at
that time But he was atlast mastered by Horne Tooke, who had a
right cause to handle. Shakespeares Works.?--How well must that
man have been acquainted with man and nature! The beautifui
sympathetic speeches he makes them use! Of comedies, the

Taming of. the Shrew' and the 1 Merry Wives of Windsor ' are his
14-

masterpieces. Of tragedy, 'Macbeth' and 'King John.' .- History
of Scotland, from the Encyclopaedia,- 'Naval Tàctiýýcs, Roderick

Random,' 'Peregrine Pickle,' sometimes Pope's Wotks. And, ex.
clusive of navigation books' and Latin and French,' -GgrýY
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sometimes employs a good deal of my time, as was the request of
rny brother Thomas in his last letter.

He winds up with a piece of information Most interesting

to a sister-

am grown very much indeed, and a little thinner, so that I shall
beg spruce and genteel young man, and sail within three points of
the wind, and run nine knots under close-reefed topsails, which. is
good sailing-

and also admirably well adapted to bewilder the female
mind. as was no doubt its intentioA,-ýv-ith its shower of un-
familiar nautical expressions.

The pursuit of literature, however, could only have beeri
the -occupation of a not very abundant leisure ; -fÔr it is cer-

tain that Franklin was kept pretty fully employed during his
stay at Sydney fin assistin to promote the scientific objects

of the voyage. An observatory was set up on shore, to, which

all the dhronometers were removed, and where all the nece4-
pary observations were taken. It was placed under the charge
of Samuel Flinders, to, whom, Franklin was attached as
assistant; and his services in that. capacity were thought at
least sufficiently worthy of recognition by the local authý6riIýîes

to have earned for him the humorous appellation of Il Mr
Tycho Brahé' from Governor King, then presiding over the

colony of New South Wales.

A few days after the letter last quoted was written, the
vessel resumed its voyage, which, however,'was destined to, be
cut short-by urfforeseen causes "*before its object was fully

attained. Unfbýtunately, ii iurned out that the-scientific,

curiosity of the Admiralty had not, like charity, begun at
home. Before commissioning the Investigator to, survey the
coast of New Holland it would have been better to more
carefully survey-the Investigator. After roundiAgýthe north-
east point of the continent and entering the Gulf'ôf- Car-
pentaria, the extensive coast-line of w1iich- was examined

n ' a d duly delineated on -the chart, the old vessél began to
e-àchibit unmistakable.signs *of dÇçay_;_ýW-ýýiscovered

on examinationthat her timbers were in so rotten a con-
c 2
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dition that it was not considered likely that she would hold
together in ordinary weather for more than six months, while
in the event of her being caught in a gale she would in - aW"

probàbility founder. Her commander, it is true, was not un-

P repared for this discovery. Evidence of her general unsea-
worthiness had come-to light, indeed, before she had reached
-Madeira on ber outward voyage; but, as Captain Flinders
charac'teristically put it, he h-ad beerf Igiven to, Understand
that the exigencies of the Navy were such that no better ship
could be'spared- from the service, and hisi anxiety to complete
the investigation of the coasts of Terra Australis did not
admit of his refusing the one offéred! Admirable, however,
as is the spirit of a naval officer whose ardour in adventure

-J-
will n-t-permit him to décline the offér of a rotten ship if a

11, sound one is not to be had, one cannot feel èqually im-
pressed with the conduct of naval authorities who send him

out in such a vessel tù explore the entire seaboard of Australia,
with an injunction 1 not to return to. England until that work
is satisfactorily accomplished.' As it was, Captain Flinders
had all his work cut out for him to return, not to En land,
but.to Sydney, which port he succeeded in reaching in 1june
1803, after an anxious and perilous voyage round ilfè west
coast of Australia. At Sy ney the Investigator was again'ý",

examined, and the expert y whom she was examined
having reported her not wo' h repairing in any country,'she

ultimately converte and it was
as a storehouse hulk,pertS

arranged that Flinders, with a portion of his officers and crew,
should return' home in the Porpoise, in order to, report the
facts of the case to the Admiralty and endeavour to obtain
another vessel in which to continue the work of Australian
exploration.

The breakdQwn of the Investigator was, however, buf the
JO

first of the series of misadventures which Franklin was
destined to -meet with in this his maiden cruise as an explorer.

Six days out of Sydney the Porpoise, making for the newly
discovered Torres Strait with two merchant vessels under its
pilotage, struck upon a reef---ýa fate which was shared by one
of its consoits-the other making off; one regrets to record,
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without rendering any assistance. The disaster occurred

towards nightfall, and, the shîps fortunately holding together

until the rnorning, their crewÉ managed to effect à landing,

with such of the provisions- and stores of 'the two vessels as

they were able to save, on a sandbank some nine hundred feet

by fifty, about half a mile from the wreck. Their position here,

however, was eufficiently critical. The nearest known land

%vas tWôl'hýunclred miles off, and Sydney, the only place from,

which assistance was to be hoped for, they had left neàrly

four timéý that distance behind them. It ' is needless to say

that' they faèed the situation with the cheerful pluck and

resourcefulness of their nation and calling. Tents; wer.-

erected with the salvaged sails; a blue ensign with the union-

jack down was hoisted on a tall spar as a signal of distress;

an inventory of stores was taken and found suflicient to last

the ninety-four castaways, if properly husbanded, for a period

of three months.- A council of officers was then called, and

it was decided that one of the six-oared cutters should be

despatched to Sydney, under the command of the indomitable

Flinders, to obtain relie£ Accordingly, on August 27, accom-

panied by the commander of the lost merchant ship and'

twelve men, and having stored his small boat with provisions

and water for three weeks, that officer set out on his doubtfül

and hazard.ous voyage of seven hundred and fifty miles.

eek after week passed, and at length, on October 7, when

thég stores were beginning to run low and the castawayswere

withï, measurable distance of the date at -which it had been

resolve that if no help càme they would themselves make a

desperate dash for the mainland of Australia in two boats which

they had constructed out.of materials saved from the wreck,

they caught the welcoîme sight of a sail. It was Flinders return-

ing from Sydney in the Rolla, bound for Canton, accompanied

by the two Government schooners Cumberland and Francis.

Franklin, with the bulk of the shipwrecked cre 'embarked on

boar& îýe fi7rit-named vessel ; his captain, anxîous to get horne

as soon as possible to report his discoveries and prepare his

charts for publication, preferred to return to England at once

in the Cumberland. It was a fatal -choice. The vessel

lào3 W-RECKED
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touched at the Mauritius on its way home, and there, by one
of those many acti of downright brigaildage which disgraced
the name of France at the rupture of tfië Treaty of Amiens,
he was made a prisoner by the French Governor of the island
and detained for no less than six and a half years. He Ïived,
this rhuch-enduring Ulysses, to return to England and to
write an account of his memorable vo, àge ; but the volumey

and the charts acc6mpanying it, which he had lost his liberty
in hurrying home to publish, only issued from the- press, by a
truly tragic coincidence, on the very day of his death.

Franklin had gone- to Canton -in the Rolla to, await a
homeward-bound ship, butthere were yet further advenfures
in store for him before reaching England. A squadron of
sixteen Indiarfen was on the point of sailing-, under the com-
mand 'of Commodore Nathaniel Dance, of the H.E.I.C.S.
and the officers and of the Investigator were distributed
among its vessels, Franklins berth falling to him, on board

the Earl Camden, which flew the commodore's flag. They
carried arms, did these merchantmen of John Company, as

Ïj
indeed su-ch vessels mostly did in those troublous times ; but
their guns, from thirty to thirty-six in number, were of light
calibre, and the gallant vessels relied rather upon the brag
of their appearance than. on their real fighting power ; for
their hulls were painted in imitation of line-of-battle shi s andp
frigates, the more easily to deceive the -enemy's cruisers and
privateers. The could hardly hope, hc;wever, to escape the
attergions of a powerful French squadron b devices of thisy
kind ; and it was with such a squadron that they were fated
tofallin. ItscémmanderAdmiralLinoiswas-nototherwise
than a brave and capable officer, and the five vessels under
his command, consistingof the Marengo, a line-of-battle ship

Of 84 guns, La Belle Poule, 48, twO other vessels Of 36 and
24 guns respectively, and an eighteen-gun brig under Dutch
colours, were no doubt considerably mor"an- a match -in

fighting power for the fleet of Indiamen. Yet this did not
vent the Admiral and his squadron from getting qui

comically the worst of one of the most singular encounters in
the whole of our naval history. Linois, having réceived news

rra-_
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of the sailing of the Indiamen from Canton, put Ô sea at once
from Batavia., and came across his intended ca tures as they

were entering the - Straits of Malacca. Th ir behaviour,
however, was contrary to all maritime ] rece ent. A witty

countryman of the Admiral has in ' twwo ooftft n-quoted lines
expressýd the scandalised astonishment with hich the hunter
would naturally regard resistance'on the P rt of a usually
fugitive quarry-

Cet animal est très méchant
Lorsqu'on attaque, il se défé d--

and Linois found to his surprise th these particul a«r
merchantmen were anîmals of just tes vicious temper..
Instead of making all sail to escape Éhei.r, pursuers, they.
formed in order of battle, and showed evenr sign of prepering
for a regular engagement.' It was late the afternoon ; and
the phenomenon was so perplexing'tha the French Admiral
not unnatûrally thought he might well take a- night
to consider it, and decided to postp ne the attack till the
following ffiorning. Under cover of the darkness the English

ships might, no doubt, have made their/escape without difficulty,
but Commodore Dance had no intention of thus spoiling so
pretty a quarrel. His ships lay to for the night ; and Linois

finding them in the same position next day began to, suspect
that they must consist partly of men-of-war, and continued
to hold aloof Thereupon Dance gave orders for his ship toýcontinue their course under easy sail. The French Admiral,

encouraged by this movement, pressed forward- with the
design of cutting off some of the rearward ships. Upon

this, however, the English Commodore instantly faced about,
and young Franklin, who was'acting as signal:-midshipman,
%vas ordered to, run up the signal: « Tack in succession, beardown in line ahead, and engage the enemy!

1 ý&.j qump
Whether in the King's, uniform or out of it, Jack in

all ageË of our history has asked nothing better; and as
quickly as this manceuvre could be ëxecuted the two -squadr o-ns

engaged. The action was short and sharp, if'nôt ekactly
decisive. After three-quarters of an hour of it the French
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ceased firing and drew off, whereupon the insatiable Dance
actually gave the signal for a 1 general chase," and the

astonished seas beheld the unique spectacle of sixteen English

merchantmen in hot pursuit of a French squadron of war.

The Commodore gave chase for 1 upwards of two hours,' and
Aý then, rightly concluding that he had done enough for honour,

recalled hisýý'Èàrsuing ships, proceeded on his homeward
îf,

course and duly arrived in England to be rewarded with a

Well-meritèd knighthood. It was one of the most dashing
féats of bounce' on record, and deserves to rank with that
other and better known exploit of heroic impudence which
has for generations beeri celebrated inmany a gruff forecastle
chorus- to« the -refrain- of 'the « Saudy Arëthusa."

How Franklin's services on.this; occasion were appreciated
by his commander the following extract from a letter, written
by Sir Nathaniel Dance a year later, will show. 'Addressing
Mr., William Ramsay, an official of the- East Inàia Company,
he says;

I beg leave to present to the notice ýof the Hon;.-lCourt, Mr.I.J
Franklin and Mr. Olive, midshipmen in His Majestys Navy, who
were cast away with Lieut. Fowler in the Porpqjse, and who were, as

well as that gentleman, passengers for England on board the Earl
Camden. Whatever may have been the merits of others, theirs inïf should find it difficulttheir station were equally conspicuous, and

îý in the ship's company to name any orte who for zeal anâ alacrity of
service and for general good conduct could advance a stronger claim
to approbation and reward. r

cOn August 6 the Earl Camden arrived in the English
hannel, 1 of

and for the first time after a prolonged inte'va
fenforced silence the. young sailor was able to, communicate

A with his family. His prolonged cruise had been full of trials
and not free frorn disaster, but he dwells in hisusual mood

cof cheery contentment on its compensating gains:-
k

Although mishaps seetn to attend every companion of the voyage C.-
-viz. a rotten ship, being wrecked, the wort#y commander detàïned, a.
and- the great expense of twice fitting out-yet do we cheer ourselves

a,with a, well-founded idea that we have gained some knowledgý and
experience, both piofessional and general, léven while visiting the

dreary and Uncultivated regions of New Holland. ar



His father had in the meantime retired from, business to,

the retreat which he had provided for himself many years

before, and thus the son overwhelms him with inquiries:-

I have formed many and various conjectures concerning the
Enderby House and enjoyments, and of the residences and situa-

tion of my dear brothers and sisters, particularl of Willinghain, not
having heard of or from him since i go i, nor from Spilsby since June
1802. Sensible of the pleasure the receipt of letters will' afford,
Particularly from, home, I trust some kind person will not fail
ansivering- this by return, and mention how every member of the

family is-whether any of the Spilsby friends are dead, whether the
old town looks gay, whether 'yqu have received Captain Palmer's
account of the Porpoises wreck, dàted January io, 1804 and -how
my old acquaintances in and about Spilsby are. Some of them have,

I expect, paid the debtJof 1ýature.

A truly characteristic midshipman's account of information-

arrears.
On August 7,, 1 8o4, Franklin was discharged from the

Earl Camdèn, and on the following day he was appointed

to H.M.S. Bellérophon, Captain Loring, which now historic

vessel, after a six weeks' leave spent with -his famil and

friends, he joined on September 2o. And, just as he had
left home for the first time to fight in the great battle of

Copenhagen, so now, at the end of his first short leave of

absence, he quitted England to take part, affer only a few

months'longer interval, in the still rnore memorable struggle.

of Trafalgar.

The winter of i8o4 Was spent in bl6ckàdiiig thé French
fleet in the harbour of Brest,a new expérience for Franklin

in naval operations. In April of the following year Captain

Loring was succeeded in the cômmand of-the- Bellerophon by
Captain James Cooke, whom the midshipman, in that tone of
kindly patronage which not infrequently -marks the gun-room'Ê

criticism of the commanding officer, describes to his mother
as very gýntlemanly and active,;' adding, 1 1 like his

appearance much.' The weary blockade was still continuing,
though serin 'w, as iipèning into summer; and Franklin, seizing
an opporturrity, at Caiwsand Bay for an epîstolary conversa-

l'
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tion with my relatives previous to our departure to resurne this
station,' goes on to say:-

We have victualled and stored our ship for six months, for the
purpose-of being in perfect preparation to chase the Brest fleet,

should any pf theni think of moving this summer. There are twelve
ia ' s 1 of us, which have fitted for foreign service; but I believe for no

better reason than the above. Some rumours have sent us out to,
the West Indies hers off Cadiz, and'som ' to the East Indies but
certainly without loundation.

Th'en his thoughts revâting to his father's newly adopted

country life, the young sailor continues in youth's diverting'
4, vein of didactic reflection:

I trust my father keeps his health and spirits. The farm at this
season of the year muýt afford him much amusement. The green
fields, the approaching harvest, all tend to gladden the heart of the
farmer, who measures, as it were, every ray of sun and drop of rain,
and is able to tell that this does good and that harm.

Later on in the letter headds:
ýÎ

The Devonshife fields promise good crops. I hope Lincolnshire
d'es likewise. Days begin to grow long and 'the shore very pleasant.

I have been on shore once and-enjoyed a long walk. To. us
Channel-gropers, believé me, a walk on shore, even in'the detestable

borders of the seaport, is charmin9

Cadiz proved,- -after all, to be the destination of the

Bellerophon. She sailed in the summer for that port, and

remained there for some time under Lord Collingwciod's

orders, when she was dètached îth three other ships tji convoy the transports and troops despatched from England

to Malta with secret orders, supposed, as Franklin says, to

be "for landing in Egypt should Bonaparte endeavour to

march any force towards our Indian settle"ents.' Returning
4 from this duty, the squadrofi was ordjered to, blockade the

port and harbour of Carthagena, wherein lay six line-of-

battle ships which by some accident had been prevented from

joining the combined fleets of France and Spain, then in the

West Indies, with Nelson hunting for them in vain.

Events meanwhile were rapidly working up to, the dramatic

climax of Trafalgar. From the same letter, concluded three



days later, Franklin reports the great Admiral's return to,
Cadiz after the final abandonment of his West Indian chase
and a little laterCollingwood's command was taken over
from hfin by Nelson, and the British fleet, consisting of twenty-

seven sail of the line and three fri ates, was concentmted off
the Spanish coast. Yet another month, and on the ever-

memorable October 21 it closed with those of France and
Spain in that - tremendous conflict which was to shatter

Napoleon's hopes of conquest and. leave the British flag
supreme on every sea.

The Bellerophon, as all the-world knows, was in the thick
of the battle, and Frý1nklin., again appointed to, the post of
signal midshipmane was in the hottest of the fire that swept

her decks. The following account of one of.the most dramatic
incidents of the action was afterwards given by him to his
brother-in-law, Mr. Booth:-

Very early in the engagement the Bellerophôn's masts became
entangled with and caught fast hold of a French line-of-battle

ship [apparently VAigle]. Though the masts werè pretty close
together at the top, there was a space between them below, but not

so great as to prevent the French sailors from trying to board the
Bellerophon. In the attempt their hands; received severe blows, as

they laid hold of the side of the ship, from whatever the English
sailors could lay their hands on. In this way hundreds of French-
men fell between the ships and were drowned. While the Bellerophon
was fastened to the enemy on one side, another French man-of-war
was at liberty to turn round and fire first one broadside and then

another into,,,the English ship, In consequence 3oo men were killed
on board the Bellerophon. At ý last, àter a very sharp contest, the
French ship which was at liberty . received such a severe handling
that she veereé- about and -sailed away ; but still a desultory yet
destructive warfare was carried on betwee'n the two entangled ships,

until out of fbýty-seven men upoWthe quarter-deck, of whom Franklin
was one, all were either killed or wounded but seven. Towards the
end of the action only a very few guns could be fired'on either of
the ships, the sailors were so disabled. But there remaîned a man
in the foretop of the enemys ship, wearing a cocked hat, who had
during the engagement taken ôff with his rifle several of the officers
and men. [It was a shot from one of these sharpshootéïs-ï-n the
rigging of t:he Redoutable, it will be remembered, that struck Nelson
down.] Franklin was standing close by, and speaking to a midship-
man, his most esteerned friend, when the fellow above shot him and

1805 FRAIKLIN AT TRAFALGAR mC
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he fell dead at his comrade's feet. Soo'n after, Franklin and a
sergeant of Marines were carrying down a black seaman to, have his
wounds dressed, when a ball from, the rifleman èntered his breast

and killed the poor fellow as they carried hirn along. Franklin said
î to the sergeant, 1 Hell have you next but the sergeant swore he

should not, and said that he would go below to a quarter of the ship
from which he could command the French rifleman, and would never

cease firing at him till he had killed him. As Franklin was going
back on the deck, keeping his eye on the rifleman, he saw the fellow
lift his rifle to his shoulder and aim, at him ; but with an elasticity
very common in his family he bounded behind a mast. Rapid as
the movement was, the ball from the rifle entered the deck of the

4_ý ship a few feet behind him. Meantime, so few guns were being dis-
charged that he could hear the sergeant firing away with his musket
from, below, and, looking out from behind the mast, he saw the rifle-

ÎL_ man whose féatures he vowed heý should never forget so long as he
lived, fall over headforemost into the sea. Upon the sergeant coming

up, he asked him how many times he fired*: 'I killed him,' said the
sergeant, at the seventh shot.'

Franklin himself escaped without a wound. Throughout

the greater part of the fight he had been stationed on the poôp,

and he was one out of only four or five in that quarter of the

ship who emerged unscathed from the struggle. But even
r upon him it left its mark in an injury invisible indeed but

not unfelt. After Trafalgar,' says one of his relatives, Il he

was always a little dea£' To the last day of his life he bore

about with him this troublesome reminder of that furious

cannonade.

The B ellerophon returned- to, England in December of

1805, Franklin carrying with him* a certificate from Lieutenant
C

A Cumbywho had succeeded to Captain Cookes command when
C

that gallant ofiîcer fell, to the effe t that he had performed the

duties of signal-midshipman « with very conspicuous zeal and

ability.' His stay in England, however, was destined to be
trit only a short one. The Bellero hon remained at Plymouthp
J.

no longer than was necessary to refit, and make good the
ý-J injuries sustained in the action; after which she put to sea

e
again, and for the next eig4teen months was employed in

C
cruisingbetween Finisterre and Ushant Franklin'sconnection

with the famous vessel was soon to come to an end. On



October 27, IS07, he begins a letter to, one of his sisters with

the remàrk that she will probably be surprised at the new

address from which he writes. Two days before he had been

drafted from, the Bellerophon on to the Bedford,£ c6mmanded

by Captain Walker, a smàrt, active ofÉcer, and the ship,'I judge,
will be-à fine'ship. Report says she is going fbýeign, but it

must receive some authentication before I can believe it.
Indeed, I hope she may.'

His hopes were realised ; but the foreign service on which

he was despatched turned out to be in disappointing contrast
with the exciting experiences of the recent past. He could

hardly expect, however, that these would be indefinitely
prolonged. The pace, indeed, had been too good to last ; and -21

there.could net have been many midshipmen in His Majesty's

service who had, even iri those,ýýtirring times, come in for so
large a share of adventure in so short a period as had fallen
to the lot of John Franklin. It *as but' six years since he
had entered the Navy, a lad of fifteen, and before completing

his twenty-first year he had smelt powder in two of the
greatest navalSattles of our history, ex lored a continent

sufféred shipwreck, and played his part in one of the most

singular and, in its almost comical way, most -brillian t exploits-

in the annal-s of our maritime warfare. Thus his courage and
fighting quality had been splendidly tested ; he had had his
training in seamanship on half the waters of the globe; he had
learnt energy and resource in the stern school of disaster; and
he had had admirable opportunities for studying navigation
and the scientific branches of his profession in general under
one of the most capable and painstaking of commanding

officers. Fortune had favoured him with many advantages,
but to have macfé the most of them was his own merit His
passionate love of his calling had never abated, and his ambition
to perfect himself in all its duties had never flagged. There

is no,.doubt that, thanks in part to his favouring stars, but, still
more to his own great gifts as a seaman, he had even at this
early period of his career already qualified himself for a position
of command. By the time he attained his majority he was
« fit to go anywhere and do anything! But the good luck

DRAFTED TO THE BEDFORD1807 :29
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which had hitherto, attended him'was now about to, bid him
adieu for some time to come. Some years were to, pass before"

he again escaped from the dull routine of duty into the
field of warlike adventure, and yet a good many more year'
before he found his way to, that special sphere of maritime
enterprise in which his true vocation lay.1
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CHAPTER IL

SERVICE IN TWO HËMISPHERES

1807-1815

IN thelconcluding chapter- of Southey's Life of Ndson th11ýtý-1
authorof that classic biography, by way of illustrating the

farne of his hero and the con.fidence reposed in him by
his countrymen, ventures upon the daring hyperbole that

the destruction of the French and Spanish fleets, and the
total prostration of the maritime schemes of Napoleon, hardly
appeared to add to our security or strength, for, while Nelson
was living to watch the combined squadrons of the enemy,
we fât our§elves secure as now3 when they were no longer in
existence! Still, after all, 'stone dead hath no fellow,' and
we can hardly doubt that the annihilation of the French fleet,

saddened though our glorious victory was -by the death of
Nelson, was generally regarded by the English nation as
preferable to any other arrangement.

The only class among them who might conceivably have
preferred a less complete triumph were the officers of the
'British Navy. For the last quarter of a century, with few
and brief intermissions, they had been as well supplied with
opportunities for the practical study of their pýoféssion, both
in seamanship, and in fighti*ng, as an-y-sailors could desire.
But Nelson had made such a 'l clean job' of it at Trafalgar as

-to cut off the main source of these opportunities--at--a-stxoke---
By sweeping the enemies of Great Britain off the face of the

,sea he left her defenders for mal yearsto come without any
efficient training school in naval warfare.

It was Franklin's good fortune to have joined the British
Navy in time to, share its last five years of glorious activity

-had he entered it in i8o6 instead of i8oi, he would have'
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been condemned to commence, as he was now to, continue.,

his career by undergoing as long or a longer spell of un-

eventful and monotonous duty. The record of his service

afloàt fiom the end of 1807 to the bèg"-i'-inl*ng of 1813 is in

effect the history of. a continuous patrol. The first mission

of the Bedford after Franklin joined-Wer as master's mate-a

rank however from which he was promoted in a couple of

Months to that of acting lieutenant-was to convoy.the

fugitive royal family of *Portugal, driven from Lisbon by the
French invasion, to Rio Janeiro, and for no less than tivo

vessel remained stationed in South Am
years the erican

waters. ýhe returned to England in the summer of i8io.,

but foi- only a very briefperiod, for -the unlucky Walcheren

expedition was on foot, and for the next two years she wasef
employed in. the not much more exciting duty of blockading

Flushing and the entrance of the Texel.

Durinz this period, therefore, thÉ external and public side

ofthe ypung sailor's life claims but little of a bio'grapher's
ýj attention, which may be devoted mainly toi such details of

his private history and domestic relations as serve to illus-
To the Franklin family circletrate his personal, character.

the years. which we are now approaching were far from being

unrnarked by important events. One at least of these levents

had all the memorable qualities of disaster. Early in the

century the commercial affairs of the bank in which Thomas

Franklin had embarked much of his own capital, and in which
gooddeal of his father's saving' were also invested, took an

unfortunate turn. Thomas became involved in business trans-

actions with one Walker, whose honesty seems to have been

open to something more than suspicion; and the conséquent

pecuniary difficulties in which he found himself entangled lied

ultin-ately to the failure of the Spilsby Bank.* The shock of this.

i calamity brought the son to the gravé in 1807 at the early'

a ge of thirty-four, besides, hastening the death of his mother
few years later; and it, communicated itself in a suf
perceptibleï fashion even toi John himself overseas. During

the twelve -or thirteen years of embarrassment due to thése

misfortunes, Franklin received no money whatever from
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home. His scanty pay was all hé had to subsîs-t' on-, and his
position in such circumstances must have 'been one of no

little difficulty and discômfort.* But the adversity of the
family only served to bring into stronger relief the fine

qualities of the youngest son. His letters of this period are
full of cheerful courage, and testify throughout to, a deep filial
affection, which was further illustrated in the touchin little
incident, recorded b --his-- -brother-in-law', of his laboriousI

saving thell,1sum of 51.'ýoUt of his midshipman% pittance and
remitting it to, his parents as his mite of relief to their
embarrassed -finances.

Most tiresome, perhaps, of all the duties of this mono-
tonous period were those of the squadron detailed to dance
attendance upon the exiled Prince Regent of Portugal and
his Court. They ý were as dull as the manSuvres of a
blockâde, without an of its sustaining-hopes of a pos*sible
engagement. In a letter to his sister from, the BedfordY
cruising off, Rio Janeiro, in December 18o8, one sees how
eârerly he caught at any piece of political news from home

whiéh might seem to, promise an earlier close of his dis-
tasteful commission

By a corvette from Lisbon despatched purposely to the'Princewe
learn that the capitulation entered ifito by General Dalrymple [the
Convention of Cintra] is done away, and that a considerable number
of the French army are prisoners.- This, we hope, may excite the
Prince to a desire of -return, an event we all anticipate. There,
again, I think I hear you say : 'Sailors are always dissatisfied : for
instance, -rnybrother and his companions, when living in one of the
most luxuriant countries -under heaven's canopy, where the least

exertion in husbandry or agriculture is overpaid by superabùndant
return, and whose very bowe% contain the richest mines of gold and

silver.' This remark as ýo the characteristic of sailors may be true,
yet I assure you in this case it is excusable in those obliged to remaîn
among perhap * the most ungrateful inhabitants of the earth, for whom.

î it is impossible to have the slightest esteem or respect, subject to
theïr bigotry, and observers of their lethargy and indecision, with

-thé-greater' onsiderations of a dear, expensive market, and unhealthy
crowded towns.

Stili, there were occasional diversions -and one such
adventure of Franklin's on the island of Madeira, whither he

D
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had been sent to'reclaim two, deserters frc;m the Bedford who
had been captured by the Portuguese authorities, is so weil
and graphicà1ly told by him in his despatch to his command-
ing officer, Captain Mackenzie, that the amusinz stor hady
best be given in his own words:-

In obedience to your directions (he writes) I herein state the
conduct'àf Sergeant Joachim Francisco Uramào, who had possession
of the two deserters from H.M.S., Bedfôrd, whom you sent me to
claim on the--ý2-,5th-August, i8oq.

'After-'Ieaving the ship with the person who-gave the information
-' 

. - 1

of these men being taken, I wient to the captain of the regiment by
whom the informer was despatched, and begged he would give orders

that the men might be delivered to me. He sent a guide with the
neces - sary instructions for the sergeant, whom [the guide] we took on
,the boat and proceeded to the spot.

Immediately on entering the village we saw the deserters, appa-
rently unguarded. One was assisting in thatching..thé sereeant's

house, the other drunk. I inquired for the seigeant, but it was some
time before I saw him, and then he was just rising from his bed, and
drunk also. I desired my interpreter to say those men had deserted
from the Bedford, that I was a lieutenant of the ship, and sent to

claim them by my captai - ri, having also got the necessary orders for
their discharge from his captain. He arose, and very insolently told

me I could not have them, that he had an order from his colonel to
take them on board, as well as a letter from-Captain Mackenzie, and
that he meant to carry them the next day. Seeing the facility there

was for their escaping in the night, I piointed out that I had full power
to give any receipt he wished, and that, having come far frôm the ship,
I * did not wish to return without the men. He then grew more
violent, and said * : 'Your commander may command his ship but not
the shore,' still persisting in not giving them up to me. Finding all

remonstrmice- vain-on my part, I begged the guide to repeat the
orders he had received from his ca' ptain respecting the release of the
two men, and at that repetition he waxed furious, and told him he
did not care for the captain, that he ought not to have acquainted
the English of the two men being in his possession, and that he
would put both the captain and the guide to death.

(Sergeant Joachim Francesizo Uramào must evidently have
been very drunk indeecf.)

After these expressions I thought it necessary to, remind the
sergeant that I should inform. you of his conduct, and was assured of
your forward*g the complaint to his superiors. He then cooled
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down, and. promised to let the men go if I would permit him to
accornpany them. This being my original intention, I of course

assented. He prepared:-Iýimself, and ordered a canoe to follow him.
That, 1 suppose, was about three-o'clock. He afterwards went to
another part of the village and stayed a considerable time. ]Being
far distant from the ship, and night coming on, I became impatient,
and requested his companions would hasten him and point out the
necessity of our going immediately. After two or three messages he
retumed, and positively refused either to let the men go or accom-

pany them hirriself, using the strange languàgé that i the English did
not command there, and that he did not care for his captain,' &c.,

which was expressed with such gestures as greàtly to irritate my feel-
ings as well as those of the men whom 1 had order'ed up. I desired
the interpreter to request that he would crive me a decisive answer
whether-he meant to release the men to me or not, and also-impress
again -on his mind that I was fully empowered to give a receipt, and

at the sàme time to assure him. of my firm determination to acquaint
you with every çircumstance.
After this explanation he resigned the deserters u p- to me (by the
advice of many of his neighbours), undér the idea of accompanying,
them. On our passage over the hill he t'ld me that I might take

hini to the Prince, but that he did not care féý that. The Prince
did not pay him, and he was under no obligation to serve him,

with many other incoherent expressions, which I did not attend to.
I took him in the boat and left him with the captain, whom I called
on to acknowledge the receipt of the men. I beg leave to mention
that this happened in the presence of Mr. St. Quintin, and of some
rnen whom I took over the hill to guard the prisoners back, and they

can testify to the prisoners> violent--conduct.

As a specimen of quiet tenacity combined with judgment,
temper, and self-command, the successfül taming of this
intoxicated Portuguese sergeant must be admitted to be a

r, pretty creditable performance for a young naval officer of
two-and-twenty.

The- records, however, of these tedious years of ý patrol-
work abound in evidences of Franklin's impatience with

,the life of, inaction to which he was condemned. With
Ï, the despatch of the Bedford on the Walcheren expedition

'he was visited by a delusive gleam of hope ; and his letters
Ïfrom the Texel throughout the twenty-four months- of the

'ýpblockade bear amusing witness to his eagérriess to corne
to blows. Surély, surely thé enemy must be 'spoiling for

2
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a fight' as much as himself. Our fleet consists of fifteen

of the line, but two are kept off the mouth of the Texel) ýi
and two are always in the Downs the enemy have

seventeen', in readiné-s- and two more about, to join. It
is generally supposed they will,,, push for Brest. Surely

such a force will not be ke t stationary and useless in the
Scheldt.' No, they would come out and give their enemy a

-chance at them. But then again occurs the depressing
thought that there is yet a third possibility. They might

come Out only to give the blockaders the slip and sneak
away. ' I fear they will wait for longer nights, and, by taking

advantage'-a mean advantage Franklin evidently thinks
it-'of a 'stiff breeze, run along shore and give us a run-
ning chase, and perhaps avoid a general action. However,

let us hope for the best and wait with patience.' 'This viftue, as we all know, was not rewa:ùded. ý The
inactivity of the French naval commanders at sea was as
masterly as that displayed, according to the famous epigrarn,
by Lord Chatham' and Sir Richard Strahan on land; and

long before'his two years of blockading duty had expired
Franklin had probably given up all'hopes of coming to close
quarterswiththe-e-nemy'sfleet. InI8I2wefindhimdrawing

up memorials of his services for transmission-to the Admiralty,
anà'endeavouring to ýrocure his exchange--int-ù-another ship,
the frigate Nymphe,,Vaýth the desire, as he puts it, -of 1 seeing

the varieties of the séiýv1ce. His efforts, however, were in
vain ; he was fated to ý.remaîn in the Bedford until the re-
turn of thatvessel to England.'

'With the commencement of i ftý3, however, a welcome
cliànge occurred. Thec- war with Arrierica had broken out,

and'_:-orders were received' for the- Bedford to convoy a fleet
pf mexýçhant , vessels to the West Indies. This duty dis-

çharged,,she was given another n-I*'e months' spell of
blockà-ding duty off the Texel and Scheveningen.; but in

September Of 18r4 she was again sent with a convoy to
the West Indies, whence she was ordereid to New Çýleaps_.
to assist in the operations about to be undertakén against the

Américans. The attack on New Orleans had been decided
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on, and Franklin, doubtless to his great delight, was one of
-el, the-party sent out to exécute the preliminary-operation of
ve clearing Lake Borgne of the American gunboats which

It had assembled there in force for the protection of the port.
'ly The opérations of our m'ilitary forces before New

:he Orleans are not among the -most 1 brilliantly successfül -ex-
,- a ploits of the British arms ; 'but the part played therein by

the naval contingent can be recalled perhaps with. less dis-
-ht satisfaction than > any -qthers of -their incidents. This is

ak especially true«"Zof the attabk delivered upon the gunboats
ng at Lake BorghF, which, whatever niay bý,thought of it
ks from the strat-eecal point of view, was certainly executed
,n- with a dash and détermination higMy creditable to, the- arm

to which it *as entrusted.

'he But a word or two ' s-hould first be said on the -strategical'.
position of New Orleâps itself, a port and town in which, for

as reasons best know-n to our commanders, we gave ourselves
lm) about as hard a nut to crack as could have been pîîckéd_--uýp-_
,nd anywhere along the whole easterri- seaboard of North America.
-ed The first of the *causes which contributed to its safety from

)Se attack was the shallowness of-the river at its mouth and the
ng e_Xtýçme rapidity of its--cu-rr-erit- After flowing on in a vast
ty' __ýfieet of water ' varying in depth frcim one'hundred- to, thirty
.ip, fathoms, -thé -Mi'-sissippi divides, before entering -the Gulf of

Mexico, into, four or five mqýghs, the most considérable. of
in which is, or was ' in thosé-dày--s, obstructed by a sandbank
-e- continually liable to--shfft _i, * Over this bàà no vessel drawing

more than seventeen feet of water could pass; once across,
.ne there was no longer any -difficulty in floating, but- it was
'Utý dangerous to anchor on account of the huge logs which were
cet constantly carried down the stream, sorne on ib surface, others
Lls- sunken, and borne along by the undercurrerit within a few feet

of of the bottom,
in 1 1 n addition to these formidable natural 6bstacles to invasidn,
to thé mouth of the river was defended by a fort which, frorri its

iris position, might well have been deemed impregnable. It was
:he built-upon an artificlal causeway,,and surrounded on all sides

-ed by i mpassable swamps extending on either bank of the river
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to a place called the Détour des Anglais some twenty miles

from the city. Here two other fortà were erected, one on

each bank, and, like Ithat at the river's mouth, encircled by a
inarsh traversable for the gàrrison only by a single narrow
path from the firm ground beyond. If, therefore, an énemy

should contrive to pass both the bar and the first fort, he

would inevitably be stopped here ; to land being impossible
nàtur" of the gÎýýiÏÏÏà, and further ascent of the

écausé of le

river being prevented by its here taking 'o sharp a curve that

vessels were in those, days compelled to await a change of
wind before they could make any further way. Moreover,

from Détour des -Angtais'onward to the city the'ground,
though broken here and there to some extent b.V arab!çý-land,

was still s'wampy, and, even where theýe was foothold, con-

taining no broken ground or any other cover for military
movements.

To attack New Orleans, then, from the« river was out ôf
the quéstion, and the only modeof approaching it was by
way of the lake, or rather gulf, forit was a salt-water inlet

which deeply indented the shore t'O the east of the Mississippi
mouths. Even this mode of assault, however, had its diffi-

culties. The shores of the lake- were themselves sQ---swamiDy
as hardly to supply footing for infantry, far less for the dis-
embarkation and transport cf artillery. To effect a landing

it woùld be necessar for an atiacking force to avail itself of
the creeks or bayous which fun up from the lake towards

the city, but -of these there were not more than one Or two
that could be so used. The Bayou of St. John was one, but
was too well defended;,-ànother, the Bayou Calatan, was

afterwards actually employed for the purpose. The ideà of
the British commander was to effect a landing somewhere on
the bank of the lake after a rapid and, it was hoped, an un-

perceived transit of its waters, and thence to push on and

seize the town before any effectual preparation could be made

for its défence. - With this view the troops were transferred

from the larger înto the-ligbter-ves£el ese, under convoy

'of such gun-brigs as the shallow water Would float, began on

Deceýnber 13, 18 14, to, enter Lake Borgne. They had not
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proceeded far, however, before it became apparent that the
_-Americans were aware of ' their intentions and were -fülly

prepared to meet -the attack. Five largp cutters, armed with

six heavy guns each, were seen at anchor in the distance, and-,
as all endeavours to' land till these were captured or driven

away would have been useless, the transports and the largest
of the gun-brigs cast anchor, while the smaller craft gave chase

to the enemy. The American cutters, however, were specially

built for operations on the lake, and quickly 1 got the heels' of
their pursuerse whose draught of water rendered effective pur-
suit impossible. Yet to lea,ýe these pests to hover round the

British force in a position to cut off any boa«ts which attempted
to cross the lake would have, been fatal. It was, therefore,

determined to 'capture them, at all costs, and, since lur

fightest craft could not float where they sailed, a flotilla of

launches and ships'barges, was got ready for the purpose. It
consisted of fifty O-Pen boats manned with a force of one
thousand officers and 'Men, and, most of them armed with7
carronades., The command of this force was given to -Cap-
tain Nicholas Lockyer, and Lieutenant Franklin propably
led a division or subdivision of the attack. About noon of

Dece'mber 13, writes a chronicler of the campaign, the la ' te
venerable Chaplain--ýGeneraI of the Forces and well-known
author of 1 The î Subaltern,' the Rev. G. 'R. Gleig, who was

himself attached to the British expeditionary force before
New Orleans, and therefor.e describes the scene with almost

theý authority of an eye-witness, Captain Lockyer came in
sight of the eherny moored fore and aft, with their broadsides
pointing towards him. -

Having nq»ed a cénsiderable distance, he resolved to refresh his
men before hurrying them into action ; and, therefère, lètting fall
grapplings just beyond reach of the enemy's guns, the crews of the
différent boats coolly ate their dinners. As soon as that meal was

finished and an hour spent in resting, the boats again got ready to ad-
vance. But unfortunately a Eght breeze which had hitherté favoured,
them now ceased to blow, and they were âccording*ly cc>mpelled
to make way only with the oars. The tide àlso ran strong âgainst
them, at once increasingr iheir'labour and retarding their progre ' s ;
but all these difficulties appeared trifling to British sailors,',and,

-Jà

ATTACK ON THE GUNBOATS
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Mbcarty cheer, thýey moved steadily.onward in one extended

iot long before the enemys guns opened upon them, and
)us shower of balls saluted their approach. Some boats

others disabled, and many men were killed and wounded ;
t, pulling with all their might, and occasionally returning

Des from tbeir carronades, succeeded after an hour's labour
with the Americanà. The Marines now began a deadly
d muskétry; while the seamen, sword in hand, sprang up
sides in spite of all opposition, and, sabreing every man
in the way, hauled down the American ensign and hoisted
flag in its place. 0
tter, however, which bore the commodore's broâd pennant,
easily subdued. Having noted its pre-eminence, Captain
îected his own boat against it, and, happening to have
self in one of the lightest and fastest sailing barges in the

found himself alongside of the enemy before any of the
near enough to render him the slightest support. But,

ýmayed by (oïds so fearful, the gallant crew of this smal]
""board the American.ring their leader, instantly leaped on 1-

c conflict now ensued, in which Captain 1»,ckyer received
,re wounds ; but after fighting from the bow\to, the stern,

was at length overpowered, and, other barges cé ning up to
ce of their commande --flag shared the

r,-týmm-o-d-ores
rth -tSê o--th-6is7---

3 warm little affair Franklin-was himsé wounded;

-d, though the vi-Ctory was complet and gave the

rces undisputed command of t -lake throughout

)f the campaign, it had to bé pretty heavily paid

ýe midshipmen and fourteen men were killed, while

in, three other lieutenants besides Franklin, thrée

nates, one lieutenant of Marines, seven midshipmen

tally),. and sixty-one men were wounded. The

loss was slight by comparison. For his share in

n Franklin received a medal and was honourably

1 in despatches.

1 that the later operations of this disastrous campaign

more worthy of its brilliant beginning, and that its

hiefs had performed their part withas much skill

ss, instead of only with as much bravery, as their

porters! The expedition against the t-uttersý had
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carried our boats many Icagues up Lake Borgne. Another

day passed before the crews could get back to their ships,

-and it was not till the I 5th that the* fleet again. weighed ï
anchor; and stood up the lake. It was soon found, however,

that not even by the lake route was it possible to carry the

troops up to a point at which a landin could be with any

1,advantage effected. Ship after ship ran agràund, those
which still floated became more and more overloaded with

the men transferred to them, till at last even vessels of the
lightest draught stuck fast, and boats of necessity had to be

lowered to carry the troops a distance of more than thirty
miles. The distresses of such a method of transport were-

greatly enhanced- by an unlucky change of the weather, heavy
rains having set in, and finally, after an exposure of ten hours
in their new and con fined. transports, each division was landed
at a small uninhabited island in the lake, where it was

determined to collect the whole force preliminary to its
debarkation on the main land. Pine Island, as it was called,

apparently from, its growing a few stunted firs neair the
water's,'àag,,e, consisted principally qf swamp, witli a com-
paratively small piece of firm, land at one end, on w'hich the

týoops were collected. With the exception of alligators,
which abounded in its pools and creeks, it contained no living

.creatures but water-fowl, too shy to be shot. It did not even
yield fuel sufficient to, supply its wretéhed tenants with fires.

In these miserable quarters the British arrny wa$ as-
sembled without tents, huts, or any -sort of shelter frdiý--the

inclemency of the weather, which, though rainy in the day-
time, became sharply frosty after sunseît, so that the saturated

uniforms of the soldiers were frozen hard at night, an exý-
perience naturally fatal to the negroes attached to the service
o 'f the expédition, who perished in considerable nurnbers in
their sleep. The only food which could be supplied to the rk
force in the gameless condition of the island was salt meat
and ship biscuit moistened Nith -a little rum. For Franklin
and his comrade' these hardships were in one sense aggravated,
if in another sense perhaps relieved, by the severest physical
toil. Night and day boats were pùlling from the fleet to the
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island and from the island to the fleet. It was not till the

21St that the last of the troops were got on shore, and, as

there was lîttle time to iriquire into 1 turns ' of labour, many

seamen were four- or-.eve days continually at the oar.
On the 22nd General"Xeane, the commander of the ex-

pedition, reviewed his forces, and -formed an advance guard

of i 6oo men to start on the morrow for the mainland. Their

destination was Bayou Calatan, the creek already spoken of,

which lay at no ' less a distance than eighty miles from Pine

Island. Nothing, indeed, is more surlyrising or, though it

compels admiration, more calculate'd to suggest Marshal

Canrobert's historic utterance than the vastness of the space

which, with no base to speak of and hardly any transport

worthy oithe- na mie, our forces had to cover in -this remarkable

expedition before they couid even get within striking distance

of the enemy. O'ne cannot but suspect that, however

'magnificent' were these operations considered as féats of

human resource and endurance, they could not possibly be

< war." As in the later case, howéver, which called ford the

French general's criticism, the British soldier and sailor never

reasoned why.' There were not boats enough to transport

more than one-third of the army at a time, so that the

advance guard had to take its chance of being attacked in

detail and cut off-before its supports could arrive. Chancing.

this, however, as they were bound to do, the force started off

on the 23rd under a sky of lowering clouds, soon to descend

in torrents of rain, and to, be followed ýy the usual frost at

night ; and, after a voyage of some twenty-four hours, pursued

under the exhausting and depressing conditions to which

they had become habituated, they reached the rnouth of

Bayou Calatan, where they surprised and easily captured the

small and unsuspicious picket posted there, and by nine o'clock

on the morning of the 24th they at last set foot on the main-,

.land of America.
Bayou Calatan emerges from the lake aboût ten miles

below New Orleans ; and, as the nature of the ground on

which the advance guard had landed afforded good cover,
they naturally proposed to lie conéealed until'they could be



joined by the remainder of the force. _,ýéàuraged, however,
by the reports of deserters who carne in, assuring them that
there were not more than five thousand men under arms

throughout the State, among whorn not more than twelve
hundred were regular soldiers, and that the whole force was
ýt present several miles on the opposite side of the town,

expecting an attack on that quarter and apprehending no
'danger on this, General Keane resolveà to push on into the
open. His forces accordingly made a march of several miles
in the direction of New Orleans, hit off the main road leading
to the city, and finglly halted on the neck of land on which it

is built, and which at that point was not more than a mile
broad, having a marsh on the right hand and the Mississippi
on the left, with the New- Orleans road funning -parallel,
and a lofty dyke between river and highway. Into a more
complete death-trýap this unlucky advance guard could hardly
have been led. About seven o'clock in the evening a large
schooner stole up the river and opened a deadly fire of grape

upon them, from eighteen guns. There is a grim mixture of
the comic and the tragic in Gleig's account of what followed

Against this dreadful fire we had ' nothing whatever to oppose.
The artillery which we had landed was too light to - bring into com-
petition with an adversary so powerful ; and, as she had anchored
within a short distance of the opposite bank, no muske" try could

reach her with any precision or effect. A few rockets were discharged,
whick made a beau6ful appearance in the air; but the rocket is an
uncertain weapon, and these deviated too far from their object to
produce even terror among those against whom they were directed.
Under these circumstances, as nothing coull be done aggressively,
our sole object was to, sheIter the men as much as possible from the
iron hail. With this view they were commanded to leave the camp-

fires and to hasten under the dyke. Thither all accordingly re-
paired without much regard to order and regularity, and, laying our-
selves along wherever we could find room, we listened in painful
silence to the pattering of grape-shot among our huts, and to the
shrieks and groans of those who, lay wounded- beside them.

Worse still, the àttack, of the schooner, as they were soon
t to *discover, was only one part of the enemy's concerted

plan. After lying for almost an hour in this condition, a

1
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It was now clear that we werelsurrounded, and that b a veryy j
superior force ; and, therefore, no alternative remained but either to 'J

f,,or ýsurrender at discretion or to beat back the assailants. The first o
tbese plans was never for an instant thought of, and the second

was immediately put into force. Rushing from under the bank, the

85th and g5th flew to, support the piquets ; while the 4th, stealing to,
the rear of the encampment, formed close column and remained as a

reserve. But to describe this action is altogether out of the question',
for it was such a battle as the annals of mode m- warfare can hardly
match. All 'order, all discipline, was lost. Each officer, as he was
able to collect twenty or thirty men round him, advanced into the
middle of the ènemy, when it was fought hand to hand, bayonet to
bayonet, and sword to sword, with the tumult and ferocity of one of

Homer's combats. 9

Unfortunately, there was no'Olympian god to interfère in

theirbehal£ Theyhadtoholdtheirgroundbysheerdesperate

fighting, and they succeeded in- doing so. The Arnericans ulti-

mately drew off, leaving them in possession of the field. « Our

loss, however, was enormous. Not less'than 5oo men (nearly

a third of the force) had fallen, many of whom were our finest

soldiers and best officers, and yet we could not but consider

ourselves fortunate in escaping from the toils even at the

expense of so, great a sacrifice.' That the toils which it

required so greàt a sacrifice to 'escape from need never have

been entered at all is, of course, but too unhappily evident.

On the arrival of General Keane's supports on the followin*g

day witli artillery of sufficient strenàt-h the obnoxious

schooner was attacked and blown up, the river cleared of the

ene my, and the position generally made good; all wkich, but

for the precipitate forward march of the ad-vanced guard,

would certainly have been accomplished at a far smialler loss

than that of 5oo men.

With the arrival of the main body came q new com-

mander, General Sir Edward Pakenham, of Peninsular fame,
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straggling fire from'.their pique-ts attracted their attention,
and, while each man was speculating as to what these new
sounds might portend, they were ' succeeded by a féarful yell
and the heavens were illuminated on all Sides by a semi-1

)Iaze of, musketry.'circular b'
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just despatched from England to succeed General Ross, who

had fallen at Baltimore, and under his command the army

advanced in two columns to within six miles of Iýew Orleans,

where again preparations for defence had been made. The

Amerjcan armyl under General Jackson, an officer destined

both to militaryý and to political celebrity in the liater history

of his countrye was posted behind an enitrenchment, having

the left bank of the Mississippi for its right extremity and

stretching to a dense and impassable forest on the left. The

line was strengg-thened by a ditch about four feet dee which

ran along its front, and was defended by flank bastions, which

enfiladed its whole extent, and on which a formidable array

of heavy ordnance was placed., On the right bank of the
Mississippi, which is there nearly half a mile broad, a battery

of twenty guns had been constructed.

This formidable line of entrenchments being evident'y
much too strong to be carried by a coup de main, several

-attempts were made to approach it in strict scientific
fashion. But it was soon found that the enemy's guffs were
so superior in weight and numbers that nothing was to be

expected from this species of attack. The position

right bank of the Mississippi was evidently the point on which
to direct their efforts, but how to approach it? There was,
only one way of doing so-a Most ambitious and laboriousý

method; but thosé'- blundering.heroes shrank from nothing9.
Again the services of the naval arm, to which they already

owed so much, were called in, and the task committed to
them was no less a one than that of cutting through the
entire neck of land from'the Bayou Calatan to the river, and
construçting a canal of sufficient width and depth to admà
of boats being brought up from the lake in order to convey,
an attacking Éorce across the Mississippi. This Roman work,

was executed with a spirit worthy of the legions of CSsar.ý,
The men were divided into four companies, and toiled nightiý,
and day at their appointed task. It was not till -âfter a, sharp
but indecisive engagement with the enemy on January i that'i

the order was given, and by the 6th the work was completed.
A general attack on -the American position was then planfied
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for five o'clock on the morning of the Sth. Colonel Thornton,

with a force of i,4oo men, was to cross 'the Mississippi during

the previous night, capture the right bank batteM and turn

its guns against the enemy on the other side of the river. In
this forlorn hope-for the singularly imperfect dispositions of

the adventure almost entitle it to that name-the yonng

lieutenant of the Bedford bore a gallant part.

On the night of the 7th, Colonel Thornton, with a f6rce of

44oo men, moved stealthily down to the bank of the river;

but there were no boats awaiting him. Hour afteri hour

passed before they came, and only a portion of them arrived

at last. The soft banks of the canal had given way, choking

up the channel and impassably obstructing -the passage of the

heavier boats. Instead of a flotilla for 1,400 men, the Colonel

found himself provided with transport for onlY 35o. But

what did that matter?'-- -Three hundred and fifty men are not

fourteen hundred, but they are three hundred and fifty. The

Colonel had undertaken to, cross the river and carry the enemy's,
position on the o , os te side

pp J J. and it was absolutely necessary

that this part of the plan should be carried into execution.

Accordingly, dismissing 1,050 of his force, the Colonel., put

himself at the head of 250 men of his own regiment (the 85th),

a division of fifty--sailors, of whorn Franklin-was one, under

Captain Ra w-iland Money, and as many Marines, and crossed

the river.
Insféad of reaching.it, however, at midnight, dawn was -

already breaking.when, as they set foot on the landing-place,

a rocket soared into the àir from'the opposite'bank and added

wings to, their speed. Pakenham had already begun the

attack. He had either not received intelligence of Thorntons

,enforced, delay or had disregarded it. ' With an impatience

which proved fatal to the enterprise, he had determined to,

advance without awaiting the concert of his comrade on the

other shore. Scaling-ladders and fascines, how- ever, are no less

desirable appliances in an attack on parapeted. works than

boats for the transit of rivers ; and Pakenham. was without the

one, as Thornton had been without the other. The troops

actually had to, le halted 'under the enemy's guns while the
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scaling-ladders were sent for; but the fire was soon so terrible

that the head of the column, riddled througli and through,

fell back in disorder.

The remainder of this shocking-and splendid-story may

be told in the words of Alison

Pakenham, whose bubyant courage ever led him to the scene of
danger, thinking they were now fairly in for it, and must go on, rode
to the front, rallied the troops again, led them to the slope of the
glacis, and was in ýýhé aèt,_ with his hat off, of cheering on his fol-

lowers, whenhe fell mortally wounded, pierced at the same moment
by two balls. General Gibbs also was soon struck down. Keane,
who led on the reserve, headed by the 93rd, shared the same fate
but that noble regiment, composed entirely of Sutherland High-
landers, a- thousand strong, instead of -being daunted by the-carnage,
rushed with frantic valour through the throng, and with such fury
pressed the leading files on that, without either- fascines or ladders,
they fairly found their way by mounting upon each other's shoulders
into the works- So close and deadly, howeveir, was the fire of the
riflemen when they got in, that the successfül assailants were cut off
to a man.

At last, General Lambert, to whom the death of Pakenham
and the disablement- of Gibbs and Keane had transferred the
command, finding that it was impossible to carry th& work

and that the slaughter was tremendous, drew off the remnant
of his shattered troops.

Meanwhile, the attack on the right bank battery had been*
brilliantly successfül. The enemy on that side outnumbered

Thornton's force by three to one and was strongly entrenched.
The assailants had not a single piece of artillery nor any f
means but such as Nature provided of scaling the rampart;

but they prepared without a moment's hesitation for an 17assault. The 85th.extended its files across the entire line of
the enemy, the Marines formed in rear of the centre as a

reserve, and at the sound of the bugle'Money's little band of
sailorý rushéd forward with a shout upon the guns. For an

instant they wavered under the-heavy discharge of grape and ' em

canister which met them, but, recoveting-themselves, they
pushed on, and, the 85th dashilig forward to their'aid, the

whole force swept into and over the works like a wave. The
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Americans broke and fled, leav-ing the British in possession of

their tents and of theïr eighteen pieces of artillery. ', just at

the moment, however, when they were about to turn these
guns-against the enemy, news reached them of the repulse of

Pakenham's attack, and with it th6 disappointing order to I
abandon a captured position which Lambert's forces were not

strong enough to hold. Deeply dispirited, we may imagine,
by these evil tidings, the winners of this barreh victory

rejoined their defeated comrades on the opposite bank of the
river. The whole forcé retreated on the night of the i8th,

and in another ten days they were re-embarked.

Franklin's share in this sharp engagement, in which. hi.s

commander, Captain Money, was desperately wounded,though
he himself escaped without a scratch, was an impoitant ad-

dition to the young officer's list of services, and he was in
consequence of it recommended officially and very warmlýr,

-though in the result, as will be seen, ineffectually, for pro-

motion. ý-fhe Bedford, which does not, seem to have tak-en

part in the subs'equent and more successfül operations against

Fort Boyer, near Mobile, in February 18 15, set sail for home

in March of that. year, and reached Spithead on MaY 3'0. She

was paid off on JUIY 5 following, and, though Franklin had

served on board of her uninterruptedly for- five years, he was

reappointed to, another ship two days afferwards. He joined

the Forth as first lieutenant, under Captain Sir William

Bolton, ýtnd remained until she also was paid off in the

following September; the only incident worth recording of

this short period of service being the employment of the

vessel to convey the Duchesse d'Angoulême to, France on her

return to her native country at the Restoration.
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CHAPTER III

THE DOROTHEA AND THE TRENT

ISI5-1818

IT is noteworthy, as showiiig the natural bent of the born

explorer, that during these years of inaction it was upon mari-
tirne discovery rather than naval warfare that Frariklin's mind

was fixed. It was not to Coýenhagen and Trafalgar, but to,

the shores of Austýalia and the waters of the Southern Ocean,

that his thoughts reverted. His heart was evidently with

the crazy old Investigator, mouldering ingloriously as a store-

ouse hulk at. Port Jackson, rather than with the Polyphemus

a*nd the Bellerophon,'twin thunderbolts of war' tbough they

ïVeïe. He longed for fresh employment in the work of ex-

f ploration ; yet, while all his inquiring and adventurous in-
stincts urged him in this direction, his legitimate professional

ambitions acted to some extent as an opposing influence.
The difficulty, of his position-- is strikingly brought out in
an interesting letter, written in August 1814, in which one

sees his shrewd. common-sense almost amusingly at odds
with his enth ' usiasm. He had previously written to, Mr.

Robert Brown, Who had sailed with him as naturalist in the
Investicator, deploring the fact that Captaini Flinders's

narrative of his voyage had not reached the publie till the

very day of its author's death, and reflecting in a somewhat
depressed tone on'ihe iinlikelihood of any official recognition

being given to the services of the youngerofficers under
Flinders's command. Mr. Brown had remarked in his reply

on the pos ' sibility, and even probability, that another voyage
of disco v*ery would soon be thought, oýf-, ah'd had inti >ated

that hemight, have an opportunity of suggesting the employ-

ment of his correspondent thereon, provided r were certain
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that vou would have no objectioh, or rather that you would

prefer, to, embark agaîn in this line of the s'érvice.' To.this

Franklin answers

I am extremely obli'ed also for your communication that it i

possible another voyage may be thought of, and particularly gratefui

for the kindness you have evinced by requesting my views on the

subject of being employed therein. I have no hesitation in assuring

you they are decidedly in favour of that service'; but I should fiope,

were an offer éver' made to me, it-would. be accompanied býy pro-

motion.. To tmbark on-an expedition of that nature without some

grounds - for sanguine éxpectation, when an absence of five or six

years may be calculated upon, and a total separation from any chance

of improving your interest, is a most serioqs consideration ; and per-

haps on return, with a* constitution much shattered,_ you may find the

patrons and frierids of the voyage either removed or unable to pro.

cure you the appointment you have anxiously sought. These, my

dear sir, are objections, you'will readily adrnit, I think, which ought

to have some weight, -and even might be used (without the impu-

tation of being incrined to cavil) as an argument why they should

give Te promotion previous to starting.

In the end, however, disinterested enthusiasm wins.

I will, however, confess these disadvantages wouldnot discourage

Me, so interested do I féel in that service ; and could I suppose à

probable -that a responsible office in such a voyage would be offéred

me, I shoûld, think it my duty to devote my greatest attention to

those studies which wouldfit me fiù the better performance of it.

Again, ît' was but a few weéks since'he had forwarded to

the Adiniralty a statement of his services and testimonials

froin his various commanding, 6fficers in support of an ap-

plication for promotion, and h-e féared to appear importunate

by applyin-g again so soon.

/By December 1814 he had addedý to, these services and

strengthened their résulting clairn by hi* shàre in the brilliant

dash at the gunboats of New Orleans and in the subsequent

attack on the forts. But in the next year, unfortunately for al

young ambitions in either service, came the Peace of Vienna

and then to Franklin's rehewed application for promotion
,ýLord Melville that,

carne the curt official answer fror having

read the petition of Lieutenant j9hn Franklin,' he was sorry

he could not hold out any expéctaticin of his aavancemen'
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at an early, period. 1 As the' Navy,' added the First Lord,

4 is now placed, - on a peace establishment, all promotion, must
' in consequence -cease, excepting in the few cases that ma

occur on the foreign stations!

Neither fromotion nor renewal of active service seemed

in prospectand there.was nothing for the young officer but

to submit aspatiently as might be to that'ý>hich his restless

spirit always found it hardest to bear-inaction. The next

three years -Were spent principally with members of his

family in Lincolnshire » aýd elsewhere; and though, no doubt,

he was continually on the look-out for» any signs of change

in the official horizon, there is no trace among the corre-

spondencê of thlese years of any renewed application to the

Admiralty. ý-The opportunity which'at last came to 'him,
and by ivhich his future career was pra ý t '

c i/cally determined,

came, as far--as can be ascertained, unsought.

It is not very easy tô discover why at this particular

moment thé spirit of Arctic exploration should suddenly bave

taken possession of the Ministerial mind. The then Secretary

of the Admiralty, Sir John Barrow,'ýwas, it is true, an ardent
and specially interested in the subject of Polar

research. He had care»Ily collected all the reports bearing

on its conditions and poiss'ibilities, as affected mainly IDýy the

state and situation -of the ice in high northern latitudes; and

with this information as, a basis he drew up an elaborate

scheme for the exploration of the Arctic regions. This,
warmly supported by the:rPresident and CoÜncil of the Roya-1

Society, was submitted to, the Lords of the -Adrnira:lty, by

whom if was also approved. But many a Secretary might

bave piped to, a Government as inspiritingly with'out inducing
that Government' to dance. The three years of inaction may
ha,ýe begun to bore even Whitehall itself ; or the favour with

which Sir John Barrow's idea was received by the public may

have insensibly influenced the official mind ; or some, other
unknown or now forgotten impulse may have been in opera-

tion. This onlyis certain-thatan interestin Arctic d'isé
which had slept fôr riearly «half a -entury in Ministerial
bosomÉ suddenly awa"kened. It was fiv'e-ând-fort)r years

E 2
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since the Racehorse, under Capta'in Phipps, and the Carcass, 1ý
under Commander Lutwidge, bearing the young Horatio C_

Nelson and his fortunes, set sail from Sheerness with orders d

to procèed to the North Pole, or as close to it as ice and

other obstructions would permit, and reached a: latitude'of CI,

800-481, returning three months later in the same year, -1773. M

And n-ow,,--l*n__i8i8, a British Government had again made up bi

its mind to, another attack on the same problem, and had even fc

indeed resolved to cômbine it with another project. , The Ad-
miralty now contemplated the despatch of twb expeditions- pý_

one with the object of endeavouring to discover a passage round w

the northern and north-western coasts of America frorfi',the P_

-Atlantic to the Pacific; the other- for the purpose of attempt- W,

ing to reach the North Pole. What is more, they proceeded ar.

to give what to the English mind has always seemed the best, of

perhaps the only, proof that a man or a Governm. ent mearis,
business. Where the private citizen 1 backs his opinion' with
a bet, the State is expected to suppprt the undertaking which at

it patronises by the offer'of a reward.

Sb many, moreover, of our national enterprises leave their Cï

mark in some form or other on the. Statute Book, that the
h istory of this revival of English -interest in Arctic exploration fe

would not have, been complete unléss it had included an Act ye

of Parliament in its records. The recitals of this enactment th,

bear ample witness to the fact that the impulse which gave re-

birth to it was no néw one in our history. Among the refer- Cr

ences to past legislation which are to be found in 58 George PC

III. c. 2o, 1 An Act for more effectually discovering the th

longitude at sea and encouraging attempts to find a'Northern V-'

Passage between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, and to ra

approach the Northern Pole,' is one from whicli it will be yc

seen, to the surprise perhaps'-*of most people, that.the last- W'i
mentioned project had engaged:,the attention of the Imperial t17

Legislature more than seventy yeàrs before. 'As far back 'as p-

1745 an Act, had beên passed offéringýa.reward of 2ooool. yý
to the own-er or own*ers of, any ship or vessel which should cc

first A find out and navigate -a« 1 North-West Passage through, y 
hî.Hudson s Straights to the- Western and Southern Oceans of
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Arnerica;_' and thirty-one-.!years later 'a sUm of 5,oool. was

oÉfèred to àny person who should approach by sea within one

degree of the Northern Pole!
.This last provision was extended in the Act of 1818 by a

clause providinÈ that 1 for the encouragement of persons who

inay attempt the said passage or approach the Northern Pole,

but not wholly accomplish the same,' it should be competent

,for certain commissioneis app'ointed under the Act to propose,

by rnemorial to the King in Council, 4 to direct and establish

proportionate rewards to be paid to such person as aforesaid.
who shall first accomplish certain proportions of the said

Passage or Approach.' In pursuance of this, a.scale of reward

was-subsequently fixed by Order in-Council according to-which

any vessel that first succeedtd in reaching ' the 83rd parallel

of latitude would.be entitled to a reward of ioool. ; double

that surn -would be granted for crossing the 85th parallel ;
,,,oool. to any vessel that should 'reach 87
.1 ' N. ; 4,0WI for

attaining the 88th parallel, aîid 5,0WI for the Pole.

It was apparentl.ý regarded in official as well as unofficial

circles as not at all improbable that the largest of thëse rewards

would be actually earned. Indeed, one cannot resist a slight

feeling of amusement at noting, after a lapse of nearl eighty

yeais, the tone of easy familiarity with which the Admiralty of
-a tone whîch almost

that period spoke of the North Pole 1

recà-lls--the well-known pleasantry about a certain famous

critic's attitude towards the Equator. Should you reach the

Pole, your future course must mainly depend,' &c. « If .

the weather should prove favourableyou are to remain in the

vicinity of the eole for a few days, in order to the more accu-

rately making tbe observations which it is to be expected

your interesting and unexampled situation may furnish you

with." - Interesting and unexampled indeed! 'On leaving

the Pole you will endeavour,' &c. « Shi6uld you, either by

passing over or near the Pole or b3ý any lateral direction, make

ygur way to Behring Straits, you are,' &c Such are the
f constantly recurrilig phrases of the instructions issued by

the Admiralty, and proba:bly fram'ed 'yi'Sir John Barrow
t himself, for the conduct of this expedition ; and their confieent
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handlin'g of their obscure subject is to be attributed' not only
to the imperfect aàqqaintance even of the best geographers of'

that day with the terraqueous conditions of the Polar regions,

but also no doubt tothe glorious belief then'prevalent, a sur-'

vival from the great war, that there was no exploit un ' der

heaven which the British Navy and its sailors could not

perform, inall probability'at the first attempt. '
Thé,-Admiralty, it must, be admittedi set about the wo:Ék--

in a spirit of thoroughness. Though their Lordships spoke

familiarly of the object of their attack, they did not actually
expect that they couldj so to speak, stroll into the Arctic

citadel at afiy point they might choose to select. They
deemed it - advisablé, as we have seen, to, organise -two

distinct plans of assault ., and to approach the stronghold

from- two différent sides. Four -vessels were accor ' dingly'
prepared for the service, two of which, the Isabella and the

Alexander, under the command respectively 'of Captain Ross -
and Lieutenant Parry, were to, proceed by the western route

through Baffin's Bay; while the other two, the Dorothea and
the Trent, were to take what is called the Spitzbergen route
due northwards. For the command of the second expedition
the Admiralty selected Captain David Buchan, R.N., who

had a short time previously distinguished himself in charge of'
an expedition into the interior of 1ýewfbundland. The vessel

on which he hoisted his pennant was the Dorothea, a ship of

370 tons burclen, and Lieutenant Franklin was placed under
hi§--orders in command of the smaller Trent, a brig of 250
tons. Both these vessels were hired into the service for the
occasion, and were taken into dock, where they were ren-

dered-or, unfortunately, supposed to have been rendered
-as strong as wood and iron could make them. Captain

Buchan's instrýctions were to, make the best of his way into

the Spitzbergen seas, and thence to endea-vour to force his
ships northward between Spitzbergen and Greenland. If'

successfül in reaching the Pole-a contingency which, in the

thenstate of knowledge as to, the condition of the seas in'the

highest latitudes, was evidently quite within official contem-
plation-the commander of the expedition was, if the weather
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was favourable, to remaýîn,'as we have seen, for a few days in

the vicinity of the Pole for the purpose 'of makin' observa-*

tions. On' leaving the Pole' they ýwere to shape their course

for Behring Strait, or, if this proved impracticable, to sail

round the north end of G-reenland and return home by

Baffin's Bay and Davis Straits. If. the Dorothea and the

Trent were unable to reach the Pole, but if it seemed possible,
without accomplishing that feat, to hit off a course afford-

ing any prospect of reaching Behring Strait, Buchan and

Franklin were directèd to take it, 1 recollecting that, although

it is, highly desirable in the- interests of science and the

extension of natural knowledge that you. -should reach the

Pole, yet that -the paýsage between the Atlantic and -the

Pacific is the main object of your mission2 And- this,

elaborately framed document gQes on to give minuteý \
instructions for the conduct of the two commanders in the
event of their discovering and navigating the North-West
Passage. They are then to make the best of their w- ay to

Kamschatkà, call on the Russian Governor for the purpose
of delivering to him duplicates of all the journals and other

docum=ts which the voyage may have produced, for imme-
diate transmission overland to London, proceed thence to, the

Sandwich Islands or New Albion or some other place in the
Pacific Ocean to refit and to réfresh their crews, winter

there, and in the spring repass Behring Strait once more,
and return home to England by the way they had Corne. It

is true, a discretion is allowed thern as to the attempt of this

-last-mentioned féat. -They are maturely to conàider and
weigh the prudence of making it. If your original passages

should be made with facility, and you see reason to believe
that your success was not owing to circumstances -merely
accidental or temporary, and' that therc is a -probability that

you may be able« also, to accomplish the passage back, it
would-be undoubtedly of great importance that you should
endeavour to, make it; but if, on the other hand, it shall have
been attended with circumstances of danger or difficulty so,

great as to, persuade you that the attempt tô return would
risk the saféty.9f the ships and the lives of the crews,-you in
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this case are to abandon all thought of returning by the

northern passage, and are to make *the best of your way

Ô* me - ward by Cape Horn! And this portion', of a tolerably. c

comprehensive, not to, say ambitious, itinerary concludes with r
t

certain orders as to concerted actîon between the two expedi- e,

tions of which the cardinal injuriction ' is to, c fix with Captain i
Ross, to whom, the other expedition is entrusted, upon a c
rendezvous in the Pacdà

One more extract must, however, be made from. it by the
t

quotation of a,passage having reference to a contingency

which was in faë-t r'ealised:

In the event of any irreparable accident happening to-either of thé
ships, you- are to cause the bfficers and crew of the disabled ship to

be removed into the other, and with her singly to pýoceed in'prose-
cutio'i of the voyage or return to England according as çircurnstances

shall appear to require. Should, mfortunately, your own ship be the
one -disabled, you are in that case to take dommand of the Trent;
and in the event of your inability, by sickness or otherwise, to carry
these instructions into execution, you are. to. transfer thern to the
lieutenant next in command, > who is hereby required to execute them
in the hest manner he can for the attaînment of the 'Several objects
in view.

On April 25 the two , vessels sailed oit of the -- Thames,

after an experiencé-of the p-à,pular feeling irî the matter. which

shows in how lively a'fashion the enterprise had impresse ' d c
itself on the public imagination 0'i that day. Thuà, writing î
to Mrs. Cracroft on Apr'ïl 6, Franklin says:

I hope we shall have left thé Nore by this day week. We all go c

in the highest spirits, and indeed it would1be ungrateful to féel other-
wise, encouraged as we have been by thè,kind, interest and attention
of all ranks of society. It would-be-qu-ite-iýnpossible for Meïo convey
to you the amazing inté'ést our hâle squad.ron has excited. * DeptfQrd

has been covered with carriages and the ships with visitors every day tsinceîhey were in a state to be seen. Indéed, their coming in such
shoals has greatly retarded our equipment. We have, in fact, moyed

further down the river to prevent that general influx, and shall now, I
hope, be enabled -to get our ships in tolerable'order before sailing t
further.

It was bot, however, mere vulgar curiosity alone'which L
drew so many visitors to the Dorothéa and Trent

-Y
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you would be surprised to, hear the number of peýsons this voyage

has led me to become personally knownto, some of them persons of

considerable rank and all M'en of scientific -eÎiiinence. They have

most of them submitted some queries to be solved by us, or sugges-

tions for us to be guided by, and all have expressed earnest wishes

for our success. . . . It really seems quite ridiculous to find myself

placed among these parties, - when I consider how little I know

of the matters which usually form the subject of their conversations.

At presente however, the bare circumstance of going to the NoriÈ Pole

is a sufficient passport anywhere. What a fortunate pprson must I.,

therefèree consider myself to'be to have it, and thankful indeed to,

My good friends who procured it for me 1 1 only hope 1 may havé

the opportunity of evincing my gratitude by an ardent exertion of

earnestendeavours in the cause they have so much at heart.

And the letter concludes as was Franklin's affectionate wont,

with much kindly and playful talk of his .1ittle nieces Sophy

and Isabella:-

I hope you will endeavour to keep upon their minds the remem-

brance of Uncle John, or rather make them. familiair with my name

and I trust it'will not be long ere they may have an opportunity of i
becoming familiar with my countenance also ; which, if they see me

after it has been reddened and hardened by a Polar winter;they

will not, 1 think, at the age they will then be, easily forge.

He then goes un to give a lively description of his Arctic

outfit, which includedwe learn,'a beautiful mask for the face

in the most severe weather and noses for the more mild.'
t àThe only first-hand account of this voyage is contained iri

a volume published five-and-t*enty years later by Captain

Beechey, who sailed as Franklin's first lieutenant in the Trent.

It is a môst spirited -narrative ofý a voyage the interest - of

which as a series of maritime adventures considerably ex-

ceeded its scientific results. The Dorothea and Trent failed

to get any nearer to the Pole than between the Soth and 8 1 st 1!
îr

parallels of latitude, at which point their progress was arrested

by an impénétrable barrier of ice; and a subséquent attempt

to force a passage westward, in pursuance no doubt of the

alternative plan prescribed, in their instructions,ý was equally.
IÎ

unsuccessfui.

But, considered as a record of manifold dangers and diffi-
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culties encountered with unflinching courage and overcome

by brilliant sea:manship, the story of their voyage must always
hold a high place in the history of Arctic adventure. The,-ý a

Admiralty, as it turned out, had made a contribution of-its r

own to the trials of the voyagers by providing them wi.thýone t
t

unseaworthy ship. Even before leaving Lerwick a leak was S'
discovered in the sides of the Trent, and it was with'-d*fficulty
that the vessel was sufficiently patched up to proceed on her t

journey. Twice were theybeset in the pack, the first time
for thirteen days, and the 'Second for three weeks ; and on the
former occasion it was discovered that a workman, of à type
better known perhaps in these days than in those, had also, r
though with a guilt moi-e deliberate than that of lüs --perlors, to
lent a hand to their destruction. A dockyard shipwright had f

murderously left out a bolt-in the process of construction-and
concealed the defect by smearing the hole with pitch. CThis, however, is somewhat to, anticipate the history of a
voyage which, short as it was, abounded in incidents. The
two vessels made Magdalena Bay, on the north-west coast
of SpitzbergFn-not ' without having experienced some very

rough weather on their northward voyage-by the beginning
of june, and resolved to -wait for a few days in order to give
time to the loosenéd 'Pack' of the previous winter to com- t

plete the process of lits dispersal. But in the course of the t
survey and exploration of the Spitzbergen coast-an experi-

ence which first inspired Franklin with his henceforth insa-
tiable passion for Arct.ic travel-the commander of the Trent
had a&,,.narrow escape of his. ý1fé, from a danger which -the
explorers; had probâly not ihcluded in their calculations be- t
fore starting. Icebergs they knew. of as a source of Arctic
peril, but thqy had no doubt mentally contemplated them
only as in actual existence and not as in process of creation ;

nor had it occurred to them that to assist at the birth of -an
iceberg from its mother glacier was so hazardous an under-
taking as they found it. Twice did they witness this act of
Titanic parturition, a picturesque and anifnated account of
which is given by Captain Beechey in his 'Voyage of Dis-

covery towards the North Pole
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On two occasions we witnessed avalanches on the most magnificent

scale, The first was occasioned by the discharge of a musket at

about half a mile distance from the glacier. Immediately after the

report of the gun a noise resembling thunder was heard in the direc-

tion of the iceberg, an d -in a few',lseconds more an immense plece

Èýo-ý_ awày and fell headlong into the sea. The crew of the launch,

supposing themselves to be beyond the reach of its influence, quietly

looked upon the scene, when presently, a sea rose and rolledutowards

the shore with such rapidity that the cr'ew had not time to take an, y

precaution, and the boat was in conseque nce washed up on the beach

and completely filled by the succeeding ýrave. As soon as their

astonishment - had subsided they examined'the boat, and foupd her-

so. badly stove that it became necessary to repair her in order to,

return to the ship. They had also the curiosity to measure the dis-

tance the boat had been carried by the wave, and found it ninety-six

feet.

On the second occasion they were much nearer the* scene

of the convulsion, and Inight easily have been overwhelmed

by the avalanche in its descent:-

Lieutenant Franklin and myself had approached one of-, these

stupendous walls of ice, and were endeavouring to, search into the

innermost récess of a deep cavern that was near the foot of the glacier,

when we heard a report as of a cannon, and, turning-ýo the'quarter

whence it proceeded, we p'erceived an immense piece of the front of

the berg sliding down from a height of two hundred feet at least\into

the sea, and dispersing the water in every direction, accompanie"y
a loud grinding noise, and followed by a quantity of water, whiéh,

being previously lodged in the fissures, now made its escape in nu" mý

berless small cataracts over the front of the glacier. We kept* the

boat's head in the direction of the sea, and thus escaped the disaster

which had befallen the other boat, for the disturbance occasioned by

the plunge of this enormous fragment caused a succession of rollers,

which swept over the surface of the bay, making its shores re*§ound

as it travelled along it, and at a distance of four miles was so con-

siderable that it became necessary to right the Dorothea, which was

then careening,,by immediately releasing the tackles which confined

her.
The piece that had been disengaged at first wholly disappeared

under water, and- nothing was seen but a violent boiling of the sea

and a shooting-up of clouds of spray like that which occurs at the

foot of a great cataract. After a short time, it ràised its head full a

hundred feet above thé surface, with water pouring down from. all

parts of it, and then 17abouring as if doubtfül which way it should



fall qver, and, after rocking abýut some minutes, it at length-.became
settled.

We now approached it, and found it nearly a quarter of a mile tin circumfèrence and sixty feet out of the water. Knowing its spe-
cific gravity, and making a fair allowance for its inequalities, we r

computed its weight at 4-2i,66o tons.

On june 7 the expedition quitted Magdalena Bay after

five days' stay, but found the ice outside in much the same

condition as when they had left it. They stood along its

margin searching for an opening, but in vain, and soon after-

-wards 'they were- driven by the wind into the pack. Here

they remained beset for several days, and in a position at f
times of no little danger.

On one occasion,- the Trent, though she appeared to be s

closely wedged up that it cEd not seem possible for her to be

moved, was suddenly lifted four feet by an. enormous mass of t
ice getting under her keel ; at a"nother time the fragments of.

the crumbling floe were piled up under her bows, to the great

danger of her bowsprit. N'or was the D'rothea in less immi- C
nent perif. The point of a floe came in contact with--hef'side, r
ývhere it remained a short time, and theng-a:hcing off, im- t
pinged upon the larger mass of iceto-WÉich the vessel was

moored. The terrible pressupre-tià which she had been sub-

jected was then demonstratéà by the rending asunder of the

larger mass ; while -'the point 6-f the floe was broken into t.
fragments, which were speedily heàped up in a pyramid t

thirty-five feet in height, upon. the very summit of which

there appeared a huge mass béaring -the impression of the

planks'and ' bolts of the vessePà bottom. And all this time,

while the roarin'g of the sea upon the edge of the pack and

the stdrmy sky. showed plainly that it was blowing a gale at t.

sea, 1 the ships were so perfectly becalmed that the vane at

the masthead was scarcely agitated.' The silent tightening

of the fearful grasp in which the vessels were held was the

only sign of the elemerital- war outside.

The summer being noe pretty well advanced,,the ex-

plorérs began tô perceive that if aày progress northward was to r

be made that year it must be begun at once. Captain. Bucha'n t
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accordingly resorted to the laborious experiment of dragging

the vessels through the ice wherever the smallest opening was

to be found. I rion hooks having been driven into the ice, large

ropes were attached-t-or-them, and I>y-,dint of working these

with the windla---ss and removirfg- obstructions in the channels

with the ice-saws, they succeeded, after several hours of labour,

in reaching a tolerably clear lane of water, where, with the aid

their sails, they ran a few miles to the northward. The

following two days were spent in the same toilsome work,

after which they found, to their cruel mortification, that they

had all the time been contending against a current flowing 4
from the north so strongly as to carry the pack in a south-

ward direction at a greater rate of speed tha'n that of th' ir

own northward advance over its surface. At the end of

long days of toil they found that they were actually eleven or

twelve miles lower in latitude than they had been at the be-
ginning of thé period.

On july 19, Captain Buchan came definitelly to the con-

clusion that it was vain to attempt further progress to the

northward. The only course open to them was to, abandon

the endeavour to reach the Pole, and, regaining the. open sea

as quickly as ýpossible, to try a westward course. . They were

now, however about thirty miles distant from the open sea,
and it was only after nine days'incessant labour in warping

the ships in -the required direction that they had at last
the satisfaction of finding themsellves in clear water, and were i
able to turn their ships' heads to the west. But here the
gravest péril which they encountered, and the one which put

their courage and the resources of their seamanship to the

severest test, assailed them. Hardly had they entered on

their new course when a furious gale sprang up, and to escape

immédiate destruction they were driven to the unusual and
almost desperate ýexpedient of taking shelter in the pack.

One of the largest hemp cables was cut up into lengths of

about thirty feet, and with these pieces,'together with some

walrus hides and iron plates, a sort of shield was constructed
round the.hull of the ship to protect it against damagçý ftom,

the huge blocks of ice with which it would have to come into
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contact. While still a _,few fathoms from the ice, they searched

with anxiety for a place that was more open than the general

line of the pack, but in vain; all parts appeared to be equally

impenetrable, and fô present one unbroken line of breakers,

on which immense P'ieces of ice were heaving and subsiding

with the waves, and dashing- together with a violence yffiich

nothing apparently but à solid body could withstàn&2 To
e

continue in the stirring words of Beechey's narrative-:-

No language, î am convinced, cian convey an adequate idea of the
terrific grandeur of the effect now produced by the collision'of the.

'T ice and the tempestuous ocean. The sea violently agitated, and
rolling its mouritainous waves against an,-Ppposing body, is at ali
times a sublime and awful sight but when, in addition it encouriters

_tî
immense masses of ice which it has set in mo*ion-with a violence c

equal to its own, its effect is prodigiously increased. At one moment
it bursis upon these icy fragments, and buries thern rnany feet be-

qý -neath the wave, anà the next as the buoyancy of ihe depressed body
struggles for reascendency, the water -rushes in fbaming cataracts over
its edges, while every individual mass, rocking and labouring in its a

bed, grinds against and contends with its opporient until one is either fî
split with the shock or upheaved tipon the surface of the other. L
Nor is this collision confined to any particular spot ; it is going on
as far as the sight can reach ; and when from, the convulsive scene

below the eye is turned to the extraordinary appearance of. the 1 ice r:
blink in the sky above, where the unnatural clearness of a calm, and

silvery atmosphere presents itself, bounded by a dark, hard line of
-such as at this moment lowered over our masts, a«

stormy clouds s if
to, mark the confines within which the efforts of man would be of no

vail-the reader may imagine the sensation -of awe which must
accompany that of grandeur in the mind of the beholder.

t 4 T-hen follows a striking piece of testimony to -the un-

j shaken nerveor, one might better say, to the buoyant bravery

of Franklin, on'whom the mere imminence of deachy peril

seems always to have produced an exhilarating effect: t

At the 'instant when we ývere about to put the strength of our
little vessel in competition witli that of the great icy continent, and

when it seemed almost presumption to reckon on the possibility of î
her surviving the unequalconflict, it was.gratifying in the extreme to
observe in all our crew the greatest calmness and resolution. If

î
ever the fortitude of seamen was fairly tried, it was assuredly on this
occasion ; and I will not conceal the pride I felt in witneàsing the
bold and decisive tone in which the orders were issued by the Coi-
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mander of our little vessel, and the promptitude and steadiness with
which they were executed by the crew.

A few minutes more and they were within a few yârds of

the tossing, jostling herd f icebergs into which they wýere'T'_
about to plunge

Each - person ýinstinctively secured his own hold, and, with his

eyes fixed upon the masts, awaited in breathless anxiety the moment

of concussion. It soon ' arrived ; the brig, cutting her way through the
light ice, came in violent contact with the main body.. In an instant

we all lost our footing, the masts bent with the impetus, and' the
cracking timbers frorn below bespoke a pressuréwhich was calculated

to awaken our serlous apprehensions. The vessel staggered, under

the shock, and for a moment seemed to recoil ; but the - next - wave,
curling up under her counter, drove her about her'own length within

the margin of the ice, where shè gave one roll, and- -Was immediately
thrown broadside to the wind by the smeceeding wave, which beat
furiously against her-stêrn, and brought her lee side in contact with
the main body, leaving' her weather side exgosed at the same time to
a piece of ice about twice her own dimensions. .. .Literally. tossed
frorn piece to piece, we had nothing left but patiently to abide the
issue, for we could scarcely keep our feet, -- much less render any
assistance to the vessel. The motion was so great that the ship's
bell, which in -the heaviest gale of wind liad , never struck by itself,

now tolled so continually that it was' ordered to be muffled, for the
purpose of escaping the unpleasant association it was calculated to
produce.

By dint of -r-owdfng on more sail, Franklin succeeded in

forcing the Trent further into the pack, where its masses of

ice-were less violently agitàted, and in a few hours the gale

subsided. Open water was reached -on the following morn-

ing, and the two vessels, fôr the Trent ' 's consort had also

weathered the storm, sôught refuge in Fair, Haven, a bay on

the northern shore of Spitzbergeh. Franklin and Buchan then

proceeded to examine their wounded ships. They proved, as

might have been expected, to have sustained féarful injuries

in this glacial tournament. The Trent was much mauled,

but the Dorothea was the - worse sufferer7-of the fwo. She was

indeed so desperately damaged on her port side that it %vas a

wonder she had been able to- keep afloat

Explorin'g was obviously at an end for her; it was feit
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that she must either at once return to England or be àban-
doned. Franklin tried hard to persuade his superliýtofficer

that the Trent was still fitfor-service, and pleaded "éarýestly
for permission to pursue their etiterprise ; but Captain Buchan,
no doubt wisely, declined to listen to his impetuous comrade.
His official instructions, indeed, hardly permitted - him to

accede to Franklin's request. These instructions,* it may

be remembered, expressly enjoined him, in the event of his

own ship being disabled, to take command of the Trent; but

in that case what was to be done with the Dorothea ? Had

any 1 irreparable accident' happened to her, it would, it is true,

have been his duty to 1 cause her officers and crew to be re-

moved' to her companion vessel, and either to proceed with

that vessel 'singly in prosecution of the voyage, or to return
to England as circumstances should appear to require.' But

the Dorothea was not irÉéparably damaged ; she was perhaps

sufficiently seaworthy to accomplish the return journey to

England, thaugh not to face newdangers in the Arctic seas;
and he did not, therefore, fýe1 justified in abandoning her. If,

however, he had taken command of the Trent and sent his

ownvessel home in -charge of her first lieutenant, he felt that
he would incur the appearance of Wishing to escape 'the

danger to which his crew would be exposed.' NoK, ft seems,
was he even prepared to take the responsibilityýof separating

the two ships in order to allow Franklin to continue the

.,;expedition alone in the Trent, the condition of the Dorothea

being, in his opinion, so dangerous as to render it unadvisable

for her to undertake the homewarà voyage unaccompanied
by her consort. He finally determined, therefore, that both
ships should desist fro'm the prosecution of their enterprise

and return. ome toget er.

There remained only the question whether something more

might nôt yet be accomplished by a boat journey over the
ice; but upon consulting with, Franklin, and examining into
the reýources of the ships for such -an und6rtaking, they were
found so inadequate that the project was Speedily given up.
Captain Buchan was, therefore, reluctantly compelled to
abandon all further attempts at-discovery, and to proceed to

.. .......
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England as soon as the necessary'repairs of the Dorothea
should be completed. Franklin no less reluctantly yielded,

and, after employing the remainder of their tjiime at the
anchorage in magnetic observations and a thorough sur-

vey of the neighbouring coast of Spitzbergen, the cimmanders
of the Dorothea and Trent put toý sea on August 3o, and

arrived at Deptford on October ',22, after an a ence of
almost exactly six months.
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CHAPTER IV

FIRST ARCTIC EXPEDITrON.

IýI8-I82I

IT is difficult for us of the present age an,,age.which has, so
to'speak, grown ali os ' t blasé of Polar exploration, and which has
moreoverseen even this romantic form of adventure partially
vulgarised by association with the tactics of the advertiser--ý-to
realise the admiring interest which Arctic voyages aroused
in the minds of our countrymen of the early nineteenth

century. Nor is it easy. to frame amy adequate conception of
the strength of that spell which they cast over the adven-
turous spirits of the British Navy, restless as they were with

the excitements, and fired rather than satiated with the
triumpÈs, of a long and glorious war. ' The Arctic Ocean had'
for some of them taken the place of the Spanish Main for
the sailors of Elizabeth, and the Pole seemed to them like.

that fabled El Dorado that so - bewitched the contemporaries
of Drake and Raleigh. To Franklin, exploration had always
appealed more powerfully than even war itself, and the
stimulating yet not wholly satisfactory experiences of his

voyage with Buchan had inflamed Sis. passion for Arctic
discovery to, a still higher pitch of ardour. I-t was with
intense satisfaction that he now found even the chilly atmo-
sphere of the Admiralty warmin'g gradually to the work.ý"
The reports ôf-the leaders of the two expeditions were con-
sidered and discussed in official quarters, and ere long it was

decided by the Government tà continue the work of explo-
ration to, the westward by Baffin's Bay, while a party- was to,

be -sent. overland to explore the northern coast---of Arctic
America. The -command 7 of the former expedition was en-

trusted to Lieutenant Paîrry, who had already seen service as,
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SE;Cond in command of the earlier expedition under Captain

Ross. The vessels selected for the service, the Hecla and

the Griper, sailed on May- irý i8ig, with instructions to

proceed-up Baffin's Bay, and to endeavour to reaçh the

Pacific throYgh any channel that might be discovered to the

westward.
The other expedition, which, it will be observed, was

an entirely new-departure in point of metbod, was placed

under the command of Franklin. Its instructions were tà

proceed by land from, the north-western shore of Hudson's

Bay, across the vast tract of country lying between that

bay- and the shores of the Arctic Sea, to a point at or near

the mouth of the Coppermine River. Thence the explorers

were to endeavour to miake their way in -an easterly direction

aloing the north coast of the continent, and if Possible to

effect a junction with Parry as he voyaged westward from

the northern extremity of Baffin's Bay.

It was a service well calculated to kindle Fran'klin's ready

enthusiasm. The land journey lay through a country in

thôse days- blank upon our maps, save where it was threaded

by a couple of thin lines traced in the previous century-the

routes of Hearne -and Mackenzie, two adventur*ous Servants of

the Hudsons- B-àjï-Company, who, one in I 77o and the other in

1789, had succeeded in making their way across it to the sea''

It was along the route taken or supp6sed to have been taken

by, the former of these pioneers that Franklin was directed to

advance ; but Hearne was a very inaccurate observer, and the

correctness of his surveys had been much questioned ; sorne

even doubted whether he had éver reached the sea at all.

None knew,.in fact; what might be--the difficulties and dan-

gers of the shadowy track-7iýat the- expedition was to

follow, through- what inhospitable regions the travellers

might have to pass on their way ýo the Arctic Ocean, or

what obstacles might oppose themselves'to the progress of the

expedition in the attempt to continue their journey by'water

when that ocean was reached. Above all, it was impossible

-as the event only too terribly showed-to know how far it

would be found practicable to retrace their steps to their
F2
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base of operations or to measure the risk which in the attempt

to do so they would incur of perishing from cold, hunger,

and fatigue. The enterprise, in fact, on which- Franklin was

then setting out, though it is noývadays perhape- the least

known, was yet undýqubtedlythe greatest of his achievements.

Its geogýraphica1 gains are apt to be forgotten ; and in the

now twell-filled maps of Arctic America,, the strip of coast

line which he reclaimed from the region -of. the unknown by

this expedition cuts no verý great figure. Yet is the history
' à , , 

- 1
of this adventure'in reality as much more glorious than

that of rýany explorations more fruitfül in discoveries of

importance, as heroism is more glorious than material success.

For'' it is a tale- of indomitable courage, and of unfhnching

endurance, than which ionè more splendid and iiispiring is

to 1;è ound in all the long pLnd illustrious record of tlïé reat

things done and sufféred by the men of our race.,e

Howdeeply sensible was Franklin himsêlf of the uncer-

tainty of its, issue,,we may judge by the following extract

from a letter to his sister, Mrs. Cracroft, which characteris-

tically reflects the simple piety ofUs nature, and that teràper
V. of trust in the Divine guidanceand of resignation to 'the

Divine will in which- he entered upon any important under-
taking of life. After detailing the instructions which heý had

4 recelved from the Admiralty, and estimating his probable
fi period of absencè at about two years and a half, by which

time, he, thinks, 1 we shall either have ascertained the practi-
cabilityor impractiéability of reaching Éorthwards,' he coil-7
tinues

Expérience, howe ver, has taught me never to indulie Iin too
superior hopes either à success or reward but I will h O*pe and pray,
throughi the assistance of "an Almighty Providence,, that each indi
vidua.1 almong -us may be enabled to do his utmost with cheerfulness
and zeal, having his mind anxiously devoted to the cause. ...May
that AI mýighty power protect and guide us, Who alone can order all

things, and doth as seýmeth best to His infinite wisdom May we
trust in Him and endeavour toi do our utmost This must be our
prayer, and, I trust, will be that of all our friends.

Franklin's. compýnions on this adventurous expedition

were, fortunately for its prospects, resolute and trusty men,
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Foremost among them was Dr. John Richardson, a Navy,

surgeon and a keen and well-traîned scientific inquirer. An-

other was George Back, who himself subsequently, rose to

fame and honours as an independent Arctic explorer. He

had served with Franklin in the Trent, and had ' so well ac-

quitted himself that he was at once selected by his former com-

mander to accompany him on this new venture. Robert Hood,

destined to a tragic end, was another; and in a lower graý de

j ohn Hepburn, an old man-of-war's man, to _whose stau ch

fidelity and heroic self-sacrifice some members of the expeui-

tion were indebted for the actual preservation of their lives.'

The plan whicÈ Franklin was commissioned to, carry out as

of a comprehensive nature. Afte-r reaching- Hudson's Ba' ley I
was to travel northward with the object of astronomically 4e-

termining the position of all capes, headlands, bays, harbour,ý;--

and rivers, and also to sketch the trend of the, coast-line 0" f

North America between the eastèrn extremity of that con'-

tinent and the mouth of the Coppermine River, with liberty tàý,,
select, according to circumstances, the best route to enable

him to reach the shores ôf the Arctic Sea in the sho'rtest

possible, time.
Whether the departure of this expedition excited as much

popular interest-as that of its foferunner in the previous year

we do not learn; but, having regard to the circumstances of

its despatch, and thé higher expectations entertained of its

result, the public feeling on the subject is hardly likely to

have been less pronounced. Some enterprisinar caterer for

the amusement of the mefropolis had, it seems, conceived

the idea of presenting the incidents of the previous voyage

for the instruction atid entertainment of his, fellow-citize-ns in

the form of à panorama-an exhibition which'Franklin, still
embarrassed, like most of the distinguished men of his time,

by a species of-modesty which many of the celebrities of our

own day have successfülly overcome, 'regardedj it is evident,

with mixed feelings. Writing to his sister some six weeks

before his departuré, he says:-

The panorama opens for public exhibition thi-S day. There can
have been but few visitors, for it has rained unceasingly. I have not

ouï

L
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seen it for some weeks, when it was about half finished. I do not

expect to see it again, since my likenegs is said to be strong., I shall
not venture to approach very near Leicester Square, for fear the
passers-by should say, 1 There goes the fellow in'the panorama.' 1
have just learntthat Sir joseph Banks has seen it, and approves of
it highly.

On May:23, i8ig, the expedition set sail from Gravesend

in the Hudson's Bay Company's ship Prince of Wales; but bad

weather and-adverse winds rendered theïr progress slow, and

it was not till june 3 that they reached Stromness, in the

Orkney Islands. Here Franklin endeavoured to engage an

.adequate crew of boatmen to assist him in ascending the rivers

of the Hudson's Bay Territory ; 'Ibut owing (he says in a

letter to his -father from this -port) to 1 the great demand

for them at home e which at this time affords them full. occu

pation,' the recruits whom he was able to obtain were only

four in number.

Here Franklin again reviewed the prospects of his enter-

prise, aed,_-ýts can easily be perceived, with growing doubts *of

its féasibility

I have read a copy of Hearne's original journal. The details are
somewhat similar to his printed book, but given in an embellished

style ; and, though I am not prepared to go the length of some per-
sons and doubt his statements altogether, I yet think he has left a
tolerably \yide field for observation, and if we are so fortunate as to

search beyond him, I hope we may add something to the geography
and natural history jf that unknown part of the globe. Though we
do not permit ourselves to indulge in sanguine hopes of success, our
fervent prayers, I hope, will be offéred up for the blessing and assist-
ance of an Almighty Parent on our humble'endeavours. From, every

estimate I -can, at present -form. I think the service in any case will
occupy near three years. By October 18 2 1 1 shall cnaculate on bend-

ing my steps homeward - but long before, that period, -and indeed
by every opportunity that offers, you may rely on my informiiig you of
our proceedings.

On the i 6th the Prince of Wales again put to sea for whàt

was.to, prove its eventfül and perilous voyage to the shores of

Hudson's Bay. 'We had,'writes its commander,

a very narrow escape fyora shipwreck on the oâtward passage, and
actually struck thrice on dangerous rocks, and once against an iceberg
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of great height and extent. The blows caused the ship to leak so
rnuch that we were apprehensive -of the vessel keeping afloat, and,

Indeed, in this state of uncertainty, pumping and baling to, the utmost,
we remained for six-and-thirty hours. Then the carpenters were

enabled to, stop the leak.

Despite these mishaps, however, their voyage does not

seem- to have been prolonged much beyond its estimated

time. On August 30 the Prince of Wales ànchored off York

Factory, where the members of the expedition landed. Here

they made a stay of over a week collecting stores, and there-

with equipping one of the large transport boats of the

Hudson's Bay Company, in which they were to continue their

journey. On September ig they rèsumed it, and after a

weary march of frorn seven to eiýht hundred miles they

reached Cumberland House, on the Saskatchewan River, on

2ýrd of--thé following month. Some three weeks pre-

viously Franklin had had a narrow escape from drownlncr.

He lost his, footing on a rock on which he was standing en-

gaged in an attempt to force the boat up a rapid, and was

carried some distance down the swirii-ng torrent before hè

was able to, stay his helpless descenit by grasping the branch

of a willow, to which he held fast until rescued from his

hazardous position by his companions.

Franklin, as we know', was not disposed to underrate the

-difficulties of his task, yet the event proved thàt even his

carefùlly considered and liberal estimate of the amount of

time which would be required for its completion- fell short of

the mark. He had spoken, we have ' seen in his last letter-

ýf nearly three years as representing Ïts probable duration,

but, as a matter of fact, it exceeded that period by nearly five

months. More than two whole years had, in fact, expired, and

two drearv winters had been pýLssed, before they reached

the shores of the Arctic Ocea'n and could begin their attempt

to survey the* coast. Nor was this due to material difficulties

',J alone, though these, it is truýp, were enormous.., 'Their com-

modious -but' unwieldy transport boat heavily laden with

stores, made naturally slow progress, and.tho'ugh it was pos-

sible by unloading tcg traverse rapids of a'not too impetuous
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à, and precipitous charâcter, it was, of course, necessary to

circumvent actual falls by way of portage.' Twenty-one

Ètatute miles iÉ Admiral Markham's computation of the

united length of all the portages crossed by them in less

than one-third o»f their jdurney, and, as each portage had to

be traversed ýeven times in order to transfer their goods

across, this involved nearly one hundred and fifty miles of
walking.

But the difficulties, it must be repeated, were not material
fe îý. Y alone. The voluminous letter-books of correspondence relat-

ing to the' earlier stages of the expedition -are somewhat

weary reading, and would be wearier still were it not that
14 Franklin's dogged pertinacity and immovable self-control

rebuke the reader's impatience; but one gathers from it -
tin étly enough that the leader of the expedition"had to

contend not only with Nature, but with human nature also.

The local authorities of the Hudson's Bay Company were
well affected enough towards the undertaking ; and there is

no positive ground for affirming anything else oÈthe officials

of the other great trading body, the North-Western Company,

which in those days divided jurisdiction with it over this vast

and wild re ion of the world. But unfortunatély, the two

companies, or some of their officers, were by no means well
ie

affected towards each o'ther and, inasmuch as supplies had

o ft en, o-bc--ardered. throùgh the servants of ýone company to

be s'pplied7 by those of its rival, their mutual jealousies were a

constant source of inconvenience, not to, say a ccirïtîtiual

menace of disaster.
It canne perhaps beý affirmed that èither association, or

indeed,,that anybody. in particular, was Èesponsible for the

first serious disappointment which awaited Franklin at Fort

-Cumberland, wËere he foun'd, to his extreme concern, that
îïiterpýeters, and others whose se

jfý the guideý, hunters, 1 rvices
hé -had hoped to obtain, were not to be had on any

terms. , Still, if is pretty evident that he must have re1ied'ý
upon léxpert assurancès on this point, and that some one

'had- blurÏdered.' -,,And -the,,blunder was the more7"serious

becau it apse Peared to Franklin to be only remediable by un-
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dertaking a journey of nearly a thousand miles in the dead of
winter in order to reach a station at which this indispensable

assistance could be secured. Accordingly, on january 18,
i 8:2o, leaving Dr. Richardson and Hood to pass the remainder
of the winter at Fort Cumberlandand bring on the stores and
provisions as soon as the rivers were open for navigation

Franklin, Back, and Hepburn set out in a couple of dog
sledges, and with only fifteen days' supplies, for Fort Chipe-

wyan. Travelling in a temperature that froze the mercury

in the thermometer and 'the tea in our teapots before kve
could drink it,' they reached Carlton House, an inteimediate

post, by February i, and, after remainlng there a Week to
recruit, resumed and completed their daring journey to, Fort

Chipe"Yan on March 26.
Here they remainedduring the rest of the long, lingerincs

winter, making such endeavours as they could to complete
their preparations for a forward movement as soon as the year
was sufficiâtly advaiiced. But their efforts met with but
partial success. For again the wretched rivalry between the
two trading companies which disputed the country intervened.

They were rejoined by Hood and Dr. Richardson as soon as
the state of the rivers per'itted the transport of the stores in
their keeping, but it was in vain that Franklin strove to sup-

plgnent them adequately with additional suppli-es; and when
the expedition at last resumed its northward march, it was
with but a'scanty supply of powder and little more than one
day's provisions. Franklin coldly reports the fact inone of
his periodical despàtches to Mr. Goulburn, Under-Secretary
of State for the Colonies., with what seeiûs a merely formal ex-
pression of regret. ý Writing on july 17, the day before start-

ing, he records the arrival of Dr. Richardson and Hood three
days before, and observes that' the additional supply of men
they brought with thern had enabled him to make a selection î
of « active, good men- for our service, and to complete the
arrangements for leaving this place to-Porrow morning for
Fort Providence.' But he -adds Our progress thither, I
regret to say, will be slower thân I at first apprehended,
the necessity we shall be under of hunting and fishing on the
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way, as we have been unable to procure any provisions from,
either of the forts here.'

Hunting and fishing on the way! This, indeed, was to
make adventure support adventure.' But 'the necessity' of

so doing-as, indeed, the fact itself of starting on a journey of
many hundred miles unprovided, or practically unprovided,

with anything to eat on the way-i5 here referred to quite -in
the matter-of-fact manner of a man reporting an untoward
but not at all unnatural circumstance. The truth probably
was that no mishàp of- fhis kind, however serious, was any

longer. regarded by the members of the expedition as other-
wise than in the natural order of affairs. They had already

had a year's experience of Ie sort of thing that was to be
expected. But they did not yet know,, nor were they to,

experience untit-a good deal later, the worst of its conse-'
quences. Accomn-ýodaîing themselves, h1wever, in the mean-

time with their usual cheerful stoicism to, the situation, they
proceeded'to hunit and fish their way along the chain of lakes
and rivers which lay betweên thern and the Coppermine
River. The Great Slave Lake was reached in a few days, and
by the 29th of the month they arrived at Fort Provide e, a
station at its north end. After a stay here of - three or *fbur

'days they resumed their journey, and were joined on Au t
by a band of Indians with their éanoes, %ýýho had arra e
to meet ' them at that point and accompany them. northward,

huriting game for them, on the way. Their services in this
capacity may have slightly expedited the progress of the

explorers ; but it was not till the 20th of the month that the
next lake in this seemingly interminable chain was reached,

and then, to his intense mortification, Ffanklin found that it
was impossible to proceed further that year. The first days

after their arrival were spent in constructing winter, quartes
on the south-west side--of Winter Lake; log huts were erected

to, house the officers and men of the expedition and their
stores, and the. * name of-vFoi-t Enterprise was given to the

new post. But while-'thus providing for a wýinter sojourn
Franklin had not at first abandoned the hope of proceeding
on his journey, and even 4 of reaching the sea, bé fbS the year
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wasout; and the persistencewithwhich heendeavoured toi

convërt his Indian companions to his views in the matter 1-S"

so characteristic that his report thereon to Mr. Goulburn

should perhaps be transcribed entire:-

I sent for the Indians, who had been despatched on hunting excur-
sions, and communicated my intentions to theih. You can udge, sir,
of the extreme mortificatiofi and Clisappointment which all the officers
experienced to find the leader and the party were not only opposed
to the proposal, but positively refused to accompany, us. Théy re-
presented the very attempt as an act of madness, and insisted that
the winter had already éommenced, because the weather was then
stormy and there had been a sudden change in the temperature.
From, this determination no argument or persuasion, which you may

be assured were 'plerYtifully applied, could - turn them* But 1 wilf-
transcribe the leader's own words on this occasion'. as the best means
of conveying his sentiments. The attempt, he said, would be Ëighly
imprudent and dangerous. The winter season had alrea'dy commenced,
as we saw, which would scion be followed by sQj£re weather, and that
in consequence the lives of those who embarked onsuch an under-
taking would be forfeited.

It would require six days to get to the Copperminé River, and five
more to where wood would be found; until the expiration of which
time we could not expect to have fi e since there are ýno trees what-r,

ever after leaving this lake. They oày travelled the road in sùmmer
when the moss is dry, which could not be expected during the fre-

quent rains of this season ; and, in fact, he concluded the discouraging
recital by maintaining that it would require forty days to get to the

sea, and that under those circumstances neither he nor the hunters
would accompany us. It was then mentioned t'o him that all these

sentiments différed widely from. his former account given at Fort
Providence and along the route, and that up to this time we had been
encouraged in the expectation that the party not only could go towards
the sea, but should be accompanied by himself and the hunters.* But

this speech had no effect in altering his opinion or detèrmiàation, n AM I
those of the rest of the hunters, who are entirely under his guida ce.
It was then pointed out to him that even the sight of the river ould

be desirable, and he was informed that we were provided with instru-

ments which would infallibly point out when the cold set in, and

faithful promise was made to return on the first warning of a change.

But to this he answered thàt the cold weather had already com-
menced, and repeated that in this part of the country the transition

from such weather to great severity was immediate, and that in this
respect it was unlike countries more to the southward.

It was then co-municated to him that the sun'would in a few
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days be darkened (alluding to the eclipse expected on September 17),
and that it was désirable to observe the phenomenon as far north'as
possible. fte now began to féel hurt at our persisting to urge him, and

added with great warmth : 1 1 have said everything I can to diss-ade
you from making such a rash attempt. It appears as if you ' wished

to lose your own lives and those Indians who might accompany yo'u.
However, if you are deterM"ined to, go, since we have brought you
hither, it-shall not be said that we permitted you to die alone. Some

of my young men shall also go, but the moment they embark we shall
suppose them all gone, and begin to deplore their loss as dead men?
I could only answer - to this forcible appeal by assuring him that I
looked ' with the utmost solicitude to ' the safety of my men, Indians
as well as Canadians, and that it was far from. my wish to expose the
life of a single man, and repeated the promise to return on seeing the
river, if the weather should then prove too cold. These sentiments

appeased his warmth, but he then produced another season which, I
confess, had weight--that this is the season when the reindeer skins

are in the best condition for clothing, and that his party must prepare
their underdresses, and also some skins for the Canadians, who could

not live here without them ; and he justly remarked that if the oppor-
tunity was now lost it could not be regained, and that the consequence

might be that some men would be starýed to deat-hi especially the
Indians, who --,were not strong. or capable of - bearing severity of
weather if slightly clothed, like Canadians or Europeans. Perceiving
that àll efforts were in vain to make him. waive his objection, I left
him for the night without declaring any resolution, and 1 learnt the
next morning that after I was gone he spoke of returning back to
Fort Providence when he had collected provisions for our winter con-
sumption, thinking, since his advice was pot fôllowed, that he was

useless fiere. I deemed this information more important than any
other, considering the uncertainty of the Indian character, because it
is certain that his going would cause the'whole tribe to remove, and
thereby be destructive to the prospect of ourgetting pemmican made
in the spring, which is indispensable* for our ' future proceedings.

Tfierefore, with great reluctance and concern, I thought it proper to,
relinquish the plan of proceeding towards the sea, and instead pro-
posed that a party should go to see the [Coppermine River, and] find
out the shortestpath for the conveyance of our stores to its banks in
the spring, and gather other information that might facilitate our
p!ogress at that time.

This reduced programme was successfülly fulfilled. A

party was sent out on A ugust 29, under the direction of Hood

and Back, who succeeded in reaching its banks in three days,

just half the time estimated by the Indian chief, and, after
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travelling down its course for one day and in the reverse

direction for four days, returned to, Èort Enterprise, which
they regained on September 12, a fortnight from the date of
their departure.

After this the party settled down with such patience as
they could muster to their long confinement in the prison of

northern win-ter. This trial is, it is well known, the hardest
to be borne by the Arctic explorer.; it is the one which most
searchingly tests the inward resources of his nature. Upon a
inan of Franklin's deeply religious temperament its effect may

be easily anticipated. During these long hours of enforced
inaction his mind naturally turned inward, and in a letter of

this period to his sister, Mrs. Wright, he makes her the con-

fidant-of his pious and prayerful meditations. The language

in which he expresses himself belongs essentially to a bygone.
age of religious thought ; for, though the spirit of devotion

be eternal and unchangeable in the heart of man, its modes

of expression are as transient,,as all human inventions. It is

the habit of our own day for even the most devout souls to,

maintain a reserve in their communications on spiritual con-

cerns with those nearest and dearest to them which would

have been unintelligible, which would even perhaps havé

seemed - reprehensible, to religious merî and women of the

early nineteenth century. Even in these sacred matters there

are changing fashions of human speeclf ; and, just as our later
language of piety would have seemed to Fran.klin cold and

liféless in its restraint, so his own utterances would- be apt in

their effusîveness to convey to, a reader of thes-e days

pression of the extravagant and unreal. But no one Who-
makes due allowance for such différences in the form of à 4

expression can dôÜbt: that these outppurin g-s-,ç-ame from the

very depth of Franklin's heart

I shall not enter at any length (he writes) into the subject of our
pursuits and proceedings here, but rather devote this sheet té the
more interesting communication respecting my present sentiments on
religion, which I think will be eqÙally, if not :moreý gratifying to you,
my dear sister ; and before I enter upon them I would humbly offer
my gratefui thanks to Almighty Qod that the peculiar circumstances
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of my situation, arising from want of society and full occupation, have
led me to seek that consolation from the perusal of religious books,
which I have found-especially in the Holy Bible-abundantly sup-

;É plied. To this sacred volume I have applied for grounds of hope,
comfort, and support, and never in vain; and I am fully convmiced

that therein, and therein onýy, can be found the treasures of heavenly
love and mercy. 1 have bèen amazed at the state of ignorance under
which I laboured with respect to its blessed contents. Neither the

ofder, connection, or regularity of God's inercies to the jews were
known to me. Consequently, His goodness and the grandeur of the
deliverances vouchsafêd to them were not duly appreciated by me.
But -an attentive perusal of His Holy Word, with fervent application
for His assistance, will open all these mysteries to the inquiring mind,
and lead you through them to see the mighty work of redemption
by the death of His Blessed Son -for all mankind. Truly rich and
valuable are the precepts and doctrines our Blessed-Saviour- taught,
and àmazing His love for all mankind. Surely that-heart-must -be

aNvfully impenitent which- -can- read the recital of His sufférings un- - -
moved or without feeling a sincere -desire to repent and pray fer-

vently for that heavenly grace which He faithfülly promised to all who,
firmly believe on Him and seek to, do His will. Serious reflection will

soon convince the sinner of his guilt and of his inability to do any-
thing of himself; for every days experience Prpclaims to him with a

powerful voice that he is weak, irresolute, and unprofitable, and cOý'-n-
stantly exposed to the attacks of sin and Satan. If, haply, under
this conviction he should inquire, How, then, can I be saved ?
would it not be joy unspeakable for him to find that the Gospel

points out the way Christ, who died for the salvation of sinners, is
the way, the truth, and the life. Whoso cometh unto Him in full
purpose of heart shaU in no wise be cast out. Can anything be more

cheering than these assurances, oribetter calculated to fill the mind
with heavenly impressions, and lift up the heart in gratefùl adoration
to God ? This is the commencement of the Christian~ joy which, if
it beget a live faith that _worketh by love, producing the fruits of obedi-
ence, will lead to everlasting 1 ifé. * But he should remember that our
Blessed Lord's example bath shown, and every portion of His Holy

Word declareth, that the Christians life must be a continual warfare
against the world, the flesh, and the devil ; he must never relax his
efforts, but strive continually against his evil passions and pro-

pensities, and pray constantly that he may be strengihened by the
power of grace to surmount them.

Very interesting, too, is it to find that among the religious

works by which Franklin was most impressed in these hours of

lonely meditation was the book which is understood to have
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first-aivakened the religious emotion in the mind of Dr. John-

son, and from which men of the môst diverse temperaments
have derived spiritual supportý and stimulus-Law's « Serious

Call to, a -Holy Life.' Of this and of Doddridge's « Rise and

Progress of Religion,' he writes

I admire their systematic manners of devotion, and by theïr argu-
ments am convinced of the necessity and advantage.of more method
and regularity in meditation and prayer tban is "usually observed.

How différent are my sentiments on these books to what they
were'on first reading them Then I could find neither beauty nor
force in their language or reasoning ; but now I think they abound
in both, an'd, if mdwith a serious desire to, gain information on the

most important subjects of life, much fruit may be gathered from
them'. I would recommend them. most earnestly to all my dear

reIatioüsý and I-doùbt not -they would derivé benefit and instruction.

So the long and dreary winter wore on; but it had not

half run its course before the little party werd threatened with
a more formidable fbe than either cold or solitude.' The rein-

deer, which had at first been plentiful enough to supply them
with food, uhexpectedly shifted their ground shortly after the

establishment of the expedition in its winter quarters, and
sorne considerable time before the end of the year the explorers

found themselves threatened with the exhaustion of their
supplies. Their stock of provisions fell so low that at last it

became absolutely necessary to communicate with Fort Chipe-
wyan, with a view to the replenishment of their stores. For

this arduous and perilous service Mr. Back volunteered. He
waý accordingly despatched in thg month of November, and,
after unexampled labours and privations-he travelled more
than iioo miles on snow-shoes, protected at night by only a

-single blanket and a deerskin against a temperature frequenfly
4 'clown to, -4e, and on one occasion as low as - 57', and some-

times without food for two or three consecutive days-the
gallant young officer returned on March 15, having success-

fully executed his commý1on.
Nor at this any moreÜîan at other stag_es of its course,

were the difficulties of the enterprise due. solelý to the opposi-

tioii of Nature. The letters exchanged between Franklin
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and the 'partners'ôf the North-Western Company at Fort
Chipewyan are somewhat painful reading. The correspon-
dence starts with an official despatch from Back at Fort
Providence, complaining of the non-arrival of stores entrusted
to the Company's servants for transport, and containing the
strong statement that he has discovered through other channels
a great lukewarmness on the part of the North-Western
Company absolutely amounting tq 'I a denial of fùrther ser--
vices to the expédition.' This naturally drew indignant re-

monstrances from, Franklin, addressed respectively to Mr.
Smith and Mr. Keith, the tivo agents, and provoking from the
latter a rejoinder in thé sarne tone. Mr. Keith, in fact, roùndly
lectures him on the impropriety of imputingÏý the Company

any want of goodwill towards the expédition. It betrays,
says he, e an unguarded precipitation and want-of discernment
little corresponding -with- your expérience and high station
and character in life.' Franklin, it seems évident, had been
a little.hasty, and in his subséquent letters he shows himself

anxious to disclairn the injurious construction placed upôn
his words. Much allowance should in any case be. made for

a man in want of supplies in the depth of an Arctic winter,
and chafing under the vexatious delays and miscarriages of
many months.

There is an end to everything, however, even to an Arctic
winter; and at 2 P.m. on june 14, 1821, the expédition was

at last able to, leave Fort Enterprise behind it and set out
for the sea. The party consisted of Franklin and his four
Eàglish officers, a couple of Eskimo interpreters, who had

been respectively christened Augustus and Junius by some
unknown humourist, and about a dozen Indians and half-

breed Canadian vovageurs. Their means of travel and trans-
port consisted of two, large canoes and several sledges. Before
their departure arrangements were made by Fýýnklin with
one of the Indian chiefs, named Akaitcho, probably the chief

with whom. he had held the discussion above quoted, for
depositinig a supply of provisions at Fort Enterprise during

absence, with a view to, the contingency of their havi
to passanother winter at the station. Little did they suspect
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at the time what terrible and wellnigh fatal, issues were
dependent on the due execution of that order.

The progress of the party was at the outset tediously slow,
as they had to cross many stretches of barren land and-

several high and rugged hills, each man having to carry
or drag a weight of some i 8o pounds ; and it was not -till

July i, or- seventeen days after their departure, that -they
at last reached the long-desirèd -waters of the Coppermine
River. For another fortnight they made their way down its
stream, their course often obstructéd and their safèty some-
times endangered by large masses of floating ice, until,_ôn
Jupe 14, nklin -had -the -high- -satisfaction of recording in-
his journal: « To-day Dr. Richardson ascended a lofty hill
about three miles from the encampment, and-fro-ài its summit
obtained a distant view of the sea from NNE. t-o--ME.'by E.
A large promontory bore NNE. The surface appeared to be

covered with ice. He.saw the sun set a few minutes before
midnight from the same elevated situation.' Another week's
voyaging brought them to the mouth of the river, and on

June 21 the adventurous explorers found themselves afloat
upon the Arctic Sea.

The remalnlng history of their outward voyage belongs

to those records of geographical discovery to which it con-

tributed so interesting, and for those days so important, -a
chapter ; and it does not fall within the 'cope of this memoir

to relate it in any detail. It may suffice to quote the lucid

and succinct account which has been given of it by Admiral

Markham, « The coast along which the explorers sailed in

their small and frail barks was a sterile and inhospitable

one; cliff succeeded cliff in tiresome and monotonous uni-

formity, the valleys that intervened being coviered with the

débris that fell from the cliffs, to the exclusion of any kind of

herbage. Occasionally their progress was temporarily l'm-

peded by ice, while a strong Il ice-blink -" *as in'variably seen

to seaward. It must not be forgotten that the expedition

was navigating a rock-bound ý-Sast fringed with heavy masses

of-solid ice, that rose and fell with every motion of a rough

tempestuous sea, threatening momenýýrily- to crush the light.,

G
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frail canoes, fit only for lake or river navigation, in which
Franklin and his party were embarked. This voyage along
the shores of the Arctic Sea must ailways take rank as one
of the most daring and hazardous exploits that has ever

been accomplished in the intérest of geographical research.
Follow* ing all the tortuous sinuosities of the cbast-line, and
accurately delineating the northern shore of North America
as they pushed onwàrds in an easterly direction, naming all
the principal head lands, soünds, bays, and islands that were
discovered, the expedition reached -a point on August 18, in
latitude 68" iq' N. and longitude i iô' 5' W., on' the coast of
North America, where Franklin reluctantly came to the con-
clusion that they had reached the end of their journey, and
must return from the interesting work on which they were
engaged, and for the following reasons. ý In the first place,

they 1-ad-only three days' pemmican left, and the Canadian
voyag-eurs had consequently manifested a very decided reluc-
tance to continue the work of exploration, believing, and not
untiaturally,'that great difficulty would be experienced at that
time in replenishing their fast decreasing store of provisions.

In the second place, the gales of wind which were so preva-
lent, were, they thought, sure indications. of the break-up of
the travelling season, and, therefore, that in itself appeared
sufficient reason for them to be thinking of wending their
way in a southerly direction. The absenceof all traces of

Eskimo, from whom they had calculated on obtaining sup-
plies of food, was also discouraging; while the amount of
time that had already been occupied in exploring the various

bays and sounds that lay in their route was so great that it
entîrely precluded all hopes of reaching Repulse Bay before

the winter.
Although on the chart the position re ched by

a the ex-
pedition, which was very appropriately namëd Point * Turn-

again, was only six and a half degrees of longitude to, the east-
ward of the mouth of the Coppbrmine River, so'tortuous-and
winding was the contour of the newly discovered coast that

the3ý were actually obliged to, salil and paddle in their canoes
a distance of 555 geographical miles in order to accomplish
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the joumey this would be about equal to the direct distance

between the Coppermine River and Repulse Bay. It was,
therefore, obvious that the only prudent course that could be

,pursued was to retum as soon as possible, in order to reach--
the Indians, who had been directed to, procure a supply of
provisions for the expedition before the next winter. should

set in.
From their researches up to this point, Franklin had

arrived at the conclusion (sub'equently proved to be a well-
founded one), that a navigable passage for ships along the

coast by which they had travelled was practicable, and,
although he was disapppinted in- not meeting his friend

Captain Parry and his vessels, he felt convinced that they
stood an excellent chance -of satisfactorily clearing up the

long-unsolved roblem of a North-West Passage!

G,2
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CHAPTER V

THE FIGHT WITH FAMINE

1821-1822

WITH the commencement of the return journey we Èesume a
more detailed narrative; for, if the oùtward voyage belongs

rather to- the provincé of geographiçal history, apd'has, as sùch,
been dealt with in the fullest detail b other -writers on this
subject, the'story oi the awful struggle back- to Fort Enter-
prise is in a more emphatic sense the property of a biographer
of Franklin, and has never, perhaps, -beeri circumstantially

related, save by one whom his own modesty forbade to do
full justice to the splendid heroism of the exploit.

It is natural to inquire why Franklin took that decisïo-n-
to return to Fort Enterprise by a différent roëte, which

was -fraught with such disastrous and wellnigh fatal conse-
quences for the expediti on; but it appears from his journal

that he had no choice. His original intention had been to
return ashe had come, by way of the Coppermine River, but

his very scanty stock, of provisions, and the length, of the
voyage to the mouth of that river, in the very forward state
of the season, 'rendered it necessary,' he s;ýys, 1 to proceed to
a nearer place; and it was determiýed that we should go

hence to Arctic Sound, where we had found animals very
abundantand entering Hood's River,' so named, of course,

after Franklins young officer, , i o* advance up the stream as far
as it was navigable, and there construct small canoes out of
the longer ones. We had already experienced that -the country
between- Cape Barrow and the Coppermine River was in-

adequate to, supply our party, and it seemed probable that
it would be still more impracticable now. Besides, we must

expect the frequent recurrence of gales, which would cause
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Much detention, if not danger, in proceèding along this very
rocky part of the coast.'

So, then, .it was resolved and so done. The fateful de-
cision to return - by way of Hood River was taken, it seems,
on Aueust 2,;. and two days later the explorers reached the
mouth of the stream to which they had determined to com-
ibit themselves and their fortunes. « Our pemmican,' writes
Franklin, iwas now reduced so, low that we could only issue
a few mouthfüls to each person! Already, indeed, the grave
appýehensîon seems to have occurred to them that--tlfëv might

not live to tell the tale of their adventiures. In' crossing
Riley's Bay « a tin case was thrown overboard, containing an

outline of our proceedings hitherto, and the -latitude of the
part we- turned back from, with a requesý-thà4 - it might be
forwarded to the Admiralty if. picked up! For anoÉher ten

days they pursued their way up the Hood River, but on
September 3 it became cvident that they must abandon it.
It was bearing far too much to, the westward, and their

observations told them that tô follow its course would lead
them away from the direct route to Fort EnterpHse, their

destination. Accordingly, on the day named, they definitely
resolved to quit its banks, and to strike across the country in
a south-wesferly direction. Henceforth their journey had to

be performed almost entirely on -foot over a stony and barren
country, but they carried their canoes with them against the

event ôf having to cross any lakes or rivers that might lie
on the route, or that flowed in the right direction. And at
this point begins a story of unexampled sufférings and of
unrivalled fortitude an ordeal extending with rare and brief
intermissions over a period of more than two months.

« We sat down to breakfast at 10.30 on September 4,'
writes Franklin in his manuscript journal and this,' he adds

quietly, « finished the rernainder of our meat' Henceforth, and
until they should arrive at the distant station 'where they

hoped to find provisions stored for them, they were to be
dependent on what they could find in that inhospitableregion
for their daily food; and they did not find much. Later in
the dà Ily males,,y the hunters « saw sevçral reindeer, principa
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gbing to the southward, but could not get them.' Ta add ta

their discomforts, a violent storm of wind and rain set in and

lasted for the better part of three days. The party, while it

was at its height, remained in their tents, but on the third day

they determined to push on. They feaied from this sudden

and totally unexpected change in the weather that winter had

begun in earnest, and thought that by delay' they would be

exposed ta increased difficulties, which they would be less able

to combat when reduced ta a more weakly state by the pangs
of hunger. Orders were accordingly given for a start, but it

was no easy matter to carry them out. 1 The tents and béd-
clothes were frozen, and even our garments were stiffened bý
frost and exposure ta the keen wind, which blew sa piercingly

that no one could keep his hands long out of his mittens, and

the men, therefore, had great difficulty in arranging their

packages. We had no means of making a fire, the moss, at all

times difficult ta kindle, being covered by the ice and snow.'

On being exposed ta the air 1 became quite faint with hunger,
but on eating a small.piece of portable soup I was soon suffi-

ciently recovered ta move on with the party. We commenced

our cheerless march at 10 A.m. The ground was covered with

snow a foot in depth, and we had ta pass across swamps and
marshy places, sometimes stepping up ta the knee in water,'

and at others on the side of a slippery stone which often
brought us 'down. * The men who carried the canoes had a
most laborious task. They even frequentl' fell down, eitherY,
prostrated by the violence of the wind or by the insecurity of
their steps.' One of tÈese accidents had a very, serious, result.

« The best canoe was s'a damaged as ta be rendered wholly

useless. This was indeed a serious misfortune ta us, as the

remaining canoe hâd, been made through mishap'too small,

and we were doubtfül whether it would be sufficient ta trans-
port the party across any river! But it is an ill wind that

blows nobody any good. As the accident could not now be

remedied, we determined on turning the materials to the best

account. We made a fire of the barkanél timbers, and cooked
the remainder of the soup and ârrowroot' The meal, though

scanty eno ", gh-for men who had been thrée days fasting,
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seemed to allay thcir hunger and refresh them. « We pro-

ceeded in the afternoon over some gravelly hills and across

small marshy meadows, and encamped at 6 P.m. A few par-

tridges were killed, and half a one was issued to each person.

This, boiled with a small -quantity of tiipe de roche, formed our

supper. A few willows were collected from underthe snow,

which served to.-cook our meal and thaw our frozen shoes so

that they could be changed!
As the Arctic delicàcy above referred to is destinéd'to

play a very prominent though not very agreeable part in the

subséquent narrative, it may be as well to pausé at this first

mention of it to give a brief account of its character and

properties.
.pe de roche, the si ply a lichen peculiar to these

Tri n is lm
latitudes, and known to botânists, by reason of its circular

form and the surface of the leaf being marked with curveýd------

lines, as Gyrophora. It is described,'with. 'ome excess of J

scientific politeness, as---% édible-;' the fact being that it can be

eaten, though with extreme difficulty and distaste, by most

eople, and by others not atall. Hood, as will appear later,

belonged to thé latter class. Dr. Richardson's- account of its

qualities and effects is highly unfavourable'. 'We used it,' hýè

says, 'as an article'of food, but, not having the means of î 1 f-1 1
extracting the bitter principle from it, it proved nauseous to all,

and noxious to several of the party, producing severe bowel

c -mplaints.'

On this wretched stuff and what remained to them of

their 1 bag' of partridges they subsisted for the next three

days; and on the ioth, when matters were again becoming.

serious, they espied, to, their great-joy, a herd of musk-oxen

grazing in a neiÈhbouring valley.

The party instantly halted, and all the hunters were sent out. We
beheld their pro - ceedings with the utmost anxiety from the brow of a

hill for nearly two hours, and many, I have no doubt, offèred fervent
prayers for their success. At length they fired, and, to our- infinite
satisfaction and-elief, we beheld an animal falt- to the ground, and a
second badly wouhded, which escaped from them and fled, with the rest
of the herd. This'success infused spirit into our breasts, and animated

every countenance. We hastily proceeded to join the huriters, but

Zrl
m
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before our arrival the animal was skinned and cut up. Our appetites
were so, keen that the raw intestines were eaten on the spot, and pro-
nounced to, be excellent The men requestedwe might encamp.,
The'tents were quickly pitched ; some willows which peeped, above
the snow were speedily gàthered, a fire - made, and supper cooked,

which was eaten with avidity, the first hearty meal we had had since
the moming of September 4. Two of the hunters went after the herd
after supper, but cpuld not come up with them.

The flesh of the musk-ox lasted thèm for three days

and on the fourth they were reduced to their fungoid diet

once more. Th éïr journey, top, waý now interrùpted by dis-

couraging obstacles. On the 13th they found their way

barred by a viast lake, and were compelled to coast its rocky

shores all that day and part of the next, in the vain endeavour

to find ' suitable crossing-place. Finding at lerIgth that it

appeared to terminate in a river at a few miles from their last

night-s -encampment, they resolved on proceeding thither.

1 Here',' writes Franklin, '1 1 cannot forbear mentioning an act

of kindness performed by Perrault, one of'our -Canadian

-zioyageurs, which ý won the deepest gratitude from eve!y

officer. - When they were assembled round a small fire, and

on the point of starting, he presented each of us with a small

piece of meat which he had saved from his own allowance.

This act of generosity, so totally unexpecfed, and coming at

sùch a seasonable time, drew -forth tears.'

Hardly had this touchirig incident occurred, when gun-

shots were heard in the direction the party were proposing to

advance, and soon afterwards the voyag-eur Crédit appeared

with the welcome intelligence that he had, killed t-wô deer.

Once again, then, theyhad been rescued from starf;ation ;.,but

it was, on the whole, a day of more d ' isasýéi than good

-fortune. The canoe in which Franklin attempted to cross the

river was upset, and, although he himself escaped and made

his way with difficulty to, the ôpposite bank, the portfolio

containing the greater part of his astronoinkàhand meteoro-

logical observations was irrecoverabl T-he-fate of the

canoe-.-it.self was fot some time in.4-d anà cI cannot;

records Franklin, 'express my sentiment on viewing the-

melancholy scene. Standing, as I did, perfectly alone, un-
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,provided either with gun or ammunition, separatedfrom--my
companions by the fatal strearrr, and conscious that, if the--

canoe should be de«stroy-ed7l: ýrrendered sa ineffëéfive as to be

unable ta carry the party across, I never could regain them,

my relief and joy can easily be imagined when I perceived

the canoe'was safé. The officers -were sa kind as to' embark

à persan ta make a fire for rpe by the first conveyance!

They afterwards moved a little hi Iner up, and the whole party,
with'their baggage, effééted a crossing in, saféýty, though the

canoe filled with water at every. traverse-

This was September 14, and fc;r another week they

struggled slowly on, subsisting mainly on trîpe de roche, with

the occasional addition of a chance partridge or two, though

they were reduced on one day of exceptional straits to devour,-ý-

ing some fragments of deer skin and bones, the leavings of

the wolves that had killed the animals in the prei ious spÉing.

So they fared till the 26th, when again they were lucky enough

ta shoot five small deer, and ta fill their bellies for the first

time ' for many days with a substantial- meal. But the leader

of the party could have found littlè in these chance strokes of

good -fortune ta relieve the anxiety which his ever-darkening

prospects must have - inspired. A new cause of disquietude

hâd now presented itself in the demoralisation of. the Canadian

voýyageurs. Peltier, who'had recei-ed several severe falls in

carrying the remaining canoe, refused to be burdened. with it

any longer, and it was hahded over to Vaillant, one of his-

comrades. The man seemed at first ta be managing it sa

well that Franklin left him a little in the rear, and went on ta

join the party in advancê ; but some time afterwards, on

going back ta search for the men, who were long in coming

upi-Frankl'ln found ta his horror that they had left the canoe

behind them. It had been, they alleged, so -completely

broken by another fall a§ ta be rendered incapable of repair

and entirely useless. 'The anguish this intelligence occa-

sioned may be -. conceived,' he . writes, ýI but it is beyond my

power to describe it Impressed, however, with the necessity

of taking it forward, even in the state in which these men

represented it ta be, we urgently desired them ta fetch it ;

LAST 'CANOE BROKEN1821
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but they declined going, and the strength of the oflicers was

inadequate to the task. Totheir infatuated obstinacy on this

occasion a great portion of the melancholy circumsta'nces'

which--attended our subsequent progress may perhaps be
attributeà.'- But the wretched voyageurs had, it is evideat,

got completely out of kaýpd. « The men now seemed to have

lost ail hope of being preserved ; and all the arguments we

could use failed 'in stimulating them. to the least exertion!

On the 26th of the month they at last'struck the Copper-
mine River, and, as their shortest way to Fort Enterprise was

to cross fo the opposite bank as soon as possible, the loss of
the canoe was now severely felt; for, though the current was

swift and there were two rapids in this part of its course, it

could have been crossed in a canoe with ease arid safety.
The river was carefully examined for ford, but in vain.
Then it was suggested that a raft migý1tee made- of the

willows growing in the neighbourhood, ôr even that the

framework of a boat might be constructed with thern and
covered with the canvas of the tents ; but -both those

schemes had to be abandoned through.the obstinacy of the
interp:reters and the.most experienced voyageurs, who de-
clared that neither raft nor boat would prove adequate to the
conveyance of the party, and that they would only be losing

valuable time in making the attempt. The fact was that the
men did not believe they had reached the Coppermine River,
and it neededall the repeated and confident assurance of their

officers that thev were within forty miles of Fort Enterprise
to rouse them. from their despondency. They at last began
to look more favourably on the boat-building -scheme, -but it

was found that there were no willows tall enough to form the

frame of a sufficiently large canoe. The altërnative of the
raft had to be definitely adopted, and.-a search was made
along the border of Point Lake, which they had reached by
this time, for timber suitable to the purpose. The search was

fruitless. It led them only to an arm of the lake stretching

so far away to the north-east that the idea of rounding it and
travelling over so barren a country was 'dreadful,' the more

so as it was to be feared that other arms equally large might
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---- obstruct-their-pýàth, and that the strencrth of the party would

fail long before they could- reach the only part where they

were certain of finding pine wood, a point twenty-five miles

distant in a direct line.

« While we halted to consider of this subject and to collect

our party, the carcase of a deer was discovered in the cleft of

a rock into which it had fallen in the spring. It was- putrid,

but it was little less acceptable to us on that account in our
present circumstances, and, a fire being kindled, it wasdevoured

on the spot! 'Refreshed by this horrible meal, the voyageurs

,took a more favourable view of the willow considered as a

raft-building material, and declared their belief thât it would

be quite possible to cross the stream, on a willow-built raft.
The party accordingly having returned about a mile towards

the rapid, encamped in a willow côpse, and the work -of con-
struction was at once set about.

The day following (September 29) was signali-ed by an act
of such splendid and indèed reçkless devotion, that,'though

Franklin himself was not the hero of it, the course of this
narrative must be arrested for a moment in order tQ record it

in his ow'n words

The iiie'n commenced at an early hour to bind up the willows in
faggots for, the construction of the raft, which was completed by
seven oyclOcý but as the sticks were green the raft was not sufficiently
buoyant to support more than one man. We hoped, however, that if
a line could be carried, across by. this person,' the whole party might
be transported over the river by hauling the raft backw-ards and for-
wards. Several attempts were -made by Belanger and Bénoit, to
convey the ràft across, but ineffectually for want of oars. 'Wlenever
they had got a short distance from the shore they could not reach
bottom with the longest pole we could construct (by tying all the tent-

poles together), and then their paddle, which was the only substitute
for an oar we had, wàs inefficient to prevent the raft from. being driven
into the shore again by the current and a strong breeze, which blew
from the opposite side ot. the river. During these trials all the men

had sufféred extremely from, the coldness of the water (the tempera-
ture being 38'), in which they were necessarily immersed,4 and having
witnessed these repeated failures we began to consider the scheme as

hopeless. At this time, Dr. Richardson, prompted by a noble and
humane desire to relieve his sufféring companions, proposed to swim

across the river with a line, and when landed to haul the raft over; but
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this service had near cost his valuable life. He launcbed into fhe stream
with -the line round * his middle, but when he had got a short distance

from the land his arms became benumbed with the cold and he lost

the power ot moving them. Still he persevered, and, turning on his

béck, had nearly gained the opposite shore, when to, our infinite alarm

we beheld him sink. Happily, the direction he had previously given

to haul upon the line was understood, and by our doing so he again

appeared upon the surface and was then gently dragged to the shore.
Hecouldjustarticulatewhenlanded. Weplacedhimbetweenblankets,
which were arranged before a fire near the spot, and fortunately he

was in a state to give some general directions respecting the manner

of treating him, and by the blessing of God, and to our great relief,

he recovered strength gradually, and after a fe* hours could converse.

We regretted then to, learn that the skin of the left side of his body
was deprived of feeling owing to the too great heat of the fire, and I
am sorry to add be sufférèd from that inconvieiniènce some months.

When he was about to step first into the -water- -Wý placed his foot on

a large dagger-like stone, and received a'gasb.ýýo the bone, but this
misfortune did not prevent him from, attem'p'ting to execute his
generous undertaking.

Then follows this piteously graphic detail-:-

I cannot forbear to mention how shocked every one was at seeing
his debilitatêd frame when he had undressed, a perfect skeleton of
skin and bone. The sight drew from each person an involuntary
sigh, and from many of our Canadian voyagýurs the pathetic exclama-
tion, 1 Ah 1 que nous sommes maigres.!'

A new and more efficient raft was constructed, but the

wind, which had been rising, was now too high to allow of

theïr using it. To add to their discomfort, heavy snowfalls

set in, and for three days they were detained in their foodless

condition, living on scraps of leather and tri e roche, and

unable to, cross the river which lay between them and their

homeward route. - At last the gradual conversion of the

-- vova eurs advanced a further stage. They had risen from

thé conception of a pinewood to, that of a willow raft, and

one of them now went further and 1 proposed to make"a canoe

oe the fragments of painted canvas in which we wrapped our

bedding. The proposal, met with an eager assent, and after

two da s spent upon it the work was pronounced finished.

The canoe was brought to the beach, where all the party were
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assembled in anxious expectation. St. Germain embarked ili'
ît'amid the heartfelt prayers of his comrades for his success,
and contrivèd to reach the 'opposite shore. The canoe was

then* drawn back again by the rope attached to it, and another
person transpqrted ; <j»d in this manner, by-drawing it back-
wards and forward

' the whole party were conveyed over
without any serious accident'

On their reaching the southern bank of,-the Coppermine
River, which at this' pàrt of its course flows nearly east and

west, the variable spirits of the voyageurs revived in an extra-

ordinary manner. Each of them shook the officers; by the

hand, declaring that they now considered the worst of their

difficulties over, and they did not doubt of reaching Fort

Enterprise in a few days even in their feeble condition.
Franklin, however, as he was not liable to their fi-,;s of pio-

found depression, so did not share their excessive elation.

judging it to be impossible that the entire party could hold

out against famine for the long period of tirne it w -uld take

them to reach Fort Enterprise in their debilitated state, he

despatched Back, who was the yqungest and most robust' of

the party, to the Fort, with three of the voyag-eurs to, bring

back supplies with all possible speed from the store which he

had engaged the Indians to deposit- at that sfàfii-ïtt He

himself, with Richardson, Hood, Hepburn,-the eight remain-
ing voyageurs, and an Iroquois named-ý;Michè1, strûggled on

in the rear. Snow had been falling heavily a'n"d lay deep on

the ground, making their progress distressingly slow.

Mn Hood, who was now very feeble, and Dr. Richardson, who
attached hiniself to him, walked together at a gentle pace in the rear
of the party: - I kept with the foremost men, to cause them to halt

occasionally until the stragglers came up.

They supped that night off tripe de roche and some scraps

of roasted leather. The distance completed by' them had

been orfly six miles. Inthe course of the next day two of the

Canadians, Crédit and Vaillant, fell out -of the party, and one

of their companions came up with the main body bringing

the sad tidings that they Were unable to-proceed further.
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Some w " Ilows being discovered in a valley near to us, I proposed
to, halt the party t4ereiwhile Dr. Richardson went back.to visit them.

-I hoped, too, that when the suffèrers received theinformation of a fire
being kindled at so, short a distance they would be cheered, and use
their utmost efforts to reach it ; but this proved a vain hope. The
Doctor found Vaillant about a mile and a half in the rear, much ex-
hausted with cold and fatigue. Having encouraged him to advance

to the fire, after repeated solicitations he made the attemp4 but fell
down in the deep -snow at every step. Leaving him in this situation,

the Doctor went about half a mile further back to, the spot where
Crédit was said to, have halted, but, the track being nearly obliterated,

it became unsafe for him to go further. Returning, he passed Vaillant,
-who, having moved only a few yards during his absence, had fallen
down, was unable to rise, and could scarcely answer his questions.
Being unable to, afford him any effectual assistance, he hastened on to
inform us of his situation.

ýk

Another of the voyao-eurs, J. B. Belanger, then volunteered

ta go back ta Vaillant and bring ùp his burden. On his

return with it-he--stated that he had found'the poor fellow

lying on his back, benumbë-d-with -cold and incapable of being

roused., 'The stoutest men of the pât-ty were earnestly

entreated ta bring him, ta the fire, but they declared them-

selves, as indeed might well be the case, unequal ta the task.

A consultation was now held among the 6fficers. Franklin

felt that the t" e had come *vhen the resolution which all no

doubt had forèseen and all dreaded must at last be definitely

taken.'- It had become only too clear thatthe remnant of the

little party which had dared and suffèred 'S'ô much together

must separate. The Canadians were too weak ta bear their

burdens further. They begged that they might be allowed

ta throw them. down in order that they might make their way

ta Fort Enterprise before their stren h failed them altogether.

Franklin could not but feel that their prayer was irresistible,

and that they must be relieved of their loads if their lives
4

were ta be saved. Hood, moreover, was now almost too

feeble ta advance further, and Dr. Richardson offèred to

remain, behind with him. and a single attendant, together with

any Ôt-her member of the party who might wish ta halt, at the

first place a ' t which sufficient wood could be found ahid enough

itipe de rocke for ten days' consumption. Franklin in the
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rneantime was to proceed as expeditiously as possible with

the other ý men to the Fort, and send back to them an

irnmediate supply of provisions. The greater part of the

arnmunition was also to be left behind with Richardson and

Hood, as it was hoped that this deposit rýight be an induce-

ment to the Indians to venture 'across the Bàrren Lands to

their relie£ This proposal,' writes Franklinwas acceded

to on my part, though thë- idea of even a temporary separation

from my friends in affliction was extremely distressing to my

feelings ; but this would be the only arrangement which

could contribute to the saféty of the Party!

The mornin of the next day was rnild, with -a light
breeze from the south a change of tem7perature encouraging
to the minds of. men who contemplated encamping ; and on

arriving at a cluster of pines a few miles frôm their last
night's resting-place, a tent was pitched, and Dr. Richardson,

Hood, and Hepburn prepared to take up their quarters in it. C

The offer was again repeated that any of the men who felt
themselves too weak to proceed at a quick pace should

remain behind but none accepted it. Franklin accordingly

set off with seven of the voyageurs, and the party toiled

painfully on through deep snow for about four miles and a
ï,

half, when they were obliged to encamp ; but by this time two
of his companions were utterly exhausted. Belanger, one of

the voyajeurs, burst into tears and, declaring he could go no
further, begged to be permitted to go back and join the

officers in the rear on the following day. The Iroquois Michel

soon afterwards joined in the request. Franklin consented
to their returning if they felt as weak the next morning, but

endeavoured, with that cheery and indomitable pluck which
seems never to have failed him--for a moment throughout the

whole awful ordeal, to dispel the gloom which this incident

had thrown over the party by assuring them that it was but

a short distance from the Fort, and that in all probability

they would reach it in a few days. No hipe de roche was to
be found, and supper consisted of a so-called tea made of

herbs. The next morning, Belanger and Michel, not having

recovered any of their strength, were sent back again with

lit
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a letter from Franklin to Dr. Richardson informing him of

a more eligible encampment in a pine .wood a little further

on than-the halting-place which had been selected. Perrault

was the next to give in and to, be sent back, and latei in the

day Antonio Fontano broke down, and -begged, and'was

permitted, to return. The number of Franklin's companions

was now reduced to, four-Peltier, Semandré, Benoit, and

Adarn, With them he walked on about a mile further, and

then encamped for the iiighf'-tïïÏ&ëir a r-cky hill wher.eon some

tpipe de roche was seen'ewing; but the weed was frozeri so

hard upon -the rock,,, tÊ"àý"the men couW 'not gather it, and

were obliged . to sup again on the 'country tea ' and some

pieces of fried leather.

Next d -h-ô*ever, they were enabled to collect some of

the lichen, a Ù* to enjoy the first meal they had had for four

days past. On October io the famine-stricken men were

mocked---by the appearance on a neighbouring hill of a herd

of reindeer, which they were too feeble and too cold to follow.
Again no tri d-d and once more the

pe.,de roche'could be fou,

country tea and a few strips of fried leather had to, serve

them for supper.

At last, on October iei-, eve days after quitting the com-

panions they had left behind them, Fort Enterprise came in

sighý,__apd as fast as their exhaustion would permit they

hurried forward, to enter it. But here the most cruel of all

their disappointments awaited the starving ývanderers. T-hey

staggeered into the Fort to find it entirely empty! There was

no store of- food no trace -of -the-ýFndiàhswh-ô--had been so

straitly charged; and had so repeatedly promised, to pro-

vide it; no letter from Mr. Wentzel, the official of the North-

Western Company, who had travelled part of the way with

them, to direct them tô any spot where provisions might be

found. Even at this appalling moment, however, Franklin's

first thôught was for others. Under these distress'ing cir-

cumstances he says, « y mind was instantly filled with a
tféarful anxiety for our sufféring companions who had been

left in the rear, whosé saféty entirely depepded on our sending

speedy relief from this place. The whole party shed tears, for
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it was impossible to divest our minds of the melanéholy
apprehension that the lives of our companions would in all-

probability be forfeited.' For their sole comfort they found

a letter from, Mr. Back, dated the same day, and informing

them that he Was going to sear or the Indians, but was of

course doubtfül whether lie should meet them, as he had

no direction to follow, and that, if he failed, he intended to

proceed to Fort Providence, should the strength of his partý
permit, and thence send succoUr to us. ' It was evident,

however, that any relieffrom Fort Providence would not only

be long in reaching Franklin's party, but could not be

sufficiently ample to afford succour to, their companions

behind.
The first thing, however, was to replenish, however

scantily, their own fast-waning fuel of life. Food, if food it

could be called, was sought and found, but they were now to,

partake of the poorest,. not to, say the foulest, of all their

many miserable meals. They lighted in an outhouse on some Z i
rotting deer skins, the refuse of their last winter's soïourn at
the Fort; they grubbed up some old bones from an ash-heap,

and these, with triPe de roche, 1 we considèred would support

us tolerably well. for a time.' The bones, though quite acrid

from decomposition, were ' pounded and boiled with the bipe

de roche and made a very palatable mess! It was devoured

in a temperature rang-nng from, 15 tO 2e below zero. Their

bodily condition was now truly distressin They were so

weak and emaciated as to be unable tp move except for a

few yards at .a time they were afflicted with swellings in

their joints limbs, and other parts of their bodies-; thejr eye-

balls were dilated ; they spoke in hý1low, sepulchral tones

and their mouths were raw and excoriated, as a result of the

fare on which they had subsisted. Adam in particular was

suifféring terribly, and grew daily worse.

Aftei nine more days spent under these fearful privations,

Franklin resolved to set -out, with the voyageur Benoit and

the Esl,-imo Augustus, in search of the Indians, and, equipped

with snow-shoes, they started forth on the 2oth. On the day

after his departure, however, he was unfortunate enough to

ifi
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break one of h1ýs snow-shoes, and, féariný lest the accident

should retard the progress of. the party, Franklin returned to

Fort Enterprise after giving Benoit careful instructions as to

the course hewas to pursue. Another week dragged on its

course under the same wretched conditions. Adam and
Sémandré were now unable to, rise from their beds, and Peltier

was often too weak to assist his leader in gathering tiipe de

roche and in searching for bones, which were now becoming

more and ' more hard to find.. Nothing, -hmyever, could shake

Franklin's invincible fortitude or provoke from him a single

word of complaint. On the 27th he writes in his journal:

I have this day been twenty-one years in H.M. service, and
exposed to many hardships in my professional career, but was never

placed in such a melancholy and affecting situation as the present.
However, with sincere praises to Almighty God for His past goodness

and protection, I will humbly confide in His gracious mercy and hope
for deliverance from this severe trial.

Two days afterwards, to the great surprise and, for a

moment, the unmixed joy of - the leader, who had almost
given them up -for lost, Dr. Richardson and Hepburn crawled

painfully Înto the Fort. But Franklin's gratification at their
;saféty was soon to, be dashed by the tale of horror which they

-Ihad to, - unfold. Poor Hood was dead, murdered, it was
supposed, and it was Richardson's own hand that had exe-
cuted justice on his murderer. Of the whole party that had
remained behind and had been reinforced by those of Frank-

lin's detachment whose strength had failed them, and who
had been compelled to return, but these two now survived.

Perrault and Belanger, the voyageurs who had fallen out of
the advance party, weré the first to be missed. They were
never again heard of, and, though the manner of their death -was
never conclusively ascertained, there is the strongest ground

for suspicion that they were killed by Michel in order that
the wretched man might appease the pangs of famine by

devouring their bodies:. Before, however, theii absence had
given much anxiety, a more sinister cause for suspecting

Michel had arisen. On the morning of Sunday, October 20,
Richardson, who had gone out on an expedition to gather
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lichen, leaving Hood 'sitting before the tent at the fireside
arguing with Michel,' and Hepburn employed in cutting

down a tree for firewood at a short distance off, heard the
report of a gun, and shortly afterwards the'voice of Hepburn
calling to him in tones great alarm, to 'come quickly.'
Hastening back to, the ca4p, he found Hood lying lifèless,

-shot through the head. 'Michel, who was standing near him,
being questioned as to, how it had happened, declared that he
had not been present at the moment, and that Hood, whether
intentionally or by mischance, had shot himsel£ But the
character alike of thé wound and of the weapon entirely
precluded belief in the story. The shot had entered the.

back part of the dead man's head, and passed out at the fi ýI E7-

forehead, and the muzzle of the gun had been applied so
close as to set fire to the nightcap behind. The gun itself
wasof the longest kind supplied to the Indians, and could not

have possibly been placed by Hood himself in a position to
inflict such a wound. Hepburn, moreover, averre(f positively
that Michel was not absent when the gunshot was discharged,,
but, on the contrary, was stariding on the precise spot from
which the fatal shot could have been fired. According to
Hepburn's statement, Hood and Michel were speaking to

each other in an elevated, angry tone, thé former being then
seated at the fireside and hidden from him by intervening

.willows ; but on hearing the report he looked up and saw
Michel" rising up from before the tent-door, or just behind
where Mr. Hood was seated, and then going into the tent
Thinking that the gun had been discharged. for the purpose

of cleaning it, he did not go to the fire at first, and when
Michel called to him that Mr. Hood was dead a considerable j
time had elapsed.'

This last circurnstance in itself sufficed to demonstrate
the falsehood of Michel's account of the matter; for his ex-
planation of his alleged absence was that Hood had sent him---
into the tient for the short gun,' an er'rand *hich would only
have taken a few minutes to execute, so that he must, on hi'

own showing, have for some considerable time withheld the
fact of Hood's dcath from his companions. Strong, however,
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as were their suspicions, they dared not at the moment openly
evince them, and not a word was said to Michel to reveal

their belief that he was guilty of the deed. The man, how-

ever, C accused himself by excuse,' repeatedly protesting that

he was incapable of such a crime, and at the same time taking

great cargý-tb prevent Richardson 'and Hepburn from, being

left alone together. But inasmuch as this chapter of -t -ic

incidents was -clD.sed--by-an act of stern justice and self-pro-

tective- necessity, which did not, however, escape the censures'
of the « armchair critic' at homé, it is deàirable to let Dr.

Richardson himself complete the narrative in his own words.

Resolved to push on to the Fort ý,ýt all hazards, he and his

party had struck their camp on the morning of the 23rd,
« thick snowy weather and a head wind' having delayed their

departure till that day. Hépburn, and Michel had each a

gun. . Richardson carried a small pilstol, which Hepburn had
loaded for him:-

In the course of the march Michel alarmed us by his gestures
and conduct, was constantly muttering to himself, expressed an un-

willingness to. go to the Fort, and tried to, persuade me to go south-
ward to the woods, where he said he could maintain himself all the
winter by killing deer. In consequence of this behaviour and the
expression of his countenance, I requested him to leave and to go to
the southward by himselL The proposal, increased his ill-nature ; he
threw out some obscure hints of freeing himsélf from all restraint.oh
the morrow ; and I -overheard him muttering threats against Hepburn,
whom he openly accused of having told stories against him. He also
for *the first time assumed such a tone of superiority in addressing me
as evinced that-hë considered us to be completely in his power, and

he gave-ýrent to si2veral expressions of hatred towards the white people,
or, as he termed us in the idiom of the voyageurs,- the French, some of

whom he said had killed and eaten his uncle and two of his relations.
In short, takin every circumstance into consideration, 1 came to, the
conclusion that he would attempt to destroy u§ on the first opportunity

that offéred, and that he had hitherto abstained from doing so from -
his ignora. ce of the way to the Fort, but that he would never suffer
us to go thither in company with him. In the course of the day he

hadýseveral times remarked that we were pursuing the same course
that Mr. Franklin was doing when he left him, and that by. keepi ng
towards the setting sün. he could find his way himself. Repburn and
I were not in- a condition to resist even an op attack, nor could we
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by any device escape from him. Our united strength was far inférior

to his, and, beside.his-gun, he was armed with his pistols, an Indian

bayonet, and a knifé. In the afternoon, coming to a rock on whicý

there, was some ýtriPe de roche, he halted, and said he would gather it

whilst we went on, and that -he would soon overtaiê us. Hepburn

and I were now left together for the first time since Mr. Hood's death,

and he acquainted me with several circumstances which he had ob-

served of Michel's behaviour, and which confirmed inie in the opinion

that there was no saféty for us except in his death, and he offéred to

be the instrument of it. - I determined, however, as I was thoroughly

convinced of the necessity of the dreadful act, to- take the wý hole

responsibility upon myself, and on Michél's'co up I put aný end

to his life by shooting him through the head with a'pistol. -Had my

own life glone been threatened, I, would nof have purchased it by

such a measure ; but I considered myself as entrusted also wità the

protection of Hepburn's, a man who by his - humâne -aiientl*o' and

devotedness had so endeared himself to me that IÀélt more a#iýiety for

his saféty than for my own. Michel had ga-th--êr-éd no trioe dé 1 roche, and

it was evident to me that he had halted for the puyposel4ýrputting his

gun in order with the intention of attacking us, perh 1 1 s while we ýyere

in the act of encamping. I have dweit, in the receding -narrative

on many circumstances of Michél's-enduct,,n'ot for the purpose of

aggravating it, but to put the reader in pqssé ssion of the reason that

influenced me in depriving a fellow-creature of life.

Nathing, -of course, coul&,i-i'ave mitigated the painful shock

which Franklin received ' Yromthe tidings of Hood's tragic

end. It was the man-fier of 'his death rather than his loss

which was so-agitatiýg-to his lëàder, who, as appeared after-

wards, had à-freàdy abandoned all hope that his young com-

rade's life would be preserved. He seems to, have been the

only ýone of -the Party whose digestive organs obstinately

revolted àgainst the miserable ýCooàon which his companion

could just manage to keep body and soul together; and dis-

-covering, as Franklin did when he reached Fort Enterprise,

that thýwould have for an indefinite period to be the sole

food of the -Party he had 1eft behind him, he gave up Hood

for, lost. This, as will be seen hereafter, he brings 9,pt quiter

clearly, though with much tenderness and -delicac , in his''

reply to a subsequent communidàt'làn- from the bereaved

father. But to, return to, our narrative.

Hepburn, just before reaching the Fort, had had thg"good
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luck to shoot a partridge. The starving men hurriedly tore

the féathers from the bird, held it fàr a few minutes before the

fire, and then, dividing it into-equal portions, greedily devoured

it. was the first morsel of flesh they had tasted, for. thirty-

one days, unless 'the small gristly particles' occasionally found
adhering to the bones on which they had helped to support
their lives could be so described.

From what inward reserves of -strength and spirit tÈe three
Englishmen contrived to sustain them-selves during the awful

week that followed must ever be a mystery to all who have read
Mt it was evident
MM the harrowing story. From, the first-however,

that whatever it was possible to do forthe preseivation of the
party, by cutting- wood for fires and preparing their scanty
meals of animal refuse, would have to be doiie by Franklin

and his two English companions. The three Ca-nadians were
all of them tbo weak to, move.. Adam, the interpréter, had
been for some time disabled, and Peltier and Semandré were

now equally helpless. Both éomplained of sore throats pro-
duced by the acridity of the bone soup, and Semandré had
'the cramp in hi§ fingers. The former felt the cold extremely
piercing in his reduced state of body, and half a blanket was
served out to him to repair his flannel shirt and drawers,
which occupation, observes Franklin quaintly, 1 afforded some

amusement to, him and Semandré in the evening and revived
their spirits.' But on November 2 the end came. On the
morning of that day both men were obviously at the point of
cleath. Peltier 1 sat up with difficulty and looked piteously,

exclaiming frequently, " je suis faible! je suis faible! " and
spoke often of the increased soreness of his throat. At length

he slid do*n from the spot on which he was sitting on
to his bed, which was placed near the fire, as if to, sleep, and
remained for t-wo hours without our apprehending him to be

in immediate danger, until we were alarmed by héaring a

rattling noise in his throat. On Dr. Richardson examining
him. he was found to be speechless.' It was the s'peechless-

ness. of death. Semandré lingered through the day, complain-
ing always of increasing cold and weakness, and expired at

daylight on the, following morning. Dr. Richardson and
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Hepburn removed the two men's bodies from the room, but
were quite unable either to inter them or carry them down to

the water.'
Still, they remained the strongest of the four men to whom.

the party was now reduced ; for Franklin, with his customary
candour, admits that the had « outstayed ' him, and that

during these last da s the task of wood-cutting devolved wholly
upon them, Frankline himself having only just strength
enough to hunt for deq%5s"kîns under the snow. - After another
two days, however, thë's'tirength even of the indefatigable pair

began rapidly to, decline. Yet, their leader adds, " they were
full of hope, and went to their labour of gathering wood cheer-
fully-' But on Tuesday, November 6, it became evident that
they were on the verge of absolute exhaustion. To cut one

log of wood is an occupation- for half an hour to Hepburn, -and
to carry 1 -into the hous

ît, e occupied Richardson almost'the
same time, though the distance does not exceed twenty yards.

I endeavoured to render the men some assistance in this
employrnent, but my aid was feeble. It is evident, however,'
continues Franklin, with a rebound of his marvellously elastic
spirits, 1 that if their strength diminishes with the rapidity it
has done for the last three days, I shall be the strongest in a

J
day or tw'.'

With this last utterance of 'an inexha:ustible courage
this last manifestation of a pride of endurance which had no

doubt been not a little wounded by his companions supe-
riority in physical strength, the long-drawn tale of suffer- p . , ý .

ing fitly closes. On the following day relief came. The

manner of its arrival is described in Franklin's published

narrative of the expedition ; but an infinitely more touchin<T

record of it can just be deciphered'on the soiled and dogs-

eared page of the little paper-covered pocket journal that

lies before me. Regularly, religiously, day by day through-

out that grim struggle with death, its entries follow one

another with methodical precision, and in the dii, blurred

pencil-marks thaï t record that heartfelt _éry of thanksgiving

on the page which hàs here been reproduced in facsimile

one almost seems to be listening to the faint and broken
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utterances of the famine-stricken an Imost d n. On
'ýd ying ma

Sunday, November 4, he had written, so far as it is -possible
to decipber the entry,:

May the devout prayers of the congregations on behalf of the
afflicted find before the Thýone of Mercy.

Then follows, on the page which has been reproduced, an
account of the incidents of the two following days--of their

failure to discover any tripe de roche or bones ; of their meal off
fried skins and tea ; of the increasin weakness of the Doctor
and Hepburn eàts little, and was getting this day quite dis-,
pirited.' And then at the bottom of the page.

Wednesday, NOv. 7.-Praise be unto the Lord! Wé were this
day rejoiced by the appearance of Indians with supplies at noon.

The trembling hand that penned these now barely legible
lines is long since dust; and the dine and crumpled litile

book that contains them would, but for the pious care which
has preserved it, have perished years ago. But it was found

among certain papers sealed and described in its owner's
handwriting as 1 The Original Notes of Capt. Franklin., wrJtten'e

durïng the most distressing part of his last residence at Fort
Enterprise in i8:2i-much defaced by being worn in his

pocket; and it has, of course, been cherished as among the
most sacred of their possessions by his relatives. "' Nor is it

possible, even for those who can only claim the kinship with-
him of a common humanity, to look unmoved upon thïs

silent companion and daily confidant of a hero throughout
the long agony of his figýt with famine.

Sunt lacrymS rerum et mentem mortalia tangue.

Dull indeed must be the imagination that does not féel its

pathos, and sluggish the sympathies that it fails to stir.

It was to the gallant and devoted Back that they owed

their lives. His S;ufférings since he sepa:pated from. the party
on October 4 had been no less severe than theirs. For days

togéther he and the three men with him had supported life

on an old pair of leather trousers, a gun-cover,. and a pair of
Î old shoes, with a little tripe de roche that they succeeded in
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scraping off the rocks! ' On the :26th, one of his compariions
died of exhaustion ; but the survivors, khôwing that the lives
of the party they' had left behind them depended on their

exertions, still pressed on. On November 4 they fell in with
Akaitc-ho and--his Indians, and at once despatched them to

Fort Enterprise to Franklin's relie£ The supplies they
brought with them consisted of some dried déers meat and a
few tongues, on which the sufférers would have fallen like

famished wolves had it not been -for the -w-arnings -cF Dr.
Richardson. Yet never perhaps was the well-known admoni-
tion, 1 Do as I say, but not as I do'-that soundest counsel
of the professional adviser, alike in med ' icine and in morals-
more amusingly illustrated ; for Franklin admits in his ýfficia1
narrative that Richardson was himself « unable to practise--the
caution he so judiciously recommended,'and there is evidence
in their private journals that the Doctor sufféred more severely
from distension than any other member of the party.

The Indians, to .,do them justice, endeavoured to, the best
of their ability to, atone for their so nearly fatal neglect.
The interpreter Adam, who was undoubtedly within a few
hours of death when the relief arrived, dwed his speedy con-
valescence to their attentive care and they did their utmost,

by procuring game and fish, and in other ways, to minister
to the wants of the whole of the exhau'sted party. In little
more than another week., so wonderful is' man's recuperative
power, their energies were sufficiently restored to enable them

to, proceed. On November 16 they quitted the station
which had been the scene of their miseries, and on the

i i th of the following month they reached Fort Providence.
Hence, after resting a few days, they went on to Moose Deer
Island, where they passed the remainder of the winter. On
May 26, 1822, they started homeward, and, reaching York V

Factory about- the middle of july, took ship for England,
where they arrived in October, after an absence of three years
and a half and journeyings by land and water of more than

5,500 miles.
Very shortly after their arrival, Franklin, who had in his

absence been promoted to the rank of commander, was

î
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advanced to that of post-captain, and was about the same

time unanimously elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, in

recognition of his services to the cause of geographical science.

Those services, it is true, had been considerable, and well

deserved the rewards, official and unofficial, which they had

won. But the debt of the English nation -nay, of the whole

human race-to the heroic explorers was far greater than that

of the geographer; and the shores of the Coppermine River,

the Barren Lands of Arctic America, and the rude shelter of

Fort Enterprise, are sacred and memorable in human history,

not as the mere monuments of a scientific conquest, but as

the scene of labours and sufferings which have inspired the

world With a new conception of the powers of human endu-

rance, a new glory in the unconquerable soul of man.
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HUSBAND AND WIDOWER

1822-1825

IN the first quarter of thFtpresent century the position of a

« lion -' was not to be so cheaply won as it is now, nor-, even

when recognised as such, was the noble animal pursued by

nearly as many hunters or with anything Jikeý the amouri.1-, of

spirit as is the case to-day. Franklin's exploits, however, even

apart from their gallantry and hardihood, were of too novel

and picturesque a character not to create a sensation even

among the comparatively sedate public of 1822. There is

abundant evidence at this period of his life that he had be-

come a conspicuous figure in London society, a welcome guest

at many dinner-tables, an object of interest and admiration

in many drawing-rooms. Doubtless he received notice and

courtship enough to have turned the ý head of any less

iÎÏo-dèst- d simple-minded man ; but FrankIiii was in no

danger of being thus spoilt. He was, indeed, protected from.

ally such danger, not only, as has beerr said, by his modesty,

but also by his ambition. There is, perhaps, no more

çffectual saféguard against undue vanity qver past achieve-

ments-fhan an ardent desire to, add greater exploits to,

their number. The honourable discontent which such a

desire, until gratified, gçnerates is essentially antagonistic to

that mood of mind in which alone complacency can flourish;

and the passion for Arctic discovery gave Franklin no rest..-,__

Immediately on his arrival in England he set to work to

prepare that well-written and spirited narrative of his-£,xpe-
--:,,-,,---dition which has been so froýquently quoted above, arid which

was, in fact, publisÉed b Mr. Murray in the foll

t Must have been while he was engaged in preparing this
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volume for publication that he received the letter above

referred to from the father of the unfortunate young man who
had fallen a victim to the murderous impulse of the half-

insane Indian, Michel;' and Franklin's reply to it is so

eminently illustrative of his genuine kindness of heart that
it deserves quotation almost in full. The elder Hood, in the

postscript of a pathetic letter of thanks to Franklin for the

terms in which he ha*à spoken of his murdered comrade in
the official déspatch. reporting the circumstances of his death,
appends a question respecting 1 what perhaps the dreadful cir-

cumstancés of the moment scarcely permitted,' namely, the
interment of his son's remains. « May I trouble you,' he adds,

« to ineorm me what time he first began to be ill, and whether

in your opinion, if that infernal villain had not perpetrated his
shocking crime, he might probably have survived until the

period of relief?'

In his reply to this letter, Franklin, after dwelling upon the
excellent qualities of the ill-fated young officer, proceeds:-

You will, therefore, readily imagine I looked with painful solici-
tude at the possibility of losing such a valuable member of our small
society, which, I lament to say, was too awfully apparent at the time
of my arrival at Fort Enterprise, when I experienced the indescribable

disappointment of finding the house destitute of provisions. On my
separation from your son, he remarked that be never should be able

to move the distance of our house [from where he then was], about
thirty-six miles, without being drawn on a sledge. I think, however,
his strength was then sufficient to have gone two or three days fur-
ther at an easy pace ; but then, in all probability, he must have
halted, as by going on we advanced intô- -a country where the soil
was sandy and lichens-our only food at the time-were less abun-

dant. This unpalatable nourishment, however, from which the
others derived some degree of support, was seldom taken by him,

save in the smallest quantity, on account of the constant irritation'
which the eating of it produced in his bowels. He might-too, as
were others far stronger in appearance, have been completely ex-

hausted in the following day's march by the increased exertions
reqifired to wade through the deeper snow we came to. He had been

in a very weakly state upwards of a month preceding his death, and
I am informed by Dr. Richardson and Hepburn that at -the time
when the ever-to-be-deplored crime was committed by Michel the

afflicted sufférer was in such a perfectly debilitated state of body that

fil
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he could scarcely walk twenty yards without support. -Under such
circumstances, it was to be féared that bis earthly career would have

terminated in a short time had not the awful event taken place-
especially as it would have been totally out of my power to have sent
relief immediately forward on its reaching me at Fort Enterprise on

November 7, owing to the few persons with me at the bouse being
almost in a similar deplorably weak condition.

'ATo the other, the more difficult and distressing question put ýe
'ÎlÏM,to him, Franklin replies, and doubtless could only reply very

little ; but that little is put with much tact and good feeling

With respect'to the interment of bis body, I am certain the
strength of the-ý_sûîvivors was inadequate to the labour of opening a

sufficient space of the perfectly frozen ground; but I have little
doubt of- their having covered the body with snow and -stones. Dr.
Richardson, however; will be- able to give you infor iation on thàt-
point.

And --the letter concludes with the following testimony to

Franklin's affectionate regard for his lost cornrade:-

Among the last conversations which I had with your excellent
son Robert, he mentioned his brother to me, and particularly re-
quested I would endeavour to find him out and cultivate his friend-

ship. He spoke most highly of bis talents and application, and he
did me the kindness to request, if ever I should be employed, on any

other expedition, that he might accompany me. With this, bis last
reque9t, I should féel it a peculiar pleasure in complying, providing it
should meet your and bis brother's wish. At least, I beg you th be

assured that I shall seek the earliest opportunity of meeting your
surviving son, and be d ' esirous to show by every act in my power how
sincerely I wish to extend to him the friendship I entertained for his
departed brother.

Not much addition is needed to this ý_ icture : the young

officer, at the point of death from starvation in the Arctic

wilderness, anxiously soliciting employment for his brother in

the same dangerous service, and his leader conveying the

proposal. of this opening for 1 your surviving son' to the be-

reaved father, with perfect confidence in his assumption that

the- offer, whether accepted or not, will be welcome. They
were a Spartan race, the Englishmen of those days. May

their descendants prove worthy of them

But the enthusiasm which Fýanklin thus confidently
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attributed to the father of his murdered comrade was not

more ardent, after all, than the passion which glowed within
his ownbreast. If it did not occur to him that bereavement

could discourage it in another,' it was because he was
conscious that the last extremities of danger 1 and sufféringý

had not one whit diminished it in himself. Less than a-
year had gone by since he was undergoing one of the most

appalling trials of human fortitude that man has ever
endured and survived. - He had passed through experiences
which would have seemed to m;ý7 any a man sufficient for a

lifetime, nay, which may almost be said to, have compressed
the agonies of a lifetime into a feW terribleweek-s.- Who could
have wondered if his sole desiÈe had been for long repose and

for a gradual release from hid&!ýous recollections hovering
around his pillow in nightmares of horror-haunted dream
Yet nothing could have been -iurther from the actual fact.

The man who, in the winter of 18?, 1, had been starving upon
acrid lichens and putrïd offal in the Arctic wilds wàs actually

again exploring those :ý&adly regions in imagination in the
summer of 1822. Such leisure as was left, him by the pre-

paration of the Narrative he employed, not In contemplatinà

his past triumphs, but in planning future conquests. Even
in this very year we find him making proposals to the Admi-
ralty for a new expedition to the coasts of Arctic America'

by a somewhat différent route.

Nevertheless, these pre-occupâtions. of -his were not so
absorbing 'as to exclude another of a very important kind.
Even the busiest of men contrive somehow to find the
leisure necessary for fa-lling in love, and still more for

prosecuting the courtship which is the natural sequel to that
incident., There are reasons for thinking ýhat the first step-

if a 1 fall' can be so described-had been taken by Franklin
several years before. It is, - at an" rate, highly significant

that to a small group of islands discovered by his expedi---
tion' in the Arctic Sea- hè should have given the name of the

Porden Islands. Flinders, and Buchan, and Hood, who stood
sponsors for the newly discovered capes, or bays, or rivers, of

those. latitudes, can at once be identified as former com -and érs
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or present comrades. But there wàs no member of the

expedition bearing the name given to these islands, whereas

there was a certain Miss Eleanor Anne Porden, the daughter

of an minent architect, and with soi e considerable reputa-

-t-ian-as-& -poetess--wh-o--had cêléljra-fe-d -t-.h-ýë--eïïlfër voyage of the-

Dorothea and Trent in anadmiring sonnet. Not onl so, buty
after making Franklin's acquaintance, probably in her capacity
as the sonneteer, she addressed to him- a short poem, the
authorship of which was no doubt.made known to him though

veiled'from the public under the name of 'Green Stockings.'
The lines are supposed to be addressed by an Eskimo girl,-.to
the adventurous Englishman, gnd begin as follows:

Yes, yes, thou art gone to the élimes of the East
Thou hast welcomed the sun as hé springs from the sea,

And thou car'st not, th'ugh sorrow lie cold on my breast,
Though the night of the grave may be closing on me.

And though he may,,Peam in those changeable skies,
Where he dawns but to séï, and descends but to rise
Though on wonders I dream not his lustre may shirie,
Yet he warms not one -bosom more constant than mine.

And what if the daughters of Albion be fair,
With their soft eyes of azure and tresses of gold ?

To the flowrs of the meadows their charms I compare;
They bloom in the sunshine, but shrink from the cold.

B-ut-,I through the snow and the forest would guide thee,
On the sinooth-frozen lake I would gambol beside thee

With thongs of the reindeer thy buskins would* weave,
And dress thy light meal as thou slumberst at eve.
But frown not ý thou knowest that such moments have beýý, ïe

Though cruel and false, thou could'st calmly depart.
Thy comrade too truly has pictured the scene

Aiid my form : but thine own, it is drawn o my heart.
Think not in thy green isle some fair one to

For with tempest and storm shall my vengegn p&ýr
My bidding-at noonday shall darken the air,_,ý_

ýen 
e 

sue.

And the ragiQ of my climate shall follow thee re.

And thus the love-,smitten 'Green Stockings' concludes

-Return 1 and the ice shall be swept from thy path
1 will breathe out my spells o'ér the land and the seà.

Return and the tempest shàll pause in his wrath,
Nor th' winds nor the waves dare be rebels to thee.
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Spread thy canvas once more, keep the Pole Star before thee,
'Tis constancys type and the beacon of glory
By the lake, by the mouritain, the forest and river,,

-.In the wilds of the North, I am thine, and for ever

As will be perceived, it Âs eminently in the taste of the

time-a time, it need hardly be added, in which English

minor poetry was not at its best. But Miss Porden's intel-

lectual abilities would be ùnfairly measured by her power of

expressing her thoughts, and'èmotions in a language which

but few, and they of the highest poetic _,genius, had at that'

time mastered"though it is in these daysýhandled with com-

parative ease and fluency even by many who ~have neither

thought nor emotion to express. One would prefer not to,

judge her even by her epic poem in two volumes entitled

CSur de Lion;' though the fact that she wiotè a 1 scientific

poem' called 1 The Veils,' which procured hei- he unusual

honour of being elected a member of the Frentli..iiâtitute, is

enough to prove that, whatever the form of her poetic utter-

ances she -Tust have had considerâble clearness of" mental

vision and even some vigour of mental grasp. A far better

estimate, hdwever, can be formed of--her from the letters from

which some extracts will be given hereafter, and-which show

her to have possessed a most alert intelligence, a keen. eye

for character and situeion, and no inconsiderable fund of

humour.

Franklims wooing of this lady was no long business.

They becameýengaged to, each other in the summer of 18,23,

and in August ig they were married. If was in every re-

p ect save one-but that unfortunately a most important
"happy union. Mrs. Franklin's health,

respect-a -glways very

delicate, began to fail rapidly within a year after the marriage.

The fatal signs %of pulmonary disease revealed themselves,

and it soôn became too saffly evident that fýécyoung Nvife's

days were numbered. In the early months of their wedded

life, however, the gravity of her case was not apparent.A,
t Franklin, writing to one of his sisters in Decëmber r823,

describes her merel as 'somewhat of an invalid,' and àt that

time, probably, her happiness was unclouded by any appre-
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hensions. How-thorough a sympathy existed between thern
he goes on to, show- ; for, after speaking of the steps which

he had then ustýtaken to procure the despatch of another
Arctic expeditio'n,' he continues: « All my proceedings in

this matter have been made with the entire concurrence and
indeed assistance of my wife, who, you are aware, is as warm
in the cause of Arctic discoveries as 1 can possibly be. Her ëki

mind, indeed, is so thoroughly English that she would chêer- ......

fully make any sacrifice to promote our national character,
and more particularly where my professional fame is con-
cerned.' Little could he have foreseen at that moment how
great would be the sacrifice actually required of herjand -with

what fortitude and devotion it would be met.

The nature of his plans could not, he adds, be communi-
cated to his -correspondent at the present stage, but he pro-

mised her that she and the rest of his family should receive
the earliest intelligence respecting, them if they were sanc-

tiohed and likely to be adopted. The scheme proposed by
him, which was as a matter of fact accepted by the authorities
at the Admiralty, différed from, that of the former'expedition'
in that the ýprqjected route of approacW to, the Arctic Ocean

was to be by way- not of the Coppermine, but of the, Macken-
zie River. On reaching its mouth the party were to divide,
one portion of it proceeding along the coast to the«westward,

while the remainder took an eastward course along, it as far
as the Coppermine River, so as to connect the new survey pf
the North American shore W'ith the discoveries of the. earlier
exploration. Concurrently with the despatch of these two land
parties it was decided, as ' in the former case, to send out a
naval expedition also-; but in this instance the -programme of
18 19 was -to be reversed. The vessel commissioned for the
service, HX.S. Blossom, under the command of Captain,
Beechey, Franklin's old lieutenant on the Trent, was to enter

the Arctic Ocean- not as -did Parry's yessel from the eastward

by way of'Baffin's Bay, but through Behring Strait on the
west and it was to aim at effecting a 'Unction with Franklin's

westward-bound coasting party at some point between that
strait and the mouth of the Mackenzie River. In the event
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of such junction being effected, the Blossom was to convey

him and his party either to Canton or the Sandwich Islands,

as might seem advisý>k or to -carry out any other instructions

Franklin might think proper to issue.

Many months,ýhowever, had yet to elapse before the pre-

parations for the departure of the two expeditions were com-

pleted. For Franklin of courýe they were months full of

business, involving probably ý not- a little separation from his
&4

young wife, whose health was alrèady* beginning to decline,

and who in the spring Of 1824 was expecting the birth of her

first, and, as it proved to be, her only child. Several letters

from her to her sisters-in-law during this period have been

preserved-letters which testify abundantly to the bright

liveliness-of her temperament, yet are not without a pathetic

interest of their own. Incidentally they show the keen

public interest which the new project of Arctic exploration

had aroused, anà the more vigorous 1 lionising' to which

FraAlin was beingr subjected in consequence. I am much

better than I hâve been,' writes his -W'lfe to her sister-in-law,
under the light of one of those delusive glearns of hope

which so éruelly mock the victims of consumption,. 1 and

begin to be a little more useful about the house; but I do not

get out yet either on my own legs or any other, and my

cough is often extremely troublesome. I have been flâttered

from week to week wifh the promise of a wonderful change

in me; but hitherto it has been all flattery. I am not very ill,
however, and I shall do very well with the help of a little

patience. Your'brother is very kind and takes great care of

poor little me, so that I have not been dull after all, and my
friends are now beginning to rally round me. I only wish

they would suspend their invitations a little while till I am

able to accept and enijoy thern.'
The che'erful courageý witli which the frail and failing

woman looks forward to a prospect which had evidently dis-

turbed the composure of her correspondent comes out Very
strikingly in the following passage:-

I perceive the idea of your brothees engaging in another expedi-
tion has quite frightened you, and you will set me down as either
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having 'no feeling or not caring a straw for him because I cannot share
in your fears. I am, however, better off than I had expected to be,
for I always looked to his leaving me this spring, and now I shall
have his society nearly a twelvemonth longer-time enough for us
to get tired of eaéh other according to some people's opinion, but 1
see no signs of such an event at present. I think I can venture to
assure 37ou that' so far as human calculation can extend or,,human
prudence can provide, there is no danger of his again encountering
th ' e sufférings of his last journey. 'Ëhe fatigue and want of the com-
forts of civilised life which must be inseparable frorn all travels into
uncolonised countries, he must of course be prepared to meet, but I
trust that he is endowed with every mental and bodily requisite to,
surmount them ; and what would you think of any man who scrupled

to, entounter these inconveniences in the path of duty and honour ?
... Let me beg of you, therefore, -to dismiss your apprehensionS.
If evil should come, it will come soon enough. We have no occasion
to cloud the present hour by anticipating it ; and should the enter-
prise be successfül, j am sure you love your brother too well not to,
wish that he may have the happiness and honour ofachieving it. At T
any rate, he is still under the care of the same Providence which has
once so wonderfully sustained him, and, as I said before, every human
pýecaution will Ue taken.

On june 3, 1824, Mrs. Franklin gave birth to a daughtèr,

who was christened Eleanor, after her mother. The event, as

so j often happens in'such cases, sýnsib1y accelerated the pro-

gress of her malady, and from. that date, no doubt, the proba-

bility if not the imminence of thé fatal issuewas no longer -to

be concealed from, the suffèrer's husband and her friends.

Her own hopefulness, ho'w"ever, was Invincible, and a letter

of hers of more than three months' later date from, Tunbridge

Wells is quite touching in its - vivacity and high spirits

I am getting stout and well, and mean soon to be strong enough

to look better after your brother, and" try to keep him, in some sort of

order.

(In an earlier letter she had written : II suppose the neiýs-

papers have told you how the ladies pulled your brddrer to

pieces at Captain -- Parrý's ball. He was in such request that

I wonder they left a bit of him for me!)

Such a flirt as he is The like was never known. Only think of
hýs being one of a party to gallant sixteen young ladies (ladies are

always young,,you know), who, not contented with making a mono-
12
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poly of the carriages in the neighbourhooà (so that poor I, who was

left at home, could hardly procure a wretched one), actually stormed

the bouse of a gentleman whom they did not know, a few miles off,

and insisted on eating their picnic meal in bis dining-room! John

Bull grumbled a little at first, as might be expected ; but as John Bull

is always good-natured at bottom, and, moreover, easily taken in,

he yielded at last at the thought of these sixteen lovely damsels

getting wet through in an impending shower, at the doleful picture of

coughs and colds which was drawn by Lady Ellenborough's butler,

for she was leader of the storming party. Well, as I said, the poor

gouty old gentleman's heart was softened, and, what is more, his wife

was neither angry nor jealous. The young ladies were allowed to do

as they liked-namely, to make themselves quite at home on his terri-

tory. - So they wandered on the margin of bis -lake, which had been

the original attraction, and sang songs in his sylvan avenues till the

despairing nightingales dropped down dead with envy, and the moon

rose a full hour before the time to look at what was going on. I

understand you'r brother's sweetness of voice and delicacy of taste were

particularly admired in a tender Italian dùet with one of the Misses
L. He bas had a gooddeal of practice lately in singing to baby, and

were it net for the approaching expedition I should expect to see him

come out as a successor to Braham.

Then follows an amusing anecdote of another distinguished

man

Mr. Chantrey, the sculptor, who has been residing here some time,

came down from London last Saturday, and on Sunday discovered

that he had left the keys of his cellar and strong box behind. Nothing

remained but to go back to London for them. Monday morning

came, all the coaches full, so what does he do but order a post-chaise
and set off At Seven Oaks he finds a gentleman in despair at being

able to procure no conveyance to, town when he was summoned by
earnest business ; so Mr. Chantrey in his generosity volunteers to

take him on. So far, so good ; but half a mile further he found bis
keys in his breeches pock%. and, being ashamed to tell the tale of bis

own folly, actually went on to London for the sake of keeping faith

with his travelling companion. Men of genius do strange things. ...

Not a word about baby yet Not a word of 5ober common-sense 1
Well I can't help it. I have dealt in dismals so long that 1 am deter-

mined not to be serious again until after your biéther is gone nor

then, either, if I can help it.

No apology, it is to be hoped, is needed for these some-

what lengthy çxtracts. The Jetters ffom which tÉey are

taken afford us our on13ý glimpse into the inner 1ifý of the
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bright and hapless young creature over whom the grave was

so soon to close, A situation more intensely tragic than that

in - which Franklin was placed at this moment it would be

impossible to imagine. As the date of his departure drew
nearer and nearer, soýalso did it become more and more evi-
dent that the hour was as fast approaching when his beloved

wife must herself begin, in words destined years afterwards to
be graven on his own cenotaph, her'happier voyage, towards

no earthly Pole! It was plainly as much a question of days
with one event as with the other; and in this grim race be-
tween Death and Duty the unhappy husband found himself
almost longing Éor the viétory of the former, in orider that he-
might be with his wife to the end. The following letter to his

brother-in-law, Mr. Sellwood, written less than-a week before,
reflects a state of feeling which would. render it almost too
painful for extract., were not the distressing situation so relieved
and ennobled by the quiet heroism of the dying woman:-

Hannah's last letter to, Mr. Booth will have apprised you of my
dearest Eleanorbeing in a very alarming state. The disease has

continued its rapid progress, and she is now to all appearance nearly
at her last extremity ; but such has been her muscular strength that
she has rallied frequently, and - it is not improbable she may linger
even through this day. I seize an intefval of repose to commence
this letter to you in this room, where I have been watching all the

night. You, my dearest friend,, have experienced the awful trial I
have got to witness, and can fully enter into my feelings and truly con-
dole with my afflictions. Great as my loss must be, it is assuredly

some alleviation to reflect that it is possible it may please the Al-
mighty to remove her from. this transitory scene before I take my
departure, and, though short the time of my stay, I may have the
opportunity of arranging for the care of our dear infant. It is
-impossible to- imagine any person «More resigned than she has been,
and is especially since the paroxysms have subsided. She has desired
me to pray for her in express words during the nigh4 and about three
hours since asked me to read the chapter of Corinthians used for the

funèral service. AU her private arrangements have been made with
perfect calmness and self-collection, and now her mind is perfectly at
ease. She only says 'God's will be done!' It is, too, extremely
satisfactory to me that she expressed before the whole party her
decided wish that 1 should not delay in going on the expedition, that
it has ever been ,Iher desire, and that she Is not of opinion -that the
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circumstance of my going has hastened the crisis of her complaint,
which she now thinks has been long in progress, and certainly advanc.-

ing by rapid strides since our return from Tunbridge Wells.

The end, however, was not nearly so close at hand as

appeared. In a few hours the patient rallied. The doctorst

Franklin rèported later, esaw symptoms of amend.ment. Othér,

measures were immediately adopted. The medicine « pro-

duced the effect. looked for, and I thank God my dearest wife

has been since improving, and that even now there are hopes

of her recovery, faint as they may be and as I shall consider

them. She said to-day, 1'r It would be better ' for me that

you were gone." It is delightfül how happy the state of her

mind is.'

-By the middle of the month of February- the expedition

was atlast ready to start. All the. details connected with its--

equipment had been personally superintended by Franklin,

who also made the necessary arrangements with the Hudson's

Bay Company's officials for the conveyance of his people,

stores, and provisions to Great Bear Lake. In accordance

with his wishes, thrce boats were specially constructed in

such a manner as to, combine seaworthiness and stability

with such lightness as should render them sufficiently easy of

transport over the numerous portages and various rapids that

would be met with before reaching the Arctic waters on which

they were to be launched. The largest of these boats was

twenty-six feet long, and was capable of carrying efig:ht people ;

the other -two, each constructed to hold seven men, were

twenty-four feet in length. The two companions who had

played so, gallant a part in Franklin's former adventure, Dr.

Richardson and Lieutenant Bàck, were again associated with

him, and Mr. Kendall, an dfficer wh' had served in Parry's

last expedition, and was afterwards to become Franklin's

nephew by marriage, was also of the party.

It is not necessary for the purpose of the present- memoir

to give so detailed an account of this second expedition as

has been given of the first. Less'dramatic in its incidents,

and attended with far less formidable difficulties and dangers,,

it isproportionately less illustrative of the pýersona1 Character
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and qualities of its commander, and its results, though of high

scientific value, belong rather to the general history of geo-

graphical exploration. Except, therefore, at those stages of
its. course at which it is marked by occurrences bearing on

the history of Franklin's private life or throwing additional

light on his individuality, the narrative of it in -theýè pages
will haýve to be more QrJess; ioncisely summarised.

One such occurrence, however, and that of a--tragic nature,
confronts us, as was indeed but too evidently and sadly pre-

destined, at its very outset. The officérsof the expeditîon, who
had been, preceded by the men and st6res, left England on

February 16, 18:25, and on the22nd, less than a week after,

Mrs. Franklin brèathed her last. It was not- however, until

near the end of April that the sorrowful news overtook her
husband ; and, grave as had been the apprehensions with

whicb he had left her, the tidings came upon him-as all such

'tidings do, however men may think themselves prepared for
them-with an overwhelming shock.

It was the more severe since it would seem that that

pathetic power of self-deception which love bestows had actu-
ally been strong enough since Franklins departure to, revive

in him hopes of his wifes ultimate recovery. He wrote letter

after letter to, Mrs. Franklin, then, alas ! no more, which

breathe, in many passages at any rate, a spirit of. confidence

and even of cheerfulness, which may of course have been

partly, but could n't have been wholly, àssumed. It was in

this strain that he wrote to her during his outward _passage, a

very pleasant and favourable one as he describes it, in the

American packet-ship Columbia. I have every hope,' he

says, < that it will please God to, restore you to health, and'--

that we shall meet after the lapse of a few short years to,

Unite in thanksgiving and prayer to the Almighty, and to,

,enjoy each other's and our dear child's socîety.-'

Again, on March 22, after his arrival at New York, he

writes describing the town in his usual livëly fashion, and

in-cidentally gives us a glimpse of the interior of an Americ-an

theatre of those days. « It is a neat house and happened to,

be-wellfilled. Some of the gentlemen, however, sat with their

ýe

M 1: W*ffl
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bats on in the boxes by the side of the ladies. So much for a
young country, and or liberty and independence!' And the
letter ends' I often think how you and our little gieL-are
getting on, and am always so sanguine as to, hope you are
well. I long to hear from you, and it is unfortunate that

the next packet has not arrived which will no doubt bear
letters from you or.some one of the family.' A third letter is
from Albany, full of travelling incidents and giving à descrip-

tion of the Falls of Niagara- And then comes the last he
ever wrote to, her before learning the fatal truth. It- was
written from Penentanguishene,,a lonely outlying British sta-

tion on Lake Huron, and is dated April 22:

am sure you will be rejoi-ed ta learn that we arrived safély at
this place, ta whichygu may remember a part of our stores were for-from The Canadian'warded Montreal voyageurs had not reached York

_'Factory at thetime of the departure from thence. 'I therefore left Mr.
Back ta bring them up. Part of these men have already come up, Mr.
Back and the remainder we - expeýct to-day, sa that we shall probably

commence our voyage this evenmg or to-morrow. We are first ta
cross Lake Huron and Lake Superior, and at Fort William,, on the
north side of the latter lake, we embark in the proper travelling canoes,
which are of a smaller, size than those we now use.

Penentanguishene is the most northerly of our naval stations, and
the key ta Lake Huron. At the close of the war they weré pre-
paring to build a frigate of thirty-twd guns., but its construction was
deferred when the peace was concluded, and the establishment was

then reduced. We have found, however, very comfortable quarters
in the house of the lieutenant commanding. There are a lieutenant
of the army with his wifé, and a surgeon and his wife stationed here
these form a social party and cause the time ta pass very pleasantly

I do not think, however, that either you or I would relish such
a secluded life. If we could convey our library, it w*uld be the
very place for me to get through it.

I should have rejoiced at having you by my side on our journey,
from New York. There were many scenes which you could have
descrihed sa well, and I am sure it would have given you sincere
pleasure to have witnessed the industry of the Americah- character414 evinced by the number of the towns and villages which have sprung
up within a few- years, and where there was every appearance'of pro-

sperity and comfort. Many of the best-infârmed Americans whom we
met complain, and I think with justice, of the misstatements that
have been made of their country by English travellers, though they

Aff
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comfort themselves with the reflection that the greater part of these
men- are persons who in their own country are conisidered as de-
sperate adventurers, and who have in consequence been excluded

from good society. I certainly have no partiality either -for . the
Americans or for their Constitution, but it is impossible not to admire

their industry.
I was in hopes that before we left this place I should have received

a letter tà inforni me that you continued to improve. The packet
from Liverpool must have had a long -passage to New York, or I
should have had that gratification. I shall embark, however, with

every hope that the, Almighty has been pleased to restore you to
health before this, and that you are now in the enjoyment of every

comfort. I daily remember you and our dear'little one in my
prayers, and I have no doubt yours are offéred up on my behalf.

She must be growing very entertaining, and I sincerely trust she will
be a source of great comfort to us, especially to you in my absence.
With what heartfelt pleasure shall I embrace you both on my return îMM
I suppose Captain Beechey has sailed before this time, and hope that
he will be the bearer of a letter from, you or from some of the family
if you should have been unequal to writing. ...Your flag is yet snug
in the box, and will not be displayed till we get to, a more northerri
region. Mr. Back and the men have arrived.

Here the letter bfeaks off abruptly, and then in an agitated

handwriting are added the words:.

Sevèn O'clock,'P.m. The distressing intelligence of my dearest
wife's death has just reached me.

This was actually the second letter which he had written

that very day in the same resolutely hopeful tone. Or, at any

rate, there is a letter of bis of the same date-though it may

possibly have been penned by him in fact a day earlier, and

'left open, as was the fashioù in that age of rare and costly

communication, until the last moment before despatch, in

order to make it carry the very latest news-in which, writing

to bis sister of bis wifé, then nearly two months in her grave,

he dwells on her prospects of recovery in that fone of hope-

fulness to which fate and man's ignorance sometimes lend so

terrible an irony:-

1 had expected during our stay here to have received îhe letters >e nî,
which Mîs. Kay and Hannah promised to write for some days after
my departure from London, to, acquaint me as to the state of Eleanor;
but the packet appears, to have had a long passage from Liverpool, as
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they have not come to hand. I cherish the hope that it hath pleased

the Almighty to assist her with His protection, and'that'she is ' now

restored to bealth., The last days of my stay at home were indeed

sorrowful, and I thank the Almighty for enabling me to support them,

and that the morning of my departure was brigbtened by the hope of

my dear wifes recovery. . . . The struggle which my dear Eleanor

then had convinced me that her health is very precanous, and that in

consequence she needs all the care and attention tbat my family can

give her during my absence.

And this letter, too c es with the same sad post

script

Sevenp.m. I have just received through the newspaper arfaccount

of the death of my dearest Eleanor. You can imagine my distress,

as I had hoped from the change which had taken place two days

before my departure that her life might have been sparéd. - But it

hath pleased the Almighty in His wise dispensation to remove her

from. me, ýand I trust she is now associated with. the spirits of the just

made perfect. I feel deeply for my dearest child, tbough I know she

will receive from, Isabella (Mrs. Cracroft) a mothers anxious love, yet.

to a tender female a mother's loss is irreparable. I earnestly pray

God to protect her, and that she may be brought up in His love.
M-

j

tà
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CHAPTER VII

SECOND ARCTIC EXPEDITION

1825-1827

PENENTANGUISHENE, on Lake Huron, the place from which

these sorrowful letters are dated, is some 4500,miles as the

crow flies from Fort Cumberland, the originally, intended
rendezvous of the expedition, and on the day after it was

written. Franklin and his party set off in two canoes which
ýad been deposited at that place in the preceding autumn.

Following the great north-westward -stretching chain of lakes--

that is to-say, up Rainy Lake, the Lake of the Woods, and Lake
Winnipeg, and issuing thence into, the Saskatchewan River,
they made their way-to'Fort Cumberland, which was reached
on june r5. Here they learned that their boats, which had'

arrived before them, had left on the 2nd of the month ; and,

ilucordingly, after one night's stay at the fort, they proceeded

on their voyage. Ôn june 29 they overtook the boats and

the remainder of thé party, who had travelled vid York

Factory, and on july 15 they reached Fort Chipewyan,
whence, after a stay oi two days, they pýursued their way to

Fort Resolution, on the Great Slave Lake. At that station
they remained a few days, making the necessary arrange-

ments with the Indians for the supply of provisions for the
winter, and August :2 saw'them embarked in their canoés on

the Mackenzie River. Two days' journey down its stream

brought them to Fort Simpson, and yet another four days'

travel to Fort Norman. Here, as there still remained a few

weeks of the travelling season, the party, under Franklin's

-instructions, divided. Back, accom-panlêd by an oflicer of

the Hudson's Bay Company, was directed to proceed to Great

Bear Lake, and -there to construct winter quarters -for the
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expedition. Dr. Richardson was despatched at his own

request to explore the northern ;shore of the lake; while
Franklin himself, taking with hi' Kendall, a crew of six

Englishmen, a native guide, and his old friend the Eskimo

int ' erpreter, started in one of the boats for themouth of the

Mackenzie River, with the view of examining the condition

of the ice in the Arctic Ocean, and forming an estimate of
the prospects of a successful voyage along its shores in the
following year.

The parties separated on August 9, and so well was

Franklin served by the new English-built boat he had brought

out with him,-that by the i4th ôf that rnonth they had reached

the Polar Sea.- Franklin had, brought out with him'à silk

union-j-à-ck worked by his dying wifé, which, according to
her wish, was not to be.displayed until her husband and his

companions had gained the coast. That moment having
now arrived, he unfolded the flag and planted it on the shore,
and then that piquant mixture of qualities which goes to the

making of the typical sailor's ' nature cornes out in his

characteristic comment on the incident. 4 Here,' he writes,
9 was firs't , displayed. the flag whichmy lamented Eleanor

made, and you can imagine it was with heartielt emotion I
first saw it un'iÛrIed; but in a short time I derived great

pleasure in looking at it.' All the affection of the husband

speaks in one half- of the sentence, all the buoyant spirit of
the born adventurer in the other ; while there is all the charm

of Franklin's character in the perfect simplicity and candour
with which he combines the revelation of the two. No one

could have been lesg justly accused of ievity or shallowness
of feeling; but he was of those with whom sorrow, however

profound and genuine, finds instant relief in the thought of
action, a ' nd it is by'thesè, and peihaps by these alone, that

all the,,greater practical work- -of the world is done.

By September 5 ali three exploring parties had r'eturned

and had established themselves in their winter quarters at

Fort Franklin, the station constructed, by Back on, Great

Bear Lake, and so named by him in compliment to his absent

leader. The long Arctic winter passed after- its usual tedious

AM



fashion, diversified by no incident of interest, but blessed for
thât very reason with a good fortune, akin to that of the

nation which lhas no history.' Despite the lowness of the
tiýmperature, which fell on one- occasion tO 490 below' zero of
Fahrenheit, or.,8i' of frost, they seemed to have sufféred little

frorn it, and the supplies of game and fish procured for them-
by their Indian hunters were fairly abundant. Writing to one
of his sisters on November 8 from Fort Franklin, he says:-

We aie sn'ugly seated in our winter quarters, the name of which I
-am sure will please you. They form three sides of a square, the
centre house being occupied by the officers, the buildings on its left
by the men, and on its right is a store, the whole surrounded by
wooden-stockades, which serve to keep the drift away from the yard.

Our hodse c@ntýins a spacious hall, and on each side of it are two
apartments which are fitted up according to the taste and peans of
the occupiers. Dr. Richardson and myself are in one of these, which

is neatly whitewashed and ornamented with books, instruments, clothes.
and beds. The latter are the principal féatures of elegance-mine in
particula ri, as Wilson, the piper, who is my servant,-has fitted it up à la
tente with the lining of our marquee, and, that no space may be lost, the

interior is decorated with my dirk, pistol, glass,çap, writing-case; and
sash. My limbs repose nightly on a well-stuffed bed, covered'with,
leather, between good, warni blanketÉ,--àïâ,ý-as----you may suppose, I
sleep soundly.,---irhe season of dàrkness is daily advancing, a nd, in the
height of winter we must .not -expect -to have more than five bours"
light, so that we may have" sleep, to our hearts' content. Wègenerally,

however, sit up till midnight, reading or e otherwise, and rise
about eight o1clock, have our breakfast-directly, dinner at half-past

five, and tea at nine. The événing is passéd away often in a game
at chess or some sport, and the day devoted to business. We are
about to establish a school for the instruction of the men ; and on
Sundays Divine Service with sermons is -held twice, and it is a real
gratification to find the men joining on these occasions with great
fervency and attention.

I sincerely pray, throùgh the blessing of God, that these oppor-
tunities of offéring praise and -thanksgiving to tI;ý Almighty, and of
hearing His Holy Word, may lead to our present and eternal benefit.
I wish to have the impression deeply seated in my mind, as well as in
those of m*y companions, that the Almighty can alone support and

-1rëIý-us-in our -present pursÛits, and that He ordereth êach event of
Our lives. You must not suppose, my dear sister, from my writ-
mg in this manner that I am gloomy ; for I assure you that I am-,
more calm, cheerful, and happy than I have been for some time, and,

jp-
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indeed, thân I expected to have been ùnder -the severe trial I have
had to sustain. I féel thedispensations of the Almighty to have been 0:

-ap ointed'in infinite wisdom, and, therefore, I pray for power to bear &théýpm with humble resignàtion and "Y - everence. Had my poor wife's
life, been prolonged, I find it ifiust have been attended with con-

tinual'and very acute suffeting. 0-S-4rely, then, the fondest desire of R
the heart could- no t moum beyonýCthe firsf dàys of'grief at her e CI
removalfrom this weight of woe to, a state of eternal rest.

Il c
To this same month of November 1825 belongs à letter nE

from Franklin to the erùinent geologist, Mr. (afterwards Sir c
Roderick) Murchison, in which he gives an - intéresting stý
account of the fare, occupations, and amusements, *mental and ar

physical, of the imprisoned men

We have, as yet,.-had no severe weather, nor do I think we are
likely to have the temperature so low as at Fort Enterprise. We are, Sc
in fact, much less elevated in this secondary formation than when in W*
its vicinity, where the rocks are entirely granitic. Until the day st:
before yesterday we bad comparatively fittle snow, and this is the
first day that our dogs have been used in dragging sledges. Four Pl.

trains of two dogs each were despatched for meat this moming. We ex

endeavour to keep ourselves in good humour, health, and spirits by
an agreeable variety of useful occupation and amusement. 'Till the
snow fell the game of hockey played on the ice was the Morning's su
sport. At other times Wilson's pipes are put in request, and now rrand then a game of blind man's buff ; in fact, any recreation is en-

couraged to promote exercise 'and good feeling. I wish you could Ur

pop in and partake our, fare. You would be sure of a hearty wel- ter
come, and you should have your choice of either moose, or reindeer, ol:
or trout weighing from forty to fifty poun'ds. But you must bring Fr
wine and bread if you wish either for more than one day. , th(

Nor were intellectual occupations of a graver,' not.to say fo r
of a severe discipline wanting to the party, as will be seen clc

from the following passages, in which one notices, not with- wa
out amusement, that Franklin's criticisms of literary classics Fr-

were marked in his fortieth ý7ear by considerably more diffi- ol:
dence than he was- wont to display at the age of sixteen thE

I have been delighted with Dante, and so have-my companions Ba
but I must confess there- is, frequently a depth of thought and reason-C cre
ing to, which my m'd can hardly reach. Perhaps these poets wili evE

be better comprehended in pefusal. It seemsý clear that Milton, as
#eIl. as other poets, has borr>owed ideas from his comprebensive un,

mind. otf
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It was not till june 24, 1826, that'they were able to start

on their summer expedition, the plan of which was thus

arranged :-Franklin and Back were to explore the coast to

the westward of the mouth of the Mackenzie River, while Dr.

Richardson, accompanied by Mr. Kendall, was to make an

eastward journey from the same point to the mouth of the

Coppermine River, returning to Fort Franklin before the

next winter set in, Mr. Dease, an officer of the Hudson's Bay

Company attached to the expedition, remaining at t ' hat

station to look after the supplies. On july 3 the Franklin

and Richardson -parties separated at a bifurcation of the

1ýCackenzie River, and on the 7th the former party reached

its mouth. Here 'they met withý what was perhaps the

solitary incident of their journey-an > attack on the boats,

with a view, to, plunder, by a tribe of Eskimos some 300
strong. It was subsequently ascertained that this attempt at

pillage was part of an organised plot to massacre the 'whole

expedition; but it was foiled by the cool courage and steady

self-control- of- Franklin and his men.

The affair seems, however,, to have had at the outset a

sufficiently unpremeditated appearance. On arriving at the

mouth of the Mackenzie Ri-ver' the ýxpedition came somewhat

unexpectedly upon an Esk-mo encàmpment-a crowd of

tents pitched on an island in the bay into which the river

opened, and with many Eskimôs strolling about among them.

Franklin immediately prepared to open communications with

them agreeably with his instructions. A selection of articles

for presents and trade being made, the rest of the lading was

closely covered up,-the arms were inspected, and every man

was directed to keep his gun _'ready for immedi ate use.

Franklin had previously informed Back of his intention to

open communication *with thé Eskimos by landing among

them, accompanied only by. Augustus, the interpreter; and

Back was now instructed to keep the boats afloat, and the

crews with their arms ready to support -theiý leader in the

event of the natives proving hostile, but on no acéount to fire

until he was convinced that his saféty could be secured in no

other way. Having received an impression from the narra-



tives of différent navigators Itliat the sacrifices of life which

had occurred in these interviews with savages had been
generally dccasioned by the crews mistaking noise and

violent gestures for decided hostility, Franklin thought it

advi#able to explain his views on this point to, all the men,
and peremptorily forbade their firing until he set the exam-
ple or until they werelordered to do so, bý Back. They were

also forbidden to, trade with the natives on any pretence,
and were ordered- to, leave everything of that kind to the
officers.

On approaching the island the water became shallow,
and the boats grounded about a milefrom the beach. The

explorers shouted.and made signs to the Eskimos to come- off,
and then pulled back a little way to await their arrival in

deeper water. Three canoes at onde put off from the shore,
and immediately afterwards others were launched in such
quick succession that the whole space between the island and

theboatswascoveredwith them. Franklin had countedas
many as seventy-three, when the sea became so crowded

with them that he could proceed --rie-fur-the-r--in-his-rc--Iio -
ing. The three foremost canoes were paddfed by elderly
men, apparently selected to open the communications. As

soon as they were within hail Augustus explained to them
in detail the purport of the visit, and told them that if his
leader succeeded in finding a navi able channel for large

4J"j ships, a trade highly beneficial to them would be openéd.
They were delighted with the intelligence and repeated it to

their countrymen, who testified their joy by tossing their
hands aloft and raising a deaféning shout of applause.

After the first present, Franklin resolved to bestow no
41ý more gratuitously, but always to exact something, however

small, in return. The three elderly men readily offéred the
ornaments they wore in their cheeks, their arms, their

knives in exchange for the articles given them. Up to this
time the first three canoes alone had ventured near the boats,
but the crowd soon increased to 250 or 3oo persons, all

anxious to share in the lucrative trade they saw established,

and pressing eagerly forward to, offer for sale their bows,
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arrows, and spears, which they had hitherto, kept concealed
within the canoes. Franklin endeavoured in vain amid the
clamour and bustle of barter to o btain some information

respecting the coast, but, finding the natives becoming more
and more importunate and troublesome, he determined to
leave them, and -therefore directed the- boats' heads to, be put
to seaward.

Hitherto the Eskimos had shown no unfriendly disposi-

tion ; but at this uncture an accident ha pened which, in a
quite unforeseen fashion, altered the whole aspect of affairs.

A canoe being accidentally upset by an oar of one of the
boats, its owner was plunged into the water with his head-in

the mud, and apparently in danger of being drowned. He
was exiricated from his unpleasant position by the crew, and

taken into the boat until the water could'be baled out of his
canoe, Aukustus throwing his own great-coat over him, as he
was shivering with cold. At first he was exceedingly angry,

but soon became reconciled to the situation, and, looking

âbout, discovered that the boat was full of what he regarded
âs conceàled treasures. He soon began to ask for everything
he saw, and expressed high displeasure at the refusal of his

ý7ýâemands. He proceeded, moreover, so to excite the cupidity of

his fellows by his account of the inexhaustible riches contained

in the boats, that several of the younger men attem ted to
join him. While resisting the' attempt, one of the crew ob-

served that the man who had been Ëescued from the mud

had a pistol under his shirt, and was about to take it from

him, when Franklin ordered his follower to desist, thinking

that the weapon might belong to him. It had, in' fact,..been

stolen from Back, and the thief, perceiving the attention

directed to it, jumped out of the boat and joined his country-.

men, carrying with him Augustus's great-coat.

The water had now ebbed so far that it was not knee-

deep at the boats, and the younger men wading in crowds

around them attempted to steal everything within their

reach; slyly, however, and with so'much dexterity as almost

to escape detection. This mode of procedure, howeverbeing

found unsatisfactory, they seized on the boat under Back's

K
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command, the Reliance, and set to work to drag it ashore,
upgn which Franklin gave orders to his own boat, the. Lion,

to follow it. ' But the Lion had stuck fast aground and re-
fused to move, on seeing which the Eskim- as- lent a friendly

hand, and both boats were dragged ashore.
This was the signal for an organised attempt to plunder

them. A numerous party stripped to the waist, and with
drawn knives ran to the Reliance, and, having hauled her up

as they could, began a regular pillage, handin the -articles to9
the women, who, ranged in a row behind them, quickly con-
veyed the thefts out of sight Back and his crew strenuously
but good-humouredly resisted the attack, and rescued miany

things from their grasp; but they were overp'wered by
numbers, and had even some difficulty in preserving their
arms. Franklin and his crew were also beset, though by
smaller numbers, but by sitting tight on the covered cargo,

and belabouring the natives with the butt-ends of their muskets,
were able to prevent any article of importance from being

carried away. 'In the whole of this unequal contest,' says
Franklin, "the self-possession of our men was not more con-
spicuous than the coolness with which the Eskimos received
the blows dealt out to them with the butts of the muskets.
But at length, being irritated by the repeated failure of their
attempts, several of them jumped on board and forcibly en-
deavoured to take the daggers and shot-belts from about the
men s persons.' Franklin himself was engaged with three of

them who were trying to disarm him, and was only just in
time to prevent one of his men froni discharging the contents
of his musket into the body of an Eskimô who had struck

at him with a knifé. In short, what had begun as a sort of
half friendly rough-and-tumble bear fight,' complicated with
petty larceny, was now thfeatening to develop into a massacre,
when suddenly the whole of the Eskimos took to flight and

hid themselves behind the canoes and drift timber on the beach.
It appeared that, the Réliance having been again goýt afloat
Back'wisely judged that the moment had arrived for more
active interfèrence, and ordered his men to, level their muskéts,

-produced this sudden' panic.which had Happily, the Lion
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floated soon after, and both were retiring from the beac-'-h when
the Eskimos, having recovered from their consternation,
launched their canoes and were preparing to follow, but

Franklin désired Augustus to say that he would shoot the
first man who came within range of his musket, upon which

they halted.
The scuffle had lasted- for several hours, but- with - such

spirit had the contest been waged on Franklin's side that the
only things of any importance which the natives succeeded
in carrying off were the mess canteen and kettles, a tent, a
box containing blankets and shoes, one of the men's bags, and
the jibsails. The rest of their booty could well be spared,
and the articles -of which it côhsisted would in fa - t have been

distributed among them if they had remain.ed quiet. In con-
cluding his account of the affair Franklin writes:-

I cannot sufficiently praise the fortitude and obedience of both
boats' crews in abstaining from the use of their arms. In the first
instance I had been influenced by the desire of preventing unneces-
sary bloodshed, and afterwards, when the critical situation of my party

might well have warranted me in employing more decided means for
their defence, I still endeavoured to temporise, being convinced that
so long as the boatÈ lay aground and we were beset by such

numbers armed with long knives, bows and arrows and spears, we
could not use firearms to advantage. The howling of the women and
the clamour of the men proved the high excitement to which they

had wrought themselves ; and I am still of opinion that, mingled as
we were with them, the first blood we had shed would have been

instantly revenged by the sacrifice of all our lives.

His methods undoubtedly were very différent from those
of the modern explorer, who, even if he had hesitàted from
prudential motives to fire on the Eskimos while surrounded

by them, would in all probability have returned the next
morning and 'read thern a lesson'from a safe distance with

Remington rifles.

This episode at an end, the expedition was at last able
Mer.,on july 14 tO take the sea, unobstructed at any rate by

human obstacles. But icebergs now took the place of
ýEskimos, and- for four or five days longer they were con-

demned to inaction. At the expiration of ihis time the ice
X 2
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cleared sufficiently to permit a passage for their boats, and

they were able to push on. But their progress was disap-

pointingly slow. The favourable promise of navigation which

the Arctic Ocean had held out the previous year, proveà

wholly delusive. Their way was continually being barred by
ice, sometimes for days together ; they were frequently

delayed by gales and fogs, and their boats were sadly knocked
about by floating ice-blocks, from which they sustained con-

siderable damâge. On jUly 27 they reached what Franklin

describésas the most westerly river in the British dominions,
as it wa-%close to the (of course imaginary) line of demarca-

tion bet*een Great Britain and Russia, in those days, it will
be remembered, mistress of Alaska. This river Franklin

named the Clarence, c in honour of His Royal Highness the
Lord High Admiral. Under a pile of drift timber which we
erected on the most elevated point of the coast near its mouth*
was deposited a tin box containing a royal silver medal, with

an account of the ýroceedings of the expedition, and the

Union flag was hoisted under three- hearty cheers, the only
salute that we could afford.'

At this point they found more open water than they had
yet met with, and their spirits accordingly rose. Not, how-
ever, for long, for their difliculties recommenced almost

immediately, and reached their climax at a spot which they

vindictively christened Foggy Island. It is a question, indeed,
whether the partial failure of their enterprise was not more

W;J due to fogs than ice ; for the prevalence of the former

obstacle lost them many of the precious days in which they
might possibly have managed to overcome or rather circum-

vent the other. Nothing was more remarkable than the
diffèrence of'conditions which had prevailed in this respýct

between the present and Franklin's former expedition. « We
were only,' he says, 'detained three times in navigating along
the coast in 1'82 1 to the east of the Coppermine River but
westward of the mouth of the Mackenzie hardly a day passed

that the atmosphere was not at some time or other so foggy
as to hide any object from view for a distancé of four or ve

miles! It was no doubt due, as Franklin suggests, not onl to

it
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the swampy character of ýýthe land, but to, the Rocky Moun-

tains preventing its moisture from being carried off.
Nevertheless, and in spite of all obstructions, whether of

fog or ice, the expedition struggled gallantly on, until at
length,.on August 18, after having traced the coast line for

374 mil& , Franklin came with much reluctance to the con-
clusion thai it would be imprudent to pursue their journey

further. The autumn was wearing on, and as yet they had
only traversed half the distance between the moutli of the

Mackenzie and Icy Cape. At the same rate of speed it

would take them àt least another six weeks to make that

headland, and by that time the winter would be setting in and

Çaptain Beeche , with whom Franklin was endeavouring to 17îý 1
effect a unction, would in all likelihood have put the Blossom

about and be sailing southward. Beechey, as it happened, was,

at this very moment off Icy Cape, the furthest point of -his

voyage, and had despatched a boat to the eastward to, look

out for Franklin% party. This boat arrived on August 25
within little more than i6o miles of the point at which

Franklin a. week before had resolved to turn back. Tanta-

lising, homSilver, as was this near approach which failed tio

become a meeting, it would not have been possible for the

two parties to meet. Franklin could not have covered

the intervening distance between August 18 and 25, and he

and his men therefore could not have arrived at the'furthest

of the Blossom's boat before it returned to, the ship. As it

was, he of course knew niothing of the despatch of this boat.

He had simply to weigh the probability of his own expedition

being able to effect a junction with the Blossom herself

during the short remaining period of the travelling season.

And this- question he was, of course, bound to consider by the

light of his previous and terrible experiences, and of the know- le,
ledge gained therefrom of the climate, the food supply, and

the reasonable weather forecasts for the time of the year.

The decision which he arrived at was so important, and the

abandonment of his hope of joining hands with Beechey and

thus completing the exploration of the entire American coast

from the-, Mackenzie westward to Behring Stralit was so
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bitter, a- disappointment, that it seerns best to allow Franklin
to state his reasons for his resolution in the words of his own

Narrative of a Second Expedition to, the Shores of the Polar
Seà

The preceding narrative shows the difficulties of navigating such a
coast even during the finest part of the summer ; if, indeed, any

portion of a seasonwhich àad been marked by a constant succession
of gales ' and fogs could be called fine. No opportunity of advancing
had been let slip after the time of our arrival in the Arctic Sea; and
the unwearied zeal and exertion of the crews had been required for
an entire month to explore the ten degreesof longitude betweenT Herschel Island and our present situation. I had, therefore, no'
reason to-suppose that the ten remaining degrees could be navigated
in much less time. The ice, it is true, was now broken up and the
sea around our present encampment was clear,;--but we had lately
seen how readily the drift ice- was packed upon the shoals by every
breeze of wind1lowing towards the land. The summer, bad as it,
had been, was no* nearly at an end. And on this point I had the
experience of the former voyage for a guide. At Point Turnagain, two,
dègrees to the south o , f our present situation, the comparatiýely warm

summer of 1' 821 terminated on August 17 by severe' storms of wind
and snow.; and in the space of a fortnight afterwards winter set in

with all its severity. Last year, too, on the 18th and following days
w of the month, we had a heavy gale at- the mouth of the Mackenzie,

and appearances did not indicate at the present seasoq would prove
more favourable. The mean temperature of the atmosphere had
decreased ra idly since the sun, had begun to sink below the horizon,
and the thermometer had not lately shown a higher temperature than

Ice of considerable thickness formed in the night, and the num-
brer of flocks of geese which were hourly seen pursuing their course to,
the westward showed that their autumnal flight had commenced.

While a hope remained of reaching Behring Strait, I looked
apon the ha.zard to which we Uà-d- on several occasions been exposed
of shipwreck on the flats, or on the ice as inséparable from, a
voyage of the nature of that which we had undertaken ; and if.such
an accident had occufred, I should have hoped, with a sufficient*

î portion of the summer- before me, to conduct my party in saféty back
to the Mackenzie. But the loss -of the boats, when w 'should have
been far advanced, and at the end of the season,- would have been
fatal. * The deer hasten from the coast as soon as the snow falls ; no
Eskimos had lately been seen, nor any winter houses to denote

t
that this part of the coast was much frequented ; and if we did meet

them under adverse circumstances we could net with saféty trust to
their assistance, for a supply of provisions; nor do I believe that,

j
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even if willing, they would havebeen able to, support us for any length
of time.

Till our tedious detention at Foggy Island we bad had no
doubt of ultimate success ; and it was with no ordinary pain that
1 could now bring myself even to think of relinquishing the great
object of my ambition, and of disappointing the flattering confidence
that had'been reposed in my exertions. But 1 had higher duties to

perform than the gratification of my own feelings ; and a mature
consideration of all the above matters forced me to the conclusion
that we had reached that point be ond which perseverance would be
rashness and our best efforts must be fruitless. ...

In the evening I communicated my determination to the whole
party ; they received it with the good feeling that had marked their

conduct throughout the voyage, and they assured me of their cheer-
ful-acquiescence in any--order I should give. The readiness with
which they would have prosecuted the voyage was the more credit-

able because many of thern had their legs swelled and inflamed from

continirally wading in ice-cold water wbile launching the boats.
Norwere these symptoms to bè overlooked in coming to a determi-

nation for though no one who knows the resolute disposition of the

British sailor can be surprised at their more than willingness to pro-

ceed, I felt that it was my business to judge of their capability for so

doing, ^and not to allow myself to be seduced by their ardour, however
honourable to thern and cheering to me.

Had Franklin. known, he aàded' that a party from the

Blossom had -been at the distance of only 16o miles

fromhim, no difficulties, dangers, or discouraging cir-

stances should have prevailed on him to return ;' but,

taking into account the uncertainty of all voyages in a

sea obstructed by ice, he had no right to expect that the

Blossom had got so far eastward from Behring Strait as the

point which she had actually attained, still less that any

p arty from her had got to a point which, as a matter of fact,

in an attempt to repeat the féat the next summer, their boat.

failed to reaéh by ioo miies. Anyhow, the decision to return

was taken and acted upon, and never in his life perhaps did

Franklin displày truer and finer moral courage than when,

despite- his burning zeal for discovery and his not unworthy

thirst for fâme as an explorer, he .thusýunhesitatingly laid

aside his ambitions and quietly accepted disappointment.

They were back again at Fort Franklin by September 21
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and were rejoiced to find that the eastward expedition had been

perfectly successfül, having traced nearly goo miles of undis-

covered coast-line between. the Mackenzie and Coppermine

Rivers, and regained the station on Great Bear Lake full

three weeks before the return of Franklin's -party. In the

course of their exploration they had discovered a large bay,

which they had narned after their distinguished leader; and it

may not be out of place here to quote the warrn eulogy which

Dr. Richardson afterwards pronounced on his chief in his

pubeshed narrativéof the transaction

In bestowing the name of Franklin on this remarkàble bay, I paid
an appropriate compliment to the officer under whose orders and by

whose anangements the delineation of all that is known of the
northerncoast of the American continent has been effected, with the

exception of the parts in the vicinity of Icy Cape discovered by
Captain Beechey.

It would not be propei, nor is'it my intention, to descant on the
merits of my superior officer ;'but, after having served under Captain

Franklin for nearly seven years in two successive voyages of discovery,
1 trust I may be allowed to say that, however high his brother-officers

may rate his courage and talents, either in the ordinary line of bis
professional, duty or in the field of discovery, the hold he âcquires

upon theaffections of those under his command by a continued series
of the most conciliatory attentions to their feelings and a uniform,
aný uiîremitting regard to their best interests, is not less conspicuous.
1 eel that the sentiments of my friends and companions, Captain
Back and Lieutenant Kendall, are in unison with my own when 1

affirm that gratitude and attachment to our late commander will
animàte our breasts to the latest period of our lives.

This is only one among many similar tributes to the

attractive personal qualities ýf this, great explorer. The roll

on which Franklin's name is inscribed has received many

additions since that now distant day when these words were

written, but of how few of those who have carried on his

work of discovery çould they, have been written with equal

truth! In the gifts and attainments which go to the making

of the successful explorer Franklin haà had many rivals; but

in this remarkable power of enlisting the enthusiastic loyalty

and devotion of his follow'ers he'has far excelled the majority

of his successors, has been equalled by few of them, and sur-

passed by none.
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The winter Of 1820' had of course to be s ent like-the
preceding one, at Fort Franklin, and early in the follo*wing

year preparations were made for a return to England. Leav-
ing instructions for Back, now promoted to the rank of com-
mander, to proceed to York Factory with the remainder of
the party as soon as the ice should break up, Franklin left
the Fort accompanied by five men.

Fort Simpson was reached on March 8, Fort Resolution
on the 26th, Fort Ch-pewyan on April i2,an e party were
at Fort Cumberland by june 18. Thence Franklin proceeded

to Montreal and New York, whence he took ship to England,
where he arrived on September 26, 1827, after an absence of

over two years and seven- moÉths.

lui
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1 CHAPTER VIII

THREE YEARS OF REPOSE

1827-1830

THIS second Arctic voyage, though naturall enough it im-
pressed itself less upon the popular imagination than the first,

was felt in official no less than in scientific circles to have
established Franklin's claim to more distinguished honours

than had previously been bestowed upon him. It had, in
deed, been rich in solid additions tc; our knowledge of the

earth's surface. Its geographical result, taking Franklin's
and Richardson's exploration together, was the di'scovery
and exact delineation of more than i,2oo miles of the

coast. of the American continent up to thattime absolutely
unknown. The aeological, magnetic, meteorological' and

other scientific observations made by the various members

of the expeditiori, and given in full in the appendix to

Franklin's 'Narrative,' were also of the highest value and

interest, and wel-e so recognised by the Admiralty and the

learned societies. Franklin himself believed, and with justice,

that he had accomplished yet more, and that his inability to,

effect a junction with Beecbey was rather a failure in form

than in fact. Writin to his sister-in-law, Mrs. Kay, from

Fort Franklin in September 1826, he had said

I bave reason to think that the Government 'will be perfectly

satisfied.with. our proceedings ; indeed, a great deal bas been accom-

plished, and I think there will no longer be a doubt rewaining in

the mind of any reasonable man as to the existence of a North-West

Passage, especially if Captain Beechey gets round Icy Capq.

Nevertheless, some delay of a not- quite explic'a'ble cha-

racter was interposed to the official recognition of Franklin

service; and France, indeed, by presenting him with the

4j,
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-c-nld medal of the Paris' Geographical Society, may be said

to have recognised them, before his native country. It was

not till the spring Of -1829 that he was knighted, nor till the

summer of that year that, in company with Sir Edward Parry,

he received the justly prized honour of the degree of D.C.L.

at the hands of the University of Oxford.

The., previous year, «however, was marked by an incident

of everi greater interest, his engagement to the lady who,

became his second wife. In this, as in the former case, we

may find the first shadow of this coming event projected on

the map of the Arctic regions, and trace the name of the

future bride in the nomenclature of Franklins latest dis-

coveries. It seems evident that the -attractions cî Miss jane

Griffin must have caught Franklin's observation at somelime

between-his first and the second exp-editio'n', and have led to

his co ' mmemorating her in the bestowal of the name of Poi nit

Griffin on a promontory discovere'd by him, on the American

coast to the west of the Mackenzie River. Never, at any rate,

was conquest easier to understand. The portrait of this lady,

taken only some few years before the date of her first ac-

quaintance with Franklin, shows a countenance not only

beautiful of 'featü-re,--hut- alive with a vîvacity and animation

which'add indescribably to its charm. The sweetness of

nature, the bright intelligence, and the playful humour which

were united in this rerrïarkable woman, and which rendered

herfcnversation and still renders hercorrespondencedelight-

ful; look forth unmistakably from this presentment-of her by

a skilled artistic hand. A man of a fit less impressionable

nature might not have been proof against her combined fasci-

nations of person, temperçment, and mind. No wonder the

susceptible Franklin found thern impos'ible to resist.

Nor is it at all extraordinary'that -the attraction shoulii

have been mutual.11 In point of age and social position they

were equally matçhed; and as the hero of memorable and

daring adveiitures Franklin was' surrounded by an air of

romance which was likely to prove captivating to a woman of

imagination. That winning personality, too, which so much en-

deared him to, his followers could hardly fail to- impress itself
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on Miss -Griffin. - 1-t was in the--main, no- doubt, a -charm of
spirit and address, and of what we are accustomed to, describe
indefinitely but expréssively as c ways ;' yet - it is clear that it
was not unassociated at this time of his life with the advan-
tages of a pleasing exterior. « His féatures. and expression,'
says one of his relations describing him at about this period,
4 were grave and mild, and very benignant ; his stature rather
below the middle height; his look very kind and his manner

very qùiet, as of one accustomed to command others.' In a
word, he was emphatically a man well calculated to win
that mixture of respect and admiration which in women
of intelligence and force of character who have left mere
girlhood behind is always more -or less likely under favouring

circumstances to beget a -warmer sentiment.
Miss ' Griffin was the second daughter of Mr. John Griffin,

of Bedford Place, a solicitor of high standing in his profession.
Her elder sister, to whom she was sincerely attached, and who

was the recipient of many of her most interesting letters,
became the wife of Mr. Simpkinson, a successfül, barrister,

subsequently Q.C. and Bencher of his Inn. It was no doubt
a special recommendation to Franklin's -affections that Miss

Griffin had' been a personal friend of his first wife and took
an-almost motherly interest in his orphan daughter.

The engagement was one of but a few months' duration,
but they were months of busiest occupation for the ever-active
Franklin. It seems probable that the stimulating results of the
last expedition-incompletely successfül yet so tantalisingly

near complete success-may have quickened the maritime
instincts of the Duke of Clarence, then Lord High Admiral.

It is., at any rate, certain that before Franklin had been a year
in England we find him drafting, 1 by His Royal Highness's
command,' a plan for the 1 completion of the survey of the
northern coast o ' f America'.' Two, and only two, portions of

coast, he pointed out, and those of no very great extent ' as

compared with the arnount already delineated, remained to.be
explore'd-one to the eastward, lying between the Fury and

Hecla Strait of Parry and Câpe Turnagain (Franklin's own'

furthest of 1821),- the other within Russian territory, to, the
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westward, being in fact the i6o miles of coast which divided
Point Beechey (Franklin's furthest westward from' the Mac-
kenzie River in 1826) and the discoveries of Captain Beechey
to the eastward of Behring Strait.

As regards the former and, as he says, the most interesting
of these portions, Franklin's idea was to sénd two boat de-

tachménts across Melville Peninsula from a ship stationed
in Repulse Bay, one to proceed westward to Point Turnagain, U;
and the other northward to the Fu and Hecla Strait,ry

Cockburn Island, and Prince Regent's Inlet in the same
season. The first part of this scheme would no doubt have
been impracticable. At the time when Franklin conceived it

it was not known that the American coast westward of
Melville Peninsula took an immense trend to the north-
westward, forming the promontory now known as Boothia ýÎ
Felix, which, until the discovery of Bellot Strait, was sup-

posed to be continuous with North Somerset Land,-and to
survey which, therefore, by a boat expedition would have meant

coasting round some thousand miles of shore before the
explorers could get back even to, the mere latitude of Cape
Turnagain.

But. the interest of the plan lies in its supplemental
proposal, at once bold and ingenious, to send another party

under an experienced guide through the interior of America
to the eastern side of the Great Slave Lake. Of the prospects
of discovery which such a party would find before thern
Franklin writes as follows:

The Northern Indians have described a river which, passing near
the east end of this lake, flows into the Polar Sea. Though we could
not learn the exact position of its mouth, yet we found sufficient testi-

mony to warrant the conclusion that it lies to the eastward of Point
Turnagain. The land party, being provided with two boats or canoes,

might descend this stream and trace the coast from its mouth west-
ward to Point Turnagain. If the distance to that point proves incon-

siderable, the party should return and continue eastward along the
coast until it met the party from Repûlse Bay, or to such time as
would allow of thelfreaching their winter quarters. If the junction
did take place, the land party might accompany the others to the
ship.,
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Franklin then proceeds to set out his companion scheme

for the exploration of the westerly portion of the unexplored
coast, and concl-udes:-

I have thus endeavoured to state my opinions regarding these
surveys as briefly as the objects would admit, reserving the details
relative to the kind of boats to be used and the general equipment of
the ships - until it is your Royal. Highness's pleasure to honour me with
your further commands on these points. They are the result of the

closest reflection and most.,mature consideratioa of the subject, and
liq i I humbly offer the.ra under the full impression that, if these attempts

vere directed to be' made, they would lead to a successful termination.
I may further add that if the boats did succeed in passing along the

sliore, as I have proposed, the question of a North-West Passage
-would be satisfactorily determined, as the whole of the coast between
Behring Strait and the outlet into the Atlantic would then have been
traced and the sea actually navigated-.

Should these suggestions meet the- approbation of your Royal
Highness, and be in consequence ordered to be put into execution,

I hope your Royal Highness will permit me to solicif the honour of
an appointment to one of them.

Whether they met the Duke's private approbation or not,
there ois nothing to show, but their official rejection could

r 1 hardly have been more speedy and summary than it was.
Franklin's memorandum is dated june 17, and within 'twenty-

four hours he received a reply from an Admiralty official,
who had been commanded by His Royal Highness to
acknowledge the receipt of your letter of yesterday's date,

and to acquaint you that His Royal Highness does not in-
tend to recommend any more Northern expeditions to His
Majesty's Government.'

-For punctuality, directness, 'and decision, this letter left
nothing to be desired, and Franklin was now free to make
arrangements for a visit to a foreign State, his interest in

which had possibly been quickened by his recent invasion of
its most remote dominions. Accordingly, and within less than
a fortnight after receiving the above-quoted communication
from the Admiralty, he applied to that department in the usual
form -for permission to proceed to Russia, and a six months'

leave having been gr'anted him, subject to the custom, ary
restrictions as to not entering into the service of any foreign
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Power or State,' he left England for what proved to be -à

Yery interesting visit to the Russian capital. - The curiosity
as to his Personality which his achievements as an explorer
had aroused throughout Europe was as strong in Courts and
palaces as elsèwhere ; and when Franklin, through our re-

presentative in St. Petersburg, solicited the honour of a
presentation to the Empress of Russia, she graciously replied

that she would in his case depart from the usual etiquette
attending introductions' to Her Majesty, and invited him, to
dine at the palace on 1 the igth of September at two o'clock,'
and bestowed a further mark of her favour by including in
the invitation a Russian'Admiral of Franklin's acquaintance,
in order that some one might be at hand to- explain to her
every point relative to the English explorer's recent voyage.
Of this dinner-party he gives a minute and interesting
account in his diary. The Emperor was greatly interested in
his voyâges, and plied him withý many questions'on the

subject. After dinner he was introduced to, the Grand Duke,
destined to a troubled reign and a tragic end as the -Czar
Aleýcander IL At his departure the young heir-apparent,

then' about ten years old, took leave of him in the following
stately fashion:-

II am happy, Captain Franklin, in having had the pleasure of
seeing you, and should I ever visit England it will afford me much

pleasure to renew, my acquaintance with you.' Finding as we were
leaving the rooni-thet--w-e were going into the library, he requested
the permission of his tutor to accompany us, which. was granted. A
map of North America was spread out, and the librarian begged of

me to, point out our route from New York, and the discoveries along
the coast, and put . many other questions, to, which the Grand Duke
listened very attentively. It was evident, too, that many of these
were put for his instruction, as they relateà to other parts besides the
line of our voyage. A French translation of my first narrative was
then biought out, and I was told that it was from this work, which
she had read twice, that the Empreâs gained her information.

Therf follows 'a pleasant 'touch of nature,"author's and

explorer's :- 1ý

I confess I felt a regret that she had only read this voyage com-
pressed in a small, octavo-which was without plates-and I imme-
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diately said I would have the ho nour of forwarding a quarto edition of

that as well as of the last narrative. The Grand Duke then drew
forth a set of Plàtes belonging to the voyage of Captain Ross, and
begged me tâ explain them, which I of course did, dwelling, by the
way, on the modes used to break the ice so as to admit the ships, on
the killing of bears, and other subjects to which the pictures, had
refèrence.

After another brief interview with the Empress, who

'begged that if I returned to Russia-I would give her the

opportunity of seeing me again,' the visitor'finClly took his

leave., In reviewing the incidents of the visit, he recalls only

one question put to him bearing upon politics, which was

when the Empress-Mother asked him how the_ Emperor was

liked in England. For an « only question,' it was a pretty

awkward one for an Englishman toanswerin 1828. Franklin

does not record his reply. Nor does he refer further to the

Czar Nicholas, except to relate of him a rather striking little

anecdote. - The Emperor himself seemed, he remarked, to be

fond of the Navy, 1 especially of ship-building, from his having

ordered many new ships to, be built.' On his being told that

-the wood was green, and that his ships coùld not be expected

to last if hastily put together, he mýde the somewhat minous

reply, 1 Never mind ; if they will hold together five years they
will answer my present purpose.' Before that period had

passed Franklin was to find himself placed as an English

naval officer in a situation in which it is not improbable that

this Imperial utterance, with all the sinister import which

might attach to it, recurred to his mind.

Meanmlile the future Lady Franklirr, as might be expected

from a woman of her energetic disposition, had not been

content to remain inactive in England, to, the neglect of such

an opportunity as now presented itself of enjoying a foreign

tour in the society of her intended husband. It had been

Franklin's wish that she should accompany him to Russia, but

for reasons which will appçar below she had deàined, to, do so,

and the letter in which she refers to this matter is through-

out so, pleasantly illustrative both of her own winning qualities

and of her admiring affection for Franklin, that the following
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passages may well be extracted from it. As much may be
learned of a man's personality from the character and depth
of the-sentiment with which he was able to inspire such a

woman'as Miss Griffin as could perhaps be gathered from any
words'or acts of his own. The letter is superscr'ibed 'At sea,

____JUIY 26.' It appears to- have been written very shortly after-
quitting England for the shores of the Baltic

ý4My dear Captain Franklin,-I give you early proof of thinking of
you because I begin to feel very uncomfortable; and in a short time

I may perhaps be fit for nothing during the remainder of the voyage.
I know also that the post goes out from Hamburg on Tuesday, and

that after our arrival at the hotel on Monday evening we shall have
no more than just time enough to look after carriages and horses to
convey ourselves and our baggagç to Lübeck, particularly as we
shall be obliged to leave Hamburg early on Tuesday morning. ...
Our condition is somewhat better than it was yesterday evening, for
the càptain. has so far kept his promise as to. remove one tier of boxes
from behind the sailcloth, and the others have ' been lashed together,
so that another tier of berths has been developed, though the stern

windows remain invisible and closed. I care as little about these
minor inconveniences as most people, or rather can submit to them as

weil, if they are necessary and inevitable, but not ofherwise ; and
whenever 1 think I am imposed upon my spirit rises, and I struggle
harder to resist than perhaps is quite consistent with that meek and
resigned spirit which men endeavour to teach us is not only becoming
but 6bligatory, and which we poor women endowed with acute

sensibilities, though with less energy and much less power than men,
often find to be our surest and safest way to happiness.

Do not be alarmed at these moralising reflections drawn from, the
consideration of the boxes and the cabin windows. You are of a

much more easy disposition than inyself, in spite of that energy and
firmness of mind which, when the occasion calls for it, you can dis-
play as well or better than most men, and without whîch you never-
could have won- my regard. It must be my province, therefore,

when we travel together in France or elsewhere, or even on our
lengthened journey through life, to combat those things which excite liq

my more sensitive temper; while it must and shall be yours, as my
belovegf and most honoured husband, to, control even this disposition M'f
whenever you think it in properly excited, and to, exert over me in
all things that influence, or, if it must be [substituted for, 'if you
please,' as perhaps going less imprudently far in the way of con-
cession], that authority which it will be your- privilege to use and
my duty to yield to. But do I speak ofduty? You are of too
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manly, too generous, too affeétionate a disposition to like the word,

and God forbid I shouldever be the wretched wife who obey'ed her
husband from ýa sense of duty alone without finding her greatest
delight in yielding to his wishes in all things. Do not féar, therefore,
that as long as my respect and esteem. for you remain unimpaired,
and consequently my affection uninjured, so long will my conjugal yoke
sit most lightly and easily upon me, and that ring of which I now
bear the emblem on the wrong fingei will be (as I sometimes fancy
it looks like) not the badge of slavery, but the cherished link of the
purest affection.
- -Need -1- -call. you my -dear (agaîn?) _ after this ? I think you can

afford that I should spare myself the use 'of ali such -epith-ets
perhaps you might have liked an epithet or two, the more, and my
serious observations the less. If 'you are a very prudent man, how-
ever, you will'put this letter by and turn it to account at some future

time when I am in a rebellious mood ; and. upon this -consideration
I think you ought to féel infinitely obliged to me for furnishing you
with so valuable a document. How soon shall I repent of it myself
I cannot pretend to say, but at present my silly heart reminds me
that I have given you some little cause for reproach against me by
opposing your original inclination to be of our party throughout the

joumey, and I want you to féel tliat never, never more, after our bonds
are tied, shall I wish to be separated from you, or to differ from or

to thwart your strongly expressed inclinations. In the present case,
however, my objection to your Érst proposal arose from, a strong

sense of impropriêty in the arrangement, as well as from. a conviction
that we should all be placed in a number of awkward and disagreeable

situations during long and rough voyages and journeys which it would
be extremely unpleasant to me to partake in and impossible to
avoid. . .. You yielded to my feelings 'Ith a forbearance which

obliged me, and I thought to compromise matters a little, and to,
avoid many cher inconveniences, by suggesting that the marriage

could take place abroad-a circumstance perfectly natural, since
there was not time enough betipyeen the time when you first explained
yourself to me and the momeniý,fixed for our departure for it to, take
place beforehand. . .. When'we gave up this last arrangement,

nothing remained for us but to be absent from. one another till our
return in October (for I was ill-behaved- enough not to wish you to
join us at all during> oÙr journèy), or to delay our setting off and be
united first.

Having recalled the reas-ons *hy this last plaii was un-

ýacceptab1e, she continues:

Besides, I do not now féel the same alarm as to, the journey. By
your disinterested zeal and kindness we are furnished with every
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facility that can insure a safe and prosperous expedition, and, theïe-

fore, when 1 regret that you cannot now accompany us, and look
forward with pleasure to our -meeting at Petersburg, it is not

a1together or alone from the want I feel -of your present and futùre
services as because I grieve that you are disa pointed now, and

rejoice that you are looking forward to something that will please
you fiereafter. .. . Come, then, to St. Petersburg, and in the mean-
time do not suppose it possible that I can féel otherwisè thanpaikfuýZy
your absence. I should rejoice to see witli you the same things for
the first time, to'help or be helped by you in eve'ry little difficulty, to-

become acquainted together with the same people,'to be the objects of
the- same - hospitality and - kin(Iness, a nd- to --- w- Îtrnâss- - -Wi-th- -p-riclë---ànd
sympathy that your claims to interest and es * teem are acknowledged

in a foreign land as well as in your own. I shàll be far from wishing
you to, give up going to, Moscow, even should it involve your later

retum to Englarid and the consequent derangement of all our plans.
It would be a matter of great concern, and even compunction to me.,
should you have any after regrets on the subject.

In another letter, written g At sea, in the. Gulf of Finland,'

in which the formality of her former commencement, 1 My

dear Captain, Franklin,' is exchanged with a view to e local

colour' for « My dear Ivan,' while for herself she adopts

the Russianised signature of " jane Ivanovna,' Miss Griffin

amusingly hits off one of Franklin's most characteristic traits :-

The only ground of anxiety I have that you should not be in
time is founded upon the possibility of your not learning at Ham-
burg the mistake in your further calculations. This would have been
highly improbable, since, though no Gerinan scholar, you would have

found means enough there of asking questions; and since my visit
with you to the Elstree Reservoir I cannot doubt of your alway's
being inquisitive enough. You recollect that it was remarked of you
there that they should not have supposed it possible that any reservoir,

be it as deep or as wide as it might, could have afforded room for
such varied and innumerable interrogations.

Both Franklin and his future wîfé hae returned from their

Russian tour by the early autumn of 1828, and in the rnonth

of October of this year he paid a visit worth recording to, his

old comm ander, Captain Cumby, who had retired from the

Navy and was living the life of a country squire at Hughing-

ton, near Darlington. 'Franklin arrived there on the ever-

memorable 2 1 St, which it was his host's annual custom to cele-
L 2
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'brate, and in a letter of the followoing day to Miss Griffin,

W then staying for her health at Malverh, he gives the following
interesting account of the rejoicinýrs. ý After describing hQw.
all the young people -of the village hýad been paraded and

féasted in honour of the day, he continuýes:-

On the church steeple, the gag under which týe old Bellerophon
fought was waving, with . many of its shot-ho1ýs still unclosed, and

you can well conceive the delight it afforded to, me, especially as the
preservation of it in the hour of battle was o'fte of the particular

parts of rny duty as signal officer on the occas % î?n. Twicelit was

lowered by the enemy's shot, but again speedily re-héisted in triumph;

and lest the enemy might suppose from its being even for a moment

-lowered that it was done intentionally, another flag was spread-along
the rigging by an intrepid seaman under the most gafflng fire, which

was continued thr'ughôut the action in that positiýn. With the
-exception-of M - rs. - and Miss Cumby, the Ckptain's eldesý' son, and the
vicar and his brother, fhë-p2crty-consisted-of-naval men.\ The most
interesting person was the -Rev. Dr. Scott, Lord Nelson's chaplain,

in whose arilis, I believe, our noble commander-in-chief breathed
his last sigh. He gave us a variety, of apecdôtes of Nelspn, ante

cedently to this battle, relating to the chase which he made àfter the
enemy to the West Indies.

Franklin's wedding with Miss Griffin took placeý on
November 5, 1828, at Stanmore Church,'very prettily situâted,

in one of the most picturesque villages near London,' and, it
is to, be gathered from a letter--to his sister, under auspices

as happy in eyery'respect as became a marriage of such
obviously mutual affection and esteem. The bride and bride-
groom, who were married from the house of the former's sister,
left it in the evening for Ascot Place, 'the mansion of a
considerable estate belonging to the Manor of Ascot and the
property of one of Mr. Franklin's cousins! Here they re-

mained for a week, and then quitted England to finish the

honeymoon in Paris.

Franklins fame as a contributor to geographical science
had preceded him, and he found himself the recipient of

rnarked attentions frorn Parisian society, both learned an d
fashionable. He had taken with him a letter of introduction

to the Duke of Orleans, two years latér to, bécome the King of
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the French, who responded to his presentation of it by in-
viting hirn to dinner on the following day. 'The scientific
men,' he writes to his sister, 'of whom Baron Cuvier is the
head, have been no less kind to, me, and ilave enjoyed a very
high treat in becoming known to, the savants of France with
whose n'ames I have long been faffiiliar. I have dined with
Baron Cuvier and been at some of the public scientific meet-
ings; I have also dined with our Ambassador (Lord Stuart),
M. Delessert, and Baron Rothschild, the great Parisian banker,

whose dinners, in point of style and luxury, almost equal
Oriental s lendour.' In these honours and festivities, however,

Mrs. ýFranklin, he observes, was not able to participate, Il it not
being the custom for ladies to be invited to dinner.' Soirées
were the special form of entertainment provided fQ& them by

the fashion of the time. 1 She haýý-been invited to one at
Madame Rothschild's on Satutday, and also to one at Madame
Cuvi*r's,,an'd I hope more invitations will follow for her, for,
though there may not be anything-particularly agreeable in
these soirées, yet they are among the sights of Paris! Three

visits, he says, have been paid to the theatres, of which there
were then fifteen in the French capital, and the irrepressible

explorer declares his intention of 1 making the round of them'
before'his return home. One of these visits was almost of a
State character, as the followingr letter. interesting on other
grounds, will show:-*

Neuilly: Friday morning, December 5, 1828.

Dear Sir,-Accept my best thanks for the highly valued present
you are so good as to, make to me of the narrative of your second-
journey to the shores of thè Polar Sea. Its value is still much in-,
creased by being indebted for it to its celebrated author.

My sister offers her best thanks for the note,-àlso for the Unes so,
well adapted to the circumstance, anà both will be placed in the-

collection of Autographés of her friend le Marquis de Dolomieu.
Permit me to enclose an order for the Duchess of Orleans's box

this evening at the Opera, whichwe have thoughtmight'be agreeable
to Mrs. Franklin and to yoursel£ The box is roomy, and may hold
twelve persons.

I remain, ýwithgreat regard, dear Sir,
Y our affeètionate

LoTiis-Pi-ilLIPPE D'ORLÉANS.

A LETTER FROM LOUIS PHILIPPE 1491828
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The note and autograph above-referred to, were sent in re-
sponse to a. request made to Frankl-i"n on the previous evening

when he dined with the Duke at Neuilly. The conversation,

as recorded in his diary, turned principally, like that of the

Imperial dinner party at St. Petersburg, gn the exploits and

sufférinis of the distinguished guest. _,_One subject, however,
of a less personal charâcter appearsý f 'have come up in the
course of the evening on which the intlerchange of views

between. guest and host is worth noting :

The Duke,' -writes Franklin, 1 likewise - conversed wfth me
respecting the Canadas, Nova Scotia, and the Columýia River, on
all which subjects he had a perfect knowledge, gained, as he said, by
reading. He thou-ght, as I do, that it was 'probable the Canadas

must eventuallybe independent, and if this concession were granted
with grace, the chan ge would be beneficial in point of trade to Eng-
land. He thought, however, and justly, that it would be necessary
for us to retain Nova Scotia, for the sake of Halifax as a naval
position?

There is almost as much virtue in an 'eventuaehy' as in

an if,' since no prediction which it qualifies can of course bé
pronounced erroneôus at any earlier date than the morning
of Doomsday. All'one can say is that, though nearly seventy

years have passed since this conversation, the 1 event' referred
to seems both to Englishmen and Canadians' further off

to-day than it did then.
Of the banquet at the great fin ancier's Franklin writes

with more mixed feelings:-

There I saw magnificence and luxury in its utmost extent. To
describe the dinner or even to name the wines is quite beyond my
power. The party, however; was but so-,so-; and the only person
1 felt a delight in meeting was M. Hauseman, the Professor of

010 y at qottingen, who is on his way to England. Baron
was of ÎW party, the editor of the - ,. who is considered a
charlatan by the savans of Paris, in which opinion I should coin
cide from his conversation with me, which certainly' did not show

a person of any great research or genius. There was a Count Molé
(whom I had met before at Baron Delessert's) and two other barons,

but they all appeared to be like their host, money-makingmen.
The conversation at dinner, as usual at the French table, was carried
on- with the next person to you. I was seated on the left of Roth-

1 go M 0 0
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schild by invitation, but I considered myself more fortunate in having'
Professor Hauseman on my left, with whorn 1 principally conversed.
For a time, however, the Baron addressed himself to me, and havin,9
heard a little of the nature of our voyages, of which he was till then
ignorant, he became much interested, and asked many questions.
The cloven foot, howevér, was shown by his inquiry,',I What did the
British Government give you for all that ?' 1 'After dinner we had coffée as usual, and, several gentlemen having
gathered round me, Madame la Baronne begged I might be invited
to corne near her. She then talked to me, but not with much know-
ledge of the nature of my voyage, though she had evidently read a
part of the narrative. She was, howeve * desirous-'-of gaining infor-
mation, and this from a woman, though bof, lips.'oLwed- their pretty
tint to a coating' of rouge, sufficiently enco'uraged me to say what---I
could for her amusement. Her remark that the Indians, fr à- m My
description of their moral character, were well fitted for becoming
Christians surpfised me not a little when I looked on her decidedly

jewi*h visage.

A few days later Franklin was presented to Madame la
Dauphine, the Duchesse d'Angoulême ' of 18 15, who learned
with interest that he had been second in command of the

British ship of war which had béen placed at Éër service to
con-ey het back to, France at the close 'Of her loiýîg exile.

The beginning of the year 1829 saw the Franklins back
again in London and established for -the time at a house in
Devonshire Street, Portland Place. In April of that year, às

has been already above recorded, he made that transforming
obeisance to' the Sovereign from which he rose up Sir John,'
and in'"'-the following july fie stood side by side with his
gallant colleague and competitor ý*p Arctic enter rise, Captain
Parry, iri the Sheldonian Theatre at Oxford, to receive the

not too,ý lavishly bestowed distinction of Honorary D.C.L.
The deeds of the two explorers formed the subject for the
New.digate Poem of that year, and were celebrated---by the
prizeman, Mr. T.- L. Claughton, afterwards Bishopof Truro,

in verse which, fhaugh not inférior in smoothness to the
avèrage prize poem,- undoubtedly partakes more of the frigi-

dity than of the grandeur of its Arctic theme.
The new knight and D.C.L. was the last man to, rest

conterit with his honours or to, look forward to a life of repose
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after his toils and sufférings. He was already longing again

for active employment, if not in the work of exploration

-and the curt letter from " the Admiralty in the previous year

had extinguished thàt, hope altogether-then in any -public

service which would afford room for the, exer-cise of his

organising abilities*and his conscious faculty.of command.

Nay, it is evident enough that mere prolonged physical

inaction was irksome to him, and that his body"n'o- less than

his mind craved imperatively for exertion. His indeed was

one of those not uncommon cases in which the outer belies the

inner man. One of the royal ladies to whom he was

presented in Paris had with some. naffiété expressed her

surprise at the plump and comfortable appearance of the

traveller who had undergone such incredible privations in the

course of his adventures. The paradox, it need hardly bc

said, was only apparent; but w12 can understand the Duchessis

-difficulty in associating the""»portly nàval o fi-cer before her

with the idea of a prolorrged diet of deer-hide and tripe de

roche. Incidentally it appears from the corresponde.nce

between Sir John and Lad Franklin that his weight at this

period of his career was fifteen stone, which for a man of no

more than middle height and but forty-three years of age is

very consi above the average. Nothing, however, is

more delusive than the common tendency tà-conhect ýmere

bodily bulk with indolence and love of physicalý repose. ý-.-'1rhe

obese Napolcon,. gorged with empire, who struck down

Prussiaat jena and Austria at Aùsterlitz, was a man êf the

same untiring energy of body as the lean and hungry soldier

of the first Italian campaign. And there is "no reason to

doubt that not only at this, period of his life, but for a goôd

manyyears afterwards, Franklin's physicaÏ acti-ity and his-

power-pf sustaini atigue and priVation were, his bulk not

withstanding, unimpaired:

Nevertheless, he was not dispose&,ýoýgccept any form of

active employment which might bc offéred to him by any

bod of-employers, no matter who' On the contrary, he

felt, ;ýnd rightly felt, that as- 'a naval,.officer some fitting

occupatîoiî should be found for him in the" service not

à 0 il mil 1 gii -iî*mo«oéwOMM



1
merely of.'the country but of the Crown. Thus he records inthe early summer of 1829 that he had just declined a, verytempting and flattering offer from the Australian Company,to manage their concerns in New South Wales! The re-muneration proposed, 2pool. a year, was for those 'daysample, and the work attached to the office must have hadmany attractions for him. But bis resolve not to separatehimself from the service to which he had devoted himself fornow nearly -thirty years was unalterably fixed. He lookedto the Admiralty or to so'me other department of the Stateto find him employment, and after another year and a half ofpatient, or more probably perhaps of impatient, waiting heobtained it.

In the meantime, however, he never doubted the wisdomof refusing all 'solicitations to engage himself to -any privatebody of employers. 'I félt' he writes to, his wife concerningthis Australian offer, « that such an occupation would with-draw me from. my profession for some years to come, andmight materially injure rhy future "prospects in the service.Bes'des 3 having now been so, many years employed in landservice, I am particularly anxious to avail myself of the firstopportunity of 'kgtting into active naval employment.' Theappointment declined by Franklin was afterwards offéredto and, at the urgent instance of many of his friends, acceptedby Sir Edward Parry
Franklin was not now t be 'exposed to any moretemptatic;ns of this kind to, qui the regular line of the se'rvicp.'Events in Europe during the c o'sing years of this dècad'e ha7f'already given some unexpec d and indeed, so far as theBritish Gorernment were con erned, undesired employmentto, the British Navy thou h it was not Franklin's fortuneto, be among the o s'enga ed in the singular battle ofNavarino-that affair'of which noble admiral of the periodhumorously remarked that 'it as a capital fight, only we,-kmcked down the wrong man.'ithe international crisis outof ivhi-h it had- arisen created n t long afterwards a neces-sity for incre-a'sed activity among His Majesty's ships in thetrM.editerranean. The nascent kingdorn of Greece, it was gene-

.1829
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rally admitted in European Courts and Cabinets, required
watching by the Powers. It was also thought in certain

quarters (though this was not so generally admitted) that

some, or at any rate one, of the Powers required watching by
the others. By the middle of the year 1830, one, if not both,

of these causes for increased activity in the Mediterrancan

was thought to have become urgent; and in 1 prospecting'
round for experienced and highly capable officers to- employ
in a service which was certain to be important, and might
in conceivable circumstances become extremely difficult,
the eye of the Admiralty fell upon Sir John Franklin.

His application for employment lay before them with
the high claims attached to it, and, since there is no evi-
dence in his correspondence to show that he recalled their
attention to it, they may actually have remembered him, of
themselves.

Be that as it may, he was selected for a command.
On August 23 he received -the long-looked-for and eagerly

welcomed official notice to the effect that 'My Lords Com-
missioners of the Admiralty having appointed you Captain

of His Maiesty's ship the Rainbow, at Portsmouth, it is their
LQrdships' direction that you or your agent repair imme-

diately to this office, and that yoù report to me the day on
which you shall have joined the ship.'

The prospect of new employment was hardly more
welcome to Franklin himself than to his ambitious and

energetic wife. Her correspondence of this period shows
signs that she was almost as much bitten with the longing

for Arctic exploration as he. Parry, too, she reminds him,
was meditating new voyages of discovery, with Lady Parrys
concurrence and even encouragement. The idea was never

to be realised- and the magnificent exploit 0' IS:27 was
Parry's last attack upon the Pole. There, in lat. 82" 45',

was in Othello's words, 'his butt, and very sea-mark of his-
utmost sail.' And not a bad one either, considering that it

remained the seamàrk of the whole human race for nearly

ýfty-years. But if there were to be no more Arctic expe-
ditions for the present, it was at least something that Franklin

Ve ý
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should have got afloat once* more. I look back,'wrote Lady
Franklin to him, Il with almost remorse on our career of vanity,

trifling, and idleness-that is to, say, from, November of 1828
to August of i83o, a year and niné'months and part of it a

honeymoon. To less restless spirits it does not seem so, very Je
shocking.
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CHAPTER IX

A MEDITERRANEAN COMMAND

1830-1833

1
THE mission on which Franklin was now despatched presents

so striking a contrast to any of his previous employm ents as

a 1 naval officer that it is desirable to suspend the progress of

this narrative for a while "ý:â order to take a brief survey of

the tasli before him and to point out its singularly difficult

conditions. And, as a preliminary step to this process, it will

be necessary to recall as concisely as may be the incidents of

a now forgotten chapter of European history.

Greece, in the year I 83o, had just succeeded, by the aid

of the two Western ' Powersacting in formal concert but not

in,,/wholly confidential alliance with Russia, in throwing off

the yoke of the Sultan and establishing its independence.

NaVarino, that 1 untoward event,' as the victory was so frankly

described by one of the victors, had been fought and won-

or rather blundered into and out of-two years before. The

Porte had formally consented a few months before tci the

erection of Greece Înto an independent kingdom ; and

nothing remained but for the Powers t ' choose an eligible

European prince for the new throne, to secure his acceptance

of the honour, and to induct him irito his sovereignty. But

the. second of these three steps was found to present un-

expected.difficulties. The first choice, or meditated choice,
of the kingmakers was Prince John of Saxony, but the

crown was declined by him, with thanks. Leopold of

Coburg, the next to be selected, showed a disposition. to ac-

cept the offer, and the negotiations for the formal completion

of the arrangement had, indeed, made some progress when

the Prince, partly through disapproval of some of the con-
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ditions which were to, be imposed upon him, and partly

influenced, it is supposed, by the change in his prospects
consequent on the death of George IV.-an event which

brought his sister, the Duchess of Kent, within one remove

of the Régency which would fall ' to her as the mother of

her presýnt -Majesty, then a child of eleven-revoked his
provisional assent, and the Greekcrown once more went

a-bégging. Meanwhile the somewhat rotten reins of such
government as Greece possessed remained in the hands of

Capo d'Istria, an active and astute intriguer, of Greek origin

indeed, but who had spent fifty years of his previous life as

a minister of the Czar of Russia, a period during which he

devoted himself incessantly, and in the end successfülly,

.to the W'Ork of diplomatically undermining the authority
of the Porte over its Hellenic sub ects. Upon the clefinitive

overthrow of Turkish rule he had contrived to get possession
of the machinery of executive control in the newly liberated

country, and toi obtain an informal recognition of his defactû

presidency.

Càpo d'Istria possessed, considèrable ability, which, no

doubt, seemed greater by compari'on with the noisy and

frequently ferocious fnediocrities whorn the Revolution hàd
raised up around him. He appears to have been a man of

sincere patriotism, and of disinterested if somewhat narr'w
ideals. But he overrated, says aý well-known hist.orian of

these evérits, alike 1 the influence of orthodoxy in the Ottoman

Empire and the power of Russia in the international system

of Europe,' an error natural in a politician whose experience

of mankind had been acquired either in the confined and

corrupt society of Corfu, or in the artificial atmosphere of

Russian diplomacy. Other drawbacks he had whicR could

not but detract in some measure from his efficiency as an

administrator. Italian wasr his mother tongue,, and, though

he could speak Greek fluently enough, he was unable to write

it, and both in conversation and in despatches he was in the

habit of usinzr French. "For a statesman, he was far too

loquacious. He allowed everybody who approached him to,

percei'e that on many great political questions of importance

ýj;
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to- Grecce his ideas were vague and unsettled. At times he

spoke as a warm panegyrist'of Russian absolutism, and at

others as an enthusiastic admirer of American democracy-
The Western Powers, it may be imagined, were more

iinpressed by the panegyrics than by the admiration. The

circumstances of his election were such as nàturally induced

the English Government to regard him as the nominee of
Russia, and his own policy and declared opinions encouraged

the belief that he was no friend to fhis country. Fifteen
years earlier, at the European settlement which followed upon

the victory of Waterloo, he had exerted himself, and had
been allowed to employ all the influence of Russia,, to rF-

-establish that Ionian Republic which had been created in

1803, and at the downfall of which in i 8o7-, by the annexation
of the islands to the French Empire, he had transferred his
services to the Czar. He never forgave the Government- of

Great' Britain for ý having insisted on retaining possession
of the Ionian' group, and- on 4holding complete control over

their government as a check on Russian intrigues among the
Orthodox population of the Ottoman Empire. And the view

taken by the English Ministers of, his sympathies and ten-
dencies was confirmed by the part which he was- believed to

havé played in the negotiations which led to Prince Leopold's
-- wi thdrawal. It was in May 18 ýo that this event took place,
and when Franklin received his appointment to the Medi-

terranean service four months later the relations between
the British Cabinet and the Greek President were those of
mutual distrust.

The situation in'Greece, however, was destined to be yet
more gravely complicated by a tragic incident which took
place . towards the close of the following year. On October 9,

1834 Capo"d'Istria was assassinated by the brothers Mavro-
michales, two political opponents with whom, it was alleged,
he had treacherously and oppressively dealt"; and with his
death Greece entered on a period of almost absolute anarchy.
A Éew hours after his murder a governing, commission, con-
sisting of three members-Agostino Capo dIstria, brother
of the murdered President, and two other prominent poli-

çà
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ticians, Kolokotrone and Koýlefti-was appointed to exercise
the . executive power until the meeting of the Na1ýonal

Assembly. But tÈe so-called Constitutional . party, who -h7àd--
opposed thé autocratic rule of the late President, were little

inclined to submit to the improviýed junta who proposed tà
carry on his policy. They prepared to resist it not only in
the Assembly, but, in case 1.they should be deféated there, in

the field. The Capodistrians were strong in the Morea, in
which-at Argos-the Assembly met, and their party suc-

ceeded in obtaining a considerable majority at the elections.
But they were supposéd to have derived much additional
strength from the open support given them by the Russian

Admiral Ricord ; and that they themselves were not deficient
in the faculty of -sel-rhelp is evident from the fact that in
certain places where they were in-aP- miinority they succeeded

in securing the return of their candidates by military force.

The irregularity of these elections did not, of course, invalidate

them, for the simple reason that the Capodistrians possessed
a majority in the Assembly, and had no superstitious scrupýes
about using it. Both parties ci-rculated th6 most odious

calumnies against their opponents, the Capodistrians accusing
the French and English of being privy to the murder of the
President, and the Constitutionalists alleging that the mur-

dered man had himself bribed -1 six-traitors' to murder the
leader of the Opposition.-=

The art of 'working' a popular assembly-'in such a way
as to, give a constitutional and even democr'atic air to, the
manSuvres of the men who have c got hold of the machine '
was less thoroughly comprehended in those days than it
is in these. If the Capodistrians understood packing a
House, they evidently did not understand 1 running' it after it

was packed. Probably there was not enough ready money for
the work, and the eligible places were all filled. Anyhow, thq'

found it impossible to manage the minority. Loud complaints
were made that the elections had bee'n' illegàlly controlled by

military force, and that a force exerted in favour of Russian
domination. A large body of me M'bers accordingly protested
against the competency of the Assembly to proceed to busi-
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ness, and were for their pains driven from Argos by a body

of troops which thé Provisional Government, féarlessly braving

the 1 calumnies of their opponents, had placed under the

command of a Russian officer. The seceders repaired to

Megara, fýrmed thernselves into a National Assembly, and

declared themselves to, be the only legal re" resentativés of the
dreck nation.

This, of course, made two bodies of only legal repre-

sentatives,' each of them naturally animated with deadly

hostility to the ý other. Geographically spéaking, they were

very unequally matched, the Morea alone adherîng in general

to the Provi'ional Government, while the population of ah

the rest of the mainland and of the Archipelago supported

the Assembly of Megara. Nor were the iiisurgentý long in

-demonstrating their superiority in physilcal force. Marching

into the Morea, they easily ovèrthrew the feeble rule of the

younger Capo d'Istria and his two colleagues, and proceeded

to establish a commission of seven members, to discharge the

nominal functions of ýan executive till the Great Powers should

hà eý settléd the destinies of the independent State which they
had created.

And nominal indeed those furictions were. They seem, in

fact, to have consisted for some time to' come in issuing
admirably rhetorical manifestoes and proclamations from

Napoli di Romania (the ancient Nauplia, at the head of the

Argolic Gulf), whi-ch-were- readî- doubtless -With much interest,

on the walls of that city, but received not the -s-lightest

attention outsidé-théffi-.-Tlié-î;àýÈý -Of revolution, like other

revolutionarý parties before and sinée their time, possessed-

precisely sufficient strength to overthrow the'-evernment
again*st which tJýey rose, but were unfortunately left with-

out a margin of power wherewith to establish any really

authoritative government of their own. Conscious of this
deficiency, they devoted the rémainder of their energies to the

work of farming out the revenues, among their friends and

favourités at half their value ; tÊe resulf of which financial
operat - ion was-to leave.an army of 8,ooo men without any

pay or other visible means Of subsistence' than that of
ir
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preying upon their fellow-dountrymen-an industry to which
they immediately adapted themselves with alk the versatility

of their race.
The situation, as it appeared to Mr. Finlay, an historian in

thorough sympathy with the cause of Greek independence
is thus described

The Roumeliots, after overthrowing Agestino's government, daily
lost ground. The Commission of Seven was either unable or un -
willing, to reward their services. The soldiers soon determined to,

reward themselves. They treated the élection of the Commission as
a temporary compromise, not as a definitive treaty of peace, and

they marched into diffèrent districts in the Morea to.take possession
of the national revenues as a security for their pay and rations.

Wherever they established -themselves, they lived at free quarters in
thehouses of the inhabitants orwere authorised to collect arrears

due from, preceding farmers. These-proceedings gave rise to in-
tolérable exactions. The chieftains often paid their followers by

allowing them to extort a number of rations from the peasantry, and
defrauded them of their pay. . Some drew pay and rations for a

hundred men without having twenty under arms., Numbers of
sà1diers were disbanded, and roved backwards and forwards, plun-
dering the villages and devouring the sheep-and oxen of the.#easants.

Eight thousand Roumeliots were at this time living at free
quarters in the Morea, and it was said that they levied daily from the
population to thé extent of upwards0f 20,000- rations.

The financial administration [of the Commission] was not cal-
culated to moderate the rapacity of the troops. They raised money

by private bargains for the sale of the tenths, and the proceeds of
these anticipated and frequently illégal rates were employed to reward
personal partisans, and not to discharge the just debts d e-to-the- -

rire-ars df pây.--A-ýýalsu-ým-'-juýdiciously expended would
have sent many of the Roumeliot troops to. their native mountains,

whither, as peace wag now restored, they would have willingly returned
had they been able'to procure the'means of cultivating their pro-
perty. The troops were neglëcted, while favoured cbÏeftains were

allowed to becomé farmers of taxes.

These proceedings were naturally found very oppressive by
the inhabitants of, the country: multitudes fled for security

to the Ionian Islands, while the, peasantry sought protection
against the military marauders by abandoning the village

-,,for the fortress, and sometimes even the field for the cave.

M
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ýThe representatives of Great Britain France and Russiaý

the three Powers to whom Greece owed its existence, foundý

it much harder to protect than it had been to create their

offspring. They stood helpless before this scene of anarchy,

hesitating to act, and, when at last forced into action,

taking it without effect. France had already landed troops

in the Morea, and the Allies therefore possessed, nými*

nally at any rate, thé power to intervene by force of arms

for the pacification of the distracted country, but their

intervention, when it did take place, oniy made confusion

%vorse confounded. Before the Commission had held power

for a month they felt their position So insecure that they

-found it necessary to invite the French troops to occupy

Nauplia and- Patras as the onl means of assuring.theiry
personal safety and the prolongation of their power. The

former measure was successfülly accomplished ; but before

the French krrived at Patras the place had been seized by
the Capodistrians.

Nothin could have been simpler than the mode of its

capture. The Greek troops by which it was garrisoned

were well affected to the Commission, as they had previously

been to the Capodistrians, and as, to do them justice, they

would have been tq any political party'or person who would

g 7-uarantee them their pay. But this the Commission had

most unwisely allowed to fall into arrear it was even

rumoured that they were to, be disbanded; and,'while they

were brooding over this report' they heard that French

troops had been invited to garrison Patras, a piece of iritelli-

gence which seemed to render' their prospect of payment

more uncertain than ever. In the mood produced by it, it

was not difficult to convince them that patriotism forbade

the surrender of an important place of arms to the foreigner.,

The 'Commission had accused the Capodistrians of selling

Greece to the Russians; the Capodistrians now retorted by
accusing the Commission of selling Nauplia jaý Patras to, the

French. Upon this hin' the. Greek garrison mutinied, and

deposed their commander, who refused to sign a manifesto

justifying the revolt; and a patriot of. the name of Zavellas,
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who had fought with- bravery against the Turks in the war of
liberation, but whose political position at this moment is
more than usually hard to' define, was invited by them to
assume the chief command at Patras. Zavellas, who was at
the head of oo irrègulars, and who would not have been
a. Greek if he had declined an opportunity of making him-

self master of the persons and property of the inhabitants

of a flo-urishing seaport, accepted the offer with alacrity,

and, hastening to Pâtràs, pntered it before the arrival of the
French. When they *made their appearance he transmitted to

their commanding officer a formal protest agaînst the authority

of the governing Commission, and rèfÙsed to obey the order
to admit the French into the fortress. The French com-
mander, considering that, as the Allies had despatched him to

Patras for the purpose of maintaining order, it would hardjy
be consistent with his mission to comelo blows with any
party who should have succeeded in obtaining the undi'puted

mastery of the place, withdrew his troops, leaving Zavellas in
peaceable possession.

Having thus brought down to the summer 6f-Ç>ý'1832 the
turbulent history of this distracted little kingdom, we may

once more return to Franklin. It has been necessar to enter
with some minuteness into the course of local politics at Patras

in order that the extremely delicate part which he had td
play in connection with that port, its trade, and - its inhabitants,

may be rendered intelligible. His duties in the Mediterra-
nean, however, had commenced more than eighteen months

before the latest of the events just recorded. It was on
August 30, i83o, that he was appointed to the command of

the 26-gun frigate Rainbow, and on November i i of the same
year that she put to sea.

A backward glance at the chronology of -the events con-

cisely summarised in the foregoing pqges may be nécessary

in order to recall the situation when Franklin's mission
commenced. Prince Leopold's resignation of the sovereignty

was now an incident some three months old ; and the political
disquietude of the new kingdom. had approached just so
much the nearer to actual anarchy, while the relatiohs- of the

M 2
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two Western Powers with their Eastern ally were just so
much the further from those of mutual confidence. President

Capo d'Istria, it seemed, was more and more openly showing
a hand,'which was the hand of Russia; and indeed, before
Franklin had been many months in the Mediterranean,,

Russia herself had, by the conduct of her naval officers, given
the strongest colour to the'suspicion that she was playing a

game of her own. In the summer of 183 1, the municipality
of the island of Hydra, which had revolted againstt-he Presi-
dent, and which he was meditating how to reduce to submission
by naval operations, suddenly turned the tables on him by
seizing the greater part of the Greek fleet, then lying disarmed
in the pgrt of Poros.

Upon this, Capo d'Istria appealed to the Russian Admiral
Ricord, then at Nauplia with his squadron, the French and

English commanders being absent, to come to his assist-
ance, an appeal to which the Admiral responded by sailing
straightway to Poros and summoning the insurgents; to sur-
render the ships and the arsenal to the Greek Government.
The demand was refused, but -before any action was taken
on either side îhe 'French and English naval commanders
chanced to, put into the port on their way back to Nauplia,
and on learning the condition of affairs agreed with Ricord
and Miaulis, the insurgent leader, that the status quo should

be maintained until they had had time to, go to Nauplia and
procure -instructions irom the diplomatic -representatives of
the Alliés. This, however, was much as though two cats should
go off to consult the wishes of the dairyman, leaving a third
cat bound by an honourable undertaking toý maintain a status
quo with the cream bowl. The arrangement had its natural
result. Beforethe French and English co'mmanders could
execute ' their mission Adrniral Ricord prepared to attack

the port, a movement to which the lnsu'rgents responded by
blowing up the finest of the ships in their possession to

prevent their capture. Meanwhile, the troops of_Çapo d'Istria,
who were besieging the fort from the land sidè,--iùàhed into,

the town and sacked it for twenty-four hours under the eyes
and guns of Admiral Ricord and his squadron.

lit
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Frank-lin himself was at a considerable distance from the
scene of these operations; for the Rainbow during the year

I83ý was stationed mainly at Corfu. But the English naval
commander with whom the Russian Admiral had kept such

peculiarly Punic faith was Captain (afterwards Sir Edmund)
Lyons, an intimate friend and frequent correspondent of
Franklin's ; and this circumstance may have deepened the
resentment and distrust of Russia with which the affair of ÎÏ,

Poros generally inspired English naval officers-in the' Medi-
à-_

terranean. Later on it will be seen that the captain of the
Rainbow was himself to have a taste of his friend's experience,

and to find himself called upon to exert all his tact and
vigilance for the deféat of Russian intrigue.

For the present, however, and for some time to come, the
duties imposed upon him were light enough. H, is first desti-

nation in the Mediterranean was Malta, from. which station
he was at the end of January ordered to Nauplia, and while ?
here he had an opportunity of paying a visit to Athens. This

visit produced upon him, as it has upon so man other men
before and since, a disenchanting effect. -He had been des- im

patched with his vessel to the Greek capital as the bearer.
of letters to Ismail Bey, the Turkish Commissioner for the

affairs of Greece, and after executing his mis.5ïon he seems
to have «done' the city and its antiquities with as much

thoroughness as an, unofficial tourist - Athens he found « a
mass of ruins, not having more than three houses habitable'
-a result of thedifférent bombardments which-it hàd.-,under------
gone at the hands of both Turks and Greeks. Nor d-ýà--'ýhe
omit to record the injuries which it had sufféred at the hands
of that third nationality whose name Macaulay united in a
famous passage with those of the other two.-,-'It must be'

confesse« he writes to Lady Franklin, ' that the pleasure we

feel on lookini at this famous edifice (the Parthenon) is min-
gled with a kind of indignation at the wanton rapacity of the

Elgins and oÎher mutilators of the sacred Temple.'
But îhe disillusionising experience of his visit to the Greek

capital had beguÉ earlier still, as regards the Greek people
and their pélitical leaders. The prepossession in their favour
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which nearly all Englishmen of that date entertained had

been seriously shaken before he left Nauplia for Athens:-

1 was formerly a Philhellene, a warm admirer of their cau*e, but
I must confess the short residence I have had at the seat of govern-
ment has somewhat cooled-my ardour, since I have found that the
leading Greeàs, instead of uniting and doing their utmost to restore
the agricultural and other useful occupation of the country, seem to
be squabbling for power and places of trust, and all of them, either
stâtesmen or woùld-be statesmen, soldiers or would-be' soldiers,
strolling about the streets of Naples, apparently idle, or occupied only
by dress and parade.

His impression, too, of the very foremost of these statesmen,,
V the President himself, was no less unfavourable, though- on

différent grounds. After mentioning the civilities he had

received from the foreign Ministers and the 1 leading person

here' in general, he adds:

Capo d'Istria, however, is to be excepted,'for he neither deigned
to return my call nor to take any notice of me ; but I do not feel

this, as he is apt to treat others in the sameway, and is an' excessively
unpopular man, and, it is said, most thoroughly-dislikes the English-, -

whom he considers as the main bar to the accomplishment of his
arbitrary and selfish wishes. I have been told that his measures
have been generally disapproved of by the Greeks, as it is likely

î they would be, on -account of his having removed the most influential
of the Greeks (and especially those who were the first promoters'of
the Revolution) from all places of trust and power, and put in minions.
and creatures of his own. The country of Maina is in insurrection
gainst hirh.

,IÊ
-It was, indeed, by the hand of a Mainote that, a few months

after these words were written, Capo dIstria was to fall.
Franklin, however, had left Nauplia sorne time before the
assassination took place.- He was ordered back to Malta

about the middle of March 18 P, whence, after a stay of some
six weeks, he was despatched to, Corfu, where he remained for
nearly a year. It was not till the Governing Commission

which had s"ucceeded in wresting the reins of government
frqm the feeble hands of the ounger Capo d'Istria and his

colleaeè 1 s had proved themselv'es incapable of maintain-ing
order, ànd the whole of liberated Greece was being desolated
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by anarchy, that the services of the Rainbow were called into
active requisition. But in the spring of 1832, as has been
related. in the summarised narrative of events with which'.
this chapter opens, matters were at their worst Liberated
Greece was at that moment anything but free. The Turks

had been expelled from the country, but the people were
groaning under worse oppressors and a heavier yoke. The
whole substance oi the land was devoured by hosts of soldiers,

sailors, captains, generals, policemen, Government officials,
secretaries, and political. adventurers, all living'idly at the

public expense, while the agricultural population was dying
of famine! It was at the crisis of this miserable state of
things that the Rainbow was ordered, for the protection of
life and property, to the port of Patras, shortly afterwards to

become the scene of the events above recorded, and that
Franklin was to have the opportunity of showing those high,
diplomatic qualities of firmness and tact which won for him
the warm commendation of his official superiors. Meanwhile,

however, he remained at his station off Corfu exchanginig
letters with Lady Franklin, not yet started on those Medi-
terranean travels of which she reported her experiences and
impressions to her husband and sometimes to her sister in
that picturesque and anirriated style which lends such un-

failing charm to her correspondence. The state of her health
at that time was causing some concern, and she was staying
at Brighton for its benefit. But she was full of eagerness, lo

be -with her husband at the earliest moment, and their letters
to each bther often reveal an amusing game of cross purposes
Lady Franklin suggesting eýrery expedient possible or ima-
ginable for rejc4ning him, and the"less impulsive Franklin
gravely pointing out the impediments, professional and other,

to, her various plans. During the early months Of 183 1 she
had other subjects to occupy her mind.

The new King had just been paying a visit to Brighton,
attended by the Usual gaieties at the Pavilion

People here are living with their eyes staring, and their mouths
gaping towards Royalty. There- has been a party at the Palace of
éight or nine hundred people, and Miss Langton was at iL The

- - ýýl
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King talked to ber a good deal, and she mentioned your name. I
know him,' said the King ; 1 he is a very amiable man, but he is more
than tha4 a- man of great ability and an excellent sailor.' Miss
Langton said, 1 Lady Franklin is here.' 1 Show ber to me. Let me
speak fo ber. Bring ber up to me.' On Miss Langton's explaining,
he said he was sorry I was not there, and must come next time.

Give ber my commands that she come to the children's baU, and
bring ber little girl with ber.' So Ella and I are going, thus flatteringly

invited, and my only discomfort is that r have no one to go with.

On February iS, in reply to a -letter from Franklin, who

had been giving her sorne,,-ýc:count of Maltese society, she

writes

You describe everybody alikei-as, being so amiable and agreeable,-
that I cannot tell one from. the-other, and by that means do-not care
for any of them. Supposeyou try your hand next time on some
spirited sketches of character and portrait-painting. I know you
can, if you will. As it is, they all go in a bag together, and tumble
out all alike. I am much pleased, however, with aU you say about
Dr. C., and am willing to give him credit for every merit you endow
him with. Pray give him., therefore, my speèial remembrance. I
never disliked him, nor. did I ever think so meanly of him as you
imagine, and in the midst even of hisIackadaisical manner there was
a degree of brigbtness and drollery in his eyes which belied it. . . .
1 -read your long letter to my aunt, and I think it amused ber to
think wýat a good husband I had got.- Êow could she be so foolish?
I -had half a mind to tell ber that you dearly loved writing long

letters, and that you wrote long letters and the same things to every-
body; but I stopped myself, for fear that she should more than half
believe me. Indeed, though, my dear, you are a very wonderful
man, for you can write about the same things to everybody, with a
patience which surprises me: What an irritable, impatient creature
am I in comparison ! For I could not write about the same thing

twice over, even to, you, and consèquently nothing is so terrible to
me as to have the news of a marriage or à'nythingeIse Nhich requires

detail to spread about among expectant relations and- friends. I
should like to have a copying machine, and dashaff the sheets by
the dozen.- . . . Captain Rideout told me he had not been near the
Admiralty lately. He considered it perfectly useless. They were
doing and undoing, and there was nothing but fluctuation and con-
fusion. I think you are a happy man to-be where you are. I hope

yôu will have an opportunity of confirming Sir Pulteney Malcolms
good opinion of you, and that you wül be in the good graces of the

new Admiral, Hotham. 1 How is he related to the nice deaf -o'ýld man
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who was as much pleased or obliged by your gentlemanly and kind
rèfüsa4 as he would have been by some ruder captains consent? Oh,
what a coaxing, smooth-tongued rogue you are I have got his

letter by me, and was looking at it the other day. Who would think,
my dear, that yqu had lived among the Polar be.ars ?

But now at last the period of active' service in somèthing

more than the nominal and tèchnical sense arrived for

Franklin. The critical spring of 1832 had Corne; the Alliéd

Powers, their diplornacy quickened by the spectacle of-the

ever-deepening demoralisation of the Greek people, had

agireed on the nomination of Prince Otho of Bavaria to,

the newly created throne, and, in response tô the repre- Imm
sentations addressed to, thern from Greece it-sèlf,- were pre-

paring to, exert themselves in real carnest for the pacificàtion

of the country. - In the last days of March or the first of

April Franklin was ordered from Corfu to, Patras, and his

first despatch from that port to the naval Commander-in-Chief

in the Mediterranean shows the official, instructions he had

received and the steps which he had already taken in ' exe-

cution of them. The Roumeliot insurgents were meditating,

or believed to, be meditating, an attempt to cross the Gulf from,

Lepanto, with a view to the seizureof either Drepano or

Vostitza, and the Governor of Patras had appealed to the

Allied Powers to use theïr naval forces for the protection of

the Morean coast. No doubt there was all the vagueness

which usually prevails in such cases as to, the precise scope

either of the request or of the assent to, it, or possibly of both.

There was, at any-rate, all the opening which in such cases fre-

quently presents itself for the suggestion by one of the Allies

-of a more 1 active' policy than was agreeable to the others.

Franklin's first step ý on his arrival off Patras was to

compare notes of instructions with his Fiench and -Russian col-

leagues, and he of course found, on conferring with them, that,

so far as words went,« their unanimity was wonderful.' They

were all three agreed, that is to, say, that they were to confine

the'-elves to, the exertion of 1 moial influence;' and Fxàiiklin

was 'happy to find ' that, on the quelon of the pa:r-:ÏÏýý

mode in which this influence-v;as to be exerted, the sene-
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ments of the French commander, Câptain Fournier, were in

èntire accord'with his own. Captain Leroff, however, of the

Russian brig, lappeared from his questions and observations'

to place a somewhat différent construction on these- two

important words. This officer" intimated the wish if not the

intention to detain every boat that might be found carrying

provisions or other supplies without having papers sikned by

the proper Greek authorities.;' and he further thought that if

the Roumeliots should attempt to cross the gulf, the « moral

influence' to be brought to bear upon them should take the

form of 'opposing their passage by force! Captains Franklin

and Fournier, however, did not féel themselves called upon in

their view of their duties to take even the former and milder

step, while,_ as to the latter, 1 We at- once declared thàt it would

be contrary to our instructions.'

No urgent necessity for taking Iconcerted' action on

this variously construed mandate was, for the 'present, to

arisé. A question of more immediate concern to Franklin as'

" British naval officer presented itself instead. On April 12

" complaint was addressed to Mr. Crowe, our Consul at

Patras, and by him transmitted to Franklin, to the effect

that a demand for 1 an arbitrary and illegal contribution had

been made on several Ionian merchants,' subjects, of course, at

that time of the British Crown, by the Governor of Patras,

and that, on their refusal to pay, a party of soldiers had been

quartered on their houses, with orders to seize upon their pro-

perty for the maintenance of the troops until the money was

paid. One of them having goods to land from a vessel, the
dutýr on whichnearlyamountèd to the sum demanded, madethe

payment required. Another persisted in his refusal, wîth the

re-sult that the fifteen soldiers quartered upon lïýïn-t-turned his

wife and family out of their rooms, seized upon some butter

belonging to him and sold it, demanded wîne, and 1 abused the

family with the most insulting language! A third recalcitrant

had te'n soldiers in his, house, who 1 took his cloak and two

guns and, put thern in pledge for wine and victuals,' and two

others were similarly treated.

On being informed of these high-handed proceedings,
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Franklin immediately waited upon the British Consul and
found him in the act of writing to protest against them.
Having waitèd the return of the bearer of this letter, and

finding that nq immediate answer was to be given to it,
Franklin called upon the Governor, ( to demand an explanation
of these extraordinary proceedings, and to insist that either the'

soldiers should be withdrawn or the parties complainin9e**,*ý
shoutd be permitted to embark their goods and families and
place themselves under my protection if they chose to do
so.' The account of the interview which followed is given
in Franklin's despatch book, with remon'strance and reply in

parallel columns, and the dramatic èontrast which it presents
between dogged British pertinacity and inexhaustible Levan-
tine shiftiness is decidedly amusing:-

Sirlohn Franklin states that he called officially on the Governor te
to say that he had received an (pfficial communication from H.M.
Consul, informing him that an arbitrary and illegal'éodfn-b-ution had
been levied on some Ionian mercbants, and that, upon their re-

Irifusing to comply vvýth it, military force had been used to, compel, ij
them

That he felt it his duty to demand that the soldiers be immedi-
ately rernoved from the Ionians' houses, and that, if the merchants

chose, they should be permitted to embark their fa -ilies and effects,
and place them under his protection, and that time should be allowed
to communicate with H.M. Resident and Admiral at Nauplia on

the subject.
TIx Governor explained that he had received a communication

from H. M. Consul on the subj ect, to which he would reply ;
That he could not allow the embarkation of the effects, or remove

the soldiers until the Ionians paid the sums which had been assigned
to them in the contribution.

Sirjon- Franklin hoped that the Governor was prepared for the
ýesponsibility he would incur from the measures of force which it

might be necessary to, resort to in consequence of force having been
used

That the Residents and Admirals of the Allied Powers had recoin-
mended a system of conciliation, and every effort to maintain tran -

quillity, that he regretted. extremely such measures on the part of the
Govemment -here, which had quite a contrary tendency, and that it

pained him to, reflect-ôn what might be the result of the measures he'
might be compelled to adopt in consequence of the refusal of the

Governor.
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He again requested that the soldiers might be remôved until com-
munication could be had with the Resident and A4,miral on the
subject.'

The Governor stated that this contribution was not levied on the

Ionians alone, that it was on themerchants generally, and that they
were in all forty individuals, am'ong whom were only seven Ionians,

and that he would not remove the soldiers until the money was paid.

This, of course, amounted in substance to an admission that

the levy was compulsory, and to a contention that the

Ionians wer«e fiable to it in common with the Greeks of the

new kingdom.

Sirjohn Fran ' klin said that this town was not in presence of an

enemy, or menaced by an enemy, to warrant any such contribution,
and that it was extremely - ungracious ta act in « such a manner to*ards

the subjects of one of the Allied Powers who had sent vessels to this
place for its special protection and the maintenance of tranquillity,
and who had also abstained from talring any part in the disputes
between Greek and Greek.

. He again, begged the Governor toteilect'on the responsibility he
would incur by persisting in the refusal to remove the sQýdiers or to
permit the embarkation of the Ionians, with their families and effects

The Governor said that this was not a'contributièh, but a volun-
tary loan agreed upon at a public meeting, that eight Ionians had

paid and only two had refused, and that he would not remove the
soldiers until the money was paid.

Here it will. be observed that the tax has now become

-a benevolence,' and that, though only seven Ionians'

were subject to it, eight have paid. it, leaving over a mere

insignificant fraction of 'I two' who refused to, pay. The

English of this veryý,I Greek' statement was, as appeared from

the result of laiter official inquiries, that the demand had been

in fact inade upon five Ionians, of whom two had paid and

three had refused.

Sirjon Franklin said that if such a measure had been intended
to, be a general one it should have been announced by proclamation,
and communication made to H.M. Consul of the same.

The Governor replied that he did not think it his duty to, have
made such communication, as the measure had been agreed upon
at a meeting of thé Greek and Ionian merchants, who voluntarily

offèred to lend the Govemment the money, and that only two had
now refused what they had previously iconsented to.
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Hère, again, the* Governor's Greek îs thus Englished ' '1' 1 -

in the Vice-Consul's subsequent report: A meeting at the
Municipality was held of the merchants of this town ye'sterday,
April i i, and. one or two Ioniaý merchants were summoned

to.attend, but none complied."

Sirfphn Franklin said that if the Governor did not féel it his
duty-to make the communication generally-known, common colirtesy
required that he should do so to. the representatives of the Powers
who had taken so great an interest in the tranquillity and w.elfare of
Greece.

He again required the removà! of the soldiers, or permission for
the erübarkation of the families and effects of the Ionians. Sir
John Franklin hoped it was not true that the soldiers had taken
possession of their effects.

74e Governor repeated that he did not think it'necessary to make
any cornmunication when the arrangement had been voluntary, and
when eight out of ten had paid the sums subscribed subscribed' is
a happy word], und two only were refractory.

And that it was not true that soldiers had takeri possession of the
effects of the Ionians.

Sir John Franklin stated that he had not been informed that
eight out of the Ionians had paid the sums, or consented to pay,
that he would consult with the Consul on the subject, but. that he

felt it his duty to protect the two who ob-jected to pay, and to demand
ptrmission to embark their families and effects if they chose, and fôr
them to comýe under his protection.

The Governor said that he would- have consented to the deman ds
of the Consul and Sir John if the measure had been taken for the

Ionians alone; but in this case the Ionians had agreed with the
Greeks io advance to the Govemment the money, and two only

-were refractory.
That he would allow the embarkation of their effects, except as to

such value as would cover the amount they had to pay.

It would seein-'-here from. the use of the word « advance
that this singùlar impost had undergone a further modifica-.
tion. Having developed from. a tax into a < benevolencel., it

had now blossomed out into a 1 loan.' Had the Governor

been pressed a little harder, he might perhaps have repre-

sented it as a « bounty -' from. the Government to the Ionian
merchants. Meanwhïle it was at least satisfactory to finà
that the Governors second. enumeration of these persons
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though it corresponded to nothing in the ýfac'ts, had undergone

no further change.

Sirjohn Franklin stated that he felt the same duty to protect
one B*tish or Ionian suýject as he would have dÔne to protect 500
that he regretted extremely that the harmony and good under-
standing which H. M. Resident at Nauplia held 'With the» Piovisional

Government of Greece, and therefore expected to, be observed by
all other authorities, was so opposite to the conduct of the authoritiés
here as to produce on his part the remonstrance he was. com'pelled
to make ;-and again begged the Governor to reflect on the respon-

sibility he incurred, and the consequence which might result from the
continued refusal to allow the embarkation of the property and families
of the lonians, or the removal of the so'Idiers from their houses.

He again desired that the Goyernor " would remove the soldiers
until communication could be made through the Residents to the
Provisional Government on the subject.

The Governor replied that he wished the harmony apd good under-
standing micrht be preserved, and gave his thanks to the Allies ihat
they had sent vessels here for the protection of the town.

'He agreed to permit the embarkation of the effects of the Ionians,
as they had other property to secure the payment of the money they
had to, pay

that he would not remove the soldiers until the paid the
rnoney, or until he had an order from. the Provisional Government on t4, the subject. 2

Sirjohn Franklin stated again that the'views of the Allies were
to preserve tranquillity in Greece, but,,,that the measures resorted to

by the Governor had a directly contrary tendency. t

tAt this point the Governor seems to have made the only
hiV such as it was-and it consisted, as will. be seen, in what

lawyers call 4 taking advantagé of his own wrong ý-which he
(Xsucceeded in scoring during the whole interview. He coolly

replied

that he had taken this step for the purpose of preserving tranquillity
-by supplying the wanis of the troops, who might otherwise pillage the
town, and from, this the Ionians as well as the Greeks might be the ti.

sufférers d
is measures, in fact, preserved tranquillity in the sense

that levying "black-mail ' prevents breaches of the law by IM.

acts -of brigandage. He concluded with the declarationi- ha,

wholly unwarrantable, of course, in international law-that he &IL
considered the Ionianý on the same footing as Greek/subjects, NVI

and liable to the same fiscal regulations!
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Sir'.Iohn Fra1ý1în demanded whether the embarkation of the
families and effects of the two who refused might be considered as

permitted,,/ 4 1

The ernor answered in the affirmative.
Sir phn Franklin then demanded a, passport -for a courier to

Naupliaý
Î»ý Governor was ready to grant it.

.,,Sirjohn Franklin again expressed his regret.at being obliged to
màke such a remonstrance against a violation of the rights of the

Ionian subjects ; and could not expressthe pain which the reflection
on the consequences which might result gave him. He would consult
with the Consul on the subject of the conférehce, and hoped that the
Governor would give an answer to the Consul's letter.

The Governor was equally sorry at the circumstance, but could
not withdraw the demand [for the contributionl. He would forthwith
send a reply-to Mr. Crowe.

Thus ended this singular interview, technica-1y, no'doubt

in a drawn battle; but as the'lonian merchants, with iheir

Cr Ods and families, were rernoved under the protection of the

British flag, the substan tial gains of victory may fairly be said

to have rested with Franklin. In the covering despatch

forwarded'to the Admiralty with the above-quoted report of

this conférence, Franklin adds that the Governor, in at la,5t

asserlâing to, the removal of the merchants, ý intimated,' dryly.,

enough, 1 that their houses would remain! What happened to,

this portion of their prqperty, or what indeed was the sequel of

the incident generally, -does not appear ; but sorne time, pro-

bably, before the courier despatched to Naùplia could have re-

turned with instructions from the Residents stirring events had
Z

occurred at Patras, and the authority of the Governor had, no

doubt, çome to an end. It is, aýýny rate, certain that after a

few days' delay-during which.period, however, he seems to

have actually removed thetivo merchants; from their houses to

the citadel -- he fulfilled,-Ëis undertaking to Franklin. From a

desnatch of the i8th it appea;ý.that, on the receipt of, intelli-

gente to the effect that thére had been sorne change in the

members of the Government at Nauplia, the Governor of Patras

had released the Ionian merchants from their confinement in

the citadel without enforcingthe payment of the contribution

ivhich had been demanded of them,
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CHAPTER X

BEFORE -PATRAS

1832-1834

AFFAIRS at Patras wére now rapidly approaching a crisis.

April 19, the date of the seizure of the town by Zavellas

and - his irregulars, as above narirated, was now near at

hand and the shadow of the coming event is plainly

visible in Franklin's comm unications with his official chiefs.

On the 17th the uneasy authorities, civil and militaty, of the

town made a formal application to the French, and British

naval commanders to land troops for the preservation of

ordermeaning thereby, of course,- the mainfénance of their

own tottering rule. They wished these troops, as^ they, put it,,

to àct in concert with the regular garrison to. repress any

predatory action against the town which, it was féafed,

might be made by the irregular troops. Franklin and

Fournier immediately sought an interview with the Civil

Governor, and satisfied themselves that, having regard to the

suspicious movements of the irregulars, there was good ground

for the Governor's apprehension that they would take advan-

tage of the approaching Easter festivities t6 enter the town

under pretence of joining in the celebration, but in -reality, to

plunder the' inhabitants. The military commàndant, who

entered during the interview, added, it is true, that, now thaît

he had pýrocured the means of paying the troops of the
garrison 1 up to a ce4ain * ' he could rely u *

Ï. -pmet ' pon them

f6r the defence of the'ýçitéKgel and, ( perhaps,' of the town,

though he must admit at he landing of a force fro m"

the allied - ships woul -gip mater encouragement to the

ýtropps, and éntire confidence to, the. i n-habitants 'of the

to;wn. It appearý,j to the two'aval officers that, notwith-

mai
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standing the confid ' ence of the militarjýr commandant, the troops
of the garrisôn, even though assured of their pay "-ùp-to a
certain time,' might not be pýpof against -the, tem fàtion t6
provide for a more remoteý--iuture, and that ' if' the pillage
once commenced on the part of the irregular soldiery, those of
the garrison would join them.' They therefore determined
on acceding to the petition of the inhabitants to land some
men from each ship of the allied squadron. Before doing so,

however, Franklin took the t o following Yery judicious
precautions. "In the first'place, he framed and furnished the

officers and men of the landing party with à very carefully
drawn and minute code of instructions as to the proceedings

to be taken and the rules to be observed by them during the
period of the-occupation; and, in the next place, he prepàred
the following proclamation for ' issge by the civil authoritieà
of Patras to the inhabitants of the town

The captains of the ships of the Alliance, in compliance with
ihe wishes of the inhabitants, and. at the request of the authorities
of Patras, are about to land some tréôps. This debarkation has no

political object whatever, and is only done to prevent all kinds of
disorder. The captains, therefbreý trust that the inhabitants and the

military will conduct themselves in such a manner as not to render
necessafy the employment of force on their part for the maintenance
of tranquillity. Rainbow, at Patras, this. Given under my hand, on board the

17th of April, 183?.,, (Signed) JOIINFRANKLINCaptain.

On the same day the English and French troops were
landed. They consisted Of 47 seamen and23 Marines from

the Rainbow, and 15 seamen and 16 Marines from the

Pelican. The French landed 4o seamen, thus bringing up
thétotal force to 141 men, exclusive of officers.

The next step was to, seek an- interview with the disquiet-

ing Zavellas, and to, prevail upon him, if possible, to restrain

the exuberant cupidity of his irregulars. The patriot was
gracious'to the point of condescension, but showed no great
eagerness to impart information nor any conspicuous readiness
to pledge h mself to a strictl pacific action. Probabl he wasýj y y
already meditating the cou which he struck a few days later.

N
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He was, however, quite willing to give all due and becom-

ing assurances that the preservation of peace and tranquillity,

not only in Patras, but throughout Greece, was the object

nearest to his patriotic heart. None of his men, he said,

should come into the town, unless it might be some few Who

had fanifl-ies there and Who might come in to purchase.pro-

visions. On the French Consul, Who acted as interpreter, re-

peating jhe request that -he would keep his men away, the

Generai dramaticall -or melodramatically-answered : « The

word of a Zavellas is to be depended upon. I am a soldier, and

have never been known to break my trust. I am well known.

1 am that Zavellas Who headed the Suliote risingý I am

known in history.' The French Consul asked him how many

men he had, to, which the histo'ric soldier made the not very

direct answer that they were divided about Vostitza and the

vicinity.--

French Consui: But let us know the exact number.
Géneral Zavellas: About 700 men.
French Consul: How many men have you here, as it is neces-

sary we should know, that we may be able to, perceive if any more
arrive?

Géneral Zavellas: They are all officers who live ifi this place and
have their families here.

Frekch Consul: But what may be their number ?
General Zavellas: About fiffy (with some hesitaiïoîz) with their

retinue, 200.

The General went on to say that all the Allies could do was
only to secure a temporary tranquillity, and that until the Prince

arrived to occupy the throne ýof Greece they might take his

word for it that Greece would never be quiet. The Consul

then, by way of encouraging the hope of an early pacification,

informed him, that a commission was being formed to manage

the government of the country until the arrivaÈof the sovereign,

which commission, the General might rely upon it, would do

all in its power to secure the orderly administration of affairs.
General Zavellas, however, was so rude as to reply that

Greece had had enough of commissions. Èe knew what

tbey were they had no means of enforcing their power.

-Ait Give them money, give thern money, and then something

ir

t

ýé

ir,
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fnight be done.' The Consul said that every one should be

-- _-pe-r-fectly-d-*Is'interested and merely look to the general welfare
-of Greece, The General said that Iwhen he fought the
Turks, then it was that he looked to the general welfare or
ýGreece.' The Consul then told the General that the Residents
of, the Allies would be provided with a loan of money to, issue,
but « they did not yet know to whom it should be given, as

it was their desire only to . apply the loan to -the interests of
Greece. The General ansmr-ered that 1 it was of little import

to whom the money was given provided it made its appearance

in the coudtry.' He did nôt add 1 to be scrambled- for,' but
his meaning is sufficiently clear withoutthat addition.

Franklin had another interview witlÏ this notable on, the

following day, to, suggest that, in the peculiar circumstances

ýof the situation, he should direct his irregulars to refrain from
celebrating Easter, as they weýe accustomed to do, by firing

-volleys of musketry, which he promised to do.

The action taken by týe-allied squadron achieved its object.

Order reigned in Patras throughout the Eastertide festival. TheC
irregulars did not celebrate the festival by pillaging the town,
and the townspeople gradually recovered their confidence. But

,after the lapse of some ten or twelve days a change took place
in the aspect of affairs; which compelled the two commanders
to reconsider their policy. The attitude of Zavellas had become

more and more threatening, and in the last days of April his

designs were unmistakably disclosed. A communication was

.addressed by the civil authorities of Patras to Franklin and

-his colleague, Captain Dupont, who had succeeded Fournier in

the command, to, the effect that Zavellas had definiteýy-rèfùsed

-obedience to, the orders of the Govern'ing Commission, that he
had disobeyed the directions transmitted to him through the

-Governor of Patras to retire his troops to a distance from the

-town, and that it was his intention, as they were positively

informed, to seize the citadel, provision it by levying con-

tributions on the villages, and hold it and the town which it

ýdominated until the arrival, of the King-designate of Greece
Àm his new dominions.

Upon consideration of this grave intelligence, Franklin
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and Dupont came to the conclusion that no course was open
to them but to re-embark their troops. It was out Ôf'their

power-to landany.force sufliciently strong to prevent the en-
trance of Zayr-llas, and his irregulars into the town if he chose
to make the attempt with the whole strength of his following.

It was known, too, that he was conspiring with the garrison,
arid it'was probable, as indeed the event proved, that its

troops would throw in their lot with him -on his making his
appearance. And 1-astly, most important consideration of

all, the orders given to the allied captains expressly forbade
their Imaking any promise of material support to one party
or threat of coercion to the other, and that no circumstance

whatever, except insult to their respective flags, was to

authorise or induce thèmý to use force. Consequently,

though it may well be belièved with -some reluctance, the
two officers resolved to_,issue à proclamation to the people
of Patras, stating that, irý view of the present tranquillity of
the town, and of the fact of the men being required for
thefr duties on board, it had been decided to re-embark

them. This proclamation was issued on April 3o, and, the
step announced, it was at once executed.

There could be no question of its wisdom, or indeed, having
regard to the numerical infériority of the troops of the allied
sqûadron-150 men against sorne seven or eight hundred-of
its necessityeither. But that Franklin regretted the restraint

imposed upon him by circumstances it is easy to see; and it
is pretty certain that, with a clearer mandate of intervention
and a more adequate force, he would not have hesitated to,
mak6 himself master of the town, and thus securie the ý1 pre-

servation of tranquillity' in the most effectual of all ways
This appears clearly enough in the disappointment afterwards.

evinced ý4y him at the retreat of the French contingent sent-
to take possession of týe town on May ig. In an -extremely,

interesting despatch some months later to the Commander of
the - Mediterranean fleet he showse in answering a series of*
inquines which Sir Henry Hotham had addressed to, him, how

actively he and his colleague had exerted themselves to facilitate.
the French occupation of Patras. Captain Dupont had sènt-

fil
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two couriers by différent routes to meet the Commander of
the French troopsi to apprise him of the exact state of Patras,
and to communicate to him their joint opinion as to the

,Fhuarter -from which they could most advantageously for

se ve , and most ef ectively supported by the guns of the
-et dronsadvance upon the town. You will imagine MY
disan - Dointment,' he writes, 1 at hearing the French General's
determination, which was first communicated to, me on my
going on board his ship, taking M. Ruffa with me, who had
informed me only a little before that he could at once place

300 men at the General's disposal and 500 in five days, which
1 thought of importance he should know.' But the French

General had committed -the signal and -singular blunder of
preceding the f6rce under his command, and, writes Franklin

ý'I repeat rrîy conviction that if the French General had -not
thus corne, Patras would have been at once given up to 'the

Frênch troops. His havin made the dernand for the sur-
render of the fortress before the troops were on the spot

appears to, me extraordinary, and I was not -surprised at the
answer Zavellas returned to his letters. His ordering the

troops to retire when within six -hours' march of Patras was

still more inexplicable to me, and I am sure it had the effect
of emboldening 72,avellas and his followers to-persevere in
their opposition!

Regrets, however, wëre vain. Diplîmatic timidity and

military irresolution had allowed this Greek condottiere to, il M
t'il

make himself master of a leading commercial seaport of
Greece, of the lives and- goods of its inhabitants, and of a con-
siderable amount of property or proprietary interests belong-
ing to the subjects of other States. Thenceforth, therefore,
until the final or what was supposed to, be the final settlement
of the Greek question by the arrival of Prince Otho of

4
Bavaria and his Council of Regencý in the early months of
the following year, the position of Sir John Franklin was one

demanding the exercise of sIqepless vigilance, inexhaustible

pa#ence, infinite tact i mperturbable temper, and unfailing

promptitude. The situation, in fact, was really almost comic
,in its perplexity and involution; and even in its worst and
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lmost irritating entanglements; there are many signs that

Franklin was not insensible to its humorous aspects. His

ýespatches, which are models of the clear and businesslike
style befitting such documents, and his private letters,

abounding in shrewd observation and reflection, to, Sir Henry

Hotham are, for the next sixmonths, so interesting as to make

selection difficûlt. But the difficult is here the unavoidable

also ; for they fill - several manuscript books of correspondence

and would, in.type, go far to, fill a considerable volume, which

indeed they deserve.ý

Let us briefly survey the situation in which the captain

of the Rainbow now found himself In front of him lay a

considerable commercial seaport in the hands of a càptain

of Greek irregulars and his men, whose proceedings, so far as

they menaced the lives or properties of British subjects or

the honour of the British flag, it would be his duty to restrain

if possible by 1 moral influence,' but if not, then, in circum-

stances incapabýfè alike--Pf _prediction or of definition, by the
--he so to speàk-that isuse of material force. Behirýd t -town,

at the seat of the Central Greek Executive so càlle&.ý,iestood à

Île- M Provisional Government, which Franklin was inst'ucted to,

co-operate with and assist in the exercise of an aut. ority

recognised and obeyed precisely by that portion of the Greek

people whose*self-interest or indifférence induced them to, d'O

so, and by nobody else. In his own rear-that is to say, at the

source of that international authority which was the) n nomi-

nally directing the affairs of Greece-were three Great Powers.

agreed indeed as to the future of the new kingdom. but quite c

unable to grapple with its present disorders, and two of thern

filled with a profound and not unreason able -distrust of'the

third. By his side were two naval colleagues, of whom one,

the French commander, was to be relied on for loyal co-opera-

tion, but the other was vehemently, and indeed on the

strongest grounds, suspected of intriguing with the Greek c

political faction whose adherents were then in possession of t

the town. z

Were- it necessary to add a finishing touch to this picture c

of confusion, the following passage from one of Franklin's d.
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private letters to Sir Henry Hotham'e secretary would supply
it

I heaýàilymsh the authorities on whom the termination. of the
Greek affair rests would speedily decide on what is to be done.
Nothing can be more wearying for the mind and temper than to
,witness the vacillating 'measures which ha-ýe-_ýçen recently fol-
lowed in these matters. There are three places, for instance, within
sight of this anchorage occupied by persons aéknowledging three
différent authorities : Patrài by Zavellas, in avowed opposition to
the Govemment; Missolonghi by Grivas, professing to be acting for
the Govemment, but really, I believe, for himself ; and Lepanto,
divided between the troops of Lambro Vecchio, who have faithfülly

adhered t -0 the Govemment, and a party professing to be rather
inclined to the Govemment but opposed personally to the views of
the commandant, Lambro Vecchio.

'The case, it will bc here seen, was even worse.-than Franklin
put it; since the anti-Lambro faction may fairly be regarded
as a fourth party. And, considering that they occupied 1 the

lower town ' with their opponents 1 holding the citadel,' this
duality might at any moment become important-especially

to the non-combatant population ofLepanto.
It was not long after the seizure of Patras by Zavellas that

Franklin's minor difficulties began. The critical position of
its civil population, especially the women and children, and
the rough measures taken by the commander of the irregulars

for their embarkation and expulsion, caused him much anxiety.
But a more serious complication arose some weeks later, when,
in response to, a communication received from the Governor
of Missolonghi, Franklin intercepted and seized a Greek pirate

vessel which had recently committed depredations at thàt

port, and detained its captain, a man named Chrysanthos
Morartachis, on board the Rainbow. The pirate, it seems,

was an adherent of -Zà-vé-1 ras, who had the impudence 'to,

demand his release. To this application but one answer of

course could be returned. After refusing in duly decided

terms to, listen to it, Franklin and Dupont, in a joint letter to

Zavellas, went on to, remark that since, the principal object î

of their being sent to this place was to, revent all kinds of

disorder and robbery by sea, he could not be surprised at
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their employing all means in their power to arrive at that
object:-

But (they significantly continue) we also assure you that we wili

seize upon all boats under your orders, which under pretext of serving

you employ their forces in robbing and pillaging merchant vessels of
any nation whateve'. If, on account of our ne being able to release

to you the.pirates we have ta-ken, you do not think yourself able to

answer for the accidents and insults which may occur under the head

of reprisals, we also, sir, cannot answer for the calamities which may

befall this town, the whole reýponsibility of which will be placed

upon you; for be assured that the least insult oÊered to the flags or

subjeçts of our respective Powers wfll-b-é--at-- on-cé resented with all our

force ýýith so much more reason as we have right on ôur side.

This,-resolute language had apparently its desired effect.

Zâvellas made no further attempt to obtain the release of the

pirates, who were in due course handed over to the Government

at Missolonghi.

A little later, however, Franklin was even more nearly

coming to blows,' as he put it in a subsequent despatch, with

the master of Patras. A Greek Government schooner was

passing or approaching the port When Zavellas, without notice

to the allied vessels or to any merchant ships in the neigh-

bourhood, opened fire upon her from the guns of the citadel. r

None of the shots took effect, but instant preparations had of

course to be made against the contingency of one of the ships

of the Allies being struck. The crew of the Rainbow were

signalled to their quarters in readiness, in that event, to return

the -firë;arid Il though I should have deeply regretted the con- c
sequences to, others,' wrote Franklin privately to Sir Henry

Hotham., 4if we had been forced to the meaýuýe, lyet think
111'jýj . cboadside or two would have b-een t punishment to him

soldiers -for, their insol se
and his erice in firing upon a Greék

----- rovernment schooner that was close to two of the ships W'_
without in forming the captains of the Alliance of their intention. qu

The only apparent reason of this dishonourable action was ai.

that the commander of the schooner preferred to consult with If

th-
the Allies before he gave an answer whether or not lie would -Rtâ-
go on shore to communicate with Zavellas.' Franklin, however, to
adds his suspicion that Zavellas was glad of -ome such oppor- re.-
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tunity to employ his captains and *soldiers. Several of the
former, it was reported, had expressed much *disappointment
at not receiving any pay for themselves or their inen when

they knew that the General hýd recently collected money
from the villages. « There is nothing like the excitement of

a battle for putting aside such causes of 'rritation.3

But there was a more constant cause of anxiety tâ the
English and French commanders than even the doings and

designs of Zavellas ; and that was the attitude of theïr Russian
colleague. From the very commencement of thefir patrol

duty before Patras, Captain Zanetzky's behaviour had been
unsatisfactory. His attitude towards Zavellas and the faction

supporting him-foremost among whom was the Prince de
Wrede, a Bavarian, who had held the post of military com-

mandant under the -,Administrative Commission, but had
subsequently struck up an open alliance with the insurgent

general-was more thah suspicious. His whole conduct, in
fact, suggested that, instead of loyally co-operating with the
other two officers of the Alliance, he was pursuing a purely
Russian policy under the direction of his commande'r-in-chief
at Nauplia, the too notorious Admiral Ricord. Hence his

relations with his colleagues in the roadstèad of Patras became
daily more and more strained.

They must have reached a- pitch of considerablé tension
when such a despatch as the following could be addressed

by the English and French commanders to their Russian
colleague:

Sir,-Two nights in succession,,and at différent hours, the boats
of the brig of H.I.M. of Russia under your command have been
seen hovering round their Britannic and French Majesties'ships.

We, the commanders of these ships,' beg to, be made acquainted
with the meaning of this unusual proceeding, which we refrain from
qualifying with a name till we have received your explanations. We
also wish to be înformed why your boats do not answer when hailecL
If it has been your intentiorî to row guard round this roadste2d, we
think that you ought to have informed us in an amicable manner of
this desire, as we are in alliance with you, and are here, like yourself,

to maintain good order. But if the rowinge, your boats by night
relates to your own particular protection, why, we ask, do they not

lin,

qMo
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confine themselves to the neighbourhood of your own brig, and no't
pull close round ourships, wÈich need. no.protection of the kind? It
is not our wish, Sir, to prý-vent your boats rowing about at night if
you think it advisable, but we desire that they should not be sent into

such situations as to present the appearance of watchin& our ships,
and, above all, we require that their officers and men should be
instructed to answer when hailed.

You must be well aware that every sentinel has the right to
fire at any person approaching him by night without answering his.
challenge, and you. must also know very well that no ship of war
permits boats to pass by night within her buoy without being satis-
fied with their answer.

If our sentinels have not already fired upon your boats for refusing
to answer them when hailed, it is because we have prevented them.

doing so from pure good feeling towards o ùr allies,- and, until we

4* could obtain an explanation from. you as to the very unusual course
of proceeding of.which we hereby inform. you.

We are, Sir, with consideration,
(Signed) JoFiN FRANKLIN, Captain of the Rainbow.

C. DupoNT, Captain of the Cornélie.

The « concert of Europe' does not seem. in *a very har-

monious condition when the sentinels of two of the Allied

Powers have been brought so, near to, firing on the boats of

the third. Captain Zanetzky, of course, explained that it -was

out of solicitude for the saféty of the Rainbow.and the

Cornélie that his boats had been sent to, row round these

vessels.

Some three weeks afterivards we find Franklin compelledq

_iý -MW to complain to his superior officer of Zanetzky's refusal to, act

with his colleagues in ýthe matter of an application made to,

them b the Governor, of Missolonghi; and yet a few weeks

later the French and Énelish captains came to something so

like a personal rupture with the Russian thîat Admirals Sir

Henry Hotham and Baron Hugon 1 had to, seek satisfaction

for the wounded suscéptibilities, of their officers by means of

Of this gallant sailor the Prince the Turkish ships and a British fiigate t
de joinville, in his recently published that had sufféred very much from their

Memoirs, relates the following anec- fire, which same service the British cor-
dote At Navarino, where he com- vette Rose rendered him in return and
manded the Armide, he came up and with equal gallantry towards the closer JL

lay with true. fraternal chivalry between of the engagemenL' f
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a formal 'representation to, Admiral Ricord. Zanetzky had
asserted that signals had been seen from -the Russian brig to

have been made from. the Rainbow, which were answered
from, the shore; and he had persisted in the assertion, after
Franklin had given him an assurance that this was not the
case. Upon which, says Franklin, II told him. that after the
imputation he had made on myself and my officers it was
impossible any private communications could be kept up with
him?

Zanetzky waý shortly after this relieved of his command,
and Franklin, in a despatch to, Sir Henry Hotham, records his
satisfaction at the approaching departure of an -officer 'who
has countenanced the insurgents in. every way, and has been the

promoter of dissension in the Alliance from the day of his
anchoring at Patras! Yet the essential kindliness of his

nature comes out in the little incident which he then records
in a private letter to, Sir Henry Hotham, written two days
after the unpleasant interview of which he had' given an
account in his last official-despatch:-

I told Captaîn Zanetzky that I could not avoid cÔntrasting Sep-
tember 3, 1828, with that Of 1832. On the former day I had the

honour and pleasure of being present at all the ceremonies and re- axw,
joicings at Moscow on the anniversary of the coronation.of the

Emperor of Russia, and I dined with the Governor-General, Prince
Galitzin, at the Palace, where were assembled all the dignitaries of the fîr
Church, as well as the nobles of Moscow and its immediate vicinity.

But in 1832, on the same anniversary, I was not even reminded of the
event, nor was either a British or a French flag displayed on board
his brig. ...1 further told him that, as 1 had been honoured on

my visit to Russia by the condescension and kind attention of the
late Empress-Mother, and'had been introduced by Her Majesty, in
the absence of the Emperor, to her eldest son and to all the younger
branches of Her Majestys family,"I should have had t leasure9M
M paying my congratulation on board his brig on the laýt anniversary
if he had informed me of the day. Captain Zanetzky' was evidently
much affected by these observations, and immediately replied to, me

that he had acted on that occasion by his Admiral's orders. II
wished to, have asked you,' he said, 1 but 1 coûld not.* In fact, in
everything I have done I have implicitly followe*d the instructions of

my AdmiraM After this ftank avowal I could not for any considera-
tion have used another wartn expression in. speaking to, him. I felt,
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indeed, that any officer who is obliged to act under such- shameful
orders is to be pitied, though I could not exonerate hirn from thelie
duplicity he has practised on almost every occasion of our meeting.
But his duplicity is light compared with that of Admiral Ricord, and
I really shall rejoice if the meains be afforded of exposing his con-
duct to the world, and shall feel not a little pleasure if any part of
the clue tdr-this exposition has been furnished from the accounts of

his underhand working in this place. The proceedings of the Russian
party in this quarter of Greece have been so manifestly in favour of
the opponents -of Government that a child might have discerned
them.

But in no incident in Franklin's service in the Gulf of Patras

is the comedy of the situation or his own remarkable adroitness

à'. in dealingwith it so effectively illustrated as in a certain

episode which may be shortly described as the 1 affair. of the

currants of Vostitza.' Vostitza, situated some score of miles

nearer to the head of the Gulf of Corinth, was, and perhaps'is,

extensively interestéd in currants. The storehouses of its

local merchants, many if not most of thern British lonian sub-

jects, were generally full to overflowing in the export season E

with vast quantities of the fruit awaiting embarkation, and in

the autumn of 1832 there were at least two thiusand tons of

it ready to be, shipped, and representing a sum of no less than

ninety-six thousand pounds in export duty. Hitherto it wo-uld

seem that matters had been a:Énicably arranged between- the t.

producers, the merchants, and the military masters of the t.

town by the simple process of paying the duties to the Com-

mandant of the Garrison, General Fotomara, for application F191 ! ï« -
to the payment of hià troops. Under this arrangement the

soldiers, had. been entirely fed and a portion of their pay pro- ir-

vided for them ever since the revolt of Zavellas. -Where the

Provisional. Govemment « came in' does not appear, but inas- ct

much as they were practically powerless to protect their SI

nominal sub ects or the foreign merchants trading in the town, a

they had perhaps no right to come in at all. Fotomara and di.

his soldiers represented law ai-id order in Vostitza, or so fo

much of these blessings as its inhabitants enjoyed, and in ta.«

return for the revenues appropriated toi them they did at th,

least prevent the citizens from, being plundered by anybody dif-

else.
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This happy state of affairs, however, was now* threatened

with disturbance from two causes-the appearance, namely,
of two other claimants to the. currant duties. One of these

,was a commander of irré gulars of the name of Hadji Pietro;
the otherwas the Provisional Government. Thelattersent-an

emissary commissioned--or reputedly commissioiied, for he

could apparently produce no crèdentials-to recei 'ye the duties
on. behalt of the Minister of Finance; the, former proposed
to himself the simpler method of marchîng. his troops into

the town and crying 1 halves' with the , soldiers of the
garrison. The situation, tIýerefbre had bec ô-'ýmîe critical alike

for the propriètors, for the merchants, and-for Fotomara - the
commandant foreseeing a -distinct probability of being,,de-ý
prived of his soldiers pay, and the proprietors, and mercÉants
contemplating the even more unpleas-à-nt prospect of find-

ing the duties demanded from them twice if not àýree times
over. 'In these circumstan'ces a pressing oLppeal,"was made to
Franklin to come and 1 protect the éûrrant trâde' and in re-

sponse to it Rainbow promptly made-lts appearance off
the port of Vo§titza. The applicantÉiost interested in his
intervention was a Mr. Robinson, a-British rnerchant with a
large stock of currants ready fi exportation, and the em-
barrassed recipient of 1 an,ýýrder purporting to come from
the M:inister of Finance,',,directing that he was to « retain 'on
that oflicial's behalfý' d-uties 'payable in respect of îhem.

Before, howevér, Mr. Robinson's case could be dealt with,
Franklin received a visit on board the Ràinbow from the
Abbâ-tand ' two priests of the convent cd Megaspelion, situated

in the plain of Vostitza, outside the town, who begged him to,
prevent the,/soldiers of Hadji Pietro frôm seizing on some

currants belonging to the convent which were ready for*
shipping in a fortnight. Ascertaining that the fruit was in

a storehoüse some miles away from the town, and at some
distance from the seaside, Il I was under the necessity of in-
forming these reverend gentlemen that the duties--of the cap-
tains of the Alliance were confined to décurrences afloat, and

that, however much we lamented the probabilîty of the sol-:7
diers « unjustly seizing- upon their currants or thosé,-.*br-Why

Ct
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other proprietor, we could not prevent them without landing
a force for that purpose, which we were not authorised to do.

But," replied the -Abbot, Il can-not you gay thejý ;Eýre yours and
that-you have boughtthem?" Certainlynot," 1 told him, ,if

that was-tiot true. Besides," 1 said, Iall officers in the Navy
are forbidden to trade while on active service." I thought,'
he gravély adds, Ithat such a desire from the Abbot of a con-
vent did not speak well,-for the rhoralit of these priests.'y

Finding they could not gairî Franklin's assistance, 1 they begged
to be shown round the ship before they left it.'

Yeanwhile- Fotomara had taken prompt and -decisive
action- *Thrusting himself, with all the dashing Étrategy of

Napole6rîlin-the campaign Of 181.4, between the two other
rival claimânts to the currant duties, he resolved to stave
off one of his competitors by force, and to forestali the'other
by negotiation. He-despatched a.body of troops to hold
the passes against Hadji Pietro, a movement which was
successfülly executed, and at the same time called upon
the proprietorsý to advance him the money required for his
soldiers, on the 4 security of duties which had been already
ateached ' hy the Minister of Finance. Franklin was upon

this invited by Mr. Robinson to come on shore and re-
monstrate, which he consented to do. To continue the

narrative in his own language:

I pointed out to Fotomara the illegality of such a proceeding,
because the dûties could not be paid to him or to any other person but

cil the head of the Customs, who alone had the power of giving a clear-
jb -to the vessel. that received the fruit, and that the proprietors

must consequently Iôse all the money they now were called upon to
advance. He contested this point for a long time, and did not, in

facti relinquish for some time the hope of persuading me that his
order directing the Custom-house officer to discharge the loans from
-the proprietor, as he received the dues from the merchan4 would be
sufficient. I told him, however, that his order would be of no val#éý
and that the taking of money from the proprietors under any such
delusive idea as he cherished would be a robbery. I reminded him
that his soldiers had hitherto borne a good character,-and that their
conduct in preserving this province in a state of quietness would
certainly bé strongly represented by the primates and proprietors to,
the Regency of their King, whose, arrival might be looked for in a

-M. 
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fortnight and that their representations could not fail to procure for
him the countenance and favour of the Regency. I told him also
that the conduct of the soldiers formed a laudable exception to that
of almost every other corps in the Morea, whose course, had been

marked with outrage and pillage, and had brought down à n them the
hatred of all the peaceable inhabitants and péasantry ; and then asked
whether it was not most unwise to put his character at risk at this

time by,,gny act of oppression towards the proprietors and inhabitants.
He seedkWto assent to my observations, though he did not withhold
the remark that those corýs had, by the forcible means they had used,

got more money than his. Il Perhaps that might be the case,' I
réplied ; 1 but you may be assured a day of retribution for their bad
conduct is near ; and besides, if it were not, can the possession of

money be desirable that is wrung froin the poor inhabitants in such
a lawless manner?' Fotomara concluded by telling me he would
inform the captain and soldiers of all that I had said, tbat for his own

hè was persuadedmy advice was the best to follow, and that he
thought the soldiers; would take the same view of it. And if they
found the proprietors unwilling to advance the rioney to them they

would not press the matter further, but would wait wfth patience to
receive the dues. As to any imposition being laid on the British
merchants respecting the duties, he said that was quite out of the

question. 1 assured him that I would never allow that to, be made,
or their warehouses to, be touched. I told Fotomara I should return

immediatelyafter the English packet arrived at Patras. Mr..Robinson
thought the conversation would have'a good effect.

Mr. Robinson was right. Six or seven weeks later he

was able to, report that some two thousand tons of cur-

rants had been shipped from Vostitza, representing dues to,

the amount of 96,oooz. Franklin's ingeniously persuasive

methods, as displayed in this curious negotiatiofi, show

clearly enoùgh that Lady Franklin's playful compliment to

her csmooth-tongued' husband was not undeserved. The

matter wa:s hardly one of international importance, but it

affords perhaps the - most striking example of his* diplo-

matic skill. There is a homely adage which affirms the

impossibility of getting 'butter out of a dog's rnoutli,'- but it

was hardly a lesser féat to have rescued so làrge a sum of

money from. an impecunious commandant of Greek soldiery

in the year 1832. The affair of the currants was the indirect

means of bringin g* Franklin into contact with a young man

Ela

à-
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'destined afterwards to become a somewhat prominent figure,

both in society and in the world of letters. His host's refer-

ence to him is worth quoting, however, for other reasons than

that of the interest attachihg to-the person upon whom it

bears

I cannot say Mr. Milnes p2ýrticularly pleased me. He appeared to

me to be one of those young travellers who, from a hasty passagethrough

Greece, have drawn conclusions which the longer residents and better

informed persons know not to be correct. These young gentlemen

have fer the most part côme from the Universities full of the history

of ancient Greece, and therefore strive to make the modern history

bend to those descriptions, and to think we do not understand the

Greek character. His exalted idea of the Greeks of the présent dây

was much shaken by hearing and seeing what is passing in this neigh-

bourhood, from. whence sprung all the commotion that keeps the

Morea in a state of agiýation. I brought him from Vostitza to Patras

in this ship, and tfien procured him a passage in an Austrian brig or

war to Corfu, so that he tumbled upon his legs. He spoke of having

seen you (Lady Franklin) daily at Athens, and of spending every

evening in the society where you are, though I did not imagine he was

a person after your taste.

Ccrtainly the affair of the currants was calculated to shake
the future Lord Houghton's cexalted idea' of the Greêks.

There was no flavour of the Homeric age about it,ý,exceptÏ4
perhaps in a certain faint suggestion of Ulysses. But how
perennial a type is that of the academic politician here shown--
to be 1. And how well do we remember, as how much did we

suffer, from the same class of 1 young gentlemen' in the years

1876-1878!
The rescue of Mr. Robinson's property was the last C

-ait incident of any interest in Franklin's two years of patrol-

work in the Gulf of Corinth. Early in the following year,

or, to assign its precise date to, so long-looked-for an event, t
on February 1, 1833, King Otho landed at Nauplia frorn the a
British frigate Madagascar, in which Franklins friend, Càptain

Lyons, had conveyed him from Brindisi, and Greece was

restored to temporary quietude. Zavellas, whose exactions, ir

Franklin notes, had become heavier for the last few monthsy
c-:o

in pursuance perhaps of an 1 old-age pension scheme' of its
-strictly personal. application, appears to have evacuated Patras ac
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ire, without resistance; and, shortly after, 'the Rainbow was
er- withdrawn. from that port. It was not till Decernber 1833
.ian that she returned to, England: but, as her period of active

.1 it employment in the Mediterranean here ends, this chapter of

Franklin's career may fitly conclude with the following testi-

monies to the value of his 'services, borne by the two persons
igh best able to, appreciate them, Admiral Sir Henry Hotham,

the Commander-in-Chief, and Mr. Crowe, H.M. Consul at
m

Patras. The Admiral writes:-
-'Y
-31 In the concluding operations of the service you have so long and

,ie so ably conducted in the Gulfs of Patras and Lépanto I have great
'y satisfaction in repeating the ýapprdbation which I have already a''

différent times expressed of yogr measures in the interests of Greece U'
and in the maintenance of the'honour and character of the English

's nation and of È. MA Navy on that station, wherein you have entirely
f fulfilled my instructions and anticipated my wi - shes. I also take this

pportunity of commending the judgment and forbearance which
you have exhibited under circumstances of repeated opposition and
provocation. To your calm and steady conduct may be attributed
the preservation of the town and inhabitantscf Patras, the protec-
tion of commerce, and the advancement of the benevolent inten
tions of the Allied Sovereigns in favour of the Greek nation.

The Consul's letter, conceived in still warmer terms, was

as follows

My dear Sir John,-While I beg' leave to offer you my congratu-
lations upon being at length released from the anxious and wearisome

duty that has detained you before this town for the last twelve
months, I canne refrain at the same time from expressing the regret

1 feel upon my own account in losing your society and that of your
officers, which has so agreeably relieved a period that would otherwise
have been of unmitigated annoyance and vexation.

The humane object of your mission is now completely fulfilled.
You have the satisfaction to, witness 'the termination of the miseries of

the înhabitants of this city, and of the misrule and violence that so long
and heavily oppressed thèm-violence restrained from the worst and

grossest excesses only by your presence, and awed into re ect by the
dignified calm, which you ever preserved under circumstance of great
irritation.

But for your forbearance the city just rising from, its ruins had
ceased' to exist. You now see tranquillity and order restored to

its homes, and a few;- days have been sufficient to reanimate the
activity of commerce. >

0
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Patras owes you a deep debt of gratitude, and, I trust, féels the
obligation. For myself, I hope I need not assure you that I can
never forget your unvarying kindness, and I am sensible of the high
value of the friendly and cordial regard which you have continued to,
bestow upon me. For weeks together your ship afforded a home-
a kind home-to my family, and the Rainbow will ever be remem-

bered by them with the feelings which home excites.

She was indeed regarded as something more than a home

by others besides the family of the British'Consul. The
happiness and good feeling prevailing on board of her were

proveilbial. on the Mediterranean station ; and the story goes

that.'she was called the Celestial Rainbow,' and that " the

sailors used to describe her as Franklin's Paradise! It only
remains to add that her commander,on his return to England,

was made a Khight Commander of the Guelphic Order of
Hanover in recognition of his services in the Gulf of Patras,

and that King Otho of Greece shortly afterwards conferred
upon hirn the Cross of the newly-founded Greek Order' of
the Redeemer.'

r.-I M
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CHAPTER XI

y
LADY FRANKLIN S TRAVELS

1831-1833

THE years of Sir John Franklin's active . service in the

Mediterrancan were years of almost equal activity for his

spirited and energetic wife in various other parts of the world.

They were not, indeed, separated throughout the whole of

this period, for they spent the winter of 1831-32 together

at Corfu. But the " rest of the time was passed. bji Lady

Franklin mainly in the East, and the letters which constantly

passed between them during the two or three following years

reflect so valuable a light on their relations with each other,

besides abouriding'on the wife's side with bright impressions

of travel and lively sketches of character and manners, that

no apology is perhaps required for temporarily interrupting

the progress of this narrative for the purpose of giving

extracts from their correspondence with each other.

Lady Franklin's desire to, visit Greece and the East was

as ardent as might be expected in a woman of her exceptional

abilities and strong intellectual curiosity, and it was evidently

somewhat of a disappointment to her that she was unable to,

accompany her husband to his first destination in the Medi-

terranean. Her husband, however, naturally felt, and she

herself was too sensible not to perceive also, that it was un-

desirable, even if no official, objection interposed, for the newly

appointed captain to take his wife out with him to, the station

at which he was to commence his duties. The wintetýýéf 1830
and the first six months of the following year were accordingly

spent by Lady Franklin in Londory and Cheltenham. It

was an anxious time in England, as îs well known, and her
02
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letters, as has already been shown, reflect the then- prevalent
apprehensions of an imminent outbreak of European war
over the eternal Eastern Question, as well as the widespread
uneasiness with which the bulk of the educated classes in this
country regarded the agitation for Parliamentary reform.

Here and there it finds expression from Lady Franklin in
language at which it is easier to smile in these - days than it

was in. those. Funded property does not seem,' she writes,
1 to be thought very secure. I think I told you that Fanny
[her sister], by an express article in her marriage settlement,
is enabled to invest part of her fortune in the purchase of
land or -stock in the British Colonies, thus contemplating a

comfortable retreat in case of revolution!
t Lady Franklin, of course, has much to, tell her husband

about the health and progress, bodily and mental, of her little

.step-daughter; and it mây be worth while to extract the
following brief passage frorn one of her letters, for the relief
of an anxiety of which each s'ccessive generation of civilised

mankind appears to'becomé the inevitable victim. After
referring to a somewhat serious illness from, which the child

had just recovered, Lady Franklin adds-----'

She is now quite wà __ enouerto- w_--alk for an hour every day, and
I shall spon return-to--her books, though 1 care at all times but little
for -these compared with the strengthening of her health and the
cultivation of her feelings. Her learning-will, come in due time, and
much better late than early. At any rate, I shall have the comfort

of thinking that I have not stultified her understanding nor cramped
either her physical or mental energies, as seems -to be the fashion in
the present day, and which makes physicians (rightly, 1 féar) say that
the next generation will present more weak and disordered intellects
than ever afflicted mankind before.

Our anxieties in these days about the woman of the future
are of a more varied, and ffideed, to, some extent, of a
mutually incompatible character, though whether they aggra-

vate or neutralise each other on this last account it were hard

to, say. As matters stand, however, we are divided between

thé two apprehensions-one, that the girl of the present is

being ruined as the 1 woman of the* future by mental over-
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it pressure, and the other that she is being as fatally unfitted
for it by excessive bodily exercise.

The severe and indeed dangerous illness of her step-

daughter of ceurse arrested for a time Lady Franklin's

attempts to arrange for rejoining her husband, but after the

,n child's recovery other anxieties of another kind arose. « I am
told,' she writes, 1 that the Reform Bill is almbst forgotten in

London in consequence of overwhelming fears-r-espectin-g-ili7é

cholera inorbus. It seems to be the'prevailing opinion of the

first physicians that it will vîsit this country, and you will see

from the papers that the Government have taken some strong

measures respecting quarantine and that a Board of Health is
,established. The prevailing complaint now in London is not

however' the cholera, but an influenza attacking the chest,
accompýnied by féver, and the sickness is sometimes fatal.

We are better off here at present, and I linger to the last
moment before venturing to take Eleanor back to tbe heated

summer atmosphere of this now sickly city.'

It was to be Lady Franklin's last month in England for
several -years. After a few more weeks passed in anxious

consultation and debate with her husband as to routes and
methods of transport, Lady Franklin, accompanied by her

father and her friends, the Kirklands, left Portsmouth on

August 7, 183 1, in a steam-packet bound for Cadiz and

Gibraltar, whence, after a stay of some weeks in Spain and a

visit to Tetuan, Mr. Griffin, who was of advanced age, and

felt unequal to the fatigue of further travel, retùrned to Eng-

land, the party pursuing their journey to Malta, where Lady

Franklin had promised herself the pleasure of rejoining her

husband. A signal disappointment, however, was in store

for her. The Rainbow was under orders for Corfu, and

Malta imposed a strict quarantine upon vessels coming from
Gibraltar, so that the first meeting between -husband and

wife after nearly a year's separation took place under the
unsatisfactory conditions thus described in a letter to* her lie

sister:-

We spent forty-eight hours at Malta, sleeping on board the
steamer in order to, save the troulile and expense of a stay at the
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lazaretto, and accepting the hospitality of our companions, who had

established themselves in its desolate and spacious halls, for our

meals. ... My first communication with Sir John was by means of

a letter brought me by Commissioner Briggs, which turned me sick

and even continues to do so when I inhale its peculiarly offensive

fumigation. Then he came alongside with his yellpw flag and his

yellow-cuffed guardians, and then I was put into a -boat with My

yellow flag and guardians (and to make the livery more complete I

put on my yellow scarf also), and Nve were both landed on a narrow

platform in front of the lazaretto, and narrowly watched on each side

lest we should approach too near' during half an hours conversation.

The next day Lieutenant Aplin got permission to take Colonel

Cochrane in his boat - to look at Valetta Harbour, and I was landed on
...... .... a rock with-rny guardians, and Sir John came off in a boat with his,

and we had another conversation. 'They tell me it was two hours

long. However this may be, the fatigue of standing a long while in the

heat (though it was' not so very hot), and of speaking at the top of

my voice to make Sir John hear, united with the blinding effect of

the bright water and the dazzling buildings, so overcame me that 1

was fit for nothing but my wretched berth on my return to the ship,

and have been, fit for nothing ever since we left Malta, the motion

of the ship and the mosquitos which we brought away from the

lazaretto aggravating my fever.

Corfu, however, was at last reached, and a house taken

there in which-her husband, when not occupied with his

duties. on boaid the Rainbow, resided with her. Here

Lady Franklin's lively description of her quarters:

We are now installed in our new dwelling at Mr. Crawford's,

which is in a pleasant situation on the esplanade, facing the most

romantic-looking rock that ever Nature or even fancy created,
crowned by a citadel 'and lighthouse. We have a suite--of four
sitting-rooms in front, partly élegant- partly comfortable, but more

mai
than half shabby,- lÎaving wretched stained and cracked walls, so

thickly covered with spots of broken plaster that they look as if the

young Crawfords had made it their business to discharge their arrows

at them, daily till a given portion was cotnpleted ; doors that seern
falling off their hinges, chairs, tables, and sofas of various orms,

most of which are groaning under the weight of all the newspapers,

reviews, and other periodicals, maps and prints which bestrew them
and dirty open bookcases c*rammed with books which cannot always;

be drawn forth from their homes without bn'nging a variety of novel-
looking and flourishing insects along with them. A dirty green baize

covers the floor, and here and there a rich little Persian carpet foris
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a brilliant spot on the surface. The character of the whâle is shabby
elegance and somewhat dirty (certainly very dusty) comfort. The
bedroorns at the back are more bare and less attractive. We have
not yet proved their intrinsié m -rits.

The following extract from one of her letters to, her sister,

Mrs. Simpkinson, is in the satirical vein which it sometimes

pleased her to adopt. The peculiar traits of character which

she dwells upon in the personage whom she here sketches

are already familiar enough to the world, but his personality tu"-,
still remains one of vital and enduring interest, and Lady

Franklin's remarks have a right to be quoted as partaking,

however slightly, of the historic quality of their subject

Young D'Israeli's follies on board tÉe Hermés are of a piece
with his and his companions conduct here two years ago. They are
quite a by-word at Corfu, the names of D'Israeli, Clay, ancl Meredith

never being mentioned but to, be laughed at. They apologised for
being too late for dinner, because the scenery of the island did not
enable them to think of such things ; accepted with hesitation an
invitation to one of the regimental messes, sayi'ng it was a trying,

thing to dine. at a mess; avowed their utter inability to dine in any-
thing but a large room, and with Sir Frederick Adam (who lives in
what is called the Palace) behaved as if they thought théir host was
a very insignificant person indeed compared with themselves. Mr.

-,--Claý-wo-r-6-long-*nglets down his cheeks, and was dressed in a com-
--- ,qilete-suit of blue lined with velvet, with blue buttons and blue

spurs-1 Beingasked-by Sir Frederickwhat men deserved who drank
port wine, he replied, 1 They deserve to be sent to England.'

It is difficult to resist the suspicion suggested by the fore-

going description of 1 Mr. Clay's,' hair and costume that

Lady Franklin has confused the identity of twoof the young

men. The third, Mr. Meredith, came, in'the course of the

very tour here spoken of, to a sudden and untimely end, to

ivhich refèrence is made hereafter.

Lady Franklin was as much charmed as are môst of itý

visitors with the scenery of the island, especially with its ma-g---

nificent olive groves-C trees as large and varied in their'forms

as the timber-trees ofa deciduous forest,' looking

the Creation, and as différent from the dapper li ' ttle olive treeý

in ranks in the South of France as are the wild

Greék and noble-looking Albaniati (whose picture.sque and

ÎF
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flowing costume is caught occ-a-sý1ona11y emerging from their

shades) from. the spruceAy dressed gentry who display their

Sunday coats on thé promenades of that well-dressed nation
on ajour de fêtéi.'

But thé unquiet England of 1831 was not to be forgotten
even in this Levantine paradise. News of its disturbed con-

dition reached them there from time to time, and produced
its natural result

Sir John grows more anti-Radical and àristocratic in proportion as
the people grow wild, and his are the most popular sentiments on,,
board the Rainbow. The great mass of the society here being

military, it is not to be expected that they either are very fond of the
lawless rule of the mob, and the two regiments which are about
leaving us, the i8th and 5ist (to be replaced by others), feel, I
believe, that they bave no very pleasant prospects before them in

returning to, England at this moment.

Another of the letters. of this date, a letter written by Lady
Franklin to her father, from whom, it may be remembered, she
had parted at Gibraltar, cintains the following référence to a

melancholy passage in the early life of the famous statesman

whom the writer had previously criticised with her usual viva-
cious freedom in the letter above quoted

It was some satisfaction to me to see young D'Israeli on board,
for though you may not be the- companions best suited to each other,
yet the sight of a familiar face and the identity of the scenes you had

both recently visited relieve, I thought, the dulness of separation and
departure. I thought young DIsraeli was looking very ill, and Was_1B4, ii,

told at Gibraltar that, though he assumed Qccasionally his usual
vivacity, he was in fact in exceedingly depressed spirits, owing to

the recent death of his friend and travelling companion, young
Meredith, of whom report had spoken [as engaged to Miss D'Israelil
and whose marriage with ber, since the difficulty occasioned by the
late uncle's objection, might be supposed likely, to take place.

In March 1832 Lady Franklin, having paid a visit to
Malta, obtained a complimentary conveyance thence to Egypt
in the Concord an American corvette, to whose commander,

Captain Perry, she k a strong liking, amusingly qualified

at times by a ce>ain patriotic jealousy to, which the officers-
remarks gave occasional provocation.
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From Egypt she writes, giving an interesting account of

an interview with a 1 person of somé importance in his day,'

the famous Mehemet Ali:-

We had this day the good fortune to be introduced to, the Pasha
on board the Concord. He -was accompanied by Mr. Boghoz (his
first dragoman and Prime Minister), by Suleiman Aga (the last of the
Mamelukes), and several other dignitaries. The yards were manned,

salutes fired, and all the men called to quarters. The Pasha never
receives ladies unless they disguise themselves Wà man's dress, and
the only Européa'n lady whom I have heaird of as doing this is the
wife of Colonel L., who seems a very extraordinar person. She is

young and handsome, bold and romantic, and with fhese qualities
has set off alone with only her janissary and two native servants for
Thebes and the Cat a-racts. Captain Perry invited me and Mrs. K--ta -

come on board, having previously informed the Pasha that we were
the ladies whom he had brought out in the ship, so that we might be
supposed to be living there. He seemed embarrassed, notwithstand-
ing, at the first sight of us, and though advancing towards the cabin,
drew back and turned round. Thinking better of it, however, he

desîred to, be introduced to us, which being done, we took seats in
his presence, as did also, the Captain.

Here is Lady Franklin's word-sketch of this formidable
personage:-

Mahomed Ali is a little and rather vulgar-faced man about 62
years of age, with an extrernely'quick little eye in perpetual motion,
and a mouth expressive of humour and satire. Some people think
they see in it the cunning and ferocity which mark the sagacious
and bloody murderer of the Mamelukes ; and I am rather of their
opinion, though in this it is not the English residing here -who are

my partisans, for with one accord they and, I believe, all the Franks
residing here are disposed to palliate his crimes, and to regard him
with admiration and respect, and something like affection. Interest
may have somet1ýùgýLto do with this, but éannot account for it

altogether. He is certainly a man beyond his country and his times.
His dockyard has risen out of barren sands ' within three years, and

his ready adoption of every improvement, as far as the means he has
to work with admit, shows a-c-haracter of no ordinary stamp. Ibrahim
Pasha is thought to be a worthy successor of him.

Perhaps the part of this years travel from -vvhich Lady-
Franklin derived the highest pleasure was her tour in the
Holy Land. As éverybody, however, who has made it knows,
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ît is not an unmixed pleasure to the travèller, and so she

found. I wished ydu yesterday at jericho,' she writes to,

Mrs. Simpkinson,-'the first time perhaps that any one has

,e,-ever wished you there, and certainly the first time you have

ever been wished there with so friendly a mean ing. But now

that 1 know what it-is to be at jericho, I will not wish my

cruelest enemy, if there be such a person in the world, ever

there again.'

It was not, therefore, in order to herd with us under a filthy shed
with our horses and Bedouins, obliged to cling close under the dwarf-
walls of the, most wretched- of villages in order to be safe from

robbers, devoured by mosquitos, so entirely lanie in one -inflàMed,
leg in consequence that 1 was obliged to be carried--whenever 1
moved or got up'ý'-and sufféring much in head ahd stomach besides
from having been eight hours on horseback under a hot and un-
shaded sun, that I wished you at jerich'o. I should have been con-
tented had you seen us an hour before daybreak the next morning,
mounting our horses to leave, my faot and leg much relieved by the

poultice that had been applied tô it in the night, and my head and
stomach relieved by starvation and the freshness of the morning air.

--The extraordinary elasficity, mental and physical, to which
this rapid recovery testifies affords a singular cýmmentýý-on

Lady Franklin's repudiation, quoted a few pages further on,
of her character for energy of spirit and vigour of body: -

I was mounted on my English saddle, with a white handkerchief
on my head over sundry under-caps,ýbe flaps of which are pinned
in general over my face, partly in compliance with the custom of the
country, which hides women's faces from view, and partly to save my
face from the sun. I as attended by Owen [her maid] mounted
astride, and by our faithful Egyptian servant, Achmet, by the guide
of the. Latin Convent at- Jerusalem, by the Convent janissary, by
our own janissary, granted us by Ibrahim Pasha the younger at the

camp at Acre, by three others sent by the Governor of jerusalem,
and by tw.elve Bedouin Arabs includin their chief, three of whom

were mounted on horseback with long spears or lances, and eight on
foot-wilcl,Igoking creatures in striped bIgnkets and coloured hand-

kerchiefs on their heads, with muskets slung attheir backs and
swords or scimitars in their hands.'You should have seen -our mounted guàrd as we crossed the
desert plain of -jericho towards the Jordan, to which we were
adyancing, ýlaying in their wild spirin at the game, of war, exciting
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one another by wild screams, firing off their muskets and pistols,
balancing and thrusting their lances at full gallop, wheeling, pur-

suing, . receding, sweeping across our path, yet always with the
nicest care avoiding being in our way. Then you sbould have seen
the bright sun rise above*the mountains of Moab beyond Jordan
in front of us,'and in another hour seen usi aÉrive-at the river's bank

shaded with trees,- arid,,seen me with Owen, conducted by Achmet
(all, as you may suppose, becomingly dressed, and with- our guard

keepin a respectfül distance), walk into its rapid cu'rrent and bathe
in the sacred stream., dipping my wrought mother-of-pearl shells at
the same time, and beads and. crosses, and filling my boules and
phials with the water.

Then you should have followed us agýàin through the desert plain
for about an hour and a half to the Dead-Sea, seen me carried out

upon some stones that placed me fully in its trànsparent waters, and
'heard me choke and shudder at the intense nàuseousness of the sip
I took, and seen.me fill a large can with the detestable water' for as
rash and for much wiser folk than myself to sip and to analyse.:- -

It was between ten ap d eleven o'clock before our jaded beasts
arrived that night it the gate of jerusalem, which had been left open
for us. This excursion, which was one I had always setmy heart
upon, though 1 doubted my power of accomplishing it, was rendered
much more fatiguing than it might have been by our exposure t6

the heat, though this was tempered by suéh beautiful mountain
breezes that the sufféring from it ivas at the time infinitely less than

you might suppose.

F,ýanklin's correspondence with his w*fe was, from the

nature of the case and the pressure of his naval duties, of a
less constant cbaracter ; but his rare opportunities of^ com-ý

municating with her were always tà*en'ààvantage of, and it is

interesting to per'eive from occasiàIýî in his letters

how unwavering, amid all the absorbing preoccupations of his
naval duties and the anxious work of.diplomacy and maritime

police, was his attachrnent ' to his old love of exploration.

One may well suspect that. 'for many an hour of his bodily
imprisonment in Levantine waters his enlarged spirit was

ranging the Polar Seas. It was just then'a time well caln

culatèd to test the constancy of an Arctic explorer's passion.
SW John Ross and his nephew had becn three years absent
on that voyage in which- all but the-ýpost sanguine believe'd

that they had perished, and from whichthey- did not return
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till after a fourth winter, liýe men risen from the dead. A
search expedition was being organised in the autumn of 1832

and Back, it was said, was to be appointed to take command
of it.-. « But he has not written to me,' Writes Franklin to his

wife, 'and 1 have not the particulars of it. I am persuaded,'
he adds, lfrom the letters which passed between the Treasury
and Richardson, «ho offéred to go for half his former pay,

that it will be settled on a müst limited and economical scale.'

I sball be delighted tohear of,, his success, though I shall not be
sanguine of it. He probably :Énay learn where poor Ross met his

fate, for I believe that tote sealed ; but I dont expedt him to, add
much to, the discovery of the northern.regions.

JI I have written twice to Barrow, expressing mydesire to command
any ship or expedition to be despatched to the North Coast of America,
and I am sure he bas that friendship for me that he bas borne my
wishes in view. The present Government will not, I am convinced,
allow of money being spent on b any é:ýpeditîon that would permit me
or any other captain to command. A ship being sent is quite out of
the question in thee economical days, and- I much question whether

ire. I could bear the fatigue and anxiety of service by land without doing
great injury to My constitution. I would try, however, if anything

were to, offer, and, if in England, should, I hope, be successful in
my application. I think my occupations at Patras may have

brought me quite as much under the notice of the Admiralty and of
the Govemm ent as the being employed on discovery. It has been à
new field for --me, and one in whi éh I have had to, act very mi4ch on

niy own résponsibility in cases of difficulty. not unconnected with
the law of nations.

The Admiral's approbation of his tonduc though no
immediate benefit resulted from it, might pèrhaps tell in his

favour at some future day:

The Admiralty, in their economical rage, are doing such remarkably
odd things, and making so, many clippings and alterations, that either-

promotion or employment seëms tô 1:ýý-hopeless even to persons of
great influence. I cannot, therefore, hope any great exception should

e m e in my avour, oug e eve call it vanity, if you please)
that Sir Thomas Hardy or Sir Pulteney Malcolm (who has much to
say in the present naval alterations) would assist in-y views in case -of

anything turning up for which -they thought me fitted, pr&Viding
alwayý, with them as with other public men, that it did not int ere
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with any of their plans -for the'increase of their own political. interests
or those of their immediate -friends.

In the autumn Of 1832 Lady Franklin was in _Greece, and

from Athens in November of that year she made one of the

most interesting and most enterprising excursions of her

Greek tour. It was made in company with. -a so- mewhat

curious party of travellers, whose peculiarities, as ' well as the

incidents of their companionship, she describes with her usual

liveliness and s irit:-p

We sailed on the 6th of November from, the Pimus in a little
Hydriote cutter belonging to a Party of Frénch military officers (one

of whom had his wife with him), who had only on the preceding day,

hearing of my wish to get away, come in a body, and in the most
frank, cordial, -and persuasive manner offèred me a share of 'their

accommodation, adding that they were going by Eleusis, Megara,

and Corinth, and my only-expense would be a dollar apiece for my
Party for this digressive excursion. I alÉo -of course added to the
stock of provisions, which, after all, have only just lasted, such ùi

particular was their enormous consumption of tea, sugar, and rum
Of these thiee ingrédients, they regularly at breakfast and tea made

a great boiler full, which was handed round and round again in a

metal pot.

This, however, was only one of their somewhat disconcerting

habits; for, continues Lady Franklin

Kind as was their réception of me, it was impossible to be blind
to, their defects. Their noise and boisterousness, their incessant

taking of God«s name in vain [Lady Vranklin perhaps attached a

rather too serious English significance to the colloquial 1 Mon Dieu

of the Frenchman], their gross and unblushing infidelity, glorping as

they all did in the purest aiheism, wént far to counteract their

amiable qualities. Of these, their extreme good-nature, the absence
of selfishness in, their dealings with one another, their désire to obtain

and their willingne ss to communicate knowledgè, their unconquerable

vivacity and good-humour in all circumstances, were most remarkable.

They all herded together in a small hold, where everything was cooked,

besides-giving up their cabin to us three females. It had a spacious

locker all round, and in the middle of it we could stand upright and

dress without being seen when a capote was thrown overthe ladder-

hole. As to aU the rest, there are many reasons why it is pleasanter

to travel with Frenchmiýn than with Englishmen with only insufficient

accommodation, and such I experienced on this occasion.

Aà
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Their desire to obtain and -their willingness to, impart
knowledge'was thus amusingly illustrated:-

My French friends had all and each a journal, and it one of them.
bad nothing to say he begged and borrowed from another or copied
from. books. This took up à good portion of their tilne, and was
the only time when they were at all quiet. Their journals, which
were generally of. a quarto or folio size, were always in their hands
whenever they landed, whether on foot or on horsebacl*; and the

first bit of hewn stone they saw, down it werit in the book. Perhaps
part of it was buried in the earth, like a mutilated statue we saw at
Eleusis ; no matter, they wrote down its length, breadth, and thick-

ness. Voyons P said they, 1 that must be a torso? They measured
their pencils' length across it and said, 1 Write down Il The statue
was fourteen feet high."'

At Eleusis I took on shore Gell's 1 Attica,' 1 -which, I saw, contained
some account of it. They immediately fell rapaciously upon my
book, and the first hut we came to they made me sit down in the
middle of the room, surrounded by a number of wondering Palikari,
and translate it into French, while they stood around with their
books, copying and revising with much care from, my dictation.
Three p âges I had to'go through in this way; and thus an hour was

spent before- we began to look about us though we were to retuîn
to the ship before we could get any breakfast.

The young lady of the French party, the officer's wife

above referred to, 1 also never moved without her paper in

one hand and her pencil in the other and here the shrewd t

Englishwoman lays a ready finger on a point of characteristic

différence between the French and the English 'form of

mauvaise honte t

She did not care much about. it, but she and her husband
would have been ashamed for her to have neglected it.. Her shame

-would have been misplaced, but surely the ridicule which attaches in tc
Englandý or with some people in England,'to be seen doing that r

before others which no one is ashamed of doing in private is scarcely
less jgstifiable.

tr
The eldest of 'Our pàrty, M. l'Intendant La Cour (a man of about

tr,fifty years of age), was possessed of a good deaf of esprit, and was a
poet. He excused himself from going to Eleusis, because during thi

Of Dardan tours let dilettanti tell,
I leave topography to classic -Gell. M.

-Byron, Engtish Bards and Siotch Reziewers.
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the night, he said, it being very hot so that he could not sleep, he
had been making some verses on Salamis, which we had passed the

evening before. C'est bien peu de chose, Madame,' said he
mais. cei)endantAe---ercns yý avoir mis quelque verve, et quelque

-----ho-sé-d-efrappant.; Therefore,' added he, & I will stay on board
to put the last stroke to it and to look after your breakfast. At the

Acrocorinthus we all knew ihat the classic Pierian spring is by some
-authors (as Pliny) supposed to have been here, while others fixed it
at Parnassus.

Asked by M. La Cour for her own opinion on the point

Lad Franklin was humorously equal to the occasion

I said that for us it must certainly be at the Acrocorinthus, uniess
he would agree to my proposal to go down the Gulf of Corinth and
visit you at Patras, and in that case, en passant, 'je le remettrai,'

I said, Il au Parnasse.' .1 Mais, que c'est charmant, cela-!' replied the
Intendant; 'c'est une véritable muse, Madame, qui vous a inspiré
cette idée? As he understands a little English, I asked him if he
knew the lines-

A liffle learning is a dangerous thing:
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spriý.

On their being explained to him he'was in raptures. Oserai-je
vous demander, Madame, de me mettre cela en écrit?' He should, per-
haps, be able to turn it to account in some happy mo ' ment of his own.

We came to the Pierian spring, and the young and clever Dr. Ducis
was holding the little wooden bowl to my mouth while 1 swallowéd a
thirsty draught, when he suddenly exclaimed, with great vehemence,

Arrêtez, donc, Madame, arrêtez 1 I looked up somewhat alarmed.
Bien 1 ' exclaimed he, looking slyly in my face car nous en avons

plus besoin. que vous.' Such are some of the truly French charac-
teristics, of my French friends.

So you see,' she concludes triumphantly, been

to Corinth in spite of the robbers and in spite of my disap-

pointment at not going down the Gul£'

To the tourist of these luxurious days, who may bè apt

to underrate the amount of 1 roughing it ' for which every

traveller of either sex, robust or delicate, had to, be prepared,

the following graphic account of a melancholy experience of

Lady Franklin's may well be, comblended. Touchirik at

Myconi on her way to meet her husband. at Syra, she found

a young Englishman of ber acquaintance whom she had left
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but ten days before at Candia lying desperately ill in the

lazaretto. He had-been reduced, he said, to this state by

« the villainous conduct of the Turks on board his vessel,'

where, although he had bargained for a place of better class,

he had been compelled to sleep on deck exposed -for ten

successive nights to most tempestuous weather, with nothing

but his cloak to protect him. The vessel having put into,

Myconi to take refuge from the gale, he had had himself put

ashore, but as, àccording to the despotic regulations of the

Greek Government, no quarantine could be performed and no

.pratique obtained except at the islands of Syra-ind Hydra,

even his present confinement would avail him nothing, but

would have to, be followed -by another term of seclusiôn in

the former of those islands, to which he was bound

He.had engaged (he said) a boat to take him to Syra, but was
not yet able to move. By degrees he seemed to recollect how strange
it was that I should be standing before him in converÉation, and he
blessed the circumstances, whatever they were, that brought me there.
I told him I regretted that I could not stay with him, but if I did
so I should probably miss you at Syra, whither (as he knew) I had,
retumed in order to meet you, but probably I should do as much

good by returning to Syra and stating his case to our excellent Con-
sulthere, and procuring him as good quarters as could be had at the
wretched lazaretto here; but I advised him not to attempt moving

till he was a little better, which I trusted the medicine I should leave
with him would make him. He eagerly tôok my medicine, and

showed me his tongue, that I might see how very ill he was; but
could not ask me to feel his pulse, since I should then have put
myself in quarantine with him, for there were witnesses ýf our

actions. He asked me if 'I had ever seen so altered a man. 1 left
him a candle and a few utensils, and stroxg1y recommended him to
the care of the Vice-Consul, a.ý a gentleman well known and highly
respectable, and well able to pay for whatever he wanted, and I
begged the Vice-Consul to procure him a nurse înstantly. It went
against my feelings and almost agginst my conscience to leave him
even thus ; but if 1 stopped I missed you, and it was no use my
stopping unless I shut myself up with him in his single room, whfch
had only the earth for a floor, and where, if I contracted his quaran-

tine, I should myself become a person who m* no one could approach.
I had but lately come out of the Syra lazaretto-that is to say, out
of a -shed of gaping planks a foot wide from each other in severai

JV
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places, without a door to close th-e entrance, with the wet earth for
a floor, swarming with water-rats, and with the rain coming down

upon my bed through the roof of planks. I had been obliged to
have the doctor immediately on leaving this shameful hole, and had
scarce yet recovered from the èffects of it.

At Syra, Lady Franklin immediately sought the assist-

ance of the British Consul, and a boat was sent to fetch the

sick man to the island. He arrived there some days later,

worse than when she had left him-too ill, in fact, to be

removed from, the boat to a little chapel on ' the islet rock,

which the Consul had kindly exerted himself to procure for

him and thus save him froin the uhnameable horrors of the

lazaretto.

I was too unwell on the first day after his àrrival tô go near him,
but Mr. Hill, of Athens, who happened to be here and saw him, told
me that Mr. Lyons said I was 'an angel,' the best woman he had
ever met in the world. There was he at Myconi, he said, sick and

alone, when aU at once I appeared before him and gave him, medi-
cines -and comforted him.

1

He wàs thought,' interjects Lady Franklin with a touch

of her charactéristic irony, 1 to be a little light-headed.'

The next day I went alongside his little boat, but he was dozing
in the confined hold, and I did not see him. Two or three days

afterwards, having remarked to Mr. jedder, the Church missionary
here, that I could get no one to tell me exactly how Mr. Lyons was,
and had been too unwell to go myself, he replied, II buried him
yesterday V They had concealed it from, me because I was myself
unwell and in low spirits; and thus the poor man died in the hold
of his tiny boat without a familiar face or friend near him,,and only
a hired Greek servant to watch his last moments. Mr. Wilkinson
(the Consul) did everything that was possible, but he was speechless
for some time before he died, and it ýwas useless for him to shut him-
self up in quarantine in a hole a few feet in extent with a man dying
of malignant féver. I would have given a great deal, however, to,
have been near him, so that he might have been conscious of it in

his dying hour. I was the only human being here whom he could
be said to, know, and this reflection, together with the feeling that
perhaps had I stayed with him at Myconi I might have saved his

life, has made me féel the wish of paying the only ataning tribute to
his memory, by having a stone erected at m'y own expense over the

P
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gra,%ýe e ground where he liés. It will cost but a trifle,
yet I did not venture to propose it to Mr. Wilkinson without diffi-

dence, knowing that most common minds would sneer at the romance
(to give it the prettiest name) of such an action.

With- this pathetiè story, so simply and touchingly related,

these extracts from Lady Franklin's correspondence may fitly

close.

V4
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CHAPTER XII

U1ýWELC04E LEISURE

1834-1836

AT the earliest moment after his arrival in England Franklin,

as in duty bound,_presented himself at the Admiralty, where,

of course, he was warmly received. He had just been dis-

playing an exceptional amount of that quality which the

official, and especially the 1 permanent' official, mind is wont

to prize more highly in a British officer than any other. human

virtue-the quality of -discretion. The First Lord was not

on that occasion visible, but the staff of the department
iwelcomed-ite,' says Franklin, 'Imost kindly, and each one

spoke of the difficulties of my position at Patras! An interview,

however, of 'a far more interesting character, and with an

infinitely more august personage, was awaiting him, and its

circumstances must be related as he relates them in a letter

to his wifé:-

These preliminary duties performed, I went to Brighton and
wrote to Sir Herbert Taylor that I had come down to, pay my most
dutiful respects to His Majesty by leaving my name in his book.
About two hours afterwards I received a note from Sir Heilïcïrt-to
say that His Majesty would give me an audience at five the same
evening, and that I was to, dine at the Pavilion at seven I was, of
course, punctual. to the tirne named, and w*as with the King three-
quarters of an hour,.and most closely questioned as to the present
state of Greece, Turkey, ý and Syria.

His principal airn seemed to be to, ascertain the state of feeling
towards'the Russian interest in each of these parts, and the means
taken to thwart or encourage it. He ihquired particùlarly about the
position and strength of the forts of the Dardanellesi the public
feeling at and about Constantinople and on the coast of Syria. He
asked many questions about the harbours near the Dardanelles, of

their fitness to receive and -shelter fleets, of the distances from one
P2
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part of the Archipelago to others, about the present state of Candia,

about Ibrahim Pasha, and the opinion generally entertained ia-Syria
as to being under the Egyptian Govemment. And, in fact, it was,

evident his mind was dwelling on the prospect of war, which then
attracted general attention, but which was thought improbable- --Ée
asked what kind of person the King of Greece was, aâà said he
sincerely hoped Greece would be established as an independent

kingdom. He spoke of Sir Henry Hotham, of the intrigues of the
Greek Capitani, which he said there was no doubt were fomented by
the Rùssians ý but he stopped me when I was proceeding to describel
the manner of Ricord's conduct to Sir H. Hotham, and that of his,,

captain to, me, evidently showing that these were subjects he could
not enter lapon, though he gave me to. understand he had been made

acquainted with them. ...On his rising *and my retiring, the"King
thankêd me for the information I had given him, on sev-eral -points

upon which he'required it, but had not met with any officer able te>
give it him soi- clearly -, and he furthér added This bas been an

-interesting conversation tome. I shall see you (he further said) at
dinner.'

I was thére punc-tually at seven, and met a brother-officer (Lord
Byron) as the lord-in-waiting. Sir Peregrine Maitland and Lady
Sarah arrived soon afterwards (the former I had known in Canada),,
and in a short time the rest of the visitors appeared, and the mem-
bers of the household, among whom there was interchange of con-
versation. The Queen entered the room with ber attendants at a
quarter after seven, followed by the Princess Augusta. She bowed
to the gentlemen, who stood in line, in passing, and spoke to the two,
ladies who werè visitors. The King appeared shortly afterwards.
. .. Dinner being announced, the King desired the Duke of Dorset
(the chamberlain, I believe) to lead out the Queen, land he offéred
his ar* to the Princess Augusta. The Austrian Princess ' then fol-
lowed, and the others according to their rank, each gentleman with
a lady as long as any remained..,m 1 had none, and several otbers
were so situated. I got -agreeably placed next Lord Byron, though
at the bottom of the table. 'Opposite me was Miss Wilson (maid of
honour), ýwhom, my neighbour teased a good dealin directing ber to,
look to every part of the table thât she might find out Sir John

MUCÙ slied to see and had heard 'was at
Franklin, whom she wi

table.
The table was magnificently served-all the ornaments of gold.

The King, drank wine twice with me in company with my neighbours.

The Queen withdrew at the' time'other ladies do at other tables, and

the gentlemen in due time after. The Austrian Princess sat on the
Queen's left, and the Duke of Dorset on ber, right ; the Princess

Augusta on the King's right, and Lady Saraa Maitland on his left.
je
5
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The conversation was free, each with his neighbour, and the whole
party very agreeable. On the King's rising to join the ladies, the

gentlemen followed. He took his seat at a raised table, where also
sat the Queen, the Princess Augusta, and the Duchess of Gloucester
(who did not dîne), the Countess of Mayo, Lady Sarah Maitiand,
and Lady Byron. The Queen and Princess--were working, and con-
versation appeared to be lively among them, the King joining in it.
At another table sat the maids of honour and three of the Kings
daughters, generally working ; and at other tables gentlemen and
ladies p]ayed cards. All were allowed to amuse themselves as they
liked. None went to the royal table unless. called, and the only

person thus honoured was the Austrian Princess, who sat by the
Queen. . ..The King did not speak to me in the drawing-room,

nor to any other gentleman. Nor did the Queen speak to me. She
Joôked closely at me, and I on two occasions caught her looking at

Pié from her work-table with lier spectacles. She is shy, and would
perhaps have spoken if I had been near.her. I only observed her
speak to two of the visitors, except the Austrians. The King having
at my audience yesterday asked whether I intended to make any

stay in Brighton, I nientioned my wish to go to town the following
day to see my cbild, if he had no further commands. He replied

that it was quite proper I should go, and I accordingly left the next
day.

Another interview of some interest, political and personal,

took place a day or two latèr between Franklin and Sir James

Graham, the First Lord of the Admiralty in Lord Grey-s

rapidly expiring Administration. Sir James, he says, 1 kept

me half an hour in close conversation, though there were

many waitirig to see him,' and the nature of the Ministers

questions witnesses clearly enough to the keen anxiety of the

official mind and to the threatenin European situation

which occasioned it Franklin was moist minutely interro-

gated as to Russian influence in Greece, the condition of

-Syria, the character of Ibrahim Pasha, and the opinion enter-

tained of him by the Syrian population; whether, for instance,

being a Mussulman and an acknowledged soldier, Franklin

thought that 1 in case of any overthrow of the Sultan by the

Russians as a consequence of any insurrection' the Maho-

medans of Syria would object to rally round Ibrahim if -they

were encouraged to do so; to which Franklin discreetly

replied that, given that encouragement and an assurance of
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protection against the monopolies and exactions of Mehemet

Ali, he thought they would not object.

He was then questioned, as he had been by William IV.,

with regard tothe Dardanelles- and its defences, the strong and

weak points of the forts, the best means of taking them and

of getting a fleet up the Straits.' The Minister was especially

searching in his inquiries as to the supposed state of feeling

among the people generally at Constantinople, and what was

likely to be the effect the Russians were -to march down

among the mass of people not military or under the immediate
influence of the Sultan. The Divan and higher classes, he

thought, might be, and probably were, bought over by Russia.'

Franklin replied, stating his impression that the people
generally were not inclined to the Russian occupation, and

that they would display this sentiment in action if warmly

encouraged and assured of support.

It is worth remarking, as an illustration of the féeliug -in
England towards the linteresting people' in whose affairs

Franklin had been for the last three years immersed, that

hardlý a question appea7rs to have been asked him at this

interview about the condition and', prospects of the Greeks.

What were the, probable designs "of the Czar, and what the

state of - feeling among the Mahommedan subjects of the

Porte, were the sole questions of any interest to the minis-

terial mind at that moment And not to the ministerial mind
alone. On all handý it is the same story-a story which

Franklin tells his wift,.-Ot without a touch of mild disappâint-
ment in this same letter. Wýë-hav-è--ýëen already that he was
no fanatical. Philhellene, but it is evidenf that even he could
have wished for a little more sympathy with the Hellenic
cause than he found:

You have been preparéd to expect that Greece and its affairs
occupy a very small portion of the publie thought in England. The
feeling ils that of absolute indifférence. The Kingý Sir James Gra-
ham, and Mr. Backhouse, the ý Under-Secretary of State, are the c
only persons who have spoken a word to me about them, and their a
conversation related to the political bearing of the subject with
refèrence to Ru«s'sia and to my transactions at -Patras, which 1 may
here mention seern to have attracted great attention. Thougý I
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thoroughly detesi the modem Greeksand would not for any con-
sideration live among them, except from necessity, I take an interest
in the welfare of- breece, and shall continue to do so, and therefore
do not relish this indifférence towards them.

An interest in the welfare of a country is, of course, not

quite consistent with a thorough detestation of its inhabitants,

but Franklin evidently meant no more than we all mean

when we pronounce these sweeping judgments upon whole
ell-communities of men. They,-never amount to more than a

hasty generalisation frorn certain conspicuous specimens of

the nation condemned, and, on reflection, arc usually felt, even

by.those who pronounce them, to bc not wholly just. They

are not perhaps wholly unjust, inasmuch-as the offensiveness of

the aforesaid prominent citizens' is usually due to, character-

istics common to, the entire nation. The injustice consists

in treating the exceptional exaggeration of these qualities

as if it were no less common than the qualities themselves.

Franklin, of course, knew well that behind the horde of greedy,

lawless, and lying Greek adventurers with whorn he had corne

principally in contact there was to, bc -found, as there is in

most countries, a community of honest, quiet, industrious, un-

sophisticated cultivators and traders, with all the virtues that

the adventurer had 1 shed' and with the vices which he had

developed still dormant in the germ. These and not their

unworthy leaders were the rea11\people whorn Franklin had

been endeavouring to, help, and it was their 1 welfare' he was

really thinking of ' di,

Thus fie concludes his account of his interview with Sir

James Graham:-

Before I left him I said I hoped he would allow me to take this
opportunity of representing to him that I was extremely anxious to be
actively employed ; that during a professional lifé of thfrty-four years I

had scarizely been out of active employmeýit, and therefore could not
look upon the prospect of inactivity-'ý,with any complacency. I was
quite ready for any service. I knew (I continued) that there were many
applicants with equally strong claims, yÊt I thought it due to, my
professional character to urge mine, on which alone I bad to, depend..
Sir James answered that he féared he -could not meet my wishes at
preste but if there was any stir,' he added, the case would be.
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diffèrent. 1 should then, perhaps, be able to call fôr your services.
I am 'well acquainted " with your merïts, and have received the

strongest testimonials resp'ecting your judgment and talents from Sir
H. Hotham and Sir Pulteney Yalcolm, and particularly in trans-
acting the difficult affairs of Patras, and,- believe me, 1 shall beàr them
in mind, and be happy to employ you when I can?

To a Fi:ùst Lord overwhelmed with applications such urgency-
on the part of an officer who seemed to think that to have,

been scarcely out of active employment for thirty-four years

was a reason for seeking, not repose, but renewed occu-

pation, may well have seemed a little embarrassing if not

unreasonable. But *Franklin had no notion of allowing, any

such considérations to, abate his insatiable thirst for work.

His pertinacity, indeed,- in hunting up thé authorities seems

almost to -have astonîshed himsel£. For he continues, in his

delightfülly simple -fashion:

On reading alithese details, you will fancy, my dearest, that your shy,
timid husband must have gathered some brass on his way home, or
you will be at a loss,«fo account for his extraordinary courage. What

will you say on learning that I have- done all but the truly official,
par4 principally because 1 kn i w you would have wished me to do so
if you had been present, and therefore for your sake ? -

Meanwhile Lady Franklin was still on her travels. About

the time of his arrival in England she wrote to him from

Alexandria, which she was about to, quit in a fe-vv days' time

for a trip up the Nile. There had been talk of her husband's

joining her, but with her usual good sênse and solicitude for

his professional interests she declined to entertain a proposal

which it is -évident had been made mainly for her gratification.

On january 8 she writes-:-

It will be a good and sufficient reason.why you should not comeý
here (and that applies equally ' to your coming to Napoli or anywhere

else), that- by being at home you may-> in the way of other employ-
ment. There are some signs of a stir in the times-signs of war, and
much talk, I am told, of various scientific expeditions. I should be-
sorry you were out of the way of profiting by any of these oppor-

tunities, and if you stayed at home on this accôùnt I would instantly, on
my retÙrn from the Nile, embark on a ship straight for England. ...

It would be equally unjust if, you thought it was indifférènt to me to
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part from, you or otherwise than exceedingly painful ; but your credit

and reputation are dearer to me than the selfish enjoyment of yoùr

society. Nor indeed can 1 properly enjoy your society if you are

living in inactivity when ýou might be in active employ,"',_

Then, reverting to a subject which was never long absent

frorn Franklin's mind, and which his wife had trained herself

to discuss with him in his own spirit, she continues

With respect to the expéditionsI regârd them as àffording a means

of distinguishing yourself in your own peculiar line, which no conimand

of a ship on any station in these times can by any probability present.

The character and position you possess in society, and the interest-I

may say celebrity-attached to your pame, belong to the expeditions,

and would- never have been acquirëd by the carter you have run,

however fair and creditable, in the ordinary line of your profession.

I am unable to judge, however, how far you fée]. equal to your former

exertions, setting aside accidental sufférings, which, it is to, be hoped,

never need occur again. 1 would not have you go, to be like - ;

and God forbid you should go to the ruin of your -h ealth, if you should

féel to be unequal to any of your former exertions. A shib expedition,

however, does not seem liable to the objection, and a freezing

climate seems to have a wonderful power-in bracing your nerves and

making you stroý!ger. Mr. Thurbum tells- ïÙ6 that an expedition is

conternplated,--tô the south, and that a north-west passage is still

thought à féasible object. Wow, young Ross cannot do both these at

the same time, and if both are undertaken -so-me, 2ne will step in to

do the one while he undertakes the other.;--T4ey tell me Parry is

on his way home, and he will be working , hard for the vàcancy, _ý>r

perhaps Richardson. I wish-hîm well, and--young Ross also. They

are both fine fellows, and I grudge them n"thing'of their well-earned

fame. But if yours is still dearer to me, even they could forgive me. . .

I hope what I'say will, not displease you, and you must not think I

undervalue your military career. I féel it is not'that, but the other,

which has made you what you are.

There are some of your friends who regret that you ever swerved

from discovery to the beaten--way of the majority of your profession.

.1s not Captain Beaufort of this opinion? I am not, however.

You did -not ask for a shir) in the Mediterranean till you had again

proposed yourself for another expedition, but it was. not thought

-w.Gnà-while. Now it is revived again. Have you thougbt of talking

or consulting with Captain Beaufort on -the subject?

The-trip up the Nile was to, be unavoidably delayed for

sorne weeks, c-ind in the rneantime Lady Franklin continued
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her stay in Alexandr"ia, Èharpening her critical wits on the
officîal and other native society in which she moved. She

saw much of the entourage of the masterful Pasha, her
description of whom has been quoted above. It was at the
time of the eoubles in Candia, when the defection of Osman,
a trusted servaiit of Mehemet Ali's, was the theme of general
conversation-' a 'crime,' writes Lady Fra:nklin in her em-

phatic way, 'of the blackçst dye, because he had been raised
fromnothing by the Pasha, and educated in Europe by him,
loaded with riches and favours, and was in his confidénce,'
His sudden desertion, coupled with the wanton barbarities he

haà recently been committing in Greece (where he put to
dèath some thirty people in the différe-nt towns and villages

after they had at his summons dispersed quietly to theirT
homes), excited the suspicion which the friends of Mehemet
Ali would have been glad to see confirmed, that these acts
of cruelty had been committed without the sanction of the

Viceroy. 1 am sorry to say, however,'adds Lady Franklin>

"À that Mehemet Ali does not disavow those executions, and
thus deserves to draw down on himself the bitter consequences

71, of such cold-blooded tyranny. I heartily wish that Candia
may be wrenched from his g-rasp, for if it is not, and -he

deals with the poor Greeks in this manner, the island will
soon be depopulated.'

Franklin's hopes of speedy employment, in so far at least
as they were founded on ý-the contingency of what Sir James

î Graham called a 1 stir,' were but shortlived. Before the end
of February we find him writing to Lady Franklin thàt the
hostile appearances',which were prevalent at the time of his

audience of the King and interview with the First Lord of the
Admiralty 1 have been since rernoved,' though there is just a

chance, he seems to think, that the thawing of the Baltic* may
again restore the warlike aspect of things by encouraging
Russia to hold a higher tone than she has thought it prudent

to do while her fleets were blocked in by his
account he does not think it-,advisable to, ask the Admiraltye

î for an prolonged leave of absence, which he would have toy
-ji do if he were to accompany Lady Franklin on to 5yriaand
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Greece, and to--return by the Continen-t overland. More-
aver, he evidently could not abandon the hope, which has
beguiled so many another deserving officer, that his deserts had
attracted the special notice of his official superiors. « Sir James
Graham at the Drawing Roorn the offier day showed me a

marked attention by leaving his wife's side to come forward
and shake me by the hand, which 1 did not observe him to
do to any other captain, though there were numbers around
me. And he goes on to relate how the Secretary had pàid
him a similar compliment, and introduced him to his

daughters. These,' he adds, II admit, are in themselves
trifles, thouÉh they show that I at least am not undeserving

of being noticed insuch a public place! A more substantial
recognition, and one which gave greater pleasure to his kindly
heart, was the promotion by the -A-dmiralty of two warrant
officers at his request, and the provision of new berths for'all
the young mids of the Rainbow, mainly on account, of the
credit the ship had attained.' Their Lordships, moreover,
'had expressly appointed Kay (his first wife's nephew) to, the
Edinburgh in lieu of a ' candidate of stronger %official interests,

qp My directing their attention to * his merits and pointing
out by Letter the distinguished maýner in which he had passed
his ekamination?

Having received all these proots of the attention -of the
Adn iralty to his professional claims, and having fully made

___knàwn to, them his earnest wish to, be employed, it would
surely be unwise of him, Franklin writes, to ask for a

jengtherred leave of absence, the very request for which
might almost b. taken to impje nge in his wishes with
respect to active - employment. At the-same time, he did not

himself regard the prospects of active service, at any raté of fil,
4the kind which he preferred to any other, as hopefully as his

wife. She had, he thought, been misinformed as to the pro-
bability of another expedition being.sent to the North-west.
The younger Ross,' he writes, & has received au official reply
from the Admiralty, saying that theiÉ Lordýhips had no inten-

tion of sending another expedition at. present! Nor had he
ever heard the slightest -hint of a South Polar expedition, of

1834 1-IOPES DEFERIRED
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which he felt sure he should'have béen ipformed through

Captain Beaufort if anything of the kind had been in contem-

plation. We may rest assure« he adds, with, as the event

showed, an undue confidence in the possibility of forecasting

the operations of the official mind, « that there will be no more

land journey after Backs return.'

Yop are quite right in thinking a cold climate would suit me. It
always bas done, andI would rejoice in being sent on some service to

such a climate, but not tJgo for the mere desire of travelling, and
still less for the mere empty shadow of increasing my fame. I know
that m character bas been appreciated by the officers of my profes-
sion, and others higher in station, whose good opinion Lam proud to
have obtained, and you may rely upon it that they do not fancy me
to be so overcome with the love of repose as not to be ready and
most willing to obey any call for my services, to whatever part of the
world they may lead me.

Lady Franklin had in one of her former letters referred to

a Foreign Enlistment Bill then under consideration in Parlia

ment the result of whichif passed, would be, she seemed to,

think, to enable Franklin, if all prospect of employment by
the Admiralty should fail him to take service temporarily

under some foreign Government. It-,may-be-:tfitexesting tô
cite his views, which were thegeneral professional views of

his day, on a question not perhaps regarded as quite so, free

from doubt in 'our own time. Observing on the fact that

Lady Franklin seemed desirous of directing»his attention to

that field of activity, he continues:

You *iII perhaps be surprised to, learn that all officers of rank
who take such a step are considered by the heads of our profession
as mere adventurers. ...1 cannot agree with Mr. Thurburn that, if
a man disting.uished himself in foreign service, it would aid him
when he returned to bis own. I know, on the contrar that there is
not a single instance of an officer who bas been en yed on foreign
service of late-since, in fact, such service bas been'solely a money-

getting adventure-who has returned to bis own, or rather who bas
been afterwards employed in bis own profession; and, therefore, if ever

1 were to accept employment in a foreign service, 1 should consider
the act as putting a finish to all claims beyond the receipt of my half

pay from my own, and in so doing I should only be guided by what
Iýas happened to all the others. Except Lord Cochrane and Sartorius
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and Napier, I know not any person of the rank of a captain who has
been in foreign service. And how many of junior rank have been corn-

pelledto quit foreign service by the neglect of their petty employers
and disgust at the treatment they have received! Your friend, Captai n
H., you see, bad no idea of it after he was pôsted, nor, I will venture
to say, will there be found above one or two in our whole 1 Navy List

who would. I cannot conceive a more humbling position than to
place an officer of acknowledged merit in our service to be subjected,
to the whims and caprices of either Egyptian or Turkish rulers, or
the equally unprincipled rule of Dom Pedro's or Miguel's advisers.
The Dutch is the only foreign service that, in my opinion, a British
officer of the rank of a captain could enter with credit to himself.

The year 1834 was saddened for Franklin by the death of

his last surviving brother, James, who had returned frorn

India In broken health and had now but a few months to live.

He had led an active and distinguished life in India, and was

a cohscientious officer and a man of blameless reputation

but during his closing days he seems to have become a prey

to a religious melancholy almost as dark and despairing as

that of Cowper. John was unremitting in attendance at his

brother's bedside, and in endeavours, at last, it would seem,
successfül, to'console and cheer him. 'He has left many notes

of their- conversations-notes not intended and not fitted for the

public eye, but abounding in evidences of deep fra_(jernal affec-

tion and full of a healthy and manly piety, which is all the

more striking by its painful contrast with the morbid spiritual

condition he was endeavouring to relieve. James Franklin

died on August 31, 1834, leaving one daughter, whom his

brother virtually adopted and who accompanîed him abroad

on his next official employment, and remained a member of

his household until her marriage.

in the autumn of 1834 Lady Franklin returned from her

travels and took up her residence with, her husband at a

house in Gower Street, Bedford Square, where they appear tc>

have stayed some months. That weary wait for employment

which has been the cýuse of so much heart-sickness to spirited

officers in all piping times of peace, was still going on. You

ask me,' he writes to, Miss Franklin, whose affectionate sis-

terly anxieties as to his prospects had been accompanied by
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inquiries after political news, 1 how His Majesty and his people

get on together.' (It was four months after that historic coup

of William IV., the dismissal of the Melbourne Ministry b.V

an exércise of -the prerogative.)

I think the people generally are much pleased with the King,
tbough there are several who are not satisfied With- his-Ministers [the
short-lived First Administration of Sir Robert Peel]. The- Whigs
who held the goverrunent before have joined with the Radicals to give
every opposition they can to-Sir Robert Peel's Ministry, and they are
expected to have a struggle for the majority on the subject of the
Tithes in Ireland. But though the Ministry may be deféated on that

question, it does not follow that they will go out, and I believe every
sincere wisher for the welfare of the country desires that they may
remain in office, since theyare doinggreat good and have the confidence
,of the country generàlly -ith thei.

Alas for the desires of the sincere well-wishers! The sorely

pressed Ministry were thrice deféated in the course of the

next fortnight on the Tithe question, and at the third deféàt

resigned.

You ask, secondly, what my prospects are. At present I have
no employment in view, though I have made application for it in

-common with many others. Having been recently afloat and there
4eing but few ships in commission, I cannot expect to be preferred
before many other officers of merit. I keep, however, on the watch
for anything that may offer.

Franklin did not, however, consider it necessary to main-

tain a watch of such extreme vigilance as would keep him

perpetually within half an hous walk of the Admiraltyý In

the course of the summer -of 1835 he indulged himself and

his wife with the distraction of a tour in Irelànd. Th éy. had

-excellent introductions to many notable people both of the

social and the scientific world, and merely as an expedition
Of pleasure their visit was a complete success. But Franklin's

untiring intellectual curiosity and thirst for information made

it impossible for him to regard any sojourn in a new country

fro m. the point of view of mere amusement, and his well-filled

-notebooks attest the diligence with which he endeavoured

to make himself thoroughÎy, acquainted with the rural and
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0
cconomical conditions of -Irish- life. The success with which

he applied himself to this task was soon to, receive public
proof Ëxperience of his past services had, no, doubt,

satisfied the official mind that his shrewd observation and
sound judgment would make his opinion worth having on a

question of Irish maritime industry, even after but a brief visit

to the country. He was invited to, give evidence before

the Royal Commission then engaged on the Irish Fishery
Inquiry, and made several practical recommendations -of con-
siderable value. Like most other students of the peculiarities
of the Irish people, as illustrated in their industrial habits,

he had been equa'lly impressed by the excellence of the

Irishman's natural gifts and by his singularly ineffective
employment of them. The West Coast population evidently

struck him as a race of potentially admirable fishermen, who,

as a matter of fact, did noe know how to fish. He recom-
mended accordingly, as 'politic means of improving the

fisheries.' the stationing of 1 substantial fishing vessels by
Government on the Western Coast, to be manned with

experienced fishermen and provided with a complete outfit of

nets and other fishing gear, such vessels to be placed on

several parts of the coast, two in company, to instruct the
local fishermen in the best modes of fishing.' The commander

and the mate of each of these ships would be the actual

instructor, their crew of pupils being selected from the boat-

men of the adjacent coasts ; and Franklin laid much stress on

the point that these instructors should also be " experienced

seamen,' in order that the local fishermen might be taught to,

navigate square-rigged, vessels into harbour, thus combining
with the fishing îndustry the avocation of a scientific pilot.

His idea, in fact, was that when the full benefits of the system
of training were realised, every fishing vessel on the western

coast might contain two fishermen capable of acting as pilots,

where not a little saving of life and property might, he
thought, be effected, inasmuch as many ships could then take
shelter in western Irish harbours, to which vessels in distress

had hitherto, been unable for want ofpilotage to resort.

Franklin, it is hardly necessary to say, was perfectly well
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money or of human life, were not disposed to encourage any
further undertakings of a dangerous and costly kind. After

,every great outburzt of his maritime spirit John Bull is apt to
fall into the mood of Sindbaël and Gulliver, and to vow that
he will never go to st2gany more.

It was during one of these periods of reaction that
Franklin had accepted his Mediterranean appointment., and
the years which had elapsed had wrought no change in, at
any rate, the 'attitude of the Government. On the contrary, it
is natural to suppose that certain memorable incidents of

Arctic adventure in 1829-33 may have done something to
confirm them in it But unfortunately for British Govern-

ments, theîr involuntary relation to this business of exploring
the desolate parts of the earth is, after all, much the same as
their equally involuntary relation to the no less characteris-
tically British activity of penetrating its inhabited but un-

friendly regions. They may discountenance exploring raids
upon Nature as earnestly as they discountenance attempts

to open up territory inhabited by savage tribes;_ but in both
cases they are expected to help the adventurers out of a

mess. Thus, when in 1829 Sir Felix Booth fitted out the

Victory and sent out Captain John Ross, accompanied by
-his afterwards even more famous nephew James, to seek the

North-West Passage, the Government had no means of fore.
seeing that, after a voyage most fruitfül 'in scientific results

and resulting in 'the discovery of the Magnetic Pole, the
gallant vessel would be frozen up for no less than three solid

years in its winter quarters, and that they would be called

upon to, send, and would send, an expedition to its relie£

Yet so it had been. In the year 1833, just at the close
-of Franklin's protraëted struggle with Greek heroes at Patras,
the British Government had to despatch a party under the
.command of Captain Back, with orders to proceed by the Great
Fish River to the northern shore of Arctic America, whence he

was-to endeavour to, reach Cape ParM where it was anticipated
that intelliger)ce of the missing expedition might be obtained.
For it was known that Captain Ross in some measure relied for

support, in case of unduly prolonged absence, on the stores
0 
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that had been landed from the Fury when that vessel was
unfortunately wrecked in 1823. The Rosses, however,- had

already been picked* up, and were being brought home by a
whaler when the search party reached Arctic latitudes; and

thereupon, in pursuance of his instructions-for, to, do the
Government- justice, they seem to haVe thought that, whether

he succeeded in rescuing the Rosses or not, he might as well
do some exploring while he was on the spot-Back proceeded
to trace the course of the Great Fish River, which has since
borne h ' is name as an alternative title, to its mouth. This

work was completed on August 16, 1834, when his expedition
reached its most northerly point on King William Island.

His success did much to rekindle scientific interest in
the su rvey of the Arctic coast of America, and it is not
impossible that the appetite of the Government itself for Polar
discovery may have come to. them, according- to the French
saying, en inang-eant. It is, at any rate.- certain that, at the
instance of the -Royal. Geographical Society, they consénted"
to attempt the completion of the survey of the North American

coast between Cape Turnagain, Franklin's furthest eastward
from the Coppermine River, and the point reached by Back
frôm the Great Fish River, which debouches still further tc>

the east. The connection of these two points would have
completed the exploration of the Amërican coast-liné from

Behring Strait to a meridian'of longitude whiclf had been
already crossed by Parry ýravelling westward at a higher
latitude. In other words, it would have caused the eastward
line of exploration from Behring Strait and the westward
liie from Baffin's Bay to overlap, and have left nothing but a

gap of some four degrees of latitude to be bridged over in
order to complete the North-West Passage. Co'nsidering

that more than half of the sixty odd degrees of longitude that
divide Behring Strait from King William's Island had been

p lored by the tuo'pàrties sent out under Franklin's com-
mand in i8ig and -1825, the leader of those expeditions.
would seem to have been naturally designated for the du ty

and the honour of completing the survey. The claims of Back,
however, were at once too strong and 'too recent to, be over-
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looked ; and Back accordingly was selected. A not un-
generous envy of his old comrade's good fortune is, I think,
discoverable in Franklin's correspondence of this period and
his feeling in this matter was possibly strengthened by the

fact that, much as he admired Back's high courage- and ad-
venturous spirit, he does not seem to have formed an equally

favourable estimate of his abilities as an " explorer. It was
ivholly foreign, however, to his frank,,ànýd friendl charac-

ter to, cherish either disappointment with respect to, the
leadership of the expedition QI misgivings as to its results.

When Back sailed from Eýgý1and in the Terror, that strenuous
-and indefatigable chalféngèr of Arctic and Antarêtic dangers.

he was. sped,--üpon his enterprise by no one with a more

cheery enthusiasm than by the former leader who had sus-

tained and been sustainèd by him fifteen years before in their
deadly struggle with frost-and famine in the Barren Lands.

It turned out an ill-fated and fruitless expedition, The
Terror left Englanid on june:24, 1836, but' was beset by ice

in Éudson's Strait in the following September, and for the
next ten months drifted helpleýsly in the pack. When at

last rejeased she was found to"have sustained such severe
injuries that aIl thought of further navigation northward had
to be abandoned, and her head was turned homeward.

Thus Backdescribes his experiencès in a letter to, Franklin
of the following year, the opening passages of which give

pleasant testimony to, the strong attachment subsisting between

the two men. Aeter warmly congratulating Franklin on his
success in the new sphere of duty upon which by that time

he had entered, the writer goes on:-

I know that John Barrow informed you of my arrival, after a most
trying time, among the ice, which was7 so close as to preclude the pos--

sibility of gaining ground. 1 overtook the Bay ship in the Strait, and,
had it been practicable, would have gone to the south of Southamptoil
Island ; but there was not thé smallest chance, and-, therefore, keeping

north, our advance was satisfactory enough until- close to Frozen
Strait. There the northern and western ice carne down in large floes

and packs, the detached pieces being old and heav,y. Finally, we
were frozen in at sea, and for sorne time were drifted about with the
entire body without much injury at length _wýè were nipped, and

2
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iently the ice came in masses, throwing up pyramids and
a devlastation scarcely ýo be imagined, until long rolling

From. ten to thirty-feet--produced such confusion and havoc
stern-post and twenty feet of the keel were forced over three

[alf feet to port, the eighteen-inch square beams bent, bulk-
èll down, and lastly the-ship was-pressed upon the surface of

forward. There shé sufféred for four months and even-
ýot clear from the ice in August, just completing the year from

of entering in. Two chain cables were passed across the
keep her together across the Atlantic, and often she was near

At length she got to Lough Swilly, and the following day
led down *by the head and was beached. Being patched up,

towed round to Chatham and paid off. .'This business
ken me much,,

Il it might. But there was good work left not only

future Sir - George Back, but in the stout ship which
.ee-led home with him, staggering under her wounds,

a thousand leagues of sea. The Terror was refitted

all the world knows, made ready for further exploring

Two more journeys w'as the gallant ship to make

two opposite poles of the world before the end of her

nor till she had seen the midnight sun shining in mid-

on the icebergs of a new continent in the furthest

rn waters was she to take her last voyage northward

ive her tough old bones in the Arctic pack.
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CHAPTER XIII

A NEW APPOINTMENT

11836

No doubt it was the feeling of having dropped out of the line ÏM,

of explorers that lent an additional stimulus to Franklin's
desire for active service in some other form. A year or a
year and a half ashore ývas alwa s a sufficient spell of they

landsman's life for him. Early in 1836 we find him, stirred
by the same longing after -some outlet for his restless energies
that had agitated him so often at former periods of his
career. ^In these quiet times, however, and with his favourite

avenue of adventure closed to him, he nodoubt felt it. vain to
hope for any opportunity for service afloat, and it was in a

spirit of complete readiness for official employment of any
sort that he now proceéded to address the Government.

His clairn to ivhat he sought from, them was undoubtedly
strong. Even those whô have followed his career thus far in

these pages will perhaps hardly realise -how strong it was
until they see his many and varied services brought together

in a concise statement, such as is embodied in the followl*ng
formal application from him to the Board of Admiralty:

I entéred H. M. service in October iiSoo on board the Polyphemus
(64), Captain (now Admiral) Lawford, and was in that ship in the
battle of Copenhagen', igoi. I soon afterwards joined the Investi-
gator, Captain Flinders, and was employed for the greater part of the
fhree following years in the survey of the coast of Australia. On

that ship being condemned as unfit for the further * prosecution of
that service, I was sent with the officers and crew into the Porpoise,
Lieutenant (now Captain) Fowler, late the first lieutenant. of the Investi-

gator. That ship, and another being wrecked in company on a coral,
reef on the east coast of New Holland, their united crews'consisting

of ninety-four persons, had to remain upwards of eight weeks on a
--desolate bank of coral, 'not of greater circuit than a quarter of a rnile,
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subsisting on the provisions obtained by great exertions, from the
wreck of the Porpoise. Captain Flinders returned to Port Jackson,
upwards of six hundred miles, in an open boat, and, having freighted
a merchant vessel, brought her to our relief, and also a schooner, in
which he proceeded to the Isle of-France.' I accompanied Mr.
Fowler and the crew in thé merchant vessel to. Canton, where we
were distributed among the different East India ships for a passage
to England. I had the good fortune of having continued with my
commander on board the Earl Camden, Captain. Davies, and was
appointed to the charge of the signals on the occasion of the East
India Fleet beating off the squadron of Admiral Linois, which was
lying in wait to intercept the fleet on its homeward passage.

On my arrival in England I joined the Bellerophon (74), under
the command of Captain Loring, and was employed in the Channel
Fleet, and, secondly, of Captain Cooke, who was killed in the battle of
Trafalgar, in which action I was entrusted with the responsible charge
of the signal department on board the Bellerophon. In the year 1807
I joined the Bedford (Captain the late Rear-Admiral Walker), and
in a month afterwards was promoted to be acting lieutenant of
the ship on the ·occasion of the royal family of Portugal embarking
for the Brazils, whither the Bedford accompanied them. I was con-
firmed a lieutenant in Febrùary 18o8, and remained in the same ship
on the Brazil station upwards of two and a half years ; then on the
North Sea station ; and had the honour of-being in the Bedford when
she formed one of the squadron under the command of His present
Majesty when the Allied Sovereigns were escorted by H.R.IL the
Duke of,Clarence to this country.

On the conclusion of the war the Bedford was despatched with
other ships of war to convey troops for the attack on New Orleans,
and on the occasion of the capture of the American gunboats on Lac
Borgne I commanded thejboats of the Bedford, and was so fortunate

,as to be the first pers&n 'on board one of their vessels. ,I recei3éd a
wound on this service. Iiwas subsequently employed for nine weeks
in the boats and with the army on shore, and had the gratification
of being mentioned in the official despatches of General Lambert.

The day the Bedford was put out of commission I was appointed
first lieutenant of the Forth (48), then ready to convey H.R.H. the
Duchesse d'Angoulême t> France, and remained in that ship till she
was put out of commission.

My next appointmest was to the command of the Trent, as second
to Captain Buchan, whd was sent to attempt the Pole by steering
directly north between Greenland and Spitzbergensand I afterwards
had the honour of comn anding two expeditions by land to the Polar
Sea, which gave me full occupation from 1819 to the close of 1827.
At the close of this service I was honoured by having a knighthood
conferred on me by His late Majesty.
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In 1830 1 had the gratification of being appointed to the com-
mand of the Rainbow, and was employed upwards of three years in
the Mediterranean, under the command of Sir Pulteney Malcolm and
the late Sir Henry Hotham, during the výhQ1ç of' wh ' ich, except about

two months, I had the honour of bein'g--entruýféd by these dis-
tinguished officers with a detailed command. To one of these ser-

vices I may be permitfed perhaps more particularly to allude, on
eccoùnt of the importance attached by, Sir H. Hotham to the care-
ful execution of his orders, and because I know that the Admiral
trarismitted the whole of my correspondence connected with this
service to the Admiralty, w- ith repeated testimonies of his own appro-
bation at my coýduct, which documents are now either at the

Admiralty or the Foreign Office. I mean the being stationed before
Pàtras for eleven months as senior officer of the allied vessels while

the garrison was held by an insurgent force,_which at length I had
the-happiness of seeing delivered 'over. to the troops of, the, King of
Greece.. This service proeàÎèd for me the official approbation of the
Admiralty, notified through my Commander-in-Chief, as well as letters
of thanks fÎom the British Consul and the-A:Éent of Lloyd's, and ýthe
honour of the Golden Cross of the Order of the Redeemer, which
was sent me after my return to England by His Majesty King Otho,-'

There seems an undesigned touch of the ironicat in

Franklin's observation that the official documents reé ording

the commendations; of his superior officers are 1ýow « either at
the Admiralty or the Forei 'n Q s

9 ffice.' Much thé'ame difficulty'

as attends the tracing of such testimoniés . to their depart-

mental depositary has often before this"been experienced in

finding the recognition which it ÎsSoped that these eulogies

rnây insure. Governments are'always officially grateful for

services rendered - to the Stâte ; but the trouble with many

deserving public servants is to discover the department-or it

may be the pigeon--hole-in which that sentiment is kept.

Searches in, the present instance seem to have Ïbeen

successfülly instituted, and the ministerial gratitude v. as dis-

covered. Indeed, in the spring of 1836 it-had already begun

to dawn upon the then Government that a naval officer of

high distinction and provedl- ability had been for three years

condemned to 'rust unburnished,' while the strongest desire

of his heart was, now as ever, to- shine'in use.' The Colonial

Office was, it seems, the first départment to open its eyes, and

its authorities then at once proceeded in thoroughly character-
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istic oflicial fashion to ascertain what was the most unim-
portant post that the aforesaid distinguished officer could

be prevailed up-on to accept.ý Accordingly, the folLowing
correspondence passed between the Colonial Secretary, Lord
Glenelg, and Sir John Franklin

Colonial Office: March ig, 1836.

Dear Sir,--I request to--know if you retain the inclination which
you once expressed to accept of sorne coloniâl office. The Govern-
ment of Antigua is now vacant, and if it should suit your views, I
;ho'uld have great pleasure .in placing your name before His Majesty.

I remain, dear Sir, yours faithfâlly,
GLIENELG.

The reply of Franklin is notable- for the homely simplicity
with which he admits obligations to a counsellor whom a false

pride might--hav-êprevented-too many men in those days frorn
acknowledging :_ '.ý1 ,

__ My Lord,--I- cannot sufficiently thank your Lordship for the very
kind manner in which you have noticed the conversation I hadthe

honour of having with you on the subject of some colonial appoint-
ment, and I féel much flattered and gratified by the offer your Lord-

shiý has be'en pleased to make me of the Governorship of Antigua
but, as Lady Franklin is out of town, I will venture to defer giving
my answer for a few days, till I have had the opportunity of con-

sulting her.
I havethe honour to be

Your Lordship's'most obedient servant,
JoHN FRANKLIN.

Such a consultation was likely to have but one result. It
is frue that the gfzeat self-governing British colonies of our

own time had'not in * those days risen into that importance
which now dwarfs all our colonial possessions by com-

parison ; ý bVt even in the fourth decade of the present century
Antigua must hav-e-held quite a third- -rate positiôn among the
dominions of the Empire. Nowadays it does not even furnish
a governorship to the Oflicial' List. Although the seat of

government and residence of'the Governor of the Leeward
Islands, it is itself merèly one of the 1 Presideh'cies' of that
group, and its President holds the oflice in commendàm, so to,

speak, with the colonial secretaryship, of the Islands, at an
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addition of 0111Y 5o/. a year to, his official salary in the last-
Mentioned capacity. In 1836 it was assuredly no great catch

for an officer of Franklin's distinction, as indeed Ife subse-
quently pointed out with his usual sailor-like bluntness to, the
Colonial Secretary himself

Lady Franklin was against acceptance of the offer, and all
the official acqpaintances whom he consulted on the subject,

among whorn was his intimate and valued fiiend Captain
À

Beaufort, the well-known Hydrographer to, the Admiralty
concurred in her opinion. It was a lieutenant-governorship

not in direct correspondence with the Colonial Office, and the
salary, I,2ool. a year, was inadequate, Franklin was assured by

those well acquainted with Antigua, to the social requirements
of the position. Captain Beaufort, to whorn Lady Franklin's
letter of advice was shown by her husband, described it as
the letter of a woman of most excellent sense, judgment, and

féeling;' and added that, if he had ever entertained the least
doubt as to the advisability of declining the appointment as
soon as he knew that it was only a lieutenant-governorship,
that letter would have decided him. He recommended his
friend at once to call on the Colonial Secretary and lay before

hini- the considerations which compelled a refusal of his offer.
On this advice Franklin acted in the characteristic fashion
described as foll'ws- in a- letter to his wife

'Accordingly, I went to- Lord Glenelg (who received me with much
cordiality), and began by saying that the gratitude' I owed him, and

the desire I had on every account to accept his kind offer, hid made
me take the time for consideration which I had done, and that it
was Nvith regret that the information I had gained had led me to the
decision I should bave to convey to him. I -mentioned ïÉe inade-
quacy of the salary for keeping up the station as I should féel it my

duty to do. He said he was âware of this inadequacy, and expres5ed
his regret e being unable to.improve it. I assured him, however,
that fhis was by no means a primary consideration with me, and
that I was even prepared to spend a part ôf _ýny private income in
this service (and that, too, with your consent) if other circumstances
had been equally favourable in the appointment ; but that the pointý'

upon which my decision had rested was the not having to com-
municate with the Colonial Office dir'ectly, and that every official

communication of mine must go through the Governor, which Lord

'rÀ
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Glenelg admitted was the case. I had been accustomed, I told him,

to holding positions of responsibility and command, and 1 mentioned
î the duties entrusted to me during my station in the Mediterranean

and 1 trusted that he would not considèr me presuming in thinking,

as did also many of my brother-officers, that I ought, in justice to
11J, my professional reputation and character, to look'to some more

A
responsible appointment than that of lieutenant-governor of an island

where the chief could by any means, at any time, in six or eight

hours, come in person to direct the affairs if he chose to do so.

This seemed, I said, to be little more than being first lieutenant of a

ship of the line.

The candour and straightforwardness of this behaviour

had a good effect. Depend upon it,',said Captain Beaufort,

when informèd of what had passed, 'you have taken a

step that will increase Lord Glenelg's respect and regard for

you ;' and the observation was speedily confirmed. Little

more than a fortnight after this interview, Franklin received

the offer of the governorship of Van* Diemen's Land.

The terms in which it was conveyed'were most flattering,

and the dignity, independence, and amenities of the post gave

it so, marked a superiority over that which had been previously.

offéred him, that Franklin-felt he had no choice but to accept

it: If anything could have made himhesitate, it would have

been the doubt whether acceptance would definitely cut him.
c

J off from naval employment in the future; and on this poi -nt c
Captain Beaufort reassured him in convincing if colloquial

language. As for the idea,'he said, Ithat the Admirâlty might Y'

consider you as put -on the shelf by accepting this appoint- w
ý'ou ma rely on ar

Asiv ment, depend upon it that is l< all my eye." y
their being glad to employyou later if you wished and the y in

have a ship to give.'

The following letter from Dr. Arnold, whose acquaintance wi

Franklin had made through the Stanleys, the family of the b%ý

youngofficer who had served under him in the Rainbow, de- WC

un
serves quotation as showing how high an estimate of Franklin

La
h -been formed by men as appreciative of the moral aspects

t of character as the famous Head-maste'of Rugby:-

Rugby: MaY 1, 1836. bis.

My dear Sir,-As Mrs. Stanley is going in a day or two to London, suc

and is likely soon to see you, I avail myself of the opportunity to offer col
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you my congratulations on your appointment to the governorship
of Van Diemen's Land. I am not so sure, however, how far this

appointment may be a subject of -congratulation to yourself, as I am
sure that it is to the settlement and to the public service ; and, feel-
ing as I do the immense importance of infusing good élements into
an infant society, it is to me a matter of most sincere rejoicing that a
growing seulement like Van Diemen's Land will have the benefit of
your management and character. But I am told that the climate
and the country are agreeable, so that I hape that neither yourself
nor Lady Franklin will dislike your new situation. Mrs. Arnold unites
with me in the kindest remembrances to Lady Franklin, and in every

good wish'to, you both for your health and happiness.

And a couple of * months later an offer from Franklin to

find sorne colonial employmient for two of Dr. Arnold's sons

drew from him the following lette'r, valuable not only, for its

charactexistic expression of the writer's general views'of life,

but for the new light which it throws upon his inclinations

with regard to his own future:-

The business part of your letter I attended to immediately by
writing at once to say that I should have much pleasure in receiving

your nephew after the Christmas holidays. . ..1 delight to receive
boys of - good character and promise, and yet the pleasure is mingled
with a proportion of anxiety ; for of all the painful things connected

with my employment nothing is equal to the grief of seeing a boy
come to school innocent and promising, and tracing the corruption

of his character to the influence of the temptations around him in the
very place which ought to, bave strengthened andimproved it. And

yet this does happen sometimes, though certainly in most cases those
who come to school with a character. of positive good are improved

and benefited.. It is the neutral and indecisive characters which are
apt to be decided by the temptations of school-as they would be,

in fact, by any other temptations.
And now let me thank you most heartily for your truly kind offer

with regard to, my boys. I shall be truly thankful to be allowed to

bear it in mind as my younger boys grow up ; and if either of them
-were disposed to try his fortune in a new settlement, it would be an

unspeakable cornfort to me to bé able to send him to Van Diemen's
Land while you were Governor, and to recommend him to your kind-

ness and to Lady Franklin.
But I sometimes-think that if the Government would make me a

bishop or the principal 'of a college or a school, or both together, in
such a place as Van Diemèn's Land, and during your government, I

could be -tempted to emigrate with alf my family for good and aIL

mom 30 - 1 m - - - m- . -
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There can be, I think, no more useful, no more sacred task than
assisting in fornàing the moral and intellectual. character of a new
society. It is the surest and best kind of missionary labour ; but

our colonial society has beeningeneral so Jacobinicalirrthe truest

sense of the word-that is every man has lived so much to and for'

himself, and the bonds of law and religion have been so little acknow-
V, that one shrinks

ledged as the great sanctions and securities of society

from bringing up one's children where they must in all hurnan proba
bility become lowered, not in rank or fortune, but in what is infinitely

more important-in the intellectual and moral and religious standard by
which their lives wouldbe guided. Feeling this, and bôlding our

West Indian Colonies to be one of the worst stains on the moral history
ea of mankind, a convict colo'ny seems to me to be even more shocking

and more monstrous in its very conception. I do not know to what
extent Van Diemen's Land is so ; but I am sure that no such evil

can be done to mankind as by this sowing with rotten seed and

raising up a nation morally tainted in its very origin. Compared
with this, the bloodiest extermination§ ever effected by conquest were

useful and good actions. If they will colonise with convicts,-I am

satisfied that the stain should last not only for one whole life, but for

more than one generation ; that no convict or convict's child should.''If f ever be a free citizen, and that even in the third generation the offspring

should be excluded from. all offices of honour or authority in the colony.
This would be complained of as unjust and invidious ; but I am sure

that distinctions of moral breed are as natural and as just as those of

skin or of arbitrary caste are wrong and inischievous. It is a law of

Gods Providence which we cannot alter, that the sins of the father

are'really visited upon the child in the corruption of his breed and
in the rendering impossible many of those feelings which are the
greatest security to a child against evil.

Forgive me for all this, but it really is a happiness to me to think

of you in Van Diernen's Land, where you will be, I know, not in name,
nor in forrn, but in deed and in spirit, the best and chief missionary.
My wife joins me in kindest, may I venture to, say in most affectionate,

good wishes to yourself and Lady Franklin.

Nothing, perhaps, could better illustrate the peculiar

hardness of the philosophic Radicalism of that day than the
c

views of --thisexcellent arîd most kind-hearted man on the
lad, ý1 ýJ 1 t

subject of the 1 iconvict's stain.' The ve*ry same political creed
f

which led some of those who held it into excesses of mawkish

sentimentalism on questions of penal discipline was capable,

in a mind like Arnold's, of begetting a theory of hereditary

contamination which as regards its shoà, both to the reason
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and the sympathies, might compare fitly with the strictest

caste rules of the Hindoo. This tendency, however, of his

particular school of thought has perhaps been observed before.
To those who have noted it, it will be of more interest to

learn-that even in 1836, only six years from, his lamented
death, Dr. Arnold could look longingly from his work at
Rugby to, a colonial bishopric. P

Among the congratulations which poured in upon
Franklin on his appointment to the governorship of Van
Diemen's Land was one to which he attached a value that

the people of other countries would no doubt find some diffi-
culty in understanding. - T county is to "the English-

man much what the clan' is to the Scotchman, and the
sentiment of 1 local patrioti so to speak, which the one
is capable of inspiring "i' s ipadequâte substitute for the

k?. -.-ý 'h lw.r ,r

feeling of tribal unity -ivhif Is- the strength of the other.
Next to #1eý approval of ihi'> Sovereign and his country, and
not so very far behind iý,I the typical Englishman of the
provinces --Will usually rate,,I :he applause of his . county ; and
the strength of this feeling came out quaintly enough in

Franklin's acknowledgment of that traditional compliment,
the public dinner given in his lhonour by his Lincolnshire

brethren. The occasion was in one respect convenient, for
Franklin 'was at the time staying ài the county for the
purpose of being resent at the wedding of his niece, Miss'
Louisa Selwood,-to-th6 Rev. Charles (Tennyson) Turner, who,

he writes, (is desc4ed to me as being very good in temper
and disposition,' and whose « two brothers, the eldest and
the third, Alfred (the poet), dine here to-day, and also the
eldest sister, as being very desirous to make my acquaint-
ance.)

On june i i the complimentary dinner came off at Horn-
castle.' I I felt very nervous in the forenoon,' says Franklin,
to whom, no doubt the anticipation of returning thanks was
far more discomposing than the prospect of a battle with an
Arctic gale, 1 but this passed off before I Iad to make my

speech, which I can assure you was very favourably received.
1 had also,'he adds, to return thanks for you (Lady Franklin)

Ï 'à 9L
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on your health being drunk, and for Dr. Richardson and

Hepburn and Back. Great enthusiasm was shown. There

was a large proportion of clergymen, with the Archdeacon at

their heid. The bells were ringing most of the day. Boys

and girls had a holiday, and in the evening there was a grand

display of fireworks. The latter, however,' he continues

with amusing scrupulousness, 1 was accidental, . that evening

having been previously fixed upon by the exhibitor.' Spilsby,

his native town, had not associated itself with this tribute, its

inhabitants prefèrring, instead of eoiner to the dinner, to

subscribe for a piece of plate, which was duly presented to

their distinguished fellow-townsman, and by him duly ac-

knowledged.
The sturdy local patriotism which animated him found

characteristic- expression in his reply to the toast of his health.

No one evidently would have more warmly repudiated the

description so repeatedly given of *his native county by
that well-known authority, Master Roger Wildrake, of

Squattlesea Mere, as 1 the moist county' of Lincoln. Some

say,' exclaimed Franklin, that 'it is a county of fens-; he

would tell them to look at its fertilç fields; to view its flocks,

its crops of grain., and its general character; and, even ývith

respect to the fens, what a mighty triumph had science and

industry achieved in their drainage! Lincolnshire men,'he

continued, 'ývere frequently called web-footed ; he had no

objection to be called web-footed; but let him ask them

in what county would they find richer fields or richer crops,

landlords more generally residing on their properties, the
tenantry more respectable an4 intelligent, and the labourers
more comfortable and contented ?'

The same note was struck with even more decision by
the speaker to whom it fell to propose the toast of 1 Prosperi'ty

,and Success to Van Diemens Land.' There was another
quality of the county besides its fertility,. to wit lits salubrity.

It had tolJe shown that it could grow men and womeà as

well as cereals. It had been said, remarked the Rev. J. B.

Smith, that 1 because of its damps and fens Lincolnshire» was

an unhealthy county-that it is a sickly clime wherein health
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withers and energies decay. In short, I verîly believe in the
opinion of some, and those, too, of rank and education, that to
settlë in- Lincolnshi re would be tantamount to coming to a
prema , ture grave! A glance at the vital statistics of the
courity was sufficienthe held, to refute this groundless
aspersion, and the reverend orator t.hen went on to deal with

ýthe still graver charge that the minds as well as the bodiesý of
Lincolnshire men were apt to, undergo deterioration., that 'l our
mental energies are blunted and stunted in their growth here
in the foggy BSotia of England-that, in point of fact, we are
half a century behind the rest of our country in intellectual

-advancernent.' But how stood the case ? With a good
county history before him any one could a-1most complete the
speech from this fàmiliar outlirie for himself To whom are
we indebted for the invention of the chronometer? Gentle-

-- rneïf,--it was Lincolnshire Harrison-Harrison of -Barrow.
Or again, in the department of natural history, where shall
we look fora more splendid name than that of the late Sir

joseph Banks, whose persevering genius won its way to the
proud distinction of President of the Royal Society ? He, too,
gentlemen, was a native of the BSotian clime of Lincoln-
shire. Or if,' continued Mr. Smith, artfülly preparing his
climax, 'we look to the department of astronomy, that noble
science, which affords ample scope for the most enlarged
capacity, the most gigantic intellect-who, we ask, was the
Màster genius before which all others bôwed and acknow-
ledged the prince of science ? Who, gentlemen, but the

immortal Newton-Newtoni whose name will last as long as
the sun and moon endure; and need 1 say, gentlemen, that
Sir Isaac Newton was a Lincolnshire man ? (Tremendous

-cheering, lasting some ml«nutes).'

. Dry, -fertile, healthy above the average of English
counties, and pre-eminent over all of them * as the mother of
illustrious sons, such 'was Lincolnshir*e by the time the
dinner party at Horncastle broke up, and such, we are glad
to think, is the character which could "be as triumphantly

vindicated for every county in England whose inhabitants
meet together on any convivial occasion to sing the praises
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of their home. Smile as -we may, and indeed must, at some

of the more effusive mâhifestations of this sentiment, it is one

on the prevalence and force of which we cannot but congra-

tulate ourselves. After all, the debt of national to local
patriotism. is not inconsiderable.

A sheaf of friendly communications poured in on the new,-

Governor of Van DiemEns Land during the months imme-

diately precedingý his departure. One might almost think

..- that- everybody of Franklin's acquaintance, besides a good

many who were merely acquainted with his acquaintances,

had a son or a brother or a nephew to place ' in the colony,

for whom it, was desirable to solicit the good offices of its

future administrator. It was impossible, of course, that-he

could comply with all the requests made to him, though his
good-nature made him desirous of serving as many people
as he could ; and in some few instances,- no doubt, the service

was reciprocal.
Such reciprocity Franklin had reason to hope for in the

case of the gentleman who had been recommended to, him
fýr the office of private secretary, and whom, as is shown in
his correspondence with Lady Franklin immediately after his
appointment, he took special pains to secure. But we shall
hear more of Captain Mackonochie later où.

At length the day for their depa'rture came, and in the
late autumn of 1836 the Franklins took their last farewell of

their friends, and set out in the Fairlie for their new home in
the Southern Hem isphere.

Franklin's reputation had ?receded him, and there was no
doubt more than the average sincerity in the sentiments

which found expression in thé colonial addresses presented
to him on his arrival. Certainly no administration could

have commenced to all appearance under fairer auspices. It
remains only to trace the history of the untoward events by
which this hopeful prospect was so soon. to be overcast.
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CHAPTER XIV

TASMANIA

1836-1842

Tim island of Tasmania, then and for some years afterwards
known as Van Diemen's Land, was the first. of our separate
Australasian colonies to be 1 shed' by the parent settlement

of New South Wales. Tasman, its Dutch discoverer, first
sighted it in December 1642, and he it was who encumbered
it with its original name out of compliment to -his patron,

then Governor-General of the Dutch possessions in Batavia.
Until 1798 it had been regarded as an integral portion of

what was then called New Holland, but in that year Flinders
discovered and sailed through the strait which divides it
from the Australian continent and named it after his fellow
voyager, Dr. Bass. On September 12, I803-during those
very six weeks which the midshipman destined after"'ards to

be its Governor was spending with his shipwrecked mess-
mates on the reef-thefirst settlement of the island was made
by Lieutenant Bowen, acting under instructions frorn--Governor
King, of New South Wales. Like all the earlier of our Aus-
tralasian settlements, it was planted in the first instance with

an eye to the convict rather thari to the colonîst, and for two-

and-twenty years its administration for penal and other pur-
poses was conducted from Sydney. In 1825, howeveri'it was

definitely severed from New South Wales, and erectéd into
separate---colony, Colonel (afterwards the distingui ed Sir î

George) Arthur being appointed its first Lieutenant-Governor.
_The -period of eleven years which elapsed betwéen this

appoiritment and Franklin's succession was fruitJul in the
creatîon of difficulties for the second occupant of the post.
It was compairatively easy to manage the island a la convict

R
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bave been found in the rapid rise and progress after the
separation of Tasmania from New South Wales of its local
press. When Arthur arrived to assume the governorship of
the colony, Hobart Town, its capital, b asted but two perio-

dical prints ; beibre he quitted office their number had risen to,
qver half a dozen, and he had become embroiled with thern
all. One knows what the journalistic style even of the

mother country was like in the late twenties and early
thirties ; or those who do not- know may prepare startling
moments for'themselves by consulting a file for that period
of any of the most staid and dignified 'dailies' of the present

time. Add a dash of the colonial vivacity to the editorial
style-of the early century, and it may easily be imagined that
the resulting journalism becomes sufficiéntly remarkable.
The flowers of its rhetoric were 'harmless enough. 1 We

esteem ourselves a beacon (capital'-"letters) placed- by Divine
graciousne ' ss on the awfuIlly perilous coast of human frailty.

We contemplate ourselves as the winnowers (capital letters)
for the public. We desire to encourage the cloudless flames
of rectified communion, rejecfing each effusion, however
splendid, of degenerate curiosity and perverted genius, of

-misanthrophic (sic) ascerbity (sic),ýand calumnious retrospec-
tion.-' ý When, on the other hand, the Tasmanian journalist

wishèd to p elt an enemy with sýmething harder than flowers,
this was the style: 1 1 charge.-Mr. A., late overseer of the

Government farm, with stealing or embezzling a quantity of
hay, the property of the Crown ; and one J. B., the overseer of
Colonel Arthurs farrn at the Marsh, with -receiving the hay
I also, charge Mr. X., late superintendent of the Government
garden, with embezzling, and Captain Y. with receiving, four
Norfolk pines, value :2ol, the propçrty of the Crown. I have
another distinct charge agrainst Captain Y. and one against
Captain Z. for stealing or recelving certain building material,

the property of the Crown.'
Thus did Tasmanian journalisrn treat human vessels

wrecked or allegeý to have been wrecked on that 'awfully
perilous coast of human frailty,' frorn which its beacon had
failed to wam 't-hem. The ''pecimens are taken frorn Mr.

R 2
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pointing none but friends or dependents to public offices is an
casy task to those who know how to set about it. The accuser

has only to, point out that the very fact of any man's appoi nýt-
ment by the Governor to a public office proves 'him to hâve
been either a dependent" or a friend. The reproach of
nepotism is of more limited application ; for èVen though the
-dispenser of patronage may not be one of those « kinless loons
of Englishmen who provoked the contempt of the seventeenth-

century Scotý yet the number of every man's, relations is
necessarily finite. If, however, he is of those who decline to

disqualify an othèrwise e ligible candidate foÉ-oÈfice on thë mere
ground of consan * inity with himself, he'-m-ustcertainly be9-U . j
prepared for attack. On neither of these grounds -had- the

late Governor escaped it. -,,,His enemies had accused him of
filling vacant places with- lis friends ; and the undoubted

ability of, two officials wÉom he left behind him on his retire-
ment in high appointments, -was not permitted by hisý, de-

tractors to excuse the fact that they were his relatives.
The attacks upon him increased in animosity until thenews

arrived that he was to be 'recalled, the Colonial Secretary
informing him that the Crown, having allowed him to re-

tain his office for the unusual ýperiýd of twelve years, now
intended to name his successor' Upon .this the virulence

of.à his enemies somewhat ' abated ; -but the half-ýrheaàed re-
cantations Whicch follow when the object of men's abuse is

about to lay aside all power to help or harm are not worth
much. The retiring Governor was acclaimed by many on his
departure, but signs of hosiffity mingled with the demonstra-
tion and no one who knew the state of eociety in the colonyIl ee

could hare doubted that, had any unforeseen circumstance
restored. him' to - his .post, the smouldering -ashes of quarrel

would have again burst forth into flame.
Such was the hotbed of dispute in which Sir John

Franklin wâs about to fix his official abode. His ilomination
of course was highly acceptable to the colony ; his profession,
career, and character being alike regarded as auspicious.
H is achievements and sufférings às an explorer were of course

well known to the colonists and they could not but have felt
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it as gratifying to their local patriotismras well as carryinig

with it a touch of romance, that a man whose name was

associated with Australian discovcry, and who was actually

in ihose regions when the first party left Sydney to colonise

their islafid, should have been selected for its Governor. His

reception accordingly was enthusiastic. Crowds gathered

everywhere to greet him, and on his entry into Launceston.,

the second town of the colony in poinit of importance, he was

escorted by 3oo horsemen and seventy carriages. Compli-

mentary addresses poured in from every district ; and the

hearty frankness of the new Governor's replies waas con-

trasted with the official coldness ascribed , to his préde-

cessor, #è

Misled by these delusivé signs of peace and harmony,

Franklin took a step which, tho'ugh eminently natural and

creditable to-his generosity of character, was destined to sow

the seeds of future trouble. Having sent home, as he felt it
his duty--to do, a highly favourable report of the state of the

colony and the disposition of its inhabitants, he received

from thà Colonial Secretary a reply expressing satisfaction at

such a confirmation of his estimate of Franklin's predecessor.

This despatch Franklin laid on the table at the mext meeting

of his Legislative Council, and drew up a minute of his own

expressing his concurrence with Lord Glenelg's Wgh opinion

of Colonel Àrthur's services.

That was enough for the Opposieon. The late Governor

had, as has been already noted, left two nephews behind him

in official posts. , Captàin'Matthew Forster was chief Police

Magistrate, and Captain Montagu,, a man of marked ability

and destined to play a chief part in the embitteréd conflicts

of the future, filled the still more important office of Colonial

,Secretary. Even if Franklin had distrusted them, which for

a man of his open and candid naturt- was impossible, he w'ould

have had no choice but tbaccept them ascoadjutors. But that,

with the twonephews at his side, he shoul ' d have pronounced

a eulogium, on the u " Jicle,ý'was a circumstance from which nc>

thoroughýgoing oppgnent of the laite Governor was willing tc>

'draw any conclusion but one. It was clear to an enlightened



press that Franklin was about tu become,-if-indeed he were
not-already, a mere tool in the hands of the « Arthur faction.'

If any confirmation of this suspicion were heeded, it was
surely to be found in the monstrous fact that the new

Governor did not immediately reverse all the acts of his pre-

decessor. Colonies aggrieved by the late Governor appealed

to his successor for redress, and whenever Franklin discovered
thai they had no, equitable claim, and that in fact Colonel

Arthur's decision had been just and des * erved to be u-pheld,

he -actuaily did not hesitate to uphold it. What could bc
clearer proof that the, policy of the uncle survived in the

nephews, and that it was to their insidious influence that the

appellant owed the rejection of his lappeal?
But even before these unworthy susÏ)icions had attained

to anything like their subsequent growth, it had alreadýr

dawned upon Franklin that Van Diemen's Land was not -
exactly the spiritual Agapemone which at a-first glance ît

had appeared.

1 In answer,' records Mr. West, 1 to a*n address from Rich-

mond which deplored the absence and invoked the restoration

of social peace, he expressed his anxiety with touching

ardour: " With my ivhole heart I agree with you. Let us be

divided, then,,ýif we cannot be united, in political. sentiments,

yet knit together as friends and neighbours in everything be-

side. Let us differ where horWst men may differ ; and let us

agree not in undervaluing the.points of political dissent, but

in respécting the 1 motive which may produce it, in cherishing

domestic virtues ýwhich will be found to characterise kdivi-

duals of every party, and in making the generous sacrificeof
private féelings for the general good, rather than aggravating

the importance of grievances which must render such forbear-
ance impossible," ese sentiments., not less charming for

their amiable spiri an happy in expression, are important

as maxims of polf] lifeï and they.depict the main diffi-

ýulty ofthe Governor's position.'

They do more; for it may here be added, though it would

be anticipating the course of this narrative to, dwell upon the

point- at any length, that the wisdom and geniality of these
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sentiments on the part of the new Governor only deepen the
perplexity which the untoward course and issue of his six

years' administration can hardly fail to produce in the mind
of the impartial student, and which must always leave its

explanation to some extent a matter of conjecture. The diffi-
culties of the situation have already been indicated ; but one
might have thought that, serious as they were, they could not

but be smoothed away or brushed aside by a hand at once so
firm and gentle as that which had now grasped the, reins of

colonial administration.

Franklin himself was, at any rate, as full of hope in these
early days of his career as throughout he was full of zeal.
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far from being either unhappy at or discouraged by the prospect before
me. I indulge the hope that, through tliè bléssing of God, I shall
be able to go steadily forward in my duty, cheered by the prospect
of finding the measures I may introduce beneficial to the colony, and
that peace and happiness may follow in their train. I certainly have
the assistance of some able men, who are the principal officers of the
Government, and form the members of the Executive Council ; and

I reallý have found them rèadily acquiesce in* and even suggest,
measures and improvements différing entirely from sont'e of those of

my predecessor, to whom they are strongly attached. They are
called by some here a 'faction,' but I have not had the slightest

ground tô consider them so.- The Legislative Assembly is to meet
in the course of a few days, and Lhave then to make my first appear-
ance - before that bâdy, which consists o n-ly of fourteen members, all
of- them appointed by the, Crown. I shall have to propose but few;
bills to them at present, as we are in expectation of receiving a new
bill for the government of these colonies which might set aside all
we now do.

Franklin's first 4 th.orn in the flesh ' was his private secre-

tary, Captain Mackonoch'ie, a gentleman whom he had specially

sought out for the appointment anéL for whorn he entertained

a high regard, but who, unfortunately, sufféred from the_% ïï his peculiar positionmalady:--most inconvenient for amarf in

-of 1 views'on penal discipline. Before Captaiii Mackonochie

had held his post- for many months, he felt moved to write a.

private and confidential letter' of criticism. on the existing

system, in which, in the most unguarded terms, he spoke of

the law dealt to, the convicts in this country as one 4 which in

Scotland is called Jedburgh justice, or Il hang first and try

afterwards-."' The opinion thus expressed, and subýýqiicntly

used.to spice an article on the subject in one of -tlie colonial

newspapers, was not unnaturally regarded as reflecting on the

whole character of the,, judicial administration frorn -the

Governor downw-rds, and particularly disrespectfül, reckless,.

and unbecoming in the Governor s private secretary, who, ex

officiois considered to, be the organ and echo of his own

sentimen-ts.

Captain Forster, -the chief police magistrate, urged that

the letter should be published, a step which would, of course,
have compelled Captain Mackonochie's resignation; but the

Lé-uaw.
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Governor objected, on the ground that it would excite the

convicts, irritate the m agistrates, and convert the displa:ced

official into 1 a hero and martyr of the 'Radical party. The

situation was, moreover, domestically complicated by the fact

that the private secretary and hîs family were inmates of

the Franklin household ; and Sir John's reluctance 1 to cast

thern, as it were, on the wide world without office or home

was a féeling,' writes his wifé, 'which, when at the height of

his utmost indignation,.,always calms and softens him.' In

the* result, Captain Mackonochie's transgression was over-

loo ked, an act of ' lenity of which Franklin had cause, to repent,
while his escape was attributed to Lady Franklin's mediation,
an impression which she herself had equal reason to regret.

The-incidents, however,'which led to the final rupture
with Captain Mackonochie are-so closely connected with the

question of penal discipline and of Franklins policy with

respect to it, that it is desirable to defer the account of them

until the time arrives for treating of, that subject as a whole
Another public question, and one with respect to which

Franklin played ýa most active and belieficent part in his
cýýpacity of Governor, has a prior claim to be considered. It
was a period, of awakening interest in the, cause of education,

and one of the earliest projýects which engaged the mind of
the new Governor was that of founding a colonial collegé./
Four years earlier his predecessor had meditated the samé
undertaking, but the scheme proposed by him had encoun-
tered serious obstacles, and was allowed to drop. The,'first

step taken by Franklin towards the realisation of his project
was to seek the advice of Dr. Arnold and the letter adâressed

by him to that eminent head-master displays so Imuch or-

ganising abilit'y, as well as such close and àcute study of the

social co'ditions of the colony, that a considerable portion of

it appears to deserve unabridged quotation

The charge (be wrote) which I wish to impose on you is to select
for me a well-qualified person -to be head-master or principal of a
public school of the highest class, which we are preparing to establish
in Hobart Town, and which is to be primarily.adapted to the present
limited wants of the colony, but capable of/,ýexpanding into a more
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libéral institution when theý developed energies and increased popu-
lation of the colony shall demand it. Under tfie character of a

university we contemplate its conferring at some distant period the
privile es of practising in law and medicine within the colony, if not
of qualifying for the pulpit, considering as the chief motive for- this
that it would be a great inducement for parents to give their sons a
good and prolonged education if they c ould then be'enabled to secure
for them its substaritial -rewards. In its infant state we trust to suc-
ceed in eliciting and cultivating native talent in whatever stations of
life it may be found, and in fitting our growing inheritors of wealth
to spend with credit the fortunes their parents have ama'ssed, and to
become capable of acting an honourable and patriotic part as magis-

trates and legislators of their native or adopted land.

ThenSollows this comprehensive and informing survey of

Tasmanian society at this stage.of its history:

Perhaps I cannot give you a better preliminary guide -to the
selectiôn* 1 wish you to bc kind enough to make than by describing.

briefly the condition of the population. It consists in, all of about

444,000 sOuls, of whom about one-half are free immigrants and free
native-born youths. On the Queen's late birthday party, when its
(so-d'eemed) presentable persons were invited to Government House,
from nine hundred to onethousand cards to as many families or indi-
viduals were issued thr"oughout the island ; but this has hitherto been
exclusive of the class of shopkeeper, not a few of whom are wealthy
and very respectable. Many of thé settlers or landed proprietors
are worth :2,oool. and 3,oool. per annum, some 4,00oi, and a few from.
four up to eight and ten thousand. ' In this free community (for i

leave eniti-rely out of the question that class so inflqential in New
South Wales, called there by some 1 emancipists 'and by a late writer
f the félonry.') there is a high degree of intelligence -and activity of
mind ; in individuals much sterling probity, charity, and virtue ; and

in religious classes and self-incorporated societies much zeal for the
physical and spiritual welfare of their neighbours, according to the
particular understanding they -may have of the means adapted to' the
purpose.

But there is another ani less pleasing side to the picture

On the other hand, thère exists tbroughout the commurfity gene-
rally a grëàt lack of neighbourly feeling and a deplorable deficiency
in public spirit. Each man eagerly seeks his own individual adva-n-
tage, with little -or no refèrence to his neighbours, or is always
suspected of doing so. An extraordinary degree of irritability dis-
tinguishes the insular temperament, and all these anti-Christian pecu-
liarities are fostered by;ý press which, though in the hands merely

A SKETéll OF TIIE COLONY1837
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of a few wâl-known individuals, some of whom. are despicablé in
character and conduct, exerts a certain.degree of vicious power.over
the public mind, which nothing but its interfèrence with the privacies
of domestic life, the origin, habits, and peculiarities of ï.ndividuals, and

the conseqùent dread of its vengeance or even its unprovoked malice,
can possibly account for.

. Thus a peculiar and elevated character of mind is called for in the
man who, placed at the head of the Department of Education in this

college, will becoie eminently exposed thereby to public or rather
printed animadversion. He must be po'seýsed of no common degrée
of prudence and firmýness. With a single eye to, the public good, he
must give but little regard to calumny in pursuing it. Nowhere
must a man set public opinion at first. so completely at defiance as in
Van Diemen's Land. He must resolve to live down imputations on

his character and conduct, not expecting otherwise to overcom e them.'
Such a person -as this, however, would be supported and countenanced
by the best part of the community, even though he were in some
points op-en to censure. His -office would be honoured, and his
position would be honourable.

,stion, then as now and ever a
On the é conscieke' que

burning on e, Franklin writes with that combination of sincere

piety and sound common-sense which one would have

expected : 1 1

mal add thatý such an institution as we are endeavouring to pro-
vide for has been in contemplation some years ; the hindrances have
been the difficulty of.finding a competent masterin this quarter of the
globe, and 'the still greater difficulty of obtaiaing any unanimity of
opinion- -upon the principles on *hich it should act and the religious
doctrines that should be taught in it. On the last point the utmost
diversity of opinion prevails. 'The arguments on it are such as must
be 'familiar to you on either side of the question, and need not be

repeàted. I believe, however,, that it is the feeling of the vast
majority of the community that the most important of all knowledge

should not be the only knowledge which is set aside as uncertain or
problematical. I, for one, and as the head of the community, canne

consent that religious instruction s-hould be excluded, and religion it-
self thereby, as I conceive, dishonoured. . . . Though I have not
stated that the person selected, should be a clergyman, or even a

member of the Church of England, yet I believe (putting_ my own
predilection on that head entirely out of the question) that it would
be more generally acceptable that hiD should be such than otherwise.
Nearly three-fourths of the community are of that persuasion. He

should also, I think, be a member of one of the E-hglish universities.
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On the subject of the religious instruction to be adopted in the pro-
posed school, I would only say that, while the instruction communi-

cated must be founded on a strictly religious basis, and while it will
be the desiré of the Government that the instruction 'should be as

e little exclusive as possible, he will nevér be called upon to teach or
authorise the teaching of any doctrine which he may show to be repug-
nant to the tenets of the Church-in- the present instance that of
England-of which he was a member.

Dr. Arnold's response to, this appeal was most gratifying,

and the mission ýéntrusted to him admirably executed. For

the principal of the contemplated college his choicýe fell upon

the Rev. J. P. Gel], sometime pupil of his owfn, who, after ' a

successfül ' career of seven years both as organiser and teacher,
and, in truth, pioneer of the higher education in the colony,

returned to England to become- the- husband of Sir John

Franklin's daughter and only child, Eleanor, and, as the

venerable Rector of Buxted, in Sussex, still survives.

It is, however, one thing to cÉoose the principal of a

college with sound professional judgment, and another thing

to frame its charter with administrative wisdom.- Dr. Arnold

was an eminently able and justly celebrated preceptor; but

as a politician he belonged to the peculiar school of doctrinaire

liberalism then dominant, and shared its essentially unpractical

and unworkable theories as to the adjustment of competing

denominational claims. I14s anticipating matters a little to

quote in this place the letter which follows ; but to read it in

immediate succession -to the prece ' ding one will, perhaps, give

a fuller conception of Franklin's sturdy common-sense and-,

independence of judgment. High as was his respect for

Arnold's ability in the educational. spheA, he was not in the

least overawed by his n'ame and reputation in criticising

Arnold's proposals as an academic legislator. The Head-

master of Rugby had been requested by Lord John Russell,'

who had succeeded to the Colonial Office, to draft the charter

of the new college ; and the result had been a scheme of the,

most 'enlightened' and unpractical kind, and containi-ng

a fantastic provision for appointing a Prineipal, 'turn and

turn about,' from the Anglican and the Scoîch Presbyterian

communions. Besides this, it proposed an exquisite arrange-
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ment for securing what was considered to be the just
representation of each of these two religious bodies on the

teaching staff. A more telling contrast between the methods
of the academic legislator and those of thé practicalàates-
man could hardlv be found than -in Franklins blunt, straight-

forward not disrespectfül, but wholly destructive criticisms of
this notable scheme

I have need to crave your indulgence if, after having requested
your aid in this matter by suggesting that a refèrence should be made

17 to you, I now Presume to question any one of the principles on-
which You have proceeded in com plying with my requ est. Icannotbut

blame myself that, in a case in which I have such strong convictions,
and in which, though 1 haveno other advantage, I have thaté'of some
experience of the state of this colony, I did not foresee the con-
clusions to, which 'ou might possibly arrive, and-against which I

might at least have stated my objections. - 1 did, however, in a letter
to Lord ohn Russell-written if I recollect rightly, a fèw months

after -requesting a charter-deprecate the introduction of any change
from(the terms on which the first principal was selected, in case any

such liability to change should appear to, be involved in the liberal
principles advocated for the foundation'. I was not unmindful of the
argument of the Scotch; that in a British colony 4-hey are entitled to,
an equality of rights ; but this argument is virtually superseded by the
fact that in this colonv there are three Established Churches, the iChurch
of Rome being one. In consistency with this unhappy Act of Sir
Richard Bourke's [a former Governor of New South Wales, by whomthis extraordinary arrangement ha __ýd been recommended to the
Colonial Office], we ought to have the headship of the college divided
between the three Churches of England, Scotland and Rome, a mode
Of reconciling matters which 1 need not say would be self- destruction.

It hasappeared to me that the only wa' to manage tbis deculty is to
give up the ground of ecclesiastical, establishment altogether (a grounds offensive also to a largealway ody o'Dissenters who belong to no
establishment), and to give the ascendency, if such an invidious word

enust be *Ùsed, to the Church of the majority-sucIf an ascendency
interféring in nothing with the equal privileges of all the members of t
the college to refrain from joining in any religious ceremonies whichr
they object to, or to observe any religious exercise which they had Ic
the means of attending.

'Den'ominationalism ternpered by the conscience clause'1Î.
is familar enough to us'-in these days 'as the governing prin-'

ciple of the State-aided v-luntary school system, and indeed

la
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3t as the only practical principle on Which the competing reli-
gious claims of majorities and rýinorities can be adjusted

'S in educational matters ; but in ,Îhe second quarter of the
nineteenth century the principle' was by no means so well

established as it is to*-day, and it is iriteresting to note that it

f is not the schoolmaster-politician but the sailor-administrator
who is the first to arrive at it. 'Would there be any difficulty,'

Franklin continues, 'in stating in terms that the Principal
should always be a member of the. ChurcÉ of England as long
as that Church is the Church of the majority-I mean the

majority of the students, not of the population ? It appears
,to me that it is necessary for the uniform, steadfast, and
independent conduct of the college that 'the Principals one
after anothe*r should be of one Church, and if of one, it would

be most fair that it should be the Church of themajority.'
Then, passing to the even .more pedantic proposal with

reference to the teaching staff, hé proceeds:-

But if I féel a strong objection to the headship of the college being
first of one Churéh, then of another, I have even a still stronger one

to the special provision which it is proposed to make for the keeping
up of two religious denorninations within the walls of the college

itself, and which, it appears to, me, would be a provision for secta-
rianism. and faction, the influence of which might embarrass and
coerce those even for whose exclusive benefit it was intended. Migbt
it not be better [continues Franklin, with undesigned but not the less

ýmching irony] to make learning and character the sole qualifications
for mernbers of the college, rather than take any notice of denomina-
tional distinctions as q'ualifications for instructing the students in reli-

gious knowledge? The master and fellows, or by whatever name they
are called, chosen on the latter principle would, I féar, scarcely fail to
regard thernselves as the representatives of their sect, and, like the
mernbers for boroughs in the Imperial Parliament, would fée] that they

were bound to advocate beyond aU other interésts the* interests of
their constituents, andio act as the orgàns o*f à party. The Principal

would then be drivén to act as the representative of his party, thus
losing his dignified"and proper position ; while among the students

themselves would be engendered a spirit of clanship and partý strife
which would be found most tyiannical where the !iUmerical power

-,(existed, and most bitter in thç weaker party.'

Franklin then goeý on to reinforce his position by ah

Mme-
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argument which for us in these days has an almost paintul
cogency:

If at home our mixed nationafity is still a source of jealousy and
divided feeling, why should it be cherished at the uttermost extremity
of the globe, in a country, too, where the present generations,'
strongly attached as they are to the soil, are more -apt to regard them-
selves as Tasmanians than anything else ?

' i 
-

Why, in other words, export Particularism frorn the môther-
country to a colony which has shown no inclination thus far
to manufacture that article for itself ? There could be no
sounder or more statesmanlike advice, and it availéd. The
later history of the college, however, was not a fortunate
one. It became ' unhappily qntangled in a complication of

inter-local- and denominational jealousies; the Imperial

Government withdrew its support, and the scheme fell

throu«,&h. ',The colony had for the time to content itself with

the establishment of a-high school under the management of

Mr. Gell, to the funds of which Franklin made a donation of

5ool. before leaving the island, while Lady Franklin made the
munificent gift Of 4oo acres of land on which she had founded

a museum, in trust for the benefit of any collegiate institution

that might afierwards be established. But the failure of the

larger educational project was no fault of Franklin's. His

management of the m-atter throughout was characterised by
admirable good sense,'fàir-mindedness, and cç>nsideration for

others. The rçsponsibility fýr the deféat of his' excellent

intentions certainly does not rest in the smallest measure on

Franklin's àhoulders.
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CHAPTER XV

THE COLONIAL GOVERNOR

ar 1836-1842
10

le IT was not, however, in regard to e£ucatiorial matters alone,

.e or even chiefly, that the period between 1832 and 1841
-was so great a day for the proud possessor of the newest

views.' We have seen from an above-quoted letter

Franklins to his old friend and commander, Captain Cumby,

ýh that they were expecting from the Government a Bill for the

future administration of the Australian Colonies as well as
.f for the reorganisation of the convict system. In due time

the project of the proposêà legislation arrived, ýà%d all too

faithfülly indeed did it reflect the latest English Liberal ideas,

exported 'in bulk,' after the fashion of the reformers of those,

days, for wholesale application to ý a commuiiity absolutely

unfitted to, adopt them. Thus, the reconstruction of tht-

English municipal corporations being a triumph still fresh in

the minds of Liberal politicians, nothing would content them

short of the assumption that the materials of local self-

govèrnment are necessarily and of the very nature of things

to be fbund in all quarters of the English Empire, however

remote, and among all societies, however rude. What, then,

could be more hopeful, more rich in promise of future

blessings- than to, create municipal corporations by a stroke,

of the pen in-among other Australian settle-ments-> the

island of Tasmania?

Common-sense, however, and practical knowledge ulti-

mately prevailed. The absurd project was dropped, and no

more was heard of a representative systern on the English

model until a good many years later, when these Australasian

communities were more fitted to recelve them. But the ten-

S
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pound householder,' who figured as the electoral unit in this
abortive proposal, puts the finishing tou In En

ch to it gland
the ten-pound householder, after, so to speak, undergoing an
education in the duties of cîtizenship extending over about six
centuries,'had only within the last six years been admitted to

political power. Tasmanâ, on the other hand, had only come
into existence as a British settlement some thirty odd years

before, and the political education of a large portion of its
P inhabitants had been acquired in that too elementary school

of citizenship to ivhich admission could be obtained -by incur-
ring a sentence of transportation for life or for a term of
years. But the Reformers of the 1 Thirties'seem to have been

quite satisfied with the amount of resemblance between the two
communities. -Popular suffrage was a good thing; elective

lit municipal corporations were good things representative,
assemblies, large or srnall, and as many of them as possible,
were good things,-for England. Therefore they would be

01ý equally good things for a half-fledged colony, with a scattered
population of settlers too busy to govern themselves, and a
large sprinkling of reclaimed or half-;reclaimed convies, only

too anxious for -the opportunity of governing other people.
As tothe qualification, why, ten pounds was ten pounds all
the world over. One wonders how many similar projects of

political theorists at home have in the course of our history
îî been quietly killed by that practical good sense and adminis-

trative wisdom whichhave fortunately been selâom, wanting
to us in the more remote parts of our Em ire.

The other proposal of the Colonial Office was of a less
speculative and experimental kind, and had refèrence to a
question on which there was room for legitimate différence of
opinion among men of soundjudgment and ripe experience
in' colonial affairs. It - has béen observed already that the

controversies connected with the subject of the transportation
system----:-coen'troversies bearing partly upon economicaI ques-

tions, and partly on the various branches of the difficult
problem of penaldiscipline-had been maturing-with some
rapidity during the years immediately precedidÈrFranklins

P-pointment In the year 1837 Sir William Molesworth



obtained the appointment of a Select Committee of the House

of Commons to in«Vestigate the whole question of transporta-

tion and penal discipline in general. Many witnesses were

examined by this body and a large mass of evidence was

accumulated, much of it of course, as was to be expected in

such a case, of a violently partisan and exaggerated character.

Franklin had from, the first been, a steady thouggh moderate

and- fair-mind-ed supporter-o-f the existing system, and the

criticisms of the evidence which were'embodied by him in a

letter to Sir Edward Parry, who, on the strength, of his Aus-

tralian experience, had been examined before the Committee,
and which he afterwards *substantially repeated in a despatch

to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, form a document

of high interest and value.
He protested, to, begin with, against the unmeasured terms

in which some of the witnesses had decried the discipline

exercised in the colony under his administration. qt is one,'

he said, 'of coercion, certainly; but that coercion is tempered

with compassion and with the most earnest desire for the

amendment of the offenders! To the assertion that 1 the con-

vict is beyond endurance miserable'-or, at any rate, to the

inférence sought to be drawn frorn that sweeping proposition
he opposed an indignant denial. When convicts are in

-that state of miseryý it is attributable, not to the laws and

ireatment to which they are exposed, but to their own deter-
mined perseverance in a course of hardened wickedness, and

the same man would be in a similar unhappy condition any-

%vhere.'

But to appreciate the significance of the more- rIYobservations of this document it will Se necessary to take'à'

brief review of the history of a now almost forgotten incident 1 ýfî-,
of our then system of penal discipline-in the Colonies.

Among all the questions inclidentally ýconnected with the

main subject of transpdrtation, none perhaps was more keenly

dâated than that of 'assignment ý-the practîce, that is to say,

-of allotting a convict after a certain term. of penal discipline

to the service of a master, under conditions varied from time

to time by statutory enactment or administrative regulation.
S2
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It-existed in our American settlements for a period of more

than fifty years of the eighteenth century, and was intro-

duced in Tasmania by Governor King in i8o4. Under the

systern then established the master was bound by indenture

to retain the servant for one year, a penalty of a shilling being

imposed upon hirn for every day which fell short of that

period. The -quantity of work to be done was pres»cribed-

contingently, however, on the nature of the soil, the state of

the weather, and the strength of the workman. Wages were

fixed at iol. per a-rinurn for a man and 71. for a woman. To,

restrict the habit of change, a rule was established by a sub-

sequent Governor (Macquarrié) that no convict should be

returnable to the authorities except for infirmity, sickness, or
crime; but when the supply exceeded the demand the condi-

tion W«as evaded, and the result, of course, was an accumulation

of convicts on the hands of the Government. Thê-ôretically,-

the advantagés to the colonists-ofthis virtuallypnlimited supply

of labour appeared considerable; but in practice this was not

the case, for a large proportion of the convicts, coming frorn

the manufacturing districts of Great Britain, were utterly
ignorant of agriculture and required a te.dious training befbre,
they paid the expenses of their support.

So far, however, as these cases were concerned, the prin-

ciple ofthe system was sound enough. In theory at 'any rate

all three parties' the employer, the convict, and the State-

derived a benefit frorn the arrangement. The first obtained
labour on moderate. perhaps on exceptionally easy terms

the second regained his freedorn and an opportunity, if he

wished to reform, of earning an honest living; the third saved
the present expense of the convict's maintenance and took
the best means of preven-ting his return upon their hands in
future. But in other directions the systern was liable to gross

abuse. Thus- if was the custom to allot to the superior

officers, magistrates,,and constables, in proportion to their
rank, a certain number of men who were subsisted from

Government stores, the State thus continuing to defray the
keep of men who by the hypothesis were fit for freedom. For
instance, a skilled mechanic assigned on these terms was, of
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course, a highly valuable acquisition to, his master, who
allowed him to, « hire his own time' at from 5s. to il. accord-

ing to its -estimated weekly value, and whilé receiving this sum
from his servant at the same time drew Government rations

for his support. Other assigned servants' rented farms and
paid their masters in produce ; and when -these 1 Government

menP as they were called, were unable to, make good such an
,engagement with their masters, they were liable to, be thrown

back into their former position. Tickets of leave, on the
other hand, were freely given to those incapable of mucli

service to the Government or its officers ; such as were useful,
-whatever might bé'their conduct, were detained, often for an

indefinite period. Under a- system so irregular, great prac-
tical injJustiée was inflicted, while advantages were enjoyed by
artisans who could. hire their'time, and who, obtaining large
profits from their trades, indulged, in every form, of vice and
licentiousness. A wri'têr in the 'Edinburgh Review,- whose
style bears a strong resemblance to that of Sydney Smith,
thus satirically illustrates the system: 1 A little wicked tailor
arrives, of no use to the' architectural projects, of the Governor ;

he is turned over to a settler who allows him his liberty for

5s. a week, and allows hirn to, ' steal and snip what, when, and
where he can. The nefarious needleman writes home that he

is as comfortable as a finger in a thimble ; that, though a
fraction only of humanity,-he has several wives and is filled

every day with rum and kangaroo. This, of course, ig- not
lost upon a shop-board, and for the saving of fifteen pence a

day (to Government) the foundation of many criminaliailors
is laid.

Sometimes the inequalities of treatment which seemed
inseparable from this system took a shape of almost comical

flagrancy. Thus a convict named Clapperton, who had been
assigned to a private master, and had risen to a position

ýof trust in his service, was guilty of large embezzle-
ments, for which he was tried by Captain Forster, the chief

magistrate, and received a sentence of fourteen years'imprison-
ment Clapperton, howevër, ýý the good fortune oe the
merit of being a skilful idozôk, and the Colonial Sec-têtary, who
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was then in want of a chef, having first inquired whether the

man s services would be required in the Governor's kitchen,
and having been informed by Sir John's private secretary that

he would 1 waive the precedenýce,' forthwith engaged the con-
vict in tliat câpacity himself ' On the way to his destination

Clapperton thought it would be only neighbourly to cell at
his late master's and acquaint his former fellow-servantswith

the stroke of luék which had befallen him. This became knàvrh
to, the master, who thus foond that the prosecution -he had
instituted had had no other result than that-of adding to the

domesticcomfort-ofanofficialfriend-, Heaccordinglybrought
the case to the notice of Sir John Franklin, who at once in-
terposed his veto on the projected arrangementý and sent the
man -to, labour on the roads. It is hardly surprising that a
case of this kind should have caused some public sensation,
and provoked unfavourableý criticism of a system which "sent
one man to toil in the chains and another to wear the livery of
the second officer of the Government.'

That system, howevér, had a right to, be judged not bylÎts,
Wcidental abuses but by the modes of its ordinary operation.
Anomalies of the precise description of the above could
evidently be got rid of at a stroke by the simple expedient of

abolishing assignments for domestic service. The question
was whether on the whole, and subect to the correction of

these and other miscarriages, assignment was or-was- not a
practice conduclive to the material interests of the free settlers
and the moral welfare or the convicts themselves. And
Franklin, after a Careful and dispassionate study of that queýs-

tion, had no doubt that it should be answered in the affirmative.

Thus he writes upon the subject generally:

I have entirely forbid the transfer of convicts, by which they could
be rem* oved from one service to another at the mere wish or con-
venience of the'master. I have also forbid allowing convicts on

assignment being hired out by the master to work for any other
person, the master securing a certain portion of the wages, which I
found to be a practice carried on to a considerable extent, though
the act was punishable by fine. I have from the first discontinued
the pracfice of assigning husbands to their wives, and servants to
persons holding tickets of leave, though it is possîbleý notwithstanding
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all my care, this may have been done in some few instances since
my order was issued.

]But this increased strictness of discipline was not unaccom-

panied by reasonable efforts at reformation.

Whenever the abstracts of petitions for indulgence are presented
tome for consideration, which is done weekly in special cases, and

monthly in general, casés, I devote myself to the examination -of
each case, and, whenever I find that the prayer of the petitioner ca'i-

not be immediately granted, I state in writing the reason, and point
out his prevailing offence, and also fix a certain period of probation
for him to conquer the habit ; and, if he does, the indulgence is then
granted to him. at once. My observations are directed to be fo--r----
warded to the petitioner through the master'; and I know that these
warnings have had- a beneficial effect on -the conduct of the prisoners.
The door of hope is thus proved to be open, and they perceive that
the rècovery of indulgence depends upon their own conduct. When
the conduct of the applicant has been particularly goé 1àýuSe- My
notice of it to be conveyed to him. What is this but oneý of those
C moral appliancë' ' of which the present systern is said (by the Com -
mittee) to, be wholly devoid ?

Little recognition, however, of this or any other merit of

the existing system was to be expected from, that body.

Their report reached Franklin after he had sat down to pen

the above remarks, and his judgment upon it is that, though

drawn up with much care and ability, he 1 cannot look at it in

any other way than as a one-sided view of the question!

Evidence relating to a wholly bygone state of things, and

aboundi ' ng in horrors which were matters of ancient history,

appeared to have formed the main basis of the Committee's

conclusions, later modifications and amendments of the

system being entirely ignored. The system of assignment,

denéunced as 1 slavery' by a class of politicians, themselves

the. slaves, in those days as in these, of words, was to be

abolished on the strength of its nickname. Its evils were

thrust into the foreground and perpetually insisted on ; the

good effectèd by,,' it was minimised or.denied. Nor had therè

been any pretence of a desire to consider what lmprovements

it might be suscëptible o£ 1 am not its bigoted advocate,'

wrote Franklin,,, and woulà cheerfully assist in devising a plan

by- *hiéh the master and the man might mutually choose each

i iéý',

fi7,
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other, and the latter reccive moderate wages ; but I cannot
reçoncile myself to the ide'à that this or any other system is

to be overturned by evidence which, if not altogether untrùe,
has been grossly ekaggerated and misstated as regards this

colony.'
And what was to be substituted for this maligned and

misrepresented method of reformatory discipline ? Peniten-

tiary systems, which, whether silent or social, did not appear
to Franklin to be 1 the best schools for inducing practical

habits of labour and industry after the prisoners are released
from them,' and in this respect were, in his judgment, much

inférior to the employment of convicts in agricultural pursuits,
in the fellîng of timber, and in mechanical labour apart from
the towns. It must, indeed, have bee'n difficult for a Governor
of Tasmania in those days, and especially -for -one so eager for
the material development of the country as was Franklin, to
regard. with'patience such a wanton waste of human energy
as the penitentiary system involved. Unreclaimed Nature, all

around him, was crying aloud for the thews and sinews of c
reclaimable or irreclaimable man. Î_

Franklin's pleadings for the system of assignment were t
vain. Peremptory instructions were -sent to, him, and to, the 1
Governors of the other Australian colonies to, discontinue it.

His address to his Legislative Council at the opening of its f
session in i 84o records the official mandate, accompanied by

such reassurances to the anxious employers of labour ais if

Franklin felt able to offer. The assignment ' of 1 domestic

servants for purposes of luxury' had been put an end to the
year before, and a month previously the practice of assign- ir

ment , for any purpose had, in the towns of Hobart and fc
Launceston, ceased to exist. These changýs would not, tr

Franklin points out, reduce the number of prisoners who H

would become eventually available for purposes of field-labour. of

On the contrary, it would ultimately increase that number by sir

the addition to' it of the convictý no longer assignable for bi'

purposes of luxury anywhereýRr in the towns for any purposes loy

whatever. But under the nWý system all convicts were on otl

arrival placed in the public works, in what were éalled proba- lik,
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tionary gangi, fer a minimum period of one year; and the
consequence of this arrest of the supply of labourers, coming
as it did at a time when there happeneà to, be a speciailly
urgent demand for them, had been so seriously felt that the

Governor was compelled, without the sanction of the Secretary

of State, to authorise the grant of a bounty for the encourage-
ment of immigration.

To trace the vacillating policy of the, Home Government,
as Colonial Secretary succeeded Colonial Secretary and oný'
theory of punishment ousted another, to be itself displacedby
a third, is beyond the province of this work. The loyal but

ineffectual endeavour of Franklin to work the new. probation-

ary system successfülly belongs rather to the general history

of penal discipline than to a biography of the man, and the

subject, indeed, has only been pursued thus far becaus'e his
treatment of it so strikingly illustrates the soundness of judg-
ment and the shrewd common-sense which he brought to hIs

administrative work. Unforýunately, however, it was also in

connection with this subject-of pen'al discipline that he became

involved in the first of thaf series of personal différetices with

those about him which marred the whole subsequent course of
his official career.

An early 1 difficulty ' which arose between him and his
private secretary has already been noticed ; a much more
serious one was to follow. Captain Mackonochie in truth was,
if not an 'impossible' private secretary, at any rate à private
secretary in an impossible position. Officially attached to

the service bf the Governor, he was, or regarded, himseif as,
in- his unofficial capacity an' emissary of an English society

for the improvement of penal discipline to inquire - into and

to report upon the results of the system of tran'portation.
He had, in fact, been fu'rnished by this society with a list
of no fewer than sixty-seven questions on which they de-

sired to receive a statement of his views. The impossi-

bility of thus dividing himself inte twolpersons, and of

loyally serving one master without breaking faith . with -the

other, would-have been apparent to any one not accustomed,

like too many friends of humanity at large, to, neglect his

17
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obligations to individuàl member-' of the race. Câptain
Mackonochie presumably did not perceive it He set to,

work to execute his unofficial commission, and with such

industry did he purs*ue his inquiries that at the expiratiowot

three months frorn his arrival in the colony he felt himself in

a position to pronounce a sweeping condemnation of the
system of penal discipline prevailing in the colony. Such, at

least, was the substance of the report which he drafted and

despatched to the society-fôr m he was acting. Of its

manner we may judge by the following extract from, the far
from, unfriendly criticism -of Mr. West-: - « WÏffiout circum-

locution or reserve he spoke of the officers concerned in
convict manage ' ment as blinded by habit, as empiric:§ Who

could patch and cauterise a wound, but were, involved in
thé hopéless prejudices' of a topical pràctice, and much

too far gone to compreliend improvements founded on

scientific principles. His déviations from the tone of philo-

sophical discussion were not numerous, but thèy were marked.
The chief police magistrate he compared to the lamplighter,

by whom gas is detested. In praisind that o'fficer's adminis-

trative talent, he observed that he belonged to the martinet

school, and that his'estimate of human nature depressed it
below its worth!

A summary of this conciliatory document-which by
condensing rendered more flagrant the charges against the'

colonists and more revolting the description of the prisoners

found its way; by a process to be hereafter explùined" to the

Colonial Office, and was handed by Lord John Russell- to the

committeë then inquiring into the subject of transportation.
Its next appearance was in an English newspaper, and it was
in that form, that it first came under the eye of Sir John
Franklin. The report on which it was founded - had indeed
been laid before him, and his' opinion of it was, as might have

been expected, of a strongly adverse character. It contained.,,

in his iuderment, afterwards avowed in correspondence with

its author, 1 so many incorrect and even reckless assertions

as to the condition and treatment of criminals, and so, much

offensive interprétation of the character of thie free p opulation,
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that 1 could not but feel apprehensive and even somewhat
indignant at the probability of its being made public.' The
appearance in the English press ' of a summary which unavoid-

ably emphasised these objectionable qualities, and p'laced the
Lieutenant-Governor's private secretary in a position of con-"

spicuous if not contemptuous hostility to bis chief and all the
principal officials of the colony, left Franklin with but one
course open to him-to dismiss Captain Mackonochie from bis
post. There was, however, no personal rupture between them
the letters exchanged by them with refèrence to the incidênt
which had rendered this painful 'step, necessary are couched,,"in terms of mutual respect and even regard ; and for somF

time after '_ ceasing to be Franklin's private secretary Captain
Mackonochie -continued with bis wifé- and family ýo reside at

Government House. But for conclusive proof that the action
taken by bis chief was not only'justifiable but inevitable, we
need look no further than the admissions of the displaced
official himsel£ Indeed, bis véry explanation of the particular

proceeding by which the crisis was precipitated ' revealed a
total incapacity to appreciate the true relations between the
Governor ofa colony and bis private secretary.

Enough, howevef, of this unfortunate episodë. . It only
now remains to trace the history of a sequel which demon.ý

strated both the genuineness of Franklin's goodwill towards
bis former secretary and the practical value of the latter's
disciplinary theories. Supported by an influential school of
reformers at home, but glso no doubt'materially assisted by
the good offices of a Governor whose recommendations
would naturally derive additional value from'the fact o( the

personal différences between them, Captain Mackonochie
was shortly afterwards appointed Commandant of Norfolk

Island, which had been selected, by way of halfway bouse to
the abolition of transportation, as the sole future destination
of transported convicts. He took up bis new appointment

apparently with full leave and licence tô experimentalise on
the -lines of bis own theories. Less than a year, however,

sufficed to alarm, the Home Government so, thoroughly that
they would. at. once have recalled.Captain Mackonochie had
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they been provided with a successor. In little more than two

years his methods resulted in catastrophe.

It was on May 24, 1 84o, the occasion of the young Queens

birthday, that the « system ' of the new Commandant received

an illustration which scandalised colonial opinion and proýed

startling even to the boldest philanthropists of the- mother

country. A proclamation had been issued by Mackonochie

describing the festivities by which he proposed to, celebrate

the anniversary. He had resolved, writes Mr. West," whose

sympathy with his motives is not a whit less conspiduous

than his consciousness of the absurdity *-of his methods, « to
forget the distinction betweèn the good and bad, and to make

no exception from the general indulgence; but he entreated the

men to remember that on the success of this experiment his

confidence-would greatly depend ; he warned them to sùppress

the first tokens of disorder, and by retiring to their q*uarters
at the first sound of the bugle prove that they might be

trusted with saféty. On the morning of that day the signal

colours floated frêrn the staff, crowned with the union-jack;

twenty-one guns collected from the vessels and from the

Government House were mounted on the top of a hill and

fired a royal salute. The gates were thrown open, and

1,8oo prisoners were set free and joined- in various amuse-

meiits, of which - Captain Mackonochie was a frequent

spectator. Eighteen hundred prisoners sat down to dinner,

and at its close having received each a small quantity of
spirits and water, they drank a health to, the Queen> and

Mackonochie. Three times three for Victoria and the Captain f
rent the - air. They then renewed théir -sports or atiended v
a theatrical performance. New scenery, dresses, music, and

songs contributed to the hilarity of the party. The per- c
formances were The Castie of Andatusia, in which the comic ce
powers of the prisoners were exhibited to their companions; fc

a: variety of glees and songs ; the tent scene in Richard III. ; C,
The Parse, or the Benevotent Far; [this, perhaps, by way

of compliment to the Captain], and finally the National b-
Antherm At the termination -no accident had occurred, the

gaol was entirely unoccupied, no theft or' disorder had dis- 01
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graced the day, and thus the notions of Mackonochie seemed
-to be illustrated by the experiment!

The effect of this extraordinary' performance was, the

writer dryly continues, to give a violent shock to, the." long

habit of connecting the notions of crime and punishment

with those of guilt and misery,' and, in faâ, of drawing that

distinction- between the good and the bad which Captain

Mackonochie had resolved to 1 forget' in honour of the day.

The novelty of the system. 'gave to the policy of Norfolk

Island the air of delirium ; the disciplinarians of the ancient

régime raised their hands with astonishme-t. 1ýhe place,

once of all- most liateful, painted by fancy, became, an elysium

employment enlivened by plays, rum, and tobacco, was,

described as a cheering vicissitude in a life-ofcrime.' ' jt was k

not, however, diflicult to see, addý,Mr. West-and certainly- it ï,
is not diffièult éven at this distance of time for a reader to

guess that a reaction would follow, and that any untoward

accident would produce a recoil.' For,' a time, however, all
Î.4

went well. It is said that the prisoners at Norfolk Island

deepIy sympathised with their chief, and that they combined

in a society for mutual reformation.' But the paper which con-

tained the outlines of the plan was headed.we are told, with
the surely somewhat ominous motto of the Irish Liberator:

Hereditary bondsmen! know ye not
Whowould be free themselves must strike the blow ?

tîThey struck the blow on june 21, I842,,when twelve con-

victs who had been told off to assist in unloading stores

from the Governor Phillip, made an attempt to seize the

vessâ A desperate struggle,. in which several lives were lost,

ensued but the mutineers were at length mastered and

conveyed to Sydney -in the vessel they had attempted- to,

capture. Sentenced to death, they 'met their fate with 0 4
fortitude, and their last words were in grateful remembrance

of Mackonochie!

By the folloivinLy* ybar the pýndulum of policy hid- swung

back aga'n. Sir George Gîpps, the Governor of New South

Wales, announced in an address- to the Coûncil that after

one year and. a half's trial of the new discipline it was to bel
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abandoned. The prisoners - then in Norfolk Island were
transferred to Van Diemen's Land ; and the 'former settle-

ment, from. being a school of reform, was converted into a
limbo of the irreclaimable.- The 1 mark system,' which had

been a capital féature of Captain Mackonochie's scheme, had

signally failed. Int-heory it had seemed a félicitous idea to
allow men to purchase discharge from a seven years'sentence

by accumulating 6,ooo marks for good behaviour, and from a

life-sentence by 8,ooo., But in practice it.proved fruifful in

abuses. Convicts found means of accumulating «marks with-

out fulfilling the, irksome condition of crood conduct Convict

clerks falsified the accounts, and men transferred their marks

to each other for a -consideration. Morcover, tbey, were

awarded, as indeed it must have been difficult to avoid

awarding them, for merits other than . moral. Clever me-

chanics obtained- them by their skill, the strong earned them,

by their strength, and both alike obtained an advantage over

their less able or able-bodied fellows whose behaviour may
have been in no res ect inferior to theirs.4 P

Captain Mackonochie's recall, which is said tor have been

in contemplation from the moment the news of -Îhe birthday

festivities of I 84o reached the Home Government, was deiayed

for eeveral years by the difficulties of findinig a qualified

successor ; but in 1844 he was at last recalled. He left the

island, we are told, 1 regretted by the prisoner§ý'- but followed

probably by feelings of a less tender characterý-on the part of
the colonists. He was inquestionably a benievolent and

well-meaning man, but so was Mr. Walter Shandy ; and if

we could conceive that pWlosopher suddenly elevated to the

government of a province, and empowered to apply his pet

theory of 'Christian names' or any other of his 'eccentric

crotchets to a portion of his subjects, he could hard1ý have sýef

to work in a spirit of more opinionated self-confidence or of

rasher contempt for the informations of common-sense and
experience than did Captain Mackonochie in,,Norfolk Island.

His administrative record in that settlement certainly
afforded an ample ex post facto justification Of Franklin's

conduct in summarily closin&Jn*eý'6fficial career in Tasmania.
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CHAPTER XVI

T-ASMAeIAN INCIDENTS

1842

IT was characteristic of the insatiable adventurer that even

within the comparatively narrow limits of his Australasian,
island he. contrived to lose himse, If and an exploring party in

the hitherto unthreaded bush, from which, indeed, they did

not ultimately emerge into known or habitable refflons until
aherhis alarmed subjects'had despatched at least one expe-
dition for his discovery and relief

Macquarrie Harbour, a port on the west côast of Tasmania,
named after a former Governor of New South Wales, was the
objective' of the arduous and perilous march, on which Sir

John Franklin, with his wife, his niece, and their companions,
-set forth in the spring of 1842. The -harbour, originally em-
ployed as a penal- settlement, had been abandoned eleven
years before in consequence of its difficult approach. Not easy
of access even by sea, it was by land altogether inaccessible,

being divided from the settled districts by a strip of 'country
some eighty or-ninety miles in width, and consisting of

impervious forests, rugged mountains, tremendous gullies,

impetuous rivers, and treacherous morasses. It is true that in

the earlier portion of Colonel Arthur's governorship, prisoners ý4_
were still sent thither from other parts of the -island as a

punishment, but the difficulty of keeping up its supplies by
sea was so great that its use as a convict station was at last

discontinued. In the meantime, prisoner.after prisoner had

endeavoured to make his escape from it Yy way of the interior
)4only to perish in the buslÎ, or, as happen'ed in two, or three

instances, t6 émerge frorn it so utterly worn out by fatigue and
famine that the wretched fugitives were glad to surrender them-



selves on their arrival at the first human habitation. Some-

times the rash attempt had results even more terrible. In the

year i 8:z2 a- party of eight men escaped from Mâcquarrie Har-

bour, of whom âll but one perished, or were destroyed-to satisfy

the hideous cravings -of-their famine-maddened companions.

The survivor, a - man named Pearce, who had ultimately

fallen in with some bushrangers, with whom he was taken

and sent back to Macquarrie, actually made a second attempt

àt escape with a fellow-prisoner of the name of Cox. For
the first and second day they strayed through the forest, on

the third they made the beach, and travelled towards Port
Dalrymple until the fifth, when they arrived at Kings River.

They remained three or four days in an adjoining wood, to,

avoid soldiers who were in pursuit of them, and were all the
time from the period they started without a morsel of food. C

Overcome by famine, each watched for an opportunity to

surprise and destroy the other, neither daring to snàtch a t
moment's slumber lest he should never wake. Cox was the

first to give way to exhaustion ; he fell asleep, and Pearce t
despatched him with, an axe. On the departure of the -t

soldiers, the miserable wretch slunk from his retreat, and, c
living on the mutilated remains of his companionspent à
day and a night in the place which they made their encamp-
ment. Then, overcome with horror'at his useless crime, he Cd
returned to the 6settlement, and, declaring himself weary of life, ri

surrendered, confessed his guilt, and was tried and executed. rr.

It was into the region so darkly ;@ýssociated with these w

tragedies thaï Franklin and his little party féarlessly plunged. C
rE

Their purpose was to thread their way through scrub and a.
forest and - mountain gorge, over river and torrent, and a_

round morass and swamp, to a point nea-r the mouth of the w

Gordon River, where a little schooner, the Breeze7, was to 0'

wait in readiness to convey them the rest of the way to'Mac- hE
W,

quarrie Harbour. They started in beautiful weather and in he
a season, the . best possible fôr their purpose, of unusually le

prolonged drought but before they had got far on their ex

journéy the atmospheric conditions underwent a complete and w

most untoward change. Heavy rains set in, flooding the

TASMANIAS INCIDENTS-211-2 CH. XVI.
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rivers and rendering the swampy ground impassable. For a
week they were confined to, their tents in a sheltered nook
under a snowy mountain, and later on were compelled to
make another considerable stay on the banks of a swollen

river, waiting for provisions to*reach them, and for idouble
canoe, now rendered -absolutely necessary for their fuither

Eýconveyance, to be rudely fashioned out of the neighbouring
pines. During -the weeks of their enforced sojourn in the

Tasmanian wilderness the travellers were entirely lost to, the
outer world. Neither sound nor sign of them seeme to have

reached Hobart Town, and the sinister teputation of the
region in which they had disappeared téÏÏded of course to
deepen public alarm.

In truth, the difficulties they encountered after the rains
set in were sufficiently formidable. The swollen river, which

formed the main obstacle to their progress-the 'Franklin'
their surveyor had christened it-was some seventy or
eighty yards wide, and quite impossible, therefore, to be

bridged, like the others they had thus succeeded in crossing,
.by means of fallen trees. Their pioneering party was, in

consequence, compelled to construct a rude kind of raft,
iýhich they had fastened by a rope across the river. )4b

On our arrival (wrote Lady Franklin to her sister) the flood had
carried away the warp, but the raft remained. On this, after the
rise had subsided a little, two men (prisoners) volunteered to cross, a
meastire necessary to be effected as soon as possible, as the Breeze,

which was waiting for us to take us back by séà, was to lei7v'è- by
order on the i8th, and if gone we should 'have had to make our

retreat by. land with increased difficulties through the country we had
already traversed. The two men on theraft were whirled round in
an eddy as soon as they pushed from the shore, and, unable to cross,,
were carried down the river over some rapids and disappeared from
our eyes round a bend of the stream. Sir John declared, however,
he had no doubt of their saféty (they.had been Thames and Bridge.
water bargemen), and in half an hour afterwards their voices wer'
heard on the opposite side coo-êe-ing' (the universal colonial cry
learned,,from the natives), and, having given us that notice of theïr
existence and saféty, they darted deep into the forest on their mission,

which was to, arrest the Breeze in its departure.

The efforts of the two trusty convicts were successfül.
T lit-

f 71 -
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They stopped theschooner when on the point of sailing, and

the Franklin.party eventually made their way to it in saféty.

But- the pluck and loyalty of these criaminal pioneers were

virtues common -to all their fellow-convicts engaged in this r
service. Few stranger or more paradoxical scenes have

perhaps been ever witnessed even in a penal settlemént than a
that which Lady Franklin here goes on so graphically to i-

describe. After enumerating the members of their party,' r
eight in all, she continues:- c

The crew of the Breeze consists only of five persons, and a ?-,
stranger to the country (particularly if he was a member of the
former Transportation, Committee) would take it for granted that
twenty stout able-bodied convicts (chosen expressly for this service,
because they are such) woul& find it an eas-y matter to overcome the T

resistance of thirteen persons,.of whom two are wornen, and, taking st

possession of the Breeze, carry her off as masters and free. No such rq_
idea probably entered any of their heads. With the exception of try- stý
ing whenever they could to get more than flieir share of our scanty
provisions, which probably many frýee men ot their ranek in life would
have done eqpally at home in similar circum-stances, they have cc

behaved admirabl well, and we have all encamped together at night in
y 1

within a few yards of each other in open terIts, without a guard and wi

without a firearm among us, or a single instrument of defence A.
against the axes and tomahawks which wére continually in their PC

keeping. You may think it was because the Governor was of the Wf.
party, and that they all had much to hope frorn him, even though

under the circumstances they could have little to fear ; and this is thE

true, for they all look for indulgen*e for this service-that is to say, by

some à1leviation of sentence according to law-and were promised it Wî-
on good behaviour ; but, as far as saféty be concerned, the sense of de-

security would have been en * oyed just as much, I believe, by any the
other'set of travellers as ourselves.

the
The safe return, of the party was welcomed with the

greatest relief by the colonists, who had, in fact, almost*givýZn fro

.them up for lost. Iýew - South Wales took an even more red-
despýiring view of the situ , à-'tion than Tasmania; Sir George wac

Gipps afterwards writing to Franklin to say that at Sydney the:
the only différence of opinion as to theÎr fate was as - to esc,
whether they had -been starved or drowned. They had wri,-

indeed bee ' n at various times in very real danger of both indc
thesé fates and, had the schooner sailed without them, it is life
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but too probable that none of the party would ever have seen
H ébart Town again.

Nor does this tale of perilous adventure end with their
return. On their arrival at Hobart Town they found that a
party of six prisoners had been sent out in search of thern,
and, as nothing had been heard of these men fqr some time,
it became 'necessary to despatch a third expedition for the
rescue of the rescuers, Who, as it turned, out, were themselves
only narrowly saXed from death by starvation. Arriving at
Macquarrie Harbour after the'Franklin party had left, they

pursued their way along the coast in the expectation of
finding traces of the explorers at some point on the shore.

They consumed all their provisions, and, being at last
stopped by a river which they had not strength to ford, they

retraced ý their steps. After having been redûced to such
straits for food that they had to, devour theïr leather knap-
sacks, they at last regained a little canoe which they had
constructed and left behind them, and got to a deserted island
in Macquarrie Harbour, whére they f6und potatoes growing pe
wild from those originally planted there ten years before.
After a few days' rest, four of the men with a sinaII--Èýto-re--of
potatoes embarked again in their canoe for the Gordon River,

where they left it. Plunging into the forest, they carne to
the Franklin, and crossed it in a canoe abandoned there
by the Franklin party, which unfortunately filled and sank
with their store of potatoes during the passage. Here provi-

dentially at a moment when, according to their own account,
they could not have held out another day, they fell in with
the second relièf party and were savéd.

The two men left on the island were rescued by a boat sent
from a ship which had been driven ashore. They, too, were
reduced to the last extremity; their scanty stock of potatoes
was almost exhausted, and they were on thé point of building

themselves another canoc with the view of attempting an
escape from, the island when the relief arrived. « For myself,'
writes Lady Franklin, I have sufféred mentally very much
indeed on the subject. It would have been a bitter pang foi
life if fhese poor fellows had perished in their attempt té

T 2
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rescue us. . ý- . Their image haunted me day and night, and

you would be surprised to see how much thïs with other

anxieties since our return from. Macquarrie- Harbour haslz-
worn and aged me.'

. To a slightly earlier date in Franklin's administration

than that of this too exciting journey belongs the follo'ing

letter, interesting in right not indeed of . its contents but

of its author, the minutest scrap of whose correspondence is

justly valued by the world:

Park- Lane -. Feb. Il 1841.

My dear Sir John,-Hearin--r at Lady Blessington's, a few nights
back, that her brother, Mr. Power, was about to embark for the seat

of your government in an official- character, I could not resist
availing myself of the occasion to communicate with a very old and

very valued friend. I trust- that Lady Franklin and yourself find
health in the Tasmanian breezes, which, I hear, are very renowating,
and I only hope -the-magîý-Power of steam may some day, and
perhaps soon, permit me to pay-rýou--a- visit. In that case I shall
have' the pleasure of introducing you to, Mrý.--Dîsraeli, a lady who
ýpassed her Christmas last year at Bradenham in reading your
adventures towards the Coppermine River, and who would be very
much gratified in making the acquaintance of the hero of both Poles.
You will be glad to learn that your old frienAs at Bradenham afe well
but my father, I deeply lament to say, though with apparently an

unbroken constitution, has been stricken with blindness, for him a
peculiarly dreadful visitation.

Last year, on our road between Augsburg and Munich, I met Mr.
Griffin and Mrs. Simpkinson. Hereallyseemsyoungerthanever. Ican

only wish her the good fortune to, seem as young as she always does.
We are apparently in this country on the. eve of a change of

govemment, which renders the world of politics turbid and excited.
I hope, whoever may be in power, the colonial interests of this
country will be maintained ; and I know no better mode than ap-

pointing, governors as able and ' efficient as yourself.
You will find Mr. Power a very amiable man. I have always

heard him highly spoken of, and can personally answer for his agree-
able manners. Pray make my kindest remembrances acceptable to
Lady Franklin, and belieire me ever,

My dear Sir John, yours very faithfully,
B. DISRAELI.

Among other pleasant incidents of this chequered ýTas-

manian time is to be numbered the Governos renewal of
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relations with the siaunch comrade of his first Arctic expe-
dition, John Hepburn. On his return to England in 1822

Franklin used his best exertions to procure from the naval
authorities some 'fitting recognition of his late fo-Ilower's ' ser-

vices. A letter is extant addressed by him to Admiral Sir
Byam Martin, then Comptroller of the Navy, in which

he most warmly advocates Hepburn's claims-' the only
4nglish seaman,-' as he says, 1 who accompanied me to the

shores of the Arctic sea, and who, during the whole time he

was attached to the expedition, conducted himself with a

degree of intelligence and zeal that called forth my repeated

encomiums.' His conduct 4 during a period of extreme diffi-

culty and distress,' adds his late commander, « was so humane

and excellent as to merit the highest promotion that his

situation in life entitles him to. When the officers were un-
able to advance any further he alone remained with them

voluntarily, and at the imminent hazard of his own life. To-,L--
his exertions at a period when his bodily weàkness was':

extreme, Dr. Richardson and myself are indebted, under
Providence, for our lives.'

Lord Bathurst, before whom a more detailed statement of

Hepburn's services had been laid, had recommended him to

the notice of the First Lord of the Admiralty for promotion
and Lord Melville, also sensible of his merits, had expressed

his intention of speaking to the Comptroller on the subject of
procuring some situation for him. Franklin, indeed, had

previously had an interview with Sir Byam Martin, the sub-

stance of which was by desire reduced to writing in the letter
from which the above extracts are taken. We mây take it

that the application was -sucçessful,-- but that Hepburns

employment was either not permanent or not permanently

satisfactory. . It 'is, at any rate, certain that he reopened

communications with Franklin some fifteen or sixteen years

later, after the latter's appointment to his colonial post, and

that, Franklin having responded with his « usual kindness.

Hepburn came out to Tasmania to be provided by the

Governor with som'e more profitable situation than he could

obtain in England. Sorne fime afterwards the following
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correspondence, excellently illustrative of Franklin's untiring

goodness of heart, took place between thern. 'My dear

Hepburn,' the Governor writes to him with all the bonhomie

of a sailor adàressing an oidshipmate,

I heard yesterday that you are not satisfied with your situation,
and that yàu have expressed disappointment with your prospects in
this country and some regret at having left England. This infor-
mation has given me much concern ; for though, as you remember,
I did not urge you to come out with me, but at first discouraged
your quitting England, I yeýt-Selt happy after-yo-u- had decided, in
the hope of being able to procure for you some comfortable situation.
I appointed you, in consequence, to the -very first that was vacant,
the Superintendent of Government House, and when the present
situation became vacant, which was more lucrative a nd of a' higher

class, I immediately offéred -it to you. 1 have had -some reason to,
fear it is a situation the -duties of which are' not exactly suited to
your taste ; but I have not had any other vacant which you are better

qualified to fill, or that at all equals your pr'esent office in emolument
and advantages. At one time, when I thought it not improbable

there might be a vacancy in the situation of Harbour Master, you
will recollect that I asked whether that.appointment would suit you,

and that you thought you were not now qualified to fill its duties
with any degree of satisfaction to yourself or to the public. My frrst

desire ever has been, and still is, to show my regard and esteem for

you ; and I beg of you to let me know what situation you consider
vourself better qualified to fill, or that would be more agreeable to

your feelings, and I would endeavour to place you in such a position
_,,when a vacancyand opportunity occur. I cannot make situations,

_you must well kq4owý and I cannot know your wishes unless you
communicate the lm to me. You must, therefore, write to me as soon

as possible, and inform me as to your present feelings and wishes, and
you may rely on- the unaltered desiré of my heart to prove myself

your true and sincere friend,

urn's answer, wit e ïo
__Hçpb h due corr'cf' n of the old sailors

sornewhat breezy orthography, was in these terms

I have the honour toacknowledge the receipt of your Excellencys

letter of the i5th inst., which I did not receive until last night, having

been missent from Campbelltown to Launceston. - I beg leave to

state that . your Excellency has been misinformed respectîng the

complaints; said to have been made by me. In place of having

expressed disappointment at my prospects in this country or regret

at leaving England; I beg to assure your Excellency that it is quite
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the reverse with me and, since I have been in the country, I have
added more to my stock of this world's'riches than I did for the pre-
ýeding twelve years. That 1 ever expressed dissatisfaction with my
present situation is also untrue. I am sensible thàt everything has
1een done here tor make me comfortable. 1 acknowledge for the

first six months that I often did feel at a loss for words. to express
my disapprobation of the conduct of boys when brought before me.
From this circumstaîice alone I did féel. uncomfortable and dissatisfied

with myself, and supposed that I was not a suitable person for such
a responsible situation. But in no ither way have I ever had
occasion to com lain. I well remember your Excellency's anxietv to
serve me before I left England, and I trust that I shall never be found
ungrateful for the kindness I have received, or so deceitfül, to, a kind
benefactor as to, make complaints in any quarter except to your Excel-

lency. - If it were not presuming too far, I would beg to be confronted
with the individual who has thus so basely misled your Excellency.
I am perfectly satis fied with mypresent situation, it suits me very
well ; my only féar is not suiting it. My wish is to remain until I
can save about two hundred pounds. Then, if my wife will come
out, we shall have enough to stock a small farm, should such be in
your Excellency's power to grant. I have received a lettér from, Her

Majesty's Paymaster-General containing four forms, one of which I
enclose herewith for your Excellency's inspection, being fearful that I
am doing wrong -in receiving a pýnsi_0n whjle I hold such a lucrative

Govemment situation. Captain Booth has sent for me within the last 4

hour, and read a letter from the Colonial Secretary offéring an appoint-
ment at George Town, which I believe would suit me verywell ; and
I féel very thankful for your Excellency's kindness. Captain Booth
has in the kindest manner expressed his satisfaction with my services
here ; but, being very comfortablê where I am, 1 beg to decline to
accept it. And I have the honour to be, &c.

Before taking final leave of these unoflicial or semi-official

passages in Sir John Franklins career in Tasmania it still

remains to record twô of its most memorable incidents-one

of them touched with all the romance of past adventure and

of the memory of a cherished comradeship, the other fraught,
Olt0 -1

for us at any rate, if unconsciously to all the actors in it. with

the more tragic interest afterwards lent it by a fatal future.

No one could fail to be impressed by the singular chance

which had brought Franklin, at the age of fifty, to occupy

a post of authority in that very region of the ý11orld which,

as a -lad of fourteen, he had assisted to explore. The

mernory of those far-off days in the Investigator-days full of
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young enthusiasm, and not free from youthful'mischief-inust

have many a time recurred to his mind ; he may often have
smiled at the recollection of the thoroughly middy-like trick

Mar by which he secured to himself the honour of annexing the

Australian continent, symbolically at any rate, to, the British

Empire. The Investigator had lost one of its boats, which
capsized and disappeared with its crew of seven men and a

young officer, as it was retûrning to the ship. Irranklin and
several others were landed and sent out on the 'eeads' to

watch for the appearance of any corpse that might be washed
up on the rocks. Each carried a flag, which was to be un-, 44 furled as a signal in case any such object should come in view.

The temptation s'O'> obviously suggested to an ambitious

middy*by finding himself on the shore of a neurly discovered
continent with the union-jack in his hands was too much
for the youthfül Franklin. To have first descrièd or to
have failed to descry the floating body of one of his drowned

messmates was a mere detail: the really important thing
was to, -be the first to unfurl the British flag on the coast

of New Holland. It was accordingly not long before that
beloved embleÎn was fluttering proudly in the breeze. In

another moment a boat was lower_d from. the Investigator
and was seen approaching ý11e shore. It became necessary
for Franklin either to . discover *one of the lost sailors, or to,
admit that the supposed signal had been in reality only in-

tended to, proclaim the anneýcation of the Australian con-
tinent to, the British Empire. He chose the former 'alterna-
tive, and, pointing to, à white object on the shore at some
distance, he asked the, officer in command of the boat whether

he did not think Zt 1 that- white th'ing' was a dead body.'
The officer looked wit st aý the crack in the rocks

which was thus brought to his notice, and thought that it was
a dead body. Indeed, he was fdr a.short time pretty sure it
'Was, while Franklin was 'sure' of nothinig but of the sweet
consciousness that he had realised the longing of his boyish
ambition! No doubt. as his wife adds, « it was a very young
trick;' but a daughter of sixteen is not, or in those àays was

no4 apt to, be critical of her father's youthful, escapades, and

zup
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it is therefore not surprisîng to -hear that, 1 though not of the
first order of merit, it seemed very much to, Eleanor's taste.'

When, however, she told one or two people that 'her papa was M
the first who had-unfolded the British flag in-this part of the
world when- first discovered by Flinders, Îtey looked almost

incredulous.' That great navigator seemed to the South
Australians almost as far removed from them as Tasman from

the people of Tasmania. They looked*upon him as a being
not only of another generation, but of another century-

It was to Lady Franklin, while on a visit to South Aus-
tralia that the idea of erecting a memorial to Flinders on the
scene of his gfeatest exploring triumph first suggested itself
and after a j ourney from Port Lincoln to Adelaide, the pr oject,
she says, 1 had become an absolute mission in her eyes.' For
in the near nei hbourhood of this port, rising in an insulated
and conical form to a heiglit of some thousand or twelve
hundred feet from the shore, stood the rock which the explorer
had ascended to take the bearings of the gul£ Thisý eminence,

named by him, after the town of Stamford in his -native
county, was obviously the very spot designated alike by

nature and history for a monument to his memory. There
was, however, a difficulty about the appropriation of a site.

Land could not be purchasèd in anything smaller than eighty-
acre lots ; and to purchase such an extent of mountain, all
stone and scrub, for the sake of securing an area of only a

few feet, seemed a rather imperfect adjustment of nieans to,
ends. Colonel Gawler, however, the then Governor of South

Australia, obligingly disposed of -the difficulty by promising

to make the site of the monument a Government reserve.
Thus sanctioned and aided, Lady Franklin and her party -
started from. Adelaide in a small schooner of about ioo tons,

and, having landed at the foot of Stamford Hill, they ascended
it, identified Flinderss bearings, and marked the spot. Iî

The captain of their little vessel, himself -,,,,a Lincoln-
shire man, Nas much interested in the expedition, and 'bore
on his back up the rugged ascent the heavy box containing
the azimuth compass -' required for the identification of the
spot on which Flinders (from whose ponderous -quarto we
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were provided with the necessary extract) fixed his theodo-

lite.' The captain's wife played an involuntary, though to her

not an unpleasing part in the cereM"-ony, as Lady Franklin

thus amusingly relates

Poor Mrs. Blackbourne's pocket-handkerchief was seized by me
by mistake, for when I found a white rag was wanted, I put back my

hand without turning my head to'the person close to me, who I
thought was Eleanor, --sayiiïg,-týG-ýië--é -yo-ur-lýàiÏdkerchief, my dear,
and did not discover my mistake till the titterings and looks around me
made me turn round. Mrs. Blackbourne's blushes and-pleased looks
convinced me I had committed a very venial mistake, and I therefore
made no difficulty in retaining my spoil. Since my return to Hobart
Town, I have sent the young person, who was then a bride of three
weeks old, a cambric handkerchief of surpassing fineness, trimmed
with deep lace, in room of the one she so obligingly a1lowed to be

raised upon Stamford Hill, and in remembrànce of that pleasant visit.

The next step was to decide upon the character of the

memorial to be raised. Sir Johri-' Lady Franklin reports,
« is extremely well satisfied with my doings, and has not even
asked me what the memorial is to, cost, which, indeed, I am
not able to tell till I -get the opinion of Mr. Frome (the

Surveyor-General) on its dimensions; but I hope it will not
be extravagant, if the stone on the spot is -made use o£'

Its cost appears to have been ?_ýo/. ; its form that of an
obelisk, bearing the following inscription from the pen of Mr

Gell
THIS PLAC]Eý

FROM WHICI-1 THE GULF AND ITS SHORES

WERE -IFIRST SURVEYED

ON THÉ 26TI-I OF FEB. 1802 BY

MATTHEW FLINDERSý R.N.,

COMMANDER OF H.M.S. INVESTIGATORe

AND THE DISCOVERER OF THE COUNTRY NOW CALLED

SOUTH AUSTRALIAe WAS

ON 12TH JAN. 18413
WITH THE SANCTION OF LT.-COL. GAWLER, K.H.ý

THEN GOVERNOR OF THE COLONYe SET APART FOR2

AND IN THE FIRST YEAR OF TI-JE

GOVERNMENT OF CAPT. G. GREY

ADORNED WITH, THIS MONUMENT

TO THE PERPETUAL ME ' MORY OF THE ILLUSTRIOUS SAVIGATOR

His HONOURED COMMANDER

BY JOHN FRANKLIN, CAPTAIN-- R_-N.ý K.C.H., K.R.e LT.-GOVERNOR OF

VAN DIEMEN S LAND.
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The second of the two interesting eventý,aboýre referred to
1_11ý.as mar-ing the closing years of Franklin's administration was

t'ýé despatch of the Antarctic expedition under Captain Ross.
It may bé imagined with what sympathetic enthusiasm this

project- was regarded by the famous explorer of the other

Pole, and- with what zeal and ardour-he devoted himself to,

its furtherance. Hobart Town was for some time the head-
quarters of the two officers commissioned to execute it ;, it

was there that they made, or at any rate completed, the 4
preparations for their journey ; and it was thénce they started

upon their' voyage- The officer in chief command was the

Governor's intimate and attached ffiend, and received from

him every assistance which it was in his power to render in the

work of equipment for their arduous enterprise,-a service which

is amply acknowledged by Sir James Rossin 1ýs 1 Voyagé of

Discovery and Research in the Southern- and Aý7àrctiC

Regions during the Years 1839-43.' In -the repoit which

the Council of the Royal Society had been requested by the

Government to furnish, and which was appeeàed to Captain

Ross7s, instructions, much stress was lai ,Iupon the making

of magnetic observations in Van Diémen's Land. When,ý

the expedition arrived at Hobart TàWýn on A uÉust 16, 1 84o,

thefirst thought of its commander-was to procure the construc-_

tion as soon as possible o. t rmanent observatory which
he was instructed to -erect there. His satisfaction may -be

imagined when he discovered the zeal with which the Governor

had thrown -himself into the project, and learned that the

materials of which the'building was to be constructed accord-

ing to a plan sent out from England had been for months in

readiness. Nothin'g remained but to, select a site, which was
,done on the following morning ; and by the afternoon a party

of :2oo convicts ivýérè at work digging the foundation, ýhaping

the blocks of freestone which were to be its base and the

solid pillars of the same materials which wéré' to -support

the instruments, and. bringing the prepared eimbë-r-s from the

Government store.
This was a prëtty expeditious commencement of a public

wo'rk, and its progress was, marked by equal despatch. Under
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Franklin's daily personal su erintendence the-ý building of the

observatory proceedîed so rapidly- that the whole was com-'

pleted and roofed in, the stone pillars fixed upon the solid

sandstone rock, the instruments placed upon them, and all

their delicate adjustmen ' ts completed by August.27-a space of

nine days, surely the quickest thing on record in observatory-

building. Sir James Ross writes:-

I should- be doing inju âtide to my own feelings were I to neglect
to express my admiration of the cheerful enthusiasm which the con-
victs employed in- the building displayed throughout the work. As
an instance of this; I may mention that after they had been labouring
from six o'clock on Saturday'M-"orning until ten at night, seeing that a

few hours' more work would complete the roofing in, they entreated

permission to finish it before they lçft off ; but as it would have

brokèn in upon the Sabbath -morning- théir request was vei3r properly

refused. This is only one of several such instances of disinterested

zeal in the cause, for from theïr unfortunate situation they could not

derive any benefit from their additional labour, and miust have on the

occasion above mentioned sufféred much fatigue from the ir unusually

prolonged exertions.

There was less, one may suspect, of ' disinterested zeal in
the cause ' of science on the part of the convicts than of

eager desire to please a Governor'to whom they were devo- t

tedly attached. It was a case of 'personal magnetism,' not c

of the cosmical variety.

Nor were Franklin's -services to the expedition confined to

superintending the construction of their observâtory. He v

took an active part, as of course he was well qualified to do, u

in assisting and furthering the observations. On September

23 it became necessary, too, for Ross to avail himself of 1 the c
aid of volunteers under Sir John Franklin, who in his zeal for v
the advancement of science took his share of the duties of

s
that day'

That the voyage was not lacking in adventure will appear 9
from the following passage of a letter dated Falklands' May le
2) 1842, and addressed to Franklin by an officer of the expe- g
dition

You will be glad to hear of our safe arrival after our this time truly W
desperate cruise-forty-six days beset in the piiýçkèd ice, not getting ir
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clear until February 2. Notwithstanding both ships losing their
rudders, fitting new énes, we yet penetrated tO 78' 1 ir' S. and 16o' W.,
tracing 150 miles of our last years barrier further to the eastward, still
preserving the same appearance. No land did we see ; our soundings

we' fro igo to 2oo fathoms along the walls of it. Heavy ice and
rapidly rorming young ice obliged us, on February 20, to bear away

along the pack edge, tracing iioo miles of the most desperate work,
and no ships ever had a more narrow escape from total destruction
than we had in running our longitude down in the 6oth degree. On
March 13, in 147' W., blowing a gale of wind with a heavy sea, and

2, ýâýpitch dark, a little past midnight, Captain Ross on deck, while close
reefing the main-topsail, a very large iceberg was seen close to, us «On
the starboard bow.

The ship running before the wind, her helm was put a-star-

board to avoid the th-reatened danger, when at that moment

an iceberg appeared on the larboard bow of her consort,* and,

on the latter immediately porting her helm, the two ships came

into violent collision, the bowsprit of the former being carried

away and their topmasts and foreyards remaining entangled

for upwards of ten minutes.

No words o( mine can conveyan idea of the truly awful situation.
Each crash you would have thought must be the last. However, after
tearing the strengthening piece from the bows, the two ships parted

company. We set the fragments of our main-topsail and fore-and-aft
sails. to try to weather the berg, which now towered fully i5o feet over,

and drifted for more than half a mile along its perpendicular face.
The heavy séa dashing against it fell off on board; it was only the
violent drawback of the sea that kept us off. Had we once struck
upon it the ship must have been dashed to pieces.

It may be imagined with what interest Franklin -ac-

companied his friends in imagination on their adventurous

voyage, and how often he must have longed to exchange the

storms of the Hobart Town Council Chamber for.those of

the Antarctic Sea. The results of the cruise are matters of

geographical history, but Franklin's account of them in a

letter to his wife, then in New South Wales, may here be

given jj-

I write to, inform you of Ross's return after W_successful voyage
within the Antarctic Circle, being anxious that yoUý should reêeive the
intelligence as early as possible. He proceeded,,from hence to the
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Auckland and Campbell Islands, where he procured the magnetic
which he wished, and thence set forth to the southward.

The ships entered the Antarctîc Circle on january i. The sea was
there much encumbered with ice, and stormy weather caused other

obstructions to, their progress. However, Ross discovered land in
the 7oth degree south, which he traced to the 78th, and there, in the

meridian ' of about 176' E., his fvrther progress in that direction
was stopped by a barrier of ice steep as a wall and about 150 feet in

height. This he then skirted in the hope of finding some opening
for his ships, but none was to be seen, and at last he was obliged by
the formation of the new ice, which threatened to enclose the ships, to

retreat to the northward. He was deféated in his attempts to effect
a landing -on the main shore ; but he succeeded on two small islands,
one of them far io the south, which * I believe he has named-Franklin,
from the name being attached to two specimens of rock brought from
it which are on the table in the drawing-room. Ross, however, with

his diffidence, has not even spoken to, me about the island. The sea
was so free from iceý when he was sailing south beyond the 7 1 Stparallel that Ross was sanguine-of passing over the pole of the eartÊ

when the unlucky barrier appeared. Near the extremity of their
southern limit they discovered two volcanic mountains of great height,
one of thein emitting flame and smoke, which Ross has very appro-

priately called,1 Erebus' and the other 'Terror.' Theysawlandover
the ice as'far as 790 S.

Byýthe observations which Ross obtained to the south, to, the
north'-west, and in the direction of the Magnetic Pole, he has been

enabled to fix the ýposition of it with as much accuracy as ïf he
lîad been so fortunâtè as to reach the spot. He could not get within
16o miles of it. In sailing to the N.W. of his own discoveries. in
returning, the ships ran for eighty miles over mountains and other'
land which the Arnerican Exploring Expedition had laid down
in their charts, and thus has stamped the proper value on their pre-

-tended discoveries in this quarter. . . . In fact, he has had complete
success in Éis ' first undertaking, and I am happy to say without a
single casualty or accident having occurred. The officers, crews, and
ships are all in perfect condition. When the ships were first reported
to be in sight, I felt most anxious and set off as soon as possible to

meet Ross. My mind, however, was relieved before I got on board
by the cre'w manning theyards and giving three hearty cheers. Ross

was delighted to find that the officers at the observatory had been as
energetic and persevering at their duties as his own companions, of
which he received proof on landing by Kay laying lefore him the

registers of theïr very numerous observations brought up to the pre-
ceding hour and read-y to be at once forwarded to England. The
only disappointment Ross has,-felt was at your absence at the time
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of his return, and in his expression of regret he was heartily joined
by all his officers as well as by his own circle. However, we look

forward to your early return, and I hope the ships will remain till
you do.

The ships remained at Hobart Town for more than another

month, and their stav there was signalised by an incident

which, though slight in itself, cannot fail to strike an one at

all curious of dramatid coincidence. It was sincrular enough

that the Erebus and Terror, those two companion vessels which

had done so much and were--zlestined to do yet more battle

with the Arctic ice, should have bèen sêlected for a service

which brought them, at the other Pole of the. world, into such

close contact with the last commander that the Erebus was -

ever to have; but this stranÉe accident was -to be yet more

strikingly emphasised. During the sojourn of the explorers

at the port 0f Hobart Tovn the hospitalities customary in

such cases were exchanged between ships and shore, and

among the Franklin papers of the year 184 1 is still preserved

one of those usually " týivial, fond records' of past festivities

to which later events have'lent a pathetic §ignificance. It is

the invitation card to a ball whîch was aiven on board the

Erebus by the officers of that ship and of the Terror, and

which the Government House party duly honoured with their

presence. Virgil himself could have asked for no more grimly

ironic commentary on his apostrophe of the

Nescia mens hominum fati sortisque futurS

than this light-hearted meeting of Crozier and Franklin, host

and guest, on the deck of the doomed vessel which five years

later was to, bear the elder and accompany the younger to their

Arctic grave, and to leave her own stout timbers, - so gaïly

trodden throughout that warm southern night by the tripping

feet of the dancers, to be slowly crushed in the cr.uel clutch-

of the ice-pack amid the iron fastnesses of the Pole.
î
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CHAPTER, XVII

FRANKLIN AND MONTAGU

1841-1844

IT was the warning counsel of Greek wisdom to 1 call no
man happy till he is dead ;' and what is true of the natural
life has assuredly no less apt an application to an official career.

Safély to attribute happiness to the record of an Austral-
asian governorship-espècially in the uneasy times of our

colonial history half a century ago-it was impêratively
necessary to await its ecid. To any one who had watched
Sir John Franklin's administration from a distance, who fiad

noted the useful public works in which it abounded, the
energy and success withýwhich he promoted the material and
moral develo*pment of the colony, the esteem and evenaffec-
tion which he won frorri4ethe colonîsts as a community, it

might have seemed incredible that a career in many ways so
prosperous should be destined to, so- stormy a close. Nor

even for one who most carefully follows the course of the
events detailed in the course of this and the succeeding

chapter is it easy, if inideed it is possible, to master the whole
secret of their explanation. That the Governor was sur-
rounded by factious and intriguing subordinates, that his policy

was sustained with little loyalty, and often thwarted by petty
spite on the part of those from whom he had a right to
expect co-operation, that his chief adviser was a man of
obstinate and masterful willî who may have cherished, as he

was suspected 'of cherishing, ambitions inconsistent with
faithful service to, his chief-all this is patent enough as
matter of actual fact, but is insufficient as explanatory ma-
terial. Thése difficulties of his administration were known

to Franklin from the &st; he had to reckon and to g'ra:pple
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with them from the very outset of his term and it is not at
first sight easy to understand how it wâs -that - after contend- X5

ing with them not unsuccessfülly for a space of five years
they should at last have overcome him.

Had he been other than the man which he had- already IL
proved himself to be, hisrfailure would have been comprehen-

sible enough. Many a: man distinguished in the domain of

action has before th& proved himself utterly destitute of the

qualities necessary to success in counsel. Energy and daring

do not always go hand in hand with tact and discretion the

faculty of command is not invariably accompanied by the
power of persuasion ; a high and resolute spirit is often asso-

ciated with an overbearing temper. But Franklin was no

mere imperious martinet, no headlong and headstrong auto-
crat, deaf to criticism and impatient of opposition, and riding

roughshod ôver the opinions and susceptibilities of those

around him. On the contrary, he had alread in his Greek

mission proved his possession of all the moral and intellectual

weapons of the diplomatist; he had shown his power of
bringing an untiring patience, ari imperturbable temper, and

,,tue-,an inexhaustible ingénuity to the accomplishment of objects

which he was forbidden to attempt, or could not hope to

achieve, by force. How came it, then, we are constrained to

ask ourselves, that he failed--in- a task for which the principal if

not the sole and sufficient instrument might have been sup-

posed to be simply skill in the management of men ? How

was it that he was unable to'handle hostile and insubordinate
colonial officials with the adroitness Which he displayed in

dealing with slippery Levantine adventurers and intriguing

Muscovite colleagues ?
No complete answer to these questions is now perhaps

forthcorning, but a reply practica Ily sufficient for its purpose

and far from discreditable to Friranklin may be deduced, it

seerns to, me, from a comparison or rather a contrast between

the circurnstances of his Tasmanian administration and those
of his, Mediterranean command. It was not rnerely that in
the Gulf of Patras he had the advantages which he lacked at
Hobart Town-u ntrammelled authority and a free hand ; that

U
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4U in the former case his duty was to act with promptitude and

decision, and take the judgment ôf his official superiors after

wards, while in the latter case action" could not always or

even generally be taken until the views 1W not the wills of-

advisers had been consulted and objections of the captious and
sometimes perhaps even insincere or malicious order had been

laboriously refuted or in the last resort overruled.
To these new conditions of public service he could doubt-

less have accommodated himsel£ It was not the différence

between the circumstances of the two missions which led

to their unhappy divergence of result; it was the différence
between the moral attitudes which he respectively assumed
towaFds them. The Greicks, official or insurgent, were ap-
proached by him in the neutral spirit and frigid temper of the

r diplomatist. The objects which he sought to attain-the

protection, that is to say, of British interestà, and, so far as
possible, the preservation of international order-were sub-

stantially identical with'the ends which every commander of
a British war-ship has a standing commission to keep in view.
It was no more of a tax upon Franklin's p,ýtience to watch
the shifts and stratagems of Hellenic cunning, nor any

ai 'î heavier demand upon his-v-igfla ce and dexterity to counteract

them, than he would have found it to, have to await the
propér moment and select the best position for an attack
upon an enemy's ship.

But he was unable, and it was'a generousý inability, to
approach his colonial colleagues as he approached the Greeks.
He could not bring himself to regard thern as so many human
instruments to be used for certain definite purposes, as so much
flesh-and-blood material to be moulded into, or as nearly as
possible into, certain - desired sha es. That is the way in
which men are regarded by the ideal 'manager of men,' but

to observe such bloodless 'counsels of perfection' as these was
utterly beyond John Franklin's power. It n"eeded a colder
heart and a less sympathetic temperament than his to be
able to treat his colleagues on the council board after any
such ungenial plan. No man was ever less fitted b nature
to act on the more cynical portion of the famous advice of
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him who has counselled us always to 1 treat a fýiend as if he
might become an enemy', and an enerny as if he might

become à friend! To the latter recommendation, indeed,
he would have promptly and cheerfully responded, but the

formèr principle he would have regarded as morally hateful,
and, for himself at any rate,'practically impossible of applica-
tion.

Hovv, indeed, he would have asked himself, could fie pos-
sibly apply it to any of the men around him ? Were they not

all English gentlemen like himself, all servants of the British
Crown, under the same obligation as himself to promote the

inter-ests of the colony and the Empire by every means in
their power, and, above all, to see that, in the memorable

_,words of the Duke of Wellington, whatever else happened ', the

government of his sovereign c should be carried on'? It
was foreign to his nature to believe that any conscie:gtious

différence of opinion on questions of policy could ever array
such men in personal hostility to himself, and it would be an
insult to thern to assume the necessity of treating them with
the cautious réserve of a chief who saw a possible enemy in
every one of them. So far from that, the kindly and open-
hearted nature of the Governor but too strongly prompted
him to extend not only his confidence but his friendship to
any of those about him. who seemed to. invite it "without too
critically considering whether they were worthy of it. It
was, instinctive with him to seek to establish cordial and

even affectionate relations with those under his control.
Such a mode of government has its advantages, but it is also
not without those dangers which proverbially attend the

intrusion of c sentiment' into 4 business! So long as the
official machine runs smoothly, the chief who cultivates

intimacy with his staff is no doubt served with a- zeal and
devotion which can never be commanded by one who, as the

phrase is, 1 keeps thern at a distance.' But in the event of

'difficulties' arising between him, and thern the pre-existing

intimacy is apt to, react up'on the situation with disastrous
effect. Feelings of private injury add a sting to the irritation of
public controversy ; the warmth engéridered by grgumentative

1 U2 «
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collision is inflamed by a sense of ill-requited friendliness and

by resentment at -real or fancied ingratitude; and the official

dispute at last assumes the bitterness of a personal quarrel.

The influence of such a revulsion of feeling seems plainly

traceable in the history of Franklin's différence with the

most powerful and highly placed of his colleagues, and in-

deed, though in a less degree, in his conflicts with the other

officials of whom, he fell foul. In every instance one can

plainly perceive that the irritation, never more than slight

with sensible *men, which a mere conflict of wills is apt to,

produce was indefinitely intensified by the smart of wounded

susceptibilitiesand that in each case the Governor's impulse

was to regard his opponent not merely as a troublesome col-
league, but to a certain extent as a faithless friend. It thus,

became impossible for him to, take a tole ' rant view of those

mere tactical devices of controversy which disputants whose
personal feelings are not engaged find it easy -to permit to.

their adversaries. To Franklin such strategy, purely defensive
as it was, appeared only an additional cause of offence.

Himself the soul *of candour, a « plain-dealer,' to, use an old-
fashioned term, of the most uncompromising'kind, he was

angrily impatient of any conduct in others which seemed to
him to savour of -obliquity or chicane, and it did not seem to.

occur to, him that, as human nature is constituted, it is idle
to expect absolute and unreserved self-disclosure from an,

opponent who is fighting for a victory on which his official
position and prospects depend.

Thus,' from resenting tactics which less sensitive men
might have -tolerated, Franklin went on to take that -fu-Éther

step whîch is always so easy to a zealous and conscientioûs.
administrator in such circumstances. He began to feel a

stronger and stronger indignation on behalf of the public
service, struck at, as he conceived, in his own person. The
men who were making this 'dead set' at him were also
obstructing the government-and imperilling the welfare of
the- colony committed by his Sovereign to, his charge. Once

convinced of this, his mere professional instincts and the
training and traditions of his life - impelled him to, decided
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courses. It was almost inevitable that the civil Governor
at loggerheads with his colleagues should have at last come
to regard himself as a naval commander confronted with
mutineers, and to deal with opposition in a manner so

summary as to a certain extent to justify the criticism, that
he mistook his council Chamber for the quarter-deck of a

man-of-war.

No account, however, of these Tasmanian troubleS'Would
be adequate which did not include some estiffiate of Lady

Franklins innocent sbare in aggravating them. For innodérii:
it was, in the strictest sense of the word, at- least if a right -to
s uch a description can be earned by the absolute unselfish-
ness of motives which began and ended in a benevolent desire

to promote the moral and material interests of the éolony,
and a wifély ambition to contribute to the success and credit
of her husband's rule. That her zeal was never in any in-
stance untempered by discretion it would be too much to say.
Prudence so unfailing., and invariable amid circumstances

often of extreme difficulty is"not given to mortal man, still
less to mortal woman. But this at least may be said in Lady

Franklin's case, that her entanglement in the dispute between
her husband and his colleagues was not the result of any un-
ua-td-é-d-ýWôÏdwUich may have fallen from, her or incautious

nto which she may have been betrayed. By this I mean
that, though a connection might* be plausibly traced between
such word or act and the events that followed, it is assuredly
not the f4ct that the avoidance of the indiscretion would have
saved her from, the entanglement. From, that nothing would
have saved her, except perhaps (fbrýeven thus much is not
certain) an avowed and inflexiblerefusal to express, or even to
admit having formed, an opinion of her own on public affairs.

Even this, it must be repeated, would not have absolutely in-
sured her against misrepresentation, for it is always possible for

those whose interest it is to do so to insist that the wife of a
GqyMýqr--is « a power behind the throneand even to, find proof

of the charge in the very- fàýct that she, 'as they would putit,----ýý-
ostentat ou Y' disclaîmed all concern with political affairs. ÏF

Had Làdy Franklin confined herself with, the utrnost strict-
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ness to the ceremonial duties of her position, she could not
have concealed the fact of her bright intelligence, of her keen

interest in social questions, and of her eager desire for informa-
tion on all colonial matters. Still less would her husband have

consented to, disguise his high opinion of her judgment or
his readiness to consult it. It would always have been known,
or at any rate suspected, and by persons who would not hesitate
to treat suspicion as knowledge, that she shared the Governor's
counsels ; and those who desired, as more than one of 'the
colonial officials did desire, to, embarrass or to wound their
chief by representing her influence as supreme, would have
had little difficulty in finding or inventing evidence on which
to found the charge.

That charge is, in truth, one of the most embarrassing:
not to say the most offensive, which cain be brought against
either of the two parties who are its object. To say of any
person in highý,ç-kdthority that his policy is dictated by his

wifé, is to leveý at him an imputation to, which he cannot
submit without confession of weakness and incapacity, yet

which a man of generosity finds it impossible to repel with
the indignation which, had he only himself to consider, he

would probably display. Tranklin was far too magnanimous
to throw his denial into such a form as mightimply that he

excluded Lady Franklin from all participation in his public
cares, while she herself must have sufféred acutely in feel-
ing that this magnanimity necessarily weakened him for
defence. Nay, she was no doubt conscious 'that she had
in fact endeavoured, within the limits of legitimate persuasion,

to, impress 1er own views of certain social questions upon her
husband's mind; while her concurrent consciousness that she

had never exceeded these limits, and, indeed, that beyond
them she would have been powerless to, deflect the course of

Franklin's policy, made the misrepresentations of the malicious
peculiarly hard to - bear. 'We have already seen how improper
a use had been made of her name, though in that case, doubt-
less, with no unworthy purpose, by Captain Mackonochie, and

how stern a rebuke he hâd provoked from the Governor in
consequence. Lady Franklin was guiltless; of anything save
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an abstraët sympathy with the private secretary's ultra-

humanitarian views as a reformer of -prison discipline, an
unfeigned esteem for his Personal character, and a feeling- of

tenderness for a family who were in some sense her guests,

and who had at any rate lived for months with her in the
intirnacy of a common household. It was in response- to

these sentiments, and to these alone, that she had laboured
to prevent the final rupture between him and her husband,
and had used her good offices at an earlier stage of their

intercourse to soothe those natural feelings of resentment
which Mackonochie's singular disregard of the obligations of

his confidential post had created in Franklin's mind. Yet
she had had reason to, repent even this act of simple friendli-
ness, and she was fated to learn that conduct of equally
innocent motive could be even more unwarrantably perverted.

Franklin, it is true, was to, have -no more trouble from
private secretaries. Captain Mackonochie was succeeded by
Mr. (afterwards Sir) Henry Elliot, then only just commenc-
ing the distinguished career which he was afterwards to

pursue thÉough various diplomatic offices to that important
post of Ambassador at Constantinople, which he served with

such marked and memorable ability in the Eastern crisis of

1876-77. Between Elliot and the Franklins relations of the

highest mutual esteem and confidence at once established

themselves, and were not long in developing into those of

close personal attachment. Nor did the intimacy cease with

the private secretary's relinqýiishment of his office a couple of

years later and his return to England to enter the diplomatic

service. A correspondence was for some time maintained by
him with his former chief, to whose character and capacity he

took occasion many years later to bear a testimony which

will be cited in a later page of this volume.

But trouble was brewing for the Governorl elsewhere, and

in more quarters than one. R-efér-énce has been already made

to the singular and almost ludicrous aérimony of the quarrels

which raged frorn time to time in the official circle of the

colony. The'gentleman who then filled the office of Attorney-

General had come into violent collision with one of the judges
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a short time after Franklin's arrival. He was- said to have
'eaten sandwiches'in the judicial presence, to the derogation or

delay of the proceedings ; and the judge, among other words
of reproof, had thus addressed him, : 'Sir, in your official

capacity I shall always treat you with the cou-rtesy and re-

speét due to you. Were you elsewhere I should treat you,

after your conduct, wïth less courtesy than à dog.' The diffi-

culty was settled by the transfer of the Attorney-General to

another colony, but his successor failed to hit it off with his

colleagues, and later on the legal business of the Government

was somewhat embarrassed' -by- the circumstance of -ý--1ts two

law officers not being on speaking terms with each other. In
the legislative session Of 1839 the superior of these two func-

tionaries felt it his duty to oppose one of the measures

brou'ght: forward by the Governor, the principle of which had

been also denounced by the Solicitor-General as « iniquitous

and unprecedented ;' but upon the resignation of the Attor-

ney-General his colleague accepted his place and voted for

the Bill. His defence of this conduct was that he haà ex-
pressed the former opinion in ignoranc e of its details ; but

so much public indignation was excited by his remarkable t
change of front that Mr. Solicitor himself soon deemed it ex-

pedient to follow Mr. Attorney into retirement, and both 1.
officials had to be replaced by successors.

A difficulty, however, of a still graver nature awaited M
Franklin in connection with this measure, the principle of r

which, it must be admitted, was legitimately open to dispute. Ic
The Bill was supplemental to another which had just pre-

viously passed the Council for prohibiting private distillation, w
and which had included a provision for the compensation of C.,

the distillers at an amount to_,jïý settled, by a committee. a.

To this mode of settlement the Chief ju sticé,as was perhaps tr

natural, took strong objection; and the Government, being, ------re

on the others hand, unwilling toi accede to his proposal. that ot

the claims of the distillers should be referred to a jury, yçt bt

-anxious that the enactment should not be delayéd, had passéd M

it with a substituted section simply affirming the general C

principle that compensation should be paid. To apply this

Z7-
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principle, -however, to the actual, circumstances of the case
.turned out -to be no easy matter. 'The lax-ity of the distilla-
tion laws had enabled the manufacturers in many instances

to realise illicit profits by paying- ý-uties-cin -a lower denoàïf-
nation of cereals than those actually- employed by them in

their* trade. Their past gains could not of course be ques-
tioned, but Franklin strenuously and reasonably objected to
allow* the rate of compensation to be based on a rate of
profits which had been only mainýtainable by defrauding
the revenue. So far, no doubt, he carried all his colleagues
with hin! ; it was on his proposed method of giving legislative

effect to his- views that différences arose. A resolution was
introduced to the effect « that any applicant having been

proved, to, the satisfaction of this Council, to have been in the
habit of distillincr contrary to law, has by such practice de-
stroyed any claim he might have otherwise had to compensa-
tion! This resolution, perhaps because it was only a resolution,,
passed the Council. When, however, it was followed by what

was called a Feigned Issues Bill-that ils to say, a measure
providing, by means of an action at law between two hypo-

thetical litigants, for the judicial determination of the question
whether any individiral distiller applying for compensation

had or had not increased his profits by the illicit practices
above mentioned-Franklin failed to carry his colleagues

with him. The-lawyers on the Council, together with all the
non-official members, opposed-it, and the Bill was ultimately

lost.

It was, however, opposed also by a member of the Council
who was- neither legal nor unofficial, but was in fact as

closely concerned in the financial administration of the colony
as the Governor himsel£ This was Mr. Gregory, the colonial
treasurer, whose conflict with his chief on this question soon.

--- reached an acute stage. It could hardly, indeed, have been
ôtherwise; and the only matter for surprise in the whole

business 'is the apparent assumption oÈ,'the dissentient
minister that his official position, aÉter his différence with the
Governor had proved to, be an irreconcilable'one, was for a
rnoment tenable at all. The policy or even the equity of
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Franklin's proposed measure was not the question. There is

undoubtedly a good deal to be said for the objectors,'Whose

contention presumably was that, though a distiller's past viola-

tionsôf fiscal law might properly andindeed ought obviously to

be taken into account against him in assessing his losses by
the extinction of his trade, they did not and could not justify,

the Government in fining hiff ,to the extent of the whole
fu which that trade had brought

profits, lawful as well as unlý,wý 1,-'
bim in. But the merits or -demerits of the measure iio more

Mli affected the question as betweeen Franklin and Gregory than
it would have aÈfected similar quesûons arising in the mother
country between a Prime Minister and a member of-his
Cabinet. In each case thé duty of such a member, either to

support the policy of his chief or to resign his office, would
be plain; and probably nothing but the personal, animus
which seems to have been engendered by evefy official, differ-
ence of opinion in Tasmania prevented Mr. Gregory from
seeing this. Franklin's rough manuscript memoranàa of his
various interviews with the Colonial Treasurer are stiil in
existence, and they show conclusively enough that he spared
no pains to dissuade that officer frorn taking up a position of
active hostility to the policy of his chie£ It would even
appear that the Governor, on the advice of his Executive
Council, went the somewhat illogical length of acquiescing in
Mr. Gregory's opposition to the Bill, provided that he would
be content to confine that opposition to a silent vote, and

would refrain from addressing the'Council against the Bill.
All these efforts were, however, vain, aýd Franklin at

last conceived it to be his imperative duty to suspend the
Treasurer from his office, and to report the case and his

action upon it to the authorities in Downing Street, by whom

it was, ýapparently after some hesitation, approved. They
could hardly of course have done otherwise under the circum-

stances. Franklin's case was too good in the merits for that.
Still it isy I think, evident that the authorities in Downing

Street were a little taken aback by the vigour of his action,

and that they would have preferred his proceeding by the

more leisurely and ceremonious method of suspending the-
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legislation first, and the hostile official only after refèrence to
and permission from the department.

The Colonial Secretary, Mr. Montagu, was an antagonist

of a différent and more formidable kind. He was a man of

marked administrative ability, engaging manners, and a con-

siderable gift of persuasive speech ; but his disposition was

masterful and ambitious, and he was quick to resent any
slight to his dignity or any check to his influence as the
officer next in colonial rank to the Governor. That he would

eventually come into conflict with Franklin was certain; the
wonder is that thé collision was delayed so long. ýVhat

seems to have prec-i-pitated, or to have helped to precipitate

it, was a visit paid'by Mr. Montagu to England. His leave
of absence was grantéd to, him on private groun-ds, but his

chief, whose unqualified confidence he then possessed, was of

opinion that his presence in England 1 might be of infinite
advantage to the colony if he had legitimate access to the

Colonial Office) and had means of making available his know-
ledge and experience in colonial affairs, and especially on

the subjects of emigration and convict discipline.'

The result, however, was disappointing. It was said by
Mr. Montagu's friends'in the colony, and the admissions of his

brôther-in-law and locum ténens, Captain Forster, lent credit
to the statement,, that he did not intend to return to Tasmania

at all unless he failed to, obtain a certain appointment else-
where, of which he was ambitious, and which he had gone

to England to seek. All this time, however,, Franklin was
receiving from him most positive announcements of his in-

tention to return. This, and . the fact that Mr. Montagu
continued to keep his relative informed of his-intervièws with

and advice to the Secretary of State on the contemplated
changes in the convict system, while he withheld all informa--

tion on these points from the Governor, tended to'produce a
certain strain in the relations between them ý-and though, on

-his return to the'colony in the summer Of 1841, Franklin
attempted, 1 after some n ecessary explanations,' to, re-establish

the old footing of cordiality, it seem . s clear enough thàt -the
attempt was but imperfectly successfül.
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About six months later the crisis came. Franklin had

rembved from the post of district surgeon (which included
the medical charge of pris*oners within certain limits) a young

iý1» man *ho was represented toý him as having carelessly and
-inhumanly neglected his'duty in a particular case. The

principal medical officer recommended that he. shoulà be

Severely'. reprimanded. The Colonial Secretary, through

whoïn the r'éporý ýcame to the Governor,- added the récommen

dation that he sýbuld be dismissed. After examining the

papers, Franklin concurred in' the advice offéred him, and

annotated the documents with some severe animadversions on

the surgeon's conduct. Facts, however, which were subse-

quently brought to his knowledge convinced him that he had

acted with some precipitancy, and, 9 not having yet learnt,' as
u he afterwards characteristically observed, « that it is a greater

blunder in a ruler to repair than commit an error,' it was a

relief to his mind to receive a memorial . from some of the
most respectableI inhabitants'of the district in question-

headed by the ve1ýr foreman of the coroner's jury, who had

previously passed some severe strictures on the surgeons

conduct expressing the sense entertained by the neighbours

and friends of Dr. Coverdalé of hîs general humanity and

skill, and their desiýre to retain his professional services. To

the revision of the original sentence Mr. Montagu offéred

the most strenuous opposition. He pressed his chief to

withhold his reply to the mémorial until he had read and

considered a memorandum which the Colonial Secretary

desired to address to him on the subject. With -this request

Franklin, of course complied, but when on réceiving this

paper he fbund Mr. Montagu's arguments insufficient, and,
î)tý moreover, founded in part on mistaken data, he adhered to

his decision of which Monta had, as usual, to be the

offiiial organ of conveyance. It was this reversal of a

decision recommended by him which brought about the

rupture.

After absenting himself for'several days and sending his

papers to the Governor without note or comment, contrary to

his usual custom, Franklin found it necessary to send for
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him on business which was, to be transacted in the Legislative
Council. At the close of this interview Montagu in a very

deliberate and formal, manner declared that evil consequences
would ensue from the step which had been taken with respect

to Dr. Coverdale; that great excitement prevailed in the
district of - Richmond ; that the - petition was an entirel >y
political movement ; that he knew how it was 'I got ýup ;' that
Dr. éovèrdale's punishment was stated to be his (Montagu's)

act., and that to restore hiýP was to degrade his (the Colonial
Secretaryýs) office ; andmost important nôtification of. all, as
the event proved, that Franklin 'must not in future expect the

same assist nýce he had hitherto rendered, though he should
keep within the line of his official duty,' and that he 1 féared
that Franklin's official labours would thus be greatly aug-

inented.' He concludecI by expressing a hope that the
evil consequences which he apprehended might not take
place.

Franklin replied in effect that he shared the hope, and.
united tô it the expectation., that they would not; that he

knew nothing of any agitation whatever in the Richmond

district, nor why there should be any ; that he neither knew
nor cared'whether the petition was « got up. as alleged or

not; that he saw no reason why Mr. Montagu's office should.
be « degraded,' or his usefulness diminished, or his chiefs
labours increased; but if that were,, to be the case, that he
hoped he should be able to bear it. ( My reply,' contin'ed
Franklin in the subsequently published ' Narrative,' frorn

which 'I have been quoting, < might certainly have been
couched in less forbearing terms, but, hoping that Mr.

'Montagu was labouring under some delusion and would
soon see the folly and impropriety of these idle and disre-
spectfül observations, I treated the subject as an ebul ' lition of
personal feeling of which he would soon himself be aýshàmed.
Mr. Montagu's, however, were rio idle threats. From that

day, or more correctly speaking, perhaps, from the day when
he reluctantly transmitted iny answer. to the petition, the

current business of my- office assumed a very différent aspect.
Mr. Mon'tagu absented himself as much as he could from,

Ici
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personal attendance; the papers he forwarded to, me were no

longer, accompanied by the necessary information which had
to, be elicited step by step from the Colonial Secretarys

,office; needless questions were referred to me ; every effort
was made to overwhelm me if possible with the investigation

of minute details, and to make me féel that my dependence
-on Mr. Montagu's ordinary services was not to be broken -with
impunity.'

Matters, in fact, had by this time reached a stage at which
any man of a colder and more calculating nature than

Franklin's would have seen - that a choice between' two
ýcourses was open to him. Confronted as he found himself
by a hostile and indeed secretly mutinous subordinate, with

whom further official co-operation was impossible, such a
Governor would either have reported the whole -affair to

Downing Street and requested the authorities to, transfer his
secretary to, some other post; or, if he found the situation

created by Montagu so intolerable that his summary dis-
missal or suspension was imperatively called for without

.awaiting the sanction of the Colonial Office to the step, he
would at least have taken care to provide himself with a good

casus belli by putting his refractory minister in some definite
.official issue conspicuously in the wrong. .

Franklin took neither of these courses, or at least adhered
to neither. He tried forbearance without forbearing long

ýenough ; and when he at' last took action he injudiciously p'er-
mitted a com 1 plaint of an unofficial, or, at any rate, of a not

strictly official. character against Montagu to be mixed up
with the cause of dissatisfaction which alread existed-

gravest imprudence of all, this complaint was founded upon
the always doubtfül. and generally quite unprovable charge of
having countenanced anony:Ènous attacks in a newspaper.
The « Van Diemen's Land Chronicle ' began to publish

,,.articles reflecting, in the offensive tone characteristic of the
colonial press of those days, on* the conduct of the Governor,«

.and-generally supporting the Montagu side in the quarrel;
.and the 1 Van Diemen's Land » -Chr&iicle' was a recently

founded newspaper, for which on its establishment the



Colonial Secretary had undoubtedly solicited Government
patronage. Its editor and some of its principal writers were

known to be his personal friends., On the appearance in its

columns, therefore, of these attacks, it began to besaid by the
Franklin party that the Colonial Secretary was "*using the

newspaper directly or indirectly to abuse and degrade the

Lieutenatit-Governor and his family.' It is a question,
perhaps, whether it would have been wise even for Franklin

himself to call Montagus attention to these reports: it was

certainly notadvisable that such a step should be taken by
any thi'rd person acting on his own initiative. Sir John's

-then private secretaryý who seems to have been a gentleman

of considerable officiousness and a somewhat plentiful lack of
discretion, wrote on his own account, and premising that he

had no authority from his chief, to, invite from Montagu a
denial of these imputations. The Colonial -Secretary «first
evaded any direct reply,' and then (and it must be owned not

unnaturally) 'expressed his resentment at the interfèrenée! ' I
This correspondence took place during a few days of

Franklin's absence from the seat of government. On his
return it was laid before him by Mr. Henslowe, when no

doubt the most judiýdious mode of dealing with it would have
been to lay it quietly on one side, and perhaps at the same
time to administer a gentle rebuke to the private secretairy for

his excess of zeal. Franklin, however, as hàs been already
stated, was somewhat over-sensitive, and his wife even more

so, to newspaper abuse, and, e the Colonial Secretary having

taken rio steps to repudiate the insinuations referred to in the
correspondence,' he deemed it impossible any longer to, over-

look or delay notice of the ývery singular position in which
Mr. Mon tagu appeared to have placed himself . He accord-
ingly addressed a memorandum to Montagu reminding him
of the conversation in which he had solicited, or had, at any
rate, been understood by his chief to solicit, Government

patronage for the « Van Diemen's Land Chronicle,' calling
attention to the scurrilous articles * against the Governor and
his family which had appeared in its columns during the last

month, and inquiring whether the Colonial Secretary had

iNEWSPAPER ATTACKS 8031842
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'taken any steps to uphold under such circumstances the

dignity of my Government.'

To Frànklins great astonishment, Montagu informed him

in reply i that he had no recollection whatever of anything I

had said respecting the newspaper,'except that he (Montagu)

had conveyed a request from the editor that Lady Franklin

would send him for editorial purpose' the literary and other

periodicals she was in the hab ' it of receiving from England,

and had further made a voluntary communication to the

Governor of the editor's intention to support the Government

in his newspaper. Consequently, Montagu went on to say,

it was -entirely out of his power to 1 withdraw assistance he

had never given,' àr to « assist -the'dignity of the Government'

by any step of the kind suggested. And, to trace the dis-

agreèàblë affair to its close, as described in the mrords of

Franklin's « Narrative

The climax of Mr. Montagu's language in the correspondence
which passed on this subject was contained in the following insulting

remark in his letter of january 17 : 1 But I trust your Excellency
will also pardon * me fàr submitting to you-andl beg to assure you
that I do so under a deep conviction of the necessity of supporting
My statement-that while your Excellency and ah the members of
your Government have had such frequent opportunities of testing My

memory as to have acquired for it the reputation of a remarkably
accurate one, your officers have not been without opportunity of learn-
ing that your Excellency-could not always place implicit reliance upon
your own.'

Unwilling to bandy more words with Mr. Montagu, I paused on
the receipt of the letter, and, having again patiently reviewed the events
of the last few months, and considered the little prospect there was
of any real and healthy confidence being re-established between us,
I felt that without detriment to the public service and dishonour to
myself I could not retain Mr. Montagu as Colonial Secretary, and

accordingly used the powers vested in me of suspending him. from
.office, until Her Majestys pleasure should be known. This deter-

mination I conveyed to ' Mr. Montagu on january 25, 1842, exactry

Ithree months after his announcement of his intention to withhold
the, assistance he had previously rendered to me as Govemor.

The 1 insulting imputation,' as Franklin, not without

reason, describes it, was th.e 'worst blunder Montagu had
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made, and with his usual acuteness he saw the necessity of

hastening to repair it.

On the eve of the day, named by himself for handing

over business of his office to his successor, and six

days after Mis suspension had been made known to him, he

apologised for the expression above quoted, which he begged
to withdraw, and disavowed any, intention of disrespect.

Franklin conveyed to him, hig aýp-reciation and acceptance of
this apology, but, his decision having been formed on public
grounds and on the whole of Montagu's conduct, he felt that

he could not reverse. it for ari act of tardy reparation
addressed especially to his personal feelings. 'This act of

Mr. Montagus enabled me, however,' he adds, " to inform, him
of my intention to recommend him to the Secretary of -State
for employment as an able and experienced officer whose'
services might be useful to the Crown in any country but in

_ýýàn Diemen's Land. The Secretary of State,' contirles
Franklin, 'is well aware how amply I redeemed this pledge.'

So amply indeed, and with such effect, did he redeem it,

that Mr. Montagu, as -- will bé seen, obtained immediate
transfer to an official post of equal if not of higher rank and

emolument; but the giving of such a pledge must neverthe-
less be regarded as a generous error. Mr. Montagu's 1 ability'

and lexperience' were unquestioned; bu ' t it was another

matter to say of an officer who had for the past three months
been executing his threat of withholding from, his chief I the

assistance he had hitherto rendered him,' that « his services

might be useful to the Crown in any country but in Van

Diemen's Land.' They might or they might not be, accord-

ing as he got on or not with his official superior. Franklin's'
own case against him was that under existing circumstances

Mr. Montagu was so much the reverse of ' useful ' that he feit

it i*mpgssible, without 1 detriment to the'ser-ýice' of the Crown

and 'dishonour to its representative,' to retain him as Colonial
Secretary. To admit his usefulniess 4 in any country but in

Van Diemen's Land' was equivalent 'or was sure to be

understood as equivalentr--to an admission that the indi-
viduality and personai characteristics of the Governor had
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something to do with the Secretary's contumacy. It would,

in fact, have been only too easy for an unfriendly criticism to

attribute it to a conscience- stricken acknowledgm*ent on the

part of the chief that he had dealt too harshly with his, sub-,y*ý--,--
ordinate, and to a desire to make him such amends as lay in

his power by recommending 'him for official employment
elsewhere.

c
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CHAPTER XVIII

FRANKLIN AND DOWNING STREET

1842-144

MR. MONTAGU was not the man to accept dismissal from

any official post in a meekly submissive spirit. He had

influential friends in Englanci, and, as he believed, the ear of

the Colonial Office, and he àt once made his preparations for

an energetic appeal against Franklin's decision. He lost no

time-in leaving for home, in order to plead his own cause on

the spoýt, and, by the same ship which took him to England Ï04

the Governor addressed his despatches to the Secretary of

State for the Colonies ânnouncing the 'suspension of his

officer, and giving a detailed, account of the incidents which

had led to it

Meanwhile, the quarrel, as often happens in such cases,

bad -becoïne complicated with and embittered by'other and

irrelevant topics of dispute. Lady Franklin's name had

been drawn into it, Mr. Montagu assertin that it was

she who had attempted to agitate or had, at' any rate,

favoured th ' e agitation of the Richmond district, in favour

of the medical officer whose reinstatement had, led to' the

breach between the Governor and the Coloni ' al Secretary.

The charge was, of course, indignantly repudiated by Lady

Franklin, and no doubt was destitute of any other basis than

local gossip seiz'ing upon private expressions, not always

withheld perhaps fràm unsuitable audiences, of her sympathy

with a young man who had been treated with undue severity

Mr. Montagu, however, persisted in and doubtless believed theý

imputation ; it was taken up, more suo, by his partisans in'the

colonial-press, and for both husband and wife it constituted.,

as may well be imagined, the most painful part of the affair.
X 2.
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Another and minor différence arose between the suspended

Secretary and his -chief on conflicting allegation's of fact. The

Director of Public Works had- been censured by Franklin for

having without his authority engagéd in very costly improve-

ments of a church for which the Governor had sanctioned

only some necessary and simple alterations. Captain Cheyne,

the officer thus rebuked, pleaded Mr. Montagu's sanction.

Mr. Montagu denied *that he had given it, and declared that

he had ' never seen ' the authorit ' y -on which the Director had

commence-d the work. After his departure for England the

plans were found and shown to have been approved and

signed by the late Colonial Secretary. There is no reason tc

suspect him, of anything worse than a lapse of memory; but

when two men are at daggers drawn mutual suspicions are

easily excited, and Franklin despatched these plans and the

details of the incidents connected with them to the Colonial

Office, as a separate head of complaint against his suspended

subordinate.

The contest between them, however.. was an unequal

one. Montagu was on the spot, that is to say, in Downing

Street, Franklin thousands of miles away. - The latter was

personally unknown to the higher official staff of the

Colonial Department ; the former had but recently been

erring with them on colonial matters and had produced

upon them, that fâvourable impression as to his personal

abilities which no man knew. better how to create. And

lastly, in the minister at the head of the Department Mr.

Montagu had thýý f®rtuýne to find a statesman whose

brilliant political powers blin d ---d-stýill- to some extent

blind the public to those grave defects of character with

which his intimates had"too good reason to he aéquainted.

He was not at all the sort of minister who, if he happened

at a first impression to form a strong view of ' the merits

of a particular case, would be at all likely to reconsider it on

any grounds of -conscientious scruple or fro-m any sense of

judicial duty. Nor was it in"his haughty and imperious

temper to consider the feelings of others as to, his mode of

signifying the conclusions at which he might have -arrived..
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Lord Stanley, as it happened, took a very strong view of the
Franklin-Montagu dispute in Mr. Montagu s favour, and thise

view found ultimate embodiment in a de5patch, which was not
only in itself so remarkabýe a document, but received so large
an addition to its importance from the'truly extraordinary

circumstances of its promulgation, that it wÎ11 be.,necessary to
quote it entire. It is dated from Downing Street, S'ep-

tember 13, 1842, nearly eight months after Mr. Montagu's
suspension, and is' in these words

Sir,-I have «received the series of despatches enumerated in the
margin, reporting the variôus occurrences which led ta the suspension

from office of Mr. Montagu, the Colonial Secretary of Van Diemen's
Land, and ta the arrival of that gentleman in this country.

This voluminaus mass of papers bas occupied much of my time,
-e and bas engaged my deliberate attention. In proceeding ta announce

to you the decision at which I have arrived 1 shall not attempt ta
enter with any minuteness into the various details and circumstances
of the tran- sactions ta which they refer. Unfortunately, the merits of.d
the question are sa much darkened by the redundancy of the dis-
cussions in which it bas been involved that any addition ta their
length and number would increase rather than dissipate the obscurity.
I shall, theréfore, confine myself ta a brief recapitulation of the charge
preferred against Mr. Montagu, and ta a statement of the ý conclusions

Ici which I have adopted respecting each of thern first. You have
represented in substance (I purposely abstain from the quotation of

,n the pages over which the complaint is spared) that Mr. Montagu had
ýd acquired an influebee and authority in the affairs of your Govemment

al far exceeding that which. properly belonged ta bis office ;. that this
influence was maintained by méans which, if not culpable, were at
least objectionable, and was used in such a manner as to render bis

3e continued employment incompatible with the freedom.and indepen-

it dence of action which the Lieutenant-Governor ought ta maintain.
1 am not disposed ta controvert, but rather to adop4 your opinion

Lh that various circumstances had concurred ta place in the hands of
Mr. Montagu a degree of authority which, if not balanced by great

ýd energy and decision in bis infrnediaté superiors, would probably tend
to invert the relation which ought ta subsist between them. But Its
find no reason ta impute ta Mr. Montagu the blame of having

)n acquired the power by any unworthy means or dishonest acts -; or of
having employed it for any sinister purpose or in an unbecoming

is spiriL-
2nd. It. is represented that when you overruled Mr. Montagu's

advice in the case of Dr. Coverdale, Mr. Montagu manifested
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his discontent by words, and by a course of conduct unbefitting his
position and yours, disrespectfully intimating that the zeal which

he had till then exhibited in the performance of his duty would
be relaxed ; and carrying that intimation into effect under such cir-

cumstances as to justify the belief that it was his design to embarrass
you by suddenly exposing you to what he esteemed insuperable
difficulties.

I am not able entirely to acquit Mr. Montagu of having, irr refer-
ence to Dr. Coverdale's case, employed some language which you

not unnaturally regàrded as a menace or of having ceased to render
you his efficient services in the same cordial and zealous spirit which
ti11 then he had been accustomed to evince towards you. It niay be

difficult to, condemii a public servant who faithfülly and ably performs
whatever lies within the strict range of his duty for not advancing

further and yielding the aid which public spirit would prompt, or
which a stronger personal regard for his 'employer would suggest.
But the abrupt abandonmentof a cordial do-operation for a service

confined within the -exact limits of positive duty may be the subject
of a legitimate reproach, and from this Teproach Mr. Montagu is not,
I think, altogether to be exempted.

3rd. Mr. Montagu is charged with having made an improper use,
in the course of these proceedings, of the name of a lady the most
iritimately allied to yoursel£

I pass as rapidly as possible from such a topic, confining myself
to the single remark that the imputation does not appear to me to' be
well founded.

4th. The next ground of accusation is Mr. Montagu's neglect to,
take proper notice of articles insulting to yourself and your family

which appeared in a newspaper establishe'd- -under his auspices, and
for which he had obtained your patrDnage, and his having, by his
conduct, given countenance to the opinion that he had some personal
connection with these injurious paragraphs.

After fully weighing every part of this case, I entirély acquit Mr.
Montagu of all connection with the offensive articles in question, or

î with the authors of them, or of having omitted to do anything which
from. his position in refèrence to yourself and your Govemment might
reasonabýy have been expected of him, to, prevent and discourage
them.-

.5th. You complain of the language addressed by Mr. M'ntagu to
your private secretýry and to yourself on the subject of these news-
paper'paragraphs as having been wanting inthe respect which it was
his duty to observe towards you, and. as having in one instance con-
veyed an insulting imputation on your credibility.

On this part of the case also I think that Mi. Montagu is
entitled to be entirely acquitted of blame. He did indeed make

_2"
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use of an inadvertent expression in one of his letters to you, but the
fran-ness and earnestness with which the error was acknowledged,
and with which your forgiveness - was solicited, seerý to me to Éave
been an ample atonement for an unfortunate selection of words ; for
such, and not any intentional insult, was the real character- of the
offence.

6th. It is imputed to Mr. Montagu that he made an Împroper
appeal against your ýuspensiori of him, to the public at largeýthrough
the local newspapers at the very moment when he was contemplating
a return to this country to prefer his appeal to mysR

I think that he has fully exculpated himself from this accusation.
Finally, vou represent that Mr. Montagu authorised the expen-

.diture of large sums of public money in erecting the âower and spire
of a church, not merely without your authority, but with a studious
intention of keeping you in the dark on the subject.

. Here again I think that Mr. Montagu is entitled to, be completely
absolved of the fault imputed to him. He -had no notice of the

charge before leaving-Yan Diemen's Land, but he has since repelled
it to my entire satisfaction.
'The Iresult of my consideration of the whole subject is, as you will

see, to relieve Mr. Montagu froýn every censure which impugns the
integrity or -the propriety of hýs- conduct, while I am compelled to
admit that the circumstances of the case are such as to, render his

restoration to his office in Van E)j§ýinen's Land highly ineipedient.
It was, therefore, gratifying.to me to have it in my power to offer

him an equivalent which, while. it would mark my uridiminished
confidence in his disposition-and ability to render- effective public
service,. would direct his--tà rents to a field of labour i n-_ which they

-could be exerted without the inconvenience which must attend his
resumption of his dutjes as Colonial Secretary at Van Diemen's
Land.

I offéred for his acceptance the vacant office of Colonial Secretary
at the Cape of Good Hope, and he has-cfieerfuIIy- accepted it. It

cannot be too distinctly understood that Mr. Montagu retires from,
the situation he has so, long filled with his public and personal

character-unimpaired, and with his hold on the respect and confidence
of Her Majesty's Goveïmment undiminished.

Mr. Bicheno has been appointed to succeed Mr. Montagu at Van
Diemen'sLand, and his arrival may be expected shortly after your
receipt of this despatch.

I am not aware it could answer any useful purpose to'enter more
fully inth the merits of this protracted controversy. But, reluctant
as I am toý employ a single expression which is likely to 15e unwelcome
to you, I am--;c-empel'ed to add that your proceedings in this case of
Mr. Montagu do not appear Itô me to have been well judged, and
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that your suspension of him, from office is not, in my opinion, suf-

ficiently vindicated.
I have, the honour to, be, Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,
STANLEY.

despatch of such uncom'romising not to, say brutal

severity can seldom have been -addressed by a Cabinet

Minister to a Colonial Governor;- but the harshness of its

terms is not more conspicuous than its signally unjudicial

ýpirit. That Lord Stanley arrived at a conclusion adverse to

the Governor and declined to approve his action, no reasonable

supporter of;£ranklin could perhaps have complained. 'The

point was distinctly an arguable one, and a Minister might in f

perfect good faith.and with fullest deliberation have held that,

the Governor having overlooked or condoned the Secretary's t

extraordinary intimation of his interition to reduce the amount

of assistance his chief might expect frorn him, no adequate C.

cause for his suspension had subsequently arisen. But Lord c

Stanley was not content with pointing out the insufficiency of r.

the grounds on which the Secretary was actually suspended;

he went out of his way to extenuate conduct on the Secre- s-

tary's part which would have been amply sufficient to justify d

any Governor in suspendirrg him. Sc

His observations on this are almost absurdly lenient. a-

Thus: 1 1 am not able entirély to acquit Mr. MontaLyu.ofhavi-ng c

used, language which you, not unnaturally regarded as' (it hc-

would have been highly unnatural to, regard it as anythiner d.'

else than) 'a menace! And again It may be difficult to or

condemn a public servant' fbý not going beyond the line of or

strict official duty ; but « the abrupt abandonment of a cordial th,

co-operation for a service confined within the exact lirnits of tF

positive duty may be'- (not, as one mightexpect to read., the

Dur cause of a total disorganisation of the work of the Government, nc

or a possible administrative-collapseý but merely, and mildly) M

s 

s

the ubject of a leg7ýimate reproach.' Surely the real of

qu tion was not so much as to the propriety hi'

Inee 
t)

u-0Loperation' or the inc6nv'enience of its abrupt abandon-e pa

nt,' but as to the meaning and effect of a formal notice on ha

À
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.the part of an officer who hitherto ' had cordially co-operated

with his chief- thât-he intended to do ,so no-longer. It is

impossible to draw any such hard-and"fast line between thé

course of conduct demanded by public duty and that which

is suggested by p'rivate goodwill as Lord Stanley assumed;

and a Colonial Secretary who deliberately warns a Colonial

Governor that he no longer intends to pursue the latter course

of conduct is likely sooner or later to deviate from the former.

.There can, at any rate, be little doubt as to the action which

would have been taken by any man oelèss forbearing or of a

more coldly calculating temper than Franklin on receiving a

formal notice from a subordinate that his services would in

future,-be unwillingly instead of- ungrudgingly performed.

Such a man would immediately-have called upon his lieu-
tenant for explanation orwithdrawal, and, fgiling this, would

have pointed out-to him that if his sentiments towards his

chief had really become such as to preclude him from co-

operating w-ith him as cordially as heretofore, it was his

manifest duty to resign.
Lord Stanley's prepossession, however, in favôur of the

subordinate officer is conspicuous in every paragraph of the

despatch. -He may have been right in digregarding a complaint

so indefinite as that Monýýgu had 1 acquired an influence and

authority' in excess of that 1 ývhich properly belonged to his

office,' and he may have been justified'in acquitting him of

having acquired this power by 'any pnworthy means or

dishonèst acts, or having employed it for any sinister purpose

or in an unbecoming spirit.' But-it was gratuitously offensive

on Lord Stanley's pgrt to suggest, as he cluite distinctly does,

that the Colonial Secretary enc:roýq#ed upon the authority of

the Governor bécause he was the stjonger man of the two.

Nor, -considering the person to whonr the despàtch was
nominally addressed, do the elaborate testîmonial to Mr.

Montagu's high official qualities and -the emphatic assurance

of Her Majestys Governmént's undiminished -confidence in

him with which the Secretary of State concludes appear

particularly well pladed. As addressed toSis laie chief it is

hardly explicable, except on the assumption of a deliberate
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intent to humiliate the Governor by whom this warmly
eulogised official had been suspended.
But it was in truth only nominally that the despatch was

addressed to Franklin at all. It might just as well have been
sent as an enclosure in a covering letter to Mr. Montagu ; for,
incredible as it may seem, its contents were not only made
known, to that gentleman, but had been freely circulated by
him among his friends in the colony months býéfbre-they came
to the Governor's knowledge. 'The ink,' as Franklin puts it
in the « Narrative,' was 1 sca:rcely dry on his Lordship's despatch
before its import was mentioned by a relative of Mr. Montagu's
in the hall of the Admirafty; it was sent to Mr. Montagu,
who, it will be recollected, was then on the spot, four days

after its- date, unaccompanied by any injunction of privacy,
but, on the contrary, bearing on it the.stamp of being Mr.
Montagu's own authorised property, to bé used as hè thought
proper.' The natural result of handing a' copy of it to him
without-aýn-y- precautions, an act eminently characteristic * of
Lord Stanley's haughty want of consideration for the feelings
and interests of others, was that the recipient felt, as he after-
wards wrote in formal vindication of his-c-ýeen- ýd-uct,-thh-caýýýýaýý
a, right to show it to whom he pleased. 1 1 imagined it was
sent to me for that purpose, to enable me to satisfy those

who were aware of my suspension from office that I had
obtained a complete and honourable acquittal. I did not

hesitate to distribute many copies for that purpose in
England. ...For the same reason 1 sent two copies t ' o Van

Diemen's Land-one to Mr. Forster, and one to Captain
Swanston. I requested them to show it to my friends and

to those who took an interest'in my case; but I stipulated
that no newspaper was to have one word of the despatch
communicated to it.)

Unfortunately, however, for official decency, the despatch
obtained nearly as much publicity as though it had been

circulated through the press. By some untoward mischance)
which was to repeat itself with even more serious consequences

later on, the Colonial Office proved slower in its communica-
tion with. Tasm'ania than did private correspondents. Docu-

ow «À "W" bMàý ý BBR"C" «%m&dk6mý " lm m ký b nom m m -
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mentary evidence existed,- Franklin declares, in his possession
that Lord Stanley's despatch was known to be in the colony

before he hi-Mself received it on january 18, 1843, and he had
besides the testimony of a resident at Port Phillip to its
having been publicly read at a dinner table in that colony, at
any rate at a date prior to his (Franklin's) own receipt of it.

Immediately on its reaching the Governor, the friends of Mr.
Montagu threw aside even the very slight reserve that they had

maintained; and Mr. Swanston, the late Colonial Secretary's
agent and manager of the principal bank in Hobart Town
placed a copy of the despatch for general inspection on his

office table. Its contents became the leading theme of every
local newspaper, and were made the text for commentaries

abound'ng, as Franklin bitterly complained, in 'every species
of vulgar insult.'

' But the cup of indignity was not even yet full,'nor had
the Secretary of State as yet exhausted, his ingenuity in the
selection of înconsiderate and oppressive methods of per-
forming what should have been a painful duty. To a high-
sptrited man like Frankli., the mere tenor of the despatch

----- ould in any case, and apart from the needless affront
inflicted upon him in the manner of its communidation, have

red to suggest but one possible course of ' actionc--:ý" On
receipt of it,' he writes, « I hastened to, request of Lord
Stanley that he would lose no time in appointing my

successor, unless he was* enabled to give me the assurance of
possessing- what- the despatch seemed to, render so equivocal,
the continued confidence of Her Majesty's Govemment. But
long before this conditional resignation could reach England

my successor was on his voyage out,' and, as will be after-
wards seen, he arrived in the colony four days býfore Franklin
received the official notice of his recall.

The vast absurdity of this last administrative blunder
almost dwarfs the monstrosity of the outrage. Lord Stanley

did many remàrkable things in his life besides taking his
famous political & leap in the, dark,- but one may well doubt

whether he ever rivalled the féat of appointing a Colonial
Governor to fill a chair which had not yet been vacated. It

fà
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was a 9 supersession of the occupant in the strictest etymo-
logical sense-a supersession in the sense in which the Arch-

bishop of York understoad.the word w'hen in the famous
mediSval struggle between the -northern and southern

archiepiscopates for precedence he asserted his---claim to the
place of honour on the right of the Sovereign by the direct
method of seating himself in his brother of Canterbury's
lap.

Sir Èardley Wilmot, the new Governor, a worthy count rý
squire and excellent chairman of quarter sessions, was the
last man in the world to covet the aggressive Wle of the
Archbishop of York, and was probably much more distressed

by the consequences of this gross departmental blundering
than Franklin himself He had come out in the Cressy,

convict ship, the captain of which, as though entering into the
spirit of these irregular proceedings, missed the entrance to
the port and landed him 'on an unfrequented part of the
coast.' This was on the evening «of August 17. On the
following night he entered Hobart Town, but he brought with
him no communication from Lord Stanley as to his appoint-
ment, nor any official explanation of his arrival. On the
2oth of the month, however, the Gilmore, convict ship, arrived,
with the duplicate of a despatch from, the Secretary of State

announcing to Franklin the appointment of a successor in
the government of the colony_; and on the following day he
received by the Eamont, merchantman, the precious original

itself, bearing date February io.. It had been entrusted to
a vessel described by Franklin in a subsequent despatch
to the Colonial Office as « a notoriously slow sailer,' an
expression the use of which, he afterwards admitted with his

usual good-humoured candour, 'was « a weak point in his
remonstrance upon the unbecoming mode of his recall, as it
certainly savoured more of the captain than of the gov'èmor.",,,,-
The vessel in this case had- been obliged by stress of w6ather"

to, put back, and had been 4etained for no less than six weeks
in Ireland. No care, however, was taken to, send on the
duplicate of the despatch by any of the intermediate sailings
prior to the departure, of the Gilmore, and in any casé to
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appoint a new Governor within a fortnight of the date of the
despatch announcing his predecessor's recall, and to allow oiYl_ý

a few weeks at the utmost to the former for winding up

his public and private business in the colony, was a gratuitous

e:ýýperiment in the art of 'running things fine' which well

deserved to meet with the discreditable fiasco in which it

resulted.

The recall despatch was of the following strictly official

tenor, its precise and methodical arrangement of dates pre-

.ýenting rather a ridiculous appearance in the li t of subse-

quent, events. "Sir,' wrote the Secrètary of State,

as your administration of the government of Van Diemen's Land
will at the time of your receipt of the despatch have continued for
more than six successive years, and as after the lapse of that period
the, general regulations of the public service will probably have indu ced
you to anticipate the appointment of a successor, I trust that I shall
not sUbject you to any serious inconvenience by the announcement
that such a change may be shortly anticipated.

I am not ât present able to state with precision at what ti me you r
successor in the government of Van Diemen's Land will sail from, this
country to assume that office, but I think it most probable that his
departure will not be delayed for more than six weeks or two months
beyond the present time. The interval will, I hope, be sufficiently
long to enable you to make, with satisfaction to yourself, all the

domestic and official arrangements incident to the transfer into other
hands of the office you at present occupy.

The unseemly hurry in which the change of governors
was'at last effected reflects no little discredit on the Colonial

Oflice, because Franklins recall had, it seems, been resolved
upon when Montagu's successor, Mr. Bicheno, mýas despatched

to Tasmania in December 1842; it was indeed, in Franklin's
belief, a matter of notoriety in England - at that time. 'Yet Mr.

Bicheno was the bearer to him of no communication, either
official or confidential, of the impending change. On the con-
trary, the' new Colonial Secretary brought out some impor-
tant despatches respecting the changes which Lord Stànley

wasabout to introduce into prison discipline. In these des-

patches Franklin was addressed as the persôn who was at once

to commence initiatory steps for this purpose, and his zealous
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ýolicitude vvas bespoken, or rather (apparently) assumed',
for the. due execution of the duties confided to him. Lord

Stanley subsequently explained his proceedings in the matter

as dictated by a desire that Franklins recall at the expiration

of the usual term of colonial government should not have the

appearance of being connected with the Secretary of State'§

disapproval of Mr. Montagu's, removal. All, then, that can

be said ' is that Lord Stanley's measures did grave'injustice
to his motives, and that they fully warranted Franklin in

declaring, as he did, that, having regard to the ernbarrassments
and humiliations which were inflicted upon him by the course
actually adopted, he considered that his 'immediate recall

would have been a much less injury.'
It -was most unfortunate., too., that a Minister anxious to

divest his action of a punitive appearance should have omitted
the customary and indeed almost conventional expression of
the satisfaction of the Sovereign with the Governor's services.
This slight also was tardily and not too graciously apologised
for, but undoubtedly it afforded only too just provocation for

Franklin's bitter remark that the acknowledgments usually
conveyed from the Crown in such cases -were, under all the

circumstances, scarcely perhaps to be expected. The Secre-
tary of State, he said, had already stated in the case of

Mr. Montagu that e it could not be too distinctly understood'

that that officer 'retired from the,-situation he had so long
filled with his hold on the respect and confidence of Her

Majesty's Government undiminished,' and, 1 the inférior officer
thus complimented, what terms remained for the Governor ?

On the day when the original of this despatch arrived
that is to, say, four days after the disembarkation of the in-

complete Governor on the " unfrequented part of the coast'
he was in a position to take the oaths of office and was duly
sworn in. Franklin, however, waà not yet, on his part, in a

position to, turn out, but was obliged to remain still ten
days longer in Government House, unable, in spite of the

exertions of the utmost diligence, to remove his family and
dispose of" his effects in a less time. During this period Sir

Eardley Wilmot resided with the Colonial Secretary, and



paid a visit to Launceston, where there was an official residence.
At its close Franklin shifted his quarters to the house of the

Brigade-Major, where he remained for another two months
busily occupied, until such time as the Rajah, in which he had

engaged his passage, coul4 complete the lading of her cargo
at Port Phillip.

The intervening weeks were passed amid circumstances
stranzely unlike those which usually attend the departure of

a superseded Governor. They were weeks of continuous

leave-taking, and of preparations spontaneously made by the
colonists of all classes for- speeding Franklin in almost a

triumphal fashion on- his homeward journey. Letters of
respectfül and cordial sympathy poured in upon him from all

sides.- Addresses were presented to him from the bishop

and clergy of the nei diocese of Tasmania, from landholders
and occupiers of land in various parts of the colony, from

popular bodies like the Mechanics' Institute of Hobart

Town, from scientific associations like the Royal Society of

Tasmania. Even the colonial press relented towards him,
and one enthusiastic editor expressed his wish « that Sir John

had remained twenty years longer! A brother oflicer of
Franklin, Captain Parker King, wrote to congratulate him,

in bluff sailorly fashion on having stuck to his post. « I was

delighted that you remained for your successor. All the blue-

jackets have done so. 'Tis only the soldiers,' adds this par-
ticular blue-jacket, « who have walked off, afraid of being
lampooned and insulted after the honour of government was

taken off their shoulders. I was told you wouldn't stay. I
said you - would, and I was right; and so were you.' Even

among those who took no side in the Franklin-Montagu
quarrel, or whose leanings may actually be supposed from

their position to be against the late Governor, ma'ny were
shocked at the extreme harshness of Lord Stanley's despatch.

L-ady-Franklin, --in a letter- to her sister, records a humorous
utterance of Mr. Bicheno on being shown in the Colonial Oflice
a copy of thedespatch about to be sent to Sir John Franklin.

Well might he exclaim, 1 Hallo! Is this the way you snub the
Governor ? What, then, has a Colonial Secretary to expect ?

À

1

Ir
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Fran.klin's final leave-taking of the colony Was more like

the departure of a Governor summoned to, receive some
special honour at the hands of the Crown than that of a

censured and virtually recalled official. On* the afternoon of

the day of the embarkation a dense crowd lined the streets

through which he had to pass to thevessel. Every head
uncovered when he issued from, the house in which he had

been staying, and his progress on foot to the water's edge was
a veritable triumphal ffiarch. 'As their beloved Governor

7 passed from among them,' writes an eye-witness, in language
of which the sincerity speaks for* itself, e many could recall to
memory his goodness, his charity, his honest, firm uprightness
of purp9se; and the recollection was now apparent when his
power had ceased, when their object was no longer the

Governor invested with the patronage and the panoply of
office, but the man.' And the same observer goes ýon to give

ë a more minute description of the scene:-

Sir John was dre'sséd in'full uniform as a captain in the Royal
Navy, and wore the stars of the several orders which have been con -

ferred upon him for distiriguished services rendered to his country
and the cauge of scientific discovery. He halted occasionally for

: Ié ; an instant to acknowiedge the enthusiastic cheers which burst forth
from the assembleà multitude. The procession was swelled by new

arrivals at every step, the cheering being ren'ewed at intervals as the
moving mass received fresh accessions. Handkerchiefs were waved

from verandahs and open windows along the line of route, and there
were few who felt enfirely unmoved at the scene before them, a loyal

and generous people paying a hearCelt tribute of âffection to a truly
aood man with whom their destinies had been bound up for years.

Near the point of embarkation a captain's guafd of honour
(fifty men) had been stationed, soldiers of a famous British

regiment which had served through the Peninsular campaign
and bore the name of its glorious battle-fields on its col ours.

They presentéd arms as Franklin approached, and a shout
from sea and land rent the air as the departing Governor

turned round to address-the throng of assembled colonists
in a few words of kindly farewell. They were Ivery few, for

he was much overcome by the manifest tokens of public
affection whiéh had been showered upon him, and, shaking
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hands With those around him, prepared to enter the barge which
was to, conv ëy him to the Flying Fish, circumstances having

prevented him frorn availing himself of Sir Eardley Wilmot's
offer of the Government vessel, the Rajah.

q
But as those near him retired numbers took their places, and

anxiety was visible on every face once again to touch his hand. So
many'were the crowds succeeding crowds anxious for this last honour

that there was a considerable delay. At length the signal was given,
the oars fell into the water, the -battery fired a salute of thirteen guns,
a cheer burst from the- assembled multitude and was echoed back
from the shipping and the boats, which -filled with spectators and

crowded to accompany him to the vessel. Sir John Franklin bowed
his acknowledgments, and the barge, surrounded by a perfect Èotilla,
pulledto-wards the Flying Fish, which lay in the stream.

And the character of the departing -Governor is summed
up by the- same writer in these words

Thus departed from among us as true and upright a ruler as ever
the interests of a British colony were entrusted to. It has been said,

nay, insisted upon, that he was not popular, and every effort was made
by a few vindictive enemies to make it appear that he was not so. Even
a portion of the press, we shame to confess it,,' was either forced or
lent itself to the delusion. But has it, or have they, been successfül ?
Let the proceedings above described be their answer ; let thern hear
it in the voices of that crowded multitude, and learn how futile are
the attempts of malice when opposed to ho'nesty of purpose. It is

difficult to corrupt or destroy -the moral principle of a whole com-
munity, and until that is done appreciation of rectitude in another

must ever hurl back deýial upon those who say that the people he
governed did not admire the honesty of Sir John Franklin.
Like all nicen, he had his failin'gs and his errors ; he trusted too

implicitly whé n he should not. He believed that the honour and
honesty which influenced his own actions and his own conduct

would influence others. He trusted and was deceived, but it was to
his virtues, not his errors, that he owed his enemies. Had he for-

gotten whatýwas, due to the colony he go'verned, and to himself, had
he consuleed the advantage of a few, disregardipg that of the many,
Sir John Franklin would have perhaps found a few dubious su'pporters,
but he would never have seen the sight which cheered him on his
departure with the consciousness of duty performed and a popýI-
larity none can gainsay.

From the moderation and the evident effort after critical
impartiality with which this judgment is expressedlt may

y
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safély be taken as' represea-ting the best opinion of the
colonial co'mmunity themselves,---far bètter judgés of the
character, career, and services of their late Governor than it
is possible for any biographer to make himself, with his much

fewer opportunities and at this di e. It is, there
-stance of ý1m

fore, with no little satisfaction that I record its substantial
confirmation of the view already expressed in these pages,
and arrived at altogether independently of the evidence which
it supplies.
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CHAPTER XIX

A RETURN TO THE I.SEA

1844

THE remaining part of my story must be quickly told.' So
writés Franklin in the 'Narrative,' from which, with all due

allowance for its being an ex-Parte statement, I have gathered

most of the facts, of this unfortunate..affair; and a biographer

cannot do better than follow his example. It is impossible

to dismiss the matter altogether at the close of its

stages, for that would be to leave the history of Franklin's

struggle with Downing, Street incomplete ; butthe final pas-

sages of the conflict shall be related withall possible brevity.

Immediately on his arrival in London, during the first days

of june 1844, Franklin cailed on Lord -Stanley in Downing

Street, -and left with him a note -requesting the honour of an

interview. A letter, which appeared to have been waiting

.his arrival, was the n- placed in his hands, and proved to be

a stiff official reply to his last despatch of ' self-vindication,

informing him that the Secretary of State « did not think it

consistent with the relative position held by himself and

the late Governor of Tasmania to 'take notice,' as Franklin

puts it, 1 of my charges and insinuations,' and stating that 1 he

would not"make to hiS subordinate officer explanations which

he usedtè Her Majestýr the Queen and, to Parliament alone.'

On june 18, however, Franklin succeeded in obtaining the

personal interview which he sought At this ' interview his

Lordship 1 said little and listened patiently ;' but the result

was un.satisfactory. The Secretary of State assured Franklin,

as indeed he had already assured him by despatch-that

his recalLwas unconnected with Mr.*Montagu's suspension
y 2
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but this, of course, was not at all the form of solace for which
his visitor's wounded feelings craved. c I assured his Lordship,>

said Franklin, 1 that it was not of my recall at the usual
period, and still less at a period beyond even the usual one,
thàt I should have thought of complaining had it not been
for the circumstances which preceded and attended it ; neither
was it his Lordship's disapproval of a particular act of rny

government, of which he was the official judge, that I felt
I had a right to arraign, but because no reasons whatever
were given me for that disapproval, bècause Mr. Montagu's

assertions had in every case been preferred to mine, and the
grounds for such a judgment withheld from me ; moreover,

because the terms in which that judgment was conveyed
could not but be exceedingly painful and injurLoW to me;
yet, being such, they had been given to Mr. Montagu, who.
bad no right to them, without any shadow of consideratio'n
for me, and had been by him, as might have.been expected,
made public!

This last-at any rate for us of to-day-is the point.
Upon all personal and upon most official disputes there is
alývays room for différence of opinion, and it is quite possible
that among the readers of the foregoing narrative there rnay

be those who'agree with Lord 'Stanley that Franklin's pro-'
ceedings in the case of Mr. Montaguwere 1 not well judged,',
and that his suspension of that - officer was 'not sufficienitly
vindicated.' -But, as to the character of the treatment which
the censured Governor recelved fýom the Secretary of State,,
and as to the discredit which that treatment- reflects upon
Lord Stanley, thére can be among men of good sense and
good feeling but one opinion No such man could withhold

his sympathy from a public /servant who has such a complaint
to make as is. embodied inthe following words I took the

liberty of remarking to Lord Stanley that I believed the act
of giving to, an inférior officer a transcripý of the exact terms
in which his superior was censured was without a parallel in
the annals of his office!

Into the many aggravations of this original grievance
it is unnecessary to enter-not, indeed, because they weté
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unsubstantial, but because they do not strictly belong to that
side of the affair to which alone 1 desire to confine m self-

the treatment, that is to say, of Sir John Franklin by the
Colonial Office. Some of them, such as that connected ý,with
the dispute between the Governor and the Secretary as to
the authority for the expenditure on St. Ge / orges Churchy

"OMM
arose from, Lord Stanley's hâving erroneously, but perhaps

pardonably, accepted Mr. Montàgu's version of the facts as
correct.ý AnotheË, and that a very outrageous offence-the

private circulation throughout the colony of a manuscript
book containing defamatory statements about the Governôr
and his wife, and « purporting to be minutes of éonversation
which Mr. Montagu had had with Lord Stanley before the

despatch- wàs- written '-must, so far aà it concerned the
Colonial Office at all, be regàrded as one among the

natural consequencesý of the original indiscretion and incon-
siderateness with which the Secretary of Staté acted in the

delicate matter of receiving and adjudicating upon the A
complaint of a displaced official against his chie£ One

incidental affront, however, for which Lord Stanley 'was

directly responsible, it would be. wrong -to omit. Shortly

after'the departure of Mr. Montagu for England, Sir John

and Lady Franklin made the adventurèùs expedition related

in a precedingr- chapter, and in May o * f 1842 a Tasmanian

newspaper published a ridiculous story about the Governor's
having granted a free pardon to the convicts who had acted

as 'Lady Franklins palanquin-bearers.'

Upon tËis being brought to Lord Stanley's notice he

immediately addressed a despatch to Franklin, in which,

after the usual conventional expression of disbelief in 'the

unworthy motives 'attributed to you,' he requested the

Governor to furnisÉ him with 1 an explanation of the unusual
course which appears to have been taken with respect to
these pardons,' and to inform him Iwhether there is any

truth in the assertion that some of the convicts had been

thrice convicted in the colony! There was.no truth in
the assertion, nor had there been anything-unusuaù in the

course pursued, which indeed was prescribed by and taken
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in strict conformity with statute. Of the men to who'

the indulgenceswere granted, some would have cobtained

thern within only. a few months' in the natural order of
events ; and all had, in the Governors opinion, merited

them, not. for their services las Lady Franklin's 'palanquin--

bearers,' but for the energy, patience, cou-rage, and loyalty

which they had displayed on a most toilsome, difficult, and

even dangerou§ expedition undertaken in the interests of

the colony and the Empire. Of the sixteen who obtained

tickets of leave, eight had previously established a claim, to,

indulgence -by uniform. good -behaviour. The two who

received free pardon, on-e of whom was within about ten
weeks of the expiration of his sente'n-ce, had risked their lives,

in effecting a crossing over a rapid.and swollen river, and
thereby rescuing the whole of the party from, an -exi ceedingly

-perilous situation ; and one of the men who received a con-

diiional pardon 'had sufféred the loss of an eye in his
exertions to force a passage -- ý,hrough the thick scrub.' At
any other'mo'ent, perhaps, it'might have been less irritating

to be called upon to furnish these explanations, but to,
receive the official demand for them-as, i.n fact, happened

-by the same mail as that which brought the despatch of

censure must'have been felt as intensely provorative, even by
the m-st patient of men. 'No wonder'-Franklin. naturally

said to himself-'no wonder the Secretary of State believes
my displaced officer's story in prefèrence to my own, when he
can attach importance enough to the scandalous tittle-tattle
of a colonial newspaper to make it the subject of a formal
request for explanation!

He gained nothing by his interview with Lord Stanley.
Seven weeks passed withoût bringing him any nearer the

redress which he sought, and on August 3 he addressed a

letter to the Secretary of State, with a respectfül reminder that
he.was still anxiously awaiting the result of his application.

And with a view to siffi plifying Lord Stanley's consideration
of his claims he submitted -, seven heads of request to the

Minister, bearing respectivelý ý on the various points upon
which he felt that he had a right to solicit some more
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satisfactôry declar*ation than he had yet received. Omitting
those which relate to collateral and more or less irrelevant

controversial issues, Franklin's requésts reduce ihemselves
to the following five:-

i. I submitted how indispensable it was for me to be âssured by

bis Lordship of bis belief that in my suspension of Mr. Montagu I

was actuated solely by a desire of the public good, and not by per-

sonal or private motives.

2. 1 trusted that if the explanation I had been called upon to

give of my conduct in granting certain rewàrds to meritorious con-

victs which had been called in question on the ailthority of a local

newspaper appeared satisfactory to his Lordship, I might be favoured

with a communication to that effect.

3. 1 solicited the written expression of Lord Stanley's assurance

that my recall was.unconnected with Mr. -Montagu's suspension, and

that the circumstances attending it were unintentional.

4. 1 reminded Lord Stanley of his personal assurance to me that

the omission of any expression- of approbation in -the despatch

announcing my recall was not intended for censure, and expressed

my conviction that if the anxious efforts I had made worthily to keep

the high trust which had been reposed in"me during the usual period

of a colonial government were appreciated by him, as they had

expressly been by the-,ýgreat body of the colonies, this indispensable

testimony would be supplied.

Lastly. I requested that a copy of any communication embodying

those points with which bis Lordship might be- pleased to honour me

should be transmitted to thë- Lieutenant-Çovernor of Van Diemen's

Land,,with directions that it should be laid before the Legislative

Council at their next sitting.

Anxious that a reply wbich would have such important

consequences for him should not be too bastily given,

Franklin requested that Lord Stanley would either grant hirn

another interview or would, if that course were , ýrefé'rred,

allow him to instruct his friend Mr. Robert Brown to attend-.

at the Colonial Office as his. representative.o Lord Stanleyý

selected the latter alternative, and received Mi. Brown, who

appears from his man-uscript'memorandum to bave stated his

friend's case with equal, skill and propriety. On the follow-

ing day Franklin received a letter from Lord Stanley which,

at an earlier stage, might, have had some mollifying effect.-

But matters had now gone too far, and one can hardly feel
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much surprise that to, a man still smarting under the clumsy

indignities which had been-'inflicted u-pon him in'the method

of his removal, the terms of this amende should have seemed

cold and grudging. The following reply- to it brings the

official stage of this most disagreeable, controversy to a

welcome close

My Lord,-I should have had the honour to acknowledge earlier
your Lordship's letter of the i,3th inst. if I had not considered it right

to wait for some time after your Lordships receipt of mine of the same
date.

It is with infi n-ite pain that I am under the necessity of stating to
your Lordship that the term.ý of your Èordship's letter are inadequate

to afford me the satisfaction I expected from you ; and tregret that
the more because youi - Lordship, having partially conceded to me a
few *of the points I had the honour to, lay before you, though in

language little conciliatory to my feelings, would appear to have
anticipated a différent result.

This may be a sufficient reply to the question your Lordship has
been.pleased to refer to me respecting the communication of your
Lordship's letter to Sir Eardley Wilmot. As far -as my own wisbes are

concerned, I can have no desîre that a copy should be forwarded to
Sir Eardley Wilmot.
1 It would have been satisfactory to, me tô'have been permitted to

point out to your Lordship the grounds of my ina'bility to accept your
Lordship's letter as a reasonable reparation for the injuries I have

received, but your expressed desire that the correspondence should
terminate forbids niy doing so.

It iýa not be superfluous for me in the meantime to state that
neith nrvl'an, Diemen's Land, where the injuries 1 have received in

My gov ent are best understood, nor in this country, where, as
well as 'e colony, the unprecedented act has been witnessed of

th lication in the newspapers of a despatch condemnatory of a
ver r who was still in the exercise of his functions, can your Lord-

shIeipetter, either in its substance or its terms, produce an impression
which can at all counteract the evil that has been inflicted.

I have the honour to be, &c.,
JoiiN FRANKLIN.

Many men would at this stage have, from sheer -weari-

ness, allowed the controversy to drop. But Franklin could

no more resign himself to deféat in , Downing Street than

in Lancaster Sound. Whether the obstacle which barred his

way was a literal or a figurative icéberg, it was not in his
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nature to rest until he had exhausted every means of making
his way past it towards his goal. In the présent casé he was

making for the 1 open waters' of justice, which he saw, or
believed he saw, distinctly ahead of him, and. it would have
taken a good deal to make him abandon the attempt to reach

them. To appeal to the public, after the fashion of the
présent dày,' against the treatment which he had suffèred
would have been invincibly répugnant to one in whom. the

scruples of the time were strengthened by his naval training
and traditions. But at least, he thought,-he could set himself
right with the members of his own profession, and with the

oificial world in général. He accordingly set to work in the
autumn of 1844, and no doubt immediatèly after the last

interchange of letters with the Secretary of State, to compose
for private circulation the 'Narrative' from which so many
extracts have been made. From the first, no doubt, he

availed himself of Lady F,,i-ànklin's assistance in the purely
literary part of his laboùrs, ahd it seems probable that,%,-hen,
later on in the year, the préoccupations connected with the

projected Arctic expédition withdrew him from his 1 apologia,'
it passed entirely into Lady Franklin's hands. There are
évidences to this effect in the correspondence between them
and in any case the 'Narrative' was not out of the printer's
hands and ready for the private circulation for which alone
it was intended until a few weeks before Franklin started on
his last journey.

It is a distinctly able piece of work, lucid and well
arranged, temperate in tone, strictly fair in its dealings

with facts, and on the whole as reasonable in spirit as could
be expected in the ex parte statement of one of the comba-
tants in a long and embittered dispute. But whether it was
worth while to prépare it, or whether it won over any judg-
M ents among those before whom it was laid, is exceedingly

doubtfül. Franklin sought the opinions of several of his

.oldest and most trusted friends as to. the expediency of
circulating it, and, as invariably happens with all such

applications, each of them replied, in accordance not so
much.with his view of the---fàÉts (on ivhich indeed there
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was no différence of opinion) as with his own individual
temperament.

Sir John Richardson took up his cause with enthusiasm,
assisted him, in his correspondence with Lord Glenelg and
others on the subject of dispute, and abounded in suggestions
as to the most effèctive mode of prosecuting his claims. Sir
James Clarke Ross, on the other hand, though equally con-

vinced of the justice of his friend's position, recommended
him to waste no more time on the affair, and to dismiss it and

its vexations-from his mind. His letters on-the subject are
models of cool-headed good sense; but there are times when the

very plenitude of this quality has an irritating rather than
a soothing effect upon the recipient of the counsels which it in-
spires, and this, rio doubt, was just such a time with Franklin.

Alien to the general character of Franklin's career as was
this unpleasant passage, one cannot, unfortunately, dismiss it
as a pure irrelevance. On the contrary, there is reason to
believe that it was not without its share in determining
the events of his future life for the brief span which still
remained to it, and indirectly, therefore, in devoting him to
his heroic death. This appears strikingly enough in a letter

frorn his wife to Sir James Clarke Ross, written after the 7
project, of a - new Arctic expedition had been mooted, but e

before its commander had been decided upon. e.
Q

It is a subject (she writes) on which I have the most coinflicting wfeelings, but if you who are the right person do not go [Sir James
had already written to Franklin that he should 1 certainly decline a«.9

the command ' if offéred to him], I should wish Sir John to have it in 9
his power to go and not to be put aside for his age. . . . tc

I do not think he would wish to go unless he felt himself equal to- se
it but what most weighs on my mind is this, that at the present crisis,
of our affairs, and affier being so unworthily treated by the Colonial fcOffice, -I think he will be deeply sensitive if his own department
should neglect him, and that such an appointment would do more or
perhaps than anything else out of the Colonial Office to counteract ar
the effect which Lord SA injustice and tyranny have produced. I
dread exceedingly the effect on his mind Pf being without honourable
and immediate employment, and it is this which enables me to support a:

the idea of parting with him on a service of difEculty and dan sh,
better than I otherwise should?
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Of Franklin's almost passionate eagerness to, obtain
command of the projected expedition there is abundant
evidence in his correspondence. Apart, indeed, from his

desire to get back.to his old and proper work of adventure,
-and to exchange vexatious bickerings with his fellow-men
for that nobler strife with Nature for which he was so much

better fitted, the prospects of the new énterprise were specially

tempting to, his ambition. During his absence from the field

of Arctic exploration, important additions had been made to,
his own discoveries. The gap of i6o miles of North American

coast line, which was left after the expedition Of 1825-28
between Beechey's furthest eastward and his -own furthest

viéestward, had been brîdged over by Dease and Simpson, two,
officers of the Hudson's Bay Company in 1837; and the

same resolute explorers hàd carried Franklin's,ýfùrthest east-

ward of 1821 still further to the east by survéying the coast-

line from Cape Turnagain to the Great Èiýh River. Nothing,
in short. was lacking to the 'completio n of the North-West

ýassage but the discovery of a channel less than 300 miles
in length to, connect the already overlapping lines of ex-
ploration traced respectively by Parry westward along the

74th--parallel of N. latitude and by Dease and Simpson
eastward along the 7oth. It was, indeed, the fascinating

effect of this situation which impelled Franklin"s old friend,
Sir John Barrow, then Secretary of the Admiralty, in concert

with Ca tain Beaufort, the Hydrographer of the department,

and other men w-éll known either as Arctic voyagers or

generally as leaders in geographical, or other forms of science,

to propose another Government expedition, and to exert him-

self as energetically as he did to procure its déspatch.

In the course of the month of januar -- Franklin was
formally requested to consider report to the Admiralty

on the practicability a ospects of the proposed expedition,
and sent the iving reply:-

y Lordz--In obedience to your Lordship's command, 1 lose not
a moment in giving my written opinion on the question your Lord-
ship did me the honour of putting to me tbis morning.

i. As to whether 1 considered the question of a N.W. Passage as



one which ought again to be entertained ; to which I have no hesita-
tion of answering in the affirmative, for the following reasons :

. The discoveries of Parry and Rôss have narrowed the parts in
which the passage should be sought, namely, that space between Cape
Walker and Bankss Land of Parry, where I should recommend the

trâl first to be made, and in case of the passage not being torced in
that direction, then to the northward by the Wellington Channel.
The ships commanded by these officers had not the advantage of
steam, and I need hardly say that the benefits to be derived from,
the aid of such a power are incalculable.

Having pointed out to, your Lordship to-day, I will nqt- dwell
further on this matter than to, say that the addition of steam to the
ships is, in my opinion, indispensable.

It is gratifying also to know ihat it may be efficiently applied to
the ships without destroying their capacity for stowing the requisite
stores and provisions.

If the proposed expedition should unfortunately not be entirely
successfül in effecting a passage, it must contribute to our geogra-
phical knowledge, and it canne fail to make important additions to
the series of magnetical, observations výhich are now carrying on in
every part of the world.

I conceive that the greatest impediment from. ice will probably be
met between longitude 95' and 1251. The latter meridian being
passed, I should expect to find the ice less heavy and such as may be
penetrated with comparative facility. We know of no islands to the

north-west Of 120'. - 1

Should there be any who say of these Arctic expeditions, To what
purpose have they been ? I would desire them to compare our

present map of that region and of the northerh coast of America
with that of iffl, when these expeditions commenced. They will

find in the latter only three points marked on the northern, coast of
America, and. nothing to the northward of -it. Surely it cannot be

denied that so large an addition to the geography of the northern
parts of America and the Arctip regîr is, in itself, an object worthy
of all the efforts that have béen made in the course of former
expeditions. .

I have the honour to be, my Lord,
Your Lordship's most obedient servant,

JOHNFRANKLIN.

Franklin from the first was keen in obtaining the com-

mission to command it, and, on ascertaining that Sir James

Ross was not competing with him for the honour, he sought

the good offices of that distinguished navigator in support of

't 332 A RETURN TO THE SEA CH* XIX.
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his own application, and was most loyally seconded by him.
jealousy, however, is a weakness to which Arctic explorers;

are certainly not less liable than other people, and Franklin
had, or thoUght he had, cause to suspect that a former comrade
of his- wasý opposing his claim. In a conversation with Ross
on theýquestion of thèý-Ett-s-t-à-p-pointments, « he (Lord Hadding-
topý spoke of my age,' writes Franklin indignantly to his wifé,
eand of my sufféring greatly from. cold. Ross e*pressed his

astonishment at the latter reason, for he had never heard it

even hinted at before, which, if it had been the case, must
have been spoken of by somcý'one or other of -the officers and
men who served under him; while, as for his age, he knew

from actual observation that he was as active and vigorous
as he had ever been, both in body and mind.' Franklin
hastened to confirm this at an interview with Captain Beaufort.

If his age was objected to him, all he could say was that, as
to bodily health and energy, he was as fully coriàpetent to.

undertake the duty as he ever was. 4 Then, hinting at my
sufféring frorn cold, but most carefully avoiding the mention

of my having heard that it was suppôsed I did, I told him
that I believed no one in the expeditions I had commanded

sufféred less than me. Besides, 1 had mentioned to Richardson

my wish to go, who approved of it, and would certainly have
advised me not if I ' was so very susceptible to colà.'

What this " susceptibility' amounted to will be seen in a
later chapter. The charge, due to a misconception, needed

medical testimony to refute it. Franklin accord-ingly asked

ýfor and obtained the following certificate to his powers from.
his old friend and companion in hardship, Dr. Richardson.
'My dear Franklin,'wrote that staunch ally, then filling an

appointment at the Haslar Hospital, Chatham,

I was rather surprised at your desiring my opinion with respect
to your age, strength, and power of withstanding cold, in refèrence to

the prospect of your obtaining command of a Polar expedition. It
surely cannot be for your own satisfaction, for I firmly believe that

you would not undertake such a command unless you considered.your-
self fully capable'in physical as well as in mental - power to perform
all the duties it involves. To satisfy others, however, 1 shall have no,.
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hésitation in sig'ning a certificate stating that I believe your con-
stitution to be perfectly sound,. and your bodily strenath sufficient for

all the calls that can be made upon it in conducting a squadron even
through an icy sea. When you were a younger man I had ample
opportunities of witnessing the way in which you stood the fatigues
of a land journey, such as few who had spent their previous lives at
sea as you had done would have sustained ; for it is a fact that

seamen in général march badly. Your recovery from the effects of
the privatiol*t,.and hardship was more rapid than my own.

As to your power of enduring cold, Back and Kendall can testify
as well as mysel£ I think I am correct in saying that you were not+ once frost-bitten in the course of both land expéditions, including six
winters spent in the country and a journey of some thousands of
miles through snow and ice in the most intense cold.

From Captain Beaufort, Franklin went on to see Sir John

Barrow, to whom he had repeated what he had said to the

Hydrographer, and then back again. to Beaufort to repegt the

conversation with the Secretary. The Council of the Royal

Society were approached on the subject, and sent a strong

recommendation of Franklin to the First Lord of the

Admiralty, who forwarded it to the Prime Minister. These

energetic efforts, which occupied the closing days of December

1844, were crowned at,ýast with succe's. On FebruarY 5 he

received the much-desired summons from Lord Haddington',
and waited upon that Minister at the Admiralty.

The followirig , account, so graphic and animated that it

would be a pity to spoil it by paraphrase,'is given of ffiis

important interview in Lady Franklin's diary notes:-

Wednesday, Feb. 5, 1 845.-Sir John went to Lord Haddington at
the hour appointed. Lord H. said helhad sent for him for the pur-
pose of telling him that Sir R. P. (Robert Peel) had approved of

-expedition-that he naturally looked ïo * Sir John, whose expérience
and judgment entitled him to, command it, but said, 'Have you really

thought seriousI of the nature of the undertaking at your age, for,
youknowIknowyourage:youare5g.' Not quite,'said Sir John.'

Lord Haddington asked if his constitution was able to, bear it. &You'Il

The popular story to, the effect of-the interview is of course conclusive;
that Lord Haddington said, 1 You are and, moreover., her husband would
.6o,' and that Franklin replied briskly, never have owned even to 59 1 in that
1 No, no, my lord, OnIY 59,' is the better conversation, when he was siiii two
of the two, and I am sorry to have to months from attaining that age.

-reject it; but Lady Franklin's -record

1
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examine me,> said Sir J. ; he repeatedly said this. Lord H. said he
felt great responsibility in the matter (meaning, Sir J. says, that if Sir

J. broke down he would be reproached for having appointed so old
a fellow). -He said that Sir J.'s services had been--very arduous ones

from an early age. 1 1 know all your service§_; they have been very
various, and latterly you have been on a civil service which must
have caused you great care and anxiety? Sir J. replied that no
anxieties of his present service could equal that. However, it was
bodily wear and tear thàt Lord H. thought of. 1 1 cannot,' he said,
& conceive anything more trying ; I know time has made great inroads
on my constitution. Everybody knows how arduous were your land
expeditions, and how you got through them, but you are not so young
as you were? Sir J. replied that if he did not tliink himself equal to
it he should not wish to go. When he heard of the expedition from
Barrow and others.he wrote to, Richardson (Lord H. sâid he knew

him), and Richardson'declared his fitness. Lord H. said he did not
want any other person's testimony to his fitness, 1 only your own?
Sir J. said, had it been a walking expedition he should not have

undertaken it, being a much stouter man than he was. He might
have delayed it. In a ship it was différent. Lord H. said in one of
the propositions there was a scheme of going to the Pole. Sir J.
said in that case he should select the best officer of his party for the

purpose. Lord H. said lie was glad to hear that, and would take
care that he had the best officers.

Sir J. said at one time, 1 I've nothing to gain by it.' To this Lord
H. did not reply. -Sir J. said his manner was exceedingly kind; i'

seemed to be done out of tenderness to Sir J. and a sense of respon-
sibility in himsel£

At close Lord H. said We'll consider the conversation as not
having passed' (or something to that efféct) ; 1 it requires a little con-

sideration. In a day or two you will hear from me.'

Two days later he received a letter froni the Admiralty

informing him definitely of his appointmene to the coveted

command.
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THE LAST VOYAGE
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THE ships commissioned for the service were Franklin's

old friends of the- southern latitudes, the Erebus and Terror.

The former was to be under his own command. To the

latter he had succeeded, with the support of Sir James

Ross, in procuring the appointment of Captain Crozier, the

officer who had commanded the same ship in the Antarctic

expedition a few years before. Commander James Fitz-

james, an -acco-mplished officer, tâ whose admirable letters

we owe the best account we possess of the éarlier inci-

dents of the expedition, was appointed Franklin's second

in command, while with him were -associated Lieutenant

Graham Gore and Mr. Charles F. Des VSux, who were

both of them desiined fo play an important part in the

actual work of discovery. The complement of each ship

was sixty-seven officers and' men,- and they carried stores

and provisions 'as for an'anticipated absence of three years.

In'ýaccordance with Franklin'ý suggestion, they had been

furnished with auxiliary steam power, and were the first

vessels to carry the screw-propeller into the Arctic seas. As

compared with those of the present day, their fifty horse-

power engines were pathetically weak. But many anothèr

vessel before thern had fâced the direst dangers of Arctic

exploration, and.yet returned unscathed. The memorable

voyageofthe Rosses in 1830-33 was example enough of this.

The Erebus and Terror were exceptionally well found according

tothe-appliancesofthetime. Theywereexcellentlyofficered

and manned. They started on their enterprise with every

4.336 THE LAST VOYAGE eu.
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advantagé that human skill, bravery, and experience could
superadd to material equipment. No adventure could have

seemed less likely than theirs to be fated to so tragic. an issue.
Nor did a-ny Arctic. explorers ever start in a spirit of more

buoyant confidence than did these doomed men. il-Should you

hear nothing till next j *ne,ý* wrote Fitzjames from the last point
from which communication was possible, 'send a letter vid

Petersburg to, Petropaulovski, in Kamschatka.' So -sanguine

were this officer's expectations that the N-rth-West Passage

would be discovered and navigated after the first winter, and

thatby the summer of 1846 they would have made their

way into Pacific waters. Alas! at that date they were either

still confined to th ' eir first winter quarters or-were already

advancing towards that deadly embrace of the ice-pack from

which they were never to escape.

Franklin himself appears to, have been at first as hopeful

as Fitzjames, and, indeed, to have contemplated at least the

possibilityqf àccomplishing his work in an even shorter time

than thé'calculation of that officer. 'If we-could but pene-

trate to the westward of 125' W.,' he wrote to Mr. (now

Sir Henryy Elliot, at the time of his departure, 'I should

not fear of getting through the remainder *to Behring Strait

this season'.' ýBut he adds : 'We are quite prepared to winter,

anà-aýie"taking witÉ us provisions for three years.' Inciden-

,tàlly, this letter shows that the route -wh ch he originally

suggested to the Admiralty, but which he did not ultimately

take, was still in contemplation. He intended, he writes, 1 to

follow the track of Parry through Lancaster Sound and

Barrow Strait, but instead of continuing on, to Melville 0

Island we «urpose turning off to the south-westward after

passing Cape Walker (the extremity of Parry's North Somerset

Island), and endeavouring to effect a pasýage by that course

of proceeding as direct as we, can to Behring Strait. The

space to the south of Banks Land and the islands which * are

close to the main coast of America is entirely unknown. We

are as yet ignorant whether it be occupied by detached islands

or by a large extent of land stretching north from the coast

of America. This, in itself, is a geogra'phical question desirable
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to be settled. We hope, however, to find it in that state
which will admit of a passage to the westward.' He goes on

to say that, should they be checked in the cou.rse they first

intended to pursue, they would 'try to get to the north of

Melville Island through the Wellington Cha4fflel or some

other channel on the north side of Barrow Strait.' As we

now know, this plan of procédure was entirely changed. The

first summer was spent iù an unsuccessfül attempt to pene-

trate Wellington. Channel, and in the following year the

Erebus and Terror took, not a south-westerly, but, an

almost due southerly course, through Peel Strait, between

Prince of Wales's Island and North Somers ' et Land, steering

straight towards the north coast of America and the line
of exploration of Simpson and ýDease.

The former of these variations is less easy to understand
unless, as has been conjectured, they, ývere stopped by ice

at the mouth of Barrow Strait-than the latter. For the"

latter would only have been a reversion to a former pre-
fèrencý of his own. This southern course, déclares Captain

Sherard Osborn, writing in i 86o, 'was that of Franklin's pre-

dilection, founded on his judgrrýent and expérience. There
are many in England who can recôllect him pointing on his,

chart to the western entrance of Simpson Strait and the
adjoining coast of.North America and saying, Il If 1 can but
get down there, my work is don'e ; then cie it's plain sailing to

the westward."' It is clear, hôwever, that at thé moment of
his departure he favoured ïie idea of the south-westerly

course in the -direction of Banks Land, to the south of which,t
sure enough' there is a channel, as Sir Robert McClure after-

wards proved. But Franklin was evidentl quite confident
that whether by this route or another the expediiion would

reach itýgbýLJtwas one of those occasions on which his spirits
always rose. Èanôý Wright, then a schoolboy full of the

healthy schoolboy's hero-worship, retains a. vivid recollection of

Franklin's farewell visit to Mrs. Wright op the eve of this fatal

voyage, and recalls the cheery raillery with which he put aside

his ambitious young nephews entrelaty to be allowed to accom

pany him. No, my boy,' saîd he, we are not allowed to
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take any cats with us that can't catch mice.' One can
almost see the discomfiture of the youthfül volunteer and the

kind, twinkle in the stout old sailors eye.
As the time, however, drew near for his departure, that

strong but sober piety which was so marked an element
in his character was deeply stirred, and its' spirit breathes

impressively through his various letters of adieu to those
near ani dear to him. On the night before the vessels

sailed from. Greenhithe he took solemn and prayerful leave of
his father-in-law, then a very aged man, though not withýut
the expression of a hope, so complete had been Mr. Çriffin's
recovery -from a recent illness, that they might meet_-again

after his return. 'I wish,' he adds,'that you could see the,
ship now. She is about as clea-r as she will be a-t sea, and

quite ready for sailing; the officers and the t-rew all fine

young men and in excellent spirits. This day we had the

happiness of joining' together on'board in Divine worship,

to praise God for His past mercies and ïo implore His guiding

and protecting providence. In this spirit we all hope to

begin, continue, and end our voyage.'

A melancholy interest attaches, indeed, to all the letters jý*î,
written by him on the eve* of his departurefor-,this fàtal

voyage. All, or almost all, of them have been preserved,

not only of course those received from him by his wife

and daughter, his father-in-law, and ^,,his sisters, but also hià

friendly and hearty leave-takings of old friends like Mr.
Robert Brown and Sir James Ross. Their number, indeed,
when considered as an addition to the-voluminous correspân-
dence on matters; connected with týë expédition and his

preparations for ii, which he had to keep up incessantly for
the last. two or t1ifee months of his'stay in England, affords

striking testimony to his extraordinary energy. In the midst
of it all he seems to have been * for some time prostrated

by an attack of a malady of which the terribly debilitating
effects are better known in these days than they were in those
but hîs elasticity of spirits and mental if not physical recu-

perative powers triumphed even over the depression of in-
fluenza. His letters of farewell begin at Greenhithe; one or
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two, are sent frorn Aldborough, on the Sueolkcoast, a port
into which the two ships put for a day or two under stress of

weather ; frorn Stromýness he wrote several, and the last under
his hand-the final message received from hirn ere he passed

into that dark shadow which was so long in being dispersed-
is dated from Whalefish Island, off Disco, on the Greenland

coast.
Thus he writes to, Lady Franklin, under date of june

1845, from Stromness :- -

I was c1elighted last evening, on my arrival at dis anchorage,,to
receive ygur , very interesting letter, with those from Eleanor and

Sophy, and the papers accompanying them. It was especially grati-
fying to me to find that -you were not alarmed by the reports which
the newspapers had given of our position at AldborAgh, though they
appear to have caused the Admiralty to send me an order, if the NE.
winds continued, that I should i-mmediately proceed down Channel.

This was dated May 23, and sent to Harwich for Captain Stanley to
bring to me. He, however, did not overtake the ships before the

afternoon of the 29th, then to the north of Aberdeen. The return
to the Channel course was, in that position' -out of the question ;
indeed, the taking, the course we have done * has* never been a
question after leaving Aldborough. We have had only one other
strong breeze, and that off the Faroe Islands, in which during thick

weather we sepaýated from the Rattler and the transport. The old
Erebus and Terror, however, managed very well together, and were

making tolerable ýprogress when we were joined by the Blazer, and
afterwards rejoined by the Rattier (the two' steam-tu

1 gs). It is satis-
factory to perceive that the Erebus and Terror sail so nearly together

that they will be good company-keepers,, . The transport . , sails better,
than iÉer, but we must keep her close in hand goin'g across the

Atlantic. Our squadron is now anchored around us, and by to-
morrow afternoon wilf, 1 hope, have finished the little fittings we

require, and be ready t6 sail. I purpose retaining the two steamers
to tow us about thirty or forty miles off the land, when we must part

with them, but we shall be thankful for the assistance they have.
given us.

You will be glad to learn that the most experienced Davis Straits
seamen here and at Peterhead declare that wee are quite in time. This

intelligence ought to please Bèaufort and Sir James Ross. Mlat a
kind note the latter has sent me ! ...His conduct towards me has
been kind throughout as regards this expedition, and he has acted as a
man ought to do who is convinced that I should have spurned taking
the least advantage of him by proposing my services had he the greater
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desire to have gone. I was aware, for he told me, that the sugges-
tion was made to him that if he would go the next year the expedition
might be postponed for that time, and also that a ]Ïàr-o'netcy and a

good service pension were spoken of as an inducement for him ; but
I suspected then, and believe now, that each of these propositions was

suggested to hini by - and - as considerations and rewards
which would follow his acéeptance of the comrnand, and that they

had received no express aùthority t'o make them, as promises to be
immediately fulfilled. However, he néichly deserves these honours for

his past services. - I agree with him in the opinion that the navigation
of the Arct'ic Sea is not near so full of danger as that of the Antarctic,
nor, as far as I can learn, o(.,the Spitzbergen Sea. It is very consolatory
to me that you and my dear girl and Sophy have such correct views
of the nature of our service. It is one unquestionably attended with

-difficulties and dangers, but not greater than those of former voyages
and we may trust in Gods merciful support and protection if we seek
it, putting forth at the saine time our earnest endeavours to ý over-
comethem. IamflatteredbyS.'sreasonsfor-ihissupposingmesowell

fitted for the command of the expedition ; even in some respects, you
tell me, he thinks, better than Ross. I think perhaps that I have the
tact of keeping the officers and men happily together in a peater degree
than Ross, and for this reason : he is evidently ariabitious and wishes
to do everything himsel£ I possess not that feeling, but consider
tbat the commander of any service, having established his character

befàre, maintains it most by directing the exertions of his officers and
studiously encouraging them, to work under the assurance that their

merits- will be dù'ly brought forward and appreciated. S.'s remark
is a just one, that my officers are from a différent class of society and
better informed me-à than on any former expedition. So says Parry
and certainly, if we call to rnind those others who were with Ross,

there was scarcely one with the exception of Hooker above the
ordinary run of the service. However, I feel my responsibility the

greater from ha,ýing these men to govern, and pray God to aid nie in
this work. I have the satisfaction of perceiving that they all deor

to my opinion, even on points not immediately connected with ou'r
present pursuits. Fitzjames even looks surprised when it comes_ out
that I have been in this or that kind of, service, of which he had not
previously beený informed.

Then follows this resting and, as it rýust have been

afterwards felt to be soling testimony to the efficiency

and high qualities cýf his oflicers:-

The more I -see of Gore., the more convinced am I that in him. I
------ Éâve'a treasurýand a faithfül friend. I am particularly ple'ased with
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the manner in which he commenced and continues making the

sketches for you. I expect to derive very great assistance from. him

if we have to winter, from his previous knowledge of the Terror when

encumbered with ice. Stanley, who-is often with us, tells me he is a

very valuable fellow to have near you. 1 like the ice-master, Reid,

and so do the other officers. As he begins to féel himself approach-

ing the scéneý of his labours, he opens out and becomes communi-

cative on the subject of ice and its motions.

Crozier has not had the opportunities of being much on board, on

account of the weather ; but when he does come he is cheerfut and

happy, and seems to think we are making go*od priogress. He could

not bear the thought of gôing down Channel. Captain Smith, of the

Rattler,, has been uniformly attentive. Both he and his friend Mr.

Smith, the great improver if not the inventor of the screw, a pas-

senger on board, are quite delighted with the manner and speed in

which, against wind and swell, the Rattler has towed the Erebus and

Terror together. 'Yesterday she towed the Erebus alone in calm.

weather near six and a half miles an hour. This was proved on

repeated trials. . . .
. Let me now assure you, my dearest jane, that I am now amply

provided with every requisite for my passage, and that I am entering

on my voyage comfortéd with every hope of God's merciful guidance

and protection, and that He will bless and comfort and protect you,

my dearest, my very dear Eleanor, dear S'phyý and all my other

relatives. Oh, how much I wish I could write to each of thern to

assure them. of the happiness I féel in my officers, my crew, and my

ship ! 
1

Most heartily were these feelings reciprocated. Grozier,

as we know, was an old friend of Franklin's, had enjoyed his

hospitality in Tasmània, a nd had profited by the'enthusiastic

and untiring help rendered by him to the Antarctic expedi-

tion. But the other officers, whô had but just made their

commander's acquaintance, had already become equally at-

tached to him, and their letters of this period bear abundant

testimony to the respect and affection which their com-

mander inspired. Thus Fitzjames writes of him:-

I like a man who is in earnest. Sir John Franklin read the

Church servicetô-day and a sermon so very beautifully that I defy any

man not to féel theforce of what he would cofivey. The first Sunday

he read was a day or two before we sailed, when Lady Franklin and

his daughter and- niece attended * Every one was struck with his

extreme eamestness of manner, evidently proceeding from. real

conviction
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Aaain:-
t>

Sir John is delightfül, active, and energetic, and even now peýr-
severing. What he has been we all -now. I think it will turn out

that he is in no ways altêred. He is full of conVersation and inte-
resting anecdotes of his former voyages. I would not làse him for the
command of týe expedition, for I have a real regard, 1 might say
affection for him, and believe this is felt by all of us.

In a later letter he writes

Sir John is full* of life and energy, with good judgment and a
capital memory-one of the best I know. His convérsation is.
delightfui and most -instructive, and of all men he is the most

fitted for the command of an enterprise requiring sound sense
and great perseverance. 1 have learnt much from. him, and consider
mysëlf m-ost fortunate in being with such a man, and he is, full of
benevolence and kindness withal.

Here again is valuable testimony to his powers as well as
to his attractions:

We are very happy and very fond of Sir John Franklin, who im-
proves very much as we -Qme to Êâow more of him. He is anything
but nervous or fidgety-in fact, I should say rernarkable for decision

in sudden emergencies ; but I should think he might be easily

persuaded when he has not already formed a strong opinion.

Another and a younger officer -Ith--.whom Franklin was

no less popular sings his pra-ises-éq-ually warrnly if with some-

what too much of the irreverence of youth ; and we ought

also perhaps to take' his years into account as q C alifying

what seerns a rather exaggerated estirnate of his commander's

advanced age. In one of Mr. Gouch's letters beginning

appropriately enough in the familiar schoolboy tone, we find

the following:

Old Franklin is an, exceedingly good old chap-alY-a-r-ë quite
delighted with him--and very clever. He is q' ite a Bislw .

u p" We have

Church morning and evening on Sûndays, the ëvening service in the

cabin to allow the watch that'could not attend in thé forenoon. -We

all go both times. Gives sermons out of bis sermon books, and I can

assure you adds a great deal himsel£ They say they would sooner

hear bim. than half the parsons in England. He has three-[officers, of

course-jnot parsonsi every day to dinner with him, and when the

weather permits the captain and officers of the Terror. He ordered



stock and wine to be laid in enough for four '.!' eVéry day, and for a
cabin-füll twice a week for three years. So you see what -a liberal

old man he is.

The coast of Greenland was reached by the beginning of

July, and the work of pr'visioning the' ships with the stores

which had been conveyed in the transports now commenced.

The voyage had, as usual, a rapidly restorative'ýefféct upon

Franklin's health. In his last letter from this station» his

sister, Mrs. Wright; after describing the morale and spirit of

his officers in -enthusiastic terms, he continues:-

I rejoice likewise to say - that the coming to sea has ent4rely
removed my cough, and that my health is so good that thç officers
often exclaim. that I- am quite a différent-looking person since I
sailed. When they first became known to me I was sufféring frorn the
severe influenza which first sent me to, Brighton.

CI

To his friend Mr. Robert Brown, under a date a few days

earlier than the above-quoted letter, he had ýwritten in the

sarne buoyant strain

Here we are, having been one month from. Stromness. Busy,ýs
bees, and, like those useful animals, laying in plenty of stores. We hope
to get our portion from. the transport this evening, and then we shall
have on board three complete years of provisions and fuel. The
ships, hýowever, are very deep, *hich is of little consequence, as the
sea is for the most part smooth when there is much ice, and by the
time we get to Behring Strait or through the winter we shall be in
good sailing trim and have room. to stretch out our limbs, which we
have hardly room. now to do, so perfectly full is every hole and
corner.

The Danish authorities, are all absent from. Disco making their r
tours of inspection, so that I have not been able to, make inquiries as 1
to the ice at the fountà in head ; but I have conversed with an i ntelli- V
gent man, a carpenter, who is in charge at a station near the anchor-
age, and learnt from. him that, though the last-winter was unusually C

severe, the spring was not later than usual, ýind that the ice 1.
broke away from. the land here about the close of April. He had c
alsounderstood that the ice had separated from. the land as fàr north Aý-

as 730 lat. early in june, from. which circ ' umstance he considers that ai
we shall have a favourable passage to Lancaster Sound-which is the a'.
limit of his knowledge. . .

W-hat I most féar respecting my wife is that, if we do not return
at the time she has fixed in* her mind, she may become very anxious, fi
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and I shall in such a case be greatly obliged to my friends to remind
her that we day be so circumstancèd at the end of the first winter

and even of the second as to wish to try some other part in case we have
not previously succeeded,'and, bavirýg abundance of provisions and
fuel, we may do that with saféty. In order to prevent too great
anxiety either on her part or that of my daughter, theyý should be
encouraged not to look for ou'r arrival earnestly till our provisions
get short. -. . . Our next chance of writing may be by a whaler, if we
chance to meet any ; if not, this note must convey to you the.senti-
nients of affection and esteem which I fée]. for you. May God bless

"'You 1

From Whalefish Island, in Disco Bay, came the last letter

which his wife was ever to, receive from him. It covers

sixteen closely written sides of quarto paper, and is indeed

a methodically kept journal of his stay at this last station of

equipment and preparation for his voyage-a stay extending

over some ten or twelve days. He was still at sea, about

thirty miles from the coast of Greenland, when; oni JuLy i,

the entries on these faded, loncr-treasured sheets commence :-

" I begin the month in your service. Our voyage hitherto has
been favourable. The passage across tbe Atlantic was, as psual,

attended with strong breezes, and these generally from the west and
south-west, so that making our -way across we were led to the n'rth

and even carried within ' sixty, miles of Iceland before we could get past
Cape Farewell, but we did-4aot see Iceland. It would have been
contrary to the long experience of Greenland seamen if we had gone
round Cape Farewell unattended by a gale. We had a very strong one
from the south, with much sea, which drove us rapidly past the Cape
on the2 2nd of June,--and continued to favour us till the25t-h of June,
when the gale gave placeýto calm. The we'ather, which had been thick,
nowbecame clear, and we obtained our first view of the shores of Green-

lànd, distant about forty miles; the astronomical observation told us it
was'land in the neighbourhood of Lichtènfels. Heré, to our surpnse,
we found a bank of forty fathoms water, 'on which we caught many
codfish. Here also we communicated with an English brig which
had sailed from Shetland the same day we left the Orkneys, and had

come out to, procure salmon in some of-the fiords. . . . From the
last date to this time we have -been generally in sight of the coas4
advancing gradually to the north, aided by light winds, as also we
are now doing.

The calm wieather and smooth water had been specially

favourable tý the -dredgings of Mr. Goodsir, who was attached,

0 M Pmm ý 'w ý



it should have been mentioned, to the Erebus, in the capacity
of naturalist.

The magnetic observations are likewise carried on with zeal and
energy by Fitzjames, who never omits an, opportunity of obtaining

them. Each officer, in fact, directs his attention to sortie point or
other of inquiry or observation, and it is this mode of fixing theïr

energies specifically that I have encouraged in them, and shall con-
tinue to do so, as it is the best means of. the expedition obtaining
results on Iscientific] points. I impress at thé same time upon them
the assurance that these individual exertions will prove their best
claim to the- favourable notice of the Admiralty. Of'this they are all
aware, so likewise are they that I shall have pleasurt in bringing their

services duly before the- proper authorities. I shall ', be excused by
you if I add- that it is gratifying to nîe to know thatthey have the
confidence in nie that I shall do them justice. ...We have, however,
as yet seen but very few icebergs, aAà none of large size. The land
we have seen is generally bold and picturesque, with openings that
indicate , the entrances into the différent fiords which indent the

whole coastý There appqars less snow on the lower parts of the hills-,
than I had expected to see there. We hope to hear from the Danish
commandant at Disco what had been the ýrevailin winds during
the winter and spring, and in what state he supposes the ice to be
now to the north and north-wést, and where the whalers are.

After I had issued such written ordéis as 1 thought necessary for
the internal discipline and arrangements of the ship, as well as the
instructions to the officers respecting the various observations which

they would be required to make, and for their general guidance, 1
devoted myself'toý the preparation of a code of signals to be used

between thé-Erebu's and Terror when amongst Me ice after parting
from the transp6rt, and in this duty I was mainly assisted by'Parrys

signals in a similar situation, which he had most kindly- lent ni-e.
Indeed, I had little more to do than to introduce into his code some
signals that are relatéd to the st'eam machinery with which we are

furnished. These first duties oýer 1 have employed my time in
carefully reading again the voyages of the eocrlier navigators- as given
in Barrow's collection of them, and still better in the numbers of the

Cabinet Library,' article 1 Polar Seas and Regions.' You will con-
clude, of course, that Parry's voyages have not been overlooked, nor

Ross's (Sir John, I mean), in this examination,'and yesterday I spent'
the morning most agreeably ip: reading the letters which you had
kindly collected and put into my writing-desk, sâme qf which 1
find to contain opinions and discussions of Richardson and myself
on, the very objects of my present expedition which will be useful to
me. The despatches of Dease and Simpson to the Hudson Bay Con,-
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pany, and the letters of Richardson and myself to the Geographical
Society and Beaufort, on which Back's last expedition was based, are

also among them ;j these likéwise will be serviceable to me. These
readings I consider matters of duty, -but I occasionally take up some
-of the interesting little volumes with-which you furnished my library.

fhave begun, since leaving England, reading a chapter of the Old
Testament with the commentaries of Henry upon it, whidh I hope to
continue. The Sunday is by all observed properly. We have Divine
service on the màin deck every forenoon, and in the evening of that

day all those who choose, and are not on watch, may attend the
service in my cabin, which in fact all do, and a- most interesting

assembling of ourselves together it has proved and will, I trust, prove
in future to be. It is a source of sincere aratification to me when I

think upon your prayers ascending with Eleanor's and -mine for our
mutual protection, and for God's'blessing on each other. The heart

is refreshed and comforted by such thoughts, and strengthened for
the faithfül discharge of our relative duties.-._,.

JuIY 4.-We arrived àt the anchorage in-"Whalefish Island at four
this morning, which, but for thick and blowing weather, we should,

have -reached on ýhe eveninor of the 2nd, thus making one months
passage froin- Stromness. We made our appearance off Lievely, the
residence of the Governor of Disco, on the evening of the 2nd,

though we could not communicate with him. The next, day proved
beautifully fine, which afforded us an opportunity of examining the
state of the ice in the Waysgat Passage before we came in here. It

was satisfactory to find from this news that the ice thereabout had
broken up, though enormous masses were floating about.
As Parry has described our anchorage, so have we found it to

be, a most snug place for'clearýng the tranýport: (which is now along-
side for that purpose) as well as -for the magnetical and astronomical
observations which have very soon corrimenced, under Crozier and
Fitzjames, on the same spot which Parry occupied in 1824. 1
accompanied Mr. Le Vesconte to the top of the highest land, that we

might procure a view of the groups of islands and rocks in this
neighbourhood, and take bearings for placing them on the chart.
Nothing can be more sterile than these islands are, a mere collection
of rocks with a few mosses and swamp-loving plants in the water-
courses. Mosquitoes, however, are most abtindant àhd of large size.
I have not yet ýheard many complaints made as to their biting.

JuZY 5. -This is à Danish station, at which live several Esquimaux.
The officer in charge of them is now absent at Lievely, where the
Governor-in-Chief -resides, so that I can give no ac"count of the

,establishment at present. The Esquimau'x came off before we
entered the harbour, and two of thern piloted the-Erebus to the
anchorage by keeping their canoes just ahead of;:ýýthe ship. This
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morning we-had a visit from their wives and children. Ail of them
had'clean-washed faces, and hair neatly combed and put up. Their
dresses were likewise clean and good, some of thein of sealskin and
the others of cotton. Ail the grâ wn women had handkerchiefs on
their heads, procured, I presume, froin the Danes. The Danish

Government, ôr perhaps merchants of that country, have several
colonies on this side of Creenland, at whîch they procure furs, seal-
skins, and oil from the natives. At each of these establishments,
I believe, are missionaries for the religious instruction of the
Esqui ' maux, several of whom. are Moravians. Mr. La Trobe could

perhaps give you more information than I can as to the latter esta-
blishments.- The Esquimaux who have been on board appear to me
cleaner in their dress and persons than those I have before met,

which shows, I think, that attention is paid to tÉem in this respect. I
haveto-day employed two of them to convey a letter which I have

written to the Governor at Disco. One man would noi underfak,e to
go across the bay (twenty miles) alone. Each went in his own canoe
it, in fact, holds but one. -SundayjuCi 6.-The messengers returned this afternoo'-n with a
letter from, the officer in charge at Lievely, who communicated to me
thaï, not-understanding English, he had been unable to read my letter.
He, hoviéyer, refèrred me to the coxswain of a boat which had crossed
over froin Disco, whom, he begged me to acquaint whether he could
render me any assistance from Disco. This man I saw, as well as a
still more intelligent person, a carpenter, and from. the latter received
the information that, from the last winter having been severe and the
winds high, and from the ice having broken up hereabouts early in

May, our prospects, he thought, were favourable as to getting to
Lancaster Sound. He had heard that our whalers were off the

Woman's Islands in 740 -oftourse, shall rjoice to find his
opinion correct, as the getting into Lancaster Sound early and across
the barrier of ice in Baffin's Bay will be great points attained. It

seems the Governor of Lievely is absent on leave. The inspector is
also away, at some othe.r station, and there is a supercargo only in

charge; so that in ail pTobability I shall gain no further infôr'm-ation
than we ha-ýe aained aIready froin these parties.

I we'nt after church to-day on shore to visit the Esquimaux' huts
and tents, which with one dwellinÈ-house have received the designa-
tion of a station. It belongs to the.Danish Government, and ihere
are belonging to it 130 Esquimaux, ail of whom except thirty are
away catching seals. I have already mentioned their being comfort-
ably dressed and apparently well tàken cýre of by the Danes, and I'

was delighted thât- mâny of them. read their Bibles, and that the
children are taught at school'to read and perhaps to write. One of
the turf-built huts, which I observed to be fitted up -- with seats and
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forrns, was pointed out to me aý the schoolroom. There was
nothing to invite your staying long in a seal-catching sÎation, and,

therefore, I stayed but little longer in many of these huts than to ask

the questions I wished to have answered. The parties I prefer seeing

alongside of the shipsapart from the odours that surround their

residences.

MondaYi JuIY 7. 'Still busily employed clearing the transport,
which we shall not be able to empty to-day. We * are cramming the

ships as full as possible ; both care and time are requisite to make the

best stowage. This necessary delay is favourable for the magnetic

and other observations which are carrying forward on shore, and it

will be satisfactory to Colonel Sabine to know that the results by the

observers from both ships accord very well. I have no doubt Crozier

and Fitzjames will write to him on magnetic matters. I shall also

writê to him. I shall also write to Richardson, and send him tracings

of two rare fish which 0 Mr. Goodsir thinks he will be glad to

have

I, yesterday saw Fitzjarnés making a sketch of the harbour, of

which he intends sending you a copy. Mr. Gore has made a very

faithfül drawing for you of our parting with the Blazer and Rattler,

and of thern cfieering the Erebus, which he has kindly fiamed also,
My own contribution to your Arctic stores is a pair of sealskin

boots, made by one of the Esquimaux, and I send Eleanoi 4hd

Sophy pockets for holding a watch, also made of sealskin, as specimens

of the ferhale work. Lieutenant Griffiths, the agent of the transport,

will kindly take charge of them for you. I shall ask 'him to call at

Bedford Place, for the purpose of seeing you or some member of the

family. He is an intelligent person, and will give you full particulars

of our progress hithertô. . . .

I had written t:s far when Mr. Gore brought me in the sketch

of our present anchorage for you, taken frorn the opposite side to,

that-hy Captain Fitziames, The two ship's together are the Erebus

and transport, and the single one the Terror. It is a correct

represenfation of the land and of our position. Almost immediately

afterwards Captain Fitzjames brought me his sketch to look at,

which he will himself send you. This istaken frorn Boat Island, in

which Parrytook his ob$ervations, as our officers are now doing. It

will, therefore, be an interesting momento of the scene to show him.

I féel much gratified by the kind feelings of the offiéers towards

you-, and I am sure there is nothing they.w-'ould not do to please you.

Hitherto I have invited them with regularity to- dinner-Fitzjames

daily-and I shall continue to do so until we get to the ice, or in a

situation"when neither I nor th 1 ey may be able toi spare the time. for

siýt ing down to diiiner. I have got the iaster of the transport to,

spare what wine he could, sugar and coffée, which amounts tO 71. 2S. .. .
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Tuesday, July S.-Still unloading the transport. If we do not
quite complete -this job fo-day we shall be able to do so early to-
morrow, and at least to ascertain whether one if not both ships can

carry all she has on -board for them. Of this we are certain, that the
two ships will have on board three years' supply of provisiong, fuel,
and clothing.

Anà then, with that solicitude for the mental repose of

those he was leaving behind him, which was never long absent

from, his riiind or utterances, he continues

I mention this the more particularly that you may not have the
slightest appréhension respecting our welfare, though we should have
to, winter twice ; and with respect to, this point let me entreat you and

Eleanor not to be too anxious, for it is, very possible 'that our pro-
spects of success and the health of our officers, and men might justify

ýour passing a second winter in these régions-. If we do not succeed
in.our attempt, we shall try in other places, and through God's bless-

ing we hope to set the question at rest. Parry, Ross, and Richardson
will be the best pers6hs to consult on every occasion that you may feel

anxious, each of whom will give you thé result of their judgment and
,expérience and advise you in every way.

Wenesday, july 9.-1 had this evening the pleasure of knowing
that all our stores had been rëceived on board fronvthe transport ; b
the difficulty now is where they are to, be stowed. A very la e
portion of them will have to, be secured on deck, but, as we hav eýyg

little sea in these high nortýhçrn parts, that will not matter. ilel

FKday, Jùýi ri. -Another lotely day 
e ar fù Iv occu_

in which w e ly occu-
pied in filling up every hole and -Orner of the ship with storès. The
transport will soon remove froin alorigside to make her own prepara-
tions for sailing, and in order to leave us roorrý.te swing the ýhips and

find the déviations of the needle on each point of the compass-as
-%vas done-.tt Greenhithe. I have written to Sabine and Parry, to each
of my sisters, to Sophy, your sister Mary and your aunt, and I think
every other letter which appears to, me of importance to, write. ...
The transport has removed from us and will sail to-morrow.

Saturday, July 12.-This is another lovely and clear day, which
makes me desirous of getting away, which I think we * shall 'do to-

night,'for both ships are now busy--in -swinging to obfain the dip and
déviation of the compass, which is our last opération in harbour.

I have just written the sketch of my official, letter to the Admiralty
for Mr. Gsmer to copy. Fitýjames has seen the draff'and approves

of it. It is short, and only gives those points the Admiralty wish toý- 1- -has begged me to, présent the kind remem-ré , ceive. Mr. Osmer
branèes of all the officers to you. Be assured that you have their best
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wishes, and I feel confident of havingtheir cordial co-operation. This
observation may also be applied to Crozier and the officers of the

Terror. I hope Crozier has written to you, and I have no -doubt
that he was desirous of doing it.

I trust that I have not omitted any point that you wished to be
informed upon. If so, exercise our own excellent judgment if it

relates to any of our personal. matters. This also, I Particularly wish
yqu to do with regard to my dear Eleanor and Gell, if the latter should

come home and get settled before my return. They will both prove

blessinds and comforts to you and to me. I have written to each of
my dearest friends to comfort and assist you with thýir best counsel.

To the Almighty care I commit you and dear Eleanor. I trust H-e will
shield yqu under His wings and grant the continual aid of His Holy

Spirit. Again, that God may bless and support you both is and will
be the constant prayer of your most affectionate ýusband,

JOHNFRANKLIN.

And with this last message of benediction to

nearest and dearest to him, the voyager set sail for the

Eternal Shore.
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CHAPTER XXI

TOWARDS NO EARTHLY POLE

1845-1848

ONE more glimpse of the two vessels and of their devoted
crews was - yet to, be given to the world. They were seen

and. _Spoken -with by a whaler twelve days after their depar-
ture fr om *their anchorage in- Disco Bay,"and Captain Dannet's

record of the fact was duly published in England three îftonths

later. A London newspaper of October:27 printed the sub-
joined extract fýôrn the log of the whaling ship in question

Sir John Franklin's Expedition-Prince of Wales, Davis Straits.
Melville Bay: JUIY 26, 1845.

At 8 P.m. recéived on board ten of the chief officers of the ex-
pedition under command of 'Captain Sir John Franklin, of the

Terror and Erebus. Both ships' crews are all well, and in remark-
able spirits, expecting to finish the opera'tion ' good time. They
are made fast to, a large iceberg, with a temporary observatory fixed

upon it. They were in latitude 74' 48',longitude 660 13' W.

It was to be manyy'ears before any human hand'should
lift the veil of mystery which descended between the explorers

and their coüntrvmen when the Erebus'afid Terror faded
î from the view of Îhe whaler as she sailed southward through

Baffin's Bay. Nor, indeed, was that veil ever to, be completely
raised at all. Such certain., .or at any rate such historic,

knowledge as we possess of the movements and fortunes of
the two ill-fated vessels is scanty in the extreme. The only

evidence under the hands of .the crews themselves consists of
the manuscript entries and marginal inscriptions on an Ad-

miralty « bottle paper, not found till fourteen years-later ; and
by a curious mischance this solitary and, fragmentary record

actually contains a demonstrably mistaken assignment of the

sf
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date of a year. For the rest, the particulars of the tragic

story have had to be filled in from the more or less probable
conjectures founded by other Arctic explorers on this narrow
basis of ascertained fact.

At the very outset of the narrative. we are met by the
necessity of furnishing a hypothetical explanation for an
ascertained but unexpected fact. It is known from the docu-
ment above mentioned that the route ready taken by the
expedition during the summer Of 1845 was other than that

contemplated by Franklin excèpt in the last resort. And
this, too, although there was not only nothing to, foreshadow
the necessity of -this change of route, but, on the contrary,
there was substantive ground for anticipat-ing that the original

plan would be found practicable. Writing from Whale-
fish Island on July i, i, 'Fitzjames reports 'under date of the
6th of that month A man jyst come over from Lievely,- a
Datie -who has married an Eskimo, says that they believe it

to, be one of the mildest seasons and earliest summers ever
known, and that the ice is clear away from this to Lancaster
Sound. Keep this to yourself, for Sir John is naturally very
anxious that peqple in England should not be too sanguine
about the season. Besides, the papers would have all sorts of
stories not true. I do believe that we have a good chance of
getting through tbis season if it is to be done at all.' The in-
formation thus quoted must have been welcome hearing to

Fitzjames, for in his diary a few days before we find the entry
'In talking to.Sir John Franklin, whose memory is as good

as his judgment appears to, be correct, it appears that one

great dîfficulty is to get from where--we are to-'Lancaster ---------------
Sound ; Parry was fortunate enough in his first voyage-to
sail right across in nine or ten days, a thing unheard of before

or since. In his next voyaee-h-e was fiftyl7ýOur dayý toiling
through fields, of ice, ald did not get in tilr-September, yet

Lancaster Sound is the point we look to as the beginning of

work. If we are fortunate we shaIl be there by August i,
whiéh will be tim'e enough; sooner would probably put us

among the clearing ice.2

Nevertheless it'seems certain that their Danish informant
f

A A
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must have been mistaken, and that this reputedly mildest of
seasons and earliest of summers' turned out, in fact, to, be

specially unfavourable to Arctic navigation. On july 26,

three weeks after this was written, and only five days before
the date when Fitzjames hoped to be at the mouth of Lan-
caster Sound, we ààd the Erebus and Terror moored, as has

been seen, to, an iceberg in Melville Bay-that is to, say, still on
the Greenland coast, and with all the breadth of Baffin's Bay
between them and the point which the.ý looked to as the
beginning of their---ork.' The only possible inférence is that'
the ice lad proved to - be unusually late in clearing, and that
the start to, cross hàd had tole deferred till several weeks
after the normal period of the year.

What sort of a passage they made of it is not known, nor
at wha't ex-,

date they reached Lancaster Sound-; but their
periences after entering that waterway were presüiààh1yrý_-_____
appointing. , It is not stated ïn--the---record to which refèrence

has been made that they found it impossible to proceed
further westward than Wellington Channel, but it is difficult-

to imagine -any other cause. for Franklins turning to the
northward instead of holding on his coursethrough Barrow--

Strait. His instructions from the Admiralty were to traverse
that strait and then bear to the south-westivard, and he him-

self, in a letter already quoted, declared in the most distinélt
manner that he should only enter Wellington Channel in

the event of finding westward. or south-westward navigation
impracticable.

The poiiit is of so much importance,and the course taken
by the ships during their first season-which, so far as regards
the search for a north-west passage, was a'season lost-may
have so, momentously affected the ultimate faté of the
expedition, that it is desirable to recapitulate as briefly as-=A À

0ssible the plans and resolutions discussed in the last
chapter. In Franklins original proposal to Lord Had- r

dington, it was observed, it may be remembered, -that 1 the
discoeveries of Parry and Ross have narrowed the parts in

which the paýsage should be sought' to ' that space between
-and Bankss Land of Parry where, I shouldCape Walker c
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iecommend the trial first to, be made, and in case of the
passage not being forced in that direction, then to the north-
ward by the Wellington Channel.' But, as we Ïfterwards saw

from his ý letter to Mr. Elliot, he, had, after further considera-
tion ancf -inquiry, modified his original proposal. To have
kept a straight course from Cape Walker to Banks -Land
would have led them to the channel afterwards discovered

by McClure, if indeed the route to it had been traversable ;
but ý,-the difliculties likely to be met with in these waters
had evidently occurred or been represented to him, and his

thoughts were now turned in a more soùth-westerly direction.
Hé spoke of endeavouring to proceed as directly as possible
to Behring Strait by taking a course to the south-westward

after -passing Cape Walker.- The space to the south of
Banks Land and the islands which are close to- the main
Coast of America is, he wrote, " entirely unknown.' 'l We are as
yet ignorant whether it is "occupied by detached islands or
by a large extent of land stretching north from the coast of

America. This in itself is a-geographical question desirable
to be settled. We hope, however, to find it in that state

which will admit of a passage to the westward? The former
of these tWo hypotheses 'was of course the correct one.
Banks Land, as we know, is divided from the American con-
tinent not by a group of detached islandà, but by a large
extent of land 'tretching north from the coast of America-
to wit, that vast rhomboidal mass, to the northern, the south-

western, and the south-eastern parts of which the names of
Prince Albert Land, Wollaston Land, and Victoria Land have

been'respectively given. In this direction, again, if they had
been able to take it, it is conceivable that success might have

awaited them ; for they would perhaps have struck Prince of
Wales's Strait, into which McClure penetrated some years

later in his ýeastward voyage from Behring Strait, and so have
reversed the course of the first actual navigator of a north-west
passage.

The question, however, ý1s, not as to what would ' or might
have been the results of takink a south-westerly-to-southerly

course, but as to what were the expectationý based by
AA2
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Franklin on the selection of such a route. - And it is clear
that these expectations were so strong as to make it pretty
certain that nothing short of positive necessity would have
induced him, to abandon a plan thus hopefully regarded, and

71
191, to exchange it for one which he had consistently spoken of

as the less elizible alternative. In short, the whole probabilities
of the case appear to favour. the view, since generally accepted
by Arctic authorities, that it was the absolute compulsion -of
the impassable, encountering him in.- Barrow Strait, which

deflected Franklin's course to, the north-westward, in the
season Of 1845. He had, in fact, to choos e* between ex-

ploring Wellington Channel and going into winter quarters

ï even before the autumn had set in.
What their- experiences were during the few weeks of the

season still remaining to them we have fairly sufficient means of
judging. They must have sailed northward until what is now
known as Grinnell Land rose ahead of them, and must then

have turned to the westward into Penny Strait. No doÙbt
their idea was, as suggested by Admiral Sherard Osborn,' to.
try for a north-about passage round the Parry Islands, and
they continued to pass up the strait as far as progress was
possible in the hope of- reachi'ng an open or navigable sea-
But they doubtless found, as (writes Admiral Osborn) 1 we
found in 18 5 2, a wide expanse of water much choked up with
ice extending from the head of Wellington Channel to, the

westward for hundreds of miles.' Thus,,again baffled, the
ships' heads were turned southward, and, holding on this

course, -the explorers found that the land to the west of Wel-
lington Channel was iniular, and that the stiàitwhichý they
had now entered divided it from what has since been kno win as
Cornwallis Island. Through this waterway they continued
to pursue their course, and eventuall found themselves once
more in Barrow Strait at a distance of about one hundred
miles wee of the point at which they had quitted it, thus effect-
ing the first of those contributions to geographical knowledge
which the various ex editions afterwards despatched in search

of the missing vessels were so largely tà increase.
It is probable that by the time they issued fiom Corn-

a M 'M"e eý'ý e éýI
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wallis Strait it was too late in the year for further operations.
They accordingly retraced their course to the eastward in

search of eligible winter quarters, which they found at
Beechey Island, in a bay near the mouth of the Wellington

Channel, on the south coast of the much larger insular' mass

known as'North Devon. Here they, made such preparations

for the long -and dreary season which lay before thera as - the

experience of their commander suggested and as their means

allowed. No doubt the winter was spent, under the circùm-
'ýstances, comfortably enough. They had well-found,.ships, a
beloved and trusted leader, and the unabated inspirýÙ_oh-of
their hopes. . A few eager- spirits might have been disap-

pointed by the comparatively slight progress which had been

made;- -but the more experienced among the party could
hardly have shared the exaggerated expectation -- tbga*r too

sanguine shipmates, and the time had been far too short to,

have raised a-ny prestimption, even in the least hopeful minds,

against their future success. At the worst, they had had a

bad exploring season, and better luck was to be looked for in

the coming year. Moréover, their labours even thus far had

not been altogether fruitless. In their passage up Wellington

Channel and. down the new strait to, the west of Cornwallis

Island they had explored and mapped Out 300 miles of new

coast-line ; and, above all, they had already reached a point

divided from the southern line Of exploration by no more

than 250 miles of hitherto, untraversed water. For it was but

this distance which separated them from that portion of the

American' coast along which Dease and his companions had

made their eastward way sorne d en years before; and the

crew§ of the Erebus and Terroriýiâd"-already, it maybe, in

imagination, traversed this intervening -belt of the unknown

and reached that point on the chart to whiclý Éranklin had

once pointed, with the words, « If I can but'get down there,

My work is done; thence it's plain sail*-n'g to, the westward.'

In the course of the winter of 1845-6 the explorers lost

three of their number, two seamen who died, in january, and

a marine, whose death followed à few months later. They

werè-buried on the island, and the discovery of their graves
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five years later supplied the.,ý-first clue-not, however, to be
successfülly followed till long after-to the course taken by
the lost e-kpedition. e

.As soon as the season of 1846 was sufficiently advanced,

which would not bé, it is thought, until july or August, the

ships resumed their voyage to, the westward, but were not
now to, proceed so, far in that direction as Franklin had

thought theymight be compelled to do. It was nothecesgary

for them, as in the plan hé had sketched out for 'Lord

Haddington, to make for « the space between Cape -Walker
and Banks's Land of Parry.' The event shows that Franklin

only suggested this south-westward route because àt that
time no passage leading more directly southward was

known. It-was due southward, as has been -said, that his

gaze was perpetually ýurned, for, the straighter the course he

could take towards the north coast of the American continent.,
the sooner --Ould he reach the already explored waterway

which led to Behring Straît. He had not much westing to
do in the summer of 1846 before coming upon the southward-
leading channel of which he was in search. -He came upon
it before reaching Cape Walker, or indeed before attaining
the longitude of the northward-leading channel from which

he had emerged in the autumn of the previous year. This

new and welcome avenue to, the south divided North
Somerset, which had been hitherto supposed to extend at
least as far as Cape Walker, from what is now known as

Prince of Wales's Island, and its entrance has since received

the name of Peel Sound, while-that 'of Franoklin Strait has

been given to, its southerly portion.

Down this channel, then, they shaped their course, full, no

doubt, of exultation at having found a passage which seemed

to lead so directly to their wished-for goal. The wéather

however, and the conditions of navigation generally must

have been highly unfavourable, judging from the small pro-

gress made by them, or rather from the short peniod. during

which, qp -wu afterwards learnt from their only discovered

record, ïhe y . were abre to advance. For it appears from this'

document that their voyaging Of -1846, and indeed their



carthly voyaging altogether, was - brought to, a close on
Septembýr 12 in that year, so, that, according to, all calcula-

tions, they could not have had more, and may have had con-
siderably less, than two clear months of travel. During this
period they succeeded in accomplishing only between two and

three hundred miles of southing from »the entrance of Peel«
Sound, though every mile of thetoast-line on either hand
represente d so, much addition to geographical knowledge.

Emerging rom the mouth of Franklin Channel into the
wider-one fears that they could hardly be called the open-

waters to the southward and skirting the western shores of

Boothia Felix, the Erebus and Térror held on their toilsome

way until the early days of September. Btit on the 12th of

that month thegallant struggle of the two vessels came-to an
end fôr ever. The ice cloied ', immovably round them in lat.

7CR 5' N. and long. 980 23', _ànd from, that day forward its

deadly embrace was never fýt'*,à moment relaxect For the
awful period Of 5 87 days from, early', September in 1846 until

late April in 1848, the hapless crew§. were held fast in an icy

prison, from which at last the desperate remnane of them

broke out ânly to, die.

To winter in the pack is, of course, no very uncommon

experiencein Arctic travel. Nay, to be inextricably beset

for more than one winter was not unheard of It happened,

as we know, to, the Rosses in their extraord-inary Arctic

adventures of 1829-33. For thrce years the Victory was

frozen up in her first winter quarters on the east coast of
Boothia Felix, although every attempt was made to release

her, til-1 in 1832 she had to, be abandoned, when her crew,

making their way northward up Prince Regent Inlet in the

vain hope of falling in with some stray whaler, would in all

probability have perished'of starvatioin had they not been

supporte d, through their fourth winter by the stores and pro-

visions which had been landed by Parry at a point on the

eastern shore 6f-North Somerset from the wreck of the Fury

in those waters' eiglit years before. The escape, however, of

the Rosses and-their return to England in 1833 amazed their

frienàs like a resurrectio'n from, the grave. It was -without

'ACK1846 BESET IN THE P
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precedent in the history of Polar exploration, nor has anything

like it ever since occurred. The Vktory, again, was a small

vessel, carrying not many mouths to feed and victualled for

four years. The stores of the Erebus and Terror could only

last for three winters, and to have their movements -, thus

arrested in the autumn Of 1846 would throw the whole 'of

their remaining work on the short exploring seepn of the

followiiig year. Unless by the end of 1847 they fiad either

found their wae fhrough into the Pacifid or had reached some

point on the, Arctic coast of Ameflica at which they could

winter in the èomfortable certainty of being able to make
ing spring, they would have, they

Behrin Strait in the follow

knew, to réturn home, if they ever returned at all, deféated in

their search for a north-west passage.

Their anxieties, howevër, wére not confined to the future

alone; for their present situation must, -to men familiar with

the aspects of Arctic icefields, have given rise to'grave mis-

givings. The ice-stream in which they had found themselves

after passing the southern point of Prince of Wales's Island

ils one of the most powerful and dangerous in all the Polar

regions, as more than one of the search expeditions were

afterwards to find. Admiral Sherard Osborn writes, iin his

'Narrative of the Last Voyage of Franklin:'

If we open a chart of the Arctic Regions, it will be observed that
westward of the Parry Islands and Baring Island there is a wide sea
whose limits are as yet unknown, and the ice which encumbers it

has never yet been traversed by ship or sledge. All those navigators,
Collinson and McClure in their ship, and Médiintock and Mecham

with their sledges, who have with much difficulty and danger skirted
along the southern and eastern -edge of this truly frozen- sea, mention
in terms of wonderrnent the stupendous thickness and massive pro-
portions of the vast floes with which it is closely packed. It was
between this truly polar ice and the steep cliffs* of Banks Land that
Sir Robert McClure fairly fbughý his way in, the memorable voyage
of the Investigator. It was in the narrow and tortuous lane of water

left between the low beach line of North America and the wall of ice
formed by the grounded masses of this fearful pack that the gallant

Collinson carried, in the Enterprise, by way of Behring
1-1852 and 1853,

Strait, to and from the further "shores of Victoria Land ; and it was
in the far north-west of the Parry group that McClintock and Mecham,
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with their sledges, in 1853 gazed, as Parry had doné five-and-thirty
years before, on that pack ice to which all that tbey had seen in the sea

between Prince Patrick Land and the Atlantic was a mere bagatelle.

The -vastness of these ice masses is not due to any special

intensity of cold in these latitudes, but to the ýwant of any

large direct communication between that portion of the Polar

Sea and the warmer waters of the Pacific and Atlantic

Oceans. * The channels connecting it with fhe latter are ex-

ceedingly # tortuous and much barred with islands ; ità only

connection with the former is by Behring Strait, the waters

of which are 1 so shallow that the Polar ice, which. has been

found to dmw as much as sixty and eighty feet of water

and to, have hurnmocks upon it of a hundred feet in height,

generally -grounds -in it until thawed away by the action of

the Pacific Gulf Stream!

Stili, of course, this ice-sea sullenly obeys the law by which

the Polar waters are ever drifting towards the torrid zone, and

although the accumulation of ice every winier exceeds its

dissolution, its masses are eve * r slowly rnoving towards the

south. The march, however, is so slomi as to resemble rather

the movement of a land glacier than ' of a Polar pack. Its

frozen billows; are seldom if ever broken by lanes of water, still

less by clear spaces of sea; indeed, so compact and impene-

trable is it that as yet no navigator has ever succeeded in

crossing any of the ice-streams issuing from this ocean of deso-

lation. « One of these impenetrable ice-streams flows down

between _Melville Island and Banks Land, impinging with
fearful force upon 0

-the exposed shores -of Pïý'irice - 'f Vi-tlles!s--

Land and the islands across Barrow Strait, curves down what

is now called McClintock Channel, until it is fairly blocked

at. the strait between King William and Victoria Land.'

Here the southem edge of the ice-stream comes in contact

with the warrn waters flowing northward from the rivers of

the continent of Amenca, and undergoes a constant and rapid

disintegration,Îhe rear of the. ice-stream ever*pressing forward,
while its vanward masses are being constantly melted âway.

It was in the grip of this slow-moving but unrelenting

enemy that the ships of the expedition were caught fast.
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Had the geography of the region in which they first came

within its clutch been as accurately known in those days as it

is now, they could have avoided it. For to, the south-eastward
beiween Boothia Felix and King William Land, lay a clear

and promising path of ' exit from, the ice, a channel which

would have led them to, the American shore, whence they

could have resumed their westward course through Simpsons

Strait. But in that day the only known passage to the coast

of America lay to the south-westward, through the hopeless-
looking ice-stream above described, and there was no alterna-

tive to entering it. The explorers had already traversed
more than 200 of the 300 miles which separated Barrow^
Strait from the mainland of the American continent, and they

might hope with good fortune to, accomplish the remainder

of the journey before the winter overtook -them. But it was

not to be. On the date and at the point above mentioned, the

pressure of the pack became too strong for further progress,

and just as King William Land hove in sight-that is to say,
some twelve miles north of Cape Felix, its most northerly

point-the Erebus and Terror were immovably beset
Helpless as were the ' vessels in that Titanic ice-stream, they

had not even the most limited choice of halting place; and
winter quarters more crùelly inhospitable could hardly have

fallen to their lot.

Sixteen years previously Sir James Ross had stood upon Cape
Felix. He travelled on foot in the early spring Of 1830 from Victoria

Harbour in the Gulf of Boothia, 'and explored the northem coast of
King William's Land, and, standing on the 29th of May on this very.
Cape Felix, remarked with astonishment the fearful nature of the
oceanic ice which was pressed upon the shores, and he mentions
that in s9me places the pressure had driven the floes inland half a,

mil!e-bemod the highest tide-mark. Such were the terrible winter
,quarters of these lýýè 6àrks-àncl-tUëlfeâltant-crews----and-if-thatýý-
season of monotony and hardshipwas trying to them at Beechey
Island, where theycouldin some ' measure change the scene -by
travelling in one direction or another, how infinitely more so it must
have been with nothing round them but ice-hummock- and floe-
piece, with the ships constantly subjected to pressure and ice-nip,
and the crews often threatened during the depth of winter wîth the
probability of havýng their ships swallowed up in an Arctic tempest
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1846-47 GRAIIA.,Mý GOIRE'S RECORD

when the icefields would rear and crush them down one against the

other under ýhe influence of the awful pressure from, the noïth-west.

From this supreme danger, however, they were preserecd,

and the winter * of 1846-47 seems to have run its course-,

witÉôut casualtyý With the àrrival of the spring, and, of'*

course, long before the season of navigation to which the

imprisoned men 'looked forward had commenced, a land

exploring party was organised, and on May 24 Lieutenant

Graham Gore and Mr. Des VSux, mate, both of tlie Erebus,

left the ships, and with a party of six men started in sledges

for the shore of King William Land. Aftere a four days'

journeythey reached Point Victory, so named after his gal -

lant vessel by Sir James Ross, who was the first to explore

King William Land, and who here-réa-che'd his furthest west-

ward. Under the cairn raised on the spot by that distinguished

navigator, Lieutenant Gore deposited the record which has

been so often referred to and was for more than ten years

to lie undiscovered. It was in these terms:-

28 of May ,'H.M. ships Erebus and Terror wintered in the ice in

1 '- lat. 700 o5'0 N. and long. 98' 23' W., having win-
1847. ýtered in 1846-7 [a mistake, as has been remarked, for

1845-6] at Beechey Island in lat. 74c43 1 28" N., long. *I0 39,,5" W-Y
after having ascended Wellington Channel to, lat. 770, and returned

by the west side of Cornwallis Island.
Sir John Frànklin commanding the expedition.
AU well.
Party consisting of two officers and six- men left the ships on

Monday, May 24,1847.
- Gm. GopE, Lieut

CHAS. F. DES VRUXMate.

Thénce it is to be presumed the party pushed onward in

the direction of Cape Herschel, which or its vicinity there is

no reason to, doubt that they succeeded in reaching. Here

they could have sighted the American coast, and would

indeed -have been surveying, in the intervening watenvay, that

very point on the chart which Franklin had touched with his

finÈer whilia uttering the niernorable words already quoted, to,

the effect that from that point it was 1 all plain sailing to the

westwarct'
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The reader must be reminded that the doings of Gore and

his party after reaching Point Victory-the extent of ifieir
advance beyond that point, their rate of travel, the date. on

which they turned back again, and the time which it took
them te regain the ships-are all matters of which no records
exist. All that can be said of them is of necessity conjectural,

but Conjecture can, as in this case, happily base itself on so
broad and firm a foundation of probability that we are war-

1 -conclusions as virtually -dertain.
ranted in treating 'its e

know, for instance, that the despatch of Gore and his comrades
could have had no other object than that of ascertaining by
ocular evidence that the American coast, and with it that
line of navigable water-way which led, as past explorers had

shown them, along the northern shore 0_--f tlïe- continent to

Behring Strait, was actually within the calculated distance from
those ice-locked ships which it was hoped that the corning

summer would set free. We know, further, that they could

have reached a point of land on -King William Island from
which this gqal was visible, and that thence it would be possible

for them to return to the ships, before, and well before, a cer-
tain day wMch was thencefbrwaýd to become sacred in the
calendar of Arctic adventure. Wè-may be sure that having

fulfilled the object of their mission, they would make their
way back with all practicable speed to bear the eagerly

awaited tidings to Sir jphn Franklin. Surele, therefore, we
have ample warrant foi presuming that possibilities which
could so readily be Éealised, and which there was every-

ind'ucement to endeaývour to, reàlise, were realised in fact
The journey frýra the' ships to Cape Victory had occupied

four -days, but it must be borne in mind that the party were
then travelling over rough hummocky ice, across which it

would of course be impossible for them to make rapid pro- -
gress. On reaching the shore they would have the smooth

land to travel over, and'càuld easily accomplish the distance
to Cape Herschel in another three days, or, in other words, by

May 3 1. Their -return jo*urne3e, writes Admiral Markham
in a private letter, which he kindly permits méto quote, CI with

a lightened sledge and over a road known to them would not
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probably occupy them more than half the time of the outwarà

journey, sayO féur days, so that the could easily get back to,
the ships by about june 4 or 5.'

The importance of aséertaining these dates is very great,

because at the date last mentioned the honoured and beloved

leader of the expedition had but a week to live. The nature

of the malady of which he died is not stated in the subsequent
brief record of his death, but the sad event is unfortunately

but too easy to account for by what may almost. be called

natural causes. Sir John Richardson was no doubt amply
justified tvo years before in. testifying professionally to his

old comradè's bodily vigour and capacity for resisting cold
but a doctor of course can only bear witness to_ present -con-

ditions and -ap-pearances, and found upon them one of those
medical forecasts which unforeseen events may often falsify.

It is easy to believe that there may have been some déep-
sçated element of weakness in Franklin's constitution which

escaped his friend's discovery. He -had led a life of almost

unbroken activity and exposure since the age of fifteen, and
he was now in his 'S*xty-second yean It appears, too, from
the correspondence of some of his officers,-that certain traces

of ihat natural infirmity which comes with advancin*g' age

were visible even in the earlier days of the voyage; and these

had presumabl y* become more noticeable as f*àÈe-went on.

Two Arctic winters in succession -arè- trying to, the health

and spirits'even of men in the prîmeof life ; and-the second

of the'two in Frânklin's case must have been spent in cir-

cumstances exceptionally calculated to incre' ' ase the severity

of the -ordeal. For although the comman der of the expe-

dition may not latterly have shared-r-pay, certainly did not

share-the over-sanguine hopes of his younger officers, and

iný- alF probability was quite prepared to find his south-west-

ward route impassably obstructed in the first year (he must

indeed have had a presage of it soon after entering Lancaster

Sound, if not before crossing Baffins Bay), it could hardly

have been other than a,-keen disappointment -to him to meet
with'a repetition of these experiences in the following year.

The winter of 1845-46 may have passed cheerfully enough g THOVm
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Beechey Island, but the winter of 1846-47, spent in the pack

off Cape Felix after weeks of laborious and baffled effort, with
some two-thirds of their food supply exhausted, and the

prospect of ultimate 'success growing ever more uncertain,
-must have moved with a muçh slower and 1ýeavier step.

Whether it depressed that unconquerably buoyant spirit
which a quarter of a centur:ý before had -sustained his fainting

fellow-travellers on the Barren Lands, we do not know ; but if
it did, one can only say that years must have effected a total
and indeed an abrupt revolution in Franklin's temperament.
Such sudden changes are not indeed unknown in advancing

yçars but we -have no warrant for supposing this to have
been the case- here. Ample explanation ýof the sad evefi t which

was to follow is to be found in the advanced age-advanced, at
any rate, for Arctic exploration-of the commander, and in the

hardships necessarily undergone by him during a sojourn of
some three-and-twenty months in Arctic latitudes.

Anyway, the end had come at last ; the long day's work
%vas over, and the wc>-ker's*rest was dràwing-nigh. Thehour

was near when those most mov1ngý-words of the Shakspearian
lyric, too reposeful to be sad, would be fitl:ï-&ddressed to this
strenuous toiler through all the weathers of life

Fear no more the heat o' the sun,
Nor the furious winters rages

Thou thy worldly'task hast done,
Home art gone, and ia'en thy wages.

But a part, the dearest part, of Franklin's wages, next to

that which was to be denied him-the 1 wages of going on,
and not to die'-would have been the knowledge that the

most cherished object of his life had been accomplished, and
that the North-West Passage had been discovered. This
knowledge we have every reason to believe was vouchsafed

to him., 'The sledge party under Graham Gore had ample
time, as has been already pointed out, to reach the neighbour-
hood of Cape Herschel, and, having thence sighted those

shores and waters which, once seen, would have assured them
of the virtual success 'of their mission, to make their way

back to the ships a full week before their leader's death.
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We have reaso'nable ground of assurance, therefore, that

in s dying hours were cheered by the welcome tidings

of which Graham Gore was the bearer, and that he passed
n 

"-away in the calm and happy consciousness that the toils andJ_ _ _1 J_s
sufférings undergone by himself and his gallant companions

had not been endured in vain. 
4-1On June i i he died, and was laid t rest beneath the

ice-boulders of his Arctic prison. Like tfiât of another 11114-1

leader who perished in a less gloomy wilderness, 'and on the

borders àf a fairer Prom'is'ed Land, his. sepulchre no man

knoweth to this day. That 1 vast and wandering grave,' the

Polar pack, received the wanderer's remains, to be slowly

carried with the breàking up of the winter towards those

shores which, in the prime of his manhood,' he had been

the first to conquer from the unknown. -- Distressing as are

such deaths and burials to the contemporaries of the dead,

they are clothed for the men of a later generation with a

dignity of tragic fitness which rebukes regret. Having lived

as he had lived, it is well that Franklin should so have died

and so been buried. England has given ungrudgingly ofher

bravest sons to the most distant and desolete régions of the

globe, nor has an race a better title to repeat, and -in a morey
literal -sense, that lofty utterance of the Athenian orator,

'The whole earth is the sepulchre of famous men-.'

Even to a biographer of Franklin whose direct cpncern
with the ill-fated e '-edition comes of course, to an erîd-'withXP

the death of its heroic commander, it is impossible to part
company at this point with his gallant band of surviving

comrades. Years were to pass before -the story of t-heir fate
could be laboriously built up on a basis of more or less

plausible conjecture. But. on the-whole, we are able to, trace

with sufficient certainty all its material details.

The crews, then, of the two imprisoned vessels, the

command of-which had, by the death of Franklin, devolved

upon Captain Crozier, must have watched with intense
anxiety the slow and halting advance of the Arctic summer,

1
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during which their utmost exertions would have to -be .p lut
forth, to release themselves. And desperate, doubtless, were

their efforts to éffect their liberation when at last the navi-
gating season arrived. 'We may be sure,' writes Admiral

Markham'. 1 that everything was done with this end in view
that could possibly be ý accomplished. Ice-saws, we may
reasonably suppose, were in constant use ; powder was doubt-
less employed in futile endeavours to break the frozen bonds
that held their ships so securely, and every expedient, we

may be certain, was resorted to that science or human in-
genuity could devise- but all,.were--fruitless; the 'ships

remained fixed and immovable.'

It is true that, though the ships were stationary, thelr
prison itself was moving. With the advance- of summer the

usual thaw set in on the southern edge of this frozen -sea,
and they felt themselves drifting southward with the whole
body of the pack. Hope for a time revived in their despair-
ing hearts; for should this, movement continue long enough

they would be carried dow'h to the American continent, where
their chances of rescue ýnd succour would be materially
increased. , But their rata:of progress was terribly slow. For
all 'prospect of extrication which it held out, the drift of this
Arctic ice-strearn might as well have been the secular crawl of

the Alpine glacier. From a comparison of the bearings of the
Erebus and Terror between the beginning of their besetment
in the ice and their ultimate abandonment by their crews, the

movemelit-of-tlu,*s frozen stream has been computed at a rate
of about a mile and a. half per month!

Throughout the Weeks of alternating hope and fear
during which the vessels thus drifted slowl southward fromýy
7Ô'5'N.,to6g'46'N.,everymanaiý,ý- efrcrewsmusthave

-borne, about with him' the haunting, thought that this was for

them their last yeaîr of attempted navigation, and that should
the pres * ent summer fail them, there would be nothing for
it but enforced abandonment of their trusty ships, and an
exchange of the at least familiar danger-of the ocean for the

unknown perils of the shore. Upon Crozier and Fitzjamés
the weight of their responsibility must have borne heavily.
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Both were trained and expeilenced seamen, and one at

least had faced similar dangers in the seas both of the

Northern and the Southern Poles. But nothing could rnake

amends to them, for the loss of a leader who had been battling
with the perils and privations of the Arctic voyager when

they, themselves were in the nursery, and who, above -all Y
had possessed a knowledge of the northern coast'of America,

and a hard-won experience of the dangers and difficulties

of land travel in those regions, with which his comrades, if

driven, as they threatened to be, to the abandonment of their

vessels, could ill dispense. Another winter in the pack and

Franklin's lieutenant would be forced to stake the lives of
his crews in a desperate attempt to màke his way to some
place of safety and succour by an overland jàurney through

one ofthe most savage and forbidding tracts of country on

the face of the earth.

ýI . Anxiously indeed must they have watched the moving
ice-stream in the late summer and autumn of 1847, counting

-the hours ere the winter should set in, and praying for bùt one

narrow lane of water through which the ships might hope

to make their way into the open sea. Ten, twenty miles are

passed over with the drifting ice, and st'Il they are beset.

But now there are only sixty frozen miles between them and

the open sea off the American coast ; nay, less, for could they

but once succeed in rounding that western point of King

William Land which is seen projecting into the ice-stream,

they would find clear water under their keels. September i 84ý

came in, and found them still captive. The new ice was
forming fast, the drift of the ice-stream slackened, grew

slower and slower-stopped. They were' fast for another

winter, the ihird since they had left their homes!
And now their situation must have appeared to them de-

sperate indeed. It was too late in the season to think of

quitting their ships and attempting to reach the American

coast in the hope of being able to make their way by the

Great Fish River to the nearest of the Hudsons Bay posts.

They knew from Franklin's awful experience of a quarter of

a century before that game was not to be obtained during the
B B
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winter months in the Barren Lands of the continent, and
were, therefore, well aware that in the event of their being

unable to reach one or other of these posts starvation must be

their inevitable fate. Nothing, however, remained for them

but to wait out another dreary winter and to take to the land

in the spring. Slowly and painfully the months of darkness

wore away, and the sun Of 1848 rose upon a party weak-

ened in nuffibers; as well as in strength. Cold, privation,

and disease had done their work, and no fewer than nine

officers and twelve men, besides those who died on Beechey

Island, had now succumbed. Among them was Lieutenant

Graham Gore, the gallantjýoung officer who hacý traced. the

first entry on that record which was to be found years after-
îý

wards under ifs lonely cairn. He had been promoted at home

to the rank of'commander, a barren honour but too soon

to be car-ried with him to the grave. The survivors now
numbered i o5, but many of them. must, have been reduced by

weakness and disease, and soine, it is only toq sadly pro-
bable, were in a helpless condition. NevertheIêss, the start
must be made. - The choice between a lingering death by
famine and this almost desperate enterprise of escape was

peremptory. By the month of july or August in the year now
dawning upon them their stores would be exheusted, and, even

if a warmer summer should now at last loosen the pack and
render navigation once more possible, the relief would come

too late. Accordingly on April 22, 1848, the crews of the
Erebus and Terror, having prepàred and packed theiÎ sledges,

bade adieu to the two gallant and ill-fated vessels which had
for threè years shelteredthern, and set out upon their journey
towards the America n coast.

Near at hand as,ýwas now the time when their provisions

would be exhausted(, it has yet been a cause of some surprise.

to Arctic travellers that tÉey should not have delayed their

departure a little longer. It is estimated,' according to

Admiral Markham, 1 that they were not able to carry away

with them provisions for -more than about forty da)îs, so that,
even had they succeeded. in reaching the continent of

America, they would have been without food for some con-
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siderable.time, as their provisions would have been expended
long before they could possibly hope to find. game in suffi-

cient quantity t *0 supply their party with food, for, as a ruïe,

the animals do not begin to frequent the Barren Lands of the

continent before. the latter end of the summer. It would

therefore, it seems, have been better for them to have deferred

the abandonment of their ships until the month of May,'When

they would have had warmer weather for travelling,' and

when the period at which the party might hope to have been

self-supporting woulà have been near-er at hand. To the

reasons for their actual decision, howevér,'no clue will ever now

be discoverable. It may have been that they found their

food supplies waning even faster than they had expected,

or it may have been týat men whose nerves had been

overstrung by months of weary waiting, and whose hearts

were sick with hope deferred, had - become impatient to ex-

change- the slow torture of suspense for the relief of action,

even though action should end only in death.

In addition to the provisions and stores with which their

sledges were laden, they carried also, éach secured on a

separate sledge, a couple of whale boats. That they must

have found themselves too heavily weighted, atany rate for

their then physical condition, is made evident by the . fact,

long afterwards discovered, that at Point Victory, a distance

of only fifteen miles from the ships, they lightened their sledges

by abandoning everything that could possibly be spared, -or

that might be considered superfluous, carrying with them but

those articles that were absolutely and essentially necessary

for their sustenance. Years later McClintock- and Hobson

found the spot strewn with a heterogeneous mass of articles-
4 clothing in great quantities, stores of various descriptions,

--blocks, ýhovels, pickaxes, red, white, and 15lue ensigns, and

even the brass ornaments of a marine's shako, the fragment

of a copper lightning conductor, and a brass curta'in-rod.'

That so many useless articles should have been packed on

the already heavily laden sledges seems exp ' licable only on

the assumption that they were taken for the,,, ' purpose of barter

with the natives, and only abandoned through the fear that
B B 2
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the weight of these encumbrances might prevent the party

from reaching the territory frequented by the Eskimo at all.

Their halt at Point Victory was further signalised by an

act of vast importance to theïr countrymen and to the histo-ry,-,ý-

of Arctic travel. Lieutenant Irving, of the Terror, here found

the record which Graham Gore had left on the spot nearly a

year before, and to the precise whereabouts of which he had,

no aoubt, taken care to leave directions behind him at his

death. Removing it from the cairn in which it had been

placed by their late comrade, Crozier and Fitzjames unrolled

4t and wrote on its margin as follows

ri -H.M. ships Terror and Erebus were deserted
on April 22, five leagues NNW. of this, having been beset since Sep-
tember 1846. Theý officers and crews, consisting of io5 souls, under

the command of Captain F. R. M. Crozier, landed here in latitude
69 2" N., longitude 98' 41' W. A paper was found by Lieu-
tenant Irving under -the cairn supposed to have been built by Sir
James Ross in 183 four miles to the northward, where it had been

deposited bythe-late CommandeïGore in June 1847. Sir James
Ross's pillar lias not, however, been found, and the paper has been

transferred to this position, which is that on which Sir James Ross's.
pillar was erected. Sir John Franklin died on June 111, 1847,and

the total loss'by death in the expedition has been, up to this date,
nine officers and fifteen'men.- Staît on to-morrow, 26th, for Backs.

Fish River.

The curious fatality of error which seems to, have attended

the entries on this record was illustrated in this instance by
the elision of the word 6 May,' originally and rightly assigned.
as the date of the deposit of the pa'per by Graham Gore, and

the substitution of the word 'june.'ý The mistake, however,.

is fortunately of no importance, because its correction a pears

at the foot of the record it-self, where, as we have seen,

May 24 is -entered in Gore' own handwriting as the date of

his quitting the ships. And that he did not inadvertently

write May for june can'again.be proved from the document

itself, which shows bý Gore% entry that Franklin was alive-

and well at the time he left the ships, and by Crozier's

entry that ten days before une 24 their commander had

passed away. Why Gores recoýd was transferred from. Ross's.

24
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cairn, to the site of Ross's pillar fou"iles to the south-
ward there is nothing to show. ý'Rùt by a strange and

pathetic Èoincidence the point on the western shore of King-

William Island, on which this recor"f the abandonment of
the ships and of the death of their commander was deposited,
had nearly twenty years earlier received the name of Franklin

Point frcîin Sir James, Ross, its discoverer, and it was actually
within sight of this and the adjoining headland, named by

the same explorer Cape jane Franklin, that his old friend

and cornrade breathed his last.

Disencumbered of their superfluities, the crews started
afresh with a lightened load, but hardly, it lis féaréd-, -with

lighter-hearts. From Victory Point to Cape Herschel would be,ý
about Éfty or sixty miles as the crow flies, but to make their

coefline of Ki
journey thither round the deeply indented ing
William Island, as the - sombre relics of their wandýérings

afterwards proved them to -have done, was to triple,,itý length.
If ' we look at their- route in that sketch-map, «,showing- -the
line of retreat,' which years of patient and heroic endeavour_

possible to draw, we,,-see a sinuous
at last rendered it a d

serrated littoral, c0véféd with familiar,,ý,h 1 amtZs- - since bestowed
upon it by pious follôwers in the ck of the lost-by such

names as Crozier Bay, Fitzjames4sland, Terror-'Bay,. Graham

Gore Peninsula, and marked her'e and there with the grim word

skeleton.' The'long-delayed-discovery of these remains will
be more appropriately recounted in. another chapter. Ilere

one can only endeavour to, piece together the more or less
conjectuia1 story which these scattered remnants of mortality

have renderèd it possible to construct
The helplesiness of a 'certain number of the crews is

proved by the act, which these melancholy evidences only too
clearly establish, that before the expedition had proceeded

many miles, I/ in their toilsome march it was compelled to
separate into two parties. We must suppose it to have

become apparent to all that if the abler bodied of the travel-

lers were ' obliged to accommodate their raté-- of progress to
that of the sick and feeble, all alike must inevitably perish,
and that the only hope of salvation for any of them was
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that the weakest should return to the ships w'hile the strongest
pushed on in the #ope of findirýg and brin'ing, back succour
to the iest. Better it was thought that those w-à could hold
out no longer should take refuge on boalrd their vessels, where

at least was some shelter for them from the rigours of the
Arctic climate, than th 'at they should die of cold on thé bleak

jr -' prolongation
shores of Kiçg William Island. The few days
of their lives'might just afford the chance -of assistance
reaching themand,',ifnot, they would at least perish by what

seemed t&theimagination, though perhaps the very reverse
was truè in- reàlity, a le'ss àppalling death. Probably the cold

would have despatched the unhappy men more swiftly and
painlessly on the plains than starvation on board their
beleaguered ships ; but men in their position do not reason

tfius, or at any rate not' for others, and probably, if the
weaker members of the party had- lost all hope for themselvés,

their stronger comrades hoped for them.
-We know, at any rate, that this separation of the party

did take place, and that one division of it did make an effort
to, return to, the Erebus and Terfor. That was proved beyond

doubt by the tragic discovery hich will be related in another
chapter. The other detâchm-nt pushed on probably in much

diminished, and, we may bé--cmly too sure, in coritinually
diminishine numbers. Many of them must have failed to

get even as far as Cape Herschel. Those who did reach
that point may have left some record of their having done so,
which never reacÉed civilised' hands. They would have been

close to the cairn*erected by Simpson in 1839, and it is natural
suppose that if they had the wherewithal to, record the fact

they would have done so. But nothing of the kind was
found here or an where else, either on lKing William Island
or the mainland, on the route to the Great Fish River. It is
conjectured that some of them did succeed in crossing
Simpson Strait and gainipg Adelaide Peninsula, butÀf so, it
could only have been a mis'prable remnant, soon thjemselves
to, perisfi. Not one --of them' is known to, have gained the

estuary of ihe river for which they werceaking. The points
reached by individual members ofiAge 'band have here and
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there been ascertained by the subsequent discovery of their
blea0hing skeletons,,ârid, for the rest, the sad story had to be

fitted together yearskafterwards from, the statements, partly no
doubt historic, but m'ôré than half légendary, of the ' natives.
Jix, eleven, twenty-gne, and thirty-two years afterwards,
inf6rmation which by the last of these dates at any rate must

have become mere tradition, was collected from these people.
Accordincr to them, a party of about iorty white men werc

seen d uring the spring (as we must suppose) of the year 1848
travelling southward, dragging sledges, and a boat. They

were very thin and appeared to be in want of provisions.
N'one could speak the Eskimo language, but by signs they
gave the natives to understand that their ship -,Or ships had

been -destroyed by the ice, and that they were journeying to
where they hoped to get deer or other food. From the

same source came all the tidings, if that word be not too
definite, that were ever obtained of the two lost vessels.

Eskimos told of a ship that was 'crushed -by the icé off the
north shore of King William Island; but all her people

landed safély, and went away to the Great Fish River, where
they qýed.' They spoke also of a second ship, which & had

been seýn off King William Island, ' and had « drifted on
shore à, the fall of the same year.' Their account of this
vesse as curiously circumstantial. They described her as
ap tly intaët when first seen by them, with one boat on1C
her deck and four others outside ; and they further declared
that on board one of the ships was the body of ', a tall man

with long teeth and large bones.' But no vestige of either
ship wis discovered by any of the search parties, and the only

possible inférence is that the pressure of the pack gathering,
winter after winter, on -that- iro'n coast became at last too
tremendous for their vessels to hold out against, that they
were broken up, and their fragments swept southward by the

ice-stream towards the American coast.

In 1869 1 Captain Hall was informed by the natives he

met in King William Island that the graves of two white

mén were found in the vicinity of the Pfeiffer River,'and that

there was another white man's grave on a Ion g lour point»
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jutting out into the sea some five or six miles to'the eastward.

The remaiýns'of five white men were also discovered on a

small island called Todd, Islet, about two or three miles off this

point. He was further informed that in a bay to the west

of Point Richardson, which has subsequently been named

Starvation Cove, a boat covered with an awning and contain-

ing.the remains of thirty or thirty-five men was found. It

was also reported that a tent had been seen in the vicinity of

Terror Bay, (« the floor of which was completel covered with

the bodies of white men."' Point Ri-hardson is on the main-

land of the American continent, and Starvation Cove could

have been reached in a boat from Todd Islet, on the southern

shore of King William Island, and about twenty miles off.

Terror Bay is on the island, and full sixty miles to the west

of Starvation Cove. If dead- were found in considerable

numbers at both places, it would seem as if the'southward

party had again divided and that the weaker had again been

left behind. Then the last and toughest of the travellers, the

thirty or thirty-five, dragged themselves paýinfùlly round the

souther'n coast of King William Island to Todd Islet, left five of

théirnumber dead there, struggled across in theirboat to Starva-

tion Cove, where the themselves at last succumbed to famine.

These details, however, though possessing unhappily but

too much plausibility, rest., it mûst be remembered, on hearsay

alone. The discoveries in 1859 of Graham Gore's recorda

boat with two skeleton occüpants, and anothèrskeleton many

miles distant from it, and, twenty ypars later, of the grave and

remains (identified by a medal) of Lieutenant Irving, consti-

tute all the material proofs of these tragic deaths that have

ever been brought to light. For all other knowledge of the

fate of our unfortunate fellow-countrymen we have to fall back

on the fragmentary statements of the natives, and to recon-

struct in imagination that shadowy and wavering Une of

wanderers, « very thin and appearing to he -in warit of pro-

visions' who were seen by the nomad Eskimos as they dragged

their boat and sledges slowly southward in the summer of

1848, and who, in-the piteous words of an old Eskimo woman,

« fell down and died as they walked along.'
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CHAPTER XXII

THE SEARCHES FOR THE LOST

1848-1854

TIDINGS of the explorers were no doubt hopefully looked for
by their friends and families during the year 1846, but the
unbroken -silence gave rise, we- may présume, to disappoint-
ment rather than anxiety. The history of Arctic expéditions

is very various, and the ý'dates' at which communications may
be expected from them are of necessity incapable of being

evèn approximately determined. News of them might quite
conceivably come to hand within a fe W_ months of their enter-

ing the Arctic circle, or, on the otber hand, a delay of a year
or more in hearing from the absent voyagers need not of itself

give rise to serious appréhensions. In this case, moreover,
there was a spécial cause in opération to mitigate uneasiness.

It will be remembered W- îth wh-at -earnestness in'his last lètters
to his wife and his sisters Franklin had entreated them not to

give way to premature alarms. Again and again, as we have
seen,-he endeavoured to familiarisé them with the possibility

of a two years' absence, and had bade them not _' to expect
him, or not with any anxiety, until a second winter had come

and gone. All depended, he constantly told them, on the

amount of progress made by the expédition in the seasons of

1845 and 1846. 1 f their work were not accomplished by the

end of the summer season of the latter year, but there should

nevertheless seem to be a fair prospect of completing it in a

third season, and the officers and crew should be continuing

in good health, such a state of matters, he had impressed,

upon them, 'might justify our passing a second winter in

thèse régions. If we do not succeed in our attempt, we shall

try other places.' Indeed, in his farewell letter to Mr. Robert
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Brown., he had put the rnatter even more stronglystill. He

begs his friends to remind his -wife that 'l we may bc so

circumstanced at the end of the first winter and even of the

second, as to wish to try some other part;' and he adds that

Lady Franklin and his daughter « should bc encouraged not

to look for our arrival earnestly till our provision gets short.'

Now they were, as we know, provisioned for threc years

when they left England in May 1845, sO that, strictly con-

strued, these words of Franklin-would have amounted to an

injunction to those he had left behind him to await the ex-

piration not of a second merely, but of a third winter before

allowing themselves to feel anxious as to his fate. Such a

literal construction of his language, however, was of course

inadmissible. thôugh provided- with- supplies of food

to last until the early summer of 1848, no exploring expedi-
tion woùWý-oluntàrily have passed the w'inter of 18

1 47-48 in

Arctic latitudes, for the obvious reason that their provisions

would' bc exhausted before the opening of the navigation

season of the following year. Hence, their non-appearance
iý temperate latitudes at some time or other before the third

winter would amount to a virtually certain indication that
their ships were either lost or immovably beset in the ice.

In the lattep case it would have become a question with them
of the possibility, not of extricating their vessels in time to
resume and complete their work of exploration- by a home-
ward journey through a discovered north-west passage, but of

î
effecting their escape from their icy prison to save their lives.

Aý9 For before midsummer their stores would have been ex-

hausted, and usually it is not till several, weeks later that the

ice-floes begin to move and the grip of the pack relaxes.
When, therefore, the second twelvemonth was approach-

ing its completion, when the spring of 1847 was ripening into

summer, yet no word reached England from the adventurers
who liad sailed in May 1845, and who were known to bc sup-

plied with only stores and provisions enough to last them

another yéar, even men not given to alarm began'to feel

anxious. Pressure was brought to bear on the -Government

to' procure the despatch of supplies to various parts of the

t i

Jk
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NortlÏ American continent, wherever there seemed any prô-
bability of falling in with the pissing men, and the prompt
organisation of a search for them was also urged. The

Admiralty, as is the way of public departments, elected to do
the easier thing first, and to put off the other; and arrange-
ments were made with the Hudsons Bay Company for the
stocking of their 1 most northern stations with a large supply of
provisions-sevent-y- four day*s' rations for i2-o men-in readi-
ness for the explorers in the event of their having abandoned
their ships for an attempted retreat by land. The Companys
officers at their various posts were also instructed to warn
the Indians to look out for and assist îany surviving members
of the party that they might happen upon. Large rewards
were offéred-by the Government to the masters and crews of

all ships employed in the whale fishery in Baffin's Bay if
they should 'succeed in obtaining any information or recofd

of the progress of the Erebus- and Terror through Lancaster
Sound, and to, the westward ;' to which was added'a reward
Of 2,0001. offéred by Lady Franklin herself for information as
to hér husband's fate.

Thus ýpassed the year 1847. In the following spring the
Govemi'ment proceeded to orýganîse the first of the ifiany

expeditions which were despatched in search of the illustrious
navigator and his -crews. It consisted of two vessels, the

Enterprise, Of 471 tons, and the Investigator, Of 420 tOns
burden, with Captain Sir James Clark Ross in chief com-
mand and Captain Bird in command of the second ship.

The former dfficers Arctic record has often been referred to
in these pages ; the latter had taken part in Parry's memo-
rable atte-pt to reach the North Pole in 1827. A second

expedition', under the command of Franklin's old comrade

Sir John Richardson, accompanied by Mr. John Rae, an officer

of the Hudson's Bay Company, of whom more hereafter, was
despatched with directions to proceed overland through the

Hudson's Bay Territory, to descend- the Mackenzie River and
examine the coast thence to the Coppermine River, as also
the southern and western'shores of Wollaston Land. And

yet a third expedition, consiiting of the Herald, under Captain
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Kellett, and the Plover, under *Commander Moore,, 'was sent

to Behring Strait, with instructions to proceed as far as pos-

sible to the eastward, and to endeavour to communicate.with

the party under the command of Sir John Richardson.

But a word must here be said about *Richardson's, second

in command,. a man of remarkable gifts (as a traveller, and

one whose indefatigable labours have given him, apart from
hîs services in connection with the search for Franklin, a fore-

most place among explorers of the Arctic coasts. John Rae,
by birth an Orkney man and educated at Edinburgh Univer-

sity for the medical profession, had, at the age of barely

twenty, obtained the post of surgeon to a ship of the

Hudson's Bay Company, in whose service he had been for
tvyelve years, when, in 1845, he was placed by them in com-

mand of an expedition ýn two small boats to the Arctic seas,
to endeavour to complete the survey of sOme 700 miles of

coast, forming the shores of a large bay left unexplored by
Parry in 1-822-23. Setting out from York. Factory in 1846

with this -inodest equipment, a party of ten men, and only four

months' provisions, Rae accomplished a voyage of goo miles,

during which much dangerous obstruction--by ice was met
with, and, reaching jatitude 66' 3; 2' X_

_ý, ., in Repulse Bay, which
was intended to be the--sta-r-t-ng point of the survey, spent

there a very severe winter, during which the temperature
often fell tO 35' an ' d 4o' below zero. Early iný,April foot

journeys were commenced and carried out to the extent of
over 1,300 miles, whèrebY 700 miles of ne * w coast line were

surveyed, thus practically uniting the surveys of Ross on

Boothia with Parry's explorations at Hecla-and-Fury Strait.

Such a record as this was naturally calculated to, catch the

eye, and arouse the admiration, of an old Arctic traveller

like Sir John Richardson, and Rae had not long reached

London in 1847 when he received from, him an offer of the

post of second in command of the expedition which Sir John

was personallv organising for the search after his missing corn-

rade and friend. - The offer was accepted, and, the boats

and crews having been sent out to York Factory in 1847,
Richardson and Rae left Enàland in the early spring of 1848,
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and in the course of the season the.two, explorers made a
thorough examination Of the Arctic shores of America, from

the Mackenzie River eastward to the Coppermine, without
finding any clue to the missing expedition. They wintered

at Fort Confidence, on Great Bear Lake, and in the spring of

!849 Richardson returned to, England, while Rae remainied
behind for the purpose of returning to the sea by the Copper-
mine River, and crossin-g thence over the strait which divides

the continent from Wollaston Land, and whic - h hact -be--e-n--

rendered impassable the previous season. In 18 5 1 Rae was

appointed to the command of another search expedition to,

the Arctic coast, with no other instructions than to take the
route he thought best. In the course of this expedition Rae,

accompanied.by two other men, made a sledge journeV of
over ipoo miles, searching every corner along the shore of

Wollaston Land. The whole coast eastward of the Copper-

mine- River, as also that of Victoria Land, was alsp examined,

and the Victoria Strait, the actual channel in which the Erebus

and Terror had been finally beset four years beforé, was dis-

covered and named. Rae and his companions attained

indeed to about the latitude at which the ships were icebound,

though, coasting along the shore of Victoria Land, he was of

course divided from that of King 'vYilliam Island, off which

they were finally abandoned, by a distance of some four or

--- five degreesof longitude. RaereturnedbywayoftheLakes

and Fort Winnipeg, having.covered either by boat, sledge, or

snowshoes, a distance Of ",380 miles durine his eight months

of continuous travel. For this and for his survey of 1847 he

was rewarded in 1852with the Founders' gold medal of the

Royal Geographical Society.
From, 1848 onward, for a period of some six years without

intermission, and intermittently for some eleven years, the

searcli for Franklin was prosecuted-atfirst officially, after-

wards by private enterprise, at last by Lady Franklin alone.

From first to, last the number of search expeditions despatched

from this country and Americaý amounted to, as many as

thirteeri, without reckoning ovefland journeys, and the Arctic

Ocean was entered by no fewer than twenty-four différent
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vessels (including repeated voyages of the same vessel) in the

course of this long and fruitless quest. The wide range of

hitherto unexplor ed land and water which their crews

traversed and the immense value of their contributions to

geographical scienie will appear in the course of this narra-

tive; but an examination of the area of their travels only

makes their prolonged fàiluré to raise the veil of obscurity

whicli shrouded Franklin's fate the more remarkable. It
î would be an almost pardonablé exaggeration to say that'they

discovered nearly everything' except what they sought

That they missed it for so long was partly due t-o sheer

perversity »f luck, but in some measure also to perversity of

official instructions. In the case of the first three expedi-

k. No one couldtions, the former agency was alone at wor

have known that the Erebus and Terror might not in this,

the th'ird year of -their absence, be nearing the end of their

journey from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and in that case

either ellet or Richardson might very -vvell have fallen in

with em a" some point on the North American coast

ofbetwee B iring Strait and the môuth of the Mackenzien-î- %B

or even of h Coppermine River, and have been able, no

doubt, to render them valuable assistance. As to Sir James

Ross, who léft England with his two ships on july 12, 1848,

he was not, indeed, able to make much progress in the course

of that year, being compelled- by the ice which he encouriterecr

in Barrow Strait to seek winter quarters in Port Leopold, on

the north-east coast of North Somerset. But in the follow-

ing spring the eastern and western coasts of Prince Regent

In et were t oroug y exp ore y e expe 1 ion, an in

particular a certain point on the western coast was reached

by them, at which there was some reason to think that thëy

might fall in with the missing crews, and to which, indeed, it

is by no means improbable that their commander seriously

considered the question of directing hisi course after the

abandonment of the ships. The point in question was Fury

Beach, the scene of the wreck of Parry's ship of that name in

1825. It must have been known to Crozier, who.had served

in 'Parry's expedition, that thereî was here a large store of
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provisions which had been landed from the Fury at the time

of her loss. Fury Beach, however, was seventy or eighty

miles north of the point at which the Erebus and Terror

were beset. To have made for it would have involved some-

thing like-an actual retracingpf the course of the expedition,
and, having regard to the possibility that the provisions might

have been discovered and approlyriated by the Eskimos,' one

can hardly wonder that Crozier declined, the responsibility of

such a return upon his footsteps, and decided to push on

towards the sôuth.
Even as it was, however, Ross reajjy hit upon the right

track, and, had he ' been able to follow it up, he would have
solved that problern which had to wait nearly another ten

y ears for its solution. For in this same spring Of 1849 he

sledged along the eastern coast of Peel Strait as far south
as latitude 72' 38' N., or but little more than two degrees

from the point at which the Erebus and Terror wintered in

1846-47, and less than three from the spot at which, after
their slow drift of some twenty miles with the moving ice-pack

in the-summer of Î847, they had in the following spring been

abandoned. Had Ross, then, and his companion McClintock

been able to make their way but two hundred miles further

a trifle to that indefatigable sledger who afterwards covered
-- th-oàsà--d-s-a by this mode of travel in repeated search

expeditions-the latterwould have anticipated his discoveries
of 18 5 9. For in lat. 65ý' 46' or thereabouts lay the two dere-

lict vessels, and on the coast of King William Island, a few

miles to the SSE. of that point, was the cairn and the re-

cord which would have cleared up the mystery as to the

fate of their crews. That any of them could then have been

rescued is no doubt extremely improbable. Franklin had

been dead two years, and it was more than a year since the

vessels were abandoned. That tbin and straggling line of

famine-stricken men which has left sombre traces of itself

along the route to the American coast, must ere this have-

1 Aý a matter of fact, these stores -servation in 873, nearly fifty years

and provisions wère found by Admiral after their origipal deposit.-----

Marldiani- ia a perfect state of pre-

#
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ceased its march for ever. The last of those heroic fighters

ti * w h death in the most terrible of his shapes must have

fallen down and died as he walked along.' But the ships were

probably stirîhere, or not far off, even if the ice-pack should

have carried them a little- further south, and the discovery

of the ships would have guided them to, the cairn. England
and the lost rnen's families would have known in 1849 instead

of 1859 the whole sad truth, and the toilthe expenditure,

and, above all, the vain yearnings of years would have beenE
spared. But it was not to be. Ross and McClintock had

nearly exhausted their store of provisions, and were forced

to, return to Cape Leopold without discovering any traces

of what they sought. -Nor must we forget to reckon on -the

other side of the account that, had they then and there suc-

ceeded in clearing up the mystery, our Arctic explorers

would have lost that stimulus to adventure which was for the

next seven or eight years to impel them upon enterprises

redounding to the maritime glory of their-country and extend-

ing the dominion of geographical science over vast tracts of

land and ocean hitherto unexplored.
oi

The return of Sir James Ross and Sir John Richardson
unsuccessful from their respective missions in the autumn of

1849 was rightly and laudably regarded by the Government
of the day as a summons to fresh exertions. In the year

I85o no fewer than six separate expeditions were despatched
in quest of the lost 'explorers-two of them of a fully official
character, and manned by officers; of the British Navy; a
third subsidised by the Government; and the other three
privately organised. The Enterprise was again sent oùt, this
time under Captain Collinson, while Commander McClure,

who had served in it as a first lieutenant under Ross in its
late expedition, was appointed to the command of the Inviesti-

gator. The route of the two vessels was, however, on the
second occasion reversed. They were to, approach the field
of search -from the west instead of from thýe east ; and they

sailed from England for Behring Strait in januazy 1850,
with O'rders to enter the Arctic Ocean through that chan-

nel, and thence to proceed with all speed to the eastward,
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examining Melville Island, Banks Land, Wollaston Land,
Victoria Land, or otherwise ·according to the discretion of
Captain Collinson. Their voyage was a famous one in Arctic
history, but its details must for the present be reserved.

Less important in its geographical results, but far more so
%in its relation to the primary object of these undertakings, was
the expedition despatched four months later under Captain
Austin, in command of the Resolute, and Captain Erasmus
Ommanney, commanding the Assistance, whôse instructions
were to carry out an exhaustive search through Lancaster
Sound in the direction of Melville and the Parry Islands. It
was to this expedition, assisted by the efforts of two whaling
brigs, under the command of Captaiuis Penny and Stewart,
which had been despatched by the Government with orders to
undertake the examination of Jones Sound and Wellington
Channel, that the first discovery of any traces of their lost
countrymen was due. The three other search parties, how-
ever, though but one of them rendered any service, and that
merely as a bearer of intelligence, must not pass unnoticed.
One of them was fitted out by ah American citizen,
Mr. Henry Grinnell, and was manned by officers and men
of the United States Navy; Lady Franklin at her own
expense equipped another, the Prince Albert, a schooner of
ninety tons, captained by Commander Forsyth, and instructed
to explore the shores of Prince Regent Inlet; and, finally,
the veteran Sir John Ross, then in his seventy-fourth year,
started off for Baffin's Bay and Lancaster Sound in a small
vessel called the Felix, accompanied by'a still smaller one, a
yacht of twelve tons, the two equipped and fitted out partly
at the cost of the Hudson's Bay Company and partly by pri-
vate subscription.

The expedition under Captain Austin's command was not
long in meeting with its good fortune. His ships wintered at
Griffith Island in Barrow Strait, but before seeking their
winter quarters they madethe first discovery which had as
yet rewarded these manifold and extensive investigations. It
is to the Assistance-and its commander that the honour of
this welcome 'find' belongs. At Point Riley, the headland

Cc
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on the south shore of North Dcvon which forîns the eastward

arm, of the natural harbour completed by Beechey Island en

the wesi, Captain- Ommanncy lighted upon conspicuous and

unmistakable traces of a winter en campment, ând soon after-

wards, on Beechey Island itself, Captain Penny found, each

marked with simple headstone and epitaph, the graves already

referrpd to of the three lost members of the expeditionýthe

two seamen and the marine. Further examination revealed

the exact spot at which the ships had been laid up, and even

yielded evidences of the manful and cheerful fashion in which

the crews had whiled away- the monotony of the winter.

1 The ruins and traces which they left behind them,.- 1Wrote

Admiral Sherard Osborn) himself a member -of the expedi-

tion, ' all attest it.'

The observatory, with its dèüble embankment of earth and stones,
its neat finish and the lavish expendifure of labour in pavement and

pathway ; the shôoting gallery under the cliff ; the sea ts formed of
stones ; the remains of pleasant picnics in the forni of ̂ empty boitles
and meat tins strewed about ; the elaborate cairn on the north point
of Beechey, a pyramid of eight feet high and at least six feet long on
each side of the base, constructed of old meat-tins filled with gravel,
all tell the same tale of manful anxiety for physical employment to
distract the mind from sufféring and solitude. On board the ships
we picture to ourselves the Arctic school and theatre ; the scholars
and dramatists exerting themselves to kill monotony and amuse or

instruct their comrades. There are not wanting traces at Cape Riley
to, show how earnestly the naturalists Goodsir and Stanley laboured
to collect specimens ; now was there time to arrange and note their
labours. There is more than one site still visible of tents in which
the magnetical observations were obtained ; now was the time to
record and compare such observations. And in addition- to the

charming novelty of a first winte.r in the frozen sea, the officers in so
scientific an expedition had abÜndance of employment in noting the

various phenomena which were Üaily and hourL occurring round
them.

A word here in fuýther refèrence to the meat-tins'above

mentioned, which were labelled 1 Goldner's Patent,' for -on

them"hangs a scandalous and hideous tale. Seven hundred

of these articles were counted, and must have contained, it is

calculated, a considerably larger quantity of such food than
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the crews could possibly have consumed during their first
winter; and from the fact that an enormoüs number of these

tins supplied to the Navy were subsequently found to contain
putrid meat, it is inferred that many or most of thoâe tins

discovered on Beechey Island had been condemned on the
same ground. If this inférence be well-founded, the loss of

so large a proportion of what wbuld be considered fresh in

contradistinction to salt provisions would be most serious, and
might 'so cripple their re-sources asto lead in all probability

to the disastrous fate of the expedition.' Such, at least, is
Admiral Markham's belief his brother-officer, - Admiral

Osborn, coï-ntents himself with the less circumstantial but
rîo less significant observation : 'Sad it is to record it, but

nearly all their preserved meats-were those of the miscreant

Goldner.' And though the renown of contractorsfor exploits
of this kind - is historic, the man who supplied putrid meat to,

the crews of an Arctic expedition certainly seems to merit an
infamy as lasting in human memory as the fame of the victims

whom he supplied with poison because it was more profiiable

than supplying them with food. He is, at any rate, welcQme

to the humble effort here made to 'plead'against oblivion for

his name.'

It must, however, be admitted that the relics discovered

at Beechey-,..[sland gave evidence of other elements of weak-

ness than that created by the villany of a contractor. Ex-

ploring parties had evidently been despatched by Franklin in a

northward direction along the eastern shore of Wellington

Channel, where the marks of encampments and the trails of

sledges wêre frequent. But in Admiral Osborn's view they

told a somewhat disquieting tale:

It was sad to remark, from the form of their cooking-placés and
the deep ruts left by their sledges over the edge of the terraces which

abô'Und in Beechey Island, how little Franklin's people were im-
pressed with the importance of rendering their travelling equipment

light and portable, both as a peans of exploration while their ships
were imprisoned and to enable them to, escape if their ships were

destroyed. The anxiety for their fate expressed by many in Caýtain
Austin's expedition when remarking upon the féarful expenditure of

labour which must have been entailed on Franklins men in dragging
C C 2
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about such sledges as they evidently had with them, has been [i86o]
only too fully verified. The longest journey made by sledge partïès

from, the Erebus and Terror at Beechey Island,. so far as we know,
did not exceed twenty miles. Franklin's expprience of travelling in

-the Hudson Bay Territory was evidently at Éà-ýÎt in the rugged and
desert region in which he was now sojourning, and he had no

McClintock-,at- his side to show him how by mechanical skill and
careful atteition to, weights and ýquîprpent sledges ought to be con-

structed, on which miýn might carry boats, terits, clothing, food, and
fuel, and travel with impunity frorh February to August, and explore,
as he himself had done in that t'ime, i o miles of ground or frozen

sea. However, no anxieties then pressed on the ininds of those
gallant men; 'large water ' was all they thought of; give them that,
and Behring's Strait in their ships was still their destifiation.

Immediately on the discovery of Franklin's first winter

quarters, the Prince Albert, the vessel equipped by Lad,3i

Franklin, hastened home with the intelligence. The other

ships remained to winter, as has been said, in Barrow Strait,

but not bUore a thorouah, thoug4 futile, search had been

made in every nook and corner of Beechéy Island for some

record or document fromwhich a clue to the intended course

of the Erebus and Terrof in the summer Of 1846 mightýbe

Obtained.

Nor, it may be imagified, with their recent'discoveries to,

encourage them, were they likely to, remit theîr efforts'during

the following year. The spring and summer of 1851 were

spent in the industrious exploration of the surrounding

territory in every direction, both by sea and land. Captain

Penny gailèd up Wellington Channel to. the northward, and

no fewer tEýWýfive sledge expeditions were despàtched by

Captain Austin to, the south and west. One of these, under-,

Lieufehant McClintock, explc;j42ýd, to, the westward, as far asA
Melville Island; two others, undçr Ommanney and Sherard

Osborn respectively, prosecutàý'ý cmeh-eestward sear-ch from

Cape Walker along the sou& âbd, ýý,esi coasts ôf Prince of

Wales Land. A fourth, travelling- in ee, same direction,.î
narnely, by way of Cape Walker, ascert*e&the insularity of

the land from which that headl rojects, and mýhic:h is

now knowný"as Russell Island. And, finally, an expedition

Il ,.4Â
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aprain unconsciousl hitting -off, like that of Sir James Ross,

the route taken by the missing ships, pursued a course along

the western shore of Peel Sound as far south as 72' 49, or

vithin 150 miles of the spot at which the Erebus and Terror
wére abandoned.

It will be observed, however, that while for -the second

time the track of the explorers had been struck by a

sledging party which, as it happened, had -not the best

chance of following up its clue to the wished-for goal, the

maritime operations--of ihe expédition, which alone could

have brought them withiâ sight of, the dçserted vessels-if,
indeed, theif timbers still held together-were 'again mis-

directed. It is true that both Wellington Channel and a

route to the southward and westwarà of Cape Walker were

mentioned in Franklin's- instruct ions, but both in those
iùstructions, and still more distinctly in Franklin's own

,,-,..tetters from which quotations have already been made, the

former of these two routes is treated, as the 'second beýt ' of
two'alternatives. The Erebus and Terror, it is'repeatedly

insisted Ùpon, were only to make for Wellington Channel ih

the event of their finding their westward progress obstructed in

Barrow Strait. Yet both now and afterwards- we find"Search

parties invariably shaping a northward or north- w*estward
~course after entrance into Barrow Strait, instead of, as one would

have expected, holding on In a westerly direction with the

hope of finding an opening to the south. It may be that the
despatch of,,sledging parties along the shore of Peel Sound

was regarded as sufficient provision against the possibility of
Franklin's ships having found and threaded this southward-

leading channel, since it was perhaps assumed that they'

would in that case find the route of the missing vessels

indicated -by« cairns; and, indeed, the total absence of this
familiar form'of ýArctic beacon has always puzzled thé most

experiencéd inquirers. Cairns are easily constructed from

material always at hand. They form conspicuous landmarks,

and, their importance . as such, writes Admiral Markham,
4was, well known to Franklin and his officèrs. If they had

been erected, the direction for'the search would have been
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indicated, and an enormous amount of labour would have
X2

been saved, while a successful issue of the search would

possibly have been the result. The only reason that can bel

advanced for this apparent neglect of what has always been

recrarded as one of the most important duties of an, Arctic
explorer is the supposition that the channels were com-

paratively clear of ice when the Erebus and Terror passed

through, and that it was in consequence deemed inexpedient

to delay the progress of the vessels by stopping to build

cairns-a serious omission, however, for l(heir absence ne-
Ai cessitated the expenditure of much invaluable time besides

a great waste of money in the prosecution of a long and

fruitless search.'
On the return of the Prince Albert in 1850 with the news

of the discoveries on Beechey Island, Lady Franklin's hopes

of ascertaining her husband's fate were naturally quickened.

The vés-sel was ag*aiti despatched in the following year, under

the command of Mr. Kennedy, and numbering, it is pleasant

to record, the veteran John Hepburn among its crew. The

voyage led to the discovery of Bellot Strait, the channe'l

separating Boothia Felix from North Somerset-; and by
traversing which Mr. Kennedy of course found himself in

Franklin Strait and therefore on Franklin's track. Had

he turned to the southward, another 5 10 miles' sail would

have brought him to the fatal spot. But no ; the same in-

vincible determination to set the , face to the' northward

governed the movements of Kenned as it had those of the-

searchers who had preceded, and of some who were to follow

him.. Issuing from Bellot Strait-so named after the, gallant

and unfortunate young officer of the French Navy who had

volunteered for this service in the course of which he lost'his

life by drowning-the Prince Albert's course was directed up

Franklin Strait to, the north-east point of Prince of Wales

Land, which the lost explorers had only skirted and never

touched at, and where, therefore no traces of them could

possibly be discoverable, Mr. Kénnedy returned to, England

in 1852., and in the course of the same ye ir Lady Franklin

fitted out a screw steamer, the Isabel, which also returned
41
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unsuccessfül after an (apparently) somewhat aimless three
months' èèuise in Baffin's Bay.

In 18.5 2, moreover, another attempt was made by Govern-
ment on the larger scale. The four ships of Captain Austin's
squadron, the Assistance and Resolute, With the two steam,
tenders Intrepid and Pioneer, were again refittedand sent
out under Captain Sir Edward Belcher, flying his pennant in
the Assistance, in chief command, and with Captains Kellett,

.,McClintock, and Sherard Osborn 'in command of the three

other vessels of the squadron. Here, again, the instructions
given to the commander were to, sail anywhere except in the

direction which Franklin might. have been known to have

taken. He Was to despatch one of the vessels with its steam,

tender up Wellington Channel, which it was perfectly under-
stood that Franklin was not to enter save in the last resort;

while the other vessel and its steamer were to push westward

towards Melvilte Island, a route which Franklin had been

specially warned to avoïd in consequence of the obstructing

ice masses which had bedfi" met with and reported upon by
Parry in those waters, and which, as we have already seen, he
had fully determined to avoid.

There was, however, a better reason for prescribing this
course to Sir Edward Belcher than there had been for the
instructions given to the commanders of previous expeditions,

for in truth it was not in search of Franklin alone that he had

been sent out. That earlier search-party, the expedition of

Collinson and McClure, in the Investigator and the Enter-
prise, of whose memorable adventures 1 have hitherto delayed

to speak, had now been ab-sent more than two years, and féars

for their saféty had begun to, be entertained. Sir Edward

Belcher's movement to the westward was therefore no doubt

prescribed to him, in part at least, with the view of rendering
assistance to these vessels, which it was supposed might have

reached positions on Melville Island.

One of them, as it turned out, was sorely enough in need

of aid, and the course of this narrative must be arrested

for a moment to trace the * history, so, famous in our Arctic

annals, of the Investigators great cruise. Sailing from

îf.
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England on january20, 1850, the Enterprise and her consort
passed through the Straits of Magellan, and, touching at the
Sandwich Islands, proceeded at once to Behring Strait ; but
shortly after entering the Pacific the two vessels accidentally

parted company, never to sight each other again during the
whole remainder of the voyage. Passing through the Strait,

the Investigator sailed along the north coast of America as
far as longitude 130' W., when McClure shaped his course to
the north-eastward and discovered a channel betwéen Banks
Land and Prince Albert Land - now known as Prince of
Wales Strait. This, leading as it does to waters which had

been alread entered by other explorers from the eastward,
may be regarded as the last link of thé North-West Passage.

McClure, however, was to discover not one but two such
passages during his three years' sojourn in the Polar Seas.

Having wintered in Prince of Wales Strait, the Investigator
retraced her course to the southern point of Banks Land,
and in the course of the next season her captain succeeded ii

completely circumnavigating this island (as it proved to be)
and discovering a path of re-entry into known * waters by a new

channel, now called McClure Strait, between Banks Land and
Meh7ille Island, which is in fact a second north-west passage.

The gallant Investigator was not fated tà complete the
course herself ; for in 18 5 1 she was frozen up hard and fast
in the Bay of God's Mercy, on the north coast of Banks
Land, where she remained immovably fixed for two entire

winters. In the summer of 1853, had relief not reached them,
McClure had resolved to abandon his ship and attempt a

retreat on the Mackenzie or Coppermine Rivers; but, fortu-
nately, that desperate and in all probability fatal undertaking
was not actually forced upon them. They had happily taken

the precaution to dep9sit at Winter Harbour, on Melville
Island., a record of their plight, and the providential dis-

covery of this by McClintock in 1852, during a sledging
expedition ov'er Melville Island, led to the institution of a

successfül search' for the imprisoned ship in the following
year. The Investigator, still ice-beset in the Bay of God's

Mercy, had to be abandoned where she lay. Her captain and

.Î.
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crew were transferred to the Resolute, and, after a fourth winter
spent in the Arctic Régions, they were'conveyed to England
vid Lancaster Sound and Baffin's Bay, the first navigators

who had ever crossed from the Pacific to the Atlantic Océan
by way of the north coast of America. In recognition- of

this great achievement the sum of iooool. was awarded by the

English Government to McClure and his crew.
Their rescue, however, was the only success achieved by

thé expédition under Sir Edward Belcher. Occupied as they

were in industriously scouring land and sea to the north of
Barrow Strait in search of a party of explorers who had

been specially directed to take a course to the south-west
of that channel, their efforts were not lik'ely to be very

fruitfül, and it is, scarcely necessary to des - cribe them in
détail. Suffice it to say that their whole voyage, -besides

being one of useless toil, was specially markedý out for

misfortune. The 'Assistance and Pioneer got frozen up in

Wellington Channel in 1'853, and had there tô spend their'
second winter ;'and the Resolute and Intrepid, also caught by
the ice, were compelled to winter in the pack in Melville

Sound. In the following year, Sir Edward Belcher, for sorrie
unexplained reason, ordered the abandonment of all four

shipsthe officers and creiws of which were conveyed to
England in other vessels. A court-martial was in due course

held upon the officers concerned, and resulted in their acquittal;
but Sir Edward Belcher's sword ýwas returned to, him without
comment, and the évidence revealed painful dissensions be-

tween the commander and some of his captains.

The discouragement caused by this failure would, in any
case, no doubt have considerably cooled the Ministerial

ardour forthe search; but, aS it happened, the return of Sir
Edward Belcher coincided with the arrival of a highly im-

portant piece of intelligence,'which had the effect of reducing
the température of the official mind to zero. In the year

1853, Dr. Rae, whose share in the earlier searche's has already
been recorded, proposed to the Hudson's Bay Compan.ýr to fit
out a boat expédition for the purpose of tracing the west coast

of Boothia as far north as Bellot Strait, and thus uniting the
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surveys of Sir James Ross with those of Dease and Simp-
son. The proposal having been accepted, Rae left England
early'in P853, and in the course of that and the following

vear accomplished the objýct of his mission. The two,
surveys were united, and King William Land was proved

to be an island instead of being, as had been supposed,.ân
integral portion of 'the American. continent. But in -the

course of effecting- this addition to geographical knowledge
Rac made another discovery of far more popular interest.

An ironic dèstiny had decreed that, after all the yeàrs that
had been 1 spent in fruitless attempts to discover the fate of

the Franklin expedition, the first authentic intelligence of its
disastrous issue should have been obtained b an explorer
engaged upon a différent service altogether.

In April -1854, Rae's sledge party, then in Pelly Bay,
on the coast of King William Land, happened upon some
Eskimos, and from these he obtained' the first informa-
tion detailed in the previous chapter as to the fate of the-
Franklin expedition. Nor do the particulars thus gleaned

by him rest solely upon the memory or veracity of his native
informants. They were supported by evidence of incon-
testable character in the shape of actual -relics of the missing
men.

J ustly considering that the information he had lighted
upon greatly outweighed the importance of the survey onïï i which he had been engaged, Dr. Rac hastened home to

England, w7here he arrived on October 22, 1854, and im-
mediately proceeded to the Admiralty with his report, the

fulltext of which was also forwaréled tothe 'Times,' and
appeared in its columns on the following day. It commences
by a statement of the circumstances under which * Rae had
lighted on his discoveries during the journey undertaken
by him over the ice and snow that spring, with the view of

completing the survey of the west shore of Boothia. In the
course of this journey " I met,' he says, 'with Eskimos in
Pell Bay, from one of whom I learnt that a party of white

men had perished from want of food some distance to the
westward, and not far beyond a large river containing many
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falls and rapids. Subsequently, further particulars were
received, and a number of articles purchased, which place 2 Ï 1

the fate of a portion if not all of the then survivors of the
Franklin long-lost party beyond a doubt.'

Raethen went on to give the substance of the information
obtained by him at various times. and from various sources,

and which was as follows:-

In the spring four winters past (spring I85o) a party of-white
men amounting to about forty were seen dragging a boat with them

by some Eskimos who werè killing seal -near the north shore of
King William Land, which is a large island. None --- f the party

couldspeak the Eskimo language intelligibly, but by signs the
natives were made to understand that their ship or ships had been

crushed by ice, and that they were now going where they expected
to find deer to shoot. From the appearance of the men, all of whom,
except one officer, looked thin, 1 they were then suipposed to be getting
short of provisions, and they purchased a sma:ll seal from the natives.
At a later date the same season, but previously to the breakling up
of the ice, the bodies of some thirty persons were discovered on the
continent and five on an island near it, about a long day's journey to the

NW. of a large stream which can be no o'ther than Back's Great Fish
River, as its description and that of the low shore in the neigh-
bourhood -of Point Ogle and Montreal Island agree exactly with that
of Sir George Back. Some of the bodies had been buried (probably
those of the first vicýimsý of famine) ; some were in a tent or tents
others under the boat, which had been turned over to form a shelter,
and several lay scattered about in différent directions. Of those
found on the island, one was supposed to have been an officer, as

he had a telescope strapped over his shoulders and his double-
barrelled gun lay underneath him.

There must, Rae thought, Il have been a number of watches,
compasses, telescopes, guns (several double-barrelled), &c., all

of which appear to have been broken up, as I saw pleè-ës of
these différent articles with the Eskimos, and, together with

Owing no doubt to the baste in husband's journal From the appear-
which this statenient had necessarily to ance of the men, ait of wlw-ii looked

be prepared for publication, a raistake thin, and with the exception of an
fias here crèpt in. I am kindly per- officer (chief) were hauling on the drag-

mitted by Mrs. R2e, the widow of the ropes of the sledges, they were supposed
distinguished explorer, to quote the to be short of provisions.'

following correction of it from her late
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some silver spoons and forks, purchased as many as 1 could
get' These latter, of course, were by far the most important

of all the explorers' melancholy 'finds,' for their armorial
bearings and initials stamped them as coming from the pos-----session of the perished officers of the expedition. Among

them was, 'one round silver plate, engraved «I Sir Joh
Franklin., K.C.B." (a mistake of the engraver for KCH.),
and « a star or order with motto, "Nec asPera terrent.
G. R. III. MDCCCXV.)Yi

The only point at whièh the accuracy of this information
can be questioned is that of the year in which the survivors

of the expedition were seen bythe Eskimos. In the spring
four winters past,' is. an assignment of date which is in itself

ambig uous ; but on no construction -of it d oies it see m- possible
to accept it ag cq_ýrect. Rae, as we have seen,-interpretèd it
4 spring i85u,' but further consideration satisfied him that his
-i-nformants had mistaken--the date ; and it is indeed incredible

that any members of a party which had abandoned their
ships in such, e-tremities in, April 1848 could have been

still alive two years afterwards.
There is, however, not much difficulty in supposing that

the Eskimo recollections of the precise year were at fault.
Dr. Rae, indeed, records a curious instance of their defective

memory for dates ; for they declared that an interview which
he had'had with them in 1847 had taken place 'five' instead

of seven years before. But, in any case, no difficulty of
this description could detract from the value of the silent

-testimony above described. In whatever year the explorers
had perished,- there, could be no longer any doubt as to
heir ate. Proof of it had come at a moment when almost

every one regarded such proof as impossible. Fate, indeed,
remained ironical to the last. A leading article in the

4 Tîmes'of SaturdayOctober:2i, 1854, contained the following
sentence:-' It would have been well-nigh as reasonable to
look fcýr the - discovery of La Pérouse' (lost seventy years
before) 1 as for any traces of poor Franklin and his followers.'

Within'forty-eight hours from, the publication of these words
Dr. Rae's c copy' was in the 1 Times' office, and in thè'-next
issue of the paper his statement was given to the world.
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CHAPTER XXIII

THE 'RECORD' FOUND

1854-1859

THE effect upoý the Governmeht of this important change in
the situation was such as those acquainted with Governments
would hav e expected. A reward of iopool. had been - already
offèred by them to any one bringing the first information of

the fate of the Franklin expedition;. and Rae, who had made

his dîscoveries and returned to England in complete ignè-

-rance of the fact, derived his first knowledge . of it-together,
significantly enough, with a suggestion that he should apply
for the reward-from the First Lord of the Admiralty

himself. He and his party, said Sir Jameý Graham, were
entitled to it, and he would stand in his own light if he did

not put in a claim for it.'

Beyond all do' übt it had been fairly earned. The intelli-

gence which Rae had brought home with hi m, attested as it ivas
bY the mute evidence of the relics in his possession, undeniably

answered the description of authentic ý'first information -of
the fate of the Franklin expedition! But the question -

whether Rae was entitled to the reward promised for it

was quite distinct from the question whether the Government

were entitled to interpret 1 first' as equivalent to 1 final and

complete' information, and justified in abandoning all fur-

ther efforts to supplement 'lit. But the Admiralty was ïn

want not S-0 much of a justification as of a plausible exicuse.

,The failure of Sir Edward Belcher's costly expedition, and
the abandonment of four fine ships of the Navy-one of which,

however, the Resolute, was later on, after an almost miracu-
lous drift in the ice-pack into Baffin's Bay, recovered by the

American Goverrîmentq and presented. to, our own-had been
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4 a heavy blow and sore discouragement' ta the hopes and

èxpectations not only of the Goverriment but of thq,ý,public at

large. The country was engaged in a European war, the cost

of which was accumulating'in rapidly mounting millions;

and on the whole we cannot wonder that the Ministerial

mind should have been quick ta seize on what must have

seemed an unexpectedly happy chance of getting quit of a
troublesome business. - The ten thousand pounds reward had

been sa fully and fairly earned by Dr. Rae, that they felt they

would. have a good answer tuParliain-entary and other -critics ;
and ta pay it over ta him -pfômptly would be purchasing

their relief from further calls upon the Exchequer at a com-

paratively cheap rate. 'ù
Ta Lady Franklin this view of their duty was far from

commending itself, Ta her it seemed that 'information as
ta the faté 'of her husband and his companions, or such infor-

mation as the country ought alone ta be satisfied with, should

be of a more definite character than a story gathered from
the lips of wandering Eskimos, even supported, as no doubt

this was, by morally conclusive prooi of the fâct-which,
indeed, ýhardly needed proving nine years after the departure
of the explorers-that they had all perished. . Some light on
the causes which led ta the loss of the ships, and on the time.
and manner of Îhe deaths of their gallant commander and

their crews-it was this for which Lady, Franklin craved, and
for which in her devotion ta her husband's memory, and her
pride in his achievements, she firmly believed and maintained
that her countrymen were craving also. ' Shp had already
fitted out fouir-sh'lîpD4s ýà-ýés entirely-at-her own expensè, and,
as the event proved, su had no thought of shrinking from

further sacrifices in the same cause. But she beld, as, indééd,

-did the. naval and scientific world in general, that only an
,expedition furnished with the appliances and, supported by

the resources at the command of the Government had any
chance of attaining ' the desired end. Protesting, there-
fore, against the payment of the reward ta Dr. Rae-at

any rate, as deÊn-.itively exhausting Ministerial responsibility
in the matter-'she laboured untiringly during the next two'
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years to bring the Government to a sense of their duty to the
nation.

She was not without warm support from the leading
scientific men of theday, and from naval officers who had

distinguished themselves in Arctic krvice. On June 5, 1856,
a memorial, signed by many names of the highest weight in
the world of science and of exploring adventure, was presented
to Lord Palmerston, new at that time in the office of Prime
Minister, urging the necessity of further research 'to satisfy
the honour of Our country and to, clear up a mystery which
has.excited the sympathy of the civilised world.' And some

monthslater the prayer of this memorial was further empha-
sised b the following digniÉed and touching letter to the

Prime Minister from Lady Franklin herself:

6o Pall Mall: DeC. 2, 1856.

My Lord,-I trust I may be permitted, as the widow of Sir John
Franklin, to draw the attention of Her Majesty's Government to the
unsettled state of a question which a few weeks ago was under their
consideration, and to express a well-grounded hope that a final effort'

may be made to ascertain the fate and recoveri.the remains of my
husband's expedition.

Your Lordship will allow me to remind you that a memorial with
this object in view (of which I enclose a printeà éopy) was early in
June last presented to and kindly received by you. It had been

signed within forty-eight hours by all the leading men of science
then in London who had an opportunity of seeing it, and might have
received an indefinite augmentation of worthy names, had not the
urgency of the question forbidden delay. To the above names were

appended those of the. Arctic officers who had been personally
engaged in the search, and who though absent, wére known to be

favourable to another effort for its completion. And though that
united application obtained no immediate result, it was felt, and by ;5,t
no one more strongly than myself, that it never coûld be utterly
wasted.

I venture also to allude to, a letter of my own, addressed to the
Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty in April last, and a copy of

which accompanied, I believe, the memorial to your Lordship, wherein
I earne* stly deprecated the premature adjudication of the reward

lélaimed by Dr. Rae, on the ground that the fate of my husband's;
expedition was not yet ascertained, and tfiat -it was due both to, the

living and the dead to, complete a search which bad hitherto been
pursued under the greatest.disadvantage for want of the clue which
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was now for the first time in our hands. .. .The memorialists had,
as yet, received no reply, and accordingly the President of the Royal
Society put a question respecting the memorial in the House of
Lords at the close of the session which drew from one of Her

Majesty's Ministers (Lord Stanley), after some preliminary observa-
tions, the assurance that Her Majesty's'Gov*ernment would give the

subject their serioùs consideration during the reéess. I ma3rbe
permitted to add that, in the conversation which followéd, Lord

Stanley expressed himself very favourably disposed towards the
proposition made to him hy Lord Wrottesley, that in the event of
there being no Government expedition, I should be assisted in fitting
out my own expedition ; an assurance which Lord Wrottesley had
the kindness to communicate to me by letter. .. . I have cherished
the hope, in common with others, that we are not waiting in-vain.,

Should, however, the decision of ýthe Cxývernment unfortunately
throw upon me the. responsibility and the cost of sending out a vessel
myself, I beg to assure your Lordship that I shall not shrink eitger
from that weighty responsibility or from the sacrifice of my entire

available fortune for the purpose, support.ed as I am in my convic-
tions by such high authorities as those whose opinions are on record
in your Lordships hands, and by the hearty sympathy of many more.

But before I take upon myself so heavy an obligation, it is my
bounden duty to entreat Her Majesty's Government not to disregard
the arguments which have led so many competent and honourable
men to feel that our countrys honour is not satisfied while a mystery

which has excited the' sympathy of the civilised world remains
uncleared. Nor less would I entreat you to consider what must be
the unsatisfactory con§equences if any endeavour should be made to
quench all further efforts for this object.

It cannot be that the long-véxed question would thereby be set
at rest, for it would still be true that, in a certain circumscribed area
of the Arctic circle, a-pproachable àlike from the east and from the
west, and sure to be attained by a combination of both movements,
lies the solution of our unhappy countrymen's fate. While such is
the case, the question will never die. I believe that again and again
efforts would le made to reach the spot, and that the Goverriment
could not look on as unconcerned spectators, nor be relieved, in
public opinion, of the responsibility they had prematurely cast off. . . .

It woùld be a waste of words to, attempt to refute again the
main objectiohs that have ýeen urged ag-ain'st a renewed search aý
involving extraordinary dangers and-esking life. - The safe return of

our officers and men canne bé dénied, neither will it be* disputed
that each succeeding year diminishesthe risk of casualty ; and, indeed,
I feel it would be especially superfluous and unseasonable to, aigue
against this particular objection, or against- the financial one which

MM ummmwmffl Imm
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generally accompanies it, at a moment when new expeditions for the
glorious interests of science, and which every true lover of science
and of his country must rejoice in, are'contemplated for the interior
of Africa and other parts which are less favourable to human life
than the icy regions of the North. Even were the expenditure
greater than can reasonably be expected, I submit to yoùr Lordship
that this is a case of no ordinary exigency. These 135 men of
thé Erebus and 7Êerror (or, perhaps, 1 should ratfier say the greater
part of them, since we'de not yet know that ther'e are no survivors)
have laid down their lives, after sufférings doubtless of unexampled
severity, in the service of their country as truly as if they hid perished
by the rifle, the cannon ball- or the bayonet. Nay,,more ; by attaining
the northern and already surveyed coasts of An-re-rica, it is clear that
they solved the problern which was the object of'their labour, or, in eji
the beautiful words of Sir johný Richardson, that 'they forged the 41

last link of the North-west Passage with their lives.'
Surely, then, I may plead for such men that a careful search be

made for any posssible survivor, that the bones of the dead be sought
for and gathered together, that their buried records be unearthed or
recovered fForn the hands'of the Eskimos, and, above all, that their

last writteË words, so precious to their bereaved fàmilies and friends,
be saved fr6rù destruction. A mission so -sacred is worthy of a
Government which has grudged and spared nothing for its heroie

soldiers and sailors in other fields of warfare, and will surely be
approved by our goracious Queen, who overlooks none of herloyal

subjects sufféring and dying for their country's honour.
The final and exhiýU-§tive search is alf I-sèek--»q,ýehalf of the

first and only martM-to Arctic discovery in modern times, andît is
all I ever intend to ask.

But if, notwithstanding all I have presumed to urge, ner MajIesty's
Government decline to complete the work they ha ed on up to

this critical moment, but leave it to private hands to finish, I must
then respectfülly request that meagure. of assist4nce which I have
been led to expect on the authority of Lord Stanley as communicated
to me by Lord Wrottesley, and on that of the first Lord of the

Admiralty as communicated to Colonel Phipps in a letter in my
possession.

It is with no desire to avert from myself the sacrifice of my own
funds, which I dev'otewithout reserve to the object in view, that I
-plead for a liberal interpretation of those communications ; but I owe
it to the conscientious and high-minded Arctic officers who hâve

genèrous1y offéred me their services that my expedition should -- Ue
made as'efficient as possible; however restricted it may be in extent.
The Adffiiraltyi I feel sure, will not deny me what may be necessary
for the purpose, since, if I do all 1 can with my owrj,.,, means, any

DD
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deficiencies -and shortcomings of a private expeditiqàý', cannot, I
think, be laid to my charge.

1 commit the prayer of t1iis letter, for the length of which I MÜ'st
beg m-uch to apologise, to your Lordship's patient and kind considera-

tion, feeliiig assured that, however the words of it " may fall upon the
ear of some who appatently judge of it neither by the heart nor
by the head, you wiU not on that, or on any light ground, hastfly
dismiss it. Rather &ay you be imp %

,elled to féel that the shorfëý,t
and surest way to set the unfortunate questionat rest is to, submità
to that final investigation whicli will satiýfy the yearnings of surviving
relatives and friends and, what - is justly of higher import to your
Lordship, the credit and honour of the country.

I have the honour-to be, &ic.,
JANE FRANKLIN.1 -

The Right Hon. Viscoupt Palmerston, K.G.

No final answer was given to this eloquent appeal for an-
other three months ; but in April, 18 5 7, Sir Charles Wood, the

First Lord of tÈe Admiralty, wrote informing Lady Franklin..'
that the members of Her Majeýsty's Government 1 having come
with great regret to the conclusion that there was no prospect

of saving lifQ, wouid not be justified, for any objects which, in
their opinion, could be obtained by an expedition tc the

Arctic seas, in exposing the lives of officers and men to, the
risks inseparable from such an enterprise!

On receipt of this answer the devoted widow lost not a
moment in taking independent action,- She immediately

entered'o into negotiations for the purchase of a screw steam-
yacht. By the middle of the month she had written to Captain
McClintock to take command of the expedition, and in less
than a week she was able to telegraph to. him, 'Your.leave is
granted;- the Fox is mine; the refit will commence immedi-
ately.' The Fox was immediately placed in the hands of
her builders to be strengthençd and adapted to, Arctic service,

with the intention of getting heï ready to, sail by july i.
Provisions for twenty-eigh-t months were embark-ed, includiýg.

preserved vegetables, lemori iûice,,and pickles for daily con'-
surnption,,,and preserved meafs for every third day; also as

much cif the « stoutest ale' as r-om could be-found for. Thé
Government,^to do- them juàtice, did their bes-t to àýone fio-r-

their refusal to despatch another expedition of their own by
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contributing liberally,'- wrote Captain McClintock, 'to our
supplies., AUqur arms, powder, shot, powder for ice-blasting,

rockets, maroons,- and signal-mortârs were furdished by the

Board of Ordnance. The Admiralty caused 6,68:2 lbs. of
pemmican to be prepared for our use.' They 1supplied us

with all the requisite ice gear, such as saws from ten to eight-

een feet in length, ice-anchors an'd ice-claws ; also with our
winter housing, medicines, seamen's library, hydrographical
instruments charts, chronometers, and an ample supply of

Arctic clothing, which had remained in s»tore from former expe-

ditions. The Board of Trade contributed a variety of meteoro- jp àf
logical and nautical instruments and journals, and 1 found that

had but to ask of these departments for what was required,
and if in store it was at once granted.' The ]President of the

Royal Society yoted 5ol. from their donation fund for the

purchase of magnetiè and other scientific instruments. The
expenses of fitting out the expedition, including the original

purchase-cost of the yacht, zoool, amounté d to some 6,wol.,
of which, however, about half was met by private subscrip-

tion, the list of subscribers containing many well-known and

interesting names. Thackeray figures in it as a contributor.

Dickens had energetically s-upported'Lady Franklins appeal

to the Government through his then newly founded periodical,
Household Words. . The,-crew, all told, numbered only twènty- re

six souls.- Captain McClin'tock's, second in command was

Lieutenant Hobson, R.N., and with him was associated Cap-

ýtain (now Sir Allen) Young, then of the mercantile marine,
whQ was an enthusiast for Arctic exploration, and who had

not only subscribed handsomely to, the expedition, but had

actually abandoned a lucrative appointment to accept a21
subordinate post in it. Th-ùý manned and provisioned this

little yacht Of 170 tons went torth to achieve a work which

had baffled the efforts of many powerful ships of the navy,
with all the resources of a great maritime department at their

backs.
Fox was punctually got ready for sea by the day

fixed, and two days before that date Lady Franklin wrote to

her capfàin what he described as the only written instruction
DD2
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he côuld ever prevail upon her to give him,' in the following

admirable lettér.-

My dear Captain McClintock,-You have kindly invited me to
give you 1 Instructions,' but I cannôt bring myself. to féel. that it

would be right in any way to influence your judgment in the conduct
of your noble undertaking; and, indeed, I have no temptation to do

so, since it appears to me that your views are àl'most identical. with
t4se which I had independently formed before I becamethoroughly,
possessed of yours. But had this been otherwise, I trust you would
have found me ready th prove the implicit confidence I place in you
by yielding my own views to your hore enlighténed judgment;

knowing, too, as I do, that your whole heart also is in the cause, even
as my own is. As to the objects of the expedition and their relative
importance, I am sure you know that the rescue of any possible sur-
vivor of the Erebus and Terror would be to me, as it would be to you,
the noblestresult of four efforts.

To this obj ect -I would wish every other to be subordinate and
next to it in importance is the recovery of the unspeakably precious
documents of the expedition, public 'and private, and the personal

relics-of my dear husband and his companions.
And, lastly, I trust it may be in your power to confirm directly or

inferentially the claim of my husband's expedition to theearliest dis-
covery of the passage which, if Dr. Rae's report be true (and the

Government of our country has already accepted 'and rewarded.
it as such), these martyrs in a noble cause achieved-at-their-Ws-f-----
extremity after five long years of labour and sufféring, if not at an
earlier period.

I am sure, you will do all that man can do for the aittainment of all
these objects ; my only fear is that you may spend yourselves too

much in the effort, and you must, therefore«, let me tell you h
much dearer to me even than them. is the preservation of the vàluable
lives of the little band of heroes who are your companions and
followers.

May God in His great mercy preserve you all from, harrn amid
the labours and perils which await you, and restore you to us in health
and safety as well as*in honour 1 As to the honour, I can have no
misgiving. It will be yours as much if you fail (since you may fail
in spite of every effort) as if you succeed ; and be ý\ssured that under
any and ail circumstances whateve,-, such is my unboýnded confidence
in you, you will possess and be. entitled to the endu\ting gratitude of
your sincere and attached friend,

JANETRANKLIN.

The fiist year's voyage of the gallarit little'yacht was

unfortunate. All went well till she reached Melville Bay;
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but, in attempting to cross it, she found her way blocked by
large masses of ice, though it was still but mid-August, and
in a"-few days she was fastleset-and McClintock had to
fàce the grim prospect of passing the very first winter of the
expedition in ' the pack. For no less a period than 242 days
the Fox was fr-zen fast, and drifted helplessly to the south-

ward for nearly 1,200 geographical miles. It was not till
April 25, 1858, that she was released from the grasp of the,

ice, and, again pushing northward, succeeded this time in
crossing the bay and effecting an entrance into Lancaster
Sound.

Beechey Island was their first destination, and this they
reached in the month of August, bringing with the-m a
marble tablet, which had been sent out by Lady Franklin

with an American search party for erection at the first winter
quarters of her husband's expedition, but which the Ameri-

,cans, prevented by circumstances from executing their mission,
had been obliged to bring back with them and deposit.at-

Godhavn in Disco. The inscription is as follows:-

TO THE MEMORY OF

FRANKLIN

CROZIER, FITZJAMES.
AND ALL THEIR

GALrANT BROTHER OFFICERS AND FAITHFUL

COMPANIONS WHO HAVE SUFFERED AND PERISHED

IN THE CAUSE OF SCIENCE AND

THE SERVICE OF THEIR COUNTRY

THIS TABLET

IS ERECTED NEAR THE SPOT WHERE

THEY PASSED THEIR FIRST ARCTIC

WINTER) AND WHENCE THEY ISSUED

FORTH, TO CONQUER DIFFICULTIES OR

TO DIE

TO COMMEMORATE THE GRIEF OF THEIR

ADMIRING COUNTRYMEN AND, FRIENDS

AND THE *ANGUISH SUBDUËD IBY FAITH

OF HER WHO HAS LOST, IN THE HEROIC

LEADER OF THE EXPEDITION> THE MOST

DEVOTED AND AFFECTIONATE OF

HUSBANDS

"And so He bringeth theni unto thé
Haven where they would be'.

18 55
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This tablet Captain McClintock duly erected upon the
raised flagged square in the centre of which stands the

cenotaph recording the names of those who perished in the
Government éxpedition under Sir Edward Belcher.'
Quitting 'Beechey Island in the -middle of August,

McClintock entered Peel Sound, but onr3ï-to find, after
steaming down it for some five-and-twenty miles, that his
way was, impassably blocked by ice. He was accordingly
forced to retrace his course to Barrow Strait, and to try a

southward route by Prince Regent Inlet instead of that by
way of Peel Sound. Down this new channel they accordingly

proceeded, and, after a perilous adventur' in the floating ice,
which came near to, dashing her on the rocks, the little yacht

succeeded in making her way westward through Bellot
Strait and was, at the end of September, 185 8, laid up snugly

enough in winter quarters at Port Kenned -a haven lighte'y
upon by McClintock at the eastern end of the strait, aný

named by him after 'the original discoverers of the water
way.

The winter was spent in making arrangements for thèý
thorough exploration of the coast of Boothia asthe first work
of the folloiving spring. It was a winter of extraordinaryt
severity, the thermometer ranging on Christmas Day from

760 to SoO below freezing-point, and the mean temperature
for the month of December being as low as-339-only
60 above the freezin -:point of mercury. In january and9
February the weather still continued abnormally cold, even

for these regions ; but on the i th of the latter month it
was thouaht to have sufficiently moderated to, allow of the

expedition's starting out, and on that day McClintock and his
sledge party set out for Cape Victoria.

Early in March they reached an Eskimo village, from the
inhabitants of which they obtained .some news , and several
relics of the lost expedition. Amông the latter'were some
spoons and forks, a silver mâal, part of a gold chain, several
-buttons, and knives made of thé iron and wood of the wreck,
as well as bows and arrows fashioned out of material obtained

from the same sourde.
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None of the Es-iiiio- -had - seen any of the expeditio
though -one averred that he had 1 seen their bones uponi;Ïhcec
island where they died.' He was understood to say tÉà the
boat was crushed by the ice. On the following day, hàwever,
more definite information was obtained. An Eskimo from
whorn they-bought a spear told their interpreter disfinctly that
i a ship having three masts had been crushed byfhe ice out in
the sea to the west of King William Islancf but that all
the people landed, safély ; he was not one of those who

were- eyewitnesses 'of it ; the ship sank, so nothing was
obtained by the natives frorn her'; all that they have got,' he
said, 'came from an island in the river.' The spear staff
appeared to have been made from the gunwale of a light
boat This information substantially bore out the reports of
Dr. Rae, and accounted for the disappearance of one of the
ships ; but it gave no clue to the whereabouts of the other,
nor to the direction whence they came. One thing, however,

it rendered tolerably certain, namely, that the crews did not
at any time land on the shore of Boothia.

McClintock ',now returned to the yacht, having in his

twenty-five days' jourriey travelled 42o English miles and

completed the discovery of the coast line of continental
America, adding thereby 120 miles tO our charts. On

reaching the Fox he assembled his little crew and acquainted

them with the results of his expedition, went on to point out

that there still remained one of the ships unaccounted for,

and that, therefore, it was necessary to carry out all the

projected lines of search.
On April2McClintock and Lieutenant Hobson started

off again', upon what, in the case of the latter officer, was to

be the eventfül journey of, the expeditïon. King William

Island, practically the only land not yet examined in

which search seemed at all likely to be rewarded, was the

object in view. By the end of the month they had reached

Cape Victoria, where they separated, Hobson marching
direct'fôr Cape Felix, while McClintock kept on a more

southerly. course. Though-less important as regards its 1 finds'

than that of his comra.de (to whom, indeed, he is understood
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to have generously yielded the most promising field of search
with a view to procuring him his promotion), McClintock's

journey was far from being fruitless. ' In the course of it he
succeeded in acquiring many relics of the Franklin party,

and covering, as he did, the whole of the west shore of King
William Island, and making his . way thenceî to the,,ice at
the entrance of the Great Fish River, he'had, the satisfaction
of knowing that he had traversed the whole route taken by
Franklin's unfortunate followers, and that, had they left

behind them any cairn or other record of their passage, he
could not have failed to discover them. Montreal Island
having been carefully examined, McClintock crossed over to

the mainland in the neighbourhood of Point Duncan, and on
May Ig set out « on his return journey.

It seemed then as though it were vain to hope for the
discovery of any traces of the missing men themselves.

McClintock had already satisfied himself, from his interroga-
tion of the Eskimos, that the wreck of one of the ships, or
rather its last fragments, might still be seen at a point off
the west coast of King William Island, but nearly all--of it
had. been carried off by the natives, and it was probable that
the five days' journey necessary to reach it would not be
adequately repaid. ÎDtill, it was evident that nothing was,
to be gained by pushing further to the south, and the only
course open to McClintock was to retrace his steps. Re-
gainihg the shore of Simpson Strait some miles to the west
of Point Richardson, the 13arty crossed over to, King William
Island, and took their way along the south coast, making for
Cape Herschel. Here their first grim discovery awaited
them.

We were now upon the shore, along which the retreating crews
must have marched. My sledges, of course, travelled upon the sea-
ice close along the shore ; and although the depth of snow which
covered the beach deprived us of almost every hope, yet we kept a

very sharp look-out for traces, nor were we unsuccessfül. Shortly after
midnight of May 25, when slowly walking along a gravel ridge near

the beach'which the winds kept partially bare of snow, I came upon
a human skeleton, partly exposed, with here and theïre a few fragments
of clothing appearing through the snow. The'skeleton -now per-
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fectly bleached-was lying upon its face, the limbs and smaller bones
either dissevered or gnawed away by small animals.

A most careful examination of the spot was, of course, made, the
snow removed and every scrap of clothing gathered up. A pocket-
book afforded strong grounds for hope that some information might

be subsequently obtaingd respecting the unfortunate crews and-the
calamitous march of the lost crews, but at the time it was frozen hard.

it was brought home to England and every effort n-fade

to decipher the letters found in it but only a fèw detachecf -

sentences could be made out, and these not referring to the

proceedings of the expedition.

The victim. was a young man, slightly built and perhaps above the
common height ; the dress appeared to be that of a steward or officer's

servant, the loose bow-knot in which his neck handkerchief was tied
not being used by seamen or officers. In every particular the dress

confirmed our conjectures as to, his rank or office in the late expedi- 4'1
tion-the blue jacket with slashed sleeves and braided edging, and the

pilot cloth greatcoat with plain covered buttons. We also found a
clothes brush near and a horn pocket-comb. This poor man seems to

have selected the bare ridge top as affording the least tiresome walk-
ing, and to have fallen upon his face in the position in which we found

A melancholy commenta'ry on the words of the old

Eskiîno woman, 1 They fell down aàd died as they walked

along.' The cairn erected by Simpýqn in 1839 at Cape

Herschel was then inspected; but though McClintock was

then and afterwards convinced that the doomed men had left

some record, he found nothing, and he believes-a belief

confirmed by the displacement noticeable in the stones of the

cairn-that the deposit, whatever it was, had been removed by

the Eskimos. Twelve miles beyond Cape Herschel he was

met by the joyful intelligence that, thanks tý.,lhe keen eyes

and good fortune of his comrade, their missiôn had attained

its end-the discover of a written record under the hand of

the lost. Beneath a cairn which Hobson had erected as its

depository, McClintock found a paper left for him by his

comrade, informing him of the discovery of Graham Gores

record at Point Victory the contents of which- have already

been set out. Its importance, of course, could hardly be over-

estirnated for not only did it virtually confirm the reports
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received from the Eskimos as to the fate of the expedition,

but it fixed the precise date and place of Sir John Franklin's

death, and conveyed' to his widow the m * elancholy consola-

tionof the assurance that fie had been mercifu'lly spared the

long-drawri agony which his surviving comrades must have

endured.
Lieutenant Hobson's note contained the further informa-

tion that he had found -quantities of clothingr and articles of

all kinds lying about ' the cairn, as if the unhappy men,

aware that they were retreating for their lives, had there

abandoned everything which they considered superfluous.

On May :29 McClintock and his party reached the
westernmost point of King William Island, which he named

after Captain Crozier. Thence the coast line was found to,

turn sharply away to the eastward, and, following it, the

party encamped early on the morning of Ma - -3o alongside a-_ y
large boat,,another sad refic of the expedition, which Hobson
had found and éxamined a few days before ; but he had failed -
to discover- record, journal, pocket-book, or memorandum of

any description. This boat, which was mounted on a sledge

of unusual weight and strength, McClintock afterwards care-

fully examined, but for the moment they were in no mood

for minute observation,! for there was that in the boat which

transfixed us with awe.' It contained portions of two human

skeletons.

One was that of a slight young person, the other of a large, strongly
made, middle-aged man. The former was found in the bow of the
boa4 but in too disturbed a state to enable Hobson to judge whether
the sufférer had died there. Large and powerful animals, probably

wolves, had destroyed much of the skeleton, which may have
been that of an officer. Near it we found the fragment of a pair of

worked slippers ... the lines white wiih a red margin; the spaces
red, white, and yellow. They had originally been eleven inches long,
lined with calfskin with the hair left on, and the edges bound with

red silk ribbon. Besides these slippers there were a pair of smau,
strong shooting half-boots. The other skeleton was in a more

perfect state, and was enveloped with clothes and furs it lay across
the boat under the after thwart. Close beside it weie found five
watches, two double-barrelled guns, 1 one barrel in each loaded and

cocked, standîno, muzzle upwards towards the boat's side. It, may
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be imagined with what deep interest these sad relics were scrutinised,
and how anxiously every fragment of clothing was turned over in
search of pockets and pocket-books, journals, or even names. Five,
or six small books were found, all of them scriptural or devotional
works, except the 1 Vicar of Wàkefield.' One little book, 1 Christian 13?

Melodies ' bore an inscription on the title-page, from the donor
to G. G. (Graham Gore?). A small Bible contained numerous
marginal notes, and whole passages underlined. Besides these books,
the covers of a New Tes tament and Prayer Book were found.

Unhappily, too, the boat contained ominous evidences

of that terrible overloading of- the sledges, which Sherard

Osborn had had cause to suspect from the .'signs discovered

by him at Beechey Island. Among an amazing quantity of

clo-thing and toilet articles, McClintock found twine, n'ails,

saws, files, bristles, waxends, sailmakers' palms, powder,

bullets, shot, cartridges, wads, leather cartridge-cases, knives

-clasp and dinner onesý--needle and thread cases, slow match,

several bayonet scabbards cut down into knifé sheaths, two

rolls of sheet lead, and, in short, a quantity of articles of, oneý

description and another truly astonishing in variety, and such

as, for the most part, modern sledge tiavellers in these regions

would consider a mere accumulation of dead weight, but.

slightly useful and very likely to break down the strength of

the sledge crews.'

The only provisions found in the boat were a small quan-

tity of tea and nearly forty pounds of chocolate. These articles

alone would, of course, have J:)een- insufficient to support life in

'but neither biscuit nor meat of anyan ArIctic temperature

kind was found. There was, however, no lack of fuel, for a

drift týee was lying on the beach close at hand, where it had

probably lain for twenty or thirty years. In the after part

of the bpat were discovered a number of spoons and forks

marked with the initials or crests- of various officers of the

expedition, eight of them bearing the crest of Sir John-

Franklin, and having been probably, McClintock conjectures,

issued to the m en, as the only means of saving them, as relics

of the lost commander. No doubt, indeed, the other officers-

did the same with their own plate, as not a single iron spoon

such as sailors always use was found.

ù
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The most surprising t ' hing to the discoverers was the posi-

tion of the sledge on which the-boat was cradled. It was turned

towards the N.E., or in the reverse direction to the iine of

retreat. The spot at which it was discoveregi was about

So mi-les as a sledge would. travel frôi Point Victory, and

there fore 65 miles from the position of the abandoned ships.

On the othcr hand,'it was 70 miles frOm the skeleton of the

steward and i 5o miles from, Montreal Island, the limit of

M-cCliîitoc-k"s--southward search. --- Moreover.--i-t--,wa-s in the

depth of a wide bay, where, by crossincr over io or 12 miles

of very low land, instead of following the indentation of the

coast, -;K saving of soaýe 40 miles would be effected.

À little reflection led me to satisfy my own mind, at least, that
the boat was returning to the ship ; and in no other way can I

,account for two men having been left in her, than by supposing the
party were unable to drag the boat furtheri and that these two men,
not being able to keep pace with their shiprnates, were therefore left

by them, supplied with such provisions as could be spared to last
until the return of the others from. the ship with. a fresh stock.

Whether it was the intention of the retrocedino, party to await the
result of another season in the ships, or to follow the track of the
main body to the Great Fish River, is more a matter of conjecture. It

seems highly probable that they had purposed revisiting the boat,
not only on account of the two men left in charge of it, but also to
obtain the chocolate, the five watches, and many other articles which
would otherwise scarcely have been left in he'r.

The same reasons which may be assigned for the return of the
detachment from. the main body will also serve to account fo-r

their not having come back to their boat. In both instances they
appear to have greatly overrated their strength and the distance

tbey could travel in a given time.

. Whether z all or any of the remainder of this detached

party ever reached their ships is ùncertain. It seems clear,
at any rate, that nonle of them, returned to the boat, or

other skeletons would have been discovered in the neighbour-

hood ; and if theEskimos spoke the truth in declaring that

but one human body was found on board the ship that drifted

on shore, the infèrence is that the remainder of the sledge

party, probably some twenty or thirty men, must hàve

perished in the attempt to, traverse Ithose fifty miles of land
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which lay between them and the ships, and that the Arctic
wolves had left no trace of their remains.

A duplicate of Gores record, deposited in 1847, was foun d
by Lieutenant Hobson on the south side of Back Bay ; that is,.
on the opposite shore of the inlet to -that in which the former
-for, being at a point somewhat nearer the place in which
the ships were beset, we may suppose it-to, aveJ:>e-en-thé'
earlier depQsjtjoftheAw*ý-was-àý f courseadds
nothing to our information, and is lonly interesting as showing
the same mista-e as its companion, paper with refèrence to.
the year in which the Erebus and Terror wintered at Beechey
Island. Both papers had evidently been filled in and sealed

up at the same time, and that this was before Graham Gore
left the ships is to be inferred frorn the fact that neither

seems to have originally borne any entry of the date at
which they were deposited. When, the year afterward, the

record was opened by the retËeating party, this date, May
:28, was filled in by Captain Fitzjames,;ýs may be gathered
frorn the colour of the ink, which resembles that of Fitz-

James s marginal additions and not that of Graham Gores
original entries. The ascertainment of this point has an
importance which McClintock hardly seems to have attached

to'it- when he composed his narrative ; for, incidentally, it
proves that Graham Gore's party, or some of them, made

"'>their way bacK safély to the ships with the new-s, as we may
fairly assume, of their having sighted the wished-for shores
and waters. This would not have been proved by the'mere

circumstance that Crozier and Fitzjames seern to have known
the whereabouts of Gores record, for it might have been

arranged before he started that a cairn should be erected
and a record left on the first point of land which he reached
after traversing the ice-pack. But it would have been im-
possible for the shipmates whorn Gore- and his party left
behind thern to have known the exact date at wliich they

reached Point Victory, unless some of thern had returned
with a full report of their journey and its results.

The two papers had been soldered up in tin cylinders, but
when discovered they were already much damaged by rust,
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and in a very few years would have been illegible. The

ýýIinder opened by Fitzjaffies to get at the paper within and

add to it the information which gives it its principal value,

had not been soldered up again. Probably the retreating

party had not the means of doing so. It was found on the

ground among some loose stones which had evidently fallen

from the top of the cairn. Its preservation under the cir-

cumstanc-es-wa4-prýovidential,. Indeed, its very existence is

a matter for congratulation, for it does not seem to have

been intended, in McClintock's opinion, that any recoÏd at all

should be deposited after the abafidonment of the ships; and

our gratitude to the ' men who left it dds, 'to be

all the greater when we remember that the ink had to be

thawed, and that writing in a tént during an April day in the

Arctic regions is by no means auý,.-eiisy task.'

A great quantity and variety'àethings lay strewn about

'the cairn, in - further lamentable testimony to the diýastrous

overloading, 'of the party-articles such. as it had evidently
been found impossible to carry further than the short distance

of fifteen miles, which was ajl 4jhat the party had then covered.

Among these were four heavy sets of boats cooking stoves,

pickaxes, shovels, Won hoops, old canvas, a large single block,

about four feet of. a éopper ligbtning rod, long pieces, of

hollow bÈass curtain rods, a small case of selected medicines

containing about twenty-four phials, the contents in a won-

derful state ' of preservation,' and certain nauticaý Z: and mag-

netic instruments. . The clothing left by the party formed

"a huge heap four feet hicrh ý. every article was searched, but

the pockets were empty and not one of all these articles was

marked.'
Two other cairns and m any relics were found b Hobson

to the north of this po ' Ëition, and though throwing no further

direct light on the faté of the expedition, they were indirectly

valuable as showingthat no.part of the coast'between Cape

Felix and Cape Crozier had been visited by Éskimos since

the landing of the crews in 1848. None of the cairns had

been disturbed, nor had any of the numerous articles strewn

about, which would be invaluable to the natives, been toUched.
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Hence it may bc confidently inferred that' the evidence J
of the Eskimos as to « the white men falling and dying as

thèy walked aionÈ' applies only to the shore line south-
ward and eastward from, Cape Crozier, where, of course, no

traces of them were permitted by these eyewitnesses of their
death to remain. 'It, is not probable that suchý fearful

rùortality would have overtalken them so early in their--arch

;as within eighty miles by sledge route from. the abandoned
ships-such being their distance from Cape Crozier ; nor is it

probable that we could have passed the wreck had she existed

there, as there are no off-lying islands . to prevent- a- ship
dfifting in upon the beach, while to the southward the are

very numerous, so much so that a drifting s]4ip could hardly

run the gauntlet between thern so as to reach the shore!

McClintock's mission wa5 now fully accomplished. Hé
had set at rest all doubts as to the fate of the expédition hé

had obtained for the widow of its gallant commander the,

conclusive evidence so long sought, so passionately, yet

patiently striven for, of the time and manner of her husband's

death; and, finally, he had brought back with him what she
hardly less valued, definitive proof that Franklin and his

companions were actually the first t'O discover, though not to

accomplish in their ships, the passage, from the Atlantic to

the Pacific Ocean. The bows of the gallant little Fox might

now bc turned homeward ; her two years' battle with the
Arctic seas was over, and she would winter in more hospitable' Ai

waters.
ÏBy the end of july they had reached Godhavn on their

southward journý,y, where letters frOrn England reached
A

them. Lady Franklin and Miss Cracroft had both written

to Captai'n McClintock in the previous March. They had

travelled, as he remarks, even " more than we have, having

visited almost all the countries bordering the Mediterranean

and Black Seas, pisted through ihe Crimea, and steamed up.

the Danube! Nineteen'laye fater McClintock landed 'at

Portsmouth and re-ported himself to the Admiralty. The

Arctic medal was presented to such of the "crew as had not

ki
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already received it for Arctic service. A month later the
.commander of the expedition received the official acknow-

ledgment from the Admiralty of 'the important sèrvices "
performed by him e i ' n brifiging home the only euthentié

intelligence of the death of the late ' Sir John Franklin, and
of the fate of the crews of the Erebus and Terror.' And in
the yeàr following, Her--Majesty, by conferring upon Captain-
McClintock -the honour of knighthood, which the gallant

officer still lives to enjoy, expressed 'her just appreciation of-,
whât was not the least brilliant of those Arctic exploits which

have added lustre tà her reign. 
qb

ton
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CHAPTER XXIV

A DEVOTED WIDOWHOOD

1839-1875

LADY FRANKLINS task was done. The self-imposed duty

to which she had devoted so many long years of yearning, J
and of the heart-sickness of hope deferred, wàs- at last accom- -

plished. Few, save herself, had been found to believe, during

the latter part of the period, that it was possible. There
lei

was proof enough, thought, the world in general, that her

gallant husband and his companions were ail dead. Had not

authentic and unmistakable relics of the ill-fated band been

brought home bY Dr. Rae, includinal some at least, such as

Franklin's own decorations of honour, which it was certain

that their owner would never have parted -with while life

remained. What more was needed? Was it proof of the

time and manner of that death of which only the bare fact

had been estaýlished-?-- But such proof might never have

existed at all. Circumstances might have prevented the lost

explorers from, leaving behind tfiem any record of their ad-

ventures, or of the deaths by which their party hâd been

thinned. Even if they had done so, how shadowy was the

hope' that that record was still in existence! W-hy should

not the wandering Eskimos, into whose hands all the other

relics hadfallen, have obtained possession of this also ? And h

if they had, was it not certain that they w'*uld have destroyed

'it or thrown it away as worthless ? Was there any use in

spending more and more money and risking-- more and more

valuable lives in so visionary a chase ?

So spoke, of course, the world of " commbn -sense,' and in

tones which naturally gained in decision and emphasis with

EE
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every year that passed, especially after Dr. Rae's discoveriés

had satisfied every one of the fact of death. There was

nothing to oppose to it but the love, the devotion, the un-
quenchable faith of one solitary woman. She had clung long

after others had abandoned it to the belief that her husband
was still living; and when this hope was abandoned, and she-

had, as we have seen, to appeal to the Government in the
avowed character of Sir John Fran ' klin's 'widow,' she wasý

then to cling with equal tenacity to the conviction, long re-
linq'ished by others, that somewhere, beneath some undis-
covered cairn on the frozen coasts of Arctic America, lay the
preclous record of the lost.

The passionate embrace in'which she clasped and held t6
her heart the faith that her husband was still living, when few

doubted that he was dead, is most pathetically illustrated in

the letters she has left behind. The commander of every
search expedition which left our shores between 1848 and

1853, carried one or other of these letters with him, some-
times containina- an enclosure from her niece, Miss Cracroft,

always bearing -messages of love and hope from her step-
daughter. Time after time they were returned to her, even
as the north wind might have blown back the forlorn cry of
the bereaved; but they wer'é preserved with sacred care-
The same original was often re-copied and sent out in sub-
stantially identical terms a second and a third time, and the
very reiteration of the samé utterances of love, and longing,

and resignation is unspeakably àad. The first of these letters.,
dated May 8 and 9, IS48, lies now before me, the wrapper

which originally enclosed it bearing the superscription, to,
1 Captain Sir John Franklin, R.N. : H.M.S. Erebus. To the
care of Sir James Ross.' This went with the first search

expedition that was sent out, and, written at a time when, of
course, there was still good grýund for hope that Franklin
might be still living, its dominant note is *on e- of pain at thé

thought of the " sufféring which he might then, it was thought,
be actually enduring, but from which, as we know, he had

been released eleven months before. 'Mày it,' writes the
unconscious widow-
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may it be the will of God, if you are not restored to us earlier,

that you should open this letter, and that it may give you comfort in

all your- trials. I feel sure that you must all have sufféred much, and

perhaps, when you are met with, it may be in a state of great exhaus-

tion, and your numbers even may be diminished, and ffiany a bitter

trial you may have' had to bear. May you have found your refuge

and strength in Him whose mercies you have so often experienced

when every human aid was gone. If the prayers of all who love you

hav*e availed with that merciful God whose ear is ever open to the

cry of all who trust to Him, you will yet be spared to us. But we

know that-His ways are not alwa s such as we can adore without the

subjèction of many human féekngs to the exercise of the humblest

and deepest faith. 1 try to prepare myself for every trial which

may be in store for me ; but, dearest, if you ever 4en this, it will be,

I trust, because I have been spared the greatest of all. Next to you

I think of dear Captain Crozier. - I trust you have never been forced

to separate, and that you -have been a mutual comfort to each other.

. . . We have not had any serious uneasiness about you till lately.

I felt sure you meant to have returned last autumn, though your letter

to me from Disco contemplated the possibility-at least the words

were capable of this interpretation-of staying out a third winter,

and everybody thinks you would not return till forçed by the want

of proivisions. Sir l'James Ross thinks you have been, sent by your ki

instructions to, a part where you could hardly fail of being inextricably

entangled in the ice, somewhere about 730 N. and io5o W. Indeed,

I believe he thinks you can never unassisted get out of it.

Here, it should ' be noted, are tra 'ces of that singular mis-

conception of Franlffin's 'ntended route which, for so, long

led the search parties astray, and through which sol much

invaluable time was lost. Longitude io5o W. îs some

seven or eight degrées west of the point at which Franklin

turned to the southward, and is thus far nearer to, Melville

Island and that part of the Arctic Ocean which Franklin-

it must, or should, have'been we«11 known to Ross and all

other commanàers of sea'rching parties-had been expressly

counselled to avoid.

Lady Franklin goes on to speak .'of her stepdaughter"

Eleanor's approaching marriage to Mr. Gell; of Sir John

Richardson, then about to marry a third wifé; of the pre-

parations for-Sir James Ross's departure on the search ex-

pedition, and many matters relating to friends- and family

2
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which she thought would interest her long absent husband.

She concludes

God bless you, my own dearest love. How ardently we pray for
you youwill not doubt. It was settled between us and the Bishop of

Tasmania, Who has lately left us, that on july 16 next prayers should
be put up in Van Diemen's Land in every church and chapel for you
and all the expedition. It would have been a less trial to me to come
after you, as I was at one time tempted to do, but I thou ht it my
dut and my interest to remain ; for might I not have missed you, and
would it have een right to leave Eleanor ? Yet, if 1 had thought you

to be ill, nothing should have stopped me. God bless you again.
You will be welcomed back with joy and honour by your friends

and family and country, most of all by your affectionate and devoted
wifé.

In May i85o the substance of the letter went out a
second time to the Arctic seas by the hand of the vete.Lan
Sir john Ross, who had, as he put it, 'given his word,' and

had 'publicly stated that he would come to look for Franklin'
if he was a' sentAonger than three years.? By this time even
Lady Franklin, could no longer believe that the explorers

wére still on board their ships.

We are all prepared to hear that you have been forced to abandon
them, or that one of them is lost. If you are only restored to us

in any way, enfeebled as you may be, I shall bless God for the mercy.
If you live to read this and receive my fondest blessing, 1 ivill thank 

rHim, still. I desire nothing but to cherish the remainder of your
6ys, however -injured and broken your health may be, but in all

cases 1 will strive to bow to the Almighty will and trust in His mercy
for reunion in a better world.

The letter came back to, the writer in the following year;
but ere it reached her the expiring flame of hope had been

rekindlèd in 4er bosom . by the discoveries at Beeche ynd she despatched it under coverIsland, a again in '1851-,
with the following: f

t
The enclosêd letter was brought back to me this autumn by Sir

John Ross on his return from Lancaster Sound. To our extreme
disappoïntment all the ships sent out in search of you by the Govern- a:

ment returned also. These included four under Captain Austen, a:
and two, called the Lady Franklin and the $ophia,'ender Captain w
Penny, the whaling captain. Captain Austen during last spring sent h-
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off travelling parties to Melville Island (where .1 felt sure ou would
not -be found, at least on the south side) and also south-west of Cape

Walker, where theyjudged no ship could ever have passed. Captain
Penny took another direction and went up Wellington [Channel]

with sledges, and convinced himself you had gone that way in open

water. They all had previously found your winter quarters in 1845-6
àt Beechey Island. Penny had not materials to pursue his search

dnother -year, -so returned home this autumn as well as the rest, and

now another expedition is to start in the spiing to pursue the course

through Wellington Channel. The* little 1 Prince Albert' private

expedition is attempting to reach James -Ross Strait and Siffipson

Strait to search for youjn. that direction.

This was the expedition under Mr. Kennedy, which resulted

in the discovery of Bellôt Strait.

On the other, the Behring Strait, siýe, Captain Collinson and

Captain McClure have pasýed through Behring Strait eastward towards

Melville Island, but I fear in too low a latitude to fall in with you

and too near the coast of America to be-able to, get along.

Lastly, the bearer of this letter, Lieutenant Pim, R.N., has gone

out alone, supported by the Russian authorities, to seek for you on

the north and east coasts of Siberia and the islands to the north,
where, if God in His great mercy should bless his endeavours, you may

open -this letter full of consolation and joy to your broken-down and

sufféring heart. I hope you have never for a moment thought that

your country had forgotten you or left you to your fate. You have

felt sure that 1 could never rest tîll we had some tidings of you. It is

my mission upon earth, my heart's sole thought, the one only object

ànd occupation of all my faculties and energies. Dearest husband, I

live ohly for you.

Eleanor and her husband are going on well in the same position -

in London.

Sophy l'ves, almost constantly with me and is to me as a daughter

without her aid I should never have been -able to get through the

Èork which God has assigned me, that of striving for your rescue.

Again in 1852, and yet again in 1853, this pathetic letter

from the livi-ng to the dead went forth upon its fruitless quest,

to return again and yet again to its writer. In 1854 Dr.

Rae came back with the relics obtained frorn the Eskimo,

and then at last Lady Franklin ceased to write. That brave

and stubborn faith, the nobler through its very unreason, with
j;

which for eight long years she liad clung to the belief in her

husband's survival, had broken down ât last. Thenceforward
4!î
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she seems to have spoken of herself as the 'widow,' and no
longer as the 'wife' of the illustrious explorer; but the

energies which had been so untiringly exerted heretofore in

the attempt to rescue were not relaxed, but simply diverted

into another channel, and she strove, as has been seen, with
a no less heroic resolution to obtain proof of the time and
manner of her husband's death. The story of her faithfül and

unresting labours has an eloquence of its own, to whicýk these

letters can add but little ; and if, therefore, though almost

too sacred for the public eye, théy are for the first time

p rinted here, it is much more on account of their pro-

1--foundly touching interest than with any idea that their
publication is necessary to put the tongue of malignant gossip

to shame and silence.
In this connection, and as evidence of the feeling with

which Lady Franklin was regarded by that kinswoman of
her husband's, who was her constant companion and con fidante,

C and had better opportunities than any other human being of

correctly estimating the depth of her conjugal affection, the
following letter from Miss Cracroft should here be added. It

was written for consignment to the search party sent out in

185o by Mr. Grinnell.

My dearest Uncle,-If this reaches you it will be given by our
American friends, for friends we must call any who aid in restoring

you to us in saféty. It is believed to be without a precedent that a
nation should send forth ai-i expedition to rescue from danger
and from death the people of another, and that this noble in-
stance of liberality, this glorious example is afforded, is due to my
déarest aunt. You will find that she is spoken of with great
enthusiasm by the Amerîcqýs, and well may it be so, for she has moved

them to do goreat things. Last year she wrote a letter to the
President, and received a reply calculated to excite not only admira'-
tion but the strongest hopes that the Government would immediately
send out an expedition to seek for you. This letter and the reply
was republished from the American papýrs into our own and it (my

aunt's) was spoken of in the House of Commons by Sir Robert
Inglis as the most admirable letter ever addressed by man or woman
to man or woman. It has everywhere excited the deepest sympathy
and admiration. Unhappily, last year the American Govemment

were unable to fulfil their benevolent intentions, Congress was not

1
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then sitting and it was besides (in April) too late to begin preparations,no
no vessels fitted for the servicebeing obtairiable.

le
Meanwhile my aunt kept"p frequent communications with the

in United States, and particularly with a Mr. Silas Burrows, who formed
:ed our acýquaîntance in England last summer. Her letters to himself
th wereseen by Mr. Henry Grinnell, of New York, one of the merchant

.id p- -ri'ces of that city, and so strongly influenced his mind that he pro-

rid posed heading à--§ùb!ýïffip-tim for fitting out a private expedition with

5,ooo dollars. Soon after he raised it to io;ooo dollars, and, upon
.,se Ck lit

seeing my aunt's next following letter, within a fortnight after the
)st first I have alluded to, he made his contribution 15,ooo dollars.

ie Upon hearing of his first donation my aunt wrote to thank him. for it,
and when he read this letter he immediately augmented her contribu-
tion to the splendid gift of 3oooo dollars, selected his vessel and his
officers who belong to the United States navy, and, with probably

-P soine assistance, will send thera off early in May in search of you.
You must not suppose that rriy aunt has attained this wonderful

_h result by us ' ing entreaties or by beseeching help. It has been ac-

:Df complished by the force of dignity, simplicity, and earnestness,
united to a most extraordinary extent in hersel£

And to these qualities may in very great degree be attributed
:Df

the, universal sympathy now experienced in England, for there is not
le a woman in the kincrdom so universally honoured and esteemed as

it your wifé. I cannot express to you how entirely I honour and love
.n her, and to be permitted to endeavour to comfort her and share her

sorrow is a privilege which I value above every othêr. Her devoted-
ness, her perseverance, and entire acquaintance with every par't of the

ur question of search for you, combined with her extraordînary mental i'Î
endowments, have given her, an influence which' is really wonderful,

and of which people in general see only the results. It is only for,a
one who, like myself, has witnessed her efforts, to recognise and ap-

preciate them, though there are some who do so nearly to the utmost,
and these are your nearest and dearest friends. Full and complete

y indeed will be her reward if you are restored to her in saféty, com-
-t

Pensation even for all she has sufféred.

Not much more remains to be written of this brave and

devoted life, despite the length of years from this date to
y which it was yet to run. For it was one Ion dedication to

Franklin's memory, and its history would resolve itself, so

far' as the purposes of this. narrative are concerned, into a

record of daily solicitude and effort for, the preservation of

that memory tcy the world. Assisted in this task by Miss

Cracroft, the attached and faithful companion of her closing



years, whose love and admiration for her found such eloquent

expression in the letter given above, Lady Franklin spent

the remainder of her 1 1 ife in the diligent collection of those

materials for a memoir of her husband which have been

employed for the purposes of this volume. An this mass
of epistolary and other matter, numbering ore than two

thousand documents of various descriptions, s included all
the correspondence, not only of, but with, husband of

which Lady Franklin could obtain originals copies. Every

scrap of written paper which had felt the to ch of his hand,
and which bore, even in the remotest de el, on the incidents

nsý'
or interests of his life, was carefully trZas ed up, often, it is

evident, as a relic rather than a docu ent. His various

commissions in the navy, the official in st ments attesting the

successive honours conferred, upon hi the r'ughest drafts

of his memoranda as commander o ships orleader of

expeditions, the maps and plans em loyed by hiru on ehis

voyages and journeyings, the note-boo s, diaries, lette'r-books,
and what not, to which he, the most regular and labýorious of

chroniblers, committed a record of the discharged duties or
the encountered dangers of the day-everything, down even to,
his 'reader's ticket' at the British Museum, and, as we have-
seen, the card qî invitation to the ball on board that ship
in which he was to die, has been religiously preserved. The
papers relating to his midshipman days on board the

Polyphemus and the Bellerophon are, of course, the fewest in
number, and equally of'course be1oný in most instances to,

the class of relics, rather than of mémoires pour servir, but
their human interest is often none the less for that, and the

tender light which is thrown on the nature of her who,
preserved them by (for inAance) the worn and faded, but

carefully arranged and labellèd, packet of papers which now
lies before me inscribed with the words, 'Sir John Franklids
French Exércises,' gives thein a value of their own.

Nor was the diligent collector of the se records less solici-

tous for the perpetuation of -her husb ' and's memory. in other
ways. Everything which * appeared in- any jýýb1ic form about

him was'regularly read and became the subject of her com-1

am
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ment or correctioti. She was especially interested in the

biographical accounts of her hifsband which appeared frorn

time to time in various publications, one of which was

contributed by his old friend Sir John Richardson to lhe

eighth edition of the ' EncyclopSdia-- Britannica,' and she

interested herself earnestly -in -the proposal, of Franklin's

Lincolnshire fellow-citizens to erectý a statue in his honour.

I read with deep emotion of the disinterested honour proposed
to be paid by the City of Lincoln,' she writes, addressing the town
clerk of that municipality, 1 to the memory of my dear husband, and
I hope I may be permitted, without intruding myself too much on
your attention, to express the gratitude I féel at the generous expres-
sion of your esteern for your departed countryman. Had that humble-
minded but heroic man ever contemplâted any-higher reward, in his

hard career of service than the consciousness of having fulfilled his
duty to the utfhost, he would have desired no higher honour than the
tribute you dedicate to him and to those beloved companions of his

toil and danger whose honour and interests he ever identified with
his own.

I strive to think that, though these martyrs in their country's
service knew not of the fraternal hands that were stretched out to
save them, they yet must have felt assured, living and dying, that

their memories would be embalmed in the bearts of their country-
men, and that whether the discovery which they sealed in death were
ever revealed to the world or not, yet that their name would be

inscribed among those which will never be forgotten.
Again I thank you for thus realising and more than realising, the

dreams which perhaps hélped to fill their dyingýhours. It will be to
the lasting honour of the county of my beloved husband's birth that

it originated the generous movement which I trust will spread as
widely as you kindly contemplate. May I beg, the favour of -you to
convey to those gentlemen who, with you, have originated or are
co-operating in it, my grateful sentiments?

Yet how her sorr'ow for her husband- was tempered by

pride in his achievements, and in what a spirit, worthy of

ancient times,' she could àtill bring herself to look upon that

national work which had ccst her all that was dearest to her

in the world, is well seen, from the letter she wrote to Sir

Roderick Murchison, when projects of Polar exploration

were again afoot in 1865.
-A1though I have little doubt you know from some of our friends

that they'have written to me on the subject of the expedition, yet I
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cannot leave it t.o them alone to tell you how very deeply I sympathise
with the proposed effort, and how earnestly I wish it may be realised.
For the credit and honour of England the exploration of the North
Pole should not be left to any other country. ...

I am sending you these lines because I do n'ot wish you to think it
possible that my interest can flag in arlything connected with Arctic
enterprise ; and though at first sad memor'ies of the past made me

féel some sickness of heart at the revival of --the question, I have
struggled 1,ýLgaînst that weakness and overcome 'it. ... It would in-

deed be'unreasonable and much to be deplored iÉ"the fate of my dear
husband and his companionswere to be made an official objection to
Arctic exploration. They met with the unhappy end which bas often

befallen the pioneers of tentative and dangerous enterprises, but they
rest alone in their awful calamity. Every succeeding * expiedition

sailed with better ships, better equipments, better charts, better, sup-
ports, -and with ever-increasingý knowledge ; and thus it bas,,hap-
pened thit no naval service on the face of the globe exhibits on the
average so few casualties as that in the Polar Seas. You have justly
said that 1 in the proposed expedition no such calamity can be dreaded,
for it has no analogy to the case of Franklin?

The project of- erecting a memorial to the great explorer

in his native county was not unfittingly modified by the

substitution of his actual birthplace forthe City of Lincoln-ý,&,

as the site of the proposed statue; and in the market square

of Spilsby it was duly erected, and now stands. A local

tribute of honour, however, woqld have been a wholly iný-

adequate recognition of a fame which was world-wide, and

it,ý:ýyould have been a shame to England if one who had

adde-d-Lustre to her name had been left without any ýoken of

her gratitude visible among the- monuments of her capital.

This national duty was at last fulfilled.- A sum of 2,ooot.

was voted by Parliainent fàý the erection of that monument

which now stands in Waterloo Place to the memory of 'the

great navigi,ýýor and his brave companions who sacrificed their

lives in com ý1e"t7ing the discovery of the North-West Passage,

A.D. 1847-Ig48.'

Lady Franklin felt, however, that the fame and services of

her husband were entitled to record in that national shr'ne

in which it has always been the ambition of the noblest

Englishmen to- obtain a- resting-place for their ashes, or a

perpetuation of their names. One of the la§t, if not the very
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last, of her labours on behalf of her husband's memory was
the erection of a marble monument of Sir John Franklin in
Westminster Abbey, which was unveiled in july 1875, only à
fortnight: before she herself passed away at the age of eighty-

three. She had wished to write the epitaph itself, but she
died before she had time to perform thatjinal, w'ork, and it

was her husband's nephew by marriage, the late Poet Laureate,
ývho afterwards, as all the world- knows, added to it that

inscription which has given a second immortality to the
hero whom it celebrates:

Not here ! the white Northhath thy bones, and thou,

Heroic sailor soul,
Art passing on thy happier voyage now

Towards no earthly pole.

Hardly less beautiful were the words appended to it ' by

Dean Stanley in record of the event so patheticalir close in

sequence to it-Lady Franklin's death. -The monument to
î

Franklin was, it runslerected by his widow, who, after long

waiting and sending many in search -of him, herself departed

to seek and to find him in the realms of liglit.'
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CHAPTER XXV

CHARACTER AND CAREER

1786- 1847

PERSONAL reminiscences of Franklin have become rare and

diffiýèult to obtain. Born- fourteen yea-rs before the close of

the last century, he has naturally left no surviving con+em-

poraries in the strict sense.of the word, and nearly all even of

those who ever came into contact with him after-they thern-

selves had reached years of maturity have»now sunk into the

grave. The companions of his adventures and sufférings,

some of whom were considerably younger than himself and

outlived him many years, have all long since passed away.

Sir John Richardson, the.one man, perhaps, who knew him.

best and was the most clQsely attached to him by ties'both

of friendship and affinity, is no more. Sir George Back has

been dead nearly twenty years and Sir James Clark Riss

more than thirty. Sir Edward Parry, the object of Franklin's

lifélong regard and generous admiration, did not even live to

witness the discovéry of the last recordof his friend.

Of his relatives, the7 children and grandchildren of his

brothers and sisters, many still survive, but even to the elder

of the two'generations of boys and girls their sailor uncle was

but a mysterious and heroic figure, seldom, and then only for

very brief periods, revealed to them in the flesh. Hence their

recollections'of him, though often interesting and touching,

are necessarily among the rffe.M'/ories of the very young.

Týey rernember him, that is to say, from a day when the

oldes Ï-ýým'-ongtIîém was not much over ten or twelve years of

-age and he himself not much under fifty. Those relatives of

*-blood-. or affinity who had reached adult years before he left

Englànd, for the Jast tirne- and who might have preserved the
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impressions left by him upon mature minds, had been, with
a single exception, separated from, hirn by many thousand
miles of sea during the time when such impressions- might
have been formed. The one exception is that of the Rev.
Philip Gell, who, then a Young man fresh from the University,
a'd é Franklin's acquaintance within the last ten years of the
explorer's life, and lived for four or five of those years in close
and sympathetic intercourse with his future father-in-law.
Mr. Gell has, at the request of the writer, been good enough to
supply the following vivid and -interesting réminiscences of
Franklin during W.ý,; Australasiàn career.

It -is fiýyyears since Franklin bade me his last farewell,
and the fe' letters Ihad from him afteÈwards were on family

matters. But I wish I could send yo%-'Sonie photographs as'
they are still imprinted on my memory of hi§ manner and
actions. 1 first felt his attraction on thé day I found myself-
(a bo ) kneeling by his side in Rugby Chapel to_- take thett y

Coiiiimunion at Arnold's hands. And only seven years later,
in a sequekered anchorage of Tasmania, that sorrowful face,
so kind and true, looked on me for the last time as he,, was
leaving for England.

I remembèr sharing a small tent with him on one of'his
expéditions, and being iuch impressed, as I was falling asleep
in the deep darkness of thé primSval forestb heaýing his
dévotions before he lay down on his bed of -ferns. Forgetful,

apparently (he was deaf), bf any one's présence, he spoke,--,
aloud and soffly at the Throne of Grace with affecting inter-
cessions for those dear to him,';,,and his prayers were those of
a child.

His mode of handling infants was delightfül. He was a
very strong Man, and the little ones seemed to revel in his

arms ; and hé, on hispart, seemed to-" foilow tÉeir 4nnocency."
When, i' 1840-44 the An't "" tic expédition. put into

winter quartérs, under his congenial care, his grave delight
at their présence, and his interest in their ways and doings,
made them twice the men they were before, and nerved fhem
for their grand discoveries. He would sit up all night with
-the Young officers at their magnetic observatory, takiiig his
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Iturn at the instruments, and in the three-minute intervals of
observâtion trying to read Shakespeare, mingled with jokes

and stories of the sea.
'A miniature Vice-regal Court was in those times a curious

appendage of a Crown colony. On high days and holidays
his way 'was worth observing. Humour would sparkle in
his eye as certain of his grandees rendered their ungainly

homage. - Yet he " honoured all men and all honoured him.
And when the outside multitude drew him home in his r
carriage, he took it like a sai'or in a breeze of wind, and they
liked him all the more. No one ever -heard that the did so
toý,other Governors. His presence seemed to satisfy a want. t

When attending him on -board a neivly arrived ccknvict ç

ship from, England, I heard him speak to the prisoners with
firmness and kindnessktfiat it really sé'med

such candoui e S.
as if heý. feltimore thàn they-which perhaps he did. çer-

tainly tËey lfked, him for it, and began, some of them, to.love

him. L
Chicanery-he could not away with ; it made himil1ý4 and h

so, paralyýed him that when hê -had to deal with it he was 9
sc4rcely himself

More than Ïonce his health was shaken under the burden tc
of three thousan'd convicts,ýannually thrQtvn upon his hands tr

from England. ý There were elements oilviolence and cor- wruption to be ôntrolled, fierce, dang
erouý, and foul. AndIMM fr

truly it was sick ning work.

Almost as ýaralysing, to a M'an oý hiskemper, were the p
vagaries of sund' weak and wilful officials who hàd made B.
their way into thé sel'vice of the Crown. S

And he found, another source of hopeless sorrow in the th
fape of the perishing Aborigines. One evening his reception frc

rooms, at Government House were filled bylocal magnates,

and showy uniforms, and bright daughters of the colony, with
müsic, anGI singing,.whèn a man in- iivery came up to his ve:

Excellency, bearin a sheet of gum-tree bark, half as large
as himself it hay been brought that night from the depths thE

of the forest, a hundred miles away ;,the forest which,, it was cal
v the

hoped and believed had been long since cleared of blacks.

CX
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The bark bore the charcoal picture of a kangaroo, freshly
made by a native. An anxious.future of bloodshed and

reprisals rose before the company. The-word on every lip

ývas7, "Catch them." But the Governor remained sorrowful

and silent; as one who dealt with an insoluble problem.

1 There -was a wild girl taken in the woods, where

her father and mother had perished ; and when she was

brought . before Sïr John he pointed to her, saying, 'l What

name? She wore, nothing but a necklace of small bright

shells, strung on a sinew. Thinking that he asked after that,

she said, Il Methinna "-native for 'necklace. So he gave her.,

the name, and entrusted her to the care of his own daughter.

Soon a scarlet tunic was provided ; and the little one proved

a good girl, though her tempestuous passions sometimes

shook the order of the schoolroom at Govern'ment House.

His comfort in the darkest day6 was his early walk with

his daughter in the beautiful Government garden. She

much resembled him in the nobler points of his character ;
his devotion, fortitude, and self-sacrifice; his-endurance, his

generosity, and cd-re for his followers and dependents; and

she share,d his ýeavenward aspirations. As they walked
together, Methinna would be darting about, or climbing the

trees with lhand and toe, native fashion, peering down with

wild bright'eyes out of the lofty foliage upon the two best

friends she had in the world.
1 Like his old friend, Sir Edward'Parry, he was -an im-

pressive reader. When his last ship was in commission, the

Bishop (Stanley) of Norwich would come on board on a

Sunday to Il hear " the captain. And whât the Bishop liked,

the officers and men liked toq, Here is à last 1etter home

from one of his men
Erebus, May 25, 1'845.

We had church this morn'ing, and Sir John Franklin riýad to us a
very beautiful sermon. Sir John took his text from. the xviith, chapter,
i Kings, 16th verse, d the barrel of meal wasted not, lieither did51 ding to the word of the Lord.' Sir Johnthe cruse of oil fail, or
caUed the ship's comfpno;s attention to that part of the serrilon : and
the whole of the ship's çompany were very inuch pleased with Sir

____john's appiopriate text,-and united in this point of view with Sir John,
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to accomplishour object which we have in view. And that with the

help of the Almighty, I verily believe [we shall]. I have just received

orders to pass the word for all that sh to attend divine service to

if go aft into Sir John's cabin at 8 oýcilock tÈiýs èvening. And, my

dearest Anne, 1 shall always go as long as I ani able. I could-rem'ain

for hours to hear him?

One or two anecdotes derived from the recollections-of the

Rev. Canon Wright, the son of Sir John Franklin's youngest

sister, Henrietta, have already appeared in the text. Their

narrator has now -indly enabled me to supplement them

ti * w h the contribution following

In reply to your letter asking for any personal reminis-

cences 1 might have of Sir John Franklin 1 am sorry'to say

that these arc necessarily very few. I have a dirn recollection

of his comin0ý to my father's house at Wrangle just before he

went out to Van Diemen's Land in 1836, and, though I was

then the mcrest child, I can see him now in imagination

standing before the fire in the dining-room, rather deaf but

engaged in earnest conversation with my father and mother

about otlier members of -the family, in whom he manirested

the greatest interest. The next and only other time I saw

him was at 'Boston at the house of Mr. Millington (my

father's brother-in-laýv), who kindly invited Sir John's rela-

tives in Lincolnshire to meet him there, a few days before he

left England,* in May 1845. just then I was fired with the

English boy's idea of becoming a sailor, and so, in my sim-

plicity, I begged my mother to 'âsk him whether he could

take me with him on the approaching expedition. I ex-
cpressed my readiness to go even as apowder-monkey, though

exactly what the duties of a powdeill-monkey were I had no

very definite knowledge, except tliat they were of an inférior -C

description.. I remember very distinctly his reply ; placing I

his hand on my shoulder he said, Il No, my boy, 1 cannot 1

take you. We must have in this service no cats tbat can't

catch mice. Do your duty and what your mother tells you, s

and when I come back 1 will see what can be done for you."

The dear old sea captain has never returned ; but on my part,

God helping me, I have tried to follow out his lastinstruc- V
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tions, and to my doing so I owe whatever of success in life 1
may have attained.

I have, not unfrequently, heard my mother speak of Sir
John Franklin in earlier days. They were neaily of the same

age, and as children often together. 'When he was a small

boy he used to make it his practice to attend aIl the weddings
and funerals that occurred in Spilsby Church, and hence it

may be, as well as from the religious tone of"his character, that

it was thoug t that he would be favourably disposed to taking
Holy Orders, and the living of Holton Beckering, near Wragby,

wasobtained for him. under that expectation. ý On one- occa-

sion he and his playmates were competing with one another

as to-the position of future distinction which each should airn

at. This one would be éontent with thel. occupation of a

country squire, with carriages and horses, etc., that one with
some great military achievement against the French ; but

John, as the discussion went on, perceivincr that the whole
field of earthly ambition was rapidly being swept from his

grasp, impatiently exclaimed, Il And Pli get a ladder and cliinb

to Heaven Verily it would see* that even at that early !'ï
age he had caughtthe spirit of Glaucus, when he tells Diomede

in thé 6th Book of the Iliad that he had learnt

AbEv aptO-7'.E!jctv, Kat v7rEýpoXov El.4lzEvat ý!x-xwV.

« The boys of the Frarrklin family were generally considered

to be the Il defenders of the right " at Spilsby, and some

amusing stories have been'told of their prowess in this respect

Mrs. Drummond Rawnsley, a daughter of his brother,

Sir Willingham Franklin, judge of the Supreme Court of

judicature at Madras, told me shortl before she died that
V1ýafter her confirmation she met witb Sir John Franklin in ý .1,

London, who asked her whether she had ever;ïttënded the
Holy Communion, and on -her replying in the negative, he said,

with'the air of one who considered that a most important
standing order had been broken, Il Why, my dear, this is all

wrong; you must be prepared to go with me- on Sunday

morning next. I shall come for you-" And he came, and

-with him she made her first Communion.
F F

IlJ
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I have asked my cousin, Lady Tennyson (who was also

my godmother, and therefore oldèr than myself), whether she

has any interesting recollections, but like my own they are

not many. She replies-: " I am sorry I can contribute nothing

which seems to me worthy of Mr. Traill's Biography. My

uncle was a great deal with my father during my'mother's

lifetime, but, of course ' I remeÊnber nothing of th1ýs, since I

lost my mother when I was only three years old. Myfirst

recollection of him is that, when carried in my nursdý arms

to, her funeral, 1 touched his shoulder and asked, ' What are

theydoing?' My last * is when, just before his latest Arctic

expedition, 1 saw him at Somerset House, and, if my memôry

fail not, he, said, 'Remember, Emily, if I do riot returil when

I am expected, I have made for the open sea at the Pole."

Personall' I have always had the warmest admiration

of Sir John Franklin's character, based not only on What I

have heard from those-who knew him well, but also on a large

corfespondence of his which has come into my possession.

He seems to have beeà always so brave and generous, so

able, unselfish, and affectionate, so unshrinkingly true in his

duty to, God and man.'

Mrs. G. B. A. Lefroy, a surviving. sister of Mis's-'Sophia

Cracroft, so often referred to in the foregoing pages, writes as

follows : 
.

c With respect to the suggestion that 1 may be able to

supply so'me personal reminiscences of my uncle, Sir John

Franklin, I regrêt very much that I can add but little worth

publishing. . He was so seldom on shore, and for such short

intervals, and althoùgh my mother, Mrs. Thomas Cracroft

(who was left a widow àt an early age), and her children were

always objects of his in« terest and mostaffec'tionate care, I

cannot remember his ever staying with us except for a few

weeks at Castle Hedingham, Essex..ýsoon after his return from,

Tasmania and shortly before he obtained the comma'nd of

the Erebus and Terror. ' Although he was very fond of > the

companionship of children and young people, I recollect that

his usually grave and serious rhanner rather awed us, although

he liked a joke and had a most loving and affection ate -ip'ature.

mut
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He was quick in reproving faults of habit and manner, and
would not hesitate to try to correct therrï by good advice,

ýrhich'ýîý, spppose is',not alwàys pàlatable to children. Some
of my sisters had the very objectionable habit of biting their
nails whtéh he could not endure and when taking a walk
with him round the garden and into the country, in which he

delighted, they avoided, if possible, taking his hand, that they
might escape the detection of a bitten nail which would bring
d.o"wn a repro-o£

He was a devourer of books of every kind,'and nothing
pleased him 'ore-than to be let alone. When thus employed

afid oblivious of all around him, he would pass many a happy
hour undisturbed.

< He disliked notoriety and never sought ît. He was never
so happy as when afloat. 'boen, after his return from one of
his early Arctic voyages, my'eM'ý'*Other told me hej'oined her at
Brighton. The Court was thenresidentthere at the Pavilion,
and the place crowded. My uncle attr'cted a good deal of
observation when out of doors, and this We avoided as much
as possible. On one occasion, however, -from the midst of a

crowd who recognised him, a voice called out, <'That's the
Man who ate his shoes,"m'uch-to his amusement.

< To illustrate his détermination of character, a few weeks
before he left England on his last voyage he took a house in
Brook Streef, Grosvenor Square, for the purpose of taking

l'éâve of his friends and of making ýicquaintance with the
officers selected to accompany him.. He was- there attacked
by a severe influenza cold, the first,.illness, believe, he ever

had, although he never took to his bed bet went about as
usual, and was much occupied in preparations for final

departure. His medical attendant recommended him to
leave off his lifelong habit of taking snuff.' He'undertook
to do this, and, although I suppose he could scarcely have
realised the great strain such a sudden abandonment of the
habit wôuld entail, he never wavered in his determination or

'Shrank from the self-denial. He used io endeavour to supply

the loss of the stimulant with strong smelling salts and harts-
hôr'e and so he persevered -and ý.Inever resumed the old-

F F
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fashioned habit of those days. Would an habitual smoker
of these days show as much self-denial and determination ?

I héard from my sister that. a few days before he sailed onMR
ýî his last voyage his wifé, the late Lad Franklin, was putting a

finishing touch to a union-jack he was to take with.him, and,
as he lay on the sofa, she threw it over him, which distressed
him, and he exclaimed, Oh Jane! what have you done?

alluding, of -course, to the popular superstition which has
arisen from the use of the union-jack as a shroud for the

bodies of those who are buried at sea."
Among those still spared to us who knew Franklin

in the later years of his life was, it may be remembered, the
distinguished diplornatist Sir Henry Elliot. In an article

contributed by him to a mont 1
'hly review a few years ago,

on the subject of Admiral Markham's then recent mono-
graph on the great explorer, Sir Henry speaks of himself

as 1 having, as a very young man, lived. for three years as one
of tlïe family in the home of Sir John Franklin, for whom,' he
adds, he had the affection of a son for his father.' How true
a description of,, ihe feeling with which his so'metime Private
secretary regarded Franklin, the corresporýdence which passed

between them after the formers quitting Tasmania to enter
the dipIomatic service amply-proves, and Franklin's recipro-
cation of thi" :filial sentiment - no less fully deserves to be
described as paternal; - No breàth _OÉ disàgreement ever seems

--t-o-Uave ruffied the tranquiUity of relations which only good
nature, good sense, and-tact on both-sides could have main-
tained for three years in unbroken smoothness. Not many
more men are angels to their private secretaries than are
heroes to their valets; and that the youth of twenty, necessarily

inexperienced-in his duties, shoùld have lived to look back on

Mrs. Lefroy adds this curious little party passed through Greenwich Park
anecdote in illustration of the manners during the notorious Greenwich Fair,
of the forties A large party of rela- and one of the party, a great friend and
tions and friends went down to; Green- admirer of my uncle, the late Bishop of
bithe, to sce the last of the Erebus and Norwich (Stanley), was knoc-ed down
Terror, and to share in the final fare- and had his pockets emptied, and all
wells and the sanguine hopés for a were glad to escape.'

speedy return. On their way home the

éà-
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intercourse with the busied and worried, not to say 1 badgered,'
governor of a not easily governable colony with the feelings

which animate Sir Henry Elliot's retrospect, speaks highly for
the qualities both of the secretary and of the chie£ 1 Franklin's

great characteristic,' he writes, c was his thoughtfulness for
others and his complete absence of thought for himself ; deeply

religious, his, duty to God and man was at all times his sole
and only guide; and when he had once decided what that
duty was, no earthly consideration could turn him a hair's
-breadth from it. Of a singularl' simple and affectionate
nature, identifying himself with the interests and welfare of

those over whorn he wasplaced, he won their-love in an extra-
ordinary degree, and although of highly sensitive feelings, he

was never known to be provoked to use a harsh or hasty
word ; and with such a combination of kindness and resolu-

tion Captain Éitzjames might--well describe him as "of all
men the most fitted " to, -command an expedition such as
that in which they both lost their lives.' !î

The universal sentiments of respect and affection with
which he inspired the people of that colony, his administration

of which had so untoward a close, have been already noted in
the account of his departure; and the enthusiasm with which
the colonists bade farewell to him was no momentary emotion.
It may be doubted whether any colonial governor has ever
left behind him more enduring memories of regard. The

generous contrib -tion-which was so readily made by the

people of Tasmania to the search expeditions was only one
of many and varims testimonies to their grateful recol-
lection of their former ruler. Nearly ten years after his

departure the hi-storian of the colony, whose work has

tribute to his* character and services which is all the more
valuable from the candour with which the writer dweils

upon Franklin's inability, as he considers it, to cope with the
difficulties of an office 'for which his former pursuits had not

prepared him.' His manner (sàys Mr.- West) was often
embarrassed and hesitating, and presented a contrast to the

quiet vigour of his more able but not more amiable pre-
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deces'sor.' But ---'the administration of the former was

eminently disinterested. He had no private spéculations or

secret agents, and his measures were free from both the taint

and the reproach of corruption. His expenditure greatly

exceeded his official income, and while the plainness of his

establishment and entertainments was the.,topic of thought-

less censure, thé charities of his-family were scattered with a

libéral hand.' The writer might have added * that Franklin'

declined an in'crease of salary voted him by the colonial

Législature.

Another witness, of the same profession as thiÊ 'writer, the

Rev. T. L. Ewing, writinc, frôm Newtown Parsonage' assures

Lady Franklin that her ' husband's name is never mentioned

'ehere without an endearinc, epithet. So true-is it that people

only value their blessings rightly when they have Idst them.'

And how his memoÉy lived in -the he4ris of the humblest and

most despised class of the community, the following most

interesting letter from. Commander Pasco to, Lady Franklin

in,ý858 will show:

The circumstance which has induced me to write direct to you
instead of to Miss Cracroft as usual, is that of meetina an old man
yesterday as I was travelling through the bush about ten miles from
this place down the Murray. 1

Overtaking a weary traveller on foot, with his bundle of beddino,
on his back, and learning on enquiry that he bad walked up from the
Darling, a distance of at least .oo miles, I could not help offéring
to dismount and givýe hi-ffi-à---rift--for a few miles ; which he declined

for himself but accepted for his swag as he termed his bedding. Wè
jogged along talking of his long journey, which he made light of

I soon ascertained tfiat he had been a prisoner, and in reply to My
question, how long 'he had been free, he said, 'Oh, that dear old
gentleman Sir John gave me my free pardon for going o Macquarie

Harbour with him? I did not at once discover to him that I had
any know e ge ut let him r late to me the details of
the journey. I cannot tell you how my ea r ds the
old man as he enlarged on.your and our beloved and revere
absent one. Especially was I struck with the vivid impressio . n left on
the mans mind by the aptness of his chief to encourage and-support
those of the party who might appear to despond. Oh sir 1 ' he Ê>aid,
C you, shoulèt hàýve seen hirn cheering us. up when smothered in §now

under the '&Frenchman's cap." Il Come, come, my boys! " hewould say,
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this is nothing at all, you should laugh at this And when we got
on short tucker (to use <'old Smith's own phrase for provisions) there
was a doctor chap who wanted-to cut us short and keep a full allow-

ance for the gentry and Lady Franklin (for she was there too), but
Sir John said, Il No, no let us go short, if you like, and give it to the
men who do the work, for,' said Smith, Ithere was one gentleman
with a hammer who used to Joad us with big stones [doubtless some

ardent geologist of the party], but Sir John was always our friend?
I could fill a quire with his anecdotes, including some of yourself

being borne in a sort of sedan they riccred up for you ; but sometin-les
you let your maid have a spell. I let him run on with his tale, and I
cannot describe his astonishment on hearing how near I was to the

party when it quitted Maèquarie Harbour. Smith has been many
years shepherding in the neighbourhood, and is on his way to alhew
station.

It is satisfactory to find that he 1-nade ' such good use of

the liberty obtained fôr him fourteen years before. He was,
of course, one of the men whose relcaselad been maliciously

commented upon by the Tasmanian press, and in his account

of the 'rigoed-up sedan ' we find the germ of the calumnious

legend which represented Franklin as dispensing the royal

favour, as a sort of Oriental satrap, to the bearers-ofàphis wife's

palanquin.'

The honour in which his name was so Ion held in this

distant part of the globe is in some sort t "pical of his general

fâme. In the enduring vitality of their affection for Franklin

the people of Tasmania were only supplying, as his country-

men at hogie had supplied, an impressive illustration of the

grand truth that it is not ýn what men do but in what they

are that their greatness lies. Franklin's government of the

colony had been marred by contefitions and had closed in

storm ; but the instinct of its -people told them that the man

was greater than his work. And so, in a certain sense, he had

shown himself in every undertaking of his lifé., Mr. A. H;

Beesly has justly remarked in his interesting monograph on

amous explorer, published some years ago, that the whole

history of his exp ord if not exactly of failure,

yet always and everywhere o ' f imperfect success.

he accom lished a maritime journey of great scientific valuieP
under extraordinary difficultiei, and fought his way home by
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land through appalling privatiôns ; but he did not succeed,
vi as he had hoped, in completing the survey of the coast of

Arctic America eastward froîn the mouth of the Coppermine

River. In 1825-27 he made another large addition to the sum

of geographical knowledge to the west of the Mackenzie; but

he failed to effect the desired junction with the voyagers from

)Behring Strait. In IS45 he set forth in quest of a north-west
1

passage, and succeeded only in discovering a route whiéh he

did not live to traverse. Yet the fame which- he won for

himself could not have been- brighter of lustre or more assured

of perpetuity if he had explored the whole coastline of

Arctic America to the eastward in 1821 and to the west-

ward in 1826, and had sailed from the At ' lantic to the Pacific

in 1845. His countrymen, -and the entire civilised world,
have recognised that the greatthough, imperfect exploits of

the traveller were outshone by the heroic qualities-of the man,

and out of the wealth of their own admiration they have made

good-his 'irrheritance of unfulfilled renown.

He was moreover endowèd, and in a pre-eminent degree,

with a quality which does not always accompany greatness-

the quality',,of charm. To thé abundant evidences of his

many endearincy characteristics which have been cited in the

course of this narrative it would be superfluous to add. No

leader ever -ed iwho commanded a more enthusiastic de-

votion fro" his followers. From the comrades whom he

sustained ivith Éïls indomitable spirit in 'the- frozen wilds of

Arctic Arùerica to the convicts who responded so, heartily to his

cheery encouracrement -iti the Tasmanian bush, the attraction

of his personality seem' to have been felt alike by all. The
fervent piety of his deeply religious nature was never obtruded

by him, never became, as it has too often become with men

of a less genial and humane temperament, a repellent influente

upon those who were not in sympathy with his devout spiri.t.

There was no touch of se1f-righteousnesýs or spiritual vanity

about him. In this respect he diffèred as widely as possible
from gat peculiar type of officer, well-mean-ing of motive, but

injud41 cýious of method', who used to -be known in the army as
a preaching colonel.' Though far from beincs ashamed of his

IN
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religion or unwilling to testify in its behalf before the world-
an old messmate of bis told his sister that he always con-

sidered that Franklin 'first intràduced religion into the gun-

room ' of the Bedford-his piety was throughout his life
of the sober and practical order natural to an Englishman

born and brought up in the Church of England during

that long period of what certain excitable persons would

èall 'stagnation,' which divided the two great Irevivals' of

the mid-eiorhteenth and mid-nineteenth century from each
other. It had no affinities with either the ecstatic or the

ascetic form of the'religious emotion, anà it was certainly free
from any tendency to give undue prominence to faith over

works. It was emphatically the piety of a man of action and

endeavour, of him to whom, though the evening never fails to
bring the hour of spiritual self-communing and meditation,

the day séems best spent in untiring struggle with the hostile

forces of Nature, best dedicated to that labour which itself,ïs

prayer. In a word, it was the piety which supported Have-

lock in his swift an'd splendid march over the burning plains

of India, and Gordon in his lonely vigil at Khartoum ; the

piety which, through generations of our history, hasq,ý---arried so

many strenuous English workers by land and sea through a

life of perils to, an heroic death.
And in Franklin's case, as in theirs, it was fused and

interpenetrated with that patriotism which fo, En lishmen isý-
itself a religion, and tio too many among them the only one
they have. Cradled in the traditions of the most glorious era
of our naval history, it seemed as natural a thing to him that
English sailors should lead the van of maritime exploration

as that English ships of war should command the seas. He-
was devoted, as we have seen, from his midshipman days to,

the duties, scientific as well as practical, of bis calling, and as
for the sea itself, the ardour of his passion for it never abated.

That 1 love at first sight ' was also a love for life ; the spell
which was thrown over the schoolboy on the beach at Salt-
fleet remained unbroken to the end. 'He was never so,

happy,' says Mrs. Lefroy, 'as when afloat.' It is almost
amusing to note hov soon at all periods of his caÉeer the
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landsman's life began to pall upon him-how little of it he
really wanted, and how long a way that little went. Next

to 4 active employment,' the one- perpetual need of his nature,
the sea and the seaman's life -%v;ere the objects of his strongest
craving. Rather than rem ain idle he would govern a colony
willingly enough; but far rather than govern a colony would he

have taken command of a ship for some adventurous voyage.
All the sailor in his nature came out in the eager enthusiasm
with which he welcomed Ross and Crozier to Hobart Town,

the almost boyish delight with which he threw himself into
their work, the wistfulness with which he watched the fading

of their sails in those mists of the unknown Antarctic into
which he would so fain have followed them.

With these instincts, moreover, he united the whole tra-
ditional character of the sailor-that-character which is dearer
than all others to the national heart Never has it been repre-
sented in a more typical example. The bluff, straightforward
honesty, *the hearty kindliness, the invincible buoyancy of

temperament, the quick impetuosity-t-hey were all there in
Franklin ; and we somehow seem to recognise their latent

presence under whaïever uncongenial conditions of circum-
stance and environment. 0 ne is certainly conscious of their
suppression during much of the history of his Tasmanian

governorship. ' That Franklin's intellectual gifts were by -no
means inconsiderable, his official correspondenee shows. - His

shrewd mother wit and sound judgment, his spirit of healthy
contempt for the mawkish, restrained as that spirit was by

genuine goodness of heart from running into harshness, would
have made him, under happier conditions, the ideal ruler of a

penal setflement; for convicts, like children, know well enough
how to distinguish the firm, kindness which wins their respect as
well as their love from the W'eak amiability which,'while they

practise on it, they despise. 'And Franklin, with a freer hand,

would have been an excellent and successfül admin'istrator
all round. À-i-à--benevolent despot of the early Anglo-Indian
type, he would have been admirably well placed; as, indeed,
he would have been in any other post entailing a maximum of
practical actîvity with a minimum of consultation and debate.
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He was a governor born to govern, as has been said, « from

the saddle' rather than from the council room ;, and even
his ablest and most carefully drafted memoranda on trans-
portation, trade, local government, and other colonial matters,
leave the impression that the writer would far rather be illus-
trating his views in practice than-explaining them on paper.

Among the varietj,%ý of untoward causes which led to his later
administrative troubles, one may perhaps include a touch of

impatience with an uncongenial situation and'its distàsteful
duties.

Foremost, however, and most conspicuous among his,
qualities was his _extraordinàýý_ fortitude. Richardson, him-
self a man'with immense powers of endurance, was wont to

the end of his day5 to speak -of it with wondering admiration
as without parallel among the hardy race of Arctic explorers

to which they both belonged. It was so much the more
marvellous, he tvas in the habit 'of saying, because Franklin

owed least of all men to any peculiar advàntages of bodily
constitution. The capacity to resist extreme cold is very

unequally distributed among natives of the ' milder régions of
the earth, and Franklin had not morè, but less, than the normal

share. His circulation was slôw and his vitality, therefýre,
easily lowered. He suffèred all hi§ life, and even in England,
from cold hands and feet. Tem* perament had in his case to

be called in at an unusually carly stage to supply the lack'of
température, and long before his comrades had exhaÙsted

their physical powers --of resistance to the rigours of the

Arctic climate, Franklin- lýàd--béé----d-rawing upon moral
resources alone. Yet this was the man, this « chilly mortal,' -of

the sluggish blood and benumbed extremities, who, from the
dêadliest-of althis struggles with frost and famine, brought
home so untamed a courage and so unshaken a resolve that
ere a yeàr had passed he was longing to renew the battle, nay,

eagerly soliciting the order to measure himself once more

against these cruel fbes.

But though hé loved adventure for adventure's sake, though

he revelled as strength and daring always revel, in the strife
with difficulty, it was another and a rarer impulse which sent
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him to, his death. His highest and truest claim to, the rank

of a national hero is that he was filled with that spirit which

is even more national than the love of adventure, more English
even than the passion for the 'great waters'-the thirst for
the discovery of the unknown. 'They cannot help it, these

Arctic felIows,' said Lord Brougham, wheh he was told that

Franklin, on the verge of sixty, had set out in quest of the
North-west Passage;,, they cannbt help it; it is in the blood.'.

But it has been in the blood, not of 1 these Arctic fellows
alone, but of their countrymen for -centuries past ; in the blood

of Drake and Hawkins, of Cook and Flinders, of Speke and
Livin tone and Stanley. In tlie-veins of Franklin it glowed

with. an unquenchable ând-lifélong ardour. Neither advancing
age nor the distractions of a new career had any -power over

it That blaýnk space -t-he-pý.ap of Arctic America haunted
him incessantly for tiventy years; that unbridged gap of

300 miles between the overlapping routes of Dease and
Parry would not let him rest And thus it was that, in the
evening of his life, at a time when most men's thoughts would
be turning to repose, he set- forth. once more, inother Ulysses,

To follow knowledge like a sinking star,
Beyond the utmost bound of human thought.

The great lines of the poet who was aftenvards to write his
epitaph, might almost seem to, have been inspired ten years

before by a prophetic prevision of that Horneric figure for whom
old age had yet its honour and its toil,' and iNrho, more

truly than any man then living, could re-echo that eternal heart-
cry of the explorer in every field of search, that

all experience is an arch wherethrol
Gleams that untravelled world whpse margin fades

For ever and for ever when I move.

It was at the call of this insatiable longing that he went
forth to die, and it is fb ri- his loyal obedience to that sui mmons
that the nation has placed him unhesitatingly among its heroes.
It is the -one form of romantic service-for our patriotism we
can defend as practical'-which Englishmen appreciate. The
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only war which they will wage « for àn idea'is the war against

the forces of nature for the prize of au. undiscovered world.
How purely ideal is this warfare we have shown again and

again-in our indifférence alike-, to, the -cost * at which it is
prosecuted and to -the material value of its gains. That

North-weýt'Pass;ýge, on which the hearts of our Arctic voyagers

were so long set, Was at last discovered ; and its discovery

was wholly useless to thé-éommerce of the world. Half a

ceiitury has nearly passed since then, yet this shadowy channel,

varying yearly with the caprices of the seasons and the drift
of the Polar pack, remains, and will rernain, untried. Natrader

will ever pick his difficult way through those silent iceSelds

from the Atlantic to the Pacific waters. For all its worth to

mankind, as measured by material standards,-the much-desiréd

passage might as well have been the visionar Eldoradoýthat

seemed to beckon to our seafaring ancestors of three ýcenturies

ago. But, even as the spirit of the great Elizabethan mariners

lived again in the breast of John Franklin, so his place is with

them in our history, and his memory will live with theirs.

ILî di
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ADAM

ADAM, Sir Frederick, '99
-°the interpreter, 96, 105
Aga, Suleiman, 201
Akaitcho, an Indian chief, 8o, 105
Allenby, Mr., 8
America, war with, 36
Angoulême, Duchesse d', 48, 151
Antigua, governorship of, 232
Aplin, Lieutenant, 198
Arctic explorations, rewards for, 52
Arnold, Dr., estimate of Franklin,

234 ; draft of charter for new college
in Tasmania, 253

Arthur, Sir George, first lieutenant-
governor of Tasmania, 241, 242, 244

Assistance, the, 385, 391 ; abandoned,

393
Athens, Franklin's'impression of, 165
Augusta, Princess, 212

Augustus, the Eskimo interpreter, 8o,

97,-127
Austin, Captain, in.command of the

Resolute, 385 ; the first discovery,

386
Australia, survey of the southern coast

of, 17

BAcK, Captain George, 69, 73, 76;
his journey to Fort Chipewyan, 79 ;
obtains supplies, 104; joins the
second expedition, i1 8; promoted'
to the rank of commander, 137 ;
sent to the relief of Captain John
Ross, 225; traces the course of the
Great Fish River, 226; fruitless ex-
pedition in the Terror, 227

Backhouse, Mr., Under-Secretary of
State, 214

Banks' Land, 354
Barrow, Sir John, Secretary of the

Admiralty, 51, 331 ; his scheme for

the Arctic exploration, 51
Bass, Dr., 241

BUCHAN

Bathurst, Lord, 277
Bavaria, Prince Otho of, nominated

to the crown of Greece, 169; lands
at Nauplia, 192

Bayou Calatan, 42
Beaufort, Captain, 217, 233, 331
Bedford, the, 29 -
Beechey, Captain, 'Voyage of dis-

covery towards the North Pole,' 57;
his account of the avalanches, 59:
in command of H. M. S. Blossom,

I13; off Icy Cape, 133
- Island, winter quarters at, 357 ; dis-

covery of relics on, 386; inscription
ereicted at, 405

Beesley, Mr. A. H., his monograph
on Franklin, 439

Belanger, J. B., 94
Belcher, Captain Sir Edward, expe-

dition in search of Franklin, 391;
rescues Commander McClure, 393;

abandons the ships, 393
Bellerophon, H.M.S., 25
Bellot Strait,-discovery of, 39o

Benoit, 96
Bicheno, Mr., 311, 317, 319

Bird, Captain, 379
Blackbourne, Mrs., 282
Blessington, Lady, 276
Blosson, H.M.S., 113, 133
Boghoz,-Mr., 201
Bolton, Captain Sir William, 48
Booth, Sir Felix, 225
- lMr. John, 4
Boothia Felix, 141
Borgne, Lake, 37
Bowen, Lieutenant, 241
'Brahé, Mr. Tycho,' appellation of,

'9
Briggs, Commissioner, 198
Brown, Mr. Robert, 49, 327, 344
Buchan, Captain David, R.N., in

command of the Dorothea, 54, 56;
abandons the enterprise, 64



BURROWS

Burrows, Mr. Si
Byron,, Lord, 212

CAIRNS, absence of, 389
Canadian voyageurs, 8o; demoralisation

of the, 89
Canoe, construction of a, 92

Cape Walker, 354
Chantrey, Mr., the sculptor, anecdote

of,16
Cheyne, Captain, 308
Clapperton, case of the convict, 261
Clarence River, 132
Claughton, Mr. T.- L., t5 1
Clay, Mr., 199
Coburg, Leopold of, accepts the crown

of Greece, 156; withdraws bis con-
sent, 157

Cochrane, Colonel, 198
Cockburn Island, 141
Collingwood, Lord, 26
Collinson, Captain, in comnand of

the Enterprige, 384, 391
Cooke, Captai'n James, in corimand of

H.M.S. Bellerophon, 25
Copenhagen, battle of, 10-14
Coppermine River, 81, 90

Corfu, residence at, 198
Cornwallis Island, 356
Couch, Mr., 343
Coverdale, Dr., case of, 300
Cox,. bis attinpt to escape from

Macquarrie harbour, 272
Cracroft, Miss Sophia, 4; her letter on

the depth of Lady Franklin's affec-
tion, 422

- Mr. Thomas Robert, 4
Crawford, Mr., 198
Crédit, a Canadian voyageur, 88, 93
Crews abandon the Erebus and Terror,

370 ; their halt at*Point Victory, 372;
separation of the party, 373 ; fate,

374; discovery of remains, 376
Crossley, Mr., 16 î
Crowe, Mr., Consul at Patras, 170; his

testimony to the value of Franklin's
services in Greece, 193

Crozier, Capt., in command of the
Terror, 336; succeeds to the com-
mand of the expedition, 367

Cumby, Capt., 28, 147 ; letter from
Franklin on his duties in Tasmania,
248

Cuvier, Baron, 149

DALRYMPLE, General, 33
Dance, Commodore Nathaniel, victory

e over French squadron, 22-24

FORT

Dannet, Capt., extract from his record
of meeting Franklin's expedition, 352

Dease, Mr., 127
Delessert, M., 149
Des Vœux, Mr. Charles F., 336, 363
D'Eyncourt, Mr. Tennyson, 14
Dickens, Charles, supports Lady Frank-

lin's appeal in 'Household Words,,

403
Disco Bay, 340, 345, 352
Disraeli, Mr., described by Lady

Franklin, 199, 200 ; his letter to
Franklin, 276

Distillation, Bill for prohibiting private,
296

Doddridge, his 'Rise and Progress of
Religion,' 79

Doloinieu, Marquis de, 149
Dorothea, the, 54
Dorset, Duke of, 212

Dupont, Capt., 179

EARL CAMDEN, on board the, 22

Elliot, Sir Henry, 337 ; private secre-
tary to Franklin, 295; his t.estimony
to him, 436

'Encyclopoedia Britannica,'biographical'
account of Franklin; 425

Enterprise, the, 379, 384, 392

Erebus, the, 287, 336
- and Terror beset in the ice, 359,

368; abandoned by the crews, 370
Eskimo encampment, r27
Eskimos, information obtained from,

395, 407
EwingrRev. T. L., onS r John

Franklin, 438

FEIGNED ISsUES BILL, 297'
Finlay, Mr., on the situation in Greece,

Fitzjames, Commander James, 336;
his testimony to Franklin, 342 ; re-
port of the season, 353

Flinders, Capt. Matthew, 9; Com-
mander of the Investigator, 15; im-
prisoned by the French, 22; memo-
rial, '28; cost and inscription, 282

Samuel, 9, 16, 19
Foggy Island, 132

Fontano, Antonio, 96
Foreign Enlistment Bill, 220

Forsfer, Capt. Matthew, chief police
magistrate of Tasmania, 246

Forsyth, Commander, 385
Fort Chipewyan, 73, 79, 123, 137
- Cumberland, 72, 123, 137
- Eniterprise, winter quarters at, 74
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FORT

Fort Franklin, winter quarters a ,

135
- Norman, 123
- Providence, 74
- Resolution, 123, 137
- Simpson, 123, 137
Fotomara, General, î88
Fournier, Capt., 170
Fox, the, equipment of, 402
Franklin, Miss Elizabeth, 3
- Miss Ifannah, 4
- Miss Henrietta, 4,
- Miss Isabella, 4
- James, -3 ; death, 221
- Sir John, i ; àncestors, 2; birth,

3 ; early life, 4-6 ; at school, 6 ;
longing for a sailor's life, 6 ; first
cruise, 7 ; on board H.M.S. Poly-
phemus, 9; at the battle of Copen-
hagen, 10-14; appearance, 14, 140,

152; disposition, 15 ; on board the
Investigator, 15 ; opportunities of
self-improvement, 16; extracts from
his letters, 17-19, 26, 56, 68; ship-
wrecked, 20; on board the Earl
Camden, 22 ; encounter with the
French squadron, 23 ; appointed to
H.M.S.. Bellerophon, 25; at the
battle of Trafalgar, 27 ; drafted on
to the Bedford, 29; lieutenant, 32;
life of inaction, 32-36, 51; the Wal-
cheren expedition, 35 ; attack on
New Orleans, 36-48; wounded, 40;
joins the Forth, 48; his application
for romotion, 50 ; in command of
the Trent, 54; at Magdalena Bay,

58 ; danger from icebergs, 59-63 ;
return to England, 65 ; in command
of the land exploration of Arctic
America, 67 ; plan of the route, 69 ;
sails from Gravesend,. 70; escape from
drowning, 71 ; jealousy of the two
companies, 72; journey to Fort
Chipewyan, 73 ; inadequate supplies,

73; at Fort Providence, 74; winter
quarters at Fort Enterprise, 74-80 ;
advice of the Indians, 75, 76 ; letter
to his sister on his religious senti-
ments, 77, 78; correspondence with
the North-Western Company, 80; at
the Coppermine River, 8; at Point
Turnagain, 82 ; his return to Fort
Enterprise by adifferent route, 84-96;
sufferings through want of food, 85-
1o4; loss of his observations, 88 ;

. demoralisation of the Canadian voya-
geurs, 89; loss of the last canoe, 89 ;
construçion of a raft, 9o; a canoe,
92; separation of the party, 94; reach
Fort Enterprise, 96; absence of

-r

FRANKLIN

Indians 'ind food, 96 ; fearful priva-
tions, 97 atIbthe point of death, 103;
arrival of supplies, ro4 ; in England,
o5 ; promoted commander, ..105 ;

post-captain, îo6; elected F.R.S.,
îo6; letter to Mr. Hood, ro8 ; en-
gagement and marriage, 112; plans
for new expedition, 113; birth of
daughter, 115; letter on the illness
of his wife, 117; departure, 118;
news of his wife's death, 119, 121 ;
at New York, r9: last letter to

,his wife .from Penentanguishene,
120; winter quarters at Fort Frank-
lin, 124-126, 135; letter to his -

sister, 125 ; - to Sir R. Murchison,
.126 ; attacked by Eskimos, 127-131 ;
prevalence of fogs, 132 ; abandons
the hope of joining Capt. Beechey,
133; reasons for his decision to return,
134; in England, 137; knighted,

139, 151 ; engagement, 139; plan
for the completion of survey of coast
of America, 140-142; rejection of
his scheme, 142; visit to Russia, 143 ;
letters from Miss Griffin, 145-147 ;
visit to Capt. Cumby, 147 ; wedding,

148; reception in Paris, 149; dines
with the Duke of Orleans and Baron
Rothschild, 150 ; receives the degree
of D.C.L., 151; offers of employ-
ment, 152; appointed captain of
H.M.S. Rainbow, 154, 163; sta-
tioned in the Mediterranean, 165;
impression of Athens, 165; of the
Greeks, 166,; ordered to Patras, 167,
169; report of the interview with
theGovernor, 171-175;withZavellas,

177-179; lands troops at Patras, 177 ;
re-embarks them, î8o; difficulties
of his position, 181-183 ; seizes a

pirate vessel, 183 ; despatch to the
Russian colleague, 185 ; letter on

- Capt. Zanetzky, 187 ; diplomatic skill
'in the affair of the Vostitza currants,
I88-19î; opinion of Mr. -Milnes,
t92 ; testimonies to ehe .value of his

services, 193; correspondene with
his wife, 203, 216, 233 ; audience and
dinner with the King, 211-213; in-

terview with Sir J. Graham, 213-216;

wish for employmelit, 216, 218, 229

views on foreign service, 220 ; death

of his brotheri 221; tour in Ireland,
22 ; evidéncie on the fishing industry,

223 ; statement of his varied services,
229-231 ; offered the governorship
of Antigua, 232 ; - of Van Diemen's

Land, 234 ; letters from Dr. Arnold,
234-236; congratulations on his ap-

- GG
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pointment, 237; compliment n-
ner at Horncastle, 237 ; speeches,
238; departure, 240; -enthusiastic
reception in Tasmania, 246; report
on the state of the colony, 246;
anxiety for peace, 247 ; letter to Capt.
Cumby on- bis duties, 248 ; scheme
of founding a colonial college, 250;
letter to Dr. Arnold, 250-253; bis
criticism of the charter, 254-256; on
the system of penal discipline exer-
cise< under his administration, 259.;
on the practice of 'assignment,' 262;
endeavour to work new probationary
system, 265 ; dismissal of Capt.
Mackonochie, 267:, starts for Mac-
quarrie harbour, 272 ; lost in the
bush, 272-274 ; relief parties, 275 ;
letter from Mr. Disraeli, 276 ; advo-
cates Hepburn's claim to employment,
277 ; correspondence with him, 278;
bis youthful)tricks, 280; the Flinders
memorial, 281, 282: construction of
the observatory, 283 ; account of
Capt. Ross's expedition, 285-287 ;
festivities on bâard the Erebus, 287 ;
difficulties of bis administration, 288;
reasons for bis failure, 289-295 ;
quarrels between the Attorney and
Solicitor-General, 295 ; the Distilla-

-tion Bill, 296; opposition of Mr.
Gregory, 297 ; suspension, 298;
strained relations with Mr. Montagu,
299-305; decision in the Coverdale
case, 3oo; newspaper attacks, 302;
suspends Mr. Montagu, 304; error
of bis recommendation, 305; despatch
from Lord Stanley, 309-312 ; its
publicity, 314 ; delay in its reception,
314 ; resignatioh, 315 ; mode of bis
recall, 315-318; preparations for
departure, 319; leave-taking, 320 ;
view of his character, 321; interview
with Lord Stanley, 323; statement
of bis claims for redress, 327;: reply
to Lord Stanley, 328 ; bis 'Narra- -
tive,' 329 ; projected expedition, 331 ;
reply to the Admiralty, 331 ; repu-
diates bis susceptibility to cold, 333 ;
interview with Lord Haddington,
334; appointed to the command of
the Erebus, 336 ; proposed route,
337, 354 ; letters of farewell, 339 ;
from Stromness, 340; on the qualitiese
of bis officers, 341 ; testimonies tob is
powers and attractions, 342-344;
last letter from "Whalefish Island,
345-351; selects the north-westward
route, 354; winter quartersat Beechey
Island, 357 ; discovers the southward

GOLDNER

leadiçg channel, 358 ; set fastin the
ice, 359: despatch of a land exploring
party, 363 ; illness, 365; death, 367;
monuments, 426; piety, 44o; love
of the sea, 441; fortitude, 443

Franklin, Lady, her letters to SirJohn,
167-i69; illness of her step-
daughter, 196 ; meeting with her bus-
band at Malta, 198; account of an
interview with Mahommed Ali, 201 ;
tour in the Holy Land, 201-203 ; in
Greece, 205 ; her travelling com-
panions, 205-207 ; il:ness and death
of a young Englishman, 207-210 ; in
Alexandria, 216, 218 ; return home,
221 ; proposal to 'erect a memorial
to Captain Vlinders, 281 ; her share
in the Tasmanian trôubles, 293.
sympathy m ith Captain Mackono-
chie, 295 ; equips the schooner Prince
Albert, 385 ; fits out the -screw
steaner Isabel, 390; her appeal to
Lord- Palmerston, 399-402; equip-
ment of the Fox, 402 ; contributors,
403 ; instructions to Captain McClin-
tock, 404; her repeated letters to
the dead, 418-421; approaching
marriage of her step-daughter, 419 ;
collection of letters &c., 424 ; letter
to Sir R. Murchison, 425 ; death,
427

- Mrs., her delicate health, 112.
bright temperament, 114 ; birth
of daughter-; 15 ;-extracts from her
letters, i4-116; death, 19

- Miss Sarah; 3
- Thomas, 8 ; death, 32

Willingham, -2, 3
Strait, 358

Frome, Mr.,282

GAWLER, Colonel, Governor of South
Australia, 28'r

GelltRev. J. P., Principal of Tasmania
.College, 253; bis inscription to

Captain Flinders, 282; reminiscences
of Franklin, 429-432

George IV., dèath of, j57
Germain, St., 93
Gibbs, General, 47
Gipps, Sir George, Governor of N. S.

Wales, 269, 274
Gleig, Rev. C. ,R., bis account of the

attack on NewOrleans, 39
Glenelg, Lord, 'Colonial Secretary,

offers the governorship of Antigua
to Franklin, 232

Gloucester, Duchess of, g3
'Goldner's Patent,' the putrid ineat-

tins of, 386
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HADDINGTON, . Lord, his interview
with Franklin, 334

Hall, Captain, 375
_eardy, Sir Thomas, 204

auseman, M., Professor of Geology,

150

Hearne, route of, 67, 70 .
Henslowe, Mr., 303i Hepburn, John, 69, 73, 390 ; corre-

spondence with Franklin on his situa-
- tion, 278
Herschel, Cape, first discovery at, 408
Hill, Mr., 209
Hobson, Lieutenant, R.N., 403, 407;

discovers the 'record,' 409; the
duplicate, 413

Hood, Robert, 69, 73, 76; murdered
by Michel, 99

- River, 85
Hotham, Adiiral Sir Henry, 168, 18o,

182, 186, 212; his testimony to the

value of Franklin's services in Greece,

193
Hudson's Bay, 67; - Company, 72
Hugon, Baron, 186

_______ _______ ______________ k
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GOODSIR LINCOLNSHIRE

Goodsir, Mr., 345 ICEBERGS, description of, 59
Gore, Lieutenant Graham, 336, 341 Ice-stream, the power and danger of

deposits his 'record' at Point Victory, an, 36o
363 ; death, 370 ; discovery of his Icy Cape, 133
record409investigator, the, 379, 384; sails for

Goulburn, Mr., Under-Secretary of Australia, 16; refitting in Port
State for the Colonies, 73 Jackson, 17; breakdown, 19, 20;

Graham, Sir James, First Lord of the abandoned, 392

Admiralty, interview with Franklin, Ireland, tour in, 222

213 Irish Fisbery Inquiry, Royal Commis-
Great Bear Lake, 123 sion on, 223
- Fish River, 226 Irving, Lieutenant, discovers Graham
- Slave Lake, 74, 123, 141 Gore's record, 372
Greece, independence of, 156 ; murder Istria, Agostino Capod, 158

of the President, 158 ; the Constitu- Capo d', President of Greece, 157;
tional party and the Capodistrians, character, 157; assassination, 158
159 ; formation of the Commission appeals to AdmiraI Ricord for assist-
of Seven, 160; proceedings of the ance, 164
Roumeliot soldiers, 161 ; nutiny of
the garrison at Patras, 162; Zavellas
assumes the command, 163; insur- }ACKSON, General, 45
gents of Port Poros, 164; anarchy, Jedder, Mr., churcb missionary at Syra,
167 ; restored to temporary quie- 209
tude, 192 Joinville, Prince de, Memoirs of, anec-

Gregory, Mr., the Colonial Treasurer, dote oLBaron Hugon, 186 note
297; his opposition to Franklin's-
measure, 298 ; suspended, 298

Griffin, Mr., 197, 276, 339
- Miss Jane, 139; letters to Captain 'Keith Mr,e o

Franklin, 145-147; wedding, 148 eNorth-Western
Griffiths, Lieutenant, 349 Company, 8o
Grinnell, Mr. Henry, 385, 422 Kellett, Capt., in command of the third

ICexpedition in searc of Franklin, 379,

Land, 56 1 anT,36

1

Kendall, Mr., i 18
Kennedy, Mr., in command* of the

schooner Prince Albert, 390
Kent, Duchess of, 157
King, Capt. Parker, 319
- Governor, 19, 241
- William Land, proved to be an

island, 394
Koletti, 159
Kolokotrone, 159

LAMBERT, General, 47
Lancaster Sound, 354
Langton, Miss, 167
Laughton, Prof. J. K., 'Nelson,' 12

note
Law, his 'Serious Call to a Holy Life,'

79
Lawford, Capt., 8
Lefroy, Mrs. G. B. A., her reminis-

cences'of Franklin, 434-436
Leroff, Capt., 170
Lincolnshire, speeches on. the county

of, 238 ; proposal of the citizens to
erect a statue of Franklin, 425
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Linois, Admiral, commander of the
French squadron, 22

Lockyer, Capt. Nichojas, 39
Loring, Capt., in command of H.M.S.

J3ellerophon, 25
Louth, grammar school at, 6
Lyons, Sir Edmund, 165, 192
- Mr., illness and death, 207-209

MACKFNZIE, Capt.,
- kiver r113, 123, 127
Mackonochie, Capt., private secretary

to Franklin, 240, 249, 265; his views
on the system of penal discipline,
249, 266; dismissal, 267; appointed
.commandant of Norfolk Island, 267;
result of his system, 268, 269 ; re-
called, 270

Macquarrie harbour, 271 ; its inac- -
cessibility, 271 ; escape-of convicts,
272

Magnetic Pole, discovery of the, 225
Maitland, Sir Peregrine, 212
- Lady Sarah, 212

-Malcolm, Sir Pulteney,.168, 204
Markham, Admiral, 72, 364, 368, 387;

his account of Franklin's voyage along
the shores .of the Arctic Sea, Si

Martin, Admiral Sir Byam, 277
Mavromichales, the brothers, assassinate

Capo d'Istria, 158
Mayo, Countess of, 213
McClintock, Capt., 383, 388, 391 ; in

command of the Fox, 402; instruc-
tions from Lady Franklin, 404;
erects inscription at Beechey Island,
405 ; winter quarters at Port Ken-
nedy, 406; information obtained
from Eskimos, 407 ; discovery of a
skeleton,, 408; - of a boat, 410 ;1
clothing and provisions, 411, 414;
on the position of the boat, 412; his
mission accomplished and return,
415 ; knighted, 416

McClure, Commander, in command of
the Investigator, 384, 391 ; dis-
coveries, 392 ; rescued by Sir E.,Bel-
cher, 393

- Strait, 392
Mehemet Ah described by Lady

Franklin, 201, 218
Melville Bay, 354
- Lord, 277; his curt answer to Frank-

lin, 50
- Peninsula, 141
Meredith, Mr.,- 199, 200
Michel, an Iroquois, 93 ; murders

Hood, 99; killed by Dr. Richard-
son, roî

PALMERSTON

Millington, Mr., 432
Milnes, Mr., 192
Ministry, defeat of th,?.a2-
Missolonghi, Goernof, 183, 86
Molé, Count, 150
Molesworth, Sir William, 258
Money, Capt. Rowland, 46; wounded,

48
Montagu, Capt.,~ Colonial Secretary,

246; his strained relations with
Franklin, 299; on the Coverdale
case, 300, 301 ; the 'Van Diemen's
Land Chronicle,' 302; suspended,
304; his apology, 305 ; leaves for
England, 307 ; appointed Colonial
Secretary at the Cape of Good
Hope, 3r '

Moore, Commander, 380
Moose Deer Island, 105
Morartachis, Chrysanthos, a Greek

pirate, 18g
Murchison, Sir Roderick, letters to,

126, 425
Murray, Capt., i
- Mr., 107

NARES, Sir George, 224
'Narrative of a Second Expedition to

'the Shores of the Polar Sea,' extract
from, 134

Navarino, battle of, 153
Nelson, Lord, at the battle of Copen-

hagen, 10-14; Trafalgar, 27,
.New Orleans, campaign against, 37, 38
Norfolk Island, 267 ; treatment of the

prisoners at, 268 ; result ofthe ' mark
system,' 270

North-West Passage, discovery of, 364,
366; the last link, 392

North-Western Company, 72; corre-
spondence with Franklin, 80

Norwich, Bishop of, 431, 436 note

1OMMANNEY, Capt. Erasmus, in com-
mand of the Assistance, 385, 388

Orleans, Duke of, 148; letter to Capt.
Franklin, 149

Osborn, Admiral Sherrard, 338, 356,
,391 ;extract from his 'Narrative of
the last Voyage of Franklin,' 360; on
the discovery of traces, 386

Osmer, Mr., 350

PAKENHAM, Gen. Sir Edward, 44•
death, 47

Palmerston, Lord, letter from Lady
Franklin, 399-402
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Parker, Sir Hyde, in command of-the
British Fleet, io

Parry, Sir Edward, 54, 139, 151, 259;
in command of the Arctic expedi-
tion, 66 ; his 'record,' 224

Pasco, Commander, bis letter on Frank-
lin, 438

Patras, Governor of, interview with
Franklin, 171-175

Pearce, his attempts to escape from
Macquarrie harbour, 272

Peel Sound, 358
Pelly Bay, 394
Peltier, a Canadian voyagur, 89;

death, 102
Penentanguishene, a British station on

Lake Huron, 120, 123
Penny, Captain, 385, 388
- Strait, 356
Perrault, his act of generosity, 88
Perry, Captain, 200
Phipps, Colonel, 401
Pietro, Hadji, 189
Pim, Lieutenant, R.N., 421

Point Griffin, 139
Point Victory, Graham Gore's 'record'

deposited at, 363
Polyphemus, H.M.S., 8; enters the

Sound, 10
Porden, Miss Eleanor Anne, II; ber

poems, 111, 112
- Islands, I1io

Porpoise, the, strikes on a reef, 20
Port Kennedy, winter quarters at, 406
Portugal, Prince Regent of, 33
Power, Mr., 276
Prince Albert, the schooner, 385, 388,

390
- of Wales' Island, 358

- Strait, discovery of, j92

RAE, Dr. John, 379; remarkable gifts
as a traveller, 38o; explorations,

380, 381 ; expedition in 1853,393';
obtains information from Eskimos,

394; question of the reward, 397
Raft, construction of a, go
Rainbow, H.M.S., 154
Ramsay, Mr. William, 24
Rawnsley,*Mrs. Drummond, her remi-

niscences of Franklin, 433
Repulse Bay, 82, 141
Resolute, the, 385, 391 ; abandoned,

393
Richardson, Sir John, 4, 69, 73, 330;

his account of tripe de roche, 87 ; act
of heroism, 91 ; kills Michel, oo;
joins the second expedition, 118 ;
his eulogy on Franklin, 136; on bis
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powers of enduring cold, 333 ; in
command of the second expedition
in search of Franklin, 379 ; his return
to England, 381, 384; biographical
account, 425

Ricord, AdmiraI, supports the Capo-
distrians, 159; summons the insur-
gents of Port Poros to surrender, 164

Rideout, Captain, 168
Robinson, Mr., British merchant at

Vostitza, 189
Ross, General, 45
- Captain Sir James Clarke, 54, 56,

330 ; Autarctic expedition, 283 ; on
the construction of the observatory,

384 ; collision with an iceberg, 285 ;
result of the cruise, 285-287 ; - in
command of the expedition in search
of Franklin, 379 ; explorations, 382;
unsuccessful result, 384

- Sir John, 203, 225, 385
Rothschild, Baron, 149
Ruffa, M., 181
Russell Island, 388
- Lord John, 253, 266
Russia, Empress of, 143
- Grand Duke of, 143

SAxoNY, Prince John of, declines the
crown of Greece, 156

Scott, Rev. Dr., 148
Search expeditions, despatch of, 379;

n umber of, 381, 384, 385
Selwood, Mr., 3; letter from Frank-

lin, 117
Miss Louisa, marriage, 237

Semandré, 96 ; death, 102
Simpkinson, Mr., 140
- Mrs., 276; letters fron Franklin,

197, 199, 202

Smith, Capt ,-342

- Rev. J. B., on the county of Lin-
colnshire, 238

- Mr., agent of the North-Western
Company, 80

- Mr., 342
Spilsby, failure of the bank, 32; statue

of Franklin erected at, 426
Spitzbergen coast, exploration of the,

58
Stanley, Lord, his despatch to Frank-

lin on Capt. Montagu, 309-312; its
unjudicial spirit, 312-314 ; his mode

of recalling Franklin, 315-318; in-
terview with him, 323 ; inquiry into
the convict pardons, 325

Stewart, Capt., 385
Stuart, Lord, 149



TASMANIA

TASMANIA severed from New South.
Wales in 1825, 241 ; animosities
and quarrels of the commUnity, 242;

its local press, 243 ; legislative pro-
posals of the Government, 257; the,
'ten-pound househôlder,' 258 ; trans-
portation system, 258 ; practice of
' assignment,' 259-264; - discon-
tinued, 264

Taylor, Sir Herbert, 21I
Tennyson, Lady, her recollections of

Franklin, 434
Terror, the, 227, 287, 336
Thackeray, W. M., contributes to the

fitting out of the Fox, 403
Thornton, Colonel, 46 -
Thurburn, Mr., 217, 220

Tithe question, 222
Trafalgar, battle of, 26-28
Transportation, system of, in Tas-

mania, 258; practice of 'assign-
ment,' 259-264; - discontinued,

264
Trent, the, 54
Trzpe di roche, its character and pro-

perties, 87.
Turnagain Point, 82
Turner, Rev. Charles (Tennyson),

marriage, 237

UNION JACK planted on the shores of
the Polar Sea, 124

Uramão, Sergeant Joachin Francisco,

34

VAILLANT, a Canadian voyageur, 89,
-93

Van Diemen's Land, governorship of,
234

' - - Chronicle,' articles against
Franklin in the, 302

Vesconte, Mr. Le, 347
Vienna, peace of, 50
Vostitza, currants of, 188-191

. ZAVELLAS

WALKER, Capt., 29
Walls, Rev. Mr., 5
Watèrloo Place, monument erected to.

the memory of-Franklin, 426
Wellington channel, 354, 356 -

Wentzel, Mr., 96
West, Mr. John, his 'History of Tas-

mania,' 244, 247, 266, 268 ; his

tribute to Franklin's character,-437
Westminster Abbey, narble monument

of Franklin unveiled, 427
Whalefish Island, last letter from

Franklin, 340, 345

Wilkinson, Mr., Consul at Syra, 209
William IV., interview with Franklin,

211
Wilmot, Sir Eardley, appointed Gover-

nor of Tasmania, 316
Wilson, Miss, 21Z
- the piper, 125
Wood, Sir Charles, First Lord of the

Admiralty, 402
Wright, Rev. Canon, Rector of Con-

ingsby, 4; on Franklin's farewell
visit to Mrs. Wright, 338; his re-
miniscences, 432

- Rev. Richard,.4
Wrottesley, Lord, 400

YORK FACTORY, 71, 105
Young, Sir Allen, 403

ZANETZIY, Capt., his relations with
the English and French commanders,

185 ; relieved of his command, 187
Zavellas, General, assumes the com-

mand at Patras, 163; interviews with
Franklin, 177-179 phis threatening

attitude, 179; fires upon a Govern-
ment schooner, 184; evacuates
Patras, 192
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